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SCHOOL-AGE MOTHER AND CHILD HEALTH ACT, 1975

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1974

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTIL OF THE

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,aCs ping D .D.C.
The, subcommittee met pursuant to notice at 9 :35 a.m., in room 4232

I)irksen Senate Office Building, Senator Edward M. Kennedlk, (sub-
conunittee cha irman) presiding.

Present : Senators
,presiding.

Schweiker, and Beall.
Staff present : 1)r. Arthur Silverstein, staff assistant ; Dr. Philip

Caper, profesisonal staff member; and Jay B. Cutler, minority counsel.

OPENING STATEMENT OF .SENATOR KENNEDY

Senator KENNEDY. The subcommittee will come to order.
I would like to welcome all of you this morning to join with the Sub-

committee on health in exploring an increasingly important (issue
whir i faces our society : That of the growing number of sch -age
yowl 'stets who are hearing and rearing children. Some of these yot
people are still children themselves, scarcely able to cope with child-
bearing and child-rearing, which we would all agree is a significant
challenge even to the mature adult.

The problem of school-age parents is becoming critical. Not only is
the number of the teenagers in our population increasing, but this is
the only group in, our society in which the number of births, shows a
continuing increase. Well over 600,000 babies will be born to teenage
women in 1975. and the number of births to girls under the age of 15
has doubled in the last 12 years. These problems cut across social, eco-
nomic. and ethnic classes, and exists in urban, suburban, and rural
areas alike.

It is clearly time that we recognize this situation on the national level,
and it is clearly time also that we davelop a comprehensive program not
only to assure the health needs of these young mothers and their chil-
dren, but also to help both parents and children cope with their special
problems and assist them in making reasonable lives for themselves.

All of the experts agree that the birth of a child to a school-age
parent has tremendoiis consequences to the mother, father, and the
clfild itself. Pregnancy among school-age girls is the leading cause
of high school dropouts among girls, and imposes a terrible burden on
the girl, as well as a social burden on society. And for about 60 percent
of these girls, the birth of a child begins a cycle of dependency upon
public welfare.

(1)
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The health problems qssociated with this type of -pregnancy are
also considerable. Health experts point out that tle younger the moth-
er, the more likely the child is to be underweight, to be horn premature,
and to stiffer a wide variety of health and other social disadvantages.
Thus. infant morbidity and mortality in this group of young parents
14 significantly higher than those seen among older parents. Al I of the
information that I have seen ill this area suggests to me that there are
important health and social problems raised by school -age pregnancies
which are not being met in any 'satisfactory and comprehensive way.

There is one other issue here t hat we must face squarely. While many
of these young pregnant women elect abortion. over two - thirds of all
mot hers age 1 years or under elect to carry t heir babie:; to term. Given
the inadequate support available to most of these young girls to sat isfy
t heir own healthItI1 deeds.44 f he !wait ii needs of their children, the many
types of social counselling that t hey need such as child care, family
planning. vocational counseling. and similar services--these young
girls must resign themselves either to a bleak future. or choose the al-
ternative of Maul ion.

I hope t hat the witnesses who will testify this morning will help
us to explore all aspects of this problem to the fullest extent possible.
'We would hke to determine precisely how large the problem is in terms
of numbers, and how serious are the health and social problems that :lc-
eompany school age pregnancies.

Finally. it.wi II he impoilant for ns to obtain hard.evidence for' what
m nany of us now suspect to lie the case : That the value of a dollar in-
vested in solving this problem today, will be multiplied many times
not only in relieving human physical and mental suffering, but also in
saving money tomorrow t hat would have to Is' spent on the health and
social WV I fare needs of these young parents and their' children.

The witnesses this morning include; representatifes front the De-
partment of !knit h. Education. I d Welfare; Mrs. 'Sargent S hriver
and a panel of experts in the fink i , dolescent parenthood. maternal
and child health, social eonnselin and related disciplines: Senittor
Birch Ravi; and Mr. .Jack Muni. Vaughan, president of Planned
Parent hood ,Association.

Would you like to make a comment, Sena or Schweiker?
Senator ScitwEi !Mt, I Walt to say. Mr. Chairman, that I 11111 plVDSi'd

1.0 join with the chairman in facing up to hearings on this problem,
and i and glad to see that we are going to have a f,,rafik and candid
discussion and try to suggest some legislative solutions ro a very
difficult problem.

That is all I have, -Mr. Chairmw.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Beall.
Senator BEALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I. too, ant happy t hat we are having these hearings today.
I am disturbed by the figures indicating the kind of poblem this is.
We are concerned about the fact that during pregnancy adolescent

girls are more likely to suffer from toxemia and anemia due to iron
deficiency and prolonged labor.

''In addition. it is the great emotional and financial strain placed on
teenaged parents that causes an inordinate amount of babies to be

placed in foster institutional carp.

10
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I hope. as ti result of t his lienring,, we will determine" if we can pro-
vide some Federal assistance to )(will governinknts in helping to al-
leviate the problem.

Also, oI 11111 hoping 1Vt` are going to futons attention on the filet that
teenagers t lionise].ves prob,ably need to be alerted to the problem, and
that there should he some organize:(1 °trol to alert teenagers to the
da.ngers of preg-itony for them.

I was recently t isited by a group of people from lialtnuore, sonic
distinguished lawyers %m proposed ti crime commission.

'Hwy presented some very alarming statistics %vhich people hesitate
talking about, %viiich I think need to he mentioned, and that is thatin the (ty Of Baltimore, according to these statistics, )0 perc('nt,
slightly more than )0 percent of the major crimes. that is burglary,
robbery, rape, and t hose of crimes are being (mtinitted by peopleunder .20 yea is'of age.

The statistics also showed that of those percent, 80 percent of those,.
crimes %veils committed by people %dm were illegit liftoff%

I think we hate to he talking about these things rather tlinn pushing
this miller the table.

IV have to look t he causes ( ese problems and see if we cannot
come up with some solutions th t wl tiad to a healthier environment
in ,which we can get ;1 better in tiling of the nature of our prob-
lems and the W111,' 1,Vt handle

I :1111 happy \-)n a re haVingthese hearings today.
Senator FEN N E1)1. Fine.
At this point, we kill insert for at record a copy of S. ...1.5:18 and S.

The hills referred to follow

11.



94TH CONGRESS
1ST SESSION S. 2538

TIIE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

OrronKa 21, 1975

r. N NEDy introduced the following bill: which was read t wipe and referred

to the Committee ou Labor and Public Welfare

A BILL
"0 enact the National School-Age Mother and Child Health Act

of 1975.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represenia-

2 tires of the I 'oiled States of ilmerica in Congress assembled,

3 That this Aet may- he cited as the "National School -Age

4 Mother and Child Health Act of 1975".

5

li

8

9

I()

11

FIND.INGS AND DECLARATION OF PURPOSE

Sac. 2. (a) The Congress finds that
( 1) pregnancy among adolescents is a serious and

growing problem;

(2) slich pregnancies are a leading Cause of school

dropout, familial disruption and increasing dependency

upon welfare and other community resources;

II
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(3) the children of adolescent Mothers are often

at high ri.itt`ting their e trly years, leading to in-

creased infant 4nhidity and mortality; and

4 (4) health; edUcation, co nseling, and other social

5 services to assist adolescent mothers who choose to bear

6 their children are often inadequate, disorganized, and

7 fragmented.

8 (h) The purpose of this Act is to
.

9 (1) strengthen family life by encouraging the pro-

vision and coordination of comprehensive health, edu-
cation, psychological, and other social services to

12 adolescent parents and their children (such as job and
'13 vocational tmining and placement and care for the in-
14 \,\. fonts and children of adolescent parents) thereby provid-
15 ing a meaningful'alternative to abortion;
16 (2) encourage coordination and improvement of

17 existing services, as well as the provision of new services

where necessary;

19 (3) reduce the growing number of adokscent preg-
20 nancies by encouraging family planning and reduce the
21 growing number of school dropouts by encouraging

adolescent parents to complete their education; and
23 (4) improve the health and parenting capabilities of
24 adolescent parents, in order to maintain the integrity of

t
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5

6

7

()

families and to reducc illness and abuse the children now

associated ith adolescent parenthood.

Svc. 3. Title III of the Public Ilcalth Service .\ ct (42

U.S.('. 201) is anicuded hy adding after section 319 the

following new part :

"PART t SruvIcrs FoR

(Intl THIAR INFANT:4 AND CHILDREN

"i oRNIt'i.A oRANTs To ST.kTES FOR ('oNEPRE11-1iNSIVE

9 SI:RN IrEs Fon sctioot,-Aw; (Hul,s, THEIR INFANTH AND

c1111,DIWN

11 St:( :12(). (a) .The :-ecretitry is authorized and directed

12 to itt.ike ,rraitt-:. from allotment, made under subsection (1) ,

1', to meet part of the cost,: to desiLmated agencie,: to

11 to i..( in id:owing, ettibli.diinff, maintaining, coordinating,

1.) And t
for eomprehen,ke or 'WV, for

11; ( hoot :ige girl,. their infant: and children in accordance 'tit

17 ,vrtion :;11.1. grntit nin be made to a (4,4;,10(41 State

:olrettcy under this ection tilde.: such azeney has smlunitted,

and had appro\ ed the Secrctarv. II State 111:111 for coortli-

0 118 tell ;11111 eompreken.ive protzrain in ;lecordance .4ectiott

21 21>.\.

(h) The tutt,.,approprint241 to carry oirt the provisions.)0

"3 of the cttion din!! he allotted to the Stat(N by the Secretnry

2k on flit. 1)1,1.4 of the M110:16(111, tinahvial nerd, and number of

14
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liNe birth, to .thool-age girls per Itopidation in the calendar

2 year of the respeeti VC

(e) or the purpo,e, of .ertion, Hit. term 'State'

holt, the riiiiiiinuoNahli ui Puerto Itin. lillallll, knicrian

Samoa. the Di...trict nt ridiniihia, and the 'frost Territory of

rr ili Pacific ',land,.

nl \11 1.1 II 1' \ :ON .1 I:VI( l'.%4 FM?

ti 1.1124 fill fit \ \ \ t I i

11

"",rv. In hilt i It it hi pnrpo:r. of
till, .11 fir confifrclictf,iNf, ,f.rN 'Hi-. fur

Ifu01-.1.,,f. I irl tlu it intact

12 II) drivii.or, i r ItItiN It It' 1,11 Illy tiilitiliklillitlII
0 t

I I I, :1 titiii.411.11titi -ittill nir111.1 tii flit. ...ult a;((11 N Itir

I I ,tilinuic,icring, i,r ..iiiicrN 1,111, thy adinini.tra thin id th

17

't;1 till' 111:111

Ir) tiN 1111'1111' Ilint tilt'

!LOCI' SI,1 II :11,;('111N \\ Ill \ 3111 1061 I.) ralT1 ill ni II

till, Part1,1,in

(..) I I I Ili 1,1c v4;11,1141111111 id a State

\ ioiN tnilll i trll , ,4., ;,

girl, slit and t hildrcli, \\ 411th ,11:111

rrpri \ I IffAifh. cdol :If Inn. 11111

ttut:II tiliN t .ind IrIrI'i local

24 tires triifficionl .nani/atilin, and aolih.
23 c,0111,14 tilt g,11,1r1.11 Stitt tl;Ztilio'N
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8

ing out it, function, under the plan, to assure the coor-

dination of service, provided by the health, e tiention,

,oinl 111`, and voluntary agencies, and to approve

the State plan prior to it, subinis,ion to

"(2) in .electing member...hip for the categories of

reprc,ciitation iu this paragraph, einpliai, be

placed on choosing hulk idual, from day rare and child

core nur,ing, law, .en ices, in-

! di\iduals vvith expertise in the physical and emotional

Iu ift\cloptilnt of infants and children, and parents %110

i11 %iirlie ate od in approprirganization, n Inc coin-

12 iiiiinit;

13 014 Mist forth policies and itrocedures for the e\

11 pciiihtur of fund, under the plan, \\inch, in the judg-

17i nictit of the :Secretrirv, are deigned to assure effective

II; continuing State planning, evaluation, and delivery of

17 public and priate) for school -age gir,

1'4 their infant, and childr/en;

19 pro% ilk for cooporative effort, among goy-

criinictitill or nongovernmental agencie, organizations,

21 ;Hid giolip (.1.11(1111(.11 %%kb pedal .41%itc

girls, their infant, and childicti, and for cooperative

23 effort, between such ngenvies, organizations, and groups

24 in the field, of health, education, ntal welfare;

16
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1 ( 1) pro\ idc nt h no.thod. adulinitration (i-

:111L11:2: natll ll 11:1,11:ii;:. II, tile .1,11111,11111Clit tutu ut.tiu-

v11:11111' ut prowiel tatutird ,tii intuit 111hiv, v\cpt

1 th.tt thy Sy( returt 'hall (x\yrtiy no authority %vith re-

to ill, it t l it u, tuur uI o!licy, and coinpyli,ation

\ 1(1,11.11 111111:1. 1'11. I11 auyordahr with such

thi IN) a au loroul hy thy Sy( rtary In be ncry,,,Iry

4 ,1 1111 loiTr tlhicht opration of tile platy,

9 k z) too\ tilt hat thy di ...:gatatyd Stat'e..ugyory \\ ill

11) Iu, 1.1 11,11 rport, in Nut It form anal containhu;

11 itif.rw.ttioh a tilt Sccrtar it.a from Cunt. to twit

2 rrytiry, and kt i. 11( It rtord. and .tiTr(1

1:1 It ay( tloacto a thy Sri wary hud ni ...ar tU

,1-1111' 1111 (1)11.1'1111UN 111,1 criii. ill it ttl uuli rt.p, ta

"110 pro tilt hat lilt sktit. .,11

f ruin Luny In Cou, hut it ly- ottyn than atuutally, :v-

17 it.v it. Stall' p!an .tprot.,1 molr lull, ,ttly.yutioa and

alunit In tht Sit rrtal moiliticatiou;

19 ;

(. 11 dlitte thy writ of tilt' vrobim, ()lc it ,..,

21 t tirtuillk pro\ hitl, th-C dlIcituicit- prov:-

i,t1 uI -...61., and .It p platL,1 lit

2.1 nat .1101 v Litt. \vide ervi(c (fl-

21 tIv Affil th:111)2:11 lit wit11 oll.er
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1 j I ( ) forth p.illuie unll yrorella,c, to /1_,ttre

that tht into, and am uth, r 1111'1,111 \ Ilit; Information of

p 1-11. re( (.1 tutder tilt -e ,hall not

!a. alottittril to or ted I \ tin h'i.dein1 Um\ ernment,

tr,iiiicht, and I, lu\ 111111\ idnal or orvniiat'ion

oda r th..ct (.1) the Frog.r,im '4:Ill\ \ (bring the

7 (, to) t Ytt.(1-1)trt it;t cr in 11(11 10,(.7.;
.41

lod ;,h1 it the prior infortord roltent of the individual

4.1 flip

itt (2) i 1 1..1(11 p..litic 111111 i)roi elltirc to atire that

11 o ,:to. .ol other idcotif int!: information of per-

I' ing '''t i (s hicil are

; I., third (...111 p.t er,.. are ki ,t,t ( onfi-

11 :lid le,t further dieh,,ed:

(L ) 1111 hide :11/11 1% hie for the I ir.q4itut ti, 'n,
vd

1.11;01/. t..stt nu11 itopro\ etnent of the folloving

17 (.1-Cit 141..ditt.t.tiv or through ut)o11t.t.:1-

11%(. :1:frtutttent.

211

21

21

( c(ttiiprefit 11-; care to hool age

aocinted ith the cunthatation of pretzlittiwy,

'Ho littlititz1lot not Itinitt.(1 to

( .1) t1 4., for pregtmlit y:

(11) ,:ort.vnin and 111ogno,i, Nit! trent-

!mlt of all prcnntfil and poonatill

18
IA
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including nutritional deficiencies, for it period

of one year after birth: and

" ((') referral, when appropriate to other
1 agencies for treatments not cot (Ted under

section ;

(2) comprelien,iNe health core to infants and
v11'11(11191 of ,chool-age girls (luring infancy and pre-

school year,, inquiring but not limited to
¶1 (.\ ) comprelien,ie health rare,

ing but not 1111611'11 11. 111'111111W 11111'11,1Ve care:
11 "(11) medical examination,:

12 (( ') tliajztoNi and Nvreelling

13 " 11111(10nd (iviivicncit...,

II "(it) mad hearing defect,.

Its

7

1 condition,, 1(11(1

19 (\) rata,trophie
211 ( I)) referral, \\ )1111

21 agencies. for ,en ire, WO rot ered under S up:

,ectiott:
). " (:;) health oiltiontion:

2 ( 4) commlini ty on trench and information
2.1 service.::

(iii) mental ret,irdittion mill learning

"(iv) crippling and handicapping

/1-9
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" (5) family planning services and eounseling:

" (f) continuing edtwation of mothers (indud-

ing v(wati(nral train4 and tiSiStatwo in halving

employment) ;

(7) counseling for the mother and father of

the child and the appropriate families;

infantnfant and child day (lire;

" (9) adoption and foster care services;

" (10) a coordinated program of Norial serv-

. lia ices, ineludiu educational. vocationa . legal, ethical,
N.

socia counselig';-and referral services (including

12 adopt on counseling) designated for school-age girls

until the agency finds that tbe services are no longer

toTcshlry; and

15 (11) appropriate services for infant and chili

abuse and neglect.

17 (I) provide assurances that each and every pro-

fs gram has made or will make and will continue to make

19 every reasonable effort to collect appropriate reimburse-
,.

"0 mem for its costs in providing health services to persons

21 who are entitled to insurance benefits under title X\VIII

"2 of the Social Security Act,. to medical assistance under a

23 State plan approved under title XIX of such Act, or

24 to assistance for medical 'expenses under any other

25 public assistance program or private 'health insurance

26 program; and

N
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" (m) total evaluation of ipdividual needsqnedical,

nutritional, social, educational, an.d psychological with

management protocol.

4 "CONFIDENTIALITY

5 "SEc. 3201I.'The names and other identifying informa-

tion of persons receiving services under these programs shall

nut be submitted to or collected by the Federal Government,

State government, and by any individual or organization

9 other than (1) the program actually delivering the serviceS`,

to and (2) .third-party payers, and in such case not without

the prior informed consent of the individual or the individual's

12 legal guardian.

"VOLUNTARY PARTI('IPATION

11 "SEC. 320. The accept -trace by any individual of family

planning services or family planning or population growth

information (inc ding educational materials) provided

17 through financial assistance tinder this title. (whether by

Is grant or contract) shall be voluntary and shall not he a pre-

19 requisite to eligibility for or receipt or any other service or

'1) assistance from, or to participation in. any other program of

21 the entity or individual that provided such service or

99 information.

2'3 "MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT

"tic:('. 321)1). Applications for grants tinder this part may

25 be approved by the Secretary only if the application contains

2 I
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10

11

14

or is sapprqled by reasonable assurances that the 12;rants will

not result in ally, derrea:V in, the level of State, local, and

other non-Federal funds for services for school-aged

their infants and children, and training of persons to provide

such services which would (except forcsuOi grant) be avail-

able to the applicant, but that such grants will he used to

Nupploont and, to the extent practicablq, to increase the

level of such funds.

"AUTHORIZATION

-SEC. :120E. There are authorized to be appropriated to

carry out the purposes of sections 320 ;tad :320.1 of the Act

1.) $:;1),000.000 for the fiscal year ending ,fuse 197(1. and

1;1

15

for each of the next two suceceding tiscal years.

-coonDIN.vrtoN; REPoirrs

-SEc. 3201. There is hcrebv-established with* th e

It; Maternal and ( 'hild Health Servic,e, hereinafter r erred to as

17 'Ser\ ice*, of the Department of Health. Edina m, and

19

\\*chore an identifiable unit to administer, evaluate, and

toordinaip the prows.Kain established by this part. The Serv-

2% ice shall submit an annual report to the Secretary NvIlich

21 shall include, lint riot be limited to, suggested modifications

to increase and improve the program. The Service sh

submit to cacti designated State agency on at least an an-

21 nual basis reports on the status of all programs receiving

Federal funds tinder section 320 of this Act.

22
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"DEFIN ITIONS

-9 "SEC. 3200. For purposes of sections 320 and 320A the

3 term-

4 " (a) 'school-age girls' means any pregnant female

5 of primary and secondary school age without regard

Ei to marital status; and

7 (1)) 'designated State agency' means a public or

8 private nonprofit entity vViiicli is designated by the
/-

9 Governor of a State to carry out the purposes of see-

lions 320.\ , 320B, 320C. and 3201) of this Act.".

11 S.F.c. 4. Parts (4, I), E, F. G, 11, I. J, and K of Public

12 Health Service Act, as in effect the day before the date of

13 cnactmen-t of this Act, are redsignated as parts 1), E. F.

11, I. J. K, aced L. respectively.

23
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S. 2360

IN TIIE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

SF.PTEMBER 17 (legislative day, SprrEme En 11), 1975

Mr. BArit introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred
to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare

A BILL
To amend the Public Health Service Act to provide health care

services for pregnant adolescents before and after childbirth.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tires of the United Mates of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Life Support Centers

4 Act of 1975".

5 Slic. Title III of the Public Health Service Act (42

(i V.S.C. 201) is ornended hv iu after ,ection .3 U) the

7 following. new section:

8 "SPECIAL SERVICES FOR ADOLESCENTS

9 "SEc. 320. (a),, The Secretary is authorized and directed

10 to make pants to health' agencies of any State (or political

11 subdivision thereof) or any other qualified nonprofit agency,

11-0
*(Star Print)

V

24
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1 itt,titution, or organitation (with the approval Of the State

agenv) for originating, continuing, extending, or improv-

ing programs involved ill the provision of

(1) necessary health cafe to pro,pectiveadoles-

5 et lit mothers, including but not limited to

t; (.\.) tests for pregnancy,

(13) screening, diagnosis, and treatment of all

ti lavnatal and iiii,nuttal conditioIN, including nutri-

tional deficiencies for a period of one year after

tit and

11 ((' ) IT(l'11111, %%hen .appropriate to other :igen-
ti

12 cies for treatments Hut covered under this section; )

1:', (2) necessary health rare to infants of adult's-

1 t (Tilt mothers during their preschool rears, including lnit

15 nui limited tn

16 ( . \ ) 'twilit al. ex;intination,,

17 (11) iii:12'Ini,i, ;Hui screening of-

1`4

19

"0

2 1

15

(i) eficienries,

(ii) V1,11111 and tearing- defects,

(iii) genetic birth disorders,

) mental retardation and learning. dis-

order,..

(v) crippling. and handicapping. condi-
;

Com,. and

" VI

2J
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1 ' ) referrals when appropriate to other agen-

2 cies for services not wavered under this section:

3 " (3) .fancily planning services;

4 (4) a coordinated program of social services in-

5 eluding educational. vocational. legal, social, counseling.

and referral services (including adoption counselim,)

7 designed for adolescent mothers for the period ex-

8 tending to the point in time that the agency thuN that

parent and child are capable of caring for' themselves:

In and

11 "(5) funds to purchase adoption service,: (up-

12 proved by the Secretary) for adolescent niotliers. par-

13 tieipating in a program established under this section

who are considering the placemeut of their children in

15 adoptive homes.
.

16, (b) The Fedend assistan ce to prograin-: ondur.

17 this -hall not exceed 75 per centum of the curl of such

18 program.

19 (e) (1) Applications for grurris ruder this ,ertion shall

20 be made iu such form and contain such information as mac

21 be required by the Secretary.

)9 " (2) The Secretary shall approve only those a-lyric:1-

23 Lions which

"(A) provide that ,the project for which assistance

25 is sought will be administered by or under the super-

26 vision of the applicant,

26
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( It) t lul tic ,it( Il 1),(.11 control, and fund accont-

ing. pro( c..(1111( Iii Iii ne«,,ary to te,,itre proper

(11,1air,ntent of and accounting- of Vedeitil funds,

"1( ) ide .1--111.111te that it \\ 111 l'1111)111 pof(..;-

5 .118 11, ,killed in nutt(tUal and ( Ililcl hest t11. Inlltlic health

li \ 111111111(W. :111(1 ,ucia I

7 ( !no id for cooper:16,l11 \\ id! the Shift :19Ilicv

S ad1111111,1(Tillg ,ititer\ idittini,tration of the

9 Stith. plan altitymcd under title XIX of the Social Se-

.11) ( nrih Act in the iumi,ion of care and -ervice,, availahl(t

11 under :I project, fur recipient, eligildc for -.nth a idan

12 ittidcr -u,11 title NIX. and

1,1 (1.;) itioN ide fur We co, wdilidnill ccf lualtli and
11 -o 'et i( e, itrulided 1t the project \\ 1111, Mid 111111Z11-

15 tin (to the r tow leasildr) oi. I'cdcral. of 11)M

11c.11111 \\ P4111.11.1)11 itrograi,.

17 (.(I) l'a noo, under ,cc tion may he 111101e in ad-

1 t 1)1 11\ \\ of reiffiltu ,entent, and in -.Itch in,talltnents,

19 a, the SecretarK nun- (1(1(111611e.

t t *I' )11 'Till IT he cuiNtrued to re-

21 quite .111\ Itrojec t rr ri\ in, 1111;1111:%11 11111)()I't (I) compel any

itii,00 iinder.2o ati niedit e\antination. (hag-
.

n.1..0111(.111 or In:11(11,i \ utllc r health care or

I1

21 1,1\ id( ,1 widc, non for and pupo,e, if such
pet-on or In guardian ohjets.

27
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(1) Xo indkidual be. required a condition

2 Fel (Aunt fur the rcccil,ltofya.si.tance undtr tlliti .\.t or any

other law to participate in prugntnts e,tahledid of 11%04141E41

hy. 1 elicrul IOM's ontms quo 11 indi. Otittlt gien,otheir in-

5 formed conent to %twit participation.

ft .) 'Mre arc . authuri/cd to he appropriated to cart }'

out the porpo.cs of this section $:',().000.001) for the likwal

e:tr endiwz June :;(), 1976, and for cavil of the IltAt two

,in.ctuding

28
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Sen1tor KEN Nun-. Our first w itne.sses today will be representatives
front the 1 )epart limit of HEW.

I understand Dr. James I )ekson, Art mg I )eput y Assistant Secretary
for I leak li, will not he with us.

The statement will he read by Mr. Dale Sopper, Acting Assistant
Secretary for Legislation.

Good morning.
Would you identify your panel, please.

STATEMENT OF DALE SOPPER, ACTING DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRE
TARY FOR LEGISLATION `(1EALTH), DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. LOUIS REIT,
MAN, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY, OFFICE OF*OPULATION
AFFAIRS, U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE; DR. CHARLES LOWE,
SPECIAL ASSISTANT FOR CHILD HEALTH AFFAIRS, U.S. PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE; AND DR. ROBERT VAN HOEK, ACTING mum
ISTRATOR, HEAT TH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, U.S. PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE'

Mr. emu. Thank you. Mr. ('hairman.
If I HMV, I would like to identify Ow other members with me from

t he I )epart 'neut.
On my left is Dr. Robert Van Hoek, A-ting Administrator of the

I Iealt Services Adinist rat ion.
On my right is Dr. Louis I lellman. Deputy Assistant Secretary for

l'opulitt ion A Go-, I ..S. P11 bhr len It In Service.
On my right is Dr. Charles Lowe, Special Assistant for Child

!knit h .k tin i rs, ( Mice of t he Assistant Secretary for I leak h for HEW.
I f I may, Mr. Chairman, I would like to read portions of our open-

ing statement.
SenatorsKYNNF.Dy. We have vino- shit
We Will ha ye printed in if s eat irel v.
I want to indicate that I have both the privilege as well as the

rtsponsibility to listen to-a lot of testimony.
I think anybody who oppea IN before our mininit tees ought to have

sufficient awareneind comprehension almut the part icular matters
which o they are talking about, so that they can summarize, emphasize,
respond to questions on any of the matters. Otherwise they really
Mt ye no business being before t he 00111111kt

I think it is always valuable to get the testimony so we ran get the
specific details. and hate t he statT consider any of the rhanges and
operations required.

That is enormously valuable.
There are some important policy eor4iilerill ions that we will he

examining and we want to get right to those.
I am going to let vou proreed. but I hope that you would highlight

it and summarize it, and we will print it in its entirety.
I must say I have had a chance to review it, and i Trope you are going

to be personally more convincing than your test imony.
I want to he very frank about it.
It seems to me you listed the various kindslirlirograms which have

been passed by the Congress, that may or' may not have been useful to
achieve the thrust of the legislation that is before the committee
today. You indicate that there really is not a problem.

29
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I tun familiar with most of these programs and I am not really
inter-1-4rd ill pis1 listening to t hem t lirott ii back to tile.

I aunt toil to be preetw and elkact v% hen % 4.f0 through our
test ininn . 111 telling precisely what th(,v program, are doing in
focir.Ing nt1 t his 1,tlrtrlilnl proldein.

We are not-interested in jtist it litany of 1111'1 11I'u1,,t'Ililis iiS We See In
the ,eemid half 441011r temt Main V.

I v%1)111(1 hope on paw...tt; and beyond. that when you talk about the
child and maternal cart. programs and emphasize thmse programs,
that are going to tell- as tvIty t he cut bitelts that are etumng a.tt the
administ rat program next Vent' are tint going to cut whatever yott
might feel 1s iul etrerttle etii)rt b1 rhea' progatliq lit meeting these
1)14,1,1elti,

11 e :try going hi he faring merinos rats. If you are not, let its lotot
that, too.

You are going to be Felt mg oil t he programs that are being cutbnclt
In the tirq place. are going to l( cutbro k (1 1.11 More the next tittle.

1 nut Impt.fill 11111 will be as precise am 11111 poNs1 lily roll Nt hen you
t lic-e areas.

1 NN pi.,.ell 111 %um- (n.11 NN .

1 v ant II) to oil I ha% e 'had it chalice to V() t lirfaigh your
to,t 111101).

3111,111e 11)11 NN 111 1)11)1)011)1N elalairate (Ill it.
\Ir. Soeer a. Iii 1let% of that. Mr. Chairman. I think I will focus on

((iii int fishy, ion and then our statement on the legislation, rather
I 1 ) 3 1 1 t e r ite a ht (iii.INt Item.

Su OM K VP) On the hip of page 2. you sill' there is no riccirrate
estimate of t lie itittliber art will% in need of the t VIa' of care dint coll1l1
1)4.1)110 Hied. and then )1111 ..11111 the program is not needed.

If 1 1111110 ((lit 1u10a v% lint the accurate estimate is, I begin to NN'titidet
1111(11it I he 11',I ref Ole test ll11onl, V% lien 1/111 sal it Is ilnt needed.

11,11 inilbate all the thu11.n. .11111 are (1()IIIIZ on it.
That . unit f rank It . roubled lit its an opener.
IVilv not start and do t he best you can, thongli.
Mr. Stov.u. I ani pleased to appear before 11)11 ha1111" pleSellt our

11.\\ti nit :"4. 2.):1\ 81 hill a hiell a ()ad 1.stal)11:11 another special formula
grant program under the Public fI..en,It,I1 _y\ ire .krt for States to IO-
\ ide part of the cost of establishing and operating programs for the
comprehensit e care of pregnant school age girl, 1111141 their children,
ris well as:our v leas on S. 2360. which would promote similar Ohit`rt 'VI'S
through direct grants. to State agencies and to other nonprofit organi-
zat tons.

.kt the outset Vet me emphasize. Mr. Oliairninii. that the Vepartment
is concerned nbout the problems of early, and often unwanted. and
Iminterided pregnancy in teenaged girls, and we fulls realize the need
f or adeitluitt. health cart.. including nutrition. and such social sert-ices
as child care and job placement assistance for young mothers.

IEin we are unable to support either S, .253s or S. 360. The
administrat ion lins eommitted itself to financing these health services
through medicaid and social service programs On a needs basis. These
bill, tvould provide additional narrow categorical programs- %which
duplicate existing departmental authorities arid programs that already
arid-ems the problem of teenage pregnancy; moreover, they -oliid re-
quire additional funding at a tune when the national need and the

0
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1itMlIhilt% )ll\ to lt(lii(i tl Iii 0)1 1 tliiitl i\1)iIi)lItliro
11111 C))I loiiilt htiiit'.

Iltoit I" I))) lti(iiiltti )tlIIlltt( 0)1 tlii ii(iilil)(t itotiiiiII III 1140(1 (of tli.il tli:it toitlol I ihl tlitnuizli ..t 1111(1 4. :i;i tliitt
Ii )'.) hot III I" 10 110 lii ii IOu I)) lilt Ii) ii lii loll) I\ I0)( i I lit FOtub 01 ol) ))l I litrIbIltI tIII (( I lOt C)! til1)tlUbii.! 0ItoIltii)i'. lii t lbI'i)1iJIi?tli\ ilillib 01 ))f 1)1 i lito I)l( out'. liii)! 'tilt( liii) oIiitiittloli ifigitiluzitiii

\\ 10110)). II ICC))!) illiii.iit 110 1)1 11(1' 1' ((hIll I Iii'itlt Ii oIioIIittt itrilot II 111(1) ii 1(1)1 Ii It Ii lt)i bo )ll II Ii (Iii tilt I iiiitt t l)J))t I) ))f It (((lii
I)lIIb)li'.i)o' lititlt It lilt i''tIii.

\\itluii tliiit fi-niit,00ik. tin llIouii)tIltri of fniiiilv l:tiiiiing t'r Wi'
oh It ul))lI'. 1)1,1,. l)1iIttotilltIl\ tliuti1.It Ilit(1iitil ill)) 10(11)1 ,(i\ 1tt'
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NIr. Sorer.n. I think Dr. Van I lock, who administers those projects,
van respond.

Dr. VA:c ler.c. Mr. Chairman, there are two aspects of effort that
we are engaged in in dealing with the problems of teenage preg-
nancies.

One is the maternal and child health program, and the other is the
family planning program.

In the family planning program, there have- been specific efforts to
develop information counseling progilims, making teenagers aware
of the availability of family planning services in their communities.

Similarly, we have developed training programs to make the pro-
fessionals involved in family planning services more aware and more
knowledgeable about providing services to teenagers.

In the area of maternal and child health, there have been special
efforts and special programs developed th,rough a consortia of inter-
ested Professionals in developing special programs.

Some of those where described in the monograph by Dr. Jekel and
others, such as projects in Boston and the Instriet of ('olumbia.

These projects were geared to integrating the services provided by
educational institutions, the school systems, the maternal and child
health programs, the social service programs, the (lay care centers,
and vocational training programs, so that the teenagers could con
tinue their education and be in a position to raise their children.

Senator KEN N EDY. Under family planning, do they provide for
services to !pothers?

I)r. VAS I lont. Family planning services?'
Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
Dr. VA N I lom. Yes, sir.
They provide counseling and family planning services to the

mothers who wish to choose family planning.
Senator Sufi wEl Km. Could you give us the present budget figures on

t hose programs for 1974,1975, and 1976?
I would be interested to know what has happened so far, not the

congressional budget, but the President's budget, as far as it is
concerned.

I)r. VAN I 10EK. For family planning, in the1975 budget, and I will
limit it just to services, not to training and research, the family plan-
ning services budget was $94.5 million.

The President's request for 1976 was $75,135,000.
The current estimate based on the Ilouse-Senate pending action is

$94.5 million.
Senator Sell WEI KER. Do you ha vet he 1974 figure?
I)r. V. IloF.K. The 1915 figure, as I recall, was the same, approxi-

mately $94.5 million.
Senator Sri! WEI K ER. It is a drop of about $20 million ?
Dr. VAN HOEK. I'M sir.
And in maternal and child health, again limiting it just to the budget

which specifically' provides grants to States, the 1975 budget was $202
million.

The President's bud et was $147.2 million.
The current estimat! eing considered by Onigress is back to $219

million.
Senator StIIWF,I ti ER. It I. <rood that Congress is considering these or

we would have a 20- or 30 -pert nt cut across the board.
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Dr. VAN I logic. I would like to make a point with regard to the cuts.It was not the intent in submitting the President's budget for se, vicesto be reduced. It was rather an attempt that to the extent that the cuts
were being made by the Federal ( iovernment for the State and local
sources to make up the difference.

The subsequent experience has shown that that is not a realisticonsiilerat ion.
Senator .:a.nwr.iami. That is a true statement. It never has been. We

do it every (lily, the whole mental health program was supposed to workthe satue way. The local communities Were going to pick it up and itnever gets picked up.
This is one of the t raged ies.
I am glad you made the last statement, so go ahead.
Mr. SoerEa. Dr. Ileilman vould like to make a comment.
I)r. Ilm.i.mAN. Senator SeInveike, Dr. Van I Ioeles figures are accu-rate. but they do nut encompass t he whole picture.
Family planning moneys come front multiple sources. In addition

to t it le X ( P115). moneys are available for family planning services
under title V M('I1S), title XIX (Medicaid), and title XX of theSocial Security .kct. The estimated reduction in the President's budget
will be '41111011111g in the neighborhood of $30 million.

I would like to submit for the record it budget analysis that coversall of these points.
Senator ScowEiartt. Of course, they are trying to cut the medicaid

budget. too.
11111.1,mAN. The estimated medicaid expenditures for family plan-ning services for fiscal year 1971; are slightly higher than in fiscal year1975, but funds for family planning services under title V of the Social

Security Act are considerably less.
Senator liCA1.1.. What is the total amount of money you are talkingabout, then. Doctor. as opposed to $177 million previously mentioned ?
Dr. HELLMN. Tile Al l7 million previously mentioned was for ma-ternal and child healtli services. The DIIEW total for family planning

services in fiscal year 1976 is $197 million, hih is $30 million less than
the $.2.27 million available in fiscal year 1975.

Senator BELL. Compared to $90-some million that you were----I)r. Im.i.viAN. That is title X of the NIS Act.
Senator BELL. Ile is talking about $90 million.
Dr. VAN $94 million.
Senator BELL. You are talking about a total of $140-some million?
I)r. IIEL.I.MAN. I am talking about all the Federal funding that goesinto family planning.
Senator BELL. Which is $140-some million
I)r. I Irt.t.mAN. About a $30 million cut.
Senator BEALL. From the $140 million ?
I)r. I I EI.I.MAN, I would like to submit this for the record because I tun

giving these off the top of my head.
Senator Sett WEIKEtt. I think that would be very good.
Senator KENNEDY. I think the bottom line is that there are significantcuts in these programs which you have been testifying to.
I anticipate that we are going tosee additional cuts next year. I think

you ought to recognize that.
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Senator 11KAu.. As long as he is going to submit budget tiptres, I
think it would be interesting to know what theStates themselves are
spending on thesekpograms and to what extent they have increased or
decreased their expenditures.

Senator KENNEtic. Submit that also.
Dr. 111.1.1.MAN. Yeti.
[The information referred to follows: j
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Estimated StatNapd Local Funding for Organized
Family Planning Services,- FY 1975

(In thousands)

RealonorState Non-Federal

Region I_ Total $964

Connecticut 106

Maine 53

Massachusetts 519

New Hampshire 72,

Rhode Island 62

Vermont 152

Regionll Total 9,468

New Jersey 1,596

New York 5,778

Puerto Rico 2,029

Virgin Islands 65

Region III Total 2,686

Delaware ''' 188

District of Columbia 348

Maryland 630

PennsyrVania 1,051

Virginia 320

West Virginia 149

Region IV Total 4,064

Alabama 190

Florida 520

Georgia 948

Kedtucky 492

Mississippi 164

North Carolina 357

South Carolina 879

Tennessee 514

Region V Total 8,889

Illinois 3,596

Indiana 856

Michigan 2,184

Minnesota 306

Ohio 1,225

Wisconsin 722

1
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Region or State Non-Federal

Region VI Total $5,942
Arkansas 396
Louisana 1,500
New Mexico 153
Oklahoma 634

Region VII Total 2,033
Iowa 496
Kansas 299
Missouri 936
Nebraska 302

Region VIII Total 519
Colorado 349
Montana 65
North Dakota 35
South Dakota 46
Utah 4

Wyoming 20

Region IX Total 3,123
Arizona 351
California 2,493
Guam 10
Hawaii 112
Nevada 157

Region X Total 842
Alaska 123
Idaho 125
Oregon 409
Washington 185

3'7
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Mr. S()I.I.Ea. Milan. ill addition to direct service and grant-
supported programs of the Ilepar tnient, programs under titles XIX
and XX of the Social Seciirit'v Art nre available to finance maternity,
medical, social services, and famil,voplanning services through private
physicians awl other sources for el igibl*Irettagers.

Those eligible fot medicaid coverage include children who art' mem-
bers of families receiving aid to dependent children, 014 11.110 are cov-
ered by a State's ini.dirally needy program. 'Flu' groups (digi14 for
coverage at State option under Federal law include all individuals
under 21 who meet the State ineome.and resomce standards, even if
they do not meet the definition odepemlent child under the State's
A D(' pro,o.ra tn.

Every medicaid program Inns( cover at least the following manda-
tory services: !Twat lent hospital care, outpatient hospital services,
other litho atotv and X -ray services, spilled nursing facilily services,
and home ealth services for individuals 21 or older, early and periodic
scr.eni i diagnosis. and treatment for individuals under 1, fanti
Hann-Hr. and plisicians. services. States must provide all those inedi-
eitl/Services generally associkted with prenatal 'child care.

Optional services that States can provide include clinic services,
available in 11 States-, prescribed drugs. available in 50 States: and
eitiygenc hospital services, available in -13 States.

The early and periodic screening, (diagnosis, and treatment program
EPSDT) of incilieTiid is a major initiative among the Department's

health activities. The purpose of EPSDT is to identify and treat
handicapping or poteqtially handicapping conditions early. before
they become sevetv or iirreversible problems. To date, mule!' EPSDT,
over 3 million children have received screening services.

On October 1 of this vea'r. all States and the District of Columbia
began to operate social service programs under the authority of the
recently enacted title XX of the Social SeettritV AO. This law, W111011
SlipplalltS t he previous iulthority for services contained in titles
and VI of the act, provides Federal funds to meet 7.5 pereent of the
cost of services 90 percent for family planning) furnished to eligible
p(-1sons.

Services under title XX are not prescribed by the Federal Govern
ment. bather, cavil State determines the services it will provide, so
long as tt it re consistent with one or more of five goals set forth in
the law : Achieving or timilititining self-support : achieving or main-
taining. self-suflieieney: preventing or remedying abuse. neglect, and
exploitation of children and adults; preventing or reducing inappro-
prude institutiimal care: and securing admission for institutional
care when t his is neeesgary,

No longer is entitlement to services limited to thestattis of persons
as current, former, or potential reeipients of financial assistance, as
was true in the past. 'Flue law provides that services may be furnished
to individuals or families wit li.income tip to 115 percent of the median
income in the State. provided that a fee reasonably related to income
is charged to those whose income exceeds SO percent of the median
income. States may, however, set lower eligibility levels if they choose.

title XX, the citizens of each State play a major role in de-
termini] g the content ttlll coverage of the State's annual service plan.
At least oi) (lays before the lawItuting of the program year, theState
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nil publish a proposed plan.. based on a needs assessment. which
(I scribes the services to lie provided and the types of persons eligible
t( receive them. by geographic area. After a comment period of atlerst days. the final plan is prepared and published, with an ex-
planation of any changes from the proposed plan that were made.

ins. ample opportunit V IS afforded for consideration of the needs of
all groups, including school-age mothers and their children.

The bilk specify a number of services for \\inch. Federal funds are
available under title XX. These include family planning services and
counseling counsel ing for the mother and her family and the fatherof t he child; infant day to 'adoption and foster care services; it
coordinated progriuy of social services, including educational, voca-tional. legal. social, counseling. and referral services (inelu(lingadoption counseling) : and services related to child abuse and neglect.
To a limited degree. the same services are also available under title
IV-Ii which covers the child welfare service programs.

Office of Education: there is no specified Federal authorizing legis-
lation in the educational field providing resources solely for school-
age parent and related programs.

Department position : We feel that these bills are objectionable onseveral grounds.
Under present MCII requirements, each State must establish ormaintain at least one maternity iind infant rare project. and one

children and youth project. These are intended as models for further
development within the State prograins. Within the total formula
grant allotment to States under M('11. each State must spend addi-
tional moneys on programs which they determine as the highestpriority.

I f a closet inspection of the problem of adolescent pregnancy reveals
the need for increased emphasis <yithin the State. the Department
would work with States and State health departments to encouraget hem to devote a greater proportion of their Federal and late re-
sources to this area.

The bills under consideration would not allow free choice of pro-
grain and priority decisions to be made by States.

Senator SnwErkEn. Do on have any figures on what the States
are spending in terms of abortion versus prenatal and postnatal care?

I think the obv.ionsi quest ion is. it is a lot cheaper for a State to gothe abortion route than'to go the prenatal mid postnatal rare route.
I I you are to throw it back to the States. which seems to be

your object ive. it seems to Inc you are throwing it on a one-sided basis.
just beea'use it is cheaper for a State'to go the abortion route titian to
go the prenatal' and postnatal route.

I mauler if you wither hml any fimires now to show what amount
of pickup the States will have in ribotion versus what amount of
pickup the St antes have in postnatal and. prenatal care.

'Arr. SorrEa. I don't believe we ha v-e. any specific figures available,.
although I t Dr. Irellihan has stain, figures we might be able to
present for the record..

Dr. Ilta,L1r.ix.I some figurOS for the record that were taken
from 21 Statei where we know what happened.

Senator Scum-AKER, I think it would be,good to luir6 a picture of
NVilat has happened.
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Dr. IfEhumAN. Abortion costs about $180.
Senator Scii WELKER. Versus what would you say the rest of it costs?
Dr. Ifnu..mAN. The figure we used 24'.years ago was $1,200 for de-

livery, and 1 year of care, and this has gone up significantly. It'must
be much closer to $2,000. For ca,lt pregnant medicaid eligible who
chooses to carry her pregnancy to term, the annual additional Federal,
State, and local costs of maternity and pediatric care and public as-
sistance for the first year of the child's life would be approximately
$0,000.

Senator ScHWEIKER. And as a minimum, you are talking a difference
of $180 versus $2,000?

1)r. lImumAx. Yes.
Senator SCIIWRIKER. I think this would be helpful.
Mr. Saute. Even assuming the addition of the projects being pro-

posed; the problem of access to care for many teenagers ma.y be caused
by a lack of accessibility to a clinic site, or a lack of knowledge, or emo-
tional barriers which prevent a pregnant teenager from seeking or re-
ceiving services. A better approach, we believe, would be increased
emphasis on the use of existing programs and the social services and
financing mechanisms of medicaid in cases in which persons are unable
to jaiv for their own care.

This is not to say that existing programs have no need for im-
provement. For example, within the office of the assistant secretary for
plannitx and evaluation of this Department, a study is underway to
determine how best to reach teenagers in need of family planning serv-
ices. and to make them more knowledgeable about ,services which are
available and funding mechanisms which exist for pivment for care.
We need to work with States to remove restrictive State medicaid and
social services regulations for care to single teenagers where these
exist. Tkis will require increased effort within existing resources in
public information and education and increases in the regional office
and State communication regarding restrictive State requirements.

For example, Federal regulations governing family planning serv-
ices under the MCII program require that projects make their services
available to all people desiring these services. However, where State,
laws define the age of consent for medical or contraceptive services,
we do not, of course, require that those laws be violated.

In all federally subsidized clinics unemancipated minors requesting
contraceptive services are encouraged to consult with their parents.
As you are aware, however, many parents will not accept the fact that
their teenager may be sexually actiVe, and view availability of family
planning services to adolescents as promoting promiscuity.

Many of the family planning medical- and social services are sub-
sidized under title 1X of the Social Security Act. Determination
of eligibility under title X.X, however, must be supported by finan-
cial documentation. This raises the issue of confidentiality since minors
w011111 in most cases not have access to this information Without paren-
tal knowledge. Hence, this requirement is currently viewed as a deter-
rent even to minors from eligible families receiving services under
title XX. The removal of these and other accessibility barriers is
curi,ently being addressed by Department programs.
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I would like to reemphasize that it is important that we not try to
solve each new or emerging problem by t he establishment of a Separate
new prOgralit directed specifically to it. At this time when economic
pressures are so great"; we should Make all extras effort to use already
existing programs which were designed to meet such problems, to
increase the effectiveness of our ongoing efforts, or, where necessary,
to develop within these programs new approaches to meet new oremerging problems.

With respect to the freedom of choice issue, the department recog-nizes that decisions ,on whether to have intercourse or not to haveintercourse, to use or not to use contraceptives, to continue or terminatepmgnaneies, to keep or not to keep It child, are issues of free choice
for each) individual.' The role of the, Ikpartment is to assure thatwomen in need have enough,fesources to inalw educated decisions along
the %%qty.

The challenge is now to reach women to offer them the assistance
and 'guidance to make decisions, and to encourage them to continue ina. system of adequate health care. We question whether S. 2538. in
particular, would allow for this degree of freedom.

Finally, I submit that S. 2538 particularly is dependent upon theStates being able to undertake a major administrative burden on topof their administration of the,,program of projects under maternal
and child health. We believe the assumption that the authorization of
large stuns is; sufficient to.ameliorate this or'any similar problem isopen to serious quest ion.

Other features to which we object are the requirements for further
State plans and for an advisory committee and for reports to Congress
already required by most of the prOgraJOS we tlaYe diSellSSed.

coNCIWSION

We think the suggestions we have outlined above in this testimonyof (1) increased emphasis on family planning education for teen-agers, both nude and female, (2) continuing the ongoing effectiveprograms for providing and financing health care for services within
the MCII program. ( 3 ) working with States where necessary to obtainan increased recognition of this problem and an increase of 'resourcecommitment by the State, () increasing public information andeducation regarding'the source and availability of health services, (5)
working with States to remove restrictive barriers to the receipt ofservices by teenagers under State and medicaid and social service pro-grams. and (6) the develqpment of a solution within the frameworkof a comprehensive health care system, is an effective approach to the
increasing probleni of teenage pregnancies.

The Department expects to meet this challenothrough marshaling
and directing existing resources in a %vav that will also encompassot her emerging problems, even at a time when we must also be espe-cially concerned. with conserving limited 'resources.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes our remarks.
We will be please( to try to answer any questions t hat you may have.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank von very much.
You have listed an impressive array of programs that may haveor could have some kind of impact on this problem.
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"Flu' fact of the matter is. and I think we are going to hear this
fi-ont the panel later on this morning, that these iwogranis just are
not meeting the particular problem.

You list t lie varion,: programs in education.
I do not lon)w how von would expet some 'teenage child to he able

10 understand part I' 'of the .1.(lult 'Education .1.0 title III of the
Vocational Education .1.ct. or Indian Education .1.ct. part A. .1.ppea I
Sia s:,(). part ('. FAIttcat Iona' I 111101 at loll to walk through this kind
of maze of the various kinds of programs and he able to take some
kind of ad% mirage of it, (-ter you have in,ilt..ated, one. your opposi-
tion to it and. t wo. that you have got !wog!. ins that are addressing
t he pohlem. the fart of the matter is that the problem as I under-
stand it is becoming more serious, The numbers it.re increasing and the
sitliati'im. in terms of these young people, is becoming much more
critical.

I 111)111(1 I Le for you to continent, on Illy yoll 14'111'11' tlint. having
listed t of different programs. Von thr problem is getting
easier or getting better.

Crll ns what your in format itai is.
I think IIe are going to he111 from people out on the firing line that

it I- getting much more serious and much graver. and that t he pro-
grams that von have listed here are woefully inadequate in dealing
effectively h t he prvIdetti. The). are scattered IRts of programs t hat
do nor have the focus and direction that is essential to meet this par-
tiular issue. and do not have the kind of sensitivity to the problem
'which is really going to make a difference.

If I am wrong in that assumption. I would Iike to hear your rea-
sons \V I ly I am tvrong.

Mr. Sovev. I do not believe we arc' saying. Mr. Clialman. that
there is not a problem.

l'on cited some of t lie appropriat ion nut horizat ions in t he eduat ion
area. Those are funding sources.

Hut when .V011 ;IN 01011'11 to the local level. those are not the pro-
grams through which an indiN ithilll would hale to Iliad 11114 1V11
through. '['base 111' jltst 011/VVS of funding. for example. where the
school district usually 'filo:1(1es counseling and assistance to teenagers
who found themselves in this situation.

I would like,to say t lint %I' 110 recognize that this is It problem.
the ssist ant Secretary for Health. 14. (ooper. recently directed

I). Hellman and I). Lowe to try to examine the problem in ttior'e
detail and recommend how our existing programs could be mire
effect lye in meeting the problem of teenage preg-naney.

I thin'; I)r. Ilellman and I)r. Lotve,,C1111 yoniment on what we have
been doing to date ill that area.

I)r. Low-F:. .Ir. Chairman. first I would 111:e to say that the descrip-
tion of the problem included in the bill and certnin in your state-
ment before the ,Congress i. vert accurate. to my tva of chinking.
and it clear documentation of the issue.

NI 1011e0111 IS 111114111'1' the issue is properly approached by proid-
ing mods which 411'111 wit II all V1111 result of teenage sexualil y or' tvlwt her
1/01'11111)S 1111 approach400 W111(11 deals in a .broader context might not in
the long rim set-e the Nat ion more effectively.

Senator KENNEto-. I do not understand that answer.
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1)r. Lowv. l'ardon me
Senittor 1ci..r..stus. I do not toolersinfol your LIIISW01%
Dr. Loss'. Perhaps ( could hilt It another way.
The pottlialis that You have intuit died are probably iii *it easily

examined smiler three headings. There are hinth issues; there art
social issiles,; and then. an. educational issues related to preparation
fur renninerat is I` 11(1 IV`It V in later lift..

I find ms.self IIIIIINII11. of ans slink or conibiliafieni of studies which
pros ult." convincing evidence that medical intervention during the
pregnancy of a teenager predictably and unambiguously improves t110

a health outcome of the infant. For example, the sharp increase we
(Owen e in loss. luilt II wought in infants, in girls front 1.) and 16, carrv-
int., infants to ten ti, ha. not so far withal to medical intervention.

In this country last year, li; percent of the (id( torn to girls
1:. or under less than .2,:ton grams at birth. 11. know that
among this cohort of infants there is a high incidence of mental
retardation and congenital anomalies. .ks a n.sult, at tP1111)1% 1111,Ve been
made (hiring the pluqt :1 vesi to (kid with this problem, for example,
through null-11mnd inters entitIn. llosves-er. I am not aware that
nut rit lona! inters tuition as a single adjus atrt has proven successful in
reducing the number of loss birth sseight infants. .k It hough the frt.
(111(111 NN 1111, %%111(11 teenager., gist. birth to loss birth neight infants
decreases as they approach their Ist sear, the lilt lilt loll of 1111.111nli
cares; dot"' not appear to 1111(1) 1 f v significantly t he predictable perform,
ante of these girls.

The second problem 55 111(11 1 IlerclINT IS
SelllIttfi% 11... \yin. \VIII you siihmit testimony that justifies that

cominent for us: NV111.11(1 soli he kind enough to gist. us what soil have
in II Ell' to just I fy t hat kind of statement

I )r. 1,usyl... I would be glad to provide it for the record, Mr. ('hair
man. .

l 'Hie information 'referred to 111101 subsequently supplied for the
record, follows:)

ti 3
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of Nutritional Intervention in Pregnancy

A variety of t haracterionco ouch.ao our weconornic otatuo, race,
tllrgtttmni y, age, parity and amount.of prenatal care have been
otothed to determine the charactermtico of women likely to deliver
lowpirth weight infanta. It in not clear what role each of theme
element play u. Studies of large groups of pregnant women indicate
that the nrovioion of prenatal care predictably reduces the likelihood
that a pregnancy will result in the birth of low birth weight infant.
V.hether thin outcome reflecto general medical ourveillanre or the .

Bete, tion and treatment of ouch condition/3"am bacteriuria, toxemia,
and diabetes, the reoulto art( unambiguous. The incidence of low birth
weight infanto in significantly lower among the general female population
reeking are in the (trot and second teimeoter an compared with those
ref riving t are only later in pregnancy.

UnfotumitrIN the situation in not no clear when teenage mot era are
onnideed. Three studies permit detailed examination of the relation

between prenatal t are and no prenatal care on the frequency with which
throe women delivered low birth weight infanta. (1. 2, 3) The results
are" .innintent with other iron arnented titudien. the following
obiarrvationn emerge'

I. the prey intim of prenatal care results in some reduction
in the trequen, y woh whit h thine women deliver low birth
weight lrlf alit -'1,

e. en with prenatal are the frequent, y with which throe
women deliver low birth weight inlantu in no intitance
approd, hen that of the general population;

1, in entrant to women over 20, no clear relation exists
between the time when prenatal care in begun and a
redu, lion to the frequent y with which pregnant y results
in the birth of a low birth weight Infant.

4. the benefits of prenatal t are are not achieved in teenage
girls to pregnarc lttl alter their first.

h.'ne studtn are t oniiisOnt to initiating but by no means proving that
very 'young W,UTIII, an a group, are biologically too immature for effective
ht Idhearirig. Prenatal ( are , fin rnat.ter how comprehensive, appears

,inatde to ensure the name prematurity rates sustained by older.wornen.
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(1) Klerrnan..,1,. V. and Jehel, J. V.. School-Age Mothers:
Problems. Programs and Policy .-Thainden.
nithet

ullout.
Fhiu study compared the health of infix/its born to women participating
in a comprehensive program for school age mothers with extensive
medic al component to the health of two other groups of infants: one
group born to women who. attended a special program without an
extensive medical component and another group born to women whodid not attend a special program of any type.

Methodologt

rho following three groups of women and their infants were studied:
1. 1 MP (New Haven, Conn.) 180 women who attended a

medically -based-based cOmprehensive program of education.medical and social cervices which emphasized close
coordination and continuity of all cervices and personalizedobstetric care.

lAS (Hartford, Conn.) 160 women who attended a social
service-based program which included education. social
work and nursing services and health education but which
provided only routine obstetric care.

ontroj Group 83 women who delivered at the Yale-
New Haven Hospital from 10/1/63 to 3/31/65, beforethe initiation of the YNIP program. No special program
was available although they received medical care through
the regular clinics of`the hospital and homebound instructionand limited nursing and social services if requested.

Vtomen in all three groups were: 17 years of age or under;
unmarried; residents of the city in which the program was
located; and their pregnancies terminated later than the20th week.

Cline al data was °Wait-led from hospital records concerning the
following three indicators of infant health status; (1) survival
(hebodomal or fetal death or live baby); (2) birth weight: and(3) Apgar score. Similar data were also collected for subsequentInfants born to women In the IMP group.

Ay.
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Results

1. (In the basis of all three nun, atos, the health status of infants
born to women part et ipating in the ',NIP Program was significantly
better than that of 'Wants born to women in the control group and
slightly better than thecee born to women in the IAS Proegram.
Prenatal deaths occurred among ti'e. of the control group, 3. Pie
or the LAS group and 1.1"l, of the VNIP group. Low birth weight
ini its were born tee 11.7'. of the `I'MP group, 15.7'. of the IAS
g oup and of the control group. Vrifavorable Apgar scores
I ess than 7 on a scale of 10) were characteristic of 5.5'4 of the'
N Ii' group, of the IAS group, and 10. 8'. of the control
group. these rates must be compared to the rate in women
over In which the national average of their infants in 1973
was S'

I he data incite cited a positive relationship between poor infant
health and parity, maternal ode, tion, toxemia, vaginal bleeding
and small weight gain. No signiticant relationship was found,
howver, between time and amount of prenatal care, other
demographical variable's besides parity, antepartam height
or weight n I the mothers and the health of the infant.

A signti, ant de, line in health status occurred among subsequent
IMants born to women in the VNIP program. (No data was
ay.alable tor the other groups). Nine perinatal deaths were
reported among the 103 subsequent In/ants as compared to two
deaths in the initial group of 180 intant,,s studied. The "

number of low birth weight infants increased from 11. in the
first group of 'Maws studied to among subsequent infants.
Low Apgar Sc ores were twice as frequent among subsequent
tntants as this were among the first group of enfants. l'h risk
of a poor health outcome increased with panty and decreased
attendan, e. at prenatal

a
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(2) Stine, 0. and Kelley, E. , Evaluation of a School for toung
Mothers," Pediatrics 46(1970), 581-587.

l'u rpose

This study examined differences in morbidkty and mortality among
infants born to women attending a special program for school-aged
mothers and ttiose born to women who bad not attended the special
program.

Methodology

The Baltimore. City Public School program for school-aged mothers
provided such services as prenatal care, school lunches, supplemental
milk, individual counseling and group discussions, and health education.

'In order to evaluate the impact of the program upon the health status
of the infants born to women who participated in the program, birth
certificates of children born to these women were matched with
certiliiates of children of the same sex arI'd race who were born to
mothers of th.tt siime age and socioeconomic baclkground who did not
participate in the progt'am. A total of 448 births to mothers 14, 15,
and 16 years of age (224 control and 224 study) were studied.

Results

Based on the indicators discussed below, the health status of infants
horn to women who participated in the special program was better
than the health status of infants born to women who did not participatein the program.

1. Birth Weight The incidence (11 low birth weight was twice as
high among infants in the control group (23.7'') as those in the
study group (11.6'0. I'his difference is musk striking among
those infants born to women 14 years old; 10. of the study
group were low birthweight infants compared to 27. 54*, of the
control group.

Length of Gestation W,ithin'the study,group, 22', completed
a gestation perioiFit less than 34. weeks as compared to
.14"', of the control groi). When the indicators or birth weight
and length of gestation were consider6d together, 711 of the study
group, but only 54' of the control group, experienced both a birth
weight of at least 2, 300.,grams and a gestation period of 37 weeks.
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The incidence of low birth weight infants who were born after 37
weeks (low birth weight for gestation infants) was 5.4% among the
studs group and 10.7% among the control group.

3. Infant Mortality One infant death had occurred among the study
group and 8 among the control group at the time of the study.
Precise infant mortality data were not given because not all
infants were at least one year old at the time of the study.

4. Prenatal Care The data do not examine adequately the relation
between prenatal care and no prenatal care and the frequency
with with which these women delivered low birth weight infants
since only 14 of the 448 women received no prenatal care.
Among the small group receiving no car only one woman
delivered a low birth weight infant.

The relation between the trimester in which care is initiated and
the frequency with which a woman delivers a low birth weight infant
is unclear for both groups. Within the study group, the incidence
of low birth weight infants decreases with later initiation of care
(1st tlomester 13'. V', 2nd 10. 62% and 3rd - 6. 3%), the obverse
of the relation found within the general female population. Among
the control group, the frequency is lowest for those who initiate care
in the first trimester, 22.2%, rises to 26.3% among those initi ting
care in the second trimester and drops to 24.1% for those who delay
until the third trimester.

In this study, as in others, the results are complicated by the
assumption that chronological age means biological maturity. A
subsequent study indicates that the number of years post menarche
is a more satisfactory way to aggregate these subjects. When
pregnancy occurs at a time less than two years post menarche, it is
not clear that provision of prenatal care has a sigruficant effect on
the frequency with which these women deliver low birth weight infants.

Erk K., Rimer, 13., and Stine; 0., "Juvenile Pregnancy, Role
of Physi dogic Maturity. Maryland State Medical Journal, March. 1970
50-52.
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(3) V 1VrIVr. G. and Milton. '1'. "Demographic Correlates of Low BirthWeight. "American Journal of 1Nidennology. 91 (1970). 260-272.
-Purpose

Thkp stud, escammed the relationship between birth weight of theinfant and gestation time and such factors as age, race, socioeconomicstatus, parity, marital status and the time at which prenatal carewas begun,
tt

fSilettioloilologv

Data were obtained from 100. 277 certificates of live births occuringin Baltimore (It) during the period 1961-65.

Results

1. Aitrfough all factors examined (age, parity. etc.) were found tobe related to birth weight and gestation time, race and the trimesterin which the women first obtained care were found to be the mostsignific ant determinants of birth weight and gestation time.
2. bt ith the exception of women 10-14 years of age, no statistically

sigruin ant relation existed between a woman's failure to receivesmite: type of prenatal care and an incre in the likelihood thatshe would deliver a low birth weight infarit. Even with prenatalcare, the frequency with which these women delivered low birthweight infants was never as low as it was among the general preg-nant pppula(ion.

I. Among ,,ounger women no clear relationship existed , as it didamong the older population. between delay in initiating prenatal careand the subsequent delivery of a low birth weight infant. Amongthe age group 10-14, of those initiating prenatal care during thefirst trimester, 25.5% gave birth to low birth weight infants.
The in( IderWe of low birth weight infants dropped to 17. 9% amongwomen who delayed seeking care until the second trimester and
rose to 32. 7% among those not seeking care until the third tri-mester. Similar results occurred among the age group 15-16:the incidence of low birth weight was 16.2% among those initiatingcare within the first trimester. dropped to 15.3% among thosewho delayed until the second trimester, and rose to 18.1% when
care was not initiated until the third trimester. This is in con-trast to the experience of the total population of women over 20years of age for whom the incidence of low birth weight infantsrises steadily with ea( h trimester's delay in initiation of care.

4
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EVALUATION OF A SCHOOL FOR YOUNG McYTHERS

The Frequency of Prematurity Among Infants Born to Mothers
Under 17 Years of Age, According to the Mother's
Attendance of a Special School DuringPregnancy

Oscar C. Stine, M.D., Dr. P.M., and Elizabeth D.pKolloy, Sc.M.
From the Community Pediatric Center, University of Maryland, Baltimore

ABSTRACT. Registration with a social agency, re-
quired attendance of prenatal care, 21 school lunch,
supplemental milk. counseling, nutritional educa-
tion, heidsh education, group clissussion, and self-
government are elements of a puhlic sebool pro-
gram for teen-age mothers.

To study the health impact of this program, we
kicated the birth certificates of children born to
mothers who were 18 years of age and under and
who attended the program. We matched these cer-
tificates with certificates of children of the same
race and sex born to mothers of the same age liv-
ing in similar socioeconomic census tracts who did
not attend the school but who gave birth during
the same period of time.

This gave us a study and control group totaling
448 births to mnthers 14, 15, and 18 years old. We
defined low birth weight as under 2,501 gm and

found 23.7% of the control group and 11.6% of
the study group to be low birth weight infants. We
defined gestation periods less than 37 weeks as pre-
mature and found 34.4% of the control group and
21.4% of the study group to be born prematurely.
Both of these differences were statistically signifi-\
cant at the level of p smaller than .01. The slightly
diminished frequency of prenatal care in the control
group was not significantly associated with the dif-
ferences in birth weight or gestational ago. One in-
fant died in the study group and eight infants died
in the control group.

The differences between the study group and the
control group were most pronounced among the 14-
year -old mothers.

Pediatrics, 48:581, 1970, ADOLESCENT PREG-
NANCY, PREVENTIVE WEALTH SERVICES, PREMATUR-
Fry, SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS.

pREVIOUSLY an excess frequency of pre-
mature births to mothers 18 years of

age and younger was reported. This was ac-
companied by an increased infant mortality
rate which was particularly high when the
mothers did not receive prenatal care.' Sub-
sequently, it was possible to evaluate the
effect of a program established -in 1966 by
the Baltimore' City Public Schools for
school aged mothers upon the health of
these mothers by studying their infants.

The school for teen-age mothers required
each to register with a social agency and to
either attend a clinic or engage a physician
for prenatal care. The school provided
counseling session§ and student activities
designed to permit ventilation of worries or
fears and to promote awareness of individ-
ual responsibility. The home economics
courses demonstrated the selection and
preparation of foods to increase the health

of the pupils and their children. Milk was
distributed three times each day. Hot
lunches were served after the Aecond year
of operation. The school nurse gave nursing
advice or referred the pupils to specific
sources of care. Each of these activities was
expected to contribute to the health of the
mother and her infant.

The purpose of this paper is to describe
the differences in morbidity and mortality
in infants born to mothers attending the
special school with infants born to a control
group. Comparisons will be made between
infants of the same sex born within the
same year of mothers who are the same age,
race, and economic level of neighborhood.
The dependent variables are limited to
those reported on birth certificates and
death certificates. While birth certificate re-
porting of birth weight and gestational age,
and death certificate reporting are remote

( Received December 18, 1989; revision accepted for publication April 18, 1970.)
ADDRESS: (O.C.S.) Community Pediatric Center, 412 W. Redwood Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21201.
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k I sex and birth order of infant, hospital of
LI% CIAAIDING TO Lilian % WAIT

NI cm ulkilll e t\ STCUY GItt/t I' AND ( (INTIML
0

(J1l4)i I.

Grand
Tow

3

Drrth eigila

(On)
study
Group

Control
Group

31,000 or less
1,001-1,500 2 4

1,501-4,000 5 9 14

2,001-4,500 19 SA 58
4,501-3,000 84 04 146

3,001-3,500 1/0 81 171

3,5014,000
4,0014,500

45
1 3

48

4

4,501 and over
Total 224 224 448

,500 gin or less 20 70
11.0 23.7 17.7

2,500 gm or less
4=3.32 001<p< 01 .cs

from the biological and pathological pro-
cesses, these variables are objective and
their importance has been established.

METHOD

We obtained maiden name, married
name, birth date, recent addresses, ex-
pected date of confinement, and source of
medical care information from the records
of the Edgar Allen Poe School ( hereinafter
called the school for mothers) for all girls
attending the school between September
1967 and December 1988. We then searched
the files of the Division of Vital Rec-
ords where births are lid by mother's
name and the date of th birth. We used
mother's birth date, addres , and source of
care to confirm the correspondence be-
tween the school registration of the mothers
with birth registration of the child. This
search revealed 259 birth certificates of
children born to the mothers who attended
this school.

We attempted to match these 259 infants
with 259 infants born during this same pe-
riod to mothers who did not attend the
school for mothers. The variables selected
for matching were race and age of mother,

birth, and census tract of mother's resi-
dence. These requirements had to be re-,
lazed when hospital of birth and census tract
of mother's residence were too restrictive.
We did match 224 pairs requiring that the
census tracts of the mother's residences
were economically similar and in the same
area of the'city. We disregarded hospital of
delivery. This left 35 births to school moth-
ers which were not matched. Of these,
there were four mothers who were 12 years°
old and seven who were 13 years old. ( Six
of these youngest mothers delivered before
the thirty-seventh week of pregnancy.
length of pregnancy was unkno or one
mother. Two of these 11 had ow birth
weight infants). Since these could not be
matched, they were all eliminated from the .4
study. Four mothers were eliminated when
the ages on the infants' birth certificates ex-
ceeded the age limits of the study. Two oth-
ers gave birth to twins and were eliminat
The remaining 18 unmatched births w to
mothers 14 and 15 years of age for which
no match on sex of infant could be ob-
tained; school mothers apparently had more
boys than were available in the remaining
pool.

The matched 224 births repeesented 69
births to mothers 14 years of age, 129 to
mothers 15 years of age, and 28 to mothers
16 years old. The two groups were com-
pared with relation to birth weight, length
of gestation, trimester of first prenatal care,
and infant mortality.

RESULTS

Birth Weight

Table I shows the number of live births
according to age Of mother and birth
weight for the study and control groups
and the proportion (%) of infants weigh-
ing less than 2,501 gm at birth for each
group. The difference in the number of
light weight (less than 2,501 gm) infants in
the two groups is quite striking with 53 in
the control group compared to 28 in the
study group. The difference in the resulting

J1
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ratios of 23.7% for the control group and
11.6% for the, study group is statistically'
significant, p.< .01. Not only is there a large
difference in the proportion of light-weight
infants for the total of the two groups, but
within each single year age group, the pro-
pOrtion in the study group is much lower
than in the control group. The difference is
statistically significant for the 14-year-old
group as shown in Table II.

Length of Gestation

Table III shows the number and percent
distribution of the two groups according to
birth weight and length of gestation. When
the length of gestation was compared in
both groups, the study group again shows a
more favorable outcome than that of the
control group. In the school 'group, 21.4%
were reported to have had gestation peri-
ods of less than 37 weeks as compared to
34.4% in the control group. When the
mothers with unreported periods of gesta-
tion are removed from the denominator, the
proportion with gestation periods of less
than 37 weeks became 22.0% for the study
group and 34.7% for the control group.
This difference is statistically significant
p < .01.

Considering both birth weight and length
of gestation together, the proportion with
the most favorable pregnancy outcome,
namely a birth weight 72,500 gm and it ges-
tation of at least 37 weeks, was approximate-
ly 71% for the study group compared to 54%
for the control group.

Infants with low birth weights, but born
after 37 weeks of gestation, were also of
special interest. Among this group may be
infants whose growth has been retarded by
inadequate nutrition or inadequate function
of the placenta. The percent of the low
birth weight for gestation infants was 5.4%
for the study group and 10.7% for the con-
rol group.

Prenatal Care

Table IV shows the number and percent
distribution of the two groups with regard

TABLE II

LIVE: BIRTH`, TO 14-1 4.1.1t-OLD AND 13-YEAROLD
MOTHER`, Al COIII/ING TO 1/1HT11 WEIGHT, AGE

OF MOTIILII. AND STUDY GROUP NIE31/1E104/1114

Birth Height in Grams

1,000 or lea.
1,001-1,300

J50I-t .000

01-4,300
,1-3,000

3,001-3,500
3.301-4,000
4,001-4.300
4.301 and over

Total
t,300 grants or less

%

Study Group Cpnind Croup

14
Age of Moan
13 14 15

Toial

3 3
t I 1 4
4 4 4 13

0 II 14 19 30
43 411 10 40 149
31 47 40 47 131
3 17 7 13 44
1 -- 1 f 4

--
00 Itt 09 ItO 300

7 17 10 t7 70
10.1 15.4 47.5 tO 0 17.0

to the trimester of first prenatal care as e-
ported on the birth certificates. More than.-
44% of the mothers who attended the
school began prenatal care during the first
trimester of pregnancy while less than 29%

-of the control group began similar care. No
prenatal care was reported for two of the
study group mothers and 12 of the control
group mothers, and there were two mothers
in each group for whom the extent of pre-
natal care was unkown.

Table V shows no remarkable differences
in birth weights when infants are grouped
by trimester of first prenatal care. The more
favorable outcome of infants born to moth-
ers who attended the school for mothers is
seen regardless of the time of initiation of
prenatal care. The differences between the
groups in proportion of mothers receiving
early prenatal care, recorded in Table IV,
do not explain the differences in prematur-
ity rates.

Infant Mortality

Although total infant mortality cannot be
determined until all infants born in 1968
have reached 1 year of age, we counted
those deaths that have already occurred.
This count included all neonatal mortality.

There were no neonatal deaths among
the study group, while there were six

J2
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deaths in the control group. All six of these
control group deaths occurred among in-
fants who weighed less than 2,501 gm .at
birth and who had a gestation period of less

-.4- than 37 weeks. In all six instances the
mother was reported to have started prena-
tal care during the first (two) or second
(four) ) trimester of pregnancy.

There was one death reported at 3
months of age in the study group. The

use of this death was coded as pneumo-
ni , unspecified. This infant weighed 3,000
to 3,500 grn at birth and had a reported ges-
tation of 41 weeks. In the contrQl group
there were two additional deaths, each at 1
month of age. One of these infants had
weighed less than 1,001 gm at birth with a
gestation period of only 31 weeks. The
other infant had a birth weight of 2,501 to
3,000 gm and a 40-week gestation period,
but he then died from unspecified brain
disease.

Thus, at the time of matching, there had
been one infant death in the study group
compared to eight infant deaths in the con:
trol group,

DISCUSSION

The Context of Our Inquiry

One of the biological problems of preg-
nancy of a girl below 17 years of age is the
problem of the growth of the fetus in a
mother who is still growing; a condition of
competition for any nutrient essential for
growth which may not be adequately sup-
plied in the diet. We had the following im-
pressions that led us to carry out this study:
(1) adolescent mothers with teen-age eat-
ing habits, from low income families, and in
stressful urban neighborhoods will be less
able to support the growth of a fetus; (2) a
special school program will partially correct
some of the social stresses and the limited
or distorted dietary patterns; and (3) the
greatest effect will be demonstrated in the
group of mothers with the largest propor-
tion of membecs who are still growing.
Lack of support `for the growth of fetuses
may be expressed by birth of infants before
the thirty-seventh week of pregnancy, new-
born infants that are small for the gesta-

IERS

tional dates, and that are more susceptible
to injury, illness, and death.

Selection Factors

To interpret these findings, it is necessary
to recognize multiple potential factors that
operated in selecting the school mothers as
well as yielding larger babies. The young
mother who elects to attend the school may
be more mature socially and physically. She
may be more purposeful and less fright-
ened. She may be more capable of meeting
her own needs and may be more comfort-
able than her age mate who could not
accept or complete a referral from her previ-
ous school. Her faniily may be more accept-
ing of the pregnancy and more supportive
of the goals of the school. These develop-
mental, attitudinal, emotional, and social
factors require further study.

To the extent that favorable selection fac-
tors are operating, we must use absence-
from-the school as an indicator of the in-
creased risks of the infant born to the
young mother who does not select herself
for the program. If the mother who is not
attending is less mature, more poorly nour-
ished, more frightened, more disorganized,
and more ostracized, she needs even more
help than those who do attend. This calls
for imaginative methods of assistance from
health services if the rate of 23.7% low birth
weight infants found in the control group of
this study is to be reduced in similar high
risk groups.

School Factors

The school program constitutes another
series of potential causes of the observed
differences. It provides improved nutrition
through the school lunch, the extra milk in-
take, and classroom instruction concerning
diet. It reinforces use of medical and social
services. It gives much emotional support.
It discourages cigarette smoking, at least
during classroom time. It reduces tensions
produced by conflicting social values by em-
ployment of discussion methods in many
classrooms, by large investment of counsel-
ing, by emphasizing individual autonomy
and student self-government, and by selec-
tion of a staff that is sensitive to needs but

5 3
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Length of
Gestation

Study Group Control Group

Birth Weight

2,501 got
and over

Under
Total

2,601 gni
2,601 gm
and over

Total
Under

2,601 gm

Number
Under 37 A k 13 3.5 48 49 48 77

37 wk and over Ii 1.58 170 121 145

Unknown 1 5 6 2 2

Total ea 198 224 58 171 224

Percent Distribution*

Under 37 wk 5 8 15.6 41.4 12.9 21.4 34.4
37 wk and over 5.4 70.5 75.9 10.7 54.0 64.7
Unknown 0.4 4.2 2.7 0.9 0.12

Total 11.6 88.4 100.0 23.7 76.8 100.0

Individual percentages may not add to row and column totals because of rounding.

sensible about responsibilities. It encour-
ages regular hours for activity, eating, and
sleeping through its own schedule and by
supporting those attitudes. Many of these
processes may interact with each other to
produce a more confident, goal-seeking
mother in contrast to a frightened, disor-
ganized adolescent whose pregnancy ag-
gravates all of her problems.

Adequate nutrition may be a crucial vari-
able in this experience. Ebbs' documented
a significant reduction in low birth weight
infants for a group of mothers with low
family incomes when the 'study group re-
ceived milk and cheese supplements. Burke'
showed a direct correlation between birth
weight of infant and protein intake of the
mother in another low income population.
Tompkins' gave protein supplements to a
group of mothers attending a prenatal
clinic and demonstrated a significant reduc-
tion in the frequency of low birth weight
infants among the recipients in contrast to
the controls. This was especially true for
underweight Negro mothers. These effects
were all obtained in populations who were
recognizable as having suboptimal nut-i-
tion. Teen-agers from low income popula-

5 4

lions are likely to have deficient intake.' By
offering hot lunches and milk supplements,
and by educating for improved food selec-
tion the school has made itself a means for
the young mother's attainment of more ade-
quate nutrition.

Biological Age as a Factor

Although ewer in number, the 14- year ='
old mothers rather than the 15-year-old
mothers demonstrated a statistically signifi-
cant difference between study groups and
control groups. This supports our interest in
the biologic problem of a fetus competing
for essential nutrients when the mother is
still growing. This is also supported by an-
other study in our department showing
that, when birth occurs within 18 months of
menarche, the frequency of low birth
weight babies was double that of a group
of mothers matched for the same chrono-
logical age but who gave birth more than
18 months after menarche.°

Implitations for Further Study

The continued presence in the commu-
nity of large numbers of teen-age mothers
who do not have the benefit of a special
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TABLE 1'

N1'5111E11 AND Pkilt INT 1/14T 1111 TioN II 1.111 ili11111,
AC(011DINO TO Tails e.STE11 rr F1RNT (TA 1. 1. AR

-

Tr' muter

_

Mudy

Sumber

Grvu p

Perrrnl Nornto

Grou p

l'ercene

1 100 44 6 63 is I
2 104 46 4 118 st 7

16 7.1 40 14 D
None - 0t9 3 4
Unknown 0 9 I 0

Total 224 100 0 224 100.0

°individual percentages may not odd to exactly
100 0 because of rounding.

TABLE V

NI'MDEM AND PERCENT or LIFE BIRTHS
WEIGHT or 2,300 akt on LESS ACCOIIDINGdO

TIIIIIESTElt OF FIRST PRENATAL CARE

Study Grout Control Group

r, el...rater e.s«, rers-rod 1,500 Porems1
rota .300 rn Tan 0. or t.600 in

n Less 1414 or Less

1 100 13 13 0 as 14 ti t
104 II 10 6 119 31 tO

10 I 0 0 t9 7 04 1

None
Unknown t 1

It 1 5

Total 004 II 0 tt4 113 t3 7- -
I

bly be of even greattr salvo ii futon' stud
ies use .post- monarchal age as sell as chum-
ological .age to identify the mothers N%

greatest risk of loA, birth weight infant and
in greatest need of services.

SUMMARY

Compar' iscsn of 224 births to mothers who
had attended a special school for teen-age
mothers with 224 other Baltimore City
births matched on age and race of mothei
and sex and birth order of infant showed,a
statisticallysignificantsmaller proportion of
infants weighing less elan 2,501 gm at birth
among the mothers of the special school. In
addition, p statistically significant smaller
proportion had gestation periods of less
than 37 weeks. These differences could not
be explained by an initiation of Prenatal
care earlier in pregnancy among the moth-
ers attending- the school, although a larger
proportion of these mothers had started
prenatal care during the first trimester of
pregnancy than of the other mothers. Infant
mortality was also much lower among the
infants of school age mothers, with one
death occurring in this group compared to
eight in the control group. All but one of
the eight deaths in the control group were
among infants weighing less than 2,501 gm
at birth.

school, suggests that intensive efforts to pro-
vide optimal social assistance should be in- 1.

stituted at once. Can an intensive nutrition
program or an intensive home counseling
service show similar reductions in the fre-
quency of low birth weight infants? If
iced resources can finance the correction of
only one problem, it becomes desirable to
rank variables according to their contribu-
tion to the observed differences. An appro-
priate research design may elucidate the in-
teraction between variables inferred above.

We have suggested that any, or all, of the
variables mentioned above may have an ex-
aggerated effect upon the mother who has
not yet completed her own adolescent spurt
of growth. The variables of age'will

r-

probe-

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Wiener, G. (Johns Hopkins Univ. School of Hygiene and Public Health, Balti-
more, Md. 21205) and T. Milton. Demographic correlates of low birth weight.
Amer. I. Epkl., 1970, 91, 260-272.--Data from 100,277 certificates of live
births wore analyzed in on attempt to uncover independent correlates of birth
weight and gottotlon time. Without statistical control, each of these variables
was therm to be significantly related to race, trimester of obtaining prenatal
care, mother's ago, parity, socioeconomic status, and legitimacy status. Regres-
sion analyses Indkated that mother's race and the trimashor in which the obtained
prenatal care wore the most significant correlates of birth weight and gestationtimo. It was suggested that race and trimester of obtaining prenatal core wore
not, in themselves, "causes" of law birth weight. Other indices of socioeconomic,
cultural, biological, medical, and psychdogic factors may bo correlated with
mother's race and the trimester in which she obtains prenatal care.

birth weight) illegitimacy) infant, premature) maternal ago) parity) preg-
nancy) prenatal care) socioeconomic factors

Low birth weight (<2501 gm) has been
used as an index of prematurity, and low
birth weight in known to be associated
with increased neonatal mortality. Low
birth weight is also associated with rela-
tive mental and educational impaiOsent
of surviving infants (1-3).

Despite the importance of prematurity
as a factor in neonatal mortality and fu-
ture intellectual impairment, it is esti-
mated that about 80 par cent....of the as-
sociated or causal factors are not known
(4, 6). In an attempt to unravel causal
factors, many studies have examined the
relationship between birth weight (or ges-
tation time) and selected demographic
factors. Herzog and Bernstein (0), in their
review of these studies, noted that pre-
maturity rates (and other complications of

' Division of Maternal and Child Health,
Department of Population and Family Health,
The Johns Hopkins University School of Hy-
giene and Public Health, Baltimore, Md. 21205.

'The authors would lilce to erpre© their
appreciation to the Baltimore City Health De-

, partment, and to Dr. Helen Abbey for her most
useful itatiBtical =atelier).

pregnancy) aro greater for illegitimately
born children, and that prematurity rated
are also highest in populations. classified ^,
as non-white. However, Herzog and Bern-
stein state that causal relationship be-
tween the variables mentioned is unclear:
"A number of the studies suggest ... that,
marital status in itself may be less
portant than other factors in determining
the course and outcome of pregnancy ...
the evidence seems unambiguous that un-
married mothers aro likely to receive lecs
prenatal care than married ones. The evi-
dence seems unambiguous, also, that low
socioeconomic status is related to eom-
plications of pregnancy, and to obtaining
less prenatal care than is considered ,
optimum. There is reason to believe that ,

socioeconomic status may also bo related
to the quality of prenatal care during
pregnancy and delivery" (p. 29). Illegiti-
macy, race, and social class, while inter-
correlated, are also associated with parity
and mother's age.

The purpose of this research is to isolatti
the contribution of each of then variables

260
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while controlling, nimuitan'tolaily, for each
of the other correlated factors. One means
of accomplishing this is to ntutly a scrim, of
homogeneous populationn. Thin wan the
approach of Battaglia, Frasier, and Hal-
legern (7), who indicated that extremely
young (lens than 16 yearn of age), primi-
porous mothers have a significantly greater
proportion of low birth weight infanta
than a controlled group of older women.
However, a report by Von Per Ahe (8)
auggetsta that this is not the mine.

Another way to isolate an independent
estimation is to conaider several variables
simultaneously by multivariate statintical
methods. Greenberg and Wells (9) applied
the discriminant function to analyse data
regarding perinatal mortality. Their re-
sults indicated that low birth weight and
tallow] other obatetne complications were
useful independent predictoro of perinatal
mortality. However, mother's age, parity,
race, education, and eocioeconomie status
(:3ES) were not significant, except insofar
as these predicted low birth 'weight and
other abotetric complications. Aber-
nathy et al 110) demonstrated the inde-
pndent association between smoking and
birth weight by multiple regression. The
use of these multivariate utatintieo requiren
that variables under consideration are
normally dintnbuted and linearly related.
Greenberg and Wells, along with others,
imply that non-normally distributed vari-
ables do not distort reaulta greatly.

Feldstein (11, 12) demonstrated the use
of non-parametrie multiple regression to
apnea° the independent effeeti of parity,
age,sand.SES. He noted that 116 and parity
did not contribute to perinatal mortality,
but that perinatal mortality independently
was associated with oocial elms.

The results and conclusions drawn de-
pend on the hat of variables included in a
given multivariate analyoia. Feldstein felt
that 8E,9 was oignificant because it is re- I
lilted to factors ouch ao type of obstetric
care and occupation during pregnancy,
Feldstein's findings confirmed that of Rider

Lilt

et al (13) who atudied white, primiparouo
mother°, and controlled for age These in.
ventigatore noted a gradient in low birth
weight asnociated with Sk.',8 an estimated
by census tract area of residence They
cetimated that low birth weight could be
reduced by 26 per cent if all segments of
the population had the ram "rink" an

the highest 14ES group.
In this paper partial correlation and

multiple regrounon analyses will bo used'
to analyse celocted correlates of birth
weight and gestation time: mother's 8E8,
age, parity, race, marital status, and time
of obtaining prenatal care. Some of the
variables conoidered, such as legitimacy
status and race, are not truly appropriate
for, correlatninal analyain, in that they
aro categorical rather than continuous
variables. For thin reason, the results of
this regression anaiynio will be compared
with the non-parametrio regression tech-
nique desenbed by Feldotein.

Minnow
Data to be analysed were taken from

the Baltimore City birth certificate records.
They included 100,277 of the 109,358 live
baths during tho yearn 1001 to 1005. The
0,079 birthe eliminated from the study wore
excluded because of the following cease=
1) Unavailability of some variables for
each case; 2) multiple blab; 3) ma-
ternal ages lose than 10 or more than 60
which were felt to reflect retarding errors;
and 4) gestation period of less than 21 or
more tthan 48 weeks. Of the 0,079 births
excluded, 2,430 (28.8 per cent) weighed
less than 2601 grams, probably because
of the exclusion of multiple births.

Duo to the exoluded data, birth weight
rates or gestation tithe rates are under-
estimates of what the true population
parameters aro likel, to be. In the five-
year period otudied, all white people had
a prematurity rate, as estimated By birth
weight, of 7.7 per cent. If one used all
live births of 190 (with no exclusions),
an estimate of prematurity rate for whito
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people would be 8.5 per cent. Considering
Negroes, the five-year sample with the
mentioned exclusions provides: a , prema-
turity estimate of 14 6 per cent; whereas,
for the total 1905 sample, birth weight
difris pros, isle a prematurity estimate of
Its 7 per vent The exelusions did not
change the relative prematurity rates for
the two racial groups.

All birth weights were grouped tin the
punch cards provided by the ltyltitnore
City Ilralth Department) ris-*/categoriets
from zero to nine The sem category in-
eluded all births less than 1001 grams
an I the nine category Included all live,
bo'hs greater than 5000 grams Other in-
tent.s were in 500 gram units. Gestation
tune data were scored as weeks of pre's-
naves; Race was coded so that 1 indicated
(.111C1V11111 births and 2 represented Negro
Prenatal care wan indicated by a score of
I to 4 , I to 3 represented the trimester
during which this mother was listed as
first obtaining prenatal rare. A F core of
4 was given to mothers who reported no
prenatal care prior to delivery. We feel that
this measure is not a good estimate of pre-
natal care in that A does not relate to the
TWA,/ of can` provided Further, some
hospital records and birth certificates might
record prenatal care" If the mother
obtained such care in a clinic not as-
sociated with the hospital ni which the in-

, (ant was born. Such bias would be most
lrequent in lovfer SES groups. Although
it In recognized that time of obtaining pre-
natal care is only an approximation of the
quality of such care, this datum was the
only relevant information available from
birth certificate records. (iffier limitations of
thus variable will be dincussed below SES
was scored on a scale from 0 through 9
and was defined by census tract of
mother's residence. Census tracts were
graded according to median rental in that
area Although median rent is corre-
lated with education and income of family,
it was pointed out by Stockwell (141 that
there are other. perhaps more appropriate,
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Indices of metal class Mother's ago was
her last birthday. Parity referred to the
number of live births Panty of 1 Indicated
that the current birth vi;ls the mother's first
live delivery Legitimacy was scored co
that 1 reflected legitimacy and 2 indicated
illegitimacy Legitimacy was not indicated
on the birth certificate, but wan catimated
by matching tfies last names of mother,
infant and putative father,

Rzatnirs

A matrix of correlation coefficients (ea)
between the eight variables considered in
this paper is shown in table 1. Although
this paper is primarily concerned with low
birth weight, the availability of gestation
data permitted its use as a second depend-
ent variable The two dependent variables,
e g , birth weight and reported length of
gestation, had a correlation of .47. Each
r value shown in table 1 was significant
1p < .0011, but many of the significant
r values were low. Contingency table data
would demonstrate the meaning of these
low, but highly significant, relationships.
For example, the r between SF,S and parity
was .17. Of the mothers in the highest
SES, 10 9 per cent had five or more living
children Of the mothers in the lowest
SES, 27 5 per cent had five or more living
children. These data were associated with
a x2 of 2,687.5 (4 dol.°

The partial correlation 0-0 statistic was
utilized to obtain an estimate of the
controlled relationship between dependent
and independent variables as shown in
table 2. Birth weight was related to race
and to trimester of prenatal care Inde-
pendently in a highly significant fashion
when all other independent variables were
simultaneously held constant. Negro women
who came late or not at all for prenatal care
were at greatest risk of having low birth
weight infanta. Each of the other variablen

A matrix of contingency tables (and =mi
nted s' values) between each of the variables
for which is were given in table 1 was computed.
Theca tables are available upon request.
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TAt314:1 1

Product-metnent correlation (r) Ineltri

Gestation
time Race

.47 - 20
-

Trimester of
preaatal ears

7 ,..,77,.,..
--**---- kre

t

.09

Parity 1113.S

-.17 - 14 .04 .11

- is -.12 03 -.06 .10
.48 .87 -.080 .10 -.32

.83 - 11 .21 -.35

-.22 -.10 -.24
.57 .12

-.17

The number of maims in thin and all oubnequent tables In 100 277. ere b approximately .003. MI r
values are significant (p < 001). MI algno are "logical" and reflect direction of scoring an described.
nun, white hdants are heavier and have a. greater gestational period, older women have had more
live births, etc

Tant.b 2
Partial correlation (r,) and multiple correlation (R) analysis of birth weight and

length of gestaiion

Variable
Birth weight

Cumulative R

Race - 12 .203
Trimester of prenatal 222

Care
Parity 00
8E8 03 .2A2

Legitimacy - .03 .243
Ago 01 .214

R - .24
F - 1055 5, 6 & 100,270 df,

p < .001

Variabli
Gestation

Cumulative

Race
Trimester of prenatal

care
Legitimacy
Parity
Age'
8E8

- 12
.09

-.03
-.02

.01

00

.201

.229

.231
.231
231

.231

R 23
F = 046.2, 0 Sr 100,270 df,

p <.001

The standard deviation for r .003. MI r, values > .01 are eignifioant (p < .001),

listed was also significantly related to the
criterion variable, but relatively less so. The
rs between length of gestation and the inde-
pendent variables studied here was similar
to the analysis of birth weight; race and
prenatal.care were the most significant pre-
dicting variables.

Parity, SES, legitimacy, and age con-
sistently had relatively low, but signifi-
cant relationships with each of the de-
pendent variables but were, for predictive
purposes, negligible compared to raced
and trimester of prenatal care.

The regression analysis of table 2 implies

that the most informative three-way con-
tingency table for birth weight or gesta-
tion time would involve race and prenatal
care. These data appear in tables 3 and
4. In comparing the most extreme groups,
6.5 per cent of white infants whose mothers
had come for prenatal care in the first
trimester were born with weights' of 2500
grams or less. This compared with 22.0
per cent of Negro infants whose mothers
had not come for any prenatal care prior
to deliveg. Of white mothers who ob-
tained prenatal care in the first trimester,
8.3 per cent reported a gestation period of
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less than 37 weeks. On the other hand, 34.7
per cent of Negro mothers' who delivered
children with no prenatal care reported a
gestation period of I than 37 weeks.

Data in table 6 show the crude pre-
maturity rats for each variable con-
sidered, and the unadjusted deviation
from the total population's prematurity
rate (11.0 per cent). Using a non-para-
metric regression method, adjusted low birth
weight rates were computed.' The adjusted

non - parametric ree,reciion, an lucidly
dr:cacti by Feldstein (12), and paraphrased
below, to similar to otandard multiple mgreimion
methods. Each of tho variables, including the
dependent variable, is binary (og., age is
categorized in discrete categories ouch en <16,
16-17, eta.). A more for a *eel& ago subgroup
would be ono or sere, depending upon the re-
spondent's actual ago category. The use of binary
variables precludes acrumptiono regarding distri-
bution of ceoree. To study prematurity, a sum-
mary equation Is:

y xp +
when

ye = 1 if a birth I io <2501 gm
= 0 if a birth t is >2500 gm

r.. = 1 if birth t to in subclass i Cog., to a moth-
erb ago <16)

= 0 if mother'. ago is not in category i
lee to an unobservable stochastic error.

The model is limited, as that of naval multiple
regression, in that interaction. effects are not
considered in accounting for variation in the de-
pendent variable.
The clan:Zeal least squares estimate of p aro ob-
tained from the equation:

b = (X'X)"'X'Y

Here, since each variable in binary, the matrix
X'X and vector X'y are the number of per-
cone in auliclaco if. A typical element of X'X is
;Ate . Calculation of the matrix X'X is directly
mitten from information obtained In a aeries of
two-way tables. If there are Q subelamcs. the
X'X matrix can be obtained from Q(Q 0/2
two-way tables. The adjusted deviation of a par-
ticular subclass of a given factor is the difference
between the refire lion coeiticient amociated with
that subclass and the weighted average of the
regression ocefficients of all subelames of that
factor in which the weight in the population
proportion of each subclass. Procedures for ob-
taining the standard error of the adluotred de-

rate in the rate for any specific group
when all other variables are controlled.,
When the adjusted rates were examined,,
only three factors were of relative signifi-
cance: race, prenatal care and very young,
age (<16) were associated with lbw
birth weight. Legitimacy status, parity,
SES, and age groupinga above 15 wore of .
minor importance. These results compare '
with the multiple regression analysis shown
in table 2. The major discrepancy con-
sisted of the fact that mother's ago did
not appear a major factor with 83ual re-
gression analysis; but, thin is to be ex-
pected since there were relatively few
mothers (684) under 16 years of age. How-
ever, infants of these few mothers were
very much at risk of being born with a birth
weight of less than 2501 grams.

The adjusted rates shown in 5 do
not provide a measure of varia co of the

'dependent variable "explained". However,
an interesting use of the adjusted devia-
tions is that a prediction for a given
subgroup of the population can be made
by adding the separate adjusted deviations
for each subgroup of each variable to the
crude prematurity rate. The greatest rink
for having a low birth weight infant is
borne by a population of women who have
no medical care, are Negro, not married,
under 15 years of age, are having their
first child, and are of the lowest 8E8. The
expected low birth weight rate for this
group is 29.6 per cent. Compare this pre- '
dieted rate with actual data shown in
table 6 (the actual birth weight data for
such mothers). Also, tables 3 and 4 pro -.'
vide actual prematurity rates by race and
time of obtaining prenatal care. These
compare closely with predicted rates. Al-
though regression analyses do not pinpoint
viationo are described by Feldstein, but it in felt
that presentation of these in not neeetaary in
that the large number of cases reported here
imply that almost all differences would be sta-
tistically eignifizest. The relative importance of
a given variable would appear to have. morp
meaning than the fact that it is statistically
significant.

61
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TADLO 3

Berth oftpht by troneeler of prenatal care and rote

Trimeater of prerstal esrs

Dinh walbt
upseas1

.
I 1 3 4 None

No. % No % No. % No.

White
<2000 667 1 9 295 2,8 77 . 2.3 119 6.4

2000 -2600 1,039 4.6 ,, 718 6.8 264 7.8 171 9.1

2601 -3000 6,849 19.2 2,352 22.2 780 23.2 420 22.4

>3000 26,661 74 4 7,232 68.2 2,248 06.7 1,161 62.1

Total 35,700 100 1 10,697 100.0 ! 3,369 100.0 1,871 100.0

Negro
<2000 415 3.9 875 4.2 859 3.8 757 10.0

2000 -2600 833 7.8 1,943 9.2 1,000 10.6 913 12.0

2601-3000 2,983 27.9 6,420 30.6 2,911 30.9 2,300 31.1

>3000 6,467 60.5 11,772 66.0 5,166 64.7 3,566 40 9

Total rums 100.1 21,010 100.0 9,425 100.0 7,601 400.0

For whiten, x" showing ;Afoot of prenatal care in 487.90, 9 df. For Negroes, x" showing effect of pro -
natal care is 731.8, 9 df. For than obtaining prenatal care in the first trimester, the difference between
the races is expressed by x' - 818.7, 3 df, p < .001. For those obtaining prenatal Care in the second
trimester, tlifdifferonce between the races in expressed by x' 439.70 df, p < .001. For those obtaining
prenatal care in the third trimester, the difference between the racco in expressed by x' = 157.5, 3 df,
p < .001. For those not obtaining prenatal once, the difference between the recce in expressed by x'
189.4, 3 df, p < .001.

TADLmn 4

Length of peatotton by &master of prenatal care and race"

Trimester of prenatal caro

Grated= dam
(vr-ka) I 3 3 Nano.

No. % No. % No. % No. %

White
<87 2,901 8.3 1,399 13.2 520 16.6 397 21.2
37-40 22,622 03.3 6,220 68.8 1,883 56.3 968 51.7
41+ 10,123 28.3 2,972 '28.0 980 29.0 506 27.0

Total 35,706 H .9 10,697 100.0 8,369 99.9 1,871 99.9

Negro \-----
<37 1,842 17.2 4,724 22.6 2,620 27.8 2,037 34.7

37-40 6,715 62.8 12,403 59.0 6,155 54.0 3,823 60.3

41+
r, 2,141 23.0 3,883 18.5 1,060 17.5 1,141 16.1

Total 10,698 100.0 21,010 100.0 9,426 99.9 7,001 100.1

For whiten, x' ohowing effect of prenatal care in 684.7, 0 df. For Negroes, x' showing effect of pre-
natal care is 841 9, 0 df. For those obtaining prenatal care in the first trimester, the difference between
the races is expressed by x' 844.0, 2 df, p < .01. For those obtaining prenatal care in the second Id-
meter, the difference between the racer) is expressed by x' = 610.5, 2 df, p < .01. For those obtaining
Prenatal care in the third trimester, tho difference between the races is expressed by x' . 312.0, 2 df,
P < .01. For those not obtaining prenatal care, the difference between the races is expressed by x'
204.0, 2 df, p < .01.
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TADLD 6

Crude) and adjtuted lots btirth woight (LBW) rakes

°strop No.
of LOW

Tors1
No. al births

Crud.
deviation Ma rie=1170)

Trimeotor of prenatal care
1 3,554 46,404 7.7 -3.3 -1.8
2 3,831 31,607 12.1 -1-1.1 0.0
3 1,700 12,704 13.8 +2.3 +0.8
Norio 1,000 0,472 20.7 +9.7 +8.1 .

Race
White 3,950 51,643 7.7 -8.8 -2.0
Negro 7,096 48,734 14.0 +3.6 +2.2

Marital statue
Legitimate 7,849 80,853 9.8 -1.2 -0.1
Illegitimate 3,190 19,924 10.0 +6.0 +0.6

Age
<15 125 684 21.4 +10.4 +6.3
15-10 050 4,074 10.1 +5.1 +1.9
17-18 1,418 9,034 14.7 +8.7 +1.9
10-34 7,852 77,494 10.1 -0.9 ,-- .6
>34 994 8,401 11.7 +0.7 +1.6

Parity
1 3,281 291,}0 11.2 +0.2 -4-0.5
2-4 5,403 50,808 10.0 -0.4 +0.1
>4 2,381 2Q,199 11.7 +0.7 -1.0

BES
Law 4,626 34,350 13.0 +2.0 +0.7
Medium 4,573 40,614 11.3 +.3 +0.1
High 1,847 25,313 7.8 -3.7 -1.1

Total number of births 100,277. Number of LBW infante - 11,045. Crude LBW rate Is 11.
Crude deviation represents the difference between the % of LBW infants in a given category from
population LBW rote of 11.0%. Tho adjusted deviation represents the expected LBW rats if all other
variables wets simultaneously controlled (using the non-parametric regression described by Peldstein).

cousR, their use in case finding and public
health planning is obvious in that segments
of. the population at greatest risk can be
identified.

The analyses described are of interest, .
from a pediatric or obstetric viewpoint, as
regards variables found not to be of rela-
tive importance. In table 6 and the tables
which follow (7 tbrotigh 10), each of the
less significant variables are examined.
These data were selected from the entire
sample, so as to provide large enough
numbers of homogeneous subgroups for
comparison.

Table 6 shows the effect of age upon
birth weight. The chi squares indicate that
age is not important for this population.
However, if mothers less than 15 years of
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age were compared with all older women;
the results would be significant (x2 =
6.90, 1 df, p < .01). Such results confirm
those of Battaglia et al.

An examination of tbe crude relation-
ship between SES and birth weight would
suggest this a potent predicting variable.
The low birth weight rates vary from 7.3
to 13.6 per cent, a difference of 6.8 per
cent. However, the adjusted rates only
vary between 9.9 per cent and 11.7 per
cent. This io considerably less significant
than the crude low birth weight rate
would suggest,. Relevant data appear in ta-
ble 7, which shows variation in SES and
prematurity rates for all white, legitimate,
2-4th parity Infants of Mothers aged
19-35. For two of the four "trbilfatex,-.44,7
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TAW.%

Birth weight by mothers' age and trimester of
prenatal tare for all Negro, illegitimate,

first parity, flower SES mothers'

Aga

Birth weight
2/01 tram*

No. 1 ifs

weight. Data in table 8 show parity by
birth weight for all white) middle SES
mothers who had legitimate children, None
of the data in table 8 are statistically
significant. Perhaps parity interacts with

Total No. of other factors, such as race or SES, sobirths

Firot trimester of prenatal care

that its effect would be shown if other
groups were selected for study; or per-

, haps a combination of high parity and
low age is deleterious. However, our data
are not adequate for investigating spacing
as a factor contributing to prematurity.
. The final variable concerns the legiti-
macy of the infant. The unadjusted pre-
maturity .rate (table 5) suggests that
legitimacy status is an important correlate
of birth ,weight, in agreement with various

TABLE 7

Birth weight by SES and trimester of prenatal care
for all whits, legitimate, Snd -4th parity

of mothers, age 19-55

10-14 12 26.5 47
15-16 29 18.2 179
17- 8 24 18.2 148
1l 34 20 13.8 147

84 8
3.72, 3 df, not significant

Second trimester of prenatal care

10-14
15-16
17-18
19-34
>34

x" 1.31,

27
97
86
87

3 df,

17.9
15.8
16.2
17.5

not significant

151

636
531
497

6

Third trimester of prenatal care ,

10-14 19 . 32.7 58
16-16 44 18.1 243
17-18 43 19.9 210
19-34 30 18.6 162
>34 - 3

x' - 8.66, 3 df, not significant

No prenatal care

10-14 11 31.4 36
16-16 37 22.3 166
17-18 37 23.9 155
19-34 30 23.4 128

>34 - 1

x" o 1 34, 3 df, not significant

Se - 6.90, I df , p< .01 between infanta born
to mothero wider 16 years of ago versus all other
infanta.

medical care groups", SES is a significant
predictor.

Both regression methods imply a slight,
but significant, independent association be-
tween parity and birth weight: women with
four or more previous live births should
tend to have fewer infants of low birth

64

SES

Birth weight
<1301 grams

No.

Total No, of
births

First trimester of prenatal care

Lower 217 8.1 2,694
Middle 384 8.3 13,058
Upper 442 6.3 8,401

x' .., 28.98, 2 df, p < .001

Second trimpster of prenatal care

Lower 150 9.9 1,517
Middle 178 8.9 1,976
Upper 68 7.4 928

x' 4.58, 2 df, p < .10

Third trimester of prenatal care

Lower 69 13.1 626
Middle 48 8.0 557
Upper 10 6.7 176

x' =. 9.14, 2 df, p < .02

No prenatal care

Lower 44 14.0 314
Middle 44 15.6 282
Upper 12 13.2 91

xi 1=. .46, 2 df, not significant

6
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TABLE 8

Milli pal& by parity and trimester Is/ prenatal
care for whit°, legitimate, middle 828

mothers, age 19-34

57
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Parity
Pt! eh vglistit <2301 grams

No I SG

Total No. of
births

First trimester of prenatal care

1 235 7.1 3,303
2-4 384 8.3 0,058
>4 68 7.6 910

fe us 3.08, 2 df, not significant

Second trimester of prenatal care

1 88 10.4 837
178 8.9 1,978

>4 (12 10.6 585
xt - 2.18, 2 df, not significant

Third trimester of prenatal flare

1 16 j 11.6 128
2-4 48 8.6 557
>4 14 8.8 212

3.61, 2 df, not significant

No prenatal care

1 5 I 12.6 40
2-4 44 15.8 282
>4 18 1 13.7, 131

x) uu .49, 2 cif, not significant

summaries which appear in the literature.
Further, Salerno (15) indicated that toxe-
mia, partly due to psychological stress,
might be a mediating factor in causing
prematurity. Schneiderc(16) suggests that
the risk for low birth weight associated
with legitimacy status should be the basis
of public health programs. But these in-
vestigators, among others, also note that
legitimacy status may be secondary to
race, age, social class, and parity. The re-
gression statistics employed imply a rela-
tively minor role for illegitimacy, per se.
Data in tables 9 and 10 show the effect
of legitimacy for eight groups consisting of
Negro mothers, age 17-18, whose infant is
the first live birth. Table 9 shows data for
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lower class mothers, and table 10 presents
information regarding middle class mothers.
In seven of the eight comparison groups,
there are no significant differences in low
birth weight associated with legitimacy.
One of the eight groups showed a signifi-
cant association (p < .02). It might be
concluded that legitimacy status, as stud-
ied here, does not affect birth weight.

Discussiorf

Univariate analysis suggests that any of
the variables discussed in this paper Is
significantly associated with low birth
weight and should be considered in a cau-
sal analysis. However, both multivariate
analyses or a comparison of homoge.
neous populations suggest: 1) race and
time of obtaining prenatal care are inde-
pendently associated with birth weight;

TABLE 9

Birth weight by legitimacy and trimester of prenatal
cars for all Negro, lower class, first parity

mothers, age 17-18

Lee liaiscy
Birth weight
<1301 grams

No. I %

rot= or

Phut trimester of prenatal care

Legitimate
f 16 I 16.3 I 02

Illegitimate 1 24 1 18.2 I 148
u .00, 1 df, not significant

Second trimester of prenatal oare

Legitimate I 34 I 16.4 I 208
Illegitimate I 88 1 18.2 631 .e-

x' us .00, 1 df, not significant

Third trimester of prenatal care

Legitimate I 11 20.0. I WS

Illegitimate 43 I 19.9 I 216
xi us .00, 1 df, not significan4

No prenatal oars

Legitimate I I16 44.4 . 86
Illegitimate I 37 I 23.9 166

xt6.i8,1di,p<.02
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Tantm 10
llsrtA weight by legitimacy and trimester of prenatal

care for all Negro, middle class, first
parity mothers, age 17-18

Legitimacy

Birth weight
<2301 grams Total No. of

births
No. I %

First trimester of prenatal care

Legitimate 28 18.8 138

Illegitimate
I I

24 16.1 149
xl = .37, 1 df, not significant

Second trimester of prenatal care

Legitimate I 33 .12.8 I 257

Illegitimate 67 I 14.1 475
x' = .22, 1 df, not significant

Third trimester of prenatal care
-r-

Legitimate 11 I 12.9 I 85
34 17.3 196

x' = .85, 1 df, not significant

No prenatal care

- Legitimate 8 36.4 I 22I

Illegitimate 27 24.0 .1 104

xt = .08, 1 df, not significant

2) relative to the above factors, SES,
legitimacy, age (except for the very
young), and parity are much less important
in explaining variation in birth weight.

In order to interpret these results, sev-
eral considerations are critical. Each of the
abov variables might show new signifi-
canc if it were studied in conjunction
with' other variables, i.e., if the statistical
in acting effects were examined. With six
,independent variables, 57 interactions are
possible'. Also, the findings and deductions
are based upon indices utilized to assess
variables. For example, SESan index of
social-cultural d,ifferencewas based on
census tract (median rental) of residence.
Other indices of these social-cultural dif-
ferences such as mother's nutrition, educei
tion, income, working status, stress, etc.,

jght prove more useful in understanding

prematurity rates. The results of usual re-
gression analyses imply that a demo-
graphic analysis of birth weight (even
when using several variables simultane-
ously) yield significant results. But such
significant results do not account for a
major portion of the variance in birth
weight or gestational period. For example,
a multiple correlation coefficient of .244
(see table 2) is shown to be highly sig-
nificant, but is associated with only 6 per
cent of the variation in biith weight.

The positive finding that trimester of
obtaining (or not obtaining) prenatal care
independently "predicts" birth weight must
be modified due to the nature of the data
regarding prenatal care. The category "no
medical care", although it has important
predictive value, is hard to interpret.
Doubtless it consists of an unspecified num-
ber of women who would have obtained
care had their pregnancy not terminated
in a premature delivery. Data in table 11
indicate that 99.68 per cent of all viable
low birth weight infants (and 99.58 per
cent of all live births) were reportedly born
after the second trimester of pregnancy.
The conclusion, to be drawn from this is
that the category "no prenatal care"
should be properly labeled "none, or de-
layed, prenatal care", and conceptually
might be included with the category of
women who obtained prenatal care, in the
third trimester. Table 14 implies a similar
conclusion. The frequency of low birth

TABLE 11

Number of live births before the third trimester
(26th week of gestation) by race and

birth weight

Birth weight

Rocs
<230 grams >2300 grams

Total
No. % No. %

White 95 0.18 25 0.05 51,543
Negro 228 0.55 79 0.10 48,734

Total 321 0.32 104 0.10 100,277

66
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TABLE 12

Birth weight by trimester of prenatal etre for all
Negro, lower BBB women, ago 19-54,

who reportea avalahonal period
of 37-40 weeks

Trimestu of
prenatal ears

1

2

3
None

illegitimate births Legitimate births
<1501 grams <2501 grams

No.

6
50
49
50

% Total No. Total

3.2 157 60 7.4
8.4 698 95 0.3

12.1 405 60 .2
12.0 417 38 9.7

672
1602
686
393

x' = 13.95, 3 df, = 9.14, 3df,
p < .01 p<

x" (groups 1 and x" (group: 1d

2 ve 3 and 2 vs 3 and
n ) m none) = 10.57,
10 1 df, 1 df, p< .01
p < .

For both populations pooled (.3, adding chi
equares and associated degree of freedom):

x' = 23 09, 6 df, p < .001
x' (groups 1 and 2 vs 3 and none) = 20 63, 2 df,

p < 001

weight infants for women who delivered
at term (37-40 weeks of gestation) was
significantly greater for groups of women
who obtained care in the third trimester,
or who had no prenaCal eareby the 37th
week of pregnancy. In the data shown in
table 12 it is apparent that the low birth
weight rate for women who obtained care
in the third trimester, or not at all, is,
about the same. It is significantly differ-
ent from the rate for women who obtained
care in the gist and second trimesters. The
exaat benefit of early prenatal care re-
mains partly obscure in the etiolcigy of
prematurity. However, the predictive value
of early prenatal care (Versus "none, or
delayed, prenatal care ") is meaningfully
significant compared to other variables
studied here. Negro women who' have in-
fante without obtaining early prenatal care
might be different from their "twins", who
obtain care in the first trimester, in a
variety of interrelated ways ranging from
adequacy of diet, having to work during

f

so

pregnancy, experienoing apathy, stress,
anxiety, eta

There is a conflicting literature regarding
the adequacy of nutritional status upon
birth weight. Chow and Sherwin (17) re-
viewed studies of mothers' severe wartime
malnutrition and cited a study by Staith,
in which only minor birth weight changes
were associated with severe deprivation of
maternal caloric intake. Such minor infant
weight changes were, for the most part,
not associated with prematurity (as de-
fined by birth weight). These authors also
cited a study by Ebbs in which dietary
supplementation did not appreciably af-
fect infants' birth weight. Chow and
Sherwin stated that 'further prospective
research was needed for a definitive an-
swer about the nature of mothers' nutri-
tional status as a factor affecting in-
fants' birth weight.

Regarding the effect. of "delayed or no"
'Medical care, it might be fruitful to con-
duct several types of research. The outcome
of pregnancies of groups of women who.
are nqw obtaining adequate prenatal care
consequent to various public medical pro-
grams might be compared with data avail-
able from comparable women who had not
received adequate medical care. There is
no doubt that appropriate medical care will
prevent certain proportion of low birth
weights. Bacteriuria, toxemia, diabetes,
etc., are all known and controllable con-
ditions (cf research by Day (18); Savage,
Haji, and Kass (19)). However, it is
generally recognized that not all of the ,

variation in low birth weight rates is ex-
plained by such known pathological con-
ditions. A reoent suggestive study by
Kauppinon (20) reports that mothers who
have a low heart volume (relative to total
body surface) and who work have a greater
risk of having an infant of low birth
weight. Perhaps undertaking heavy manual
labor (as is 'performed by domestic work-
ers) is one relevant associated factor which
accounts for the importance of race ad:,
prenatal 'care. It might be worthwhile to.
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conduct exploratory interviews with moth-
ers of comparable SES, parity, age, and
marital status, and who differ with regard
to early versus delayed or no prenatal care
at time of delivery." Such a preliminary
research might involve medical ,condition
of the respondent, her life style (work
eating patterns), as well as psycho -loci
stress factors felt Co be relevant. Th
type of survey might constitute the basis
for needed prospective research.

It is difficult to comment regarding the
role of race, per se, as an independent
contributor to prematurity. It is possible
that Negro infants are intrinsically smaller
and that this is a genetic phenomenon.
Racial differences as a factor affecting
birth weight can not be disproved. How-
ever, within a given race, the incidence of
prematurity is significantly less among
women who seek care in the first and
second trimesters of pregnancy. Scott,
Jenkins and Crawford (21) reported varia-
tions in birth weight within the Negro pop-
ulation, according to income.

Data on birth weight by race (table 3)
show a far greater incidence among Negroes
of infants born under 2000 grams (i.e., a
population that is pathologically prema-
ture, regardless of racial norms). Of the
7,601 Negro mothers in this sample who
had no (or delayed) prenatal care, 10.0
per cent of surviving infants weighed less
than 2000 grams even though the vast
majority were born after the second tri-
mester of pregnancy. The gestation

inpattern, shown in table 4, varies in the
same manner as low birth weight. To the
extent that Negro 'infants weigh less at
birth, and also are reported to be born. in
the third trimester of gestation but before
the 37th week, it appears likely that a
genetically determined racial norm is n
the sole factor affecting the incidence Of
prematurity.

A research approach which would seem
to deal with the question of racial dif-4
ference in birth weight might consist' of
further studies of prematurity rates which

occur within the Negro population. It was
shown here, using the adjusted prematurity
rates of table 5, that Negro infants' pre-
maturity rates can vary from 25.1 per cent
(n dieal care, illegitimacy, age 15-18

elusive, 'ty 1, lower SES) to 7.5 per
cent (first tri ester of prenatal care, legiti-
mate, age 1 4, parity 2-4, upper SES).
As has been stated, this list, of correlated
creinqgraphic factors is not the only, or
best, predictive list of variables which can
be constructed. If general health, nutri-
tion, stress factors, patterns of health
oriented behavior, and quality of obtained
medical care were added to the regression
equations, it is most likely that a larger
propbrtion of the variation in birth weight
could be understood for each race sepa-
rately. Also, it is possible that racial dif-
ferences in. birth weight would assume
minor or no importance.
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Effect of Food Supplementation During Pregnancy on
Birthvseight

Aaron Letting, hi D.. Joan Pierre Hal:kilt, hi. D.. HernAn Delgado. hi

Robert E lUdn. Ph.D.. Charles Yarbrough, Ph.D., and Reynaldo Marti:ma Ph.D.

ewe> the thuanon of Human liriolopineni; !runtish. of Nutrition of Central Americo end Possums.
Guatemala

ABSTRACT The high prevalence of lowhirthweight (
2,511) gin) babies in many poor rommtmltles LS mayor public
health problem Studies in humans in situations of acute
starvation suggest an effect of maternal nutrition oil birth
weinctet. btu tea clear results appear under situations of

rate maternal malnutrition We studied the effects of
food supplementation during pregnancy on birthweight in
four rural villages of Guatemala, in which two types of
supplements were distributed proteincalonc and cadonc

The caloric supplementation increased the total caloric
intake during pregnancy In both supplements, the amount
of calories supplemented during pregnancy showed a consist
ent association with birthweight In the combined sample
the proportion of low birthweight babies in the high
supplement group (C 20.000 supplemented clones during
pregnancy) was 9% compared with 19% in the low supple
tent group (o 20.000 supplemented calories during preg
nancy) The relationship between caloric supplementation
and birthweight (29 gin of birthweight per 10.000 supple
mented calories) was basically unchanged after controlling
for the maternal home diet. height, head circumference.
parity. gestational age, duration of disease during pregnancy.
socioeconomic status, and different rates of missing data
Moreover. similar association was found in consecutive
pregnancies of the same mother We concluded that alone
supplementation during pregnancy produced the Osrved
increase in harthweight Pethatru.s, Sit 508 520. 1475 ow
ainruvramili. steno n ert.taircrisri(tn. IRMNANI T. PIVTIII
TiON

The proportion of habit-% with low birthweight
2.7(X) gm) ranges hetween I 3% and 4.3% in the

low socioeconomic strata of titans cinintries.
including some developed nations These babies
are less likely to survive during the first sear it

PEDIATRICS Vol 56 No 4 October 1975

life than babies with higher btrthweights. This
human wastage places considerable stress on poor
societies, both emotionally and economically.
Moreover, those low-birthweight babies who do
survive frequently rank low on tests of mental
development,' suggesting less ability to function
economically and socially in a modern society.
For thew reasons, the high prevalence of LBW
babies is a major public health problem and may
also be a ienous obstacle to national develop-
ment.

3, Maternal malnutrition has been unplicated as
onb 'of several environmental factors contributing
to los4; birthweight. This paper brtefly reviews the
extant literature on the relationship between
rtiatrrral nutrition and birthweight and presents
the final results of a four-year experiment in
which' food supplements were provided to preg-
nadt women in four rural villages in Guatemala.

LITERATUREREVIEVy'

Experiments with animals have shown that
severe calori or protein malnutrition during
pregnancy delays fetal growth' and that this
growth retardation may he irreversible in'those
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organs in what II the nutritional insult has Act ted
the rate of icil division'

hi humans, under conditions of acute starva
tum, r relationship between maternal nutrition
and buthweight has been reported Habits burn
from pregnancies occaning during periods of
famine had consistently lower birthweights than
babies born during times of adequate food avail
ability In the same country "

On the other hand, the impact of moderate
levels of malnutrition on fetal growth is less clear
The consistent association between birthweight
and maternal weight before pregnancy and/or
weight gain during pregnancy has been inter
preted by wine as evidence for a nutritional effect
on birthwelOt ' " However. studies using infor-
mation from dietary' surveys or food supplements
non prognuns have reported contradictory
results. Mile in some studies en association
between maternal food intake and birthweight
was evident," " others have failed to reveal such
asz.mciation " "

The absence of a clear relationship between
birthweight and food intake during pregnancy
could be due in part to the fact that most of the
women of the studied populations were relatively
well nourished" " On the other hand, those
studies showing an association between maternal
nutrient intake and birthweight" " are them-
selves inconclusive because the influence of
potentially confounding variables such as infec-
tious decease was not explicitly investigated"

An analogous objection holds for our previous
findings indicating that among pregnant women
from rural Guatemala the average birthweight
increased progressively as home dietary intake
increased." Although this relationship remained
after the weight of the newborns was corrected
for important maternal characteristics, we were
tumble to completely discard the possibility that
nonnutritional factors could have produced both
greater maternal food intake and higher birth-
weight.

Similarly, the results of lyengar's experiment in
India," suggesting a strong effect of maternal
food supplementation on birthweight, are diffi-
cult to interpret since, In order to implement the
food supplementation program, the mothers in
the experimental group were hospitalized during
the last six to eight weeks of gestation. Hospitali-
zation could have resulted in decreased rates of
infection and reduced physical activity and these
factors, In turn, may have been responsible for the
observed increase in birthweight." "

In conclusion, there are two serious difficulties
to be faced in studying the effect of moderate
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I ABU. I
FS/MU/LM TAk thilLN mod Ftsvp VILLAGE.s.

injormatton r

Olutenteal history
Clinical cztuntnption
AnthrOporaCtry
Surveys

Dirt

alittMeadanwbidft feeding center
Amount a! supplement ingested
SOciDeCcruAniC status

When Collected

e
Quarterly
Quarterly

Quarterly
Partnighdy
Daily
Daily
Estimated
At delivery

'Two villages received wets, protein-co/ono sup-
plement, and two fresco, cattalo supplement

frt./pus:try was diagnosed by absence of Ocrutrun
non. thr.ss surveys were made fortnightly

maternal malnutrition on birthweight. (1) the
precise quantification of maternal nutritional
status and (2) the control of confounding factors In
order to be able to Infer that the detected
association is not artilactual.

Although pregnant women may adapt to
widely varying nutrient Intake without affecting
the weight of thanewborn, It Is also possible that
there are mtntinuni nutrient requirements which
must be satisfied to maintain optimal rates of fetal
growth. Thus, the"'probability of finding a rela-
tionship between maternal nutrition during preg-
nancy and birthweight should be greater if this
hypothesis is tested through a nutritional inter-
vention program focused on malnourished moth-
era.

The present article reports the result, of an
experiment in which a nutritional supplement
was made available to a chronically malnourished
population of women of child-bearing age.
Important maternal variables, capable of obscur-
ing a relationship between maternal nutrition and
birthweIght, were also investigated.

METHODS
ExKrImentel Design

The data presented here are drawn from a long-
term prospective study of the effects of chronic
malnutrition on physical growth and mental
development." The exp-iiital de.sign and the
principal examinations, made during thl. prenatal
period and at birth are presented in Table I. Two
types of food supplements were provided: awls (a
gruel) and fresco (a refreshing, cool drink). Two
villages received °tole' while the other two
received fresco. Attendance at the supplementa-
tion center was voluntary and this resulted in a
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TABU II
NM-11MM (Imerzsyx Pus rr

Typo tti Supplement

Nutrient Ataie Frau°
fatal calcines (1,41) 103 56
Protean (Fn) 11
Fats (inn) 07
Carbohydratce (put 27 1.5 1
Ascorbic and (mg) 4 0 4 0
Cakitun (cm) 114
Phosphorus (Da) ) 0 5
Thiamine (mg)

1 I I 1

Bibalsym (mg) I 5 1 5
Niacin (asg) la 5 IA 5
Vitamin A Irng) I 2 19
Iran (mg) 5 4 5 0
Ft= (mg) 0 2 0 2

F.Iiarca rounds-Al to the nearest troth Ono cup
180

wide range of supplement intake during preg
minty In addition, all villagers received preven
Live and curative medical care

Table Ii presents the nutrient content for both
°tole and fresco It should be stressed that the
fresco contains no protein and provides
third of the calories contained in an equa?st7e
of tibiae In addition. both preparations contain
similar concentrations of the vitamins and
minerals whisk Ate possibls hunting in the diets
of this population

Description 01 the Population

The median family income in the four villages
is approximately $200 per year The typical house
is Inuit of adobe and has no sanitary facilities
DA-tasking water is grossly contaminated Before
the study began around 15% of the newhorns died
during the first year of life, a very-high figure
when compared with the current. rates of less than
2% in developed so( reties Clinically severe
malnutrition kwashiorkor was prevalent, and
children were severely retarded in physical
growth at 7 yeah of age " Intrauterine infer
bons were also very common as compared with
developed societies " Corn and heaps are the
principal components of the home diet, with
animal protein forming 12% of the total protein
intake Dietary surveys inch( ate that the Average
dads', du ry intake throughout pregnancy was
about 1.500 ca and 40 gm of protein At the
time the study began alma rition and infer 'tom
diseases were endemi in the Min- villages

The Average maternal height was lig t in. the

mean maternarweight at the end of the first
trimester of pregnancy was 49 kg and the mean
weight gain during gestation was 7 kg. about one
half the norms." The median number of previous
deliveries was four (range. 0 to 13) and the median
of age was 26 years (range, 14 to 46 years) In a
small sample of newborns (No. = 42) collected at
the beginning of this study, the average birth -
'eight was 3,000 gin and one third of the

newborns with normal gestational ages
(No. 39Y-weighed 2,500 gm or less. Although
data are not available from similar villages, it
should be noted that 41% of the newborns
weighed 2,500 gin or less in one Mayan Indian
rural village in which there was no nutritional
intervention.'

Vartahtes So:octal for the Present Analysis

The six groups of variables to be analyzed in
the present article are shown in Table Ill. Data
collection on these variables was stanclaNized
and the data collectors were systematically
rotated among the four study villages.

Maternal ingestion of food during pregnancy
ieNded two variables ingestion of the supple-
ment (the experimental treatment) and estimates
of daily home diet intake for the last two trimes-
ten of pregnancy Maternal home intake was
estimated through 24-,,and 72-hour recall surveys
at the end of each trimester of pregnancy.
Previous analyses have shown that the home diet
intake during the first trimesterof pregnancy was
significantly tower than the intake during the last
two trimesters and that there was no significant
difference 'between the 24-hour ant) 72-hour
recall surveys " Both variables, supplement and
home diet intake, were expressed in terms of
phones because preliminary analyses made
doting the last four year's have shown that caloric
intake during pregnancy was consistently asso-
ciated with htrthweight in this population " "

Maternal anthropometric examinations in
dusted height and head circumference as well as
weight at the end of the first trimester of preg-
nancy First- trimester weight may be considered
an indicator of maternal nutritional status at the
beginning of pregnancy while height and head
circumference probably reflect maternal physical
growth during infancy and childhood. Previous
analyses in this population have shown that the
differences in head circumference and height
between the adult women of this population and
United States standards were 3 9 and 16.9 cm,
respectively The differences observed for head
irclunferns e at 2 years of age and for height at 7

scars of age between the girls of tin population

510 FOOD SUPPLEMENTATION DURING PREGNANCY
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thus, till .air, t illlrll Matt, Mdiniaids
seer i U J111.1 I.. (11,CIN. rilrC rrsulh
s194g1,t Ilnocinrc that rclaillatinn in maternal
11(101 .1111.1 head I. uwlnlrrr n r frfirlI1 11111,111.411
growth retardation tit early life

The otistei Mal sortable, were parity, expressed
as the 'mintier of previous births, and gestational
age Muth is elapsed tune in weeks (rein concep-
tion to birth Panty WU% determined by inter-
viewing the mother and reviewing the village
civil registry. Onset of piegnaney dated from the
absence of a menstrual period. Since all mothers
with preschool children were visited every, two
weeks, this information was elicited within 15
days of the missed period Primparas and those
women with postpartum amenorrhea who
became pregnant were usually identified some-
what later In addition to these variables, birth
interval since the previous baby, age of the
mother, and duration of lactation dunng the
present pregnancy were also recorded.

t' Maternal morbidity clunng pregnancy was esti-
mated through the same fortnightly interviews
used krMonitor menstruation. A composite
morbidity indicator way generated by adding the
number of days per month of pregnancy during
which the mother was ill with diarrhea, anorexia,
or remained in bed due to Illness. In previous
analyses. these components were shown to be
significantly associated with birthweight. Lastly,
the risk of intrauterine infection was estimated by
measuring 1gM levels in cord blood."

The socioeconomic status of the family was
described by a composite scale reflecting the
physical conditions of the house, the mother's
clothing, and the reported extent of teaching
various skills and tasks to preschool age children
by family members. In previous analyses, these
three items showed consistent associations with
birthweight."

Weight of the newborn was determined within
the first 24 hours of birth to the nearest 20 gm.

Samplo Size

A total of 671 births occurred during the four
years of data collection (from January 1969
through February 1973) in the four villages.'
Twins (nine pairs) and two cases with extreme
birthweights for their gestational age (1,500 and
5,5(X) gm) were discarded for the present analysis.
The total caloric supplementation during preg-
nancy for these two cases was 700 and 1,000
calories, respectively. Of the remaining 651 chil-
dren data on the independent and dependent
variables, m'atemal supplementation during preg-
nancy, and birthweight, respectively, were avail-

7 4

Os.

tAtiLk. III
MAIN VAIUMILJE3 Darla IN TUC PEFALSIT ANALYSIS

No Variable

Maternal ingestion of food during pregnancy.
experimental treatment, food supplementa-
tion (calories), daily home diet at ends of
second and third trimesters

2 Maternal anthropometry during pregnancy.
height anehead circumference (at any
time), weight (at end of first trimester)

3 Obstetrical history. parity, gestational age,
birth interval, maternal ttge, and lactation
during present pregnancy

4 Morbidity during pregnancy. composite
indicator based on duration of dlarr ilea,
anorexia, and remaining in bed due to

* illness. cord blood 1gM levels
5 Socioeconomic status of family. composite

indicator based on house, clothing, and
education

6 Information on the newborn: birthweight and
dal

TABLE IV
(:OM PLiYINESS or DATA COLLECTION ON BUITIIWIICIIT

Pan YeAn or Tun PnoonAss

Data

Total
1971 to 1969

1989 1970 1973 to 1973

Birtlsst 168 157... 326 651
Buthweight daps. -4

bollected 41) 100 265 405
Percentage of births 24 64 int 62

Routine data collection of birthweight started on
June 1970.

tNine pairs of twins and two cases with exaggerated
variability (1,500 and 5,500 gm) excluded.

tOf the 81 cases without birthweight data (1971 to
/ 1973). 38 were children from mothers who left the

villages during the first months of their pregnancy and
came back several weeks after the baby was born. For
mothers whose pregnancy was followed, the coverage
of birthweight data was 92t.

able for 405 babies (62%). Also, 210 mothers had
two or more successive pregnancies during the
four-year study and birthweight and maternal
supplementation data were available for 94 pairs
of consecutive pregnancies.

Rates of birthweight data collection per year of
the study are presented in Table IV. The lowest
completion rates occurred in 1969 because
routine data collection was not instituted until
June 1970. After that, birthweight was not
collected for 60 infants, 38 of these because their

r
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TABLE V
IlatArionsuir Ilirrwczn Surruisavvreo CALosure Ovnitm Pntwouvey AND Hosts Gummi 1peraca

For she Four Villages
Measure Value

( orrelation (r)
Slope ( b)
P

No of cases

015
3.1 home cal 100 supplemented cal

10 (NS)
357

For Two Level, of Caloric Supplementation
Croup

Difference
Low- Supplement Ilfrh- Supplement Between theAltana., I< 20.000 call r?20,000 cal) Means (NBC LSC) P

Homo caloric intake (cal day) 1.415 t 443 1,374 t 304 41 NSSupplemented calories during prequoicy 7,200 r 0,221 42,001 t 19,221 34,801 <.001Total caloric intake (cal '&10' 1,458 t.440 LOU? t 380 149t <.001Bizihweight (pa) 2,997 t 471 .3,114 t 470 117 <.05No of eases 102 105
'Estimated by adding the ratty supplemented calories divided by 180 days to the daily home caloric intake.Equivalent to 20,820 calories during the last two trimesters of pregnancy

mothers left the village during their first months
of pregnancy , and did not return until several
weeks after delivery. For mothers for whom it
was possihle to follow the entire; pregnancy, the
coverage between June 1970 and Fehniary 1973
was 92% Finally, the numbers in the Tables and
Figures fluctuate because measurement of sonar
of the other vanahles was instituted fit different
times and because an occasional riTeallarement
was missed.

RESULTS

The contribution of supplemented calories to
total nutrient intake during pregnancy was exam-
ined and subsequent analyses focused on the
relationship between food supplementation dur-
ing pregnancy and birthweight

Effect of the Supplemented Calories on the
Total Caloric Intake During Pregnancy

The goal of the food supplementation interven-
tion was to increase the total caloric intake during
pregnancy. Reference to Table V shows that the
correlation hetslieen supplemented calcines and
home calonc intake was negative, although not
significant Table V also shows that the home
caloric intake for two levels of caloric supplemen-
tation was not significantly different Therefore,
thfse analyses indicate that there was no associa
non between r alonc supplementation and home
caloric intake and that the supplementation
program [maim ed a net increase in the total
(alum intake Fmalls, after lnmbnnng for each
mother the,ralorles from the home ,bet and the

food supplement, the high-supplement group had
a total caloric intake significantly higher than the
low-supplement group. The difference between
both groups (149 calones/day) indicates that the'
average net increase in the total caloric intake
was 26,820 calories during pregnancy.

Relationship Between Food
Supplementation During Pregnancy and-r BirthWeight

To explore the effect of food supplementation
during pregnancy on hirthweight, we first
measured ,the magnitude of the association
between caloric supplementation and birth-
weight whin the fresco and atole villages. Next,
we inveRigatecl whether or not the observed
association between supplemented calories and
birthweight was due to other maternal character-
istics, to changes in rates of missing Vata, or to
Come undetected maternal factor producing a
trend to heavier babies in high-supplement moth-
ors. This last analysis was made exploring the
association between changes in caloric supple-
mentation during pregnancy and changes in
birthweight within sihlings of the same mother.

.Sfognitude of the Association Between Food
Supplementation During Pregnancy and Birth-
wetght Table VI describes the relationship
between caloric supplementation during preg-
nancy and hurthweight. The increase in birth -
weight for the same amount of calories, or slope
value, is not significantly different hetween fresco
and stole villages. This Table also demonstrates

512 FOOD SUPPLEMENTATION DURING PREGNANCY
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that in the total population there was a signifil ant
correlation between caloric supplementation
during pregnagey and birthweight (P <- 01)

It should be noted that there was a significant
difference (P - .051 between the slope values for
the fresco and wok villages when total volume of
supplement ingested dunng pregnancy was used
as independent vanable instead of the total
amount of supplemented calories. Thus, the slope
value for the fresco villages was very low (9 gm of
birthweight per 10 liters) as compared with the
slope for otole villages (19 gm of birthweight per
10 liters) Earlier analyses had shown similar
differences when supplemented volume was used
as independent variable," is result due to the
different concentration of colones in the supple-
ments.

Another approach to estimating the magnitude
of this relationship consists of examining the
differences in birthweight between two groups of
pregnant women regarding their level of caloric
supplementation. Table VII shows that there
existed a significant difference (P < .025) be-
tween the mean birthweight for two levels of
calonc supplementation during pregnancy (low-
supplement group, 20,000 calories, high-
supplement group, a- 20,000 colones) Again, this
analysis shows no significant difference between
the calonc and the protein - calonc supplementa-
tion.

The limit (20,0(X) colones) used to sr,parate the
low-supplement group from the high-supplement
group was selected because in previous analyses"
the median colon& supplementation during preg-
nancy in the four villages was very close to 20,000
colones. In these analyses, we found that this limit
predicted risk of delivering babies with low
birthweight and therefore we were interested in

rAtit.E VI

Itrt_ario,Anir lierWtas SI PPLEMLNTLD ALOIllt
1)1.9ONC. Pnac.,100.(If AND BUITIPVLI(mUT

Corse Slope Value'
tenon (gm of birthweight No of

Village Value i r) per 10.000 cal) Cases P

Mole .113 23 219 A 10
Fresco 123 30 186 <.10
Totals 135 29 405 <01,

Slope for fresco greater than slope for atolls NS (by
test of covariance).

testing the consistency of our previous findings. In
addition, the division above and below 20,000
supplemented calories was further rationalized by
the observation that this amount of calories was
ciche to the uicrement of caloric expenditure
produced during pregnancy in well-nourished
mothers" and that it would be sufficient to
produce an increment of 80 to 240 gin in the
average birthweight of this population." It should
be noted that ui Table V the difference between
the mean supplemented calories for the low-
supplement group and the high-supplement
group was 34,801 colones.

Finally, one of the most important estimations
of the magnitude of this relationship, from a
public health point of view, is the change in the
proportion of low-birthweight babies produced
by the nutritional intervention. Figure I shows
the percentage of low-birthweight babies for the
two group;. It can be seen that this proportion is
consistently lower in the high-supplement in both
the fresco and the otole populations. Thus, the
association between caloric supplementation dur-
ing pregnancy and birthweight is such that the
rate of low-birthweight babies among low-supple-

TABLE VII
RELATIONSIIIP BETWEEN SUpLIMENTILD CAL0FuE3 DUIUNG PPECNANCY AND BUITITWEICIIT ran Two LEVELS or

CALCIFIC SUPPLEMENTATION

Mean Blrthweight

Mole Fresco Total

Group No No. bm No.

High-supplement ( '20,000 cal) 3,173 1 02 3,035 os 3,105 170

Low-supplement ( < 20,000 cal) 3,042 J17 2,948 118 2,994 235
Total 3,107 219 2,992 186 3,049 405

( ±469)

Ana lyn, of Variance for Differences in Biethweight
Cells P
High greater than low <.025
Mole greater than fresco <.025
Interaction NS

7G
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CALORIC SUPPLEMENTATION

6 1=1 LO9 < 20,000 CAD
(=I HIGH f t 20,000 CM)

111.7.)902) (235) (170)

FRESCO ATOL E
TYPE OF SUPPL EMENT

TOTAL

Ftc.. l Relationship between supplemented calories during pregnancy and proportion of tow-birtbweight l S 2,500 gm) babies. Number. in parentheses Indicate numbers of cases. Asterisk,
P <

ment mothers was roughly twice that observed
among high-supplement mothers.

In summary, the analyses presented in Tables
VI and VII and in Figure 1 indicate that there was
a consistent association between supplemented
calories and birthweight and that, provided that
the same amount of calories was given, there were
no significant differences between the protein-
calorie and the calorie supplements.

Effect of Potential Confounding FactorsOnce
we detected a statistically significant association
between caloric supplementation during preg-
nancy and birthweight, the question of primary
Interest was whether or not this association could
be due to confounding factors. Thus, we explored
the possibility that other maternal factors could
be responsible for the observed association
between supplemented calories and birthweight.
By confounding factors we mean variables that
are associated'in the same direction with both the
dependent (birthweight) and the independent
(supplemented calories during pregnancy) vari-
ables. For example, it is possible that the high-
supplement mothers were taller than the low-
supplement mothers. Given the fact that taller
women deliver heavier babies," '* heights of the
mothers could be responsible for the observed
association between supplemented calories and
birthweight. if this were the case maternal height
would be a confounding factor.

The variables presented in Table III were
investigated, first with respect to their association

with birthweight and then with respect to their
relationship with caloric supplementation during
pregnancy. The correlation values between
maternal characteristics and birthweight for those
variables which were significantly associated with
birthweight are presented in Table VIII. It can be
seen that, in addition to caloric supplementation
during pregnancy, gestational age, height, head
circumference, socioeconomic status, chronolog-
ical age, parity, weight at the end of the first
trimester of pregnancy, and maternal morbidity
were correlated with birthweight. However, none
of these maternal characteristics were signifi-
cantly correlated with caloric supplementation
and, therefore, they cannot be responsible for the
observed association between supplemented calo-
ries and birthweight.

Nevertheless, we explored through multiple
regression analyses to what extent the original
relationship between supplemented calories and
birthweight reported in Table VI changed after
controlling for the influence of the maternal
variables presented in Table VIII. When these
maternal factors were entered as independent
variables in a multiple regression predicting
birthweight, the dose-response relationship be-
tween caloric supplementation and hirthweight
remained statistically significant. Table IX shows
that the relationship between supplemented calo-
ries during pregnancy and hirthweight was
basically unchanged after statistically controlling
for the influence of these maternal variables.

fi
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lberefore this analssis uiduate. that the
maternal llimasteristics here mra.urrd. I1111e1
alone or combined. could not explain the migi
nails obsrsed association

Ina previous review of the published literature
on experimental and nonexpnmental studies in
humans, we arrived to the coot hision that, if
thew- is an effect of food supplementation during
pregnancy on hirthweight, the expected magni-
tude for this rife( t should range between 25 and
Aid gm of birthweight per 10,0(X) supplemented
alone+. depending on the previous nutritional

status of the mother, home diet intake. grade of
replacement of the hom dirt by the supplmn
tars frxxl. health status, and level of physic al
activity during pregnancy slope values
observed in Table l\ ,29 or 10 gni of birthwright
per 10.(XX) supplemented caluries, fall within the
range of these expected dose response rlatuni
ships

The distribution of chos maternal factors fur
the low supplement and high supplement groups
was also examined Table X presents the mean
and standard deviations of each of the maternal
charrictenstic s fur two levels of caloric supple
inentat ion It c an be seen in this Table that three
were no significant differences between the two
groups fur maternal height. head cur underence,
panty. and gestational age. but that there were
significant differences between the groups fur
scsioccerioniu status and fir thi duration of
inorbidits during pregnancv However, these
variables cannot ice responsible fur the increment

birthwight observed in the high supplement
group since this group scored lower in the socio
it °Tannic tutu ator and suffered more duration of
disease during pregnancy than did the low
supplement group Since birthweight decreases as
duration of morbidity increases or as the socio
economic score decreases (Tattle VIII I. the birth
weight increment (mind in the high supplement
group can not be explained by the differences
observed in the socioeconomic score and in
morbidity

Effect of %fi.ssing Onto Table IV shows that
the coverage for birthweight and maternal
supplementation was 62% for the entire sample
This relatively low coverage was mainly due to
the fact that systematic data collection on birth
Weight started 11/2 years'aftr the food supplmell
tattoo program began (see section on sample sue)
To determine whether the observed association
presented in Table VI and Figure I was due to
bias produced by missing data, we examined this
relationship um the population studied from July
1970 through February 197:3, in which the data

I ABLE VIII
Msti 1,1/. 1)1 I IISIISASTS 01. 11111111,1 1,.1 I is 1. It

lit'llAt II I ALI\ w (:1 ATI. N1,1.4
----- '

Correlation
Determinant Coeffieut No

At cUnci.ption
Height 134' 199
Head circumference 284' 363
Age 118 401
Panty 154* 404
Smt isiesunomis status

indicator 2I9 363

At end of first trimester
Weight

Durtng pregnancy
Gestational age
Morbidity indicator
Calorie supplementation I

"P 01.
tP < 05
iValues for the multiple correlation predicting birth-

wight r 410 IP 01)

277' 221

217
1221
135

395
240
405

TABLE IX
BETWYEN (7/11,0171(' SI'PPI.VAIEN-TAT1OV

INIUNG Plin.NAHUT AND BlIMIWZIGIST 'NO 4051

Controlling for Suspected
Ccm ounding Factors' 51°Pat SE

Before (simple regression) 29 10 8
After (multiple regression) 30 108

Height, head circumference, age, parity, socio-
economic status. weight at end of first trimester. gesta-
tional age, morbidity indicator, and home diet.

1Slope is obtained by dividing grams of btrthweight
by 10,000 calories. P < 01

coverage was 92%. It can he seen in Table XI that
in this population the relationship between
supplemented calories during pregnancy and
turthweight was similar in direction and magni-
tude to that observed in the whole study popula-
tion. In addition. the slope value after controlling
for the maternal factors presented in Tattle VIII
was identical to that observed for the whole
population after a similar procedure was applied.
Therefore, it is unlikely that these findings are
due to a bias produced by missing data.

Sibling Analysis- There remains the possibility
that the mot delivenng heavier babies were
those Mu s tended to collaborate more with
the progra n. If this were the case, the association
observed between caloric supplementation dur-
ing pregnancy and birthweight would he artifa-
tuat To explore the possibility that some constant
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TABLE X
MATERNAL COABACTERL111(3 ron Two Levais or CAI ORR SUPFLEAtENTAIION DURING PREGNANCY

Maternal Low-Supplement Group
Charactrrieni s ('.20.000 cal)

High-Supplarneni Croup
(220,000 cal)

Height (cm)
Birthweigffil4grn)
No

Head circumference (cm)
Birthwbight (gm)
No.

Ago (yr)
Birthweight (gm)
No.

Panty (No. of previous delivenes)
Buthweight (gm)
No.

Socioetonomic status indicator
Birthweight (gm)
No.

Weight at end 1st trimester (kg)
Ihrthweight (gni)
No.

Gestational age (wk)
Buthweight (gm)
No

Morbidity indicator
(days/month of pregnancy), 2.1 t 3.3

Birthweight (gm) 3,025 t 487
No,

I

148.9 t 5.0
2,991 457

029

51 0 t 14
3,000 t 463

200

27,3 r 7.3
2,994 t 459

231

3.7 t 3.4
2,993 5- 458

234

0.90 t 0.83
2,998 r 460

205

'48.1 r 5.8
3,093 t 508

91

39.6 t
2.997 r 459

' 229

149.5 r 5.5 NS
3,118 ± 475 <.01

170

51.0± 1.4 NS
3,120 t 478 <.05

' 163

28.1 ±7.2 NS
3,118 t 425 <.05

170

4.1 r 3.2 NS
3,118 * 475 <.01

170

0.75 r 0.84 <.05
3,116 r 484 <.03

158

413.4 r 6.9 NS
3,117 r 480 NS

130

39.7 r 1.5 NS
3.118 r 479 <.05

166

3.15-4.7 <.05
3,106 t 491 NS

144

maternal factor might be responsible for both the
high consumption of food supplement dorms
pregnancy and heavier newborns, we studied
consecutive siblings of the same mother

Figure 2 presents the mean differences in
birthweight for 94 pairs of ^siblings divided into
three groups. These groups were defined by the
differences in caloric supplementatiem of the
mother between two successive pregnancies.
When rating. supplementation during the latter
pregnancy was lower than during thCR pre'eeding
pregnancy, the birthweight of the latter baby was
lower than that of toe preceding baby When the
ralonc supplementation during the latter preg-
nancy was more than 20,0()0 calories higher than
during the preceding pregnancy. the latter
newborn was heavier than the preceding one. The
intannediate group is composed of siblings "in
which the imrervent in cidnric supplementation
during the latter pregnancy was between 101) and
20,0(X) calories In this group, the mean dffferenee

birthweight between both babies was close to
/etu arid. therefore, Intermediate between the
extreme groups hi ionsequitm e. the anal% so
precentor! in 1:112m, 2 indir.ites, a pow

tam between changes in caloric supplementatil
arid changes in birthweight in consecutive preg-
nancies of the same mother. The correlation
between differences in caloric suppleinentation
between both pregnancies and differences in
birthweight between both babies was also signifi-
cant (r = .248, No. s= 94. P < .01). Finally, after
adjusting the changes in caloric supplementation
and in birthweight for the interForrelations
existing between successive pregnancies, the
relationship betwettoric supplementation
and birthweight was ughly vailar (slope
value = 22 gm of birth weight pig 10,000 calm,
ries) to that observed in the entire population.

In summary, the analyses presented in Tablas,
VIII to XI and in Figure 2 indicate that the
relationship of supplemented calories to birth-
weight was consistent in the entire population
studied, in the population with the highest rates
of cnverage, and between siblings of the same
innther.

hnth.rov.hts Are r orrels ted ). 549. P < 001)
as i.ethe Alooluit of (Amu topplementatton between two
.o. ess)).). Frszsrvan, 'es 114, P 00 I
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TABLE XI
RELATIONsilir BETWEEN SUPPLEMENTED CALORIES AND RIITITIWEIGHT IN REpARD TD DIFFERENT RATES

Of COVERAGE ON RDITIFWEIGItT DATA

Population

Slope

Coverage Correlation. Simple Multiple, No. of
Rate (%) Value (r) Regression Regression Cases

Total (21.812 t 21,770) t 63 ,135 291 301 405
High coverage t (24,407 -t 22,649)1 92 .116 2411 304 331

Slope was obtained by dividing. s of birthweight by 10,000 calories after controlling for suspected con-
founding factors height, head circumference, pafity, socioeconomic status, weight at end of lust trimester, ges-
tational age, morbidity Mdicator, and home diet. Slope for total `study population was not 'significantly greater
than slope for high coverage stipulatign by test of covariance.

)Numbers in parentheses indicate \mean caloric supplementation t SD.
*From July 1970 through February 1973.
4P< 01.
PP < .05

DISCUSSION

We have found an association between supple-
mented calories during pregnancy and birth-
weight and also the somewhat surprising result
that both the protein-k,alorie and the. caloric
supplements had a similar effect on birthweight.
In the following paragraphs we will discuss some
of the questions of logic raised by these results:
the possible explanations for the absence of effect
of protein supplementation on birthweight; the
cause-and-effect nature of the observed associa-
tion, and the potential public health implications
of these findings.

Why Was There No Effect of Protein
Supplementation on Birthweight?

There are several explaniations for the"unex-
Fected result that protein supplementation was
not directly associated with birthweight. First, in
this population the main limiting nutrient in the
maternal home diet is calories and not protein.
The average home caloric intake is very low and
provides a relatively small margin for physical
activity (around 250 calories). On the other hand,
protein intake from home diet is slightly higher
(7.5%) than the average required for maintenance
and tissue synthesis." Also, the protein to calorie
ratio in the home diet (11.5%) is similar to the
observed figures for well-nourished populations.

An analysis of the literature suggested that, if
the hypothesis of caloric limitation is correct, an
increment of 20,000 calories in the total caloric
intake during pregnancy would produce. an
average daily retention of 0.72 gm of nitrogen per
day;, which is enough to produce a birthweight
increment born 72 to 168 gm as well as the
associated weight gain during pregnancy. Under

similar conditions of caloric limitation, a very
large increment of the .protein intake would be
required to produce a similar value in nitrogen
retention and the same increment in birthweight.
Above a certain limit of caloric supplementation,
protein will gradually become the main limiting
factor. In this case, further caloric supplements-

Mc.. 2. Relationship between differences in caloric supple-
mentation and differences in birthweight for two consecu-
tive siblings (second birthweight minus first birthweight).
No = 94 pairs! Difference if) :caloric supplementation
during pregnancy. = 40,Q00 to 0 calories, B 100 to
20,000 calories; C 20,000 to 120.000 calories. Numbers in
parentheses indicate numbers of pairs. Difference between A

and P< .01.



Iron alone would not produce an effect on birth-
weight unless it was accompanied by protein
supplementation."

Other factors are also important in explaining
the observed effect of caloric supplementation
and they are disused 'elsewhere." The most
likely to us are that the human fetus may adapt
better to protein deficiency than to caloric defi-
ciency and that, within the range of mean birth-
weight under discussion (3,000 to 3,200 gin)
birthweight would mainly Ike a function of the

. accumulation of fetal adiptise tissue-and therefore
of the availability of calories."

Is the Relationship Between Caloric
Supplementation and afrthweight a Causal
Association?

Experimental studies are best suited to make
causal inferences. However, our experiment was
originally designed to test the effect of protein
supplement.ation,not caloric supplementation, on
birthweight. Thus, two villages were assigned to
the group supplemented with protein and calories
and the other two were supplemented with the
caloric preparation. The main weakness in this
design is that, because the experiment was not
desigried to test the effect of levels of caloric
supplementation during pregnancy on birth-
weight, the allocation of the pregnant women in a
particular category of caloric supplementation.
was based on their cooperation with the food
supplementation plogram and not on a planned
action of the researcher. Therefore, we should
Interpret the observed results' not in trrns of an
experiment, but as a. finding from a noncxpri-
mental, prospective, cohort study in which the
exposure (calpnc- intake) and outcome (birth-
weight) were carefully assessed, and one in which
important maternal factors could not explaih thi'
detected association between supplntented calo-
ris and birthweight

From this point 91 view, the analyses p re se rt t ed
here have shown that.

(I) The calorie supple'me'ntation produced a
biologically siguifi,ant increment in the total
nutrient intake during pregnancy.

12) Higher levels pf caldric supplementation
,during pregnancy were associated with a signifi-
cant increase in birthweight and a decrease of the
..ask of delivering low-birthweight babies.

(:3) There was a dose-response relationship of a
similar order of triaaRitude to that computed from
a wide' variety of studies

4, This association with birthweight held
constant after important maternal s ariables were.
controlled.

73(\
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(5) The relationship was not due to missing
data.

(8) In addition, this association was not
produced by undetected confounding factors
related to the mother (such an individual
tendgncy to haVe bigger babies) . ince it was also
observed within two consecutive siblings of the
same mother'

/ Therefore, we concluded that the most suitable
interpretation of these results i. that caloric
supplementation during pregha ey., caused an
increase in birthweight in this population.

What Aro the Public Health Implications of
These Findings?

The ultimate implications of the observed asso-
ciation depend on the importance of birthweight
per se for the baby. We mentioned at the beg'
rang of this paper that low-birthweight babies
have higher rates of infantand)neonatal mortality
and are more likely to perform poorly on tests of
mental development than are babies with higher
birthweights. In the United States most of the
differences in infant mortality rates bptWeen
whites and non-whites are directly associated
with differences in birthweight.! Further analyns
based on the data of Chase' demonstrated th'at the
Impact of an improvement of maternal nutrition
on infant deaths would depend on the extent to
which such a program produces a decrease on the
proportion of low-birthweight babies." This
suggests that the efficiency (or benefit to cost
ratio) of nutritional programs aimed at decreasing
infant mortality could be greatly enhanced if
the-programs were focused on mothers at high
risk of delivering low-birthweight babies. For this
purpose, several risk instniments feasible fOr use
in populations with inadequate health services
have been recently proposed."

In conclusion; the observed effect of food
supplementation during pregnancy on birth-
weight presents important public health Ariplica-
mins in terms of the possibility of decreasing
infant. mortality rates in many poor coin inunities
around the world.

It should be emphasized that this technique of
nutritional intervention, by distributing a food
supplement, was implemented as a research
manipulation. Food supplementation programs
generally are expensive and time - consuming,
create -dependent- populations, and frequently
induce unfavorable effects on the local food
industry. Therefore, they are inappropriate for
large populations over long periods of time. Sirke
the (411%.13 Mit between ,maternal nutrition
and Iiirtlisseighe is ileeply immersed in the
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surrounding socioeconomic context,'" improve-
ment of specific socioeconomic factors such as
family income' and purchasing power for basic
foods might be more effective and efficient than
the traditional interventions based on food
supplementation programs. We know little about
intervention techniques of that nature and for this
reason much more attention should be devoted to
the evaluation of those programs which aim to
break the vicious circle of socioeconomic depriva-
tion, maternal malnutrition Ind impaired intrau-
terine development.

FINAL COMMENTS

In summary, from the published literature as,
well as from our own data, we believe that an
improvement in the nutritional status of pregnant
wOmen will lead to a significant decrease of the
prevalence of low-bikhweight in most poor
oammunities. This in turn would help to reduce
the high rates of infant mortality in thesesocieties
and would provide new generations a better
chance to achieve their full genetic potential.
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Senator KEN NEM.
1)r. 1,4)N% E. 1 Nymilti 111o. to addiess the second issue, the soctal issue,

Nvluch is also tent clearl enunciated in lour own stafnlftf
['crimps the most significant NNa- of determining %v het her or not a

woman or girl N% ill become initcpendent in Inter 11 ft. Is to determine t he
age at "111(11 she carries her first Infant to term. 'Flits i. Hitt a figure I
can d(witmtlkt. It Is a (Illotat 1011 Irons all allaiNs)S of W-hat bullpens 10
boor C1111411111. 1.1()%%(.N-t.r, 1110 t.Valt.lict. I, her) strong that t he young
girl who heioins hurdnt.1 wltIi an infant' is more liliav to become
dependent upon social resources.. l think 011.t. Identified this ist;tit, itl
your oil ti statement.

Cllr problem, therefore, is to find %vity to nutke these girls inde-
pendent as 111V3 approach their year. It IS 1101 11-111/I'VSSI011 that
111' II;IN that programs NI 111(11 hid!) 111C111 alT3' (heir 1'1111(111.1r

term ILl.i make them riamoinically independent.
The t hiril issue is t hat of ethical um.
Senator K N1.1)1. liefort. IN-I. Ica t. that, ,NNliat tiitlrure hate otl

got Ilia( I)II Pl IT 11.11.11

Dr. IA )11. El. SU'
N ilo<l roll ilraNV Oar c011c111Sio11 NVIlt.11 VOl

cal)liol -111;1'01 (N.1(101,1111:1 oil II:IN t

I tr. I,oNN a. hvrt. I. ;i great deal 14 eXprrienrr %%. It II 1/1.11 aft and 1/111)-
11f. -ei.tor toot ranis Nv loch assist these girls, and I think 11111(.11 o1 t his
,in he documented for the coninintep.

"Hie eperinient proposed in the logi.slat inn has not been tried; tlutt
I, a program NN [11111 I11/1/1/1t tatl'NN 1/1:11111111t2; for a clearly define(-1
pop'

:s
rhitis,Ailic,

. enator F.N NH)). A- I h!' it do not 1\a111 lo hr unfair, hilt
let 111 111,1 11/1(1 out if Lon hem, at curat.e pair sOggest Ion is that till'

'1111l, kcr 111111 the psi tilt gets on the social Nvel fare ,'stem, the
lot1;_rer then are g1)111". to I/I on it :Intl MIN t'Nith.11ct. 111111 Wo111(1 11.111irate
the coIltrarN ha. been either not ;IN ;111;11)1p of IIIii.o116/1c111;2," to von. . nd,
t licreforc, if 11p out to those volIng people that are preg-
nant. that .NN-liat Nye are doing is increasina t he likelihood of significant
AIIP11111t1111', (110S(IIII 111'1 SVt1.111

Or, LoWl... i hook. I NV1IS 11111 IllrlyrStood to -,11y t11:11 flit soo11(.1 111(.3"
Lrt,1 o11,1111. more I i kelt 11Wy are to .Stily

Oil the other 111111(1. flit flir1131',;1Nve, 'rive ;1 va Wilde indtcate that tin
percent of ailoleeeiit root hers NN ellti up on NN el fare Nvithin 2 to r)
N 0:11..-; of the hill h 4,161(111,n.

Setritor Icy t hat not a fearsome indictment of your own
present inadequate s ?

That is the be.Cconimnt I hale heard this niortinuz to ,a\ Noll oN11
41`11) 1)11,4.

I /t*, 1,(1%V1-. I f 1111' 'Intent 1011 Of 111(.0-'11111.W SN'(.111 W115 s011.110 1111.(.111'
pr1.12',11:111114!4, taten H101'1. Nvoilld he no (west ion that the statement would
he 1111(lihili.lit of 1111..eiy-41.111. floNVvVer, 1113' 111111(.1S11111(1111g of 1110

,v1 ,,trvic,os of:1.01141 NN'It 11111 the 1)p1111111111t is that they
do, in fact,'otitr idternat The question volt properly tisk is
whet her both alts enables till SI/Idled out with snflieient Clarity so that

yoling p({,:oil knoNV there art' 1.110114-4. i 3111 11111)1-01)ATY(1 to fttIS(`1"
(Ilk quest ion bet tinse I am unable to identify Nvliet her this true balance
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Certainly, I would not wash to he associated with the statement that
the sooner it.girl gets on welfare, the inure likely she is to stay on. I1Ow-
ever I did state that th younger she is when she carries her firstiiifant to term, t he more likely it is that she will never he able to become
economically independent.

This is quite independent of whether she marries since our figuresindicate t hat roughly 70 percent of teenage pregnancies are encoun-tered in gi rls \rho are not marrie.d and even among those who go onto maul.. there is it very high rate of subsequent divorce. In effect,.his proLlein involves a very (komplex set of social and economi andt
personal issues as von well recognize,

Senator KyNN 1-111. Will you snhmit to us any studies that have been
lone slum mg that the kind of services that are being providc'd by thisspecific legislation nile provided in any of your child and maternal

lt h care renters. and t he remits of these programs.I'we. W out d be u_rind to provide the studies.
I The information referred to and subsequently supplied follows:)
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P11110.04

Co'mprohonsive I' rams for Teen-Age Mothers to Become

Oc,6nomically Indapancint

Few studies have examined the effept comprehensive programs for teen-
age mothers have had on the woman's ability to become economically
independent. Evaluations which have been conduct9d on several of the
most comprehensive .programs .demonstrate their short-term effect-
iveness in improving the health status of the woman and her infant,
and in decreasing the incidence of school dropouts and repeat pregnancies.
Their long-term effectiveness is not so clear. After the women leave .
a program, but while they tire still teenagers, a large number experience
repeated pregnancies, drop out of school and do not attain, economic,
independence.

Attached studies:.

1. Klerman, L. V. and Jekel J. F., School-Age Mothers, Problems.
Programs, and Policy, Hamden, Conn.. 1973.

/.

2. Gold. Ann, et. al, The Atlanta Adolescent Pregnancy Program:
A Profile orEhTStuslent Mother , "Final Report, 'HEW Grant go.
MC-R-1300U3-U1U, Sept. 1974.

3. Schlesinger, E., et. al. Operational Research in Maternity Care
of Adolescents 111,.port of tIEW Grant No. MC-R-420054-04-0,
Tune, 1972.

,
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School-Age Mothers
Problems, Programs, & Policy
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Foreword

Ten }furs ago the Childr4 Bureau of the
United States Department, of Healffh.Edu-

, cation,'and We 'fails initiated it program to
meet thetheeds'of school-age mothers. There
were then approximately oom° births an-
nually to girls less than 18 years of age.
Most of these girls were dropped from
school early, in their pregnancy and tlionr-
aged from returning after the baby was
born. Indeed, pregnancy was, thy major
known cause of female school dropouts.
For 'the minoritygroup girlBlack, Puerto.
Rican, Chicanothe voluntary' child wel-
fare and family agencies were providing
neitlir counseling nor adoption services.
Little effective plant', was done for the
'mother and baky. He services for mi-

. nority-group pits consisted of delivery in
a crowded municipal ospital_ with little if
any prenatal or postpart m services. Family
planning services were n t generally avail-
able to school-age 'girls b t were directed
primarily at married`middIclass women.
Thus new families were in the process of
development in hostile or, at best, neglectful
situation. In a. high proportion of cases,
somewhere around 40% of,, the total, the
girls remained unwed mad the vast majority
of these formed single-parent families. Ap-
proximately 60% of the girls giving birth,
were married by the time the child was
horn, but their fragile marriages were often
precipitated by the-pregnancy and frequent-
ly 'ended in divorce within five years.

This social problem was unique in that.
it Was a consequence of the. interaction, of
some of the most poWerful Social issues of
the country's histOrical and cultural heri-
tage: poverty, discrimination, and sexuality
of youth. Further exacerbating the problem
was its linkage to the welfare system, par:
ticularly the Aid to Families with Depen-
dent Children program, which was under
attack for supposedly promoting further

births out of wedlock through a program of
financial assistance. -

All the social statistics indicated that the
number of schoolige girls giving birth was
inereasing and would continue to increase,
and 'that the serious problems attendint to
early .childbearing would. persist. Maternal
and infant mortality studies already had
amply identified the young mother, the poor
mother, and the black mother as being

isk." Educational statistics had
. found gnincyito be a major cause of

girls not completing high school; adoption
statistics and birth records showed thaw mi-
nority babies were not readily bein placed;
and fertility' studies revealed young
mothers had repeated unwa pregnan-.
cies. Welfare, workers -reported difficulties
among girls rearing their' children while
living in the maternal home as children of

\heir Own mothers. The sociologists and
psychoanalysts had developed theoretical
hypotheses concerning the underlying dy-
namics of -pregniincy out of wedlock. The
legal and legislatite aspects of the issue had,
been studied with respect to state laws,
court cases, and administrative practice and
regulations. In isum, there was no lack of
hard data and case descriptions to docu-
ment that the problem existed and was in-
creasing in size and complexity. ..

Further, it was clearly a community' -

problem and required a strategy of pro,
gramming that entailed comprehensiveness
through integrated services rather than the
continuation or expansion of an Ineffectual
approach based, on isolated, health care, ao.
cial services; or special ethication. The ha-
mediate task was to provide, the necessary
services to meet the multiple needs 'of the
'regnant school-age girls, and the Ion
range solution was to prevent adolesc t
Pregnancy, or at least reverse the upward
trend.

9
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The approach initiated by the Children's
Bureau was to establish a demonstration
'program that, would continue the girls in
school and pr3vide in some closely linked
manner the necessary health and counseling
services. The primary objectives of the
project, whicn, began in 1963 at the Webster
School in the District of Columbia, were to
provide continuity in education with a cur-
riculum that met the sPecial needs of the
pregnant 'girl, reduce the risk of a poor
pregnancy eutcome, and enable the girl to
cope with her immediate and future social
situation in the context ef her family or an
independent living arrangement.

From this initial demonstration using a
school systern as a base, other projects were
supported, using a health facility and a wel-
fare agency as other reso6rces for program
development. The emphasis was on the
development of comprehensive services
through; the assisience of whatever corn,
munity institution Was willing, to assume
responsibility and had the necessary capac-
ity fordoing so,. Funding w,as also provided
to different groups to develop ways of evalu-
ating these.programs and in a selected num-
ber of instances to actually conduct such
evaluations. The respective public health
programs of Yale University, Johns Hopkins
University, and the University Of Pitts-
burgh undertook such tasks. Out of this ef-
fort came the study 'covered in this book;
the most definitive evaluation yet conducted
of two alternative aPproaches to the pro-
vision of services for pregnant school-age
girls.

It was apparent from early evaluations of
the Webster School project that many of the
program objectives were achievable. It was
also clear,' however, that problems existed.
Specifically, these, related to postpartum.re-
entry into the school system and the lack
of adequate day-care arrangements for the
infants and of appropriate family planning
services and counseling. Family plapning
information and services were prohibited in

the Washington school system, as in most of
the nation's school systems at the time the
first comprehensive programs were 'begun.

The service delivery aspects of compre-
hensive programs also needed' to 'be ins
proved. The health component in many pro-
grams appeared to be doing its tasks"
of all, particularly when thereWas linkage
with a maternity and infant -care project
supported through the Maternal and Child
Health Service of the Health Services and
Mental Health Administration. There was
no provision of meaningful curriciatim
and learning materials for the antepartum
period. Schools found it necessary to par-
ticipate in the development of daycare serv-
ices for the infant if the young mother was.-
to return to and remain in school. The coun-
seling component seemed to be One of the
most essential, yet letuft satisfactory, pro-
gram areas. There was a lack of experience,
with the young mother wit° kept her infant.
Many programs used inexperienced social
work staff or those with limited training in
this area. Almost nothing was planned for
the father of the baby, and although aware-
ness of the need to include him in the pro-
gram eventually developed, a lack of under-
standing of his needs, and the lAited
resources for working directly with him,
hampered the effort. Neglect of the baby's
father is still a major omission in programs
and is related' closely to our cultural atti-
tudes toward accepting - the rple and be-
havior of these boys while labeling the
pregnant girls as socially deviant.

As a result of the evaluation of the Web-
ster School program the Children's Burgle'
modified its strategy to focus on the prob.
lent of "institutional change." The study in-
dict the girls -would continue to
Lear in scho , add that the school system
was an appropriate community institution
to rry through the task of providing the
comprehensive services required by girls
yho were pregnant. A small project was
supported at Yale Universitythe Cyesis
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program Consortitim--which actively ilia-
eseminated research findings, evaluation re-
ports, prOgram descriptions, reviews of
legal hearings thrbugh established Publica-
tions, a newsletter entitled Sharing, regional
workihops, natiortal, conferences, consulta-
tions, and speeches. The goal was simulta-
neously to expand 'the number of school
systems that would provide the necessary
services, upgrade the 'quality of the existing
services, and pinpoint probleini for future
research.

The Consortium, as-it Came to be called,
was 'eminently successful, though mistakes,
were made; and from a few programs ten
years ago there are now more than 250-pro-
grams serving more than 50,000' school-age
pregnant girls annually. An independent

- national organization -was established by a
group of program leaders, the National.
Alliance Concerned with SchoolAge Par-
ents (NACSAP). Its purpose was to pro-
vide a broad-based membirahip group
which could meet the demand for services
through support of the development of pro-
grams. As with many membership organi-
zations, it ran into problems of inadequate
financial resources for carrying-out its ob-
jectives while at the same time building its
membership.

The federal government.coordinated
ious efforts-in the movement to develop and
improve comprehensive service programs.
Through an Action Memorandum from the
Secretary of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, Elliot Richardson,
a Federal Inter- Agency-Task Force on Com-
prehensive. Programs. foi School Age Par-
ents was organized in 1971. An overall stra-
tegy was formulated, for a national attack
on the problem involving further expansion
of the efforts of the Consortilun, renamed
the Consortium on Early Childbearing and
Childrearing, with the involvement of
NACSAP in .assisting local community
implementation.

In perspective, the study this book

illuminates the prbcess, problems, achieve-
Ments, and ,disappoidtments in the actual
organization of comprehensive delivery art-
tens in two separate communities early in
the history of the field. The knowledge
gained through the experience of the pro-
gram staff and thole engaged in the evalua-
tion is critical for,anyfurther expansion of
comprehensive services. These data, in.:con-
junction with the evaluation of the Webster
School program, the Services Young
Family program of Ctiyahogit County,
Ohio, and the survey studies conducted by
Johns Hopkins University .and -the Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh, begin to prOiride infor-
malion useful for further planning, social
policy formulation, and program develop- -

meet. /
There has been remarkable growth, un-

derstanding, and change in the development
of programs for, school-age permits.- At.
tempts to deal with this social issue at an
institutional and program level simultane-
ously enriched loth aspects' and contributed
to the overall social change which is still in
progress. This effort, which, began before
federal support 'of family planning,'Nfore
the reexamination of women's rights and
roles in our society, before the development
of infant day care, and before the large.
scaleegm* at education for, parenthood;
contributed to and benefited from all these
significantsocial issues:

Within e. next five years, the problem
of schoolage parents will significantly de-
crease in size, but not disappear. There will
be a groqp of girls who will become preg-
nant by design or indifference and, for
these', changes in the social' context will
have less effect than psychological habilita-
tion and rehabilitation. Existing and new
developments in birth control, including
abortion, will reduce the number of un-
wanted pregnancies in the total population,
including youth. In the meantime, there are
many young people whose lives will be
fuller- and more rewarding as I result of

9 6
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the comprehensive programs for the young
parent. 4

From the beginning it was considered
necessary to conduct evaluations of the var-
ious programs. This report represents the
most comprehensive evaluation of two"such
programs and provides much information
for those concerned with program improve-
ment as well as rhising some questions for
policy makers.

Charles P. Gershenson
Visiting Professor of Child Development
Brandeis University

Director, Research Division
Children's Bureau

xii
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Preface

, This report is the final product of a research
project funded from July 1, 1967, through
June 30, 1973, by the Maternal and Child
Health Service (formerly the Children's
Bureau), of the Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare., Its purpose was to
evaluate two comprehensive service pro-
grams for pregnant school age girls. During
the project's six years, the study and its
findings have, been the subject of eighteen
journal articles and several presentations
before professional and community groups.
A list of the publications is included in
Appendix A. The full scope of the study
findings, however, appears here for the first
time.

Ackobwiedgments. Althou- gh as study di-
rector and principal investigator, respec-
tively, for most of the study period, we
accept full, responsibility for the material
included in this report, we wish to acknowV
edge with thanks the many individuals and
organizations whose cooperation made the
project possible. Our greatest debt is to
more than four hundred young women who
agreed to participate in the study so that
more effective programs could be planned
for other school-age pregnant girls.

We are also grateful for the dedication of
the many individuals who provided the
services that together made the programs
"special." We wish especially to acknowl-
edge the contributions of the service per-
sonnel who spent countless hours filling out
research instruments and suggesting ways
to improve the study. They shall remain
nameless since they, like the young mothers,
were being "studied." Their anonymity in
no way diminishes our gratitude.

We are indebted to another group who
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contributed time and administrative support
to the programs and the. research effort.
They include the following individuals as-
sociated with the Yale-New Hayen Medical
Center: Drs. Edward J. cQuilligan sand
(later) Dr. Nathan Kase, Chairmen of the
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology;
Ms. Vera Keane, M.S.N., formerly Chair-
man, Program in Maternal and Newborn
Nursing; Ms. Catherine O'Hare, A.C.S.W.,
Chief of Medicine, Surgery, and Obstetrics
and Gynecology Social work, and (later)
Ms. Ruth Breslin, A.C.S.W., Chief, Social
Worker, Department of Obstetrics and Gyn.
ecology and Services to the Newborn; and
Ms. Margot Taylor, R.N., Head Nurse,
Young Mothers Clinic. Those associated
with the New Haven Board of Education
who helped greatly were Drs. Achille Riello
and Raymond Acunto of the Department of
Pupil Personnel; and Ms. Mary Sherlock,
Director, and Ms. Elizabeth Celotto, Head
Teacher, Polly T. McCabe Center.

In Hartford our appreciation oes to Mr.
Richard Lewis, formerly Ex (ive Direc-
tor, and Dr. Delores Taylor, Director of
Research, Child c d amily Services of
Connecticut; Ms. n R. Malkin, A.C.S.W.,
formerly Project ector, and Mr. Frank
Rose, School Director : Head Teacher,
Inter - Agency Services; Dr. Ellis Tooker,
formerly Assistant Superintendent of
Schools, Hartford Board of Education;
Drs. Jessie Parkinson and Claude A. Lance-
tot of the Connecticut Maternity and Infant
Care Project, Hartford Health Department;
and the private physicians who made their
records available to us.

Special thanks are owed to Dr. Charles
P. Gershenson, Director, Research Division,
Children's Bureau, for his valuable insight
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and encouragement during the early part of
the project, and to Ms. Gloria Wackernah,
Grants Management (Meer, Children's Bu-
reau and Maternal and Child Health Serv-
ice, for her indispensable guidance and
support through the complexities of re-
search grants for almost six years.

We are grateful for permission to reprint
sections of this report which have appeared
previously in Health Education Mono-
graphs, 29, 11-27, 1969; The Journal of
School Health, 40, 168-72, April_ 1970;
American Journal of Public Health, 60,
2289-2301, December 1970 and 62, 1606-
19, December 1972; American Journal of
Obstetrics and Gynecology, 112, 9-19, Janu-
ary 1972? and Social Psychiatry, 8, 16-25,
1973.

This study would obviously have been im.
possible without the hard and dedicated
efforts of many research staff members and
students. We thank them individually and
as a group for their contributions, which
often were beyond tIkse required by their
jobs. We hope each one feels that this re-
port made the effort worthwhile..The mem-
bers of the research staff are listed in
Appendix B.

Last but far from least, special gratitude
and apologies go to our families who pa.
tiently endured countless hours of absence
of mind or body during the design, execu-
tion.-and reporting of this project.

Brandeis University,. L.V.K.
Waltham, Massachusetts

Yale University,, J.F.J.
New Haven, Connecticut
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1 School-Age Pregnancy iii a Wi,e Perspective

Since the mid1960s, comprehensive pro-
grams have been developing all over the
United States in an attempt tprovide I
neglected medical, social nd 'educational
services to school-age mothers.. Now that the

initial excitement has passed, serious ques-
tions are being asked by legislators, admin-

istrators, and the professionals providing
the services: Is anything being accom-
plished? Are all those who need help being
reached? What becomes or these young
mothers?

This report* will try to answer these
questions on the basis of a study of two such
service programs. At the start, however; a
more important question must be raised:
Are these the most meaningful issues? Al.

though the comprehensive service programs
appear daring because they challenge the
long-accepted pattern of ignoring young
mothers, especially those who become preg.
nant out of wedlock, they were developed
largely by professionals who shared the cul-
tural perspectives of current American
society. These perspectives were not neces-
sarily bad and were probably unavoidable,
but sometimes they wer; narrow. The ques-
tions being asked by legislators and others
also may have too narrow a focus. To the
question, "Is this a good approach to re-
habilitatipn?" the answer might be "Yes, if
rehabilitation is your goal, but what is
really needed is prevention!" Similarly, the
answer to the question, "Is anything being
accomplished?" might be, "This approach

The co- authorship in chapters 1 and 2 of Philip
M. Sarrel. M.D.. Yale University School of Medi.
cine, is gratefully acknowledged.

to programming does accomplish something,
if society is not going to change in any
fundamental way; but what is really needed
is a more fundamental change."

In order to place the current services for

schoolage parents in a wider perspective,
this report examines the premises upon
which most of the programs have been

built, suggests alternative ways society
could approach this phenomenon, and at-
tempts to answer the more specific ques-

tions.

Why is School-Age Pregnancy
Considered a Problem?
Attitudes toward pregnancy vary with time
and place. In some cultures a pregnant
womrfkis confined and her activities
limited; in-others, the condition treated

lightly and she continues heir us 1 pursuits
(Mead and Newton, 1967) .Fes ern society,
for example, in the last' °years' has
moved from the treatm of pregnant -

women as "sick" indiv. uals, in need of
special care, toward definitio of reg-

nancy as a normal condition and a ea t

one unless there are some specific ifidica-

tions of pathology (DeLees, 1928; East-
man, 1959; Rosengren, 1961; Eastman and
Hellman, 1966; McKinlay, 1972). If preg.
naricy is a normal part of female life, why

is pregnancy in r,irls of school age consid
ered a problem o which the American
society must devot tudy and resources?
There are several answers to this question;
some deal with medical issues, others with
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the values attached to sexual, activity and
family life in this country, anid still others
with economic issues.

Medical Issues. The medical issue is easi-
est to explain, although it is often difficult
to separate the influences of social from
physiological factors. Many studies have
found higher incidence of illness among
pregnant teenagers than among women
pregnant in their twenties and thirties:
These conditions include toxemia, anemia,
infection, and difficult labor because of an
immature pelvis. These in turn may lead to
premature births, stillbirths, perinatal
`deaths, and physical and intellectual im-
pairment in the infants (Israel and Wou-
tersz, 1963; Hassan and Falls, 1964; Stine
et al., 1964; Wallace, 1965; Zackler et al.,
1969). Although Semmens and Lamers
11968), working with fniddle- and upper-
'class school-age girls in a system where
medical care was readily available, have
shown that their young patients have no
greater incidence of most obstetrical prob-
lems than older women, most medical
studies of school-age mothers have focused
on the economically deprived who as a
group have increased obstetric risks.

Typically, the young women studied have
delivered on the public rather than the pri-
vate service of a hospital and have sought
their prenatal care in outpatient clinics.
Very few daughters of middle -class or af-
fluent families are included in early-preg-
nancy studies, not because they do not
become pregnant, because the indications
are that they do (Wallace, 1965; Siketvand
Fritch, 1967), but because their families
find ways of dealing with early pregnancy
which keep the girls out of the populations
usually included in these statistics. Data are
not easily available on the incidence of ill-
ness or problems for the middle-class preg-
nancies that terminate in abortions or
deliveries on the private services Of small
hospitals. Nevertheless, these data are essen-
tial to an'understand*f the relative con-
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tribution to the complications of pregnancy;
made by age, as opposed to such social fac-
tors as inadequate or late prenatal care,
poor diet, crowded housing, and other en-
vironmental handicaps.

Despite these problems it has been pos-
sible to determine with reasonable confi-
dence the age at which the statistical risk
of harm to mother or inflint is increased.
Obviously this varies with the individual
female and her stage of physical and sexual
maturity, which is related to age at onset of
menstruation (menarche) (Zacharias et rd.,
1970)., There is general agreement that
pregnincy in 17- through 19-year-olds poses
few medical problems not seen in equal
numbers in women in fheir twenties. A re
cent report of the National Academy of
Sciences (1970, pp. 140-41) states:

The Working Group agreed that girls who
become pregnant before they are 17 years
ol age are at great biological and `psycho
logical risk . . . Pregnancy after this age
should not present special biological haz.
ards. This conclusion is supported by
natality and mortality data indicating that
the course and outcome ol pregnancies ol
girls 17 to 20 years of age resemble those
61 young mature women, that is, women 20
to 24 years ol age.

There appears to be an increased risk of
problems from age 15 or 16 on down, par-
ticularly within the first two years following
the ons t of menarche, These problems in-
clud prematurity, toxemia, anemia, and
difficult labor.

Clear evidence of the effect of early preg-
nancy on the psychological health of the
mother and child is even more diffictflt to
obtain because orthe overwhelming weight
of social factors. Certainly young pregnant
girls and mothers exhibit a highrate of ad-
verse psychological conditions, but little is
known about the cause (Gabrielson et al.,
1970;sLewis and Lewis, 1971; Lewis et al.,
,1973). Are they intrinsic to the pregnancy?
Did they predate the pregnancy, in a latent
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form and surface only under stress? Aro
they a result of society's punitive attitudes
toward the socially deviant?

Social Expectations. This cursory exam-
ination of the medical reasons for consider-
ing school-age pregnancy a problem already
has introduced the second' factor contribut-
ing to the definition, namely society's per-
ception of the "good, life." The American
middle-class expectation of the girl of high
school age or younger includes school at-
tendance, an active social life, and responsi-
bilities within the family in which she has
been brought up. Pregnancy is accepted,
looked forward to,, and even expected; but
only after the sexually mature girl has grad-
uated from high school and has been mar-
ried a ,minimuin of nine months, although
there is some acceptance of high school
marriages under exceptional circumstances.
While there are now some breaches in the
%%all of custom, convention still calls for a
baby to be raised by a married father and
mother who live apart from their parents,
and for the father to provide enough income
for the needs of the family.

The pregnant schoolage girl is at vari
ance with many of the expectations of the
American middle class if she chooses to
carry the pregnancy to completion and then
keep the baby. The girls who have abortions
or who surrender their infants are not pe-
nalized permanently. The "problem" cen-
ters around the school-age mother who
keeps her child. In most cases she has not
yet graduated from high school; she fre-
quently is not married when the baby is
born; and she is even less likely to have
been married when the infant was con-
ceived. If the young mother is unmarried
and brings her baby home to live in her
parents' residence, the mother and child be-
come economically dependent upon her
parents or upon some form of welfare.
'American society conceivably could con-
sider this life style an acceptable alternative
to the stereotype previously drawn, just as
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it accepts attending college and depending
economically on parents as an acceptable,
odd even laudatory, alternative to entering
employment and becoming financially in-
dependent. But for many reasons,,society
has labeled the pregnant school-age girl and
mother as deviant. The deviance is a -prob-
lem in proportion to its visibility and its
duration. If the young mother is unmar-
ried, white, add gives the baby up for adop-
tion, white society tends to view this 85
small problem' despite the fact that it may
be very traumatic to the mother, because'
she soon can return to the expected adoles-
cent pattern and she has.contributed to the
currently Inadequate pool of white babies
available for adoption. Unmarried white
mothers who choose to keep their infants
and unmarried black mothers who are more
or less forced to by the small demand for
adoptive black babies, are seen as greater
problems.

Economic Factors. More subtle factors,
including economic and racial ones, place
a stigma on early and/or outof-wedlock
pregnancies. Schoolage pregnancy fre-
quently leads to,welfare dependency, at least
temporarily and often for a prolonged per-
iod. This is frowned upon in cur society.
The mothei has difficulty finding someone
to care for the infant if she wishes to attend
school or go to work and difficulty finding
work if she does not have a high school
diploma. If she is not married, support from
the putative father is prdblematic. Even if
she marries, many studies, including this
one, indicate that the, marriage will be to
someone close to her own age. Therefore
the husband will probably be 18, 19, or 20
years old, and he may not earn enough
money to support himself, his wife, and his
child unless he has a skilled trade. Thus,
when the baby is kept, one of the frequent
consequences among those already wholly
or partially dependent upon public funds
is to add another individual to the welfare
rolls. For families which have barely been

3
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able to maintain financial independence, the
extra burdens of a pregnancy and an infant
may push the entire unit into at least par-
tial welfare dependency.

Even if the schoolage pregnancy does not
result in increased welfare support, it' may
cause another economic problem: prema-
ture entry into the labor force. Under cur-
rent conditions of less than full employment,
there is little demand for teenage workers...,
The economy can be served hetterby com
pletion of their high school education and
perhaps a continuation to college or some
technical institution to gain special skills.
When, as a result of pregnancy, the young
mother decides to leave high school before
graduation or not to scck posthigh school
training, these decisions have an adverse
effect on economic conditions because of
the present structure of the labor market.
The effect is similar when the putative
father or young husband shortens his for-
mal education or technical training in order
to seek employment to support his child or
his family.

Prejudice. The racial overtones to the
designation of school-age pregnancy as a
social problem are real ,Inadequate finan-
cial resources, inaccessibility, and social
mores have kept many black families from
using the middle-class solution of abortion,
adoption, or marriage; although this may be
changing. Therefore 'he phenomenon of an
infant being, cared for by an economically
dependent young mother is more apparent
in the black pollination. Given the racial
prejudices still prevalent in this country, a
variant style 'of life whose principal ad-

'herents are black is likely to be labeled
deviant, and, consequently, a problem for
society. Significantly, when Life (Wood-
bury, 1971) wanted to feature a program
for pregnant teenagers, it focused on _a
school in a middle-income white area.

Visibility. Additional factors contributing
to the definition of school age pregnancy as
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a social problem are the increasing numbers
of such pregnancies and their, increasing
visibility. This is itself the result of many
factors including the lowering of age at
sexual maturity (Tanner, 1968; Zacharias,
1970), an increase in the number of teen-
agers in the population, and migration from
rural to urban areas. The resultant of these
factors is that more schoolage girls are be-
coming pregnant and in a more confined
area. One hundred pregnant school-age girls
in an urban ghetto are more noticeable than
the same number scattered over a rural
state, even though they may not represent
more of a problem to themselves or society.

Legitimacy. Little mention has been made
-'of marriage and legitimacy for several rea-
sons. Although many try to legitimize a
pregnancy by marriage, early marriages
have not proved stable. It therefore appears
unwise to encourage teenagers to marry to
legalize their sexual activity or their off-
spring. The rapid making and dissolution
of a marriage, with all its legal and finan-
cial complications, may be more of a psy-
chic trauma to the mother and her child
than an attempt to raise a child within her
parent's home or independently, or an at-
tempt to live unmarried in a temporary but
loving relationship with a man. Although
generally it is considered desirable for a
child to grow up in a home where two par-
ents have a stable, affectionate relationship,
some evidence suggests that the presence
of a poor father may be worse than the
absence of a father (Herzog and Sudia,
1968). Certainly, the last remnants of the
stigma of illegitimacy should be lifted from
infants born outside of marriage.

Causes of School-Age
Pregnancy

Early'Sexual Experiences. Any discus-
sion of school-age pregnancy must consider
the causes of early sexual activity. Vincent
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(1961), reviewing the evolutiOn of thinking
concerning the causes of out-ofwedlock
pregnancy, found that one idea after an-
other had its fashionable period. Prior to
1930. -theories pertaining to moral and in
born sources of behavior" were stressed.
and the emphasis was 7on immorality. bad
companions. and mental deficiency as
causes of illegitimacy." During the 1930s
greater interest w as directed' to environ-
mental sources of behal ior, such as broken
homes and poverty . During the late 1930s
and 1940s the concept of "culture" was
dominant and illegitimacy was considered
to be part of a Iva% of life for certain popu-
lation groups. Shice that time gretder con
cet n has been shown for psychological and
pschiatric explanations of behavior. so
that outof-wedlock pregnancy has fre-
quently been siewed as the result of emo-
tional problems, or as a means to try to
satisfy unmet emotional needs. Many or all
of Vincent's factors have been implicated in
the etiology of early pregnancies, whether
in wedlock or out.Yet Herzog (1967) stated:

The factors that so far do not appear to
stand up under analysis as the major cause
include low intelligence, broken homes,
geographical inability, and psychological or
interpersonal disturbances. Any of these
factors may be involved in specific in-

stances, but none can be held mainly ac-
countable for the problem.

Most recently, the association between
poverty and school-age pregnancy has been
stressed. Economic deprivation, inadequate
thousing,'overcrowding, and racial discrimi
nation, to mention a few of the adverse con-
ditions which afflict Many groups in Ameri-
Can society, may not "cause" early sexual
activity and pregnancy, but by excluding
opportunities for a satisfying, fulfilling, and
exciting life, they may make pregnancy
and childrearing seem an avenue out of
boredom, rejection, and depression, and the
only available positive expression of the
"life force." The association between pov-
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erly and early sexual activity need not be
causal, howeverBoth poverty and\high fer-
tility may result from such factors as di
eliminatory employment practices. If a man
is unable to find a job because of discrimi
nation. over which he is powerless, siring
children may be one lof the few available
avenues for demonstrating his manhood.

Early sexual experiences may be related
to what Vincent (1961) has called the
hypocrisy of our society, in Which we "in-
advertently encourage. if not explicitly con-
done, the cause (illicit coition), and explic-
itly censure, and condemn the result (illicit
pregnancy)." American society uses sex as
a means to profit in all the mass media and
yet is disturbed when this stimulation in-
creases sexual awareness and activity.

Given, then, the existence of teenage sexual

activity and the unlikelihood of a reversal
of this trend, must young girls become
pregnant?

Inadequate Contraception. Schooage
pregnancies can be classified as the acci-
dentally pregnant, the intentionally preg-
nant. the indifferent, and the forced. Little

can be done to prevent forced or intentional
pregnancies. The strongest hope of preven-
tion lies with the accidentally pregnant and

then possibly with the indifferent. Through
better education, some pregnancyproduc
ing myths can be exploded (e.g. "You can't
become pregnant the first time," or "... if

you don't come," or ". . . in between peri-
ods"). Education also might reduce contra-
ceptive failures that are really due to mis-

use, although some real failures always will

occur. For such events, and for cases of
forced pregnancies, abortion should be
readily accessible. It should be noted, how-

ever, that doubts exist about "accidental"
pregnancies. Some psychiatrists feel that
the desire to prove one'sfeminine identity

is so strong that most if not all pregnancies
are intentional, although the thought may
not always be available to the conscious
mind (Lehfeld, 1959; Lida, 1969). If this

5
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were true. then education could not be ex-
pected to make much of an inroad into the

orate of teenage pregnancy. and only changes
in life circumstances, NV b ich would make
other motivations achieve primacy, might
have an effect.

Desire for Pregnancy. Why would school-
age girls nant to become pregnantor feel
indifferent enough about the possible out.
come not to avoid intercourse or prevent its
sequelae? Inc, reasons have already been
suggested: to provide a change from a
dreary existence and to prove that one
really is a %%omen:. Many others have been
offered, varying 1s as idely as the disciplines
that have addressed themselves to the sub.
jest: to "hold" a ho) friend, to take revenge
on one's parents. to escape from school, to
gain prestige or attention from one's peers,
to he accepted as an adult, to have someone
to love, to have someone who n ill love you,
or to provide a child for the girl's mother
who can no longer bear. These reasons are
not necessarily more pathological than the
reasons for N1 hich older, married women
often desire a childto relieve boredom or
to save a shaky marriage.

Programs in Other Countries
The United States has started late to address
itself to the needs of school-age mothers.
Other countries accepted sooner the reality
of early motherhood and began providing
services specifically for this group. More-
over, each country's approach to early
motherhood reflects that society's system of
values. 'American society has generally set
such social goals as stable family life with
two -parents present, completion of basic
education, and economic independence for
every family. As a result, school-age preg-
nancy has'become a problem to be denied
or hidden. This has led to exclusion from
school, forced marriage, and shame for the
child. These punitive measures destroy self-
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esteem and work to prevent young mothers
and their infants from achieving the very
goals society espouses.

Socialist countries, such as Yugoslavia,
believe that all citizens, including mothers,
should be productive members of the indus-
trial society, and their childrearing prac-
tices reflect this orientation. The society
doeg not want a mother to remain at home,
for six years or so after the birth of a child,
regardless of how the child is conceived;
therefore there is heavy reliance on state-
run daycare and childrearing centers. No
distinction needs to be made on the basis of
maternal or marital status; noliksioes the
child's legitimacy status have any bearing
on his potential productivity.

In countries with a social welfare orienta
tion, such as Sweden, emphasis Was been on'
removing the stigma of illegitimacy and

-P providing for the well-being of the child.
Thus a child born out of wedlock in Sweden
has full rights of inheritance and is sup-
ported by both the mother and father. Auto-
matic salary deductions ensure the child's
support. Women with children are titled
Mrs. whether or not they ever marry. Al-
though half the women bearing children-out
of wedlock eventually wed the father of the
baby, they do not 'do so because of social
pressure. Programs like the Modrejaelpen
in Denmark address themselves to total
family needs by providing couples with
counseling, financial support, housing, vo-
cational training, and day care for children.

. Some persons in the United States feel
that the provision of adequate services to
school-age mothers (or parents) %will en-

-courage teenage sexual activity and increase
out-of-wedlock deliveries. Yet the Dutch have
a system of centers for unwed mothers and
still have one of the lowest known rates of
out-of-wedlock pregnancies in the world.1

These Zuropean programs demonstrate
that societies can provide services that en-

1. Furstenburg (1971) has reported that providing
contraceptives to school-age girls with one child
does not promote increased sexual activity.
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able individuals to develop healthfully, re-
gardless of the age of the mother or
legitimacy status of ,the infant. To accom-
plish this in America would require changes
in social attitudes and programs.

A System of Approaches
Acceptance. An important first step would
be the acceptance of schoolage pregnan
as a reality of American life which is
likely to disappear. Acceptance need of

mean that school-age pregnancy is desirab
but it forgoes the denial of the problem (e.g
by excluding those who show evidence o
adolescent sexual activity or forcing mar-
riage to "legitimize" it) ; and it discards
punitive approaches, which isolate and re-
ject the young mother, harm her self-esteem,
apd limit her alternatives so-that she can-
not cope with her problem. This approach
would help solve the "problem" by remov-
ing the stigma. School-age pregnancy would
not be encouraged, but neither would it be
considered so deviant as to require penalties
and the withholding of needed services. This
change in attitude is an essential step if
school-age parents and their children are to
be reintegrated into our society.- Attitudes
toward school-age pregnancy have been
changing since 1960, but progress is .pain-
fully slow, especially among those elements
of society having the greatest power to

whange our institutions.

Provision of Preventive Services. A
change in attitudes would expedite the de-
velopment of preventive educational and
social services. Appropriate help could be
given more easily so that individuals and
society need not be penalized with unwanted
children. Education about the sexual aspects
of social life could be provided so that teen-
agers could make intelligent choices instead
of being misguided by incorrect informa-
tion or social pressure. Contraceptive advice
and devices could be made easily accessible
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for young men and women who did not want
children. Similarly, abortions could be ob-
tained by those who neglected to use con-
traception but really did not want a child,
who experienced contraceptive failure, who
were victims of forced sexual relations, or
who realized only after conception they were
not yet ready for motherhood. These meas-
ures should ensure, that only those who

-wanted children would have them.

Alleviation of Poverty. Pregnancies re-
sulting from an intentional act or from in-
difference cannot be prevented by the triad
of education, contraception, and abortion.
The prevention of such pregnancies requires
changes in social conditions. Although there
is ample evidence of sexual activity among
teenagers of all social classes, young moth-
ers give birth at a higher rate in areas of
low socioeconomic status. Perhaps ff eco-
nomic conditions were improved and dis-
crimination against the poor and members
of minority groups were removed, the
school` -age girls and their sexual partners
might find cogent reasons for delaying preg-
nancy and the responsibilities of a family..,

But under the present circumstances, such
middle-class goals as completing high
school, going to college, and obtaining a
better job are not common among most of
those who live under depressed conditions.

Economic deprivation, with its limited
hope of future betterment, leads to thoughts
of the present and its sources of enjoyment,
or at least release from boredom or depres-

sion, rather than to some doubtfUl future.
Sexual activities, pregnancy, and child-
rearing may provide such pleasure and re-
lease, at least for a short time. The situation
surrounding intercourse, pregnancy, And
childbearing is exciting, different, and
attention-provoking, and it may provide a
modicum of love and caring in an otherwiSe
drab and depressing existence. Elimination
or reduction of poverty might reduce preg-
nancies and births which arise from these
circumstances. This g6a1 will be even more
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difficult to achieve than the change of atti-
tudes and the provision of preventive serv-
ices, but several writers, including Herzog
11967) and Howard (1968), have cau-
tioned against expecting too much from
service programs in the absence of these
kinds of changes.

Institutional Support for Alternative
Life Styles. Young mothers should be al-
lowed to rear children without mother and
Ai Id being penalized. Some may wish to
complete their high school education and
even proceed to college or technical training,
and they should find financial assistance and
day-care centers available to enable them
to continue their education without neglect-
ing their infants. But what bout young
mothers who prefer to devote ,themselves
full time to their childrenin their parents'
home, with a husband, in a communal fa-
cility, or independently? Such yfiung
mothers need financial support and pos-
sibly, because of their immaturity, physi-
cal anil educational assistance with child-
rearing. Additional, institutional supports
that would be _necessary include housing
suitable for young mothers who were trying
to rear their children alone, educational
programs to help them learn new child-
rearing patterns, and day-care centers to
provide them with some freedom for educa-
tion, employment, and recreation.

When her child or children reached
school age, the mother might be ready to
seek employment. At this point she would
need to complete her education in order to
enter the job market without disadvantage.
Returning to a traditional high school,
where her classmates would be eight to ten
years her junior, would obviously be im-
possible. Instead, vocationally oriented
adult institutions would be necessary, with
an alternative college preparatory sequence
available for those who made a late decision
to seek a career requiring advanced educa-
tion. In other words, the educational sys-
tems need to be flexible enough to provides

8
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not only for theise girls who finish high
school at the usual time but also for those
who interrupt their education for short or
long periods of time, for whatever reason.

Given She present occupational structure
it Might even be beneficial to some women
not to seek jobs, until their middle or late
twenties, with their childbearing and early
child-rearing years behind them. This se-
quence might besnore advantageous for ern?
ployers than the current practice of most
young women, who seek employment in
their late teens or early twenties, stay, with
their jobs for only a few years, leave for
childbearing, and then return in their
thirties and need retraining. As in the case
of ,education, flexibility in attitudes and
institution's is essential in order to provide
alternative routes into the labor market.

Four approaches to the problem of school-
age pregnancy have been proposed: an ac-
ceptance of pregnancy at an early age as a
social reality, the prevention of unwanted
pregnancies or births, the alleviation of
poverty, and the provision of institutional
supports for alternative life styles. None of
these seems fully acceptable at this time.
Instead, the most prevalent strategy in con-
templarary American society is. to provide
services to the pregnant girl in such a way
as tq minimize the deviant aspects of her
situation. This approach has led to the de-
velopment of programs for school-age
mothers across the United States.

Previous Progra
School-Age Pare is
Prior to the 1960s prep ncy in school-age
girls was largely ignored. e sexual matura-
tion of the postwar babies, the migration of
blacks and white marginal farmers from the
South to northern urban ghettos, the war on
poverty, and the racial,disorder of the 1960s
have all stimulated interest in social welfare
problems, including the birth of infants to
very young mothers. The recent rapid
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growth of the welfare rolls which at one
time or another support a large percentage
of school -age mothers and their infants, and
the public's urgent demand to reduce the
numbers dependent on public support, has
kept interest in this problem at a high level.

Before the advent of special programs,
school-age pregnant girls obtained medical
care from private physicians if they could
afford it; from maternity homes if they
availed themselves of that service and indi-
cated an interest in giving the baby up for
adoption; from the crowded, impersonal
obstetric clinics of general hospitals; or
they received none. Few received any spe-
cial counseling with regard to their future
needs, except those in maternity homes or
those who found their way to family service
agencies, usually because they wished- to
place their infants for adoption. School con-
tinuation was nearly impossible since preg-
nant girls were usually excluded from regu-
lar classroom attendance: A few enlightened
communities provided home Anstruction

Holmes et al., 070), but this was fre-
quently inadequate, both in quality and
quantity. The teachers were often unsym-
pathetic, if not outright judgmental, and
the students suffered also from the absence
of peer group stimulation as well as from
a meager amount of teacher contact.

Sometimes a young mother was allowed
to return to a school after the delivery, al-
though not alyMs to the school she had left,
presumably to prevent embarrassment (al-
though it is unclear whether the faculty, the
students, or the young mother was being
protected). In other school systems, perma-
nent exclusion from school after a preg-
nancy was mandatory by state law.

Obviously, these makeshift arrangements
did not reduce the problems surrounding
school-age pregnancy. In faCt, they con-
tributed to them. Thus, when the idea of
providing specialized services to this group
evolved, the concept spread rapidly and was
met with much enthusiasmthe problem
had become more apparent and it was cb-

vious that existing mechanisms were in
adeqUate. New ideas were essential.

One of the first programs was developed
in Washitigton, D.C., in the Webster School.
Not only could the girls continue classes,
but they also were routinely provided with
social services. Although medical care was
not available on the premises, students were
assisted in initiating such care, and its main-
tenance also was requir'ed for continuation
in the program. The Webster School became
a model for other programs which devel-
oped around an educational focus, i.e. in-
take through the school, social services
attached to the schools, and medical care
obtained elsewhere. Another early program
was developed by the Los Angeles City Uni-
fied School Districts, where the schools pro-
vided educational and social services in
close cooperation with the County Health
Department which provided the medical
services (Lyons, 1968). Chicago was, also
an early innovator (Wright, 1966). =

During 1965 and 1966 several significant
programs were begun, two of which had a
strong medical emphasis. In New Haven,
Connecticut, an obstetric resident at Yale -
New Haven Hospital began to provide spe-
cial care for the teenagers enrolled in the
obstetric clinic of the hospital (Sarrel,
1967). This grew into a special clinic/ sepa-
rate from the other obstetric clinics. A social'
worker was assigned to the clinic for routine
casework with the teenage patients and she
began group work as well (Sarrel and
Klertaan, 1969). In 1966 an educational
component was added to that program: the
Polly T. McCabe Center, (Holmes et al.,

1970) was established. The Young Mothers
Program was one of the projects studied in
the present research project. In Syracuse,
New York, the Young Mothers Educational
Development (YMED) program came into
being through a similar sequence (Osofsky,
1968; Murdock, 1968).

Other programs, developed within family
service agencies or YWCA's, began by, pro-
viding special casework or group meetings

9
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for school-age pregnant girls. These often
led to pret,sure, on the school syste to pro-
vide more educational oppoftunities f 'the-
girls and on the medical 'facilities to ay
more attention to their need for obstetric
care. The Inter-Agency Services program of
Ilartfdrd, also one of the programs studied
in this research; was begun throh such
a sequence.

Program Limitations. By 1968 when the
Children's Bureau began lo tabulate the
growth of programs for schoolage mothers,
there sere 35 known programs across the
country; by 1972 there were over 200.
These programs usually have three com-
ponents medical; educational, and social
services- with varying degrees of integra

.tion. They attempt to guide their clients'
through the antepartum and delivery period
and sometimes for a few months after the
birth of the baby. Although it is often diffi-
cult to determine their specific goals (either
because they are never enunciated or be-
cause they are too broad?, in analysis of
the services provided and the evaluations
that have been published or otherwise com-
municated make clear that their general ob-
jectives are to return school-age mothers to
the mainstream of American life. "Repeat"
pregnancies are to be avoided, as is drop-
ping out of school. Success generally is
measured by high school graduation and by
the interval between pregnancies.

Comprehensive programs for the already
pregnant schoolgirl. as they commonly func-
tion at present, comprise short-ter inter-
vention with short-term goals. healthy
mother and baby, continued education, and
the solution of immediate social problems
that may complicate the life of the mother.
The programs usually are not able to main-
tain contact with the young mother long
enough to have a sustained effect on her life
or that'of her infant. (The actual duration
of program impact is one of the more im-
portant research questions investigated in
this study.) Programs of this kind will al-
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ways be needed, but in the absence of the
other suggested approaches, they may be of
limited effectiveness.

Evaluation. Relatively few comprehensive
programs have had the time, staff, or funds
to make an in-depth assessment of what they
have accomplished. The remainder of this
report will present findings from a study of
two programs designed to serve already
pregnant school-age mot hers, and a com-
parison group of mothers receiving services
typical of those provided before the appear-
ance of the speiial.programs. The report will
attempt to ans\ver some of the questions
posed at the beginning of this chapter, par-
ticularly; whether or not these programs
were effective, and, if so, with' whom.
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2 2
The Programs, the Service Personnel,
and the Clients

The Serxice Programs
The two special service programs were rela-
tively new when the study began and, to a
large extent, their policies and their person-
nel reflected their expejimental nature. The
pregnant girls served did not have to share
space, time, or personnel attention with
older women. They did n t deal with pro-
fessionals set in their way. after many years
of practice, and their eeds did influence
service patterns. Some conception of what
the "new look" meant can be obtained by
comparing the programs with the conven-
tional obstetric clinic described by Schlesin-
ger et al. (1962) who, while gderally
stating that the clinic failed to meet the
emotional needs of its patients, singled out
patients in the younger age groups as having
even greater difficulties communicating with
staff. The new programs also can be com-
pared with the lack of social services docu-
mented by TPele et al. (1967) and with the
educational situation described by Kelley
(1963).

Young Mothers, Program. The major
program studied in this research was the
Young Mothers Program (YMP) in New
Haven.' The YMP offered coordinated med-
ical care, social services, and education.

Eligibility: The Young Mothers Clinic at
the Yale -New Haven Hospital (Y-NHII)
accepted all pregnant girls 18 or under, re-
gardless of marital status or residence. Preg-
nant girls reached the clinic by various
routes. Many heard about it from other
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pregnant girls or friends and came directly
to the Friday afternoon clinic at the hospital
or called to request an apptintment. Others
were assigned to the Young Mothers Clinic
by the obstetric clinic's secretary after they
called for information or came in to seek
prenatal care. Still others were sent to the
Young Mothers Clinic by their school or by
the special educational program for preg-
nant girls at the Polly T. McCabe Center.2

At registration the total YMP regime
was outlined, generally by a social worker,
and each pregnant girl was asked if she
wished to participate. Almost all did. In fact,
during the 22 months of intake into the
research sample, 90% of pregnant teenagers
served by the Yale-New Haven Hospital ob-
stetric clinics who met the criteria for the
YMP study group were cared .for, by the
Young Mothers Clinic.° Only twenty eligible
girls (10%) chose the regular obstetric
clinic over the Young Mothers Clinic or by

1. In this study all girls who registered for care In
the Young Mothers Clinic of the YaleNew Haven
Hospital were considered part of the YMP, regard-
less of whether they enrolled in the special educe-
none' program of the Polly T. McCabe Center. in
New Haven the terminology frequently was re-
versed: I.e. all those enrolled at McCabe were con-
sidered in the YMP group regardless of whether
they received medical care at the Young Mothers
Clinic.

2. The Center-was named for.Mrs. Polly T. Mc-
Cabe, a native of New Haven who dedicated her
life to serving young women. Among her many
accomplishment' was the formation of the first
Girl Scout troop for black girls in the New Haven
area. She also worked with youth groups in area
churches, helped many girls who were homeless or
in trouble, and was a poet.

3. These figures were determined from a check of
all deliveries at YNHYI during the intake period
and for six months after termination of intake.



mistake were not referred to it.

Obstetric care In the first two years of the
YMP before the beginning of the study,
the program had been small enough to al-
low one resident to provide almost all ante-
partum and postpartum care and perform
almost all the deliveriesbut it had re-
quired a large investment of his energy
ISarrel and Davis, 1966; Sarre!, 1967;
Sarrel and Klerman, 1969I. When he left,
the hospital's obstetric department faced the
problempd how to maintain continuity of
care when no single individual was willing
to devote so much attention to this group.
Continuity was considered a crucial part of
the program "ince it was a method whereby
the personnel hoped to establish rapport.
v. ith their youthful patients and gain the
confidence and cooperation that might lead
to improvement in the outcomes of their
pregnancies. To be avoided was the imr
4onality of the usual obstetric clinic where,
even in a teaching hospital. sensitivity to

.1t le feelings and concerns of the patient was
elhw on the list of professional priorities, and

a pregnant woman might be examined by
three or four physicians during the ante-
partum period and be delivered b_y one she
had never seen before. A compromise was
devised by the obstetric service, which
divided responsibility for the medical care
of the patient between a member of the hos-
pital's obstetric staff and the senior obstetric
resident. j

The patient's first clinic appointment,
v. ith its historytaking and complete physi-
cal examination, was the duty of the staff
obstetrician. usually in cooperation with a
nurstmiiht ire. Subsequent clinic visits were
also handled by the obstetrician and the
nurse midwife until week 28 of gestation,
when responsibility for the remainder of
the antepartum care was transferred to the
senior obstetric resident. The stall obste-
trician and the resident shared the deliv-
eries and the postpartum followup (Sarre)
et al., 1968).
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This plan lasted ten mont ; then the
shortage of obstetric stall inl ested in de-
voting large amounts of ti to schoolage
girls again almost compelled the conversion
of the program to the usual obstetric clinic
format with minimal continuity of care. A
replacement physician was found in time,
however, and, for the remainder of the re-
search project, care was divided among a
member of the obstetric staff, the obstetric
residents in the usual rotation pattern, and
a group of three nursemidwives: the Young
Mothers Clinic registrants were assigned
randomly either to an obstetric resident or
a nurse-midwife; whoever was available re-
ceived the next patient to be seen. Patients
assigned to a resident were seen by him for
the initial antepartum visit and all sub-
sequent visits up to week 28 of gestation. At
that point the patient became the responsi-
bility of the obstetric stall member assigned
to the program,. who followed her through
the remainder of her antepartum course,
labor and delivery, and postpartum care.

Patients assigned to a nurse midwife were
seen at the first visit jointly by the staff
obstetrician and one of the three nurse
midwives. The patient was then assigned for
the rest of her obstetric care to one nurse
midwife, usually the one she had first seen.
She saw the girl for all her antepartum
clinic visits, reporting deviations from nor
mal progress to the stall obstetrician, who
might then choose to examine the patient.
Although the obstetrician might maintain
close supervision if a major problem &Vet-
oped, the nurse midwife remained in charge
of the patient. The other two nursemid-
wives also became familiar with the patient
during the antepartum period, because re-
sponsibility for labor and delivery was
given to the nurse-midwife on call, who
might or might not be the one who had pro-
vided antepartum care. Only when medical
circumstances warranted an operative inter
vention was the actual delivery performed
by an obstetrician, and even then the nurse
midwife always assisted.

13
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Social services: During the research period
the changes id the personnel and proce-
dures of the social work component were
less radical than those experienced in the
obstetric service. Two new master's level
social workers were hired by the hospital to
work in the Young Mothers Clinic before
the research effort began in September
1967. One of these staed with the program
until just prior to the study sample cutoff
date of June 30, 1969. The other stayed ten
months and was replaced by a third social
worker who remained until the study period
was completed. The clinic social workers
were supervised by an experienced social
worker from the hospital's Social Service
Department.

The pattern the social workers evolved in
the early years of the project was to intro-
dike themselves to the patient at her first
anteparturn clinic visit. During the first in-
terview at the hospital, the social worker
assessed each client's life situation to deter.
mine whether the patient had any particular
problems which required help and which
family members to include in die casework.
She then provided assistance, either directly
or through referral to, other agencies. The
social workers often encountered some re-
sistance from family members and several
interviews with the client might be neces
nary before the family was willing to par-
ticipate. Unless the patient had a problem
that required individual casework. addi-
tional contacts with the social worker were
usually on an informal basis during a clinic
visit, in the school setting. or during a group
session, After delivery the social workers
visited their patients while they were in the
hospital to talk with them about their ex
periences with the delivery, probe for issues
of concern,. and determine whether ade-
quate preparations- had been made for the
baby.

The social work staff felt that a visit to
the patient's home gave an added dimen
sion to the relationship. Not only could it
provide insights into the girl's environment,
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but it also might demonstrate to the preg-
nant girl and her family the depth of the
hospital's concern with her welbeing. Ini-
tially the staff planned to visit all of the
girls' homesOurir g their pregnancies; how-
ever, the rapWincrease in caseloads soon
made this impossible. Part way through re-
search intake, therefore, the social work
staff decided to visit a home only when there
seemed to be a special need for this service,
for example, when a family had not ac
cepted the patient's pregnancy;,The family
almost never refused to allow a home visit.

Many of the young clients fell into the
group normally considefed hard to reach
by traditional social services because of age,-
race, deprived background, previous experi-
ence with the establishment, and similar
factors. Group sessions were started as a
method of overcoming the patient's resist-
ance and thus opening the way to assistance
from social workers and other personnel.
These sessions, however, were not devel-
oped on a group psychotherapy model, since
it was thought unlikely that the patients
would participate in such activity. Instead,
they were structured as task-oriented, time-
limited educational sessions based on the
needs of patients within the group. Some of
the sessions dealt with the experiences of
pregnancy, childbirth, childrearing, family
planning. and relationships with boyfriends.
The skilled guidance of the social workers
ias relied upon to explore psychological
and emotional problems when appropriate
and thus to give the patients insights into
their past and present behavior. A girl usu-
ally entered a group soon after she enrolled
in the program, about the fifth or sixth
month of pregnancy, and met weekly there-
after with other members and the social
worker as leader. The obstetricians, nurse-
midwives, pediatricians, public health
nurses, and McCabe Center staff partici-
pated in these sessions. Also, each group of
mothers-tobe was taken on a tour of the
hospital's delivery floor and postpartum
suite by the cieliveryfloor nurse.
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Originally the group sessions were held
at the hospital, but during the research
period they were moved to the McCabe Cen-
ter in an attempt to improve attendance and
to increase opportunities for informal con-
tact between the social workers and the
girls. An additional reason for moving the
groups to the Center was to encourage the
formation of a team approach to the girls'
problems. During the early years of the
program the clinic and the McCabe staffs
had difficulty in coordinating their activi-
ties. The late 190s7tas a time of social and
racial unrest to 'Which the clients, service
personnel, and research staff were not im-
mune. Specifically, there were problems in
coordinating the g and role of the
hospital-based, academi trained social
workers with the school-base co munity-
oriented outreach andcounselino ersonnel.
In the beginning the task of joint planning
and role definition was attempted through
frequent (almost weekly) joint staff meet.
'trigs, but these were only partly successful.
The desired degree of coordination, coop-
eration, and understanding of the others'
unique contributions was achieved only
when the hospital based social workers
shifted their primary locus of activity to the
McCabe Center, which permitted informal
communication and cooperation between
the social workers and the McCabe staff and
students. Further discussion of the func-
tions of the McCabe staff and the coordina-
tion with the hospital social workers is
found in Appendix C.

During the first six months postpartutn,
the socialrucenk staff attempted to hold peri-
odic group meetings with the young moth-
ers and their infants. The "Baby Club"
provided the mothers with the opportunity
to share their mothering experiences with
girls they. had known at the McCabe Center
and to discuss their questions and concerns
(Bracken, 1971), but shortage of time and
transportation difficulties limited the club's
attendance and effectiveness. In addition,
the social workers tried- to be available for

individual counseling when needed during
the follow-up period. Here also the pressure
of a heavy caseload made systematic follow-
up bythe staff difficult, and only those girls
who tool .the initiative to telephone were
likely to maintain contact with their tiocial
workers. It is interesting that many girls
who in the postpartum interviews expressed
a desire to see their social worker again felt
that the social worker had terminated the
relationship by not seeking them out.

Psychiatry: A psychiatrist was assigned to
the program by the hospital's psychiatric
department. e served primarily as a con-
sultant, helpi g' social workers and other
staff gain insi ht into the problems of the
patients and, s ggesting therapeutic inter-
ventions. Whe the clinical picture sug-
gested frank ps chopathology, or when the
social worker appeared reluctant to handle
the problem, the psychiatrist would see the
patient. If therapy was indicated, she pre-
ferred to refer the girl to Other resources
because of time limitations, but on occasion
she undertook to provide the psychotherapy
(Balsam and Lidz, 1969; Lewis et al.,
1973).

Education: All the Young Mothers Clinic
registrants were urged to enroll in the edu-
cational program at the McCabe Center.
The Center had opened in November 1966
in the parish house of St. Luke's Church in
New Haven, which bordered an area in
which many of the students lived. Emerging
community interest in the problems of teen-
age unmarried mothers, the stimulation of
the expanding YaleNew Haven Hospital
program,a , and four years of behind -the-
scenes work by concerned persona brought
about concerted community action resulting
in the establishment of the Center as a
school for pregnant students and a facility
for recreational and other services.

The McCabe Center provided a focus for
the integration of many community activi-
ties 'directed at the problems of pregnant
teenagers. Its overall direction was under
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the leadership of a woman with extensive
background in New Haven's poverty pro-
gram. During the study period Community
Piogress, Inc., New Haven's 0E0-funded
program, demonstrated its concern with
problem by supporting the Center's di ec.
tor. She was responsible for the overal ad-
ministration of the Center and assisted vith
nonacademic problems such, as welf re,
family difficulties, and school absence!
Midway through the research observation
period she was provided )vith an assistant
because of the steady increase in the
number of girls participating in Center
activities.

The special educational program of the
McCabe Center was. operated by the New
Haven Board of Education, and the Center
followed the regular school calendar and
used the same texts. Throughout the re-
search period, classes were held five days a
week from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon. Stu-
dents from grades 7 through 12 were ac-
cepted. The academic staff included one
full.time head teacher and several part-time
teachers, depending on the needs at a given
time. The head teacher maintained direct
communication with the school from which
the student came. to keep in ormed about
the academic programs was follow-
ing, so that the student readmitted
to her former classes her delivery.
Just as there wer ms initially
in coordinating the wor o the clinic and
the nonacademic McCabe staff, there were
problems defining to what extent the work
of these staff members should be coordi-
nated with the work of the teachers.

The Visiting Nurse Association of New
Haven provided a part-time public health
nurse to the McCabe Center: Originally the
nurse attended the Center two mornings a
week, but this was gradually increased to
five mornings a week by the end of the re-
search period because of the need for her

4. See Appendix C for further discussion of the
roles- of the community workers based in the Mc-
Cabe Center.
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services. The nurse had several duties; she
saw any girl with medical problems or ques-
tions, and she conducted educational ses-
sion for small groups on subjects relating
to e health of Mothers and infants. Some-
times her educational efforts were within
the context of the social-work group ses-
sions, particularly after the social workers
shifted ;heir locus to the McCabe Center.
Often, however, her educational efforts were
independent f the sessions and to some ex-
tent tended to each those girls who did
not attend the group meetings.

An additional basic function of the nurse
was to visit the homes. Since each New
Haven visiting nurse had a territory to
cover, the nurse assigned to McCabe visited
only the gi who lived in her territory.
She did coor inate, however, the home
visits for all the students at the Center by
contacting the appropriate visiting nurses.
At least one antepartum home visit was
made by the nurse in the girl's area, and
each girl was seen as soon as possible after
coming home with the new baby, ,usually
within 24 hours. About two weeks after the
girl came home the nurse made another visit
to help the new mother make arrangements
for well-child care.

The Inter-Agency Services Program.
The other program to receive major atten-
tion in this study was the Inter-Agency
Services (IAS) program in Hartford. This
program was designed to offer coordinated
educational, health, and social services to
pregnant girls. Its staff tried to assist the
client in evaluating the choices available,
making sound decisions, furthering her con-
tinued growth through education and ac-
tivities leading to enhanced self-esteem, and
planning appropriately for herself and her
child.

From its beginning in 1961 as a demon-
stration project of Hartford's Neighbor-
hood Centers, 1AS had grown by involving
additional agencies, including the Greater
Hartford Community Council. In January
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1965 the program was funded under Hart-
ford's poverty program for administration
by Children's ServiCes of Connecticut,.with
the Hartford Board of Education, Hartford
Visiting Nurse Assolkation, and Hartford
Neighborhood Centers as participating
agencies. After a period of experimentation,
the program opened in the fall of 1967 at
a local church, the Unitarian Meeting
House, which was out of the poverty area
but accessible by free bus. At the same time,
in order to retain its ties with the overall
,poverty effort, Inter-Agency Services kept
its administrative office in the Community
Renewal Team's Multi-Service Center!' In
1968, however, the IAS staff progr
moved to the Center Church in downtowtl
Hartford, but its administration remained
in the Multi - Service Center.

Discussions among the participating
agencies led to agreement on goals, finan-
cial responsibilities, and structure, greatly
facilitating efforts to work constructively
with the girls. Symbolic of this agreement
was the addition to the staff of a full-time
nurse from the Hartford Visiting Nurse
Association. When the study began, the 1AS
staff consisted of a full-time director, two
bachelor's-level caseworkers, a nurse, a su-
pervising teacher, and a staff of part-time
teachers. Group counseling was initiated in
the health area. By the end of the study
period the social work staff had increased
to three full-time and one,half-time bache-
lor's -level workers^plus the supetvisor.

Eligibility: During the study years, IAS
offered its services to any Pregnant girl who
was enrolled in grades 9-12 of a Hartford
public school, regardless of financial or
marital status. Referrals to the IAS were
accepted from any source, although the
Board of Education us was involved
before the girl enterer the scho .rogram.
Interested pregnant girls still in Hart-
ford schools were asked to call the pro am

5. The Community Renewal Team was Hartford's
0E0-sponsored antipoverty agency.
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to initiate contact, but a worker would
assist with tills who found it difficult to
make ecision about continuing school.
Thu_ only girls refused were those who
spoke only Spanish and those in "Oppor-
tunity Roqms," who were referred to home
instruction.

Casework: The Inter-Agency Services pro-
gram consistently emphasized individual
casework and set a maximum caseload, of
twenty clients for each full-time worker, in
eluding the nurse. Of necessity, as the num-
ber of 1AS registrants steadily increased,
atisguideline was exceeded, and the fre-
.ciency, intensity, and length of casework
services decreased.

The casework staff assumed responsi-
bility for helping each girl with medical
care, financial planning, educational goals,
employment, housing, and similar matters.
Interviews frequently occurred spontane-
ously and in"formally in the 8chool setting
or through home visits by the social worker,
althOugh office visits also were scheduled.
The caseworkers tried to strengthen the
girl's sense of responsibility and participa-
tion, but the burden of provision of service
was on the worker.

Efforts were made to reach the parents
or guardians of the girls but were limited
by caseload and staff -development consid-
erations and by diagnostic decisions. Puta
five fathers were involved when feasible and
appropriate. Clients were frequently re-

ferred to other agencies for such services
as medical care, financial assistance, place-
ment, adoption or foster care, psychiatric
care, planned parenthood, anti employment.
Education: Claises were offered from 9:00
aan. to 2:00 p.m., five days a week. Return
to regular high school after delivery was
timed to the girls' needs; some returned at
the beginning of the first new marking pe-
riod following delivery, and others finished

6. Opportunity Rooms in the Hartford school system
were designed for students with known learning

bait s. The IAS program had no Spanish.
spea ang staff.
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the semester or the year at the special
school, An attempt was made to continue
the casework relationship after the girl re-
turned to regular school for as long as she
was deemed.in need of services and would
accept them, and to continue casework serv-
ices even if a girl dropped out of the school
program.

Obstetric care: Care in Hartford was pro-
vided by the obstetric clinics of the three
major hospitals and, in some cases, by pri-
vate physicians. The three hospital clinics
were partly supported through a Maternity
and Want Care Project (MIC) grant from
the United States Maternal and Child
Health Sefvice to the Ilartkrd Health De-
partment. The grant enabled the clinics to
employ additional service persons in some
categories such as nursing, social work, and
clerical assistance, and to employ persons
in such new categories as.nutritionist and
Spanishlanguage interpreter. Each hospital
tried to develop some special program for
teenage pregnant girls; two saw only teen.
agers on certain days, and the third started
an educational program from which IAS
participants were excluded. The clinics were
usually held either just before or just after
unch, sd that the girls frequently had ,to

miss school to attend the clinic.
Continuity of care was emphasized in

or one of the three clinics, where the some
staff obstetrician saw all the girls for pre-
natal ca , but not for delivery. In the other

ospitals, both prenatal care and deliveries
responsibility of residents on a

rotation basis. Psychiatric service was avail-
able on reqUeskebiri y, despite the encourage.
ment of the MIC staff to incorporate these
services into the regular obstetric program.

The MIC grant enabled the hospital
clinics to piovide social service. Hospital
social workers, however, usually delegated
major casework responsibility for IAS Mu-
dents to the IAS social workers. They kept
close surveillance over the girls in the clinic,
and discussed problems with the IAS work-.

18

ers. Usually the young mother was assigned
a new social worker when she brought her
baby to the hospital for 'well-baby and
pediatric care.

The Comparison Program. In order to pro-
vide a baseline against which to compare
the outcomes of the two special services
piograms, the research group, decided, to
study a third population which had not
had the advantages of a special program,
What was needed was a similar group of
pregnant girls who had been exposed only
to whatever services were traditionally
available. The pregnant school-age girls"
selected as the Comparison group had reg-
istered for obstetric care at the Yale-New
Haien Hospital from October ,,;1, 1963,
through March 31, 1965, prior to the incep-
tion of the YMP.7

Eligibility: All pregnant women were eligi-
ble for care at the Y-NHH obstetric clinics,
regardless of age, marital status, and resi-
dence. However, all members of the Com-
parison group used in this study met the
same intake criteria as the YMP study
group.

Obstetric care: Care in the 'obstetric clin-
ics was provided largely by residents, under
the supervision of staff members. Though
it was of high techni&I quality, continuity
of care was not attempted. Schlesinger et al.
(1962) reported that 27 of 30 patients in-
terviewed in the YNHH obstetric clinic had
been examined by three or more clinic
physicians, The physicians paid lierittgi:
tion to the provision of adequate emotional
support or to the education of the patient.
The clinic nurses were more aware of these
problems and attempted to meet the pa-
tients' needs in these areas, within' their
busy schedules. The patient was delivered

7. The problem of selecting an adequate Compari-
son or control group is discussed more fully in
chapter 3.
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by whichever resident was on call at the
hospital when she arrived.

Social 'services !"The hospital had an active
social service department that sought to
provide assistance to both outpatients and
inpatients who could benefit from its serv-
ices. No single social worker was assigned'
to the obstetric service, but requests for so-
cial worker assistance from clinic physi-
cians or nurses were filled by one or another
of the workers. A special attempt was made
to interview all very young mothers and all
unwed mothers pregnant for the first time,
but this was not always possible. Continued
social workerpatient contact was unlikely
because of the large caseload. Patients re-
quring intensive care were referred to com-
munity agencies such as Family Service or
Catholic Charities, especially if adoption
was being considered.

Psychiatry: Psychiatric consultation was
available on request from, the hospital's
psychiatry service, but such assistance sel-
dom was sought.

Education: No law in Connecticut or New
Haven prohibited a pregnant schoolgirl
from continuing to attend school, but the
Board of Education generally applied the
same regulation to pregnant students as to
pregnant teachers, i.e. that they should
leave after the fourth month of pregnancy.
This was no4t4 rigidly enforced, partly be-
cause it was not necessary (the girls usually
dropped out on their own when., they dis-
covered they were pregnant) and partly be-
cause the school personnel did not always
know 'a girl was pregnant. Occasionally a
girl stayed in school for essentially her en-
tire pregnancy' If a pregnant girl and the
school requested it, and a physician signed
the necessary forms, home instruction was
made available for a few hours a week

8. Personal communication. 13r. Achille Riello.
Director, Department of Pupil Personnel, New
Haven Board of Education.

(Holmes et al., 1970). A minimal effort was
made to have the- young mother return to
school after delivery.

Community nursing services were avail-
able at home to the Comparison group upon
request. The characteristics of the three pro:
grams are summarized and contrasted in
Table 2-1.

The Pregnant-
School-Age Girls
What were the charackeristics of the girls
who entered the two special services pro-
grams and who registered for the obstetric
clinic? In general, they could bd charac-
terized as young, black, and poor. More
specific details about their backgrounds will
be found in the following paragraphs. Since
not all girls who participated in the two
special programs and in the obstetric clinic
met the criteria for inclusion in the study
sample,° the two groups (the total partici-
pants and the study sample), while similar,
are not identical. The special programs en-
rolled some girls who were 18 and older,
who were married, and (in the medical serv-
ices) who lived outside the central city.
Such girls were not included in any of the
research samples described below. The
YMP study sample totaled 180; the IAS,
160; and the Comparison group, 83. The
following data are based On characteristics
at time of registration, unless otherwise
specified.

:Age. The mean age of the YMP study sam-
le was 15.6 years, of the IAS group 15.9

years, and of the Comparison group 16.1
years (Table 2-2). The' YMP group is the

youngest because of the absence of mini-
mum age for eligibility at the Young Moth-

ers Clinic, whereas the IAS accepted only

9. At registration: under unwed, resident .of
New Haven or Hartford, and delivered after week
20 of gestation.

19
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those eligible for grade 9 or higher. The
difference between the YMP and the Com-
parison group probably was due to the
steady increase in the proportion of very
young girls delivering in New Haven be-
tween 1963 and 1967, when the Comparison
and YMP intakes were begun (Table 2.3).

Race and Religion. The YMP group in-
cluded eleven nonblacks of whom five were
Puerto Rican; the IAS group included eight
nonblacks of whom three were Puerto
Rican; and the Comparison group included
nine nonblacks of whom three were Puerto
Rican and one was designated mulatto.
Most of the black girls were Protestant and
most of the white girls Catholic.

Birthplace. Approximately 40% of the
YMP, IAS, and Comparison groups were
born in the city in which they resided at
registration. An almost equal proportion of
the YMP and IAS groups and more than
half the Comparison group were born in
one of the southern states. Most, however,
were not recant immigrants. Over a hird of
the YMP group had lived in New Haven all
their lives and only a fifth had lived there
less than five years. Thirty-seven percent of
the Comparison group were born in New
Haven and only 20% came there after age
12.

Households. The girls generally came
from large households; 42% of the YMP
households included seven or more persons,
as did 36% of the IAS, group; 29% of the
Comparison group's householdg included
seven or more persons at the time they de-
livered. Half of the households were headed
by a mother alone (53% of the YMP /tad
47% of the LAS) ; 33% of the Comparison
group households were- headed by the
mother at the time of delivery of the index
child. Both parents were present in 32% of
the YMP group, 37% of the LAS group,
and 45% ofthe Comparison group house-
holds.

20

Previous Pregnancies. Despite their
youth, twelve (6.7%) of the YMP partici-
pants had given birth at least once previ-
ously; two of them had been pregnant
twice; fourteen (8.7%) of the LAS and nine
(10.8%) of the somewhat older Compari-
son group also had experienced previous
pregnancies. These data are presented in
Table 2.2.

Ordinal Position. Forty-two j23.6%) of
the YMP participants were the only or old-
est child in their families. The comparable
figure for the LAS group was 49 (32.0% ) 0

Socioeconomic Status. Welfare statuspro-
vided the best approximation of economic
level ;" 80% of the YMP, 71% of the IAS,
and (after delivery) 72% of the Compari-
son group were receiving some type of
welfare assistance. According to criteria
established in a special 1967 New Haven
census," 7% of the YMP group resided in
the highest two socioeconomic quartiles,
29% in the third, and 64% in the lowest
(U.S. Bureau of the Cetnsus, 1971).

School Status. Beca se of eligibili re-
quirements, all the I girls were in hool
when they registered r the program., By
contrast, 17% of the 80 YMP girls and
32% of the 71 girls t the Comparison
group (for whom there ere data) had
dropped out of achool.before they regis-
tered for clinic care. The last grade attended
also reflected the differences in eligibility
criteria between the special programs: 17%
of the YMP had not yet-reghed grade 9,
but all the IAS were in grade 9 or higher.
All but 8% Of the Comparison group had
completed grade 8. The highest proportions
of girls were in grades 9 and 10 in the YMP

10. Based on 178 for YMP and 153 for IAS. Data
not available for the remainder or for 'the Com-
parison group.
11. Neither economic status nor social class was
measured directly, for reasons explained in chapter
3.

12. See chapter 3 for further information about
these criteria.
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and in grades 10 and 11 in the IAS and
Compayison groups. The smaller numbers
in grade 12 may reflect the fact that many
pregnant 12th-graders IS years old,
and therefore ineligible for the research
samples, or that a higher proportion had
left school by that time.

Educational Goals. Soon after registra-
tion in the YMP and IAS study groups, the
girls %%ere asked what their educational
goals %%ere at that time. The large majority
in both 'groups intended to finish, high
school but go no farther. A significant num-
ber. however,- wanted to continue either.
to college or to some kind of vocational
training institution. Initially the research
staff questioned whether the girls would
give or even knew) their intentions so
early, but the strong associations between
their stated educational goals and subse-
quent achievernent are convincing evi-
dence of the validity of this variable (see
chapter 7).

When the comparison between the two
special prograin groups is limited to those
who registered for the special school, were
in grade 9 or above, and were black, the
differences between them are diminished.+'S
(Table 2-4).

Appropriateness of Grade. Whether or
not a girl was in the grade appropriate to
her age was hypothesized to be a predictor
of 'educational achievement. The primary
method of, calculating the age-to-grade re-
lationship was that used by the census (U.S.
Bureau of the Census, 1960),although an
exact age method also was devised and used
(Foltz et al., 1972). More of the YMP than
the IAS parti6ipants were behind grade
level by both methods (Table 2-5). The dif-
ferences were minimized and, in the case of
the census method, almost entirely elimi-
nated by the matching procedure described
above.

13. The rationale of the matching procedure is
described in chapter 3.

Case Studies

Statistics have value, but they do not com-
municate the human dimension of the
young mothers, their participation in the
program. or their eventual life styles. In.an
attempt to humanize the statistics, four of
the young mothers (here called Alice, Betty,
Cathy, and Diane) will be described as they
entered the YMP. In later chapters their par-
ticipation in the program will be discussed:
These case histories have been altered some-
what to conceal the girls' identities. The
girls were selected randomly from four
groups of mothers with different life styles
at 26 months postpartum.

Alice. Alice was in week 15 of her first
pregnancy when she registered in th?Young
Mtthers Clinic. torn in the South, she had
been a resident of New Haven for most of
her life. She' was in the tenth grade. Her
household included her mother and four
younger siblings, and they were on welfare.

The putative father was three years older
than Alice and was employed. Alice wished
to graduate from high school and attend a
vocational school.

Betty. -Betty was.in week 28 of her first'
pregnancy when she registered in the Young
Mothers Clinic. Site had been raised by a
relative, and they had moved to New Haven
from the South shortly before she registered
for tare; they were both on welfare. Her
mother and several siblings lived in another

'city. She became pregnant by a man four
years her senior during a visit with hel
mother. She hoped to finish high school,
and after that become a salesperson.

2 0

Cathy. Cathy. was 22 weeks pregnant with
her first child when she registered in the
Young Mothers Clinic. She lived with both
parents and an older sibling. The family
had moved to New Haven from the South
several years earlier, and they were not on
welfare. The putativefather was one year

21



older than Cathy ; lie was attending high
school and %% orking,. Cathy wits in the last
year of high school and hoped to attend
vocational school after graduation.

Diane. Diane was in week 16 of her first
pregnancy when she registered in the Young
Mothers Clinic. She had been raised in the
South and had moved to New Haven to live,
a y ear 'before her registration. The house-
hold consisted of her 'mother and another
relative, and they were on ielftire. Her
mother o anted her to place the baby for
adoption, because she had recently been
quite ill and did not want the burden of a
grandchild. Diane, however; wanted the
baby and this led to hostility between
mother and ddughter. At several points in
the hospital record, comments were made
suggesting that Diane was Slow:or retarded.
These were not documented by testing .The
study interviewer felt that Diane appeared
to be an intelligent "petson. The social
%% orker judged her average in her probable
adjustment to pregnancy and in her under-
standing of the responsibility $f mother-
hood. The putative 'father was three years
older than Diane and s% as'einployed.

IPThe Service Personnel
In contrast to the young, black, and poor

, participants, most of the personnel who pro-
vided the services in th pecial programs
were in their twenties and thirties, white,
and middle class. More important than their
socioeconomic characteristics, however, was
their innovative approach. They were not
"locked into" any, system. Many of them
were relatively new to their chosen field.
For some it was their first or second'pro
fessional employment. But all, even those
few with many 'years. of 'experience, had en-
tered the area of service to school-age preg-
nant girls by choice and all realized they
were breaking new ground and that new
approaches in medical care, social services,
and education were essential.

22
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This was notfirue of the personnel who
assistedithe obstetric clinic patients in the
1963a period. With the exception of The
obstetric residents, who were young and in)
expeienced, most of the medical, nursing,
social service, and educational staffs were
mature, experienced workers, and, more im-

oportant, workers who had not specifically
chosen to serve pregnant school-age girls.
For many of them the girls were just one

_ among many groups with equally serious
problems icho needed their assistance. And
some'of the staff may have had ambivalent
feelings toward young girls pregnant out
of wedlock.

Arthough the service personnel were de-
scribed in some detail, it is clear that they
were not studied as systematically as the
programs and the clients. In retrospect, this
is an important limitation4of the study, al.
though 'it is doubtful that instruments were
(or are) available to detect the character-
istics of service personnel that are most im-
plartanLto tlIklf effective functioning in such
a setting. Nevertheless, if attitudinal ratings
or personality inventories had been ob-
tained from the service personnel, they
could have been studied for association with
their acceptance by their clients and with
their clients' achievements.

Summary
The three study groups are very similar
demographically and socially. This was by
design: The study was planned to determine
the effectiveness of programs, and if the
study groups had been markedly dissimilar
at the outset it would have been difficult
to distinguish between outcomes resulting
from those dissimilarities and the effects of
the programs. For the full study groups,
only welfare status at registration was sig-
nificantly different. The YMP group had
more girls With high and low educational
goals, but there were no differences between
the mean or nwlian levels bf goals. Welfare
status at registration, was still the only vari- -rt
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able among those discussed in this chapter
that 'remained significantly different be-
tween the YMP and IAS groups after they
were matched on educational criteria and
race.

41
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Table 2-2. Selected Characteristics of the YMP, IAS, and Comparison
Groups at Time of Registration

YMP , IAS Comparison
(N = 180) (N = 160) (N= 83)

No. '" No. % No.,, 70

Age at registration
11-12 1 0.6 1 1.2
13 8 4.4 1 1.2
14 26 14.4 13 8.1 2 2.4

-15 34 18.9 43 26.9 14 16.9
16 ,, 62 34.4 59 36.9 31 3,7.3
17

Race

-49 27.2 45 28.1

t

34 41.0

Black 169 93.9 , 152 95.0 74 89.2
White, not Puerto Rican 6 3.3 5 3.1 5 6.0
White, Puerto Rican 5 2.8 3. , 1.9 3 3.6
Mulatto - - - - 1 1.2

Birthplace
New Haven 1 66 36.7 ,1, - 29 34.9
Hartford 1 0.6 59 I 41.8 - -
Other Connecticut 6 3.3 5 1 .51 2 2.4
Other New England . 2 1.1 3 2.1 -
Middle Atlantic states 14 7.8 6 4.3 4 4.8
Southern states . ,

86 47.8 , ' 57 40.4 45 54.2
Other continental U.S. 1 0.6 1 0.7
Puerto Rico 4 2.2 3 2.1 3 '3.6
Outside U.S. - - 7 5.0 -
Unknown - .1. ( 1 9 ) -,e- -

Total number in household,
including client

) 1-3
4-6'

33
70

18.5
39:4

30
72

18.9
45.3

59 71.14

7+ 75 42.1 57 35.8 24 28.9
Unknown ' (2) (1)

Type of household
Mother only 94 52.2 75 46.9 27 32.5a
Bo thparents 57- 31.7 58 36.3 37 44.6

'Other and unknown 29 16.1 27 16.9 19 22.9

Previous pregnancies
o 168 93.3 146 91.3 74 89.2/
1 10 5.6 14 13.7 6 7.2/-
2 2 1.1 - - 3

'Comparable data at registration not available; data given are at delivery.
,

rl
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Table 2.3.
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Ago at Delivery for Unwed Mothers under Ago 18*

Age at Delivery

Year N

12-15 16-17

No. i0 No.

1963 55 11 20.0 44 80.0
1964 66 10 15.2 56 84.8

1965 75 16 21.3 59 78.7
1966 91 20 .i 22.0 71 - 78.0
1967 112 30 26.8 82 73.2
1968 133 42 31.6 91 68.4
1969 140 42 30.0 98 70.0

'Source: Vital Statistics of New lisven, Connecticut. 19634 969.

Table 24. Educational Coals at Registration, YMP and 1AS Total and
"Matched" Groups

Educational Goal

Total Study Groups "Matched" Study Groups

YMP 1AS YMP IAS

No. % No. Mo No. No.

Finish high school and :5
continue education 39 22.7 19 16.8 32 27.8 18 16.7

Finish high
school only 111 .64.5 92 81.4 78 67.8 88 81.5

Not complete
high school 22 12.8 2 1.8' 5 4.3 2 1.9

Total 172 100.0 113 100.0 115 100.0 108 100.0

-11

26
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Table 2.5.
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Appropriateness of Grade to Age by Two Methods, YMP and
IAS Total and "Matched" Groups

. Total Study Groups "Matched" Study Groups

YMP IAS YMP IAS

No. % No. No. its No. %

Meth Od 1 (census)

At grade or above 148 82.2 142 89.3 104 87.4 135 89.4

Below grade 32 17.8 17 10.7 15 126 16 . 10.6

Total 180 100.0 160 100.0 119 100.0 151 100.0

Method 2 (exact age)

At grade or above 112 62.2 115 71.9 78 65.5 111 73.0

Below grade 68 37.8 45 28.1 41 34.5 41 27.0

Total 180 100.0 160 100.0 119 100.0 152 100.0

"RA
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Development of the Study

The research* was conceived originally to
answer two related questions: To what ex-
tent did the Young Mothers Program enable
the girls it served to achieve the program's
goals for them; and did the YMP accom-
plish more than traditional services for
young motherstobe?

To answer the first question, a clear
picture of the purpose of the program was
needed, preferably stated in such a way
that its achievement could be measured.
Examples of measurable objectives were
graduation from high, school and delay of
subsequent, pregnancies. Such concepts as
self realization and increased maturity could
not be measured adequately by current
survey methodology.

No statement of the specific goals of the
program existed when the research team
began its explorations. There was enthusi-
asm about high-quality medical care, healthy
infants, high school graduation, college ac-
ceptance, and employinent; there was also
discouragement about rapid subsequent
pregnancies. It became the task of the re-
search team, in cooperation with the clin-
ical team, to translate these feelings into
program goals.

To answer the second question, the in
vestigation had to distinguish between
effects resulting frortidle programs and
those resulting from random changes,
trends over time, and extraneous factors.
The most satisfactory research design would
have been a randomized split sample, with

* The co-authorship in chapter 3 of Ira W. Gab-
rielson, M.D., Medical College of Pennsylvania,
is gratefully acknowledged.
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study subjects ntho' met the intake criteria
being assigned randomly either to the ex-
perimental group (which was giVen the
special services) or to a control group
(which was given traditional services)
(Campbell, 1969). Such a design would
eliminate time trends, and would limit the
initial differences between the two groups
to those due to random variation, which
could be estimated by statistical methods.
This procedure, however, was ethically un-
acceptable to both the clinic and research
staffs since it would have meant denying the
special services of the program to half the
girls eligible for them. A quasiexperimental
method was devised as an alternative.
Because of their potential impact on the
study results, the problems of selecting the
study 'groups and specifying goals will be
considered in greater detail.

Selection of Study Groups

Young Mothers Program. New Haven's
Young Mothers Program was always the
primary focus of the research, not only
because the research group itself was based
in New Haven, but also because the YMP
was one of the earliest programs for school-
age mothers. For this group, therefore, the
only selection questions 'mere who precisely
was to be included, and over what period of
time was intake to be conducted. The deci-
sion was made to have intake into the YMP
group through registration in the Young
Mothers Clinic at the Yale-New Haven Hos-
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pital rather than through the special edu-
cational program. This was done because
the research team was particularly inter.
ested in the influence of thelospital phase
of die program, and not all the students in
the special educational program received
their medical care at YAM Also, in order
to keep this study group 05 homogeneous
to possible and thus reduce the impact of
extraneous variables, all girls were excluded
who, at the time of istration; were mar-
ried, 18 years of age over, or n resi-
dents of New Haven. The routinely
sent older pregnant women to the general
obstetric clinic rather than to the Young
Mothers Clinic, but the latter abcepted mar-
ried girls and those frorli outside New
Haven. The research project, however, was
precise and rigid in regard to marital status,
age, and residence.

Aside from these stipulations, the re.

search staff was flexible about who should
be considered a YMP participant. All that
was required was registration in the Young
Mothers Clinic and appearance for at least
one antepartum appointment. This made for
wide divergences in the number of obstetric
clinic sessions attended, contacts with social
worker, and school attendance. Finally a
requirement was added that the delivery be
at the YNIIH after twenty %seeks gestation,
since girls with miscarriages' had limited
exposure to the program and to the problems
posed by a pregnancy and, therefore, were
not suitable subjects upon which to base a
meaningful program evaluation.

The intake period originally was set from
September 1, 1967, to August 31, 1969. The
initial date coincided with the beginning of
the new phase in the history of the program
described in the previous chapter: The ob-
stetrician and two social workers who had
been devoting full time to the prograin had
left, and new personnel had begun work
during the summer of 1967. Autumn, there?

1. The technical definition.of ralscarriage.loss of
a fetus through week 20 of gestationis toed
here; loss of a fetus after week 20 is tented
stillbirth.

fore. seemed the appropriate time to start
intake in order to avoid variations due to
two sets of personnel. Intake was set at two
yeareoince a study group of approximately
200 was desired and usually two new pa-
tients were admitted at each weekly clinic
session. Impending significant personnel
changes in the summer of 1969 forced a
two month foreshortening of the intake per-
iod (September 1, 1967, to June 30, 1969),
and resulted in a study group of 18(2 young
mothers.

Search foF a Comparison Group. In
order to determine the influence of the YMP
on ,the life history of the pregnant girls,
another study group was essential. Since
the splitsample procedure outlined earlier
had been ruled out, other alternatives were
considered. One possibility was to compare
participants in the YMP with contempo-
raneous nonparticipants at the same hospi-
tal. This was discarded almost immediately,
partly because of the probability that self-
selection would introduce biasi.e. the
more motivated patients would participate
in the YMP and the less motivated be left
for the control groupand partly because
of the small number of nonparticipants.

A second possibility was to reach into
past records, before the advent of the YMP,
for a control sample which had not received
the special services described earlier. This
approach, however, might introduce untest-
able factors such as changes over time in
the population served, medical practices,
educational standards, and community
attitudes.

A third approach was to compare simul-
taneouslr the medical, educational, and
other achievements of girls participating in
the YMP with those of similar patients
elsewhere who were not receiving special
services. The third alternative was chosen
initially. The entire study was to remain
prospective in character and a "compari-
son" group was to be sought whose intake
would cover the same period of time as the

29
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experimental group.2
The comparison group was to hate demo-

graphic and socioeconomic characteristics
similar to the IMP participants; to be
approximately the same size as the YMP;
to be easily accessible from New Haven;
not to be participants in any augmented
medical, social, or educational services but
to be receiving a level of medical care equiv-
alent to that micked in New !Liven prior to
the inception of the,IMP. The use of teen..
age obstetric patients at the other hospital
in New Haven was considered but rejected
because of the small numbers, differing
demographic characteristics, evidence that
the hospital might soon establish a program
similar to the IMP, and the aailability of
the special educational services to patients
at both hospitals.

Clinics that served teenage obstetric pa-
tients in neighboring cities were considered
but not approached because of the possibil-
ity that special progcams would be devel-
oped there while the study was under way.
At this time the Connecticut State Depart-
ment of Health .w as promoting comprehen-
sive programs, and most Connecticut cities
of any size, in fact, did organize special
programs during the study period. This
process eliminated the possibility of obtain-
ing an adequate control group in nearby
Connecticut communities.

Inter - Agency Services Program. Finally
the search for a comparison group receiving
no special services was abandoned. Instead,
a population partripating in a special pro-
gram with a different orientation was chosen
the Inter-Agency Services program in
Hartford, described in the previous chapter.

The decision to use IAS as a "contrast"
group" created a research design that would

2. Since the comparison group in this quasi-exper-
imental design did not meet all the criteria for a
control group, it will not be called a control group.
Its purpose, howeyer. was the same.

3. The term contrast group will be used to indicate
a group receiving special services with a different
emphasis.
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attempt to measure not the difference be-
tween the presence and absence of a pro-
gram but the difference between two types
of programs whose objectives were basically
the same but whose approaches were differ-
ent. A hough this was not an ideal design,
the t. ch staff believed that differences
in outcomes would be observable and meas-
urable. They thought that the YMP, with
its emphasis on personalized medical care
integrated with social service and its close
working relationship with an educational
program, would be more likely to reach its
objectives than IAS, which had integrated

' its social services and educational program
but did not offer a coordinated special
medical program.

By the end of the second research year,
doubts were expressed about the utility of
the INS population as a contrast group.
With increased contact, the research staff
had developed a more Positive opinion
the Hartford program. Also, early data
aroused suspicion that because intake was
through a school program, 1AS was reach-
ing a more selected group of pregnant girls
than the mixed group enrolled in the YMP
where intake was through a hospital clinic.
With this information, the alternative pos-
sibilities for a comparison group were
reconsidered.-

The Comparison Group. Despite the
problems involved in a retrospective design,
the decision was made to supplement the
basic YMP-IAS contrast with a study of a
group of girls who had received care at the
Y-NIIII obstetric clinics before the incep-
tion of the YMP. Thus the medical. educa-
tional, and social outcomes of the YMP
group could be compared with those in
another group that was demographically
and economically similar. This group, now
called,the Comparison group, should have
receivVd approximately the same quality of
basic medical care but would have been
offered no special services. (The services
available to this obstetric dinic'group were



described in the previous chapter.) Other
advantages included the comparability and
availability of medical records.

The Comparison group was chosen from
patients who attended the Y-N1H-1 regular
OtStetric clinics during the eighteen months
before the initiation of special care to teen-
age patients by the original obstetric resi-
dent. The Comparison sample registered for
care between October 1, 1963, and March
31, 1965. Onl those patients who met the
same criteria as the YMP and IAS samples
were chosen: age 17 or under, unmarried,
resident of New Haven at clinic registration,
and terminated the pregnancy at the YNIIH
after having been pregnant at least twenty
weeks.

The selection of this Comparison group
made possible two basic types of analysis.,
Both the YMP and lAS special program'
groups could be compared with this group
to determine if special services made a di
Terence. Also, the YMP and IAS cou
compared directly to see if e style of
special program had advantages over the
other.

Specification of Goals
The task of setting program goals tech-
nically belonged to the YMP and IAS serv
ice personnel rather than to the research
staff. The clinicians, however, even though
they felt deeply what they wanted to accom-
plish. often were unable to express these
feelings as operational aims. The research-
ers found it was their task to translate the
clinicians' discussions of goals into objec-
tive terms. Sometimes their interpretations
wwere accepted. but often the research staff
was told that its thinking was too limited,
or even wrong. For example, the clinicians'

,. disappointment When a subsequent prep
nancy in a IMP participant,as mentioned
suggested to the research team that the pre-
vention of subsequent pregnancies might be
a program goal. The clinicians qualified
this, reminding the researchers that their

patients had as much right as other women
to become pregnant, especialW mice they
were married.

Eventually the research staff defined the
scope of the research by establishing a ser-
ies of short- and long-range criteria for
determining program success. Little dis-
agreement ensued from the short-range
goals: a healthy pregnancy, an uncompli...
cated delivery, a healthy infant, and return'
to school postpartum. The long -range cri-
teria, i.e. "success" at two years postpar-
tum, when the study wds to conclude,
brought the researchers into more sensitive
areas. The following were accepted; com-
pletion of high school or its equivalent,*
deferment of subsequent pregnancy, evi-
dence of employability, and progress to-
ward economic independence. Many of the
clinicians, and even some members of the
research staff, felt that some of these criteria
were culture-bound and represented an at-
tempt to impose middle-class values on the
study populations. Many discussions were
held about whether a high school diploma
really signified educational achievement or
merely symbolized the ability to stay in
school until graduation; about the stability
of teenage marriages; and about the pos-
sible negative impact of employment upon
the care given the child. Undoubtedly these
issues can be viewed in many ways, but
these criteria appeared important to those
who funded the programs, and the use of
them enabled the research staff to have
mearringful communication with others
interested in programs for pregnant girls.

Equally important was the elimination of
those criteria which, although they might be
acceptable as goals, were not realistic in
terms of the service program. For example,
ip.dicators of the infant's physical and emo-
tional health after the neonatal period were
deleted, as outcome measures because the

4. Some of the very young girls would not be able
to finish high school by the end of the study. In
these cases, high school attendance at two years
postpartum was considered a success.

31
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long-term services offered to infants were
considered 'insufficient to produce results
detectable by survey research techniques
within the two-year postpartum period.'

Original Hypotheses. To give the research
'project additional focus, a series of hypo-
theses was developed. The first set, sub-
mitted to the Children's Bureau in 1967,
was largely concerned, with the hearth of
the mother and the infant and with short-
range educational and social achievement.
As the project developed,.there was increas-
ing concero with the program's long-range
impact in terms of education, 'future child-
bearing, and economic independence; the
hypotheses here revised accordingly.

Rqvised HypotheseS. Revisions° devel-
op& in early 1969 accepted the possibility
that certain types of programs might
achieve greater success on some indicators.
whereas other types might -show greater
achievement on other indicatoti They also
distinguished bet i% een short- and long-term
results;

1. Teenage unwed mothers who actively
"participate in a hospital-based program

YNIP) will fare significantly better than
Similar mothers receiving care through tra-
ditional service patterns (obstetric clinics)
in terms of health during pregnancy, ease
of labor and delivery, ad health ol inlarg
at birth. Mothers in a social agency-based
program I IAS fall somewhere be-
tween these No .populations in the same
areas.

2. Teenage unwed mothers 1% ho actively
participate in either a hospital- or social
agency-based program will fare signifi-
cantly better than similar mothers receiving
care through traditional service patterns

5. Fbr a more detailed description of the problems
of goal specificationrsee Klermin et al., in press.
6. The revised hypotheses are worded exactly as
submitted in 1969,40 they reflect the thinking of
the research staff at that time. As data in subse-
quent chapters will make eUident, the staff had
somewhat limited vision and, perhaps, a few
prejudices.
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in terms'of short-range educational and
social goals, such as continuation of school
through pregnancy and delay in becoming
pregnant again. There. will, be little differ-
ence between the hospital- and the social
agency-based programs in these respects.
3. The achievement of long-range educa-
tional and social goals will depend upon the
length of time during which the program
continues to provide support. filfor example,
graduation from high school and delay of
second- pregnancy tintil school completion
and aarriage will be more prevalent in-the
patient-clients of the program that main-
tains long-term contact with them, probably
the social agency -based program, in com-
parison to the progyam that terminates con-
tact in a athorter time, probably the hospital-
based program. Thesegoals will be iegized
in only a small percentage of those-mothers
who receive care through traditional service
patterns.

4. The achievement of long-range educa-
tional and social goals will depend, in addi.
tion, upon the degree of patient participation
in the program, measured both qualitatively
and quantitatively. Thus the completion of
high school and delay of second pregnancy
also will be more likely in the patient-clients
who have taken full advantage of the pro-
gram's services, as compared to those who
entered the program late or paAicipated in
a limited way.

5. The ability of the teenage unwed mothers
to respond positively to the hospital- ,and
social agency-based programs will vary
with the preexisting characteristics of the
patient-clients. For example, those in the
youriger age group, 12-15, will differ from
older ones, 16 and 17, in patterns of pro-
gram participation and achievement ,the
short- and long-range goals.

Categories of Variables
Several hundred items of information were
collected on each member of each study



group. These varied from -age at registra.
tion to mother's perception at 24 months
postpartum of her most serious problem.
For purposes of hypotheses testing and
other forms of data analysis, these variables
t ere divided Into several categories.

Outcome (Dependent) Variables. Of
central importance were the outcome vari--
ablea designed to measure end results: the
health of mother and infant, educational
status, subsequent pregnancy, employment
status, and financial support. These were
measured at several points in time between
registration for the YMP and 1AS pro-
grams, and two years postpartum. When
possible, hospital and school records were
used to obtain comparable data on-the Com-
parison group. Other data on this popula-
tion were obtained by home interview at six
years postpartum.

Preexisting Characteristics. Although
this study was designed to investigate the
impact of special programs on the lives of
school-age pregnant girls, it was anticipa-
ted that the dir,ectiorp of their lives also
would be strongly /influenced by their per-
sonal and social characteristics at the time
they entered the program. Their home en.
vironment, upbringing, and earlier de-

cisions regarding life style would define
the range of possibilities open.to them in
the future.

The pre'existing characteristics studied
(i.e. the characteristics of the girls at the
time they registered for the YMP, IAS, or
obstetric clinic) included the familiar dem-
ographic variablesage, race, religion,
birthplace, length of residence in New
Haven or Hartford; household size and
composition, parity, and ordinal position;
educational variablesschool status, last
grade completed, educational goals, and ap-
propriateness of grade to age; and eco-
nomic variableswelfare status and socio-
economic quhrtile. No direct measure of
amount or source of income or social class
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was obtained for several reasons: the inter-
viewers felt such questions involved an in-
vasion of privacy and thus were unethical;
the questionable accuracy of reporting on
these items by.girls varying in age from 13
to 18 on initial interview; the possibility of
los of rapport and refusal of subsequent
interviews ulting from such questioning;
and the absence in a large percentage of the
households of the father upon whose educia-
)tion andoccupation estimates of social el#ss
are usually based. The lack of these meas-
ures is unfortunate but not crucial. For all
groups welfare status at- registratioh, and
for the'YMP socioeconomic quarti/e based
on residence,' were utilized as alternative
measures of income, and socioeconomic
class.

Mir

Measures of Program Participation..
Several variables were used to measure the
quantity and quality of contacts between
the participants and the program services.

Quantity o/ contact: The amount of contact
was Measured because of an assumption
that interaction between participants and
services was one mechanism for favorably
influencing outcomes. The indicators of the
quantity of contact included: with the medi-
cal part of the program, the number of
antepartum clinic visits, return for a post-
partum visit, and acceptance of a contra-
ceptive method; with the educational part,
attendance at special school and numbers
of days attended; with the social work com-
ponent, YMP only,a the number of indi-
vidual social work interviews and the num
ber of antepartum group sessions attended.

7. On the basis of the special 1967 census, all the
New Haven Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Area (SMSA) was divided into "block groups" of
approximately one-quarter census tract size. Each
block group was assigned to one of four socio-
economic quartiles on the basis of family income,
occupational status, educationair*ttainment, hous-
ing quality, and family organization (U.S..Bureau
of the Census, 1971).
8. The greater informality of the 1AS program
made it impossible to quantify social worker
client interaction in Hartford.
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Acceptance o/ services: Thp quantity of
interaction within the spe"cial programs
might be influenced by such factors outside
the control of the individual girl as pre-
mature birth which would reduce the num-
ber of antepartum visitsand school at-
tendance days), a complicated pregnancy
( which could increase the number 'of clinic
visits), the time of year (classes were dis-
continued at McCabe during the summer),
and home factors that might reduce her
Ability to attend clinic or school sessions.
Also, when a social worker felt concerned
about a client she might try to schedule
m'ore'individual casework sessions with her
than with those who appeared to have mini-
mal problems.

The amount of interaction between a girl
and the program, however, also depended
partly on her own decision about how
deeply involved she wanted to become in
the programs, i.e. her acceptance of the

,program's services. The service personnel
-sought to make their services accessible
and acceptable, but they could not force the
girls 4o take advantage of them. Although

iarrn ny of these variables could be influenced
external factors as well, the acceptance
iablee considered largely under the con-

trol of the girl herself, included, in the
medical area, the number °Necks of gesta-
tion at the time of first clinic visit, per-
centage of antepartum clinic appointments
kept: and acceptance of contraceptive
method; in the educational area, choice of
special school, regular school, or no school,
and, for those in the special school, per..
tentage of registered days actually at-
tended; in the social work component, per-
centage of assigned group discussion ses-
sions actually attended, quality of participa-
tion in These se ions. appropriateness of
use of social wok services, and response
to the social worker's recommendations.
(These last three variables. were based on
rating scales completed by the social
workers.)

9. Some of these variables were measured for the
IMP group only.
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Variations in service: Although for most
analyses the YMP and IAS are considered
unitary programs, there were variations in

g the service patterns,-some of which could
be analyzed for their effects on participation
and outcome (McKinlay, 1972). Three such
variations were studied in the YMP groups:
Was an obstetrician or a nurse-midwife the
primary source of medical care? Which of
the three social workers assumed responsi-
bility for the client? Was the girl assigned
to a discussion group? In the IAS group
two variations were studied: source of pre-
natal care and hospital at which delivery
occurred.

These differences ml ht have a ditect
effect on outcomes (sole personnel might
give better care than others); or the dif-
ferences might have an indirect effect
(some personnel might be more attractive
to the girls and stimulate more partici-
pation).

Descriptive Variables. Much of the ma-
terial from theethree-poStpartuin interviews
-fell into the category of descriptive or ex-
planatory variables. Examples are the an-
swers to such questions as, "Who takes care
of your baby while you are at school [at
work]?" "Why did you want to have that
many children ?"

Data Collection Procedures'

Hospital Records. Hospital records were
the major source of information about the
health of the mother through pregnancy,
her labor and delivery history, and her
health and that of her infant for two years
after delivery. In New Haven an experi-
enced nurse abstractor collected inform-

10. Copies of the data collection instruments are
available upon request from James F. Jekel, M.D.,
Laboratory of Epidemiology and Public Health,
Yale University School of Medicine, 60 College St.,
New Haven, Conn. 06510. Please specify interest
in interview schedules, hospital record abstract
forms, and/or clinician rating forms. A chart
relating the types of variables to the data collec-
tion procedures can be found in Appendix D.
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don for both the YMP and Comparison
groups on standardized forms from the
records of the Y-NHH and also from the
only other hospital in New Haven, the
Hospital of Saint Raphael. In Hartford an
equally experienced abstractor collected
parallel information on the LAS mothers
and infants from the three Hartford hospi-
tals with obstetric services: Hartford, Saint
Francis, and Mount Sinai. Permission was
obtained to examine the records of those
girls who received prenatal care from
private physicians.
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Interviews. The principal source of in-
formation on the remaining outcome varia-
bles wn three waves of interviews with the
YMP an71 IAS study groupi and one with
the Comparison group. :Ile target dates
for the three interviews with the YMP and
IAS group were 2, 13, and 24 months post-
partum. Problems with locating the re-
spondents, however, led to delays and loss
of respondents (Table 3-1)." Since the
Comparison group was from five to seven
years postpartum at the time interviewing
began, locating its members was even more
difficult.

The frequent moves of many of the young
mothers made "inability to locate" the main
source of interview loss. The assistance of
many individuals and agencies was enlisted -
in the search for new addresses. These in-
cluded hospitals and other cooperating
health facilities, the New Haven Housing
Authority, the relocation office of the New.
Haven Redevelopment Authority, and the
Post Office. Additional information was ob-
tained from other respondents, through
accidental meetings, and from neigh1ors, al.
though they were often understandably re-
luctant.

Once a new address was obtained, the
interviewers were exceptionally persistent
in their attempt to obtain an interview.
11. Although the median number of months post-
partum at interview wis not identical for the YMP
and IAS groups, for ease of reporting, the median
figure is used: 3, 15, and 26 months postpartum.

a

They worked weekends and nights, despite
the dangers inherent in this effort.

Refusals accounted for few of the losses.
In some instances young - mothers or their
parents chose not to cooperate with the
"establishment," but more often the weight.
of personal problems appeared to have
sapped the energy needed to give an inter-
view. The majority of the girls were co-
operative. Several stated that they enjoyed
being interviewed and were pleased to share
their feelings and show off their babies to
an interested outsider. Establishing rapport
between interviewer and respondents at
early visits appeared to assist in maintain.
ing contact for later ones.

In both the YMP,and the IAS groups,
those young mothers'others who were reached for
each interview were compared with those
who were not For the YMP group, nothing
approaching a statistically significant dif,
ference was found between the two groups
on any of the demographic, economic, or
participation variables. For the IAS group,
two of thirty associations reached statisti
cally significant levels. Since one or two of
the thirty would be expected to be signifi-
cant at the 5% level by chance alone, this
comparison of the characteristics of those
interviewed and those not, at each inter-
view wave, suggests that the loss did not
introduce any bias.

In New Haven all three waves of YMP
interviews were done by a Yale faculty
member employed by the research project.
A registered nurse with research experi-
ence, she participated in all phases of the
investigation, including the design of the
interviews. She remained apart from the
YMP service activities at the YNHH and
the McCabe Center so that participants
would not associate her with the program
staff and, it was hoped, would speak frankly
of their experiences in the program.

In Hartford, primary responsibility for
the interviews was assumed.by another of
the project's research associates, a special-
ist in human development, who also par-
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ticipated in other research activities. She
did all the first wave interviews, 75% 'of the
second, and 29% of the third. She recruited
and served as consultant for two experi-
enced interviewers who completed the task.
In Hartford, also, the interviewers were
kept separate from the IAS program to pre-
vent their identification with it by the re-
spondents. The Comparison group inter-
views 13ere conducted by another member of
the research staff, a practical nurse, with the
assistance of the research associate who did
the YMP interviews. All five interviewers
were raising or had raised families and,
with the exception of the research associate
ireHartford, all were black women.

The interview schedules were standard-
ized with both closed and open-ended ques-
tions. The interviewers were instructed not
to vary from the order or wording of the
questions without an overriding reason such
as loss of rapport. Probing questions were
provided, if deemed necessary, and inter-_

viewers were asked not to interpret ques-
tions beyond the instructions on the
schedule. The interviews were difficu4 to
conduct since the YMP and IAS respon-
dents variedin age from 13 to 20 years, and
a great deal of detailed information was
sought. (The Comparison group respon-
dents were somewhat older.) Frequently the
interviewer had to allay the anxieties of the
respondent's mother in order to gain entry
and privacy ; often the new baby seryed as
a natural means to initiate communication
with the young mother. The interview was
conducted in the respondent's home except
in rare instances when the respondent re-
quested it be held elsewhere.

Rating Forms. A third major source of
information, for the YMP group only were
the rating forms completed by members of
the Young Mothers Clinic staff. The social
workers completed. one form on the basis of
their intake interviews, another one after
each group session, and a final one after
the young mother's delivery. These provided
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socioeconomic data, information on partici-
pation in the program, use of other agen-
cies, and rating scales on various aspects of
the girls' present and predicted future be-
havior. The delivering obstetrician, resi-
dent, or nurse-midwife also completed
forms dealing with, labor, delivery, and the
immediate postpartum period. In addition,
the psychiatrist reported on girls referred
to her

Other Records. In both New Haven and
Hartford some information was obtained
from records of the regular and special
schools. The abstracting was done on spe-
cial forms by the research staff.

Methods of Analysis

Two basic methods of analysis were used in
this study. First, the three different study
groups were compared with each other at
equivalent points in time to determine
whether the groups receiving special serv-
ices did better on the study criteria than
did the group not receiving them, and to
determine if one of the special programs
produced better outcomes thandthe other.
Second, within the study groups (especially
the YMP group), both the preexisting char-
acteristics of the girls and the degree of
their participation in the programs were
Ilated to measures of outcome, in .order to
determine the relative impact of the two
classes of variable (and of specific variables
within each) on the outcomes. One of the
techniques used for this analysis is multiple
regression, which is discussed in detail
in Appendix

The primary attempt to achieve com-
parability of study groups was through the"
uniform intake -criteria: under It, un-
married, resident of the central city at reg-
istiation for care, and carried the preg-
nancy past week 20 of gestation. These
criteria however did not eliminate two dif-
ferences between the YMP and IAS groups,
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which seemed minimal when the project
-started but majot as time went on. The first
ryas that the YMP accepted girls below

grade 9, Ndte reas all in the IAS were in
grade 9 or abtSve. The second i%'as that all
in the-IAS group attended the special school
since intake was through that facility, but
only 83`,-;- of the YMP participants attended
the special educational progrhm at the Mc-
Cabe Center since intake was through the
special obstetric clinic. The very young girls
might easily differ from the older ones, and
those who did not attend a special set-tool
were probably different from those who did.

enable valid comparisons between the
11 and 1,-1.S groups, two subgroups were

created within the full study groups by
eliminating the seventh and eighth graders
and all of those not attending the McCabe
Center from the YMP sample. Further
homogeneity was achieved at the cost of
minimal loss' of sample size by eliminating
the small number of whites from both
groups white study participants were
consstently less successful in achieving pro-
gra i goals than the black girls. The sub-
sa ples for comparing the YMP and IAS.,

rograms are called the matched samples

even though "matched" is used with. less
precision than in epidemiologic studies. The
intent, however, is the same: to create a
comparison or control group as much like
the experimental group as feasible, when
s ction by random methods is not possi-
ble. In evaluating outcomes among the three
groups, the total samples will be used to
compare the groups served by special pro-

grams with the Comparison group, and the
matched samples will be used when only

the YMP and IAS groups are contrasted.

Limitations of the Study

No single study can answer all the questions
that might be asked about pregnancy in

girls of school age. In designing this proj-

ect, certain areas were selected for analysis,
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others were eliminated. For instance, the
study is restricted to young women
welt already pregnant. It does not consider
dfrec y t more fundamental issues in-

volv d in he prevention of school-age
pregnancy Also, the decision to eliminate

marrie school-age mothers now ,seems un-
fortunate, although the unwed were the
focus of attention at the time the study was
conceived. Similarly, in 1967 most pro-
grams were being developed in special
schools outside of regular school buildings.
Currently, pregnant girls are being encour-
aged to remain in regular schools, and often
in the regular classrooms, but this study can

t determine whether this approach will be

mo r less successful than special pro-
grams o de the regular schools.

Other limitations have resulted from

problems in research design, such as lack
of an ideal control group and difficulty in
specifying program goals in measurable
terms. Moreover, each of the data sources
mentioned has limitations. Medical records
are expected to be accurate, but gaps often
exist, and 'sometimes records are missing.

same is true of school records. Data
from the rating forms were based on judg-

ments by the clinicians, which were subject

to error due to incomplete knowledge of the

client or to the perspective of the clinician.
The problems associated with gathering

data by interview are well known and have
been discussed elsewhere in detail (e.g. see
Fein, 1970-71). Some differences in re-
sponse could be expected because of differ-

ences in race, education, and personality
of the interviewers, even though attempts
were made to limit these by standardizing
the interviewing technique. Interpenetrating
samples were not possible because of the
distance between the study cities. Although
the relatively high proportion of young
mothers who were followed for over two
years minimized bias due to selective non -

response, errors might have resulted from
the lateness of some of the interviews due
to difficulty in locating the young mothers.

,to
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Validity checks suggest the accuracy of
the interview data. When several sources
Were e'amincd by a student research assis-
tant to determine the peportfon of YMP
girls in school (70' ; ) or graduated (6%)
at two months postpartum ffoltz et al..
1972). the figures were similar to those'ob-
tained from the 3-month interviews (74%
and 6,C;. respectively.). Also. the proportion
of the YMP group n ith reconceptions by
21. mmdis postpartum, as determined by
calculating baCkw ard from delivery dates
given ht hospital records (51%), wp5,00sr
to the 20-ntonth postpartum reconceptiOn
figure derived from interviews (48%). The
difference, however, was greater at 15
months postpartum: by t tis 'time, accord-
ing to interview 25 been pregnant
again, and by calcula iii 33% had con-
ceived again. PregnanCy was occasionally
deqied by the y oung mothers, even when it
was apparent to the interviewer. This hap-
pened more 'often during the second inter-
view than during the final one.

The accuracy of. attitudinal data ,as re-
ported in interviews always is questionable,
but most of the young mothers appeared to
have positive feelings about the special serv-
ice programs, and many appeared to enjoy
talking about their experiences with the
programs and as a mother. llighly personal
information, however, est.)! 'ally if it was
negative in import, was s om offered in
the absence of a specific t uestipn. For ex-
ample, suicide attempts an the use of drugs
or alcohol were not mentioned. even when
documented in hospital and emergency
room records. The mothers appeared.to ad-
mit freely to more general problems, such
as dislike of school or job, or difficulties
with parents.

Generalization of Findings

Two major unsolved questions in evaluative
research are whether and when the findings
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from one or more programs can be gen-
eralized to others, and whether a program
that has an impact can be duplicated by
other perhaps very different persons in
other perhaps very different circumstances.

The generalmethodological problem, which
is of concern in many areas of science be-
sides program evaluation, is described by
Hadser and Duncan (1959, p. 5) :

This is the problem of "historicism"that
is, the question of the extent to which gen-
eralion drawn from data localized in
time anti space can lead to generic pro-posi-
tions as opposed to descriptions of unique
situations.

(Suchman (1967) reviewed this issue and
suggested distinguishing between "program
testing,"' which is evaluation of a total serv-
ice product, and "variable testing," which
is evaluation of the effectiveness of specific
components of a program:

Program testing has almost no generaliza-
bility, being applicable solely to the specific
program being evaluated. Generalizations
( to other projects, populations, times) have
the status of untested hypotheses. This is a
major reason why so many evaluation stud-
ies appear repetitiveone can never be cer-
tain that a program which works in one
situation will work in another. To the ex-
tent that evaluative-research can locus upon
the general variables underlying. a specific
program and test the effects of these _vari-
ables rather than the effectiveness of the
program as a whole, it may hope to produce
findings of greater general significance.

Separating out the different components
and evaluating them individually appeared
to be at variance with the frequently ex-
pressed opinion that what is important for
pregnant school-age girls is a total prograln.
Nevertheless, the reality of this dilemma
forced the research team 'increasingly to
focus on evaluation of components of the
program.
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-Median Month of Postpartum Interviews, and Percentage of

Each Interview Obtained, YMP and 1AS

Interviews

YMP

1st 2nd

IAS

3rd 1st 2nd 3rd

Median number of
months postpartum 4 16 25 2 14 27

Interviews obtained 97% 91% 82 %- 92% 19% 74%
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Client Participation in the Program44

The premise upon which' programs for
school-age mothers are based is that partici-
pation in the programs will have a positive
yCet n a pregnant girl and help her to
reach her own goals and/or those set by the
program. Working on this assumption, the
staffs seek to recruit girls who meet the pro-
gram requirements and then engage them
as actively as possible in the program. The
proportion of eligible girls who- register,
and the degree of their participation in the
programs, depend on the interaction of a
constellation of factors, includiqg medical
programmatic, attitudinal, motivational,
and socioeconomic factors. This chapter
will assess the success of the two special
programs in recruiting and encouraging
participation.

Recruitment into
the. Programs
Neither the Youn' g Mothers Program nor
the InterAgency Services Program served
all the pregnant girls eligible for their pro-
grams. New Haven's special program ap-
peered, however, to reach a larger percent-
age, and this seemed related to its base in
a medical service.

.
.

New Haven. During the project's 22-month
intake period, 44 girls delivered at the Yale;
New Haven Hospital who met the study
cr' ria (under 18 at delivery, unwed, and
esidents of New Haven at g.2 they came for

care) and.yet did not register in the4Young
Mothers Clinic. A large proportion of this
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group, 15 (34%), wits under privale care.
Although ineligible for the clinic program,
girls could', and frequently did, enroll in the
educational program at the McCabe Center.
Another sizable group, 9 (20%), delivered

,without receiving any prenatal care, and the
remaining 20 (43%) were seen in obstetric .

clinics other than the Young Mothers Clinic,
either by choice or by accident. An addi-
tional 32 meeting the study criteria delivered
at the other general hospital in New Haven,
the Hospital of Saint Raphael, where private
cases accounted for 22%, no prenatal care
3%, and clinic cases 65%.

An analysis of these 76 girls showed that
they differed from the study g onp only in
that a higher proportion was a (277o
at YaleNew Haven Hospital. and 13 0 at
Saint Raphael). Those delivering without
prenatal care could not be distinguished by
demographic characteristics from those who

,did. Thus, the Young Mothers Clinio served
about 70% of all those in the city yaw de-

-livered: during the intake period and who
would have been eligible for their services
on demographic characteristics. It served
about 77% of those who were eligible and
'did not ',hoes° private care, and about 80%
of clinic cases (i.e. excluding those choosing
private care and those who had no prenatal
care).'

Hartford. Several types of information

1. These two groups were selected on slightly M.
ferept criteria: the study group registered for clinic
during the 22.month period, while the non.Y1VLP
delivered during the same period. There is no rea.
son to believe that this affects the validity of the
comparison.
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suggest that 1AS enlisted a smaller percen-
tage of the eligibles than the P, despite
the fact that 1AS acceptekgy who were
receiving care from private physicians. This
difference appears to be due directly to the
intake policies of the program.

Size ol group: The YMP study population
is larger than the 171S despite the factthat
Intake into the sample was two months
shorter,- and Hartfoid, according to the

1970 census, was larger by 20,310 overall
(158,017 to 137,707) and by 1,060 females
in the 14-17 age range. This suggests either
that there was a smaller risk oi pregnancy
among single girls under age 18 in Hart-

fotd, or that the Hartford program enrolled
a smaller fraction of the eligible popula-

lion. The first possibility can be eliminated
since there were no significant differences
between tbe two cities in the rates of out-of-
wedlock births for school -age mothers, esti-
mating the?p,opulation at risk in each city
by taking the number of girls aged 14-17
in each pity in the 1970 census as the de-
noff-unators, one obtains total birth rates for
the 14-17 age group of 53/1000 in Hart-
ford and 49/1000'in New Haven. The cor-
responding estimated rates of outof-wed-
lock deliveries in the two cities for the same
age gi.oup are 33/1000 and 32/1000.

Since the IAS prograrn in Hartford served
an average of 80 new girls per, 12-month
period,*and in 1968 there were 1;53 out-of-
wedlock deliveries2 to girls under 18 from
the city of Hartford, the 1AS program
served approximately 80/163 or 49% of the.
eligible girls. In a similar analysis, the YMP
served 180 new girls during a 22-month in-
take period, or about 100 new girls per 12-
manth period. The. YMP therefore served
approximately 100/123 or 81% of the eligi-
ble girls the same year. All of the evidence
indicates that the 'New Haven program

. Z. The Health Department classification of out -of-
wedlock births is based on status at delivery,
whereas the research criterion is based on status
at registration.
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reached at higher proportion-of the target
population.

Intake part of the difference in per-
centage served' can be accounted for by
two variations itt intake policy between the
study programs the school run by IAS pro-
vided instruction only for grades 9 through
12, and girls were accepted for the IAS
program only if they were still in school.
The first policy eliminated all girls of 1g
and 13 and many of the 14-year-olV. These
three age groups comprised 20% of the
YMP population, which accepted all girls
17 and under and whose affiliated educa-
tional program at the McCabo, Centers pro-
vided instruction from-glade 7. The number
of girls in the two study-populations aged
15-17 are similai (144 YMP as Compared
to,147 JAS). In view of the shorter YMP
intake period and the larger population base
in Hartford, however, one would expect.IAS
to have a greater excess of girls aged 15-17.

The second variation in intake policy
probably was the cause of the small num-

'bers in the 15-17 age range and also' of
certain differences in population character-
istics between, the two groups. By limiting
intake to those girls still in school, 1AS re-
duce0. the number of eligibles and may have
attracted only the more -highly motivated
girls.

These findings have significance for those
who plan programs. They suggest that a pro-
gram with a hospital base, because it pro-
vides an essential service, i.e. delivery, may
reach pregnant girls regardless of their
motivation toward additional education,
family planning, or change in life style. A
prOgram based in a school or social agency
may draw a more highly motivated group.

Participation in Medical
Aspects of the Program
Attention will be given in this section not
only to the number of contacts between the
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Fig. 4-1. Factors IntluenCingParticipation in the Program

Median'
problems

°

Variations in
program

Attitudinal.
factors

Quantity of
contact with
program 1

services

Motivational
factors

Acceptance of
services

Socioeconomic
characteristics

patient
that

the programf but also to the
factors that affected the contacts.' These de-
terminants will be divided into those out-
side the control of the individual (medical
problems and variations within the pro-
grams) and those that influenced her ac-
ceptance of the services (variation within
the programs,4attitudinaI and motivational
influences, and socioeconomic characteris-
lies) (Fig. 4-1) , - t

Number of antepartum clinic visits.
Most nbstetricians recommend° that a preg-

,
nant woman begin prenatal care in the first
trimester pf pregnancy (before week 14 of

r gestation). The rationale is that the earlier
the care is initiated the greater the oppor-

3. Only those relationships reaching the 5% level
of significance by either the chisquare testor cot,

'relation coefficients will be discussed. ,

4. Variations in the program could affect participa-
tion directly; for example, if one social worker
routinely scheduled more appointments with her
clients than the other workers, or indirectly as
when one v(orker was better liked and therefore
more frethiently sought out by her clients.
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tunity to guide the patient into proper
habits of diet, rest, and so on, and the better,'c,
the chance to detect possible problem while
they are remediable. If care did begirt di,
ing the first trimester, a woman Might be
expected to make ten to 'fourteen visits to a
Clinic during her pregnancy (one'visit per
month during months 3-6, two visits par
month' during,7 and 8, and weekly visits in
the ninth month).

The average number, of visits made by
YMP, IAS, and Comparison participants is
somewhat below that figure ('able 4-1).
The differences between YMP and IAS are
small: the average number of visits for
YMP was 8.49 with a range of 1-18 and for
IAS 8.39, range 1-22. The Comparison
group, however, had significantly fewer
visits: a lower average, 6.25, and a nar-
rower range, 11-16.

Factors Affecting Visits. 'Medical prob-
lems: The nimber of visits a woman makes
to a private physician or clinic during preg-
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nancy is dependent on several factors that
are under her control, but also, equally im-
portant, on several that are not. The two
most important factors not hider her con-
scious controt are medical: prematurity and
pregnancy complications. Premature birth
reduces the length of the period during
which a mother can keep medical appoint-
mentsit actually decreases the number of
visits out of proportion because the time is
taken from the last few months of the preg-
nancy when the rate of visits is highest. Con-
versely, medical complications may cause
the attending physician to (request his pa-
tient to, visit him more often, so that he may
attempt to keep the condition under control
or make the necessary intervention.

-Within each of the three study groups,
tprematurity reduced the number of clinic
visits, as predicted. The differences in the
number of visits among the three group,
however, were not entirely explained by the
differences in the rate of prematurity (Table
4-4. The presence of complications of

, pretmancy had no significant effect on the
number of clinic visits in any of the three
study groups.

Vafiations in program: Although this re-
port treats all 180 members of the YMP
group as though they were enrolled in a
single prograirn, there were variations which
could affect participation directly or indi-
rectly through their effect on attitudes to-
ward. the program and its personnel.

the three yariations in the YMP program
to be ccmsiaered are whether obstetric care
was provided by nurse-midwives or obstetri-
cians, which social worker assumed respon-
sibility for the client, and whether the girl
was, assigned to a discussion stomp. Only
assignment to a discussion, group had an
impact on the number,pf ;appointments kept;
those assigned kept more appointments.

Neither of the two variations in the IAS
program, i.e. , source of antepartum care or
hospital where delivered, affected the num-
ber of antepartum visits.
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Acceptance ol services: A girl's decision
about when to register for care and whether
to keep her appointments will affect The
number of visits. The pregnant girls in
YMP and IAS might be expected to have
come in for obstetric carp earlier than those
not in special programs' , because such care
was required, and because they were
strongly encouraged by the school person-
nel to seek care early (Table 4-2). The fig-
ures support this expectation although the

tt.
differences are not as striking as might have
been expected.

On the average, the IAS participants reg-
istered for obstetric care about one month
earlier than the Comparison group, and
about two weeks earlier than the YMP
group (Table '4-3). The latter difference
may be partly due to the fact that for a few
months the YMP clinic was swamped with
new admissions, land many pregnant girls ,
without obvious medical problems <had )o
wait' stable weeks for their first .appoint-
ments. Some of the IAS group also had to
wait for appointments, however, so the dif-
ference in time of registration may be real.
Ai expected, registration affected number
of visits: the earlier the registration, the
more visits made (p < 0.001).

The' percentagf o/ visits kept by YMP
participanta(the only group for which these
data were available) was surprisingly high
in comparison with other studies of appoint-
ment-keepin ; %o of the YMP girls kept
80'to 100% 1!;' iMeir appointments, 18%
kept 60-79%; and only 7% kept less than
60%.5 The percentage of clinic appoint-
ments kept was49sitively correlated with
the number of visits made (r = 0.313;
p < 0.001).

Attitudinal /actors: A patient's feelings
about the program, its services, and its per-

5. The figures are based on weekly records kept by
one of the research assistants who was stationed in
the Young Mothers Clinic. They may not be wholly
reliable since ,broken appointments occasionally
were not noted and some extra appointments were
made and not recorded.
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sonner could affect acceptance of medical
service§. For this Tedson, several questions
related to perception of the program's help.
fulness were included in the first interview.
The girls' responses to the questions about
their attitude toward the program as a
whole and toward the medical aspects were
so overwhelmingly favorable that they could
not be used in this analysis. In the social
service area, however, there was a diverse
range of answers among YMP participants
to a question about the helpfulness of social
workers, but attitudes toward program so-
cialCworkernid not affect either percentage
of appointments kept 6r aiqual number of
clinic visits. None of the three variations in
theYMP program affected the percentage
of appointments kept.

Motivational factors: This study contains
no sensitive indicator of the partitipant's
motivation toward the achievement of the
outcomes already discussed. Two items,
hoivever, can be used as crude measures of
motivation: whether the girl was still in
school when she registered for clinic (YMP
only), and her educational goals. In the
YMP group, girls who were still in school
at registration did not register early but
did keep a higher percentage of clinic ap-
pointments. Educational goals did not affect
time of registration or the number of ante.
partum clinic visits, but those with high
educational goals kept a high proportion of
their appointments. Among IAS partici-
pants, educational goals influenced neither
time of registration for antepartum care nor
number of visits.

Socioeconomic characteristics: Of the eleven
socioeconomic factors described in the
previous chapter, none affected the time
in pregnancy at which the YMP group
registered. Socioeconomic quartile affected
appointment-keeping an a direction
opposite to most p ctions: girls from
higherranked n ighborhoo s were less
likely to keep a high percentage of ap-
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pointments than those from poorer neigh-
borhoods (Table 4-4). None of the socio-
economic variables influenced time of
registration in either the IAS or the Com-
parison groups.

Return for Postpartum Visit. A visit to
the attending physician a few weeks after
delivery (usually six weeks) is considered
essential to good obstetric aftercare and
provides an opportunity to discuss a con-
traceptive program, if this was not done at
the time of hospital discharge. Presumably,
a mother's perception of the importance of
this visit is influenced by her relationship
to ,service personnel and their ability to
communicate with her.

Over 95% of the YMP mothers came in
for their postpartum checkup. By contrast,
only 73% of the IAS population and 75%
of the Comparison population returned for
a postpartum check (Table 4-5).

Med
tnce
ture

cal problems: Girls who had experi-
complicated pregnancies or prema-

eliveries might be expected to be more
anxious about their health and, therefore,
more likely to return on time for a post-
partum visit. The data did not support this
hypothesis: in the YMP group premature
delivery was associated significantly with
having either no postpartum visit or a late
one (after 8 weeks postpartum) (Table
4-6). This relationship was confirmed in
the IAS (p < 0.05), but not in the Com-
parison group. Pregnancy complications
did not influence postpartum return.

Variations in program: In the YMP group,
patients assigned to nurse-midwives were
significantly more likely to return on time
than those assigned to obstetricians. Those
assigned to a discussion group also were
more likely to return on time.

In the IAS group, girls who received care
at a hospital clinic were more likely to re-
turn for a visit than those under the mire
of a private physician. Variation existed
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among the hospitals, with Mount Sinai
clinic patients having the lowes rate of
"no visit" and the highest of "o ime"
(Table 4-7). .

Motivational factors: Being in school at
registration and having high educational
goals favorably influenced return for a post-
partum visit in the YMP group. Educa-
tional goals however did not appear to in-
fluence postpartum return in the IAS group.

Socioeconomic characteristics: None of the
socioeconomic factors under study was re-
lated to postpartum return in any of the
three groups except number in household,
which had a significant effect on return in
the 1AS group: girls from larger house-
holds Were mort)likely to return.

Acceptance of a Contraceptive Regime.
Both the YMP and the IAS programs con-
sidered delay of a subsequent pregnancy to
be an important goal. In this area the, Corn-
parison group provides little insight be.
cause prescription of contraceptives was
illegal during the period when this group
was studied. According to hospital records
81% of all YMP mothers and 85% of those
who returned had had some type of birth
control measure prescribed at their first
postpartum visit. The comparable figures
for 1AS are-34.0% and 45.4% and for the
Comparison group 2% and 3% {Table
4-8).

Variations in program: Only among the IAS
participants did a program variation in-
fluence contraceptive use. The relationship
between source of prenatal care and accep-
tance of contraception was similar to the
one found in return for postpartum visits:
mothers under private care were less likely
to have a contraceptive prescribed than
those under 'clink care, with the exception
of Saint Francis Hospital, where contracep.
tives were not prescribed (Table 4-9).

The dear association between return for
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postpartum visit and prescription of birth
control measures in the IAS group suggests
either that the mother's decision to return
for a postpartum visit was influenced by her
knowledge of the availability of contracep-
tive measures, or alternatively that the rate
of prescription by the private physicians
was a Secondary result of the low rate of
return (Tab1e71.-10).

Socioeconomic characteristics: In the IAS
group only, weak associations were found
between age, race, and the number in the
household on the one hand, and acceptance
of contraceptives postpartum on the other.
Younger and black girls were more likely to
receive contraceptives than older and white
or Puerto Rican girls, and those from large
households were more likely to receive them
than those from small households. No other
socioeconomic variables were associated
with acceptance of contraceptives, nor were
any medical, atUtudinal, or motivational
variables in any of the three groups.

Participation in Educational
Aspects (YMP Only)
Registration at McCabe Center. In New
Haven all girls who registered for care at
the Young Mothers Clinic were urged to at-
tend the special educational program at the
McCabe Center, with which the clinic main-
tained close ties. Only 151 chose to attend
McCabe. Four of these girls later trans-
ferred to homebound instruction. Among
the remaining 29 girls who did not attend
McCabe, 25 did not attend school at all, and
4 continued in regular school.

The thost important factor influencing
registration at McCabe was school status.
Ninety-six percent of the 150 participants
attending school at the time of clinic regis-
tration enrolled in McCabe, in contrast to
23% of the thirty girls who had dropped
out previously. Only one of the girls attend-
ing regular school at the time of clinic reg-
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istration d,id not continue her education at
McCabe, at her regular school, or on home-
bound instruction during pregnancy. Al.
though both clinic and school personnel
tried to convince girls to return to school,
only seven of the thirty dropouts enrolled
in McCabe.

Other major factors affecting attendance
at McCabe were educational goals, age, and
parity. Vie gkls who had high educational
goals, were younger, and had not ,been
pregnant before were more likely -to attend'
McCabe Center.

Attendance at McCabe. Of the 150 gide
enrolled at McCabe for whom data are
available, pc'v attended less 'than 40 days,
35% for 40 to 59 days, and 26% for 60
days or more. The actual number of days
spent at the McCabe Center could be influ-
enced by the same factors that iftfluenCed
number of antepartiim clinic visits: those
not under the girl's control (prematurity
and pregnancy complicapons), and- those
she scould influence (time of registration
and absenteeism for nonmedical reasons).
Surprisingly, neither prematurity nor preg-
nancy complications affected number of
days attended, nor did the timc of clinic
registration. The main influence, therefore,
was the percentage of days the girl attended.

Regular attendance at the special educa-
tional program was considered important if
the patient was later to return to regular
school without loss of credit. McCabe Cen-
ter personnel tried to encourage the preg-
nant girls to attend school regularly. A
member of the school staff would telephone
to inquire into the reason for a student's
absence and to offer medical or social serv-
ices if needed. However, perfect attendance
was not possible since most girls were ab-
Sent for about two weeks aftei delivery and
attendance figures were calculated from the
day of enrollment, in McCabe Center until
the day the new mother returned to a regu-

6.One girl who attended McCabe on a noncredit
basis is not included in this-analysis.
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lar school program. Of the 150 McCabe
girls, 35% attended less than 50% of the
days they were enrolled, 35% attended 50
to 69%, and 29% attended 70% or more
of the days. Educational goals were posi-
tively
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associated with attendance, as was
school status at registration: the higher the*
goals the better the attendance, and those
in school at clinic registration were absent
less. Being a welfare recipient negatively
affected school attendance. Other socio-
economic, program, and attitudinal factors
were not important.

Participation in Social
Service Aspects (YMP Only)
In both the YMP and IAS programs, inter-
action between the social workers and the
clients was considered essential to the at-
tainment of program objectives. Presum-
ably, the greater the interaction, the more
the social worker could help and the greater
the potential for successful outcomes. One
exception to this expectation was the num-
ber of individual pocial work interviews,
which might be greatest among those girls
with the most severe problems and there-
fore probably not predictive of successful
outcomes.

Three social workers were active in the
YMP during the study period, although
there were only two at any one time. Social
worker A (who was working when the study
began, and left shortly before the last client
was admitted) was responsible for nearly
half of the clients during this period; social
worker B (who was working when the study
began but left after less than one year)
assisted 17% of the group; social worker C
(who was hired midway through the intake
period) was the sole worker for 30% and
handled another 4% in combination with
one of the other two.

Individual Social Work Interviews.
Two interviews at the hospital usually were
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necessary to determine whether the client
had any problems with which she needed
help, and to begin assistance either through
the program directly or through referral to
other agencies. Additional individual case-
work was offered only to those clients with
special problems. Twenty-five per cent of
the clients were interviewed only once and
16% twice. Seven patients refused any in-
terview. At the other extreme, 39% of the
clients met individually with their, social
worker five or more times. The median
number of interviews Was between three
and four.

Medical problems: Girls whose pregnancy
was complicated by medical problems were
interviewed more frequently by their social
workers. This probably reflects the training
of the workers in medical social work, and
their increased concern with clients who
had medical difficulties.

Variations in program: The social worker
to whom the client was assigned had a sig-
nificant impact on the number of her.in-
terviews with the girl: Omitting the eight
patients who had more than one social
worker, all 54 girls assigned to social
worker C had two or more interviews (the
average was 5.8). The comparable figures
for the other social workers were: 49% of
social worker A's girls had two or more in-
terviews (the average was 3.1; N = 88) ;
and 83% of B's girls had two or more in-
terviews (the average was 3.9; N = 30).7

Attitudinal factors: The helpfulness of the
social worker, as perceived by the young
mothers at the time of the first postpartum
interviews, was associated with the number

7..1n the latter part of the program the locus of
most social 'work interviews switched to the Mc-
Cabe Center where the girls were more accessible.
This worked,in favor of social worker C and, to
some extent, A; B had already left the program.
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of social ?work interviews. Gift who re-
ported that their social worker was helpful
had more interviews (p < 0.001; Table
4-11). The explanation of this association
is not clear. It inn" be that the volume of
service determined the girls' perceptions of
its value to them. Alternatively, the number'
of interviews and the perception of help-
fulness may have been deterfnined by the
quality of the relationship between the so-
tial worker and the client. Motivational fac-
tors and, socioeconomic characteristics did
not affect the numter of interviews.

group Session Attendance. Despite the
clinic staff's belief in the importance ,of at-
tending the social wor r-led sessions, al--
most 33%. of the group attended
none, another 33% attends less tha'n four,
23% attended four to seCei,,and 12% at!
tended eight or more. The actual number
of group sessionsa- girl attended could be
influenced6by the same factors that affected
the number of clinic visits and the number
of days' attendance at McCabe,: those not
under the-girl's control and those she could
manipulate. In addition, gne variation in
the program over which the girl usually had
no direct control affected group session at-
tendance: whether or not she was assigned
to a group.

. . ,
.

Y.
Variations in program: Twenty-eight girls
were not assigned to a social worker's group.
Nineteen were among the group of 29 who
did not register at the McCabe Center where
most of the sessions were held for the girls'
convenience, and seven were not assigned
for other reasons such as illness. Two girls
in the study group attended a special group
run by a social work trainee, and they were
not included in this analysis.

Attendance at group sessions was not af-
fectedfected by prema rity, pregnancy compli-
cations, or stag of pregnancy at registra-
tion. The main influence apparently was the
girl's decision whether or not fo attend.
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Among the 152 who were assigned to group
sessions, 31 never attended: 14 refused,
either because of lack of interest or because
they were employed; 7,,either never at-
tended McCabe Center or dropped out
shortly after entering; one girl had a long
illness; and the reasons were not known
for 9.

Of the 152 who were assigned to group
sessions, 52 (34%) attended less than 20%
°of the sessions for which they were eligible;
26 (17%). attended between 20 and 39%,
an identical number between 40 and 59%,
24 (16%) between 60 and 19%, and an
identical number over 80%.

Attitudinal factors: The client's perception
of the social worker's helpfulness (meas-
ured at three months postpartum) affected
the percentage attendance, and the num-
ber of social .work interviews. The same
uncertainty prevails about the direction of
causation, but the quality of the relation-
ship between the social worker and client
was likely to be more important here than
in the case of the individual interviews,
since it was more difficult for the social
workers to take initiative.

Motivational factors: A girl's educational
goal at registration was predictive of her
session attendance, if she was assigned: the
higher her educational goal, the better her
attendance (p < 0.01).

Socioeconomic characteristics: Welfare sta-
tus at registration was associated with at-
tendance at the group sessions. Girls whose
families were independent of welfare had a
higher percent attendance than those whose
families were on welfare (p < 0.01).

Quality of Participation in the Group
Sessions. After each session, the social
worker leading the group recorded the de-
gree of participation for each girl present
and scored it on a scale of one to four
points:
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83-857 0 - 75 to 14,7

Active participant

Normal paiticipant

Active listener

Withdrawn.

asked questions,
leadership role (4)
answered questions,
spoke occasionally
(3)
spoke infrequently
(once or twice)
seemed interested
(2)
apathetic, not .

interested (1)

Average participation scores were obtained
by adding all points received at all sessions
attended and dividing by the number of
sessions for which participation was noted.
Only 12% of the patients who attended any
sessions were rated as consistently active;
55% fell into the normal range; 29% were
described as listeners; and 4% were with-
drawn. The average participation score
was 2.7.

Two factors influenced the quality of
participation: educational goals and tip.
Those who participated more actively in
the group sessions were older and had
higher educational aims.

Utilization of the Social Worker. After
a client delivered, the social worker was
asked to rate her on the following scale:
"In your opinion did this patient demand
more attention than her problems seemed
to require (1), request social worker's time
appropriately (2), or make too little use
of her social worker? (3)" The social
workers rated none of their clients as ex-
cessively demanding. Of the clients they
.could evaluate, .the ratings were almost
equally divided' between appropriate and
too little Use of the social worker.

Two factors were positively associated
with appropriate use of the social worker:
short residence in New Haven and positive
feelings about social worker. Perhapi new-
comers had more adjustment problems and
were given more help. The relationship be-
tween use of the social worker and the girl's



/perception of her helpfulness is affected Ify
the fact thaf both are related to a third
variable: the amount of contact between
the two.

Response to Recommendations. The so-
cial workers also were asked to rate their
clients in terms of their response to recom-
mendations. On this scale the social workers
judged 21% to be "very cooperative" and
50% to be "somewhat cooperative"; 21%
were rated "not interested" and 8%
"rebellious."

Two factors were associated with coop-
erativeness: the social worker to whom the
girl was assigned, and the girl's feelings
about the helpfulness of her social worker.
Girls assigned to social workers B and C
were more likely to be rated as cooperative
or somewhat cooperative, while those as-
signed to A were more likely to be rated as
rebellious or showing no interest. The more
helpful the girls felt their social worker to
be, the more likely she was to rate them
as cooperative.

Interaction among Measure4
(YMP Only)

The various measures of participation were
not independent of each other. Also, in
some cases significant associations were
found between One measure of motivation
or' one socioeconomic characteristic, and
two measures of participation. In that situa-
tion, the association between the partici-
pation measures might have been due to
the prior variable, and therefore not causal.
For example, girls who had a larger num-
ber of clinic appointments were more likely
to return for a postpartum visit. This might
have resulted from the greater opportunity
afforded to educate a regular clinic attender
to the importance of postpartum visits. Al-
ternatively it might indicate that the same
type of girl who would come regularly to
the clinic would also be likely to return

. o
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postpartum (i.e. that some other factoi such
as motivation caused both the high clinic
attendance and the postpartum return). In
fact, school status at registration, which is
considered here to be a measure of the girls'
motivation, was associated with both the
number of clinic visits and the postpar-
tum retiirnoTherefore, drawing conclusions
about directions of influence must be done
with care. . ,.

The strong relationship between McCabe
and clibi tendance probably was due to
the infl nce of participation in the McCabe

litt
program. Students at McCabe were under
strong pressure, from'both their peers' and
the school personnel, to keep their clinic
appointments. On leaving the Center on
clinic day, they were reminded of this ob-
ligation by the staff, and the girls frequently
walked over to the hospital as a group.

" When appointments were broken, the Young
Mothers Clinic staff would call the Center's
director who would talk to the girl or see
that a member of the staff visited her and
provided assistance and encouragement.
The relationship between attendance at Mc-
Cabe and appointment-keeping suggests the
importance of close cooperation between
the medical and the educational components
of the program.

All the measures of participation in the
social work part of the YMP program were
associated with each other except that the
quality of participation did not correlate
with the number of individual interviews.
Most of these variables were also associated
with a high number and percentage of days
at the special school. Part of the explana-
tion for this may be causal: those who were
more often at the special school were more
accessible for individual interviews and
were available for group sessions; however,
those whb participated in sevefal program
components may have done so because of
their personal characteristics, such as mo-
tivation to succeed or an ability to relate to
others in an institutional setting. This aglin
illustrates the difficulty of separating Me
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effects of the preexisting characteristics of
the prpgram participants from the 'effects
of their participation.

Discussion

The primary measures of participation and
the factors with which they were signifi-
cantly associated are summarized in Table
4.12.

Motivational Factors. The two school-
related measures of motivation (school sta-
tus at registration and educational goals)
were the most powerful overall predictors
of program participation. In the YMP
group, they also were significant* corre-
lated with each other (p < 0.001). Girls
who were still in school at registration were
more likely to keep a high percentage of
their clinic appointments, to return for a
postpartum visit, to register fOr school at
the McCabe Center and attend regularly,
and to attend more group discussions than
those who already had dropped out. Simi-
larly, girls who planned to continue their
education beyond high school were more
likely to return for a postpartum visit, reg-
ister for and attend McCabe often, and at-
tend and participate actively irxa large num-
ber and percentage of group discussions.

The importance of these variables even
in the noneducational areas confirms the
research staff's belief that something be-
yond desire for education was measured.
Perhaps the girls saw adequate medical care
and participation in the social services as
a means of accomplishing their educational
objectives. More likely, their school status
and educational goals were two indicators
of a general orientation to the future,"simi-
tar to that of the middle class. If so, it would
be expected that they also would have a
better chance of completing education, de-
laying subsequent pregnancy, and reaching
economic independence. Subsequent chap-
ters will test this hypothesis and also try to
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determine the relative importance off` the-
motivational factors and the participation
variables per asp

The only preexi cteristics asso-
ciated with educational go were race and
religion. Those with high educational goals
were more likely to be black and Protestant.
School status' at registration was associated
with age and the number of previous preg-
nancies. Those who were older and had had
previous pregnancies were less likely to be
in school at registrfition.

Variations in the Program. Several vari-
ations in the program significantly affected
participation, either directly or through

.their influence on the girl's perception
of the helpfulness of her social worker.
In the YMP group, obstetric care by a
nurse-midwife instead of an obstetrician in-
fluenced only one aspect of participatiori:
return for a postpartum visit. The' nurse-
midwives were more successful than the
obstetricians in convincing their patients to
return and return on time. In the absence

of any negative influences, this important
positive finding provides a cogent argument
for the use of nurse-midwives in 'service
programs for pregnant school-age girls. The

motivational factor's and socioeconomic
characteristics of the nurse- ives' and
obstetricians' patients were co ared to see

whether the differences in participation
could be due to dissimilarities between the
two groups. No differences were found that
would account for greater cooperation from
the nurse - midwives' patients.

The social worker to whom a YMP reg-
istrant was assigned affected many meas-
ures of participation, but only in the social
service area. The methocLof influence was
twofold. First, the social workers varied in
their ability to convince their clients to
accept individual counseling (social work
interviews) or to motivate their clients to
follow their recommendations (since re-
sponse to recommendations is a subjective
index based on the social worker's percep-
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tion of her client's activities, this variable
may partly measure the social worker's
feelings about her client rather than the
client's actual behavior). Second, the girls'
feelings about the helpfulness of their social
workers were correlated with the number
of interviews they had, the percentage of
group sessions they attended, their response
to' recommendations, and the appropriate.
ness of their use of the social work services.
The characteristics of the girls assigned to
each of the three social workers were
compared to see if they were similar. No
evidence was found to suggest that the dif-
ferences in participation were due to differ-
ences in motivation or socioeconomic char-
acteristics. if the three -month postpartum
feelings about the social worker's helpful.
ness reflected the feelings the client had
during the pregnancy, which seems to be a
reasonable assumption, then the quality of
the relationship between the social worker
and the client was an important determinant
of participation.

In the IAS group, whether a girl received
her antepartum care from a private physi-
cian, or in one of the three Hartford hospi-
tals, had an important effect on her return
for a postpartum visit and her acceptance
of contraception. It is easy to understand
why a Roman Catholic hospital would .not
prescribe birth control measures; but the
failure of the private physicians to assist
girls in delaying pregnancy or even to mo
tivate them to return for a postpartum visit
at which contraceptives could be discussed
is puzzling. Comprehensive service pro-
grams for school-age mothers should make
sure that the private physicians are aware
of their important responsibility in this
area. The four groups in Hartford (those
who obtained prenatal care from private
physicians, from Hartford. Hospital, from
Saint Francis Hospital, and from Mount
Sinai Hospital) did not differ significantly
in any preexisting characteristics.

Medic Al Problems. Medical problems, as

0

measured in this study, had little influence
on participation. Prematurity, a factor over
which a patient has no control, waa ex-
pected to influence certain of the variables
by reducing the girls' availability for visits,
interviews, and school and group session
attendance. In the YMP and. Comparison
groups, this hypothesis was substantiated
for clinic visits. A trend in this direction
was also found in the IAS group. Prema-
turity reduced the chance that a girl would
return for a postpartum visit although the
reason for this is not readily apparent.
Pregnancy complications (antepartum toxe-
mia, bleeding, and infection), the other
factor outside the patient's control, had
little influence on participation.

Socioeconomic Characteristics. Eleven
socioeconomic characteristics were testes
for their influence on fourteen measures of
participation. Only 7 of the 154 possible
relationships showed any significant asso
ciation, and this is the number that would
be expected to be found by chance at the
5% level of significance. There is, there-
fore, no evidence for an impact of these
characteristics on participation, perhaps be-
cause of the homogeneity of the study
group.

Case Studies

The relationship among these factors can
perhaps be better understood by continuing
the description of the four young mothers
first introduced in chapter 2.

Alice. Sixteen-year-old Alice, who lived
with her mother and ail:or crs, wanted to
continue her education beyon school.
Despite this high educational goal, s did
not attend the special school partly beca
the lass Tart of her pregnancy occurre
when school was no in session. She -re-
turned to the regulaf school after delivery
and later graduated. Alice did not attend
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any of the six group sessions for whioh she
was eligible:although she was assigned to
a group. She had two individual interviews
with the social worker, vho also made one
home visit and rated r as "somewhat co-,
operative." Shc kept ne of eleven antepar-
dim clinic visits with the staff obstetrician.
She delivered a fullterm female infant with-
out complicatiohs: SIc weeks after her de.
livery, Alice returned to the clinic, where
she received contraceptive information and
accepted birth control pills. She felt she
could have Lot along just as well without
her social worker. ,

Betty. Shortly before registering in the
n) clinic, seventeen-year -old Betty had
come to New Haven with a female relative. -

Shc kept all nine antepartum clinic visits.
Her social worker had two individual inter-

views with her and visited her home. Betty
came to eight of eleven antepartum group
sessions, where she was rated as a "list-
ener." The social worker considered her
"very cooperative." Betty attended McCabe.
She delivered a full-term female infant aV
returned to clinic six weeks later, where she
wag' given oral contraceptives. Betty found
her social worker very helpful.

Cathy. Seventeen-year-old Cathy, who was
from an intact family and had lived in New
Haven for several years, kept nine of her
ten antepartum clinic appointments. She at-
tended McCabe 845 of the days for which
she was eligible. She had two individual in.
tervievs with her social worker and no
home visit was made. She attended seven of
eight antepartum group sessions, where she
was noted as an "active" participant. The
social worker rated her as "very coopera-
tive," but in her postpartum interview
Cathy expressed the belief that she could
have done just as well without a social
worker. She delivered a fullterm male in-
fant, returned to the clinic on time, and was
given oral contraceptives.

Diane. Seventeen-yearold Diane lived with
her mother and-another female relative. She
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kept twelve antepartum clinic appointments,
even though she went to only one group
session. She had five individual meetings
with her social worker, and one home inter-
view. Her .social worker considered her
"somewhat cooperative," and at postpartum
interview Diane described the social worker
3 helpful. Diane delivered a full-term. fe-

n ale inftint and returned late to the clinic
the postpartum visit, where she was

given oral contraceptives. .

f

Conclusions

The amount of participation, in the various
programs and the factors that influence par-
ticipation have been discussed at length for
two reasons. First, participation in the pro-
gram will be used as an important variable
throughout the remaining chapters. The dif-
ferences in rates of participation make it
clear that a meaningful analysis cannot
merely compare rates of successful out-
comes among the participants in each of the
three programs, but must also test the asso-
ciation between the girls' participation and
their outcomes within each program. Be-
cause'of the importance of these participa-
tion variables, several measures of partici-
pation in the same program component have
been used whenever possible. Although in
some later analyses it may be important to
know whether the quantity of contact af-
fected outcomes. In other instances the girl's
decision about the quality of her participa-
tion may be more important.

Second, the determinants of participation
have been examined to learn why, the girls
participated. It is easy for clinical staff to
feel rebuffed by their patients or clients, or
research staff to look for easy 'answers-and
fall into the trap of "blaming the victims"
for underutilization of services.° The staffs

B. "William Ryan's book of this title suggested this
phrase, although usage in this section differs
slightly from his (New York, Vintage Boots, 1971).
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,41d11 the programs4s reaching out to help
:tas in livable ilia sometimes could not
'underst,itid why the clients did not make
more and better use of these services.

This report will not find fault ;vial clients
or with personnel but will suggest ways that
programs can improve participation. One
such w ay is to accept only "good risk" girls
thoSe whose characteristics. such as high
educational goals. would probably lead to
active participatiOn. Some programs have
maintained high levels of participation by
making this a condition for remaining in
the special program. This message was com
municatetl either informally (as in the Web-
ster School) or formally in the form of a
contract stating mutual obligations (such
as in the yNto program in Syracuse,
N.Y.).

Aside from such methods of encouraging
participation, the structure and operation
of the program also can influence participa-
tion'. This study suggests that attendance in
one program component is better if it is re-
infoiced by program staff in another com
ponent ; it is one of the strotirer arguments
for an integrated program of services.

Convenience is another important factor
in promoting puvram participation. The
timing of the YNI,P clinic was designed spe
cifically to be convenient to the N,I.i.rls and
not conflict with .other activities. In 'Hart-
ford. although clinic attendance was also
good, the girls often had to *miss school on
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the day s they received prenatal care because
the clinics were held while the IAS school
was in session..

Retiirn for postpartum' examination was
influenced by the girls' rapport with the
petsbn(s) giving obstetric tare. The rap-
port appeared to be best with the nurse,
midw ives in the i'MP, second best where
the obstetricians attempted to provide Con-
tinuity of care, and least where obstetricians
did not attempt to provide continuity.
Yoimg mothers also were more likely to rb-
turn to clinics where contraception luid
been discussed and contraceptive devices
were being offered.

In the YMP the social workers were able
to relate more easily and naturally and have
More contacts with thegirls when they cen-
tered their activity at the McCabe Center,
where the girls spent the most time. Also,
aft: personality and/or professional manner
of thk staff members apparently affected
participation. Not all professionals, or oven
paraprofessionals, can establish rapport eatst
ily with minority group members or persons
from poverty backgrounds. The personality,
age, color, and social biickground ofstaff
can make a very important difference in
communicating with this school age popu-
lation. Perhaps clients in the programs (or
even program gradirates) could detect those
persons among the prospective teachers,
social workers, and medical personnel to
whom they could relate most easily,
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Table 4-1/

Number of

Number of Antcpartum,Visits by grogram

YMP AS Comparison
AP Visits No. 7o . No.., ioeo . No. %

1-4 23 12.8 18 12.7 21 25.3

5-8 71 39.5 S4 38.3 44 53.0

9+ 86 47.7 69 48.9 18 21.7

Total 180 100.0 100.0 83 100.0 /

X24;.--- 20. <0.001 ' -

Mg. no. of visits 8.49. 8.39 6.25

'Figures on the nuiliber of antepart um visits were not available for some of those who received care from
private physicians.

Table 4-2. Mean Number of Anteparturn Visits by Birth Weight

Birth Weight YMP 1AS Comparison

Less than 1.000 gm 5.000

1,000-1.749 gm 2.750

1,750;2,499 gm 6.667

2.500 or more gm 8.849

All 8.489

4.000

5.000

7.950

8.559 (
8.390

1.500

3.500

4.462

6.833

6.253

a
Table 4-3. Start of Antepartum Care by Program

YMP IAS Comparison
Trimester No. 70 No. ef/0 No. %

First (0-13 wks) 16 9.0 . 2.2 15.0 3 3.6. :
Early second (14-20 wks) 54 30.0 58 39.0 15 18.1

-Late second 121-26 wks) ., 6b 33.0 35 24.0 42 50.6
Third (27+ wks) 50 28.0 33 22.0 23 27.7

Total 180 100.0 1482 100.0. 83 100.0
Avg. no. of
weeks gestation 22t4 20.3 24.0

'Data not available foi all who saw private physicians.
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Table 4-1.. Relationship between Socioecongmlo Quartile' and
Percentage of Antepartum Appointments Kept, YMP

Socioeconomic Quartile

Percentage of 1 & 2 3 4
Appointments Kept No. co No. No. °'o

Less than 60% 4 33.3 3 5.7 6 5.2

60 to 79% 2 16.7 12 22,6 18 15.7

80% or more 6 50.0 38 71.7 91 79.1

Total 12 100.0 53 100.0 115 100.0

X24 = 14.492 p = 0.007

For an a:planation of socioeconomic quartile see ohapiir 3.

Table 4-5.

Return

Return for Postpartum Visit by Program

YMP lAS Comparison

No. `"o No. No. ro

On time
(4-8 wks p.p.) 162 90.0 104 69.8 55 66.3

Late visit 10 5.6 13 8.7 7 8.4

No visit 8 4.4 32 21.5 21 25.3

Total with
information 180 100.0 149a 100.0 83 100.0

X', = 35.574 p < 0.001

'Ddta not available for all who saw private physicians.
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Table 4.6. Relationship between Prematurity. and Return for
Postpartum Visit, YMP

Return

Birth Status

Premature

No.

Full Term

No. of
0

On time 18
1

78.3 144 91.7

Late visit 1 4.4 9 5.7

No visit 4 117.4 4 2.6
Total 23 100.0 157 100.0

X2;-.= 10.418 p = 0.006

Table 4-7. Relationship of Source of Care to Time of Postpartum Visit, lAS

Saint
Private Hartford Mount Sinai Francis
Care Hospital Hospital Hospital

Time No. % No. % No. % No. %

On time 10 50.0 27 77.1 22 84.6 44 155.7

Late visit 3 15.0 1 2.9 3 11.5 6 9.0
No visit 7 35.0 7 20.0 1 3.8 17 25.4
Total with information 20 100.0 35 100.0 26 100.0 67 100.0

X26 = 9.648 p not significant

Table 4-8.

Birth Control

Prescription of Birth Control Measure by Program

YMP IAS Comparison

No. % No. /0 No. %

Prescribed 146 81.1 54 37.0 , 2 2.4

Referred 2 1.1 1 0.7 2 2.4

None prescribed 24 13.3 64 44.5 58 69.9

No visit 8 4.4 29 19.9 21 25.3

Total with information 180 100.0 146 100.0 83 100.0

X20 = 157.925 p < 0.001
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Table -9. Relationship of Source of Carc,to Prescription of Birth
Control Measure, lAS

Source of Prenatal Caro

Private
Care

Hartford
Hospital

Mount Sinai
Hospital

Saint
Francis.
Hospital

Birth Control No. No. % No. 70 No. %

Prescribed 7 35.0 25 71.4 22 84.6 0

Referred 1 5.0 0 r- 0 . - . 0

None prescribed 5 25.0 2 5.7 2 7.7 55 82.1

No visa 7 35.0 8 22.9 2 7.7 12 , 17.9.

Total with information 20 100.0 35 100.0 26 100.0 67 100.0
.

X = 107.58 p < 0.001

Table 1-10. Relati ,nship between Return for Postpartum Visit arid
Prescription of Birth Control Measure, IAS

Saint
Private Hartford Mount Sinai Francis
Care Hospital Hospital Hospital,

Number who returned 13 24 27 55

Number receiving birt
control measure 7 (54%) 22 (92%) 25 '03% ) 0 (0%)

Table 41\1. Helpfulness of Social Worker and Average Number of
Individual Social Work Interviews per Client, YMP

Social Worker

A
(N = 88) (N = 30) (N = 54)

Average number interviews per client 3.1 3.9 5.8

Percentage with
two or more interviews 49% 83%, 100%

Helpfulness scale
Definitely helpful 37.2 53.6 57.4

Mixed reaction 22.1 17.9 24.1

Not helpful 40.7 28.6 18.5

15 6 ..
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Table 4-12. Factors Influencing Participation Variables

Measure of Participation Factors Associated with Participation Presumed Impact

Number of antepartum
visits

Percentage of antepartum
appointments kept

Return for postpartum
clinic visit

Prescription of
contraceptives at
postpartum visit

Registration in the
special school

A. Medical

/. Early registration for care positive
2. High percent of ante-

partum clinic visits kept positive
3. Prematurity negative
4. Participation in special school positive
5. Assignment to group session positive

1. Number of antepartum
visits kept positive

2. In school at registration positive
3. High educational goals positive
4. Lowest socioeconomic

quartile positive

1. Served by nurse-midwife positive
2. Source of antepartum

care (IAS) ; private care
and Catholic hospital negative

3. In school at registration positive
4. High educational goals positive
5. Premature delivery negative
6. Contraception available positive

1. Source of antepartum care
( IAS)' ; Oliveto care and
Catholic hospital negative

B. Education

1. In school at registration strongly positive
2. High educational goals positive
3. Age negative
4. Previous pregnancies negative

Number of days attended 1. High percent of possible
McCabe days attended positive

2. High educational goals positive
3. Client on welfare negative

Percentage of possible 1. High educational goals positive
days attended McCabe 2. In school at registration positive

3. Client on welfare negative
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Number of individual
interviews

Number of group
sessions attended

Percentage of possible
group sessions attended

Active participation in
group sessions

Appropriate use of
social worker

Cooperative response
to recommendations

150

C. Social Service

1. Medical complications
2. Social worker assigned
a. Social worker seen as

helpful°
4. Location of interviews

1. Assignment to group
sessions

2. Staff encouragement
3. Social worker seen as

helpful°
4. High educational goals
5. In school at registration

1.-High educational goals
2. Social worker seen as

helpful

1. High educational goals
2. Older age

1. Short residence in
New Haven

2. Social worke1 seen as
helpful°

3. High attendance at
individual and group
sessions

1. Social worker assigned
2. Social worker seen as

helpful°
3. Client on welfare

positive

positive
more wVertileld at
special school

all who attended
were assigned
( ? ) positive

positive
positive
positive

positive

positive

positive
positive

positive

positive

positive

positive
positive

'Also correlated with age.
'Measured at three months postpartum; direction of cause not clear.
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t The Health of the Young Mothers
tffi and Their Infants

Current information regarding the dangers
of early pregnancy to both mother and child
suggests that the increased hazards, at least
from the biological viewpoint, are largely
confined to the younger members of the
school-age group (under age 16). More-
over, the excess risk may be due not only to
biological factors such as physical and hor-
monal immaturity but also to the social,
economic, and psychological factors that
are often associated with school-age preg-
nancyfactors which special program for
this group might be able to affect favorably.

The theory behind the medical compo-
nent of the Young Mothers Program was
that young mothers-to-be need obstetric
care tailored to their special needs, includ-
ing personalized care with as much conti-
nuity as possible, in an attractive, nonjudg-
mental, and accessible environment. Such
a 'program presumably would promote
earlier and more consistent seeking of pre-
natal care and better rapport with the
clinicians. If the girls were relaxed and co-
operative, it might result in better health
for them and their children. In the Inter-
Agency Services program the medical com-
ponent was not integrated into the overall
program and, although care was expected
to be of high quality since special services
were available to high-risk mothers at the
obstetric clinics of the three hospitals in
Hartford, continuity of care was lacking.
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Indicators of Maternal Health

The adverse maternal health conditions
most commonly found in school-age moth-
ers are anemia, toxemia, excess weight gain,
difficulties in labor and delivery associated
with a small, immature pelvis (dystocia),
bleeding, and infection.

During pregnancy. Anemia: More than
half the girls in all three study groups were
anemio during their pregnancy (Table
5-1).1 Anemia usually was diagnosed on the
basis of the first hematocrit recorded during
the pregnancy, and almost all hematocrits
reverted to normal levels during the preg-
nancy after treatment for iron deficiency.
No difference was noted between the young
mothers (15 and under) and older mothers
(16-18 at delivery) in the proportion with
low hematocrits.

Aside from its intrinsic importance (an
anemic subject may not feel well or learn
well, and be more susceptible to infections),
the high prevalence of anemia suggests that
the large majority of these girls were mal-
nourished, which could have an important
negative impact upon the health of mother
and child (National Academy of Sciences,
1970),

Toxemia: Although there is no agreement
about its cause, the abnormality called tox-

1. Since some dilution of the blood occurs during
pregnancy, the girls were not considered anemic if
the hematocrit was 35% or above. Anemia was di-
agnosed as mild when the hematocrit was between
30 and 34%, moderate at 25 to 29%, and severe
when it was below 25%.



emia or preeclampsia complicates preg
nancy at any age and is a particular hazard
to the young and/or black mother. Its asso
ciation with youth and poverty is consistent
with the theory that much toxemia results
from nutritional deficiency (Brewer, 1972).
The frequency with which it is reported
varies greatly with the criteria chosen, mak-
ingit very difficult to interpret the literature
on the subject. In this study the criteria
recommended by Eastman and Hellman
(1966) were rigidly applied.2

Based on the Eastman and Hellman cri-
teria, the toxemia rates for the YMP and
IAS groups were similar (13.9% and
15.1 %) and significantly lower than the
rates observed in the Comparison group
(27.7%) (Table 5-1). This is especially
striking since the Comparison group was
slightly older, and toxemia is more preva-
lent among younger mothers. In all three
study groups, toxemia appeared to be more
prevalent in the younger girls, but the dif
ferences were statistically significant only
in the YMP group where 21% of those 15
and under and 10% of those 16 to 18 years
of age had toxemia.

The rates for the groups served by the
special programs were higher than many
reported in the literature, where the cri-
teria were not usually clearly stated. Even
in the study groups, if only recorded clini-
cal diagnoses are considered, 11.7% of the
YMP, 6.3% of the IAS, and 18.1% of the
Comparison group had toxemia (Table
5.1). Apparently the obstetricians in New
Haven adhered more closely than those in
Hartford to the Eastman and Hellman
criteria.

Weight gain: Greater than average weight
gain during pregnancy has not been shown
definitely to have a negative influence on
the outcome of pregnancy. It may be asso-
ciated with poor outcome, however, if it is
due to fluid accumulation from toxemia or

2. For these criteria see Appendix F.
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to poor nutrition (e.g. a high starch, low-
protein diet). Conversely, very small gains
in weight were associated with poor obstet-
ric outcome both in this study and in others
(Niswander et al., 1969; National Academy
of Sciences, 1970). However, since- a pre-
mature termination of .pregnancy would
give the mother less time to gain weight, the
cause - and -effect sequence is unclear. Mini-
mal weight gain also might indicate poor

t nutrition, which would have a negative im-
pact upon pregnancy. Dietary restrictions
should not be imposed on growing, preg-
nant adolescents unless absolutely neces-
sary, and then only with extreme care to
ensure adequate proteins, vitamins, and
minerals in the diet.

Since adolescence is a period pf growth,
school -age girls would be expected to gain
weight even when not pregnant. Almost half
the subjects in each of the study groups
gained more than 25 pounds during the
course of the pregnancy, based on the girl's
own estimate of her prepregnant weight
(Table 5.1). To adjust for normal adoles-
cent growth during the nine months of
pregnancy, the following amounts were sub.
tracted from the uncorrected weight gain
to obtain a corrected gain due to the preg-
nancy: age. 11-13, eight pounds; age 14,
seven pounds; ages 15 and 16, five pounds;
and age 17, three pounds (after Hassan and
Falls, 1964).

After this correction a smaller propor
tion of girls in each study group gained
more than 25 pounds; for example, in the
youngest group (the YMP), where. the most
active growth would have occurred, the
proportion in excess of that figure dropped
from 46 to 32%. A few girls actually lost
weight on this basis, and more than 10%
of each group showed either a loss of weight
or a gain of less than nine pounds.
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Pelvic infection during pregnancy: There
was only one case of infected fetal mem-
branes (amnionitis) among all three study
groups. This occurred in a YMP girl whose.
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membranes ruptured without the onset of
labor. She did not recognize the significance
of this mishap, and when she contacted her
obstetrician more than a day later, the baby
was almost dead.

Another significant antepartum infection
was gonorrhea. It was diagnosed in over
7% of the YM'P mothers during pregnancy,
which was much higher than the diagnosed
rate in the other two study samples. Part of
the differences observed may have been
real. However, the rate of gonorrhea was
considerably higher in the late 1960s than
during the time the Comparison group was
studied, since gonorrhea has been increas-
ing about 15% per year during the past
decade. Moreover, the New Haven area was
reporting the highest gonorrhea rates in the
state, and during much of the study period
an epidemic was occurring in the area.
Aggressive cascfinding also may have had
an effect on the percentage; for example,
since 1967 all pregnant women in the
Y-NHH clinics have received gonorrhea cul-
tures on the improved Thayer-Martin medi-
um which was not true in the other two
study groups. All diagnosed cases were
treated adequately, and there was no asso-
ciation between infection with gonorrhea
and either postpartum infection or poor in-
fant health. In the absence of treatment,
however, infection with gonorrhea appears
to increase the risk of perinatal mortality
(Sarrel and Pruett, 1968).

During Labor, Delivery, and Imme-
diate Postpartum Period. Labor time:
One danger of pregnancy in adolescents is
an immature pelvis with an opening too
small to permit a normal or large infant to
pass through with ease (or at all). In this
situation, unless there is appropriate ob-
stetric intervention, labor time can be pro-
longed with adverse effects on both mother
and child. Experts disagree on the criteria
for excessive labor time. Some consider 24
hours' total labor to be the upper limit of
normality (Hassan and Falls, 1964), and
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others feel that any labor in excess of 20
hours' duration is prolonged for an adoles-
cent (Semmens and Lamers, 1968). Ap-
proximately 4% of all mothers in all three
groups had prolonged labor by the latter
criterion. These data compare favorably
with reports in the literature on teenage
pregnancy (Israel and Woutersz, 1963).

At the other end of the scale, Seminens
and Lamers (1968) believe that adolescents
are prone to precipitate labor (less than 3
hours' total labor time), which may be as:
sociated with complications. By this cri-
terion, 2.2% of the YMP group, 6.6% of
the IAS group, and 1.2% of the Compari-
son group had precipitate labor. These fig-
ures are lower than those reported by Sem-
mens and Lamers and are within the limits
of normal as proposed by Conger and
Randall (1957).

Operative delivery: The rate of Caesarean
section was somewhat higher in both special
programs (3%) than in the Comparison
group (1%), although this difference may
have been due to chance. No differences
were found by age. The overall rates of op-
erative delivery (use of mid-forceps or
Caesarean section) were similar between
the YMP and Comparison groups and some-
what lower in Hartford. The excess in"op-
,erative delivery among the groups served
in the university hospital as compared with
those served by the three nonuniversity
hospitals in Hartford may be related to the
greater use of regional anesthesia in the
university hospital (which may slow labor
and require forceps intervention), to vary-
ing styles of practice, to differences in defi-
nition of mid-forceps application, or to the
incidence of conditions requiring interven-
tion. The figures reported for Caesarean
section and mid-forceps delivery are similar
to those reported by Semmens and Lamers
(1968) for over 20,000 teenage deliveries
in the military, and by Israel and Woutersz
(1963) for almost 4,000 teenagers.
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Vaginal bleeding: High-quality obstetric
care should reduce the incidence of va.inal
bleeding both before and after delivery but
co.taut eliminate bleeding altogether. About
3% of the mothers in both special programs
had some bleeding before delivery, and
about 2% had excessive bleeding either
during or immediately after delivery. These
figures appear to be comparable to or lower
than most reports in the literature, and are
similar to those in the Comparison group.
Age did not influence the risk of bleeding.

Puerperal infection: The rate of clearly
diagnosed postpartum infection was higher
than expected for all three study groups,
especially in the YMP wheie the proportion
was 11% (Table 5-1), Most of the infec-
tions were mild, but still this is a surprising
rate, for which no explanation is available.
The difference between the rates for the two
groups at the university hospital and the
Hartford group may be real, or again it
may be due to differences in diagnostic
criteria from university to nonuniversity
hospitals.

Postpartum infection was significantly
associated with prematurity in the YMP
(p < 0:0014 which suggests that many of
these girls may have been infected before
delivery. This finding is consistent with
data reported by Naeye and Blanc (1970).

Summary. Three general conclusions can
be drawn from the data on maternal health
(Table 5-2). First, no striking differences
can be found between the health of:the
mothers in the two special programs and
the health of the mothers in the Comparison
group. Thus one of the study hypotheses,
that there would be a unique benefit to ma-
ternal health from the special programs,
was not confirmed. Although the mothers
in the special programs had lower rates of
toxemia than those in the Comparison
group, the rates were still not particularly
low, and prenatal care has not been shown
to reduce the'incidence of toxemia although
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it does appear to reduce its complications.
Superiority on a single indicator is not
sufficient to support the original hypoth

Second, with the excep n of toxemia,
there were no striking d fferences in risk
between the younger moth re (under 16 at
delivery) and the older ones (16-18 at de-'
livery) : These datft suggest that, at least in
The presence of good care, the obstetric
risks of very young mothers can be mini-
mixed for the initial pregnancy. The results,
-however, may be difficult to maintain for
subsequent pregnancies in the presenCe of
rapid reconceptions among young mothers,
as will be seen.

Third, the maternal health data reported
here are similar to those reported elsewhere
for young mothers receiving adequate care.
The special programs and the regular ob-
stetric clinic appeared to provide good care
but could not be shown to have a clear ad-
vantage over the results 'achieved in other
centers' providing high-quality care.

Indicators of Perinatal
Health of Infants
Much medical concern centers about the
health of infants born to school-age moth-
ers. Not only is the risk of loss higher in
thcse infants, but also the increased rates
of prematurity and other complications
among those who survive increase the dui,
ger that these infants will have permanent
physical and/or mental damage (Birch and
Gussow, 1970).

Single Indicators. The traditional meas-
ures of infant health have been the infant's

bit
(born dead = stillbirth; born alive

bAtt died in the first week = hebdomadal
death) ; the infant's maturity, usually meas-
ured by birth weight (under 2,500 grams is
considered premature. and under 1,000
grams, immature) ; and the Apgar score,
which measures the infant's condition im-
mediately after birth. A score of 0 at five
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minutes after birth indicates death, 1-3
severe distress, 4-6 some distress, and
above 7 good condition (Apgar et aL,
1958).

On all these indicators the YMP infants
appeared more hearallItt birth than the LAS
infants, who in turn appeared more healthy
than those in the Comparison group. No
firm conclusions could be drawn from these
individual comparisons, however, because
none of the individual comparis ns was
statistically significant ,(Table 5-3

Obstetric Outcome Score. Sin
gle indicator contained all the re
formation, an alternative method of
was devised which enabled all the da
be used in one analysis and took into ac-
count the fact that the three separate indi-
cators were partially intercorrelated and
partially independent. (For a detailed dis-
cussion of this method see Jekel et al.,
1972.)

The scoring method is 6sed on the joint
distribution of the three indicators dis-
cussed above.3 It assigns different penalty
scores to each outcome and assigns different
weights to the outcomes when they occur
separately. Each pregnancy is given 100
points. and penalty points are subtracted
from that score according to the schedule
in Table 5.4.

Congenital anomalies ate excluded be-
cause of the difficulty in relating them to the
quality of prenatal care. Bilth injuries also
are excluded because none was serious in
the study groups. The resulting penalty
scores for each delivery are averaged for
each grgup being compared, and the result.
ing avel.age penalty scores are either com
pared directly or subtracted from 100 to
give a percentage success rating. Statistical
tests of significance can be performed on
the resulting averages to determine whether
the groups differ significantly from one

3. Joint distribution implies taking into account
whether or not they occur together in the same
'person.

another, although the meaning of the results
depends upon whether the penalty scores
assigned are...valid (Table 5-5).

The average score of the YMP pregnan-
cies was 95.4, which was higher than that
of either the Comparison group (89.5) or
the IAS group (92.8). Conversely, the YMP
had an average penalty score of 4.6 %, the
IAS 7.2%, and the Comparison group
10.5%. The YMP score was significantly
hiIter than the Comparison group score

< 0.01) , but not significantly higher
an the score of the IAS, and the LAS score

was not significant1' higher than the Com-
parison group score. If one looks only at
he healthy infants at birth, 86% of the
YMP pregnancies resulted in completely
healthy babies, compared to 80% of the
IAS and 75% of the Comparison group
pregnancies.
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Summar*These data support the original
hypothesis that the YMP infants would 5e
more healthy at birth than those of
Comparison group. Moreover, the age dif-
ference between these two groups of moth-
ers should, if anything, have favored the
Comparison group. The IAS program, with
a medical component that was less well in-
tegrated into the overall program gave re-
sults between the other two, as pr dieted in
the hypothesis. Although the sp 'al pro-
gram may have been responsible for these
observed differences, progress in the care
of newborns in the four years between the
Comparison and special program groups

' may explain some of the differences.

Factors Associated with
Maternal and Child Health
(YMP Only)

Why were the infants of mothers enrolled
in the special program with integrated
medical services (YMP) more healthy dur-
ing the perinatal period than the infants of
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mothers in the Comparison group, and why
did the YMP, mothers have a lower inci-
dence of toxemia? The criteria for admis-
sion into the study groups were the same,
and-demographically the mothers were very
similar except for age, whererthe somewhat
older Comparison group mothers shirld
have had an advantage.

Preexisting Characteristics. Toxemia:
Within each study group the younger
mothers had higher rates of toxemia. None
of the other preexisting characteristics was
associated with toxemia.

Weight gainrSeveral preexisting character-
istics were associated with weight gain.
Tho-se who gained more than eight pounds
were more likely to be in the older group
(16 or older). and in the appropriate grade
in school. 4 contrast, those who gained
less than nine pounds tended to be younger,
behind grade .in school, and to have a
greater incidence of venereal disease. Girls
who gained less weight seemed to be suf-
fering from both physical and emotional
malnutrition. These findings may also be
related to the fact that those with low weight
gain had poorer. obstetric outcomes.
Bleeding and injection: The twelve mothers
for whom the index pregnancy (the one that
brought them into the study sample) was not
their first pregnancy had a significantly
greater risk of bleeding (p <,0.01) and
puerperal infection (p < 0.05). Since both
of these factors were associated with poor
obstetric outcome, it is not surprising that
parity was also significantly associated
with obstetric putcome (p < 0.01). Infants
whose mothers had experienced previous
pregnancies were more likely to be prema-
ture and to die in the perinatal period.

Obstetric outcome: Although many studies
have reported an increased perinatal risk
for enall mothers and their infants (Na-
tional Academy of Sciences, 1970), no as-
sociation was found between height or
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prepregnant weight and obstetric outcome.
High educational goals, however, were as-
sociated with high obstetric outcome scores
(p < 0.01).

Program Participation. The health of
the infant at birth was associated with
school attendance: those attending the Mc-
Cabe Center had more healthy infants
(p < 0.01) . This may be an artifact, how-
ever, since those girls with previous infants
had poorer obstetric scores and also were
less likely to attend McCabe Center. With
the exception of the relationship between
the number of antepartum clinic visits and
outcomes which were shown in the previous
chapter to be effect and cause, this was the
only significant relationship between ma-
ternal and infant health and program
participation.

In Hartford the source of care* did not
appear to influence maternal health or
weight gain. In infant health there was no
association between birthweight or Apgar
score and the source, otcare. All three still-
births, however, occurred to patients cared
for by private physicians, who also tended
to perform more Caesarian sections but
reported fewer cases of toxemia.

Use of Nurse-Midwives. During the last
two-thirds of the study period, three nurse-.
midwives provided primary care in the
Young Mothers Clinic. Patients were as-
signed randomly to the obstetrician and the
nurse-midwives. The 73 patients served by
the latter did not differ significantly from
those served by the former on any preexist-
ing characteristics except educational goals;
the nurse-midwives' group had somewhat
lower educational goals.

The patients cared for by the nurse-
midwives' did as well as those cared for by
the obstetrician on every measure of mater-
nal and infant health. The average obstetric
outcome score for the nurse-midwives' pa-

4. The obstetric clinic of one of the three Hartford
hospitals or privtte care.
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tients was identical with that of the ob-
stetricians' patients. These findings suggest
that the nurse-midwives' patients received
good technical care. In addition, the rapport
between the young mothers and the nurse
midwives may have been even better than
that with the obstetricians. For example, all
the nursemidwives' patients returned fiav
the postpartum checkup on time, whereas
8% of the obstetrician's patients were late
and 6% did not return at all (p < 0.02).
Moreover, at subsequent home interviews,
a higher proportion of the young mothers
mentioned the nursemidwife (10%) than
mentioned the obstetrician (6%) as the
person in he program to whom they felt
closest, despi the fact that only one-third
were served by rse-midwives. Compre-
hensive service programs for young mothers
should consider utilizing nurse-midwives in
a clinical role or educational role, or both.

Perinatal Health of
Subsequent Infants
.(YMP Only)
The findings reported so far support the
hypothesis that infants horn to mothers who
participated in the special program with
integrated medical services YMP) would
be more healthy at birth than those in a
Comparison group of mothers receiving
care in a traditional outpatient clinic of a
u,ni,versity hospital. flow long, however, did
the program effect last? Were subsequent
babies healthy 'FAO The service personnel
in the special programs hoped that a strong,
positive intervention during the first preg-
nancy would have an extended impact on
health, education, family life, and child
care.

Pregnancy Terminations. In order to
obtain some estimate of the long-term im
pact of a comprehensive program, all known
subsequent pregnancy terminations experi-
enced by the 180 mothers in the YMP study
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population before February 1, 1972, were
studied to determine the health of the in-
fants produced!' The primary data sources
were the hospital, clinic, and emergency
room records of the Yale-New Haven Hos-
pital. These data were supplemented by rec-
ords from the other hospital in the New
Haven metropolitan area and from the
clinicians' rating forms, school records, and
postpartum interviews. All the index infants
and all but two of the 103 subsequent in-
fants we delivered at the YNHII. There-
fore, the primary sources of data were
comparable for almost all the deliveries.

By the end of the two- to four-year fol-
low-up period, 79 of the 180 mothers in the
YMP study Population had delivered one
or more subsequent infinds-of twenty week?
gestation or more, totaling 103 infants.
,everal mothers were known to be pregnant
at the end of the follow-up period; in addi-
tion, during that period there were 21
known spontaneous abortions (miscar-
riages), 21 medically induced abortions,
and one self-induced abortion in the study
group. The large number of medically, in;.,
duced abortions suggests that many teen.
agers will choose to terminate a subsequent
pregnancy when the alternative of abortion
is legal and available.

Comparison of Health at Birth : Index
and Subsequent infants. The most strik
ing finding was the significantly higher
risk of perinatal mortality and prematurity
among the 103 subsequent infants in com-
parison to the 180 index infants.

Sprvival: Nine of the 103 subsequent in-
fants died in the perinatal period in com
parison to two of the 180 index infants,
giving the subsequent infants a risk eight
times that of the index infants (Table 5-6).

5. The study design called for follow -up of each
YMP and 1AS participant to terminate 24 months
after delivery. Because of the wide interest ex-
pressed M the problem of subsequent pregnancies,
follow-up in this area was continued for a longer ige.,04,-
time.
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The nine infants who died during the peri-
natal period were delivered by eight differ-

'ent mothers.° ( difference so large would
occur by cha ce in less than 1/100.)
Clearly, subs pent infants, most of'whom
were born within two years 'after an initial
schoolage pregnancy, had a significantly
higher risk of perinatal death than their
older siblings.

Prematurity: Twenty-eight of the subse-
quent infants (27 %) weighed under 2,500
grams (Table 5-6). This is over twice the
proportion of prernatures in the index
group and is even higher than the 23%
premature rate reportea by Waters (11969)
for subsequent deliveries to young mothers.
Low birth weight is associated 4vith, acrd is
presumably a, causative factor in, most
deaths around the time of, birth. All nine of
the infants who tired during the prinatal
period weighed lest than 2,500 grams.
Seven were between 580 and 2,000 grams,
and two weighed more than 2,000 grams.

Apgar. score: The subsequent infants had
lower Apgar scores than the index infants

- although the differences did not reach the
level of significance. Apgar scores tend to
be low in the presence of low birth weight.

Factors >ssociated with Increased
Risk. Two facts are apparent. First, the
study population produced fewer healthy
infants in subsequent deliveries than in in -'
dex deliveries, despite the fact that the

-mothers were older. Second, prematurity
was the most important immediate cause of
the high perinatal death rate.

Parity: The number of previous deliveries
was strongly associated with survival
(Table 5-7). Among all the index and sub-
sequent deliveries,, first births had a risk of
perinatal death of less than 1%,., second

6. One mother delivered two of these infants in
separate pregnancies.

0
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births 7%, and third births 14%. The cor
responding rates of prematurity are 11%,
21%, and 43%. (Not all index pregnancies
were first pregnancies: nino were second
and three were third.)
Delivery.to-conception interval: In order
for, a woman to have several pregnancies
in her teens, conceptions must occur at
short intervals? Prematurity and perinatal
death might result if the young mother did
not have enough time to prepare physiologi-
cally and nutritionally for the new preg-
nancy. The number of months between the
actual date of the previous delivery and the
estimated date of ,conception time was cal-
culated for the 103 subsequent deliveries.
If an infant was premature, the approxi-
rilate.testatio,n interval was calculated from
the birth weight. Contrary to expectation,
for the 103 subsequent infants no signifi-
cant difference could be found in delivery-z
conception interval between full-term live.
infants and those who were premature or
who died at birth or within one week (Table
5-8).

Prenatal care: The mothers who had subse-
quent infants sought less cure for that preg-
nancy than for the initial one. During the
index pregnancy, all members of the study
group came to the clinic at least once, and
the average was 7.7 visits. In contrast, dur-
ing the subsequent pregnancy seven (6.8%)
sought,no prenatal care and the average
numher of visits was only 5.1. Of the nine
mothers whose infants died in the perinatal
period, two never visited the clinic, five
visited only onte,-one three times, and for
one the number of prenatal visits was un-
known. Some of the deaths might have been
prevented had the mothers sought early and
regular care, but this study can offer, no
proof of this belief. Perhaps the presence
of the index child made clinic attendance
inore difficult.

7. All but two of the 103 subsequent 'deliveries
were to women who were still teenagers.

166-
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In l&th the Index and subsequent preg.
nancies, a strong relationship was demon.
strated boween the number of prenatal
visits and the outcome of the delivery, i.e.
having fewer prenatal visits with premature
bath or perinatal death. This finding, how.
ever, can be at least partly explained by the
fact that prematurity reduces the number of
prenatal visits a women can make.

The inadequacy of prenatal care for sub-
sequent pregbancies should be considered
carefully by program planners. Perhaps the
young mothers felt guilty about returning
for care to a program which had stressed
contraception. Staff who encouraged the use
of contraceptive methods- may not have felt
able at the same time to fate the possibility'
of failure of family planning and to educate
the young mother to return promptly for
care if she did conceive again. Is it really
possible to say with conviction, "You can
postpone the next baby if yob want to,"
and at the same time say, "If you do be-.,

come pregnant.again, come back to see us
early"? Some of the mothers felt keenly
the clinic expectation that the contracep-
tive measures woull be effective, because
more than one stated at interviews one to
ti% o years later that they had not felt right
about going" back to the YMP clinic for
care in another pregnancy. This would sug-
gest that a long-term 'relationship with a
service person is needed, one in which en-
couragement 'to Use Contraceptives and yn-
couragement to seek mare in the event of
failure are both possible.

Differences between mothers: Did the moth-
ers who delivered again,differ from those
who did not in important ways that may
have influenced obstetric outcomes? No
differences Were found between the two
groups of mothers in any preexisting char-
acteristic, but mothers who delivered again,
participated less in the YMP program
during the index' pregnancy than those
who did nO1 give birth again. The mothers
with subsequent" infants made fewer pre-
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natal its during the index pregnancy,
althoul this did not appear to influence
adversely the obstetric outcome for the
index pregnancy. The average numter of
clinic visits during the index pregnancy
for the subsequent delivery group was 7.7,
compared to 9.1 visits for those who did
not have subsequent infants (p < 0.01).
Mothers who had subsequent children came
for care about 1.5 weeks later in gestation
and kept a lower percentage of clinlo ap-
pointments during the index pregnancy.
Also, although an equal proportion of both
groups attended the McCabe Center, the
mothers who later had subsequent infants
attended a lower percentage of the days for
which they were eligible. They also par-
ticipated less actively in the social-work
group sessions.

These differences in participation during
the index" pregnancy may reflect subtle dif-
ferences in social, sychological, and/or
environmental facto which affected the
outcome of subsequent regnancies either

6' directly" or through reduced prenatal care.
Since previous studies (Nesbitt and

AubrY; r969) have shown that those with
a poor !obstetric history are at high risk
during ubsequent deliveries, the outcorhe
of the index delivery was reviewed to der
termilie 'whether the results of later de-
liveries might have reflected a' selection
process whereby, the mothers 'With poor ,n
dex outcomes were those who had,subse-
quent infants. When the obstetric outcomes
for the index' delivery were compared for
the 79 mothers who had other infants and
for the 101 mothers who did not, no signifi-
cant difference was found (Table 5-9). Nor
did the two groups differ on any other index
of maternal, and child health during the
index pregnancy. Therefore, those mothers
who had subsequent infants were bi'ologi-
cally as able to produce healthy children'
as those who did not deliver again.

Mothers having subsequent infants were
less likely to be in school or employed than
those who did not. These data may i98icate
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mothaticmal cliffeteners between the two
groups or merely reflect the fact that preg-
nancy makes attending school and working
difficult, especial!) in the presence of a small
child, or

more

that thitse who are not
busy are more likely to become pregnant.

Cnelusions. Subsequent infants born to
school age mothers within two to four the incidence of toxemia.
years of their participation in the IMP
program were found to be at high risk for
prematurity mid psi initial death, Three
characteristics of these mothers were ass
dated with prematurit% : high parity, little
prenatal care, and a low rate of participa
lion in the special program during the
rather pregnancy. The strongest associa
tion was with parity, despite the fact Alai
second. infants born to women in their
twenties are at, lower risk than first infantS.
Apparently the increased risk in subsequent
pregnancies results (tom tie interaction
between age and parity. The mechanism of
this interaction may lie in physiological
factors such as nutritional deficit and/or
hormonal immaturity. or to social and en-
%itunmental factors such as poverty and in.-
adequate' health care. Infant health, there.
fore, would seem to be a car medical
justification for delaying subsequent preg.
114111(.1(4..

During the past decade, special interest
has been focused on obstetric risk to the
very young mother. Less attention has been
directed to her subsequent pregnancies, per.
haps .because of the assumption that the
added year or two between them would re-
duce the risk. Also, since the mother is
rdmewhat olddr_nt a subsequent pregnancy
she is less likely to utilize special services
with an educational emphasis. The finding
of increased risk in subsequent pregnancies
gives special urgency to the provision of
family planning services to adolescents,

and, if confirmed by other studies,
(.ates that ore attention must be given to

e and study of subsequent pregnan
cies among teenage girls.
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Summary

1. In trims of maternal health during
pregmincy and delivery, two groups of
mothers ser%ed by comprehensive programs
for scliooage mothers differed from the
Comparison group of similar mothers, wlio
received traditional obstetric care, only in

2. The infants of mothers participating in
the medically oriented comprehensive pre.
gram (IMP) were:- significantly healthier
during the perinatal period than were in.
(tugs of similar mothers in the Comparison
group who attended the obstetric outpatient
clinic at the same hospital four years
earlier. The infants of mothers participating
in a comprehensive program 4ich did not
include the' close integration of medical
SC1% ices ( AS ) could not be shown to be
significantly more !lathy than the infants
of mothers served bythe traditional ob.
stetric clinic.

3. The reasons for the better health
infants in the medically oriented special
program (IMP) could not be shown to be
due to the volume of prenatal care, to any
demographic 'tunable other than parity, or

"to the antepartum height or weight of the-
young mothers. Poor obstetric outcomes
were related to maternal infection, toxemia,
vaginal bleeding, and weight gain (those
with imall amounts of weight gain had
poorer outcome).

of the

4. Mothers who received care froM nurse
midwives scored as well on indicators of -
maternal and infant health as did motherti
served by obstetricians.

5. Subsequent infants born to mother* who
participated in the medically oriented corn'
preliensi`ve program (YMP) had/very high'
prematurity and perinatal mortality rates.
The risk of Poor outcome roso,as parity
increased and the number of prenatal clinic
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visits decreased. Greater efforts ore needed
to assist young mothers to avoid-subsequent
pregnancies during their teens and to give
them early and adequate ctire If they do
become pregnant.
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Table 5.1. Number and Proportion of Various Indicators of Maternal 111
Health during Labor and Delivery by Program

YMP LAS Comparison
(N = 180) (N= 160) (N=83)
No. % No. % No. %

Prenatal Period

Anemia
None 45 25.1 52 36.6 14 16.9
Mild 110 61.5 78 54.9 55 66.3
Moderate 22 12.3 12 $.4 14 16.9
Severe 2. 1.1 0 * - 0 -
Not known (1) (18)

Toxemia, Eastman criteria
None 155 86.1 '135 84.9 60 72.3
Mild 20 11.1 21 13.2 18 21.7
Severe 5 2.8 3 1'.9 5 6.0
Not known (1)

Toxemia, diagnosed
clinically 21 11.7 10 6.3 15 18.1

Weight gain; total
. Loss 4 2.2 2 1.4 3 3.6
0-8 lbs 8 4.4 6 4.1 ' 3 3.6
9-25 lbs 86 47.8 66 45.2 38 45.8
26 or more lbs 82 45.5 72 49.4 39 47.0
Not known (14)

Weight gain, corrected ,

Loss 8 4.5 4 2.7 4 4.8
0-8 lbs 22 12.3 15 10.3 8 9.6
9-25 lbs 91 50.8 73 50.0 44 53.0
26 or more lbs 58 32.4 54 37.0 27 32.5
Not known (1) (14)

Labor and Delivery

Labor time
Normal 169 94.3" 136 90.1 78 94.0
Prolonged ( > 20 hrs) 6 3.5 5 3.3 4 4.8
Precipitate ( < 3 hrs) 4 - 2.2 10 6.6 1 1.2
Not known" (1) (9)

Operative delivery
None 144 80.0 138 86.3 67 80.7
Mid-forceps 30 16.7 17 10.6 15 18.1
Caesarian section 6 3.3 5 3.1 1 1.2
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YMP
(N = 180)

IAS
(N =160)

Comparison
(N = 83)

No. No. % No. %
Vaginal bleeding

None 172 95.6 152 95.0 78 94.0
Antepartum 5 2.8 5 3.1 3 3.6
Intra and postpartum 3 1.7 3 1.9 2 2.4

Diagnosed puerperal
infection

None 160 '89.4a 153 95.6 76 93.8'
Present 19 10.6 7 4.4 5 6.2
Not known . (1) (2)

Percentages based on those for whom complete data were available.

Table 5.2. Summary of Indicators of Maternal Health

Differences among
Condition Study Groups

Differences, under
16 and 16-18 Years
at Delivery

Comparison
with Reports
in Literature

Anemia

Toxemia

Weight gain

Labor time

Operative delivery

Vaginal bleeding

Diagnosed puerperal
infection

72

Not signiSt Not significant

YMP and 1AS sig.
nificantly lower
than Comparison
group

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

LAS lower than
YMP and Compari-
son group; possibly
due to reporting
differences

Younger had higher
rates in YMP; trend
in others

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

171

'Similar findings
in other studies
of low-income
adolescent females

Difficult to
compare due to
unclear criteria

Appears compar-
able, but data scanty

Comparable to or
better than.most
reports

Comparable to most

Similar to other
reports (are criteria
comparable?)

Higher than many
reports
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Table 53. Infant Health at Birth by Program

YMP IAS Comparison

No. % No. (7o No. %

Survival
Late fetal deaths 0 0.0 3 1.9. 3 3.6
Hebdomadal
deaths 2 1.1 2 1.3 2 2.4
Living 178 98.9 155 96.9 78 94.0

Total 180 100.0 160 100.0 83 100.0

Prematurity
999 gm or less 2 1.1. 2 1.3 2 2.4
1,000 to 2,499 gm 19 10.6 23 14.4 15 18.1
2,500+ gm 159 88.3 135 84.4 66 79.5

Total 180 100.0 160 100.0 83 100.0

Apgar scores
(5 min.)

0-3 4 2.2 5 3.1 5 6.0
4-6 6 3.3 9 5.6 4 4.8
7-10 170 94.4 146 91.2 74 89.1

Total 180 100.0 160 100.0 83 100.0

Table 54.

Category

Schedule of Assignment 9f Infant Health Penalty Points in
Comparing YMP, I AS, and Comparison Programs

Situation in Which Penalty-
Penalty Points Points Apply

Late fetal death 100 Whenever present, others
not counted

Hebdomadal death 75 Whenever present, others
not counted

Infant survives first week

Immature (birth weight 50
<1,000 gm)

Very low Apgar (0-3) 50 Not counted if infant dies or
(5 min.) was immature

Premature (birth weight 25 Not counted if more severe
1,000 to 2,499 gm) penalty applies

Low Apgar (4-6) 25 Not counted if prematurity
or more severe penalty was present

No defect ' 0

73
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Table 5-5. Penalty Points and Average Score by Program

Penalty
Points per YMP IAS Comparison

Category Infant No. Penalty No. Penalty No. Penalty

Fetal death 100 0 0" 3 300 3 300

Hebdomadal
death

AaBtCt 75 1 75 1 75 1 75
A2B2C1 75 1 75
A2B3C3 75, 1 75
A2133C3 75 1 75

Living child;
deficiency at birth

A3B1C2 50 1 50
A3B2C1 50 1 50 1 50
A3B3C, 50 1 50 1 50
A3B2C2 25 1 25 3 75 ' 2 50
A3B3C3 25 16 400 17 425 11 275
A3B3C2 25 4 100 6 150 2 50

No deficiency
at birth

A3B3C3 0 154 128 62

Total 180 825 160 1,150 83 875

average penalty points 825
100 100 = 100 1150

100 100
875

100 100score
N 180

=
160

=
83

4.6 -95.4 7.2 = 92.8 10.5 = 89.5

74
/
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Table 5-6.

Outcome

Comparison of Obstetric Outcomes among Index
and Subsequent Infanta, YMP

Index Subsequent
No. % No. %

Survival
Perinatal death 2 1.1 9 8.8
Living child 178 98.9 94 91.3

Total 180 100.0 103 100.0
X21 = 8.26 p < 0.01

Prematurity
Less than 1,000 gm 2 1.1 3 2.9
1,000-2,499 gm 19 10.6 25 24.3
2,500 or more gm 159 88.3 75 72.8

Total 180 100.0 103 100.0
X22 = 11.04 p < 0.01

Apgar scores (5 min.)
0-3 4 2.2 7 7.1
4-6 6 3.3 4 4.0
7-10 170 94.4 88 88.9

Total 180 100.0 99a 100.0
X22 = 4.11 p not significant

Data missing on four infants.

174
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Table 5-7.

Outcome

Comparison of Obstetric Outcomes by Birth Order of Child,
YMP Index and Subsequent Infants.

Birth Order

1 2 3

No. No. No.

Survival
Perinatal deaths 0.6 6 7.1 4 14.3
Living children 1 7 99.4 79 92.9 24 85.7

Totala 68 100.0 85 100.0 28 100.0

X22 =15.16 p <0.001
Prematurity

\ #Less than 1,000 gm 1 0.6 2 2.4 2 7:1
1,000-2,499 gm 17 10.1 16 18.8 MI& 35.7
2,500 or more gm - 150 89.3 67 78.8 16 57.1

Totala 168 100.0 . 85 100.0 28 100A 1

X24 = 20.51 p <0.1)01

Apgar scores (5 min.)
0-3 2 1.2 5 5.9* 4 16.06
4-6 5 3.0 5 5.9 4 16.0
7-10 161 95.8 74 88.1 17 68.0
Not known (1) (2)

Total* 168 100.0 84 100.0 25 100.0

X24 = 22.68 p < 0.001

'Birth order was not availtible on the two subsequent deliveries at the Hospital of Saint Raphael, so they
were excluded from this analysis, giving a total of 281.

'Percentages calculated on those girls for whom complete data were available.

76 1. 75



Table 5-8.

168

Average Intervals and Range of Intervals from Termination
of Previous Pregnancy to Conception of Subsequent
Pregnancy, YMP Mothers with Subsequent Deliveries

Months from Previous Termination to Conception

Outcome Status No. Average Median

Stillbirth 1 6.0 6.0
Hebdomadal death 8 13.0 14.5
Premature living child 20 12.7 10.5
Full-term living child 73 12.3 10.0

Total 1023 12.4 10.0

Range

6
3-29
4-36
1-47

1-47

'One set of twins was considered one delivery. F-test: F = 0.230; p = > 0.5.

Table 5-9. Obstetric Outcome of Index Pregnancy for Mothers with a

Obstetrical Outcome
at Index Pregnancy

Stillbirth
Hebdomadal death-
Premature living child
Full-term living child

Total

Subsequent Delivery and lime without One, YMP

Those with
Subsequent Delivery

Those without
Subsequent Delivery

No. % No. %

0
0 1 2-% 2.0
9 11.4 10 9.9

70 88.6 89 88.1

79 100.0 101 100.0

176 77
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Evolution of Life Styles

Between the time they registered for the spe-
cial program and their final interview, the
lives of the young women in the study popu-
lation underwent changes in many areas,
including education, childbearing, employ-
ment, financial support, and marriage.1 By
26 months postpartum, several distinct life
styles, or combinations of status in these
areas, had emerged.

Progress in Education

The proportion of girls in each study group
who were in school, graduated, or had
dropped out at various times before and
after delivery of the index child is shown
in Table 6-1;

YMP group: At registration for the Young
Mothers Clinic, 15Q of the 180 girls in the
YMP were in school; the remainder had
dropped out previously. The strong em-
phasis on continued education by clinic and
school personnel assisted 86% to remain in
school during the pregnancy, either at the
special school (84%) or in the regular
classrooms (2%). Of those in school at the
time of registration, essentially all con-
tinued in either the special or regular school
(Fig. 6-1). Among those who had already
terminated, only about a quarter took ad-
vantage of the opportunity to attend the
special school, even though encouraged by

1. Unless otherwise indicated, all data in this chap-
ter were obtained by interview. Percentages are
based on those interviewed rather than on the total
number in the study group.
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personnel of the special clinic. These data
suggest that a sOcial school may not be an
effective way to reach pregnant dropouts,
although it may be an effective way of main-
taining educational continuity for the girls
who are still attending school when they
become pregnant.

By three months postpartum, the de-
mands of the early childbearing months had
brought the percentage of dropouts to 19%.
Most of those in school at registration were
still in school, and 6% had graduated. The
majority (76%) of the school attenders
were in New Haven high schools, but 8%
were in the intermediate schools (grades
7-9) and several were stilat dire McCabe
Center or at night school, trade school, or
other educational facilities.

By 15 months postpartum, the percent.
age of high school graduates had tripled
(23%)/, but the percentage of dropouts had
more 'than doubled to 44%.lhirty-three
percent were still attending-gullool, not in-
cluding the three in college who were
counted among the 38 graduates. About
30% of those in school at three months had
dropped out .(Fig. 6-1). Among the non-
college school attenders, 82% were New
Haven high schools, one was still in an in-
termediate school, and the remainder in
trade, night, or special schools.

At the end of the study period, 30% of
the young mothers had graduated, an in-
crease of only 7 percentage points in eleven
months. The proportion of dropouts had
increased to 49%, and 21% of the young
mothers were still in school (23 girls in
New Haven high schools, 4 in night school,
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Fig. 6-1. School Status Trends over Time, YMP

At Clinic Registration

In school
(150)

Dropped out
(30)

During Pregnancy

McCabe
(144 +7=151) 1
Regular school
(4) I
Dropped out
(23 + 2 = 25) I

3 Months Postpartum

In school and /or'
graduated (125)

Dropped out
(38)

15 Months Postpartum

In school and/or
graduated.(79) --I
Dropped out
(64) 1

During Pregnancy

144 96% McCabe (of these 144,
125 were in school at

No-

3 months postpartum)

3% Regular schoolso. 4

2 1% Dropped out

23% Special school (of these 7,
5 were in achool at 3 months
postpartum)

7

77% Dropped out (of these 23,
3 were in school at 3 months
postpartum)

23

3 Months Postpartum

so.- 130 86% In school and/or graduated

Illw- 14% Dropped out.21

75% In school and/or graduatedso- 3

al"- 25% Dropped out .1
CO

no- 16% In school and/or graduated4

84% Dropped out21

15 Months Postpartum

87 70% In school and/or graduatedso-

30% Dropped outso- 38

5
13% In school and/or graduated

33 87% Dropped out

26 Months Postpartum

8280 In school and/or graduatedIN- 65

18% Dropped outsib- 14

13% In school and/or graduatedla
-11- 56 87% Dropped out

79
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3 lu trade .school, and 1 outside New
Haven).

Figure 6.1 shows the attrition over time
in a more graphic f4ion. The numbers'are
smaller than in Tab10-1 because informa-
tion had to be availablejor each individual
at both pointAtelime for inclusion in each
transition. Using the percentages derived by
this method, a table of transitional proba-
bilities was constructed (Appendix H.)

145 group: All 160 of the school age preg-
nant girls were attending/ school when they
registered for the IAS Programthis was
an intake requirementand they all at-
tended the IASrun school during preg
nancy. By 3 months postpartum, baby-care
responsibilities began to take their toll in
Hartford as well: 12% of the girls had
dropped out and only 3% had graduated.
At 15 months postpartum the ploportion of
graduates had risen to 21%, btu the drop.
outs also had increased to 24%. .Although
the percentage of 1AS graduates exceeded
that in the YMP by 26 months postpartum,
and the percentage of dropoUts, remained
less, the rate of dropping out in Hartford"
did not tend to level off as it did in
New Haven.

Comparison group: Even though data were
less complete,2 the Comparison group oh--
viously was at an educati&al disadvantage
from the time of clinic registration. Twin
thirds already had left school, probably be
cause of the older age of that group and the
school's policy of encouraging pregnant
girls to leave after the fourth month. None
of the prior dropouts took advantage of
homebound instruction during pregnancy.
Among the girls in school, only two re-
ceived homebound instruction, and the re-

2. Data on the Comparison group at registration,
during pregnancy, and at 3 and 15 months post-
partum wete based exclusiveli on sch641 records.
The six-year data were based on interview data plus
school record data. The sources of YMP and lAS
data were social worker repoots, hospital records
from registration and pregnancy, and interviews at
3. 15, and 26 months.
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maining girls stayed in their regular schools
for part of their pregnancies. The exclusion
rule probably was not strictly enforced fo
those who really wanted to continue the r
education.

In eel of the succeeding study periods
a few of the Comparisdh group mothers
graduated and a somewhat' larger number
left school. Data could not be obtained on
26-month postpartum status, but at approxi
mately six years postpartum, 14% of the
Comparison mothers had graduated and
10% were enrolled in some kind of edu-
cational program.

Effect of Educational Programs. An
attempt was made to determine the impact
of the special educational programs by com-
paring the educational achievement of those
pregnant girls who had the opportunity to
enroll in such a program (the YMP group)
and the Comparison group, which did not.
(The IAS group is not included in the com-
parison at this point because being in school
was required for program registration.)
Since information on the educational st
of the YMP girls was available... to
26 months postpartum, a data ha
be projected to compare..them with the Co
parison ruothers six years after delivery.

months, 30% of the YMP mothers
had graduated and another 21% were 011
in sch4:4L011 the YMP girls who were still
in school at 26- months had graduated by
six years postpartum and none of thost
who dropped out at 26 months returned to
school, then approximately 50% of the
YMP mothers in contrast to only 14% of
the Comparison mothers would have their
diplomas. If only half of those still in
school graduated, the co parison would be
40% YMI? to 14% Comparison. These dif-
ferences are statistically significant at the
0.001 level.

This research, therefore, suggesti that the
special'educational program at the McCabe
Center assisted students to stay in school
during pregnancy, to return to sctoollifter
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,delivery, and eventually enabled approxi-
mately twice the proportion to graduate than
would have done if the special program had
not been provided. Since some of the Com
parison group students were able to con-
tinue in regular school or to have home-
bound instruction it they chose (Ho !mei
et al., 1970), the contrast was not between
school and no school but between access to

of (without special encourage-
ment) and a .ess to a special program
(with encourage ent to continue). /
Relative Impact of Special Programs.
The approach/to education in the 1AS
school did not differ greatly from that 1t

McCabe. Both programs stressed small
studetit-teacher ratios, individualized atten-
tion, and remedial instruction as necessary:
Was one 'program more effective than the
other? , IC only the total groups are com-
pared, apparently the 1AS students were
higher achievers by 26 months postpartum,
by which time less than 0(,1 of its alumnae
had dropped out, in comparison with almost
half of the YNIP alumnae. IThe percentage
of graduates cannot be compared- because.
the YIP accepted students from grades
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6-12 while the 1AS accepted only grades
9-12.) This finding is not surprising lime
the 1AS school selected girls who wanted to
go to the school, while McCabe urged all,
including recent dropouts, to attend.

When only the YMP students who regis-
tered in the special, school- and .were 9th
grade or above were compared with the IAS
itudenji ithe "matched" groups), the dif
ferences in educational outcomes were much
smaller at 15 months and' disappeared
entirely by 26 months (Table 6-1)! The
conclusion, therefore, is that these data pro-
vide no basis to claim educational super-
iority for either of the programs. When
they teach the same types of students, i.e. ,

those 9th grade and over and still in school
when they become pregnant, both, ear
equally effective in assisting girls to on
tinue their education. (Figure 6:2 nws
more graphically the effect on the YMP
group of the elimination of the dropouts
and girls in grades 6-8.)

Factors Affecting School Attendance
(y51P Only). In oilier for a program par
ticipant-to remain in school, her desire for
education or other motivation for attending

Fig. 6=2. Educational Progress, YMP Total and "Matched" Groups
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school had to be strong enough to overcome
the obstacles which young motherhood
placed in her way.

.

Reasons for leaving school: All young moth.
era who had left school before graduation
were asked, in each of the three interview
waves, why they had left school. At 3
months the largest number of those not at.
tending school (26) gave reasons related

. to their infants. A few were negative about
school and most of the other answers were
vague or undefined. At 15 months, baby-
related problems still were mated most often
as the reason for dropping out, but negative
.feelings toward school had become much
more prominent and reasons related to mar
riage % eCt now given as well. Some ex
ampler of these responses were, "No one
to care for the baby," "1 don't like school,
teachers nasty sometimes," and "Had to get
married." The picture remained the same
at 26 months. . -

Otte of the problems -which made remain-
ing in school difficult was finding someone

care for the child. At 3 months postpar-
, the young mother had made a variety

gements' for infant care. Of the 129
inter e% d %vhcr\were attending school,

5 2 ("c left he babies with their mothers,
10'' wit other members of their house-
holds, a 'e with someone who came in.

Itional 21% left the infants else-

arra

where. The remaining 12% had a variety
of other arrangements or combinations of
those listed above.3 Twenty-seven (21 %) of
the 129 had to pay someone to care for the
baby while they were in school. Babycare
arrangements were. essential, since most of
the mothers in school were attending five
days a week for more than -five hours a day.

At 15 months, among childreTof mothers
still attending school, the proportion in var-
ious care arrangements remained relatively
stable, the largest group still -being cared
for at home by the girl's mother. However,

3. This percentage includes one infant not living in
the household.
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the percentage paying for child care in.
creased to 33%.

Of those mothers attending schoOI at 26
months, the majority of the. infant,' were
still being cared for by the girl's mother in
her home. At this time 36% were paying
for childcare.

Educational goals: When asked about their
educational goals prior to the pregnancy,
only 13% of the girls planned to 'drop out,
65% to finish high sc ol, and 23% to con
tinue after high schoo . Of those seeking
education beyond high school, 49% wanted
to go to college, 18* to nursing school or
LPN program, and 33% to secretarial, tech.
nical, or trade school. At 3 month's,
of those in school planned to finish their
education when they graduated from 'high
school, and 53% to continue after high
school. All those who had planned to drop
'Out apparently \had done so by this time.

Although id 3 months 'postpartum the -
number of girls planning to pursue educe.
tion beyond high school was only slightly '

more than those who planned to stop after
high school grnduation,.at 15 months the
number who planned to continue was over
1%%ice those who planned to stop. Probably,
those with, higher educational goals had
been able to continue while thosee with lower
goals had dropped out.

At th'e end of the study period the mothers
still in school were divided between those
who wanted to continue education after
high school anti those who expected to ter.
minate eduCation with graduation. These
remaining students were the ones who Werp
at the 'younger end of the ago spectrum
when they became pregnant, and this may
be related to the lower educational goals.

Problems with Child-Sp:mini

The problem of rapid subsequent pregnancy
among YMP participants and its effect on
the health or the later infant has been re.
viewed. In this chapter subsequent prep.



na e3 among the three study groups will
compared at three time periods and the

i rview material einmined for insights
'in o the young mothers' problems in this
area.

Comparison of Study Groups. At 15
months postpartum, 18% of the YMP re-
spondents reported that they already had
terminated another pregnancy and 7% said
they were pregnant at the time of the inter-
view (Table 6.2). The corresponding fig.
urea for IAS mere 13% terminated and 7%
pregnant. At a comparable time, however,
47% of the Comparison' mothers-A,had ex-
perienced another pregnancy.

At 26 months, 27% of the YMP respon-
dents reported one or,.41sre pregnancies
terminated and 21% pregnanCies in prog-
ress. Among the IAS respondents, 24% had
terminated one or more pregnancies and
25%. were pregnant. Matching eliminated
these already minimal differences (Table
6.2). By contrast, at a comparable time,
53% -bf the Comparison mothers" had
another termination, and anther 13% were
pregnant. The young mothers in the special
programs were more likely to delay sub-
aequent pregnancies, but the Connecticut

'law forbidding contraceptives, rather than
the influence of the special prograris, may
explain much of the difference.

Life tabte: Using the life table method (Cur-
rie et al., 1972), the two-year rate of sub-
sequent termination for the YMP mothers
was 39%, and for the Comparison mothers
53%. The 21month rate, mentioned by
Detnpsey (1969) as a possibly more useful
time interval, was 31% for P and 47%
for the Comparison group. The actual pro-
portion remaining unterminate at any
point is given in Table 6.3.) The data for
this analysis were taken from hospital rec-
ords since the exact time of pregnancy ter-
mination is needed for a life-table analysis.

The two groups differed in the rapidity
with which their membefa terminated sub-
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sequent pregnancies, except for the nine
months following the index delivery when
termination would indicates an abortion or
premature birth. This difference was most
Marked between 18 and 27 months. By 18
months postpartum, almost half' the Com-
parison mothers had experienced a subie-
quent pregnancy, compared to less than a
quarter of the YMP mothers. After this
point, however, the YMP rate of termina.
tion increases and by 39 months postpartum
'the differences were less marked.

These differences are reflected in-the two
life-table curves (Fig. 6.3). Although on tho
whole the two curves aresignificantly dif-
ferent, they run approximately parallel
froth 18 to 33 months. After 33 months the
curve for the Comparison group levels off,
but that for the YMP continues at its
previous rate.

Factors Affecting Child-Spacing, Child-
spacing is determined in part by tho wom-
an's desire for additional children and, in
the sexually active female, by her ability to
use contraceptives effectively.

Number of children desired: At 3 months
postpartum, 13% of the respondents stated-
that they wanted only one child-The num-
ber who did not want to 'have additional
children was slightly larger since it included
some who arThd\they wanted only two chil-
dren and already had two. Forty-five per-
cent wanted two children, 24% wanted
three, and 15% wanted four or more. The
remainder did not know how many they
wanted or were sterile because of hysterec-
tomy. The average number of children
wanted was 2,5, which is lower than the
number found in the Brunswick (1971)
study in flarlern.

At 15 months, the 'number of children
wanted had risen. Only 8% wanted a single
child and the percentage wanting four or
more had risen to 21; the average number
of children wanted was 2.6. At 26 months,
those wanting only one child were down to
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5'. i and those wanting four or more was up
to 25'; ; the average number was 2.8. The
figures probably reflect the fact that the
girls indeed were having more children
(Table 6.4).

The respondents were asked if they
thought they would be able to 'arrange to
have the number of children they desired.
At 3 months postpartum only 68','; felt they
could plan adequately, "P' stated they could
not, and the remainder wore unsure or save
responses that indicated some uncertainty,
such as "I hope so." Confidence seemed to
increase over the study period. The percent.
age who felt they could manage their fer
tility inereaset and fewer were unsure of
their ability to control fertility (Table 6.5).
Con? wept ire trae: Most-of those who had
confidence in their ability to plan the num
her and spacing of their childrenffive "the
pill" or e. combination of birth control
measures as reason for this confidence. As
time progressed, an increasing proportion
looked to a method other thy the pill, or
to a combination of methods, as the contra-
ceptive practice' they, would choose (Table
66). The increasing proportion that be-
lieved family planning was possible (Table
6 5 ) continued to give the existence of con
traceptives as the primary reason.

Almost three-quarters of the nonpreg
nant, nonsterile young mothers claimed to
be using a contraceptive at three months
postpartum. Despite the increasing confi
dence that they could control subsequent
fertility by means of contraceptives, the pro.
portion using contraceptives ssdecreasfd over
time; even among those who did not b6,
come pregnant. The fact that being in
school at three months postpartum was II
better predictor of delaying subsequent
pregnancies than was acceptance of con-
traceptives (Jekel et al., in press) and that
a large number of YMP mothers requested
and received induced abortions (36 known
after a follow.up of 3-5 years), raises ques-
tions about the accuracy of the estimates pf
their ability to control conception. Certainly

16,
the prescription of contraceptives cannot be
equated with their effective use in a school-
age population.

Progress toward
Economic Independence

Dependence on welfare support for food,
clothing, housing, and other necessities is
frowned upon in the United States, particu-
larly for able persons of working age. The
general public is greatly concerned about
the increase in the numbers of families sup-
ported under Aid to Families of Dependent
Children (AFDC), but neither federal or
state legislature4 nor the socipl welfare es-

. tablishments have been able to solve the
'problem". One reason for the current interest
in childbearing in scho.oage mothers is the
knowledge that such mothers and their in-
fants frequently become AFC cases either
until the infant is of school age or oldei or
on 'an almost permanent basis, broken by
periods of temporary employment or spouse
support.

One way of evaluating comprehensive
service programs for school-age mothers is
to determine whether they have an'y effect
oft the young mothers' financial indepen-
dence. This effect is difficult to trace because
t(vo of the program objectives might have
opposite short.term results in terms of prog-
ress toward economic independence. If the
goal were to keep a young mother in school
at least, unta-high school graduationand
longer if she had the'inclination or ability

her potential for future employment
ould increase, but it would be difficult for

her to work more than part time and she
would tend to remain dependent on welfare.
Delaying subsequent pregnancies for at

-least two years, however, would reduce the
amount of welfare assistance a young
mother might need (in comparison to hav-
ing one or more subsequent children) and
would make it easier for her to find work.
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Employ mem. Employment is a question-
able el UN ion for a v wing mother's success..
Many feel that the program participants
should stay home and concentrate on their
children and their studies, rather than/enter
the labor market. The consensus among, the
research staff was that desire and ability to
be a productive member of society was a
positive indicatit;n, and that program par-
ticipants who displayed this characteristic
should be counted as successful, as were
those who graduated from high school and
those who delay ed subsequent pregnancies.

Comparison of study groups: Nineteen por-
,cent of the YMP respondents were em-
ployed- by 3 months postpartum. This in-
creased to 31' by 15 months andremained
relatively unchanged at 26 months. The lAS
figures were similar although they started
with a smaller percentage. This may be re
lated to the IAS.,tendency to keep girls,in
the special school for a longer period than
the YMP 's McCabe Center, or to differences
in employment opportunities in the iwo
areas. A larger percentage of IAS respon-
dents was w orking at 15 months, but this
dropped off to YMP levels at 26 months.
The matching prOcess did not remove the
differences, suggesting that they were not
due exclusively to differences in the popu
lations (Table 6-7).

Type of employment (YMP °'only): At the
first eostpartum interview seven girls were
employed in secretarial'or clerical jobs, five

, were to factory jobs, five in a hospital, four
in sales positions, and the remainder scat-
tered through other occupations. As the
total number employed increased, so did the
number in each of these occupations, but
Most markedly in the secretarial group.
This may reflect the job choice of high
school graduates (Table 6-8). At each time

'interval the largest percentage of the em-
ployed mothers were working between 31

o

and 40 hours/a week and the trend L was to-
ward a greater Percentage working a full
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week (Table 6-8).
The mothers apparently enjoyed their

work: 71% said they likgd the type of work
they were doing at 3 Months; 80% re-
sponded favorably at 15 and 26 months
(Table 6.8). Most of the infants of the cur-
rently employed mothers were cared for by
the grandmother or someone else living in
the household, or by someone who clime to
the household. The proportions of infants
taken elsewhere for care by workirig moth- "
el-s were 22% at 3 months, 27% at 15
months, and 17',1 at 26 months (Table 6-8).

Employed since delivery: Perhaps of greater
significance was the proportion of the
young motkers ever employed since de-
livery. Over a third of the YMP respondents
at 3 months reported employment. By 15
months postpartum over two-thirds had'
been employed since delivery, and over
three-fourths at 26 months. An increasing
proportion of lAS respondents heal some
employment after delivery, reaching 82%
by 26 months. Matching did not decrease
the differences between the YMP and IAS
group at 3 months,'but made the two popu-
lations quite similar at 15 and 26 months
(Table 6-7).

Most employment appeared to be of short
duration. When the girls who had worked
since delivery but were not employed at the
time of the 26-month interview were asked
why they stopped working, job dislike and
baby-related reasons were most often stated
(Table 6-9). The jobs they had- left nisei'
suggest that heavier work, such as factory
and hospital employment, was less desired
(Table 6-9).

Welfare Dependence. As in 'the case of
employment, a question can be raised about
the utility of criteria of economic indepen-
dence in this population. If the youpg
mothers were to concentrate their attention
on their children and their education, could
they be expected through their own employ-
ment efforts to become financially indepen-
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dent? Presumably the other alternatives
werennarriage, support from the putative
father, or support from their parents.

Comparison of study groups: At the time
they registered for the program, 80% of the
YMP group was receiving some type of wel-
fare assistance. Among the YMP mothers,

. welfare dependence declined to 77% at 3
months, 69% at 15 months, and 61% at
26 months. Among those 'receiving assis-
tance, however, welfare dependence was not
total; even at three months, only 6% of the
girls gave welfare as their only source of
income; 6% did so at 15 months, and 8%
at 26 months. The contributions of parents
dwindled over time: at 3 months, 81% of
the girls were receiving help from their par-
ents; at 15 months, 66%; and at 26 months,
51% plus 8% who said "sometimes." Sup-
port from the putative father also de-
creased: .64% at 3 months, 65% at 15
months, and 44% at 26 months plus 5%
"sometimes."

At registration, 71% of the IAS group
were receiving some welfare assistance. By
3 months postpartum the figure was about
the same (73% ), and it had not changed
very much by 15 months (65 %) or 26
months (71% ). The absence of a decline
in the proportion of the Hartford grdup de-
pendent on welfare may be related to the
fact that a higher proportion was in school
and a lower proportion was married at these
points in time than was true of the YMP
group.

As in New Haven, the majority of those
receiving welfare were only partly depen-
dent upon it. At 15 months, 59% of the
respondents were receiving financial assis-
tance from parents but by 26 months post-
partum the percentage had dropped to 39.
Likewise, 62% .of the putative fathers were
giving financial help at 15 months, but by
26 months this had declined to 42%. There
was a concomitant increase in the propor-
tion totally dependent on welfare, rom 7%
at 15 months to 25% at 26 mon , and this
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was related to the decreasing assistance
from the above sources.

Marital Status

Although some members of society feel that
marriage among school-age parents should
be encouraged in order to legitimize sexual
activity and to provide the child with both
parents, mett members of the research team
were against using marital status as a meas-
ure of success. Since marriages among
young people have a high probability of
ending in separation or divorce, they felt
the effect of marriage ultimately might be
more traumatic to parents and child than
remaining single. Sauber (1970), for ex-
ample, in a six-year follow-up of out-of-
wedlock pregnancies, found that the women
doing most poorly after six years were those
who wereiseRarated or divorced.

Comparison of study groups: None of the
girls in the YMP or lAS study groups was
married at registration, since this was a
criterion for inclusion in the study. Some of
the pregnant girls, however, did-marry be-
fore delivery: 3% in the YMP and 5% in
the IAS. By 3 months postpartum, 7% of
the YMP and % of the IAS mothers were
married; by 15 months 22% of the YMP
and 13% of the IAS, and by 26 months
31% of the YMP and 24% of the IAS
mothers had been married. Thus, two years
after the birth of their infants, less than a
third of either study group was married'.
(Table 6.10). Early childbearing had not
led to early marriage. Despite the fact that
the YMP population was younger, a higher
percentage of this group than of the lAS
was married at each time interval. Match,
ing did rliit eliminate the differences. Mire
is no reason to believe that this difference
was program-related. These marriages be-
gan to dissolve quite early. One YMP girl
reported being separated at the first inter-
view, four at thesecond, and one additional
girl at the third. Nine (32%) of the 28

1 G 6
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ever.married lAS respondents reported
themselves either separated or divorced at
26 months (Table 6-10).

Husbands (YMP only): The mothers tended
is to marry men about two years older than

''themselves. At 15 months postpartum, 4 of
41, the YMP husbands were still in school, 14

had finished high school, and 14 had
dropped out. Eight of the husbands were
in military service, and of the remaining 21
with jobs, almost half were working in fac-
tories and a quarter were mechanics. Seven
of the 45 husbands were in school at 26
months postpartum. Seven of the 38 hus-
bands working at 26 months were employed
in factories, 5 in construction, 5 in the mil-
itary service, and the remaining 21 were in
a variety of other jobs or in a combination
of jobs.

All hirteen of the YN1P mothers who
were arried at three months postpartum
stated they had married the father of the
index infant. During the second and third
interviews, however, about a quarter of
the married mothers -reported marrying
someone who was not the baby's father.

Associations among Outcomes
at Two Years Postpartum
(YMP Only)

The measures of outcome at 26 months were
frequently associated with each other.

Education: Among all those young mothers
who had not had a subsequent pregnancy,
67% were still in school or had graduated,
compared to only 34% of those who had
had one or more subsequent pregnancies
( p = 0.001). Likewise, those who were mar-
ried were only half as likely to be a school
success (30% compitred to 61% for those
not married). Moreover, among those work -
ing at 26 months, 78% were still in school,
compared to 38% of those ndt working.
However, there was no association between
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income source and education at 26 months
postpartum.

Pregnancy: School attendance or gradua--
Lion apparently delayed pregnancy. Only
32% of those in school or graduated were
pregnant again in 26 months in comparison
to 65% of the dropouts. Married girls pre-
sumably were at higher risk for pregnancy
than single girls. The data confirmed this
hypothesis: 67% of the girls married by 26
months had a subsequent pregnancy also
by 26 months, in contrast to 39% of the
unmarried.

Employment: Apparently, employment was
not a major reason for leaving school since
14% of those who dropped out were work-
ing at 26 months as contrasted to 48% of
those still in school or graduated. A subse-
quent pregnancy obviously would interfere
with working: only 9% of those pregnant
again were working in contrast to 51% of
those with no subsequent pregnancy. This
may explain partially the relationship be-
tween school status and employment. The
girls who left school became pregnant and
chose not to work. Marriage did not have a
significant effect on employment: 33% of
the single mothers were employed in
comparison to 27% of the married.

Welfare: School status had no strong impact
on welfare dependence. Somewhat more
than half the girls in both the in- school.
graduated (57%) and dropout groups
(68%) were receiving welfare; 71% of
those pregnant again were being assisted
as against 55% of those who had delayed
another pregnancy. Obviously, employment
would reduce welfare dependence: 29% of
those currently employed required welfare
aid in contrast to 78% of those not work-
ing. Also, those who were married were
significantly 'leis likely to be on welfare at
15 months (p <"0.001) and at 26 months
(p = 0.003) ; this was apparently due to
the husbands' support, often supplemented
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by employ ment income from the young
mothers.

Marital status: The previous analyses have
shown that'being married or separated was
associated significantly with prematufe ter
mination of education, short intervals be-
tween pregnancies, and independence from
welfare assistance. The next chapter will
examine this relationship in more detail,
although the direction of cause and effect
can never be certain. That is, did marriage
cause some girls to leave school to devote
their time to husband or child or children;
or were those girls who left school the ones
who preferred marriage and familyrelated
activities rather than academic pursuits?

Life Styles at Two Years
Postpartum

By 26 months potsiartum, some of the
young mothers had Tttained several of the
objectives the program staff had encour
aged.. Others had not achieved in the ways
the personnel had hoped. "Successes" and
"failures." however, were not assorted ran.
domly. Rather, successful outcomes, as
measured in this study,. fell into a few logi
cal patterns or life styles. The two outcomes
,which together seemed to best characterize
a life sty le were educational status and sub-
sequent pregnancies. The research staff had
decided that remaining iti school or grad-
uating during the 26-month follow-up pe-
riod represented a "succeSs" in terms of
program goals. Likewise, because of the
negative implications for health and the
ability to cope, remaining free of further
conceptions throughout the study period
also was considered a positive outcome.

YMP group: Among the total YMP study
group, almost exactly half (51% ) of the
young mothers had graduated or were still
in school by 26 months postpartum and the
remainder had dropped out. Also, about

half (52%) had notbecoine pregnant again
and the remainder had. if these variables
were randomly distributed, about one-
quarter of the young mothers would have
fallen into each of the four possible com-
binations: school + no pregnancy (suc
cess) ; school + pregnancy (partial sue.
cess) ; dropout + no pregnancy (partial
success) ; and dropout + pregnancy (non-
success). Actually, more than the expected
number fell into the success category,
"school + no pregnancy" (35%) and the
nonsuccess category, "dropout + preg-
nancy" (32% ). The other combinations
accounted for 16% and 17% respectively
(Table 6.11). The probability of this dis-
tribution occurring by chance was very
remote, less than. 1/1000.

IAS group: The 113 IAS mothers inter-
viewed at 26 months postpartum showed a
similar, but not identical, pattern (Table
6.11). A slightly larger percentage was in
the nonsuccess group (24%).

Young Mothers' Appraisal. The young
mothers' appraisal of their situation was re-
quested at the time of the 26-month. inter-
view: "Taking all things into consideration,
how well do you tVink you are getting
along?" The wamecs for the total YMP
group were: 15% "very well," 75% "fairly
well," 8(,; "not too well," and 2% "poorly."
Among the successes, all said they were
doing "fairly well" (80%) or "very well"
(20%). The majority of the partial suc-
cesses felt they were doing "fairly well"

79(;1( ). Of the nonsuccess group, 65% also
felt they were doing "fairly well," and 17%
said they were doing "poorly" or "not too
well."

In 'contrast, however, amon the IAS
group, 19% of the successes rated them-
selves as doing "poorly" or "not too well";
69%-of the success group rated themselves
as doing "fairly well" and 12% as doing
"very well." No one in the nonsuccess group
rated herself as doing "poorly," although
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25% rated themselves as "not too well."
From this it is obvious that the girls' self-
appraisal of their situation at 26 months did
not always agree with the research team's
two.factor index c(f their success at this time
(Table 6.12).

Associations with Life Styles. Marriage:
Most in the YMP success group were single
(86%). The nonsuccess group was split al-
most equally between those who married
(52% ) and those who remained single
(481) . Among those successful on one of
the two primary outcome measures, 31%
were marrieds Although the IAS differences
were less striking, the trend was for those
in the success group to be single (Table.
6.13). In Hartford', the dropouts without a
subsequent pregnancy had a pattern similar
to the success group.

Employment: Among the YMP success
group, 68% were currently employed at 26
months postpartum and 90% had been em-
ployed at sonic time since delivery although
they were not working at the time of the
final interview. Among the nonsuccess
group, only 7`,4 were working, although
67% had worked at some time since the
index delivery. Seventy percent-of the par-
tial success groups had worked at some time
since their index deliveries, but only about
20% were working when interviewed for
the last time (Table 6-14). Having avoided
a subsequent pregnancy appears to have
been more important than school success in
enabling the girls to be employed at the
time of the last interview.

In the IAS population, pregnancy ap-
peared to influence the probability of being
employed at 26 months more than did edu-
cational status ,(Table 6-14). Of the girls
who had experienced a subsequent preg-
nancy, only about 12% were working, but
if they had not had a subsequent pregnancy,
48% were working. On the other hand,
35% of those in school or graduated were
working, compared to 23% of those who
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had dropped out, which is not so great a
difference. One child did not necessarily
prevent 4, mother from entering the work
force or remove her from it; two children
were much more likely to do so.

Welfare status: At 26 months postpartum,
51% in the YMP success group reported
that they were receiving no welfare support,
whereas approximately 30%. of those in the
partial and nonsuccess groups were inde-
pendent of welfaremaistruice. Again there is
a pattern with regtir`a to total dependence on
welfare, suggesting that subsequent fertility
is more important thatteducational achieve-
ment in achieving economic independence.
Regardless of school status, approximately
18% of those with subsequent pregnancies
were totally dependent on welfare, in con-
trast to only 3% of those without subsequent
pregnancies (Table 6-15).

In the Hartford study sample, the success
group (school + no pregnancy) was c1parly
more economically independent than the
other three classifications, with fewer totally
dependent on welfare and more, totally
independent. The twp partial success groups
were less independent, and the nonsuccess
group had a very'small proportion totally
independent of welfare (11%; Table 6.16).
The Hartford study group as a whole was
more likely to be on welfare at the time of
the final interview. The reasons for this
are not clear, since there was no great dif-
ference between the two study samples in
welfare support at the second interview.
Marital status may partly explain the dif-
ferences: those who were married were
more likely to be economically. independent,

. and almost twice as many YMP mothers
were married and not separated at the last
interview (29%) as members of the IAS
group (16%; Table 6.10).

Case Studies

Very different life styles can be illustrated



by the four young mothers selected for
case studies.

Alice. In her 3-month postpartum. inter-
view, 17- year -old Alice still hoped for some
type of vocational training. Her mother was
describd as "very cordial." When the in-
terviev.)er returned at 16 months postpartum
she found that Alice had graduated from
high school. One year after delivery she had
married the 21-yearold father of her baby;
the father was employed. Alice was working
in a factory, but she did not enjoy her job.

The third interview found Alice sharing
an apartment with a friend, "while my hus-
band is away and until I find a place." She
was now enjoyably employed by a utility
company in a skilled job. Her mother cared
for the 2.year-old child while Alice was
working. The girl had experienced no fur.
ther pregnancies and planned none, stating
that she did not like being pregnant. She
was taking birth control pills despite her
apprehension about "all the talk about
them." Alice answered the question, "How
well do you think you are getting along?"
by replying "Fairly well." Her greatest
problem was "Money, since I like to buy a
lot of clothes." She hoped that her child
would be "able to get through college and
take care of herself when grown."

By 26 months, Alice's life style .was a
success by program standards. She had
graduated from high school, had no subse-

- quent pregnancies, and was employed.

Betty. Betty was unable to continue her
education after the birth of her child. At the
3.month postpartum interview she had
dropped .out of school because she ,could
not find a babysitter. She was riot employed,
she was supported by welfare, and she was
living with a female relative, who was in
poor hrerWhen asked how many chil-
dren she wanted, Betty said, "One" and
thought she could arrange it, but she
wasn't sure how. She was using contra-
ceptive pills at this time.

o,
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Nine months later, Betty was married
and again pregnant. Her 22-year-old hus-
band, who was not the father of her first
child, was unemployed. They were living
with Betty's relative and receiving welfare
aid. She had stopped taking the pill at the
time of her marriage, because her husband
wanted a child. Betty ,,now hoped to have
"not more than four children." Betty's sec-
ond child was born two months after the
interview.

The final interview found Betty unem-
ployed and pregnant with her third child.
Betty told the interviewer that she wanted
this b and had not been using contra-
ceptives. He arriage was unhappy, and
the interviewer felt that the husband was
hostile. They were receiving welfare. When
asked how she was faring, Betty stated, "Not
too good." Her greatest problem was, "My
husbandarguments." She hoped her chil-
dren would "finish high school and more
if they want." She wanted three children but
was "not sure about the pill."

In summary, Betty's life style typifies a
nonsuccess. She had dropped out of school,.
become pregnant again, and was unem-
ployed. She had an unhappy marriage. Her
ambivalence about her subsequent pregnan-
cies was not unusual;,.often a girl's hopes
and goals were affected by her current
problems.

)

Cathy. Cathy was in her last year of high
school at the time of her first postpartum
interview; she hoped ,to go on to business
school. She was not employed and was liv-
ingwith her parents. Her baby was left with
a sitter while Cathy was in school. She was
using the contraceptive pill but said .that
she would like to have three children; she
commented, "Plans dbn't always work out."
The interviewer noted that Cathy's parents
were both "exceptionally warm aid cor-

-dial." The house was rated by the inter-
viewer as "spacious; tastefully, and neatly
furnishc4.",

At the second interview Cathy had gradu-

- 1 1 0
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ated from high school but her babysitter
had moved away and as a result Cathy had
.rot been able to continue her education as
hoped. She was not employed and whs plan-
ning to marry the father of her son. She
now stated that she wanted only two chil-
dren and planned to continue on the pill.
She wanted to wait three more years to

ihave her next baby in order to "give my-
self some time to do a lot of things and
some college; and my .daughter will be
four." Cat1y's greatest problem was "pre-
paring to get married,' not enough money
for things 1 need and unable to work 'be-
cause of babysitter problems."

At the last interview, Cathy was employed
by a local department store and had a new
babysitter. She had been unable to resume
her education after high school graduation.

' Cathy was still living withrher parents and
her marriage had been (postponed for a
year "so we could accumulate something
I was long getting a job." Cathy still planned
to have two children and would arrange it
by "joining Planned.Parenthood." Si le felt
site was gett,ing along "really fine." Her
greatek problem continued to be preparing
for marriage. When asked what she hoped
for her child she said: "I want him to grad-
uate and go to college."

Cathy illustrates the girl who came from
an intact family and seemed to be equipped
with the strength to handle frustrations. She
graduated from high school, wasp not preg-
nant, was employed and waiting for mar-
riage until she and her young husband-to-
be were more secure financially. Her plans
for her future family seemed realistic.

Diane. Diane's first interview was delayed
until eleven months postpartum; she was
then eight months pregnant again. She had
not returned to school, was unemployed,
and was living with members of her boy-
friend's family. Her baby was living in
another city with a relative of the putative
father.

Diane said that she "got the pills too
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late; was already pregnant." She was am-
bivalent about childbearing, at one point
stating she hoped to have three children
and thought she could arrange it; at an-
other, "I don't want any more, but I don't
know." The interviewer noted: "This 18-
year -old dropout appeared to be intelligent
but very alone or unprotected. Despite the
deprived surroundings and missing rela-
tives, she maintains on the outside a kind
of stiff upper lip. She is an only child of a
mother who sees her daughter about once or
twice a month. She states that they had a
misunderstanding after the birth of the
baby." The hospital record contains a note
from the visiting nurse who saw and cared
for the baby after delivery: the family was
concerned because Diane had had some
difficulty with the law.

Six Months later Diane was living with
her second child in an "inadequately and
incompletely furnished apartment," accord-
ing to the interviewer. There was no gas for
cooking and her diet consisted of sand-
wiches. Diane was unemployed but wanted,
to work if she had someone to care Tor the
baby. She still wanted three children and
planned to continue taking birth control
pills so she could wait three years to have
the next and "give these children time to
grow up a bit." "What would you say is
your greatest problem now?" drew a poig-
-nant reply: "My family; I'd like to be
/loser to my family and be around them

/more, especially my motherI'd like her
to trust me more and I'd like to go back
living with her again."

Diane was pregnant, still unmarried, and
unemployed at the third interview. Her
hospital record showed that she had been
treated for pelvic inflammatory disease,
after the birth of her second child. 'She
stated at she ever saw the father Of her
two.y r-old. " y mother didn't want me
to se him and prevented my marrying."
Diane had a new boyfriend and hoped to
marry him. Her uncertainty about children
was still present. She wanted no more than



,three children and "hopes" to arrange that
.by uging some birth control method, but
admits, that she'"did not want but one to
tell the truth." Slie thinks she is getting
along "fairly well." Her greatest problem is
"planning a future for the kids." Her hope
for her child: "Let him get through school
and college."

Diane's existence seemed to be troubled
and rootless. She had little support from
her mother and there was no other family
nearby. Her surroundings were less than
.op1imal. She had given up her first child
to a relative of its father.- -

Life Experiences after
26 Months Postpartum

Two factors altered the project's original
intent not to collect data systematically after
two years postpartum, when the final inter-
views were to be completed. First, it became
apparent that the young mothers were more
alike at three months postpartum than at
fifteen, and more alike at fifteen months
than at twenty-six. Like a pack of cards that
are dropped, the greater the distance (time)
the greater the spread among individuals
along almost any of the indicators used in
this study. During the first few postpartum
months, differences between one graduate
and another were minimal; however, as
time'progressed, some young mothers
sought considerably more education than
others. In the beginning there was only Ihe
difference between one subgequerit preg-
nancy or none; with a longer follow-up
some mothers had one subsequent preg-
nancy and others had many. Earlier, there
was only the distinction between-being mar-
ried and not being married; eventually
many of the marriages broke up. If the
spread between the more avid less successful
mothers was increasing over time as the
successful achieved more and those with
severe problems lost ground, data collec-
tion after the original cutoff period of
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"twenty -six months postpartum might pro-
vide important additional.,facts about the
population.

Second, in the process of reviewing hos-
pital records at the YaleNew Haven Hospi-
tal in order to collect dates of termination.
for the life-table analysis of subsequent
pregnancies, notes pertaining to other medi-
cal, psychological, and social conditions
also were read. The Material seemed crucial
to a full understanding of the young moth-
ers and a decision was made to abstract it.

Some of the material obtained in this
way, already has been discussed under
health of .tie infants born subsequently
(chapter 5 and Appendix G). The hospital
records also revealed chronic health prob-
lems, some of which had been present
earlier, such as asthma, high blood pres-
sure, kidney disease, sarc,oidosis, heart dis-
ease, and complications of gonorrhea. Sett-
eral suicide attempts were noted in the
emergency room records, often apparently
due to problemAtith husbands or boy-
friends. An appreciable proportion of the
marriages proved to' be unstable. Despite
the availability of contraception, induced
abortions and sterilization were sought to
term te or prevent unwanted pregnancies.

ur g the three- to five-year rollow -u,p, 37
in uced abortions were recorded, and al-

ready 12 of tlie group had been sterilized.
The social problems of the environment in
which many of the mothers lived were re-
flected in violence such as` stabbings, or by
the use of alcohol and/or dangerous drugs.*
Of even greater concern were reports of
child neglect or abuse (Jekel et al., 1972).

The negative and often tragic picture ke-
vealed by The hospital records'must be seen
in the perspective of the earlier discussion
of the divergertce over time among the
members of the study group. The hospital
records dtrAcribe only the young mothers
whose lives were worsening. This picture
should be balanced by a description of those
who were achieving successes inadequately
described by the generalized picture pre-
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sented in this chapter, but for this another
wave of interviews would live been
required.

A more balanced description of the long.
term situation of these mothers awaits fur-
ther study, but it is already clear that it is
not realistic to expect a short-term inler-
vention program to solve all the medical,
social, economic, and personal problems of
this population oaf young mothers.

Conclusions

The YMP and 1AS programs enabled a high.
proportion of their participants to remain
in school during pregnancy, and they as-
sisted almost 90% of those who attended
the special schools to return to school post.
partum. Staying in school and fulfilling the
responsibilities of motherhood at the same
time appeared to be more difficult: only
about two.thirds of the mothers who re-
turned to school postpartum were still in
school or had graduated by twentrsix
months postpartum.

A wide range of achievement and life
style was found among these yourig moth.
ere, despite their demographic and socio-
.economic homogeneity. This finding argues
against stereotyping school-age mothers as
to motivation or potential for achievement.

No significant differences were found in
the educational achievement between simi-
lar groups of mothers served by the IAS
-afid the YMP. This study, therefore, did not
find an argument for the superiority of one
of the special programs as opposed to the
other.

The special programs appeared to have
impressive initial impact- in helping young
mothers to delay rapid repeat pregnancies,
but this impact declined, The YMP group
reached the point where 501 had had sub-
sequent terminations of prqnancies about
six months later' in the postparturri"period
than did t1 Comparison group. After 39
months ofrollow-ups, approximately the
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same proportion of both groups had had a
subsequent child or were pregnant. The sub-
sequent fertility patterns of these young
mothers were determined more by such fac-
tors as educational goals and marriage than
by the prescription and acceptance of con-
traception. Obviously, family planning pro-
cedures cannot be prescribed in a vacuum
but must be given as an adjunct to the
achievement of life goals. atomise of the/

of mrelative s enguis or e two ahociations, it
would, ppear that the primary mechanism
by which the special programs prevented
rapid subsequent pregnancies was through
the provision of educationlralportunity
rather than by the prescription of contra-
ceptives.

Most of the young mothers had worked
at some time postpartum, and a consider-
able number had worked, gone to schoOl,
and been mothers at the same time! That is
a difficult task for any woman, even if she
is fully mature. Three-quarters had demon-
strated a willingness to work, although the
jobs may have been only temporary, per-
haps due to a lack of marketable skills. The
avoidance of subsequent pregnancy was the
most important predictor of employment at
the time of last interview.

Welfare status at the end of follow-up was
primarily dependent on four factors: the
welfare status of the girl when she became
pregndnt, her marital status, her employ-
ment. status, and her subsequent fertility.
Those most likely to be financially indepen-
dent were those who were not on welfare
initially, those who were married, and those
who were working. Financial independence
at this age should probably not be seen as
a primary goal, just as it is not for other
persons of similar age in our society. Rather,
the emphasis should be to ensure that assis-
tance is available, since it is an investment
in the future strength and independence of
the young mother and her family.

The separate measures of outcome tended
to be grouped together in a few logical pat-
terns or life styles, defined primarily by
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eational, fertility, and marital status.
Aelievement of program success by twenty-
six months postpartum ranged from young
mothers who had graduated from high
school, avoided rapid subsequent pregnan-
cies, and even attended college, to mothers
who dropped out of high school and con-
tinued to have children while not married
and who were economically dependent. Most
of the young mothers fell between these two
extremes. For some, the problems appeared
to be overwhelming, leading to such desper-
ate acts as attempted suicide, even as others
were making impressive progress. The tern-
por oost given by the special programs
was no sufficient to provide permanent sup.
port for the more needy of these young
mothers.
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Table 6-1. Contrast of Education Status by Time of Interview and by ProgramA
...4 (Total, "Matched," and Comparison Populations)b0

tut Total "Matched"
YMP IAS YMP IAS Comparison

'''' Education No. % No. % No. % No. '7f) No. %
At registration .

In school 150 83.0 160' 100.0 114 lee 152 100.0 48 67.6'
Dropped out 30 17.0 0 - 5 4.2 0 - 23 32.4Total 180 100.0 160 100.0 119 100.0 152 100.0 71 100.0

During
pregnancy

'ts,

4
Special school 151 83.9 160 100.0 119 100.0 152 '100.0 0* -
Regular school 4 2.2 0 - 0 - 0 - 25 32.2
Home
instruction 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 2 2.8
No school 25 13.9 0 - 0 - 0 - 44 62.0Total 180 100.0 160 100.0 119 100.0 152 100.0 71 100.0

Months
postpaitum, 3

Graduated 11 6.3 5 &)4, 9 7.8 5 3.5 1 1.4a
In school '130 74.3 125 84.2 98 84.5 123 87.2 22 31.0b
Dropped out 34 19.4 18 12.2 9 7.8 13 9.29 48 67.6

Total 175 100.0 14.8 99.8 116 100.0 141 100.0 71 100.0

Months
postpartum, 15

Graduated 38 23.2 26 20.5 34 32.1 25 20.7 5 7.1a
In school 54 32.9 70 55.1 39 36.8 68 56.2 16 22.5°
Dropped out 72 43.9 31 24.4 33 31.1 2&. 23.1 50 70.4

Total 164 100.0 127 100.0 106 100.9 121 100.0 71 100.0

Months
Postpartum,
26 mo.

Graduated 44 29.9 54 44.4 39 41.5 51 45.1 10 14.1d
In school 31 21.1 22 18.8 20 21.3 20 17.7 7 9.8d
Dropped out 72 49.0 43 36.8 35 31.2 42 37.2 54 76.1d

Total 147 100.0 117 100.0 94 100.0 113 100.0 71 100.0

'Based on the 71 available school records.
`Includes two girls on homebound instruction.
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`Includes six girls on homebound instruction.
'Approximately-6 years postpartum, by inter,
view and/or school records.
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Table 6-2.

Child Spacing

Contrast of ChildSpacing Status by Time of Interview and by
"Matched," and Comparison Populations)

Total "Matched"

Program

ComparisonMP IAS YMP IAS

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

Months
postpartum, 15

Not pregnant
since index
child 123 75.0 102 80.3 85 80.2 97 80.2 44 53.0"

Pregnant now 11 6.7 9 7.1 0 8 6.6 15 18.0

Pregnancy
already
terminated 30 18.3 16 12.6 21 19.8 16 13.2 24 (-48.9

Total 164 100.0 127 100.0 106 100.0 121 100.0 83' 100.0

Months
postpartum, 26

Not pregnant
since index -

child 76 52.1 58 50.4 48 51.6 56 50.5 28 33.7

Pregnant now 31 21.2 29 25.2 19 20.4 28 25.2 11 13.2

Pregnancy
already
terminated 39 26.7 28 24.3 26 28.0 27 24.3 44 53.0

Total 147 100.0 119 100.0 94 100.0 115 100.0 83 100.0

'Calculated from dates of delivery in hospital records.

1
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Table 6-3. Cumulative Proportion without Subsequent Termination of
Pregnancy, at Specified Months after Index Delivery,' by
YMP and Comparison Groups

Months afterr Index Delivery YMP Comparison

3 1.00 1.00
6 0.99 0.99
9 0.97 0.96

12 0.91 0.90
15 0.85 0.70
18 0.78 0.57
21 0.69 0.53
24 0.61 0.47
27 0.56 0.39
30 0.44 0.34
33 0.39 0.26
36 0.34 0.25
39 0.28 0.23

'To obtain thb rate of subsequent termination, subtract figures from 100.

Table 6-4.

Number of Children

Number of Children Wanted by Time of Postpartum
Interview, YMP

3 Months 15 Months 26 Months
No. % No. % No. %

1 23 13,2 12 7.5 7 4.8
2 78 44.8 78 49.1 67 45.9
3 42 24.1 34 21.4 31 21.2
4 16 9.2 26 16.4 25 17.1
5 4 2.3 2 1.3 7 4.8
6 or more 6 3.4 6 3.8 5 3.4
Don't know 4 2.3 0 - 4 2.7
Sterile 1 0.6 1 0.6 Os -
Total 175 100.0 160 100.0 146 100.0

'The client reported as sterile at 3 and 15 months postpartum does not appear at 26 months because shewas not interviewed.
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Table 6-5.

Confidence

Confidence in Ability to Limit Childbearing to Number Wanted
by Time orierview, YMP

3 Months 15 Months 26 Months

No. % No. % No. %

Able to limit 118 67.8 118 73.8 118 81.4

Unable to limit 13 7.5 8 5.0 6 4.1

Don't know/ %.

unspecific 42 24.1 33 20.6 21 14.5

Sterile 1 0.6. 1 0.6 ,--41 -

Total 174 100.0 160 ,100.0 145 100.0

*See note a to Table 64.

Table 6-6. Method to be Used in Planning Fuller Children by Time of

I erview, YMP

3 Months 15 Months 26 Months

Method No. % No. % No. %

Pill 51 62.2 51 50.0 54 48.2

IUD 7 8.5 10 9.8 18 16.1

Other female birth
control 3 3.7 12 11.8 14 12.5

Combination birth
control 19 23.2 27 26.5 26 23.2

Male birth control 1 1.2 1 1.0 0

Sterile 1 1.2 1 1.0 0' -

Total 82b 100.0 102b 100.0 112b 100.0

'See note a to Table 64.
'The totals are fewer than those who in Table 6.5 were confident they could limit childbearing, because
not all gave specific reasons for their confidence (e.g. some said, "just will").
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Table 6-7.

Employment

Contrast of Employment Status by Time of Interview and by
(Total, "Matched," and Comparison Populations)

Total "Matched"

Program

ComparisonYMP IAS YMP IAS
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

Months
postpartum, 3

'Currently
employed 34 19.4 23 15.5 24 20.7 21 14.8

Employed
since del. but
not now 29 16.6 3 2.0 21 18.1 2.1

Never em-
ployed since
delivery 112 64.0 122 82.4 71 61.2 118 83.1

Total 175 100.0 148 100.0 116 100.0 142 100.0

Months
postpartum, 15

Currently
employed 50 30.5 51 4.0.2 40 37.7 49 40.5

Employed
since del. but
not now 66 40.2, 43 33.9 41 38.7 42 34.7

Never em-
ployed since
delivery 48 29.3 33 26.0 25 23.6 30 24.8

Total .164 100.0. 127 100.0 106 100.0 121 100.0

Months
postpartum, 26

Currently
employed 46 32.2 35 30.4 35 38.5 35 31.5 11 28.9a

Employed
since del. but
not now 63 44.1 59 51.3 4.0 44.0 57 51.4 19 50.0

Never em-
ployed since '
delivery 34 23.8 21 18.3 16 17,6 19 17.1 8 21.0

Total 143 100.0 115 100.0 91 100.0 111 100.0 38 100.0

'Approximately six years postpartum, by interview.
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Table 6.8.

Type of employment
Secretarial/clerical
Factoryt,
Hcispital
Sales
Other

Total

Hours/week working
15 hours or less
16-30
31-40
41 or more
Irregular hours

Total

Feeling about job
Positive
Mixed
Negative

Total

Care of baby
Mother in household
gther in household
omeone comes to

household
Outside household

ther
. Combination

Total

192

Current Emplo,'ment Variables by Time of Interview; YMP

3 Months 15 Months 26 Months

No. % No. % No. %

7 20.6 11 23.4 16 34.8
5 14.7 6 12.8 9 19.6
5 14.7 7 14.9 7 15.2
4 11.8 5 10.6 9 19.6

13 38.2 18 38.3 5 10.9
34 100.0 47 100.0 46 . 100.0

5 15.6 4 8.5 3 6.5
' 13 39.4 16 35.6 6 13.0

13 39.4 '20 44.4 36 78.3
0 - 3 6.4 0 -
2 6.1 2 4.3 0

33 100.0 45 100.0 45 100.0

24 70.6 37 80.4 37 80.4
1 2.9 5 10.9 2 4.4
9 26.5 4 8.7 7 15.2

34 100.0 46 100.0 46 100.0

15 46.9 19 39.6 18 39.1

5 15.6 6 12.5 10 21.7

0 - 4 8.3 5 10.9

7 21.9 13 27.1 8 17.4

O 0 - 1 2.1 1 2.8
5 15.6 5 10.4 4 8.7

32 100.0 48 100.0 46 100.0
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Table 6-9. Reasons for Terminating Past Employment and Type of
Past Employment by Time of Interview, YMP

3 Months 15 Months 26 Months

No. % No. % No. %

Reasons for stopping work
Baby-related 7 26.9 7 10.8 5 10.2
School-relate4 0 - 1 1.5 1 2.0
Marriagerelated 0 - 4 6.1 - 1 2.0
Combination baby,
school, & marriage 1 3.9 0 - 0 -
Job difficult or disliked 3 11.5 9 13.9 5 10.2
Other job related reasons, 1 3.9 10 15.4 4 8.2
Other 14 53.9 34 52.3 33 67.4

Total 26 100.0 65 100.0 49 100.0

e
Type of employment

Secretarial/clerical 4 15.4 2 3.1 7 13.0
Factory - 8 30.8 23 35.4 15 27.8
Hospital 2 7.7 10 15.4 10 18.5
Sales 1 3.9 4 6.2 6 11.1
Restaurant' 3 11.5 4 6.2 6 11.1
Job training 0 - 2 3.1 1 1.9
Temporary jobs 6 23.1 11 16.9 9 16.7
Other 2 7.7 9 13.9 0 -

Total 26 100.0 65 100.0 54 100.0

40.
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Table 6-10. Contrast of Marital Status (Total, "Matched," and Comparison
Populations)

Total "Matched'

Comparison

Marital Status

YMP IAS YMP IAS

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. ,,%
Months .

postpartum, 3
Married 13 7.4 9 6.1 7 6.0 7 4.9
Unmarried 162 92.6 139 93.9 109 94.0 135 95.1

Total 175 100.0 148 100.0 116 100.0 142 100.0

Months
postpartum, 15

Married 32 19.5 16 12.6 17 16.0 13 10.7
Separated or
divorced 4 2.4 1 0.8 2 1.9 0 -
Unmarried 128 78.0 110 86.6 .87 82.1 108 89.3

Total 164 100.0 127 100.0 106 100.0 121 100.0

Months
postpartum, 26 .

Married 43 29.3 19 16.2 26 27.7 17 15.0 17 44.7'
Separated or
divorced 3 2.0 9 7.7 1 1.1 8 7.1 1 2.6
Unmarried 101 68.9 89 76.1 67 71.3 88 77.9 20 52.6

Tbial 147 100.0 117 100.0 94 ,100.0 113 100.0 38 '100.0

`Approximately 6 yearn postpartum, by interview.

Table 641.

v

Frequency Distribution of Life Styles t
26 Months Postpartum, YMP and IAS

YMP IAS

No. No. %

School + no pregnancy
(success)

51 35.0 42 37.1

School + pregnancy
(partial saecess)

24 16.4 29 25.6

Dropout + no pregnancy
(partial success)

25 17.1 15 13.2

Dropout + pregnancy
(nonsuccess)

,46 31.5 27 24.0

Total 146 100.0 113 100.0
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Young Mothers' Appraisal of How They Are Getting Along
at 26 Months Postpartum by Life Style, YMP and IAS

Appraisal

Life Style (Two Factors)

School +
Not Preg.

School +
PregnaLicy

Dropout +
Not Preg.

Dropmkt
Pi'egnancy Total

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

YMP
Very well 10 19.6 2 8.3 2 8.0 8 17.4 22 15.1Fairly well 41 80.4 19 79.2 19 76.0 30 65.2 109 74.7Not too well 0 - 2 8.3 3 12.0 7 15.2 12 8.2Poorly 0 - I. 4.2 1 4.0 1 2.2 3 2.0Total 51 100.0 24 '100.0 25 100.0 46 100.0 146 100.0

IAS

Very well 5 11.9 3 10.3 3 20.0 3 i0.7 14 12.3Fairly well 29 69.0 22 75.9 7 46.7 18 64.3 76 66.7Not too well 6 14.3 3 10.3 ). 5 33.3 7 25.0 21 18.4Poorly 2 ' 4.8 1 3.4 0 3 2.6Total 42 100.0 29 100.0 15 ,100.0 28 100.0 114 100.0

Table 6-13. Life Styles and Marriage at 26 Months Postpartum,
YMP and IAS

Marital Status

YMP IAS
Single Ever Married Single Ever Married

Life Style (2 factors) No. % No. % No. No. %
School + not pregnant

(success]
44 86.3 7 13.7 35 83.3 7 16.7

School + pregnancy 1'7 70.8 7 29.2 21 72.4 8 27.5( partial success)
Dropout + not pregnant 17 68.0 8 32.0 13 86.7 2 13.3( partial success)
Dropout pregnancy

(nonsuccess)
22 47.8 24 52.2 17.. 63.0 - 10 37.0

Total 100 100.0 46 100.0 86 100.0 27 100.0

104 2J3

.
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Table 6-14. Life Styles ail Emyloyment YMP and IAS

YMP

Yes No Yes No

Life Style (2 factors) No. % No. % No. % No. %

Employed, 26 Months Postgart4

School + not pregnant
(success)

34 . 68.0 16 32.0' 20 48.6 21 51.2

School + pregnancy
(partial success)

3 13.0 20 87.0 4 14.3 24 85.7

Dropout -F not pregnant
(partial success)

6 25.0 18 75.0 7 46.7 8 53.3

Dropout + pregnancy
(nonsuccess)

3 6.7 42 93.0 3 10.7 25 89.3

Total 46 100.0 96 100.0 34 100.0 78 100.0

Employed, any Time Postpartum

School + not pregnant
(success)

45 90.0 5 10.0 36 87.8 5 12.2

School + pregnancy 18 78.3 5 21.7 23 82.1 5 17.9

( partial success)
Dropout + not pregnant

(partial success)
15 62.5 9 37:5 12 80.0 3 20.0

Dropout + pregnancy
(nonsuccess)

30 66.7 15 33.3 20 71.4 8 28.6

Total 108 100.0 34 100.0 91 100.0 21 100.0

4e
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Table 6.15. Life Styles and Welfare Stalks at 26 Months Postpartum,
YMP

Life Style (2 factors)

elfare Statto

Welfare Only We are + Other No Welfare

No. % N % No.'

SolfOOT+,not pregnan}
(success)

.1 2.0 24 17.1 26 -51.0

School + pregnancy 4 16.7 of 14 58.3 6 25.0
( partial success)

Dropout + not pregnant 1 4.0 15 60.0 9 36.0
( partial success)

Dropout + pregnancy
(nonsuccess)

9 19.6 . 23 50.0 14 30.4

Total 15 100.0 76 100.0 55 100.0

f

ti
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Table 6.16. Life Styles.and Welfare Statu. t 26 Months Postpartum,
IAS

Welfare Status

Welfare Only Welfare + Other No Welfare

Life Style (2 factors) No. % No. % No. %

School + not pregnant
(success)

11 26.8 10 24.4 20 48.8

Schbol + pregnancy
(partial success)

10 34.5 12 41.4 7 24.1

Diopout + not pregnant
(partial success)

8 53.3 4 26.7 3 20.0

Dropout + pregnancy 11 39.3 14 50.0 3 10.7
( nonsuccess)

`Tota1 40 100.0 40 100.0 33 100.0

ik
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7 Factors Related to the Attainment
of. Program Goals

Findings in earlier chapters suggested that
the special programs had 41 considerable
amount of short-term influence in assisting
young mothers to attain the objectives that
guided the program, but they did not1,ave as much long-term inIpact. The quasi-

perimental design on which the conclu-
sion was based can not provide definitive
proof. In this chapter two other approaches
will be used to determine whether a cause-
and-effect relationship existed between one
special programs and the observed results
at several points in time. The strength of
association between the independent and
program variables and the dependent (out-
come) variables will be studied at three
postpartum time periods. by means of sev-
eral techniques.

Association between
Independent and Program
Variables and Outcomes

Independent Variables., Demographic
and economic variables: Demographic and
economic variable; had surprisingly little
association with the dependent variables of
education, subsequent pregnancy, employ.
ment, and source of income at any of the
three time periods.2 The only associations
unlikely to have occurred by chance in -,
volved welfare status at registration. Those

1: These analyses are run for the YMP only be-
cause many more types of data were available for
that group, particularly measures of program
participation.

2. A detailed discussion of the tests used is given
in Appendix E.
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on welfare then were likely to be on welfare
after delivery also and were somewhat less
likely than those not on welfare to shoit
edticational success at 26 months post-
partum.

The demographic and economic variables
which other studies have found significant
probably had less impact here because of
the homogeneity of the population. This
was the result of the study design (those
in the study had to meet certain criteria)
and of cult(gal differences (those of differ-
ent economic status who became pregnant
tended to deal with the problem in other
ways and did not attend the Young Mothers

This finding simplifies the analysis. In
most studies with a heterogeneous popula-
tion, determining cause and effect from
statistical associations is difficult since the
strong effects of these economic variables
are hard to eliminate from the analysis
(ie. they make too much "noise" for sub-
tlOr influences fo be heard). Their minimal
effects in thisistudy mean that these vari-
ables will not be likely to confound subse-
quent associations. Nevertheless, care still
must be taken since_a statistical 'association
between program participation and pro-
gram success might be explained by other
types of preexisting characteristics, such as
educational status and motivation (Fig.
7-1).

'Pr
Educational variables.: Four variables
measure a girl's educational functioning

fat theAne she registered for the YMP:
whether she was in school or had dropped
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Fig. 7-1. Possible Paths of Impact of Preexisting Characteristics on Outcomes

Program
participation

Preexisting
characteristics

P

out, whether she was in the appropriate
grade for her age, her grade, and her stated
educational goals. In contrast to the demo.
graphic and economic variables, these vari-
ables had consistently strong associations
with educational success and employment
and some associations with subsequent
pregnancy and economic independence.

Program Variables. Quantity ol contact:
The variables measuring quantity of pro-
gram contact in educations and in social

service' tended to have a strong influence
on education and employment in the early
postpartum period but a declining or absent
influence at the end of the study period.

'Educational contact ivas more important
than social service contact for educational
success, but social service contact had more
impact on employment stqus. None of the
measures of quantity of program contact
had strong association with subsequent
pregnancy or economic independence.

Acceptance of services: The measures of
acceptance program services in education
(percent attendance at the McCabe Center)
and in the social services (percent attend-
ance at socialwork group sessions, appro-

3. Whether or not the girls attended the McCabe
Center and, if so, the number of days attended.
4. The number of individual social work inter-
views and the number of antepartum group ses-
sions attended.
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Outcomes

priate use of services, and response .to
recommendations) had a mixed pattern. of
associations. When a significant association
with an outcome variable appeared, it ten-
ded to hold over time. In some cases, how-
ever, as in the appropriate use of social
worker and response to recommendations,
few significant associations appeared.

Associations with Education

Educational Status at Registration.
The associations between the measures of
educational status at registration and post-
partum educational success are strong.
After an initial decrease between three and
fifteen months postpartum, the size of the
difference between the means of educational
status at registration in the success and

nonsuccess group holds constant (Table
1-1)A The measures of school status at
registration apparently reflect qualities in-
herent in the young mother, such as moti-
vation and/or ability, which exert a fairly
constant influence on her likelihood of
achieving educational success. To the extent
that these variables influence the achieve.
ment of program goals, the program cannot
be given all the credit. The program may
have provided a necessary although not
sufficient element, i.e. even the motivated
have difficulty attending a school in which
they are not welcome.

109
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Fig. 7.2. Change in Strength of Association over Time between SeVral
Types of Variables and Educational Success

Strength of
association with
educational success

Strong

Weak

No association

C
Measures of educational

status at registration

Percentage
of attendance

0

Demographic and economic measures

0

Program Variables. Quantity of program
contact: A strong association was noted at
three months postpartum between the meas-
ures of educational contact, e.g. attendance
at McCabe and the probabilit of being an
educational success (Tabl ), but the
strength of association con latently dimin-
ished over time. This supports the conclu-
sion that the special programs had a strong
short-term educational impact but a weaker
long-term impact.

These data also support the assertion that
the programs had an effect independent of
the preexisting characteristics. If the asso-
ciations between quantity of contact and
outcomes were due to the preexisting edu-
cational characteristics, the former associ-
ations also should have maintained their
strength over time. The fact that the two

110

15 26

Months of interview

types of variables (educational status, quan-
tity of contact) behave differently suggests
that they measure different effects, at least
in part (Fig. 7-2).5

5. Since once a young mother graduated from high
school she remained permanently in the "educa-
tional success" category, It might be more reason-
able to determine If these relationships hold at
each point In time postpartum for those who had
not graduated at the previods point In time. One
difficulty with this kind of analysis is that the
sample size declines rapidly, with a resulting
instability in the statistical tests. The results of
such an analysis for those who were educational
successes (but not graduated) at dine months
suggests that the strength of association does fall
more rapidly over time for every variable when
the'graduates are removed from further considera-
tion, but the preexisting educational variables
still maintain their strength of association much
better than does the quantity of contact with the
program. This analysis, therefore, supports the
main point previously mentioned, i.e. that the two
types of vanables behave differently and therefore
measure different things.
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Acceptance of services: The actual number
of days a girl could attend the McCabe
Center was somewhat beyond her control
since it was determined partially by how
near to term she deliv'ered and by the time
of year when she delivered (e.g. those who
delivered in early fall could attend fewer
days because McCabe classes were not held

, during the summer). The percentage of the
eligible days she actually attended was
largely under her control, however, and this
figure may reflect her basic educational
motivation. The petaii4Ige of eligible days
attended, therefore, was expected % (and
did) behave over time more like the meas-
ures of .school status at registration than
the measures of quantity of participation;'
i.e. the strength of the association was
maintained fairly well over time (Table
7-3 and Fig. 7-2).

Associations with Subsequent
Pregnancy

Independent Variables. No statistically
significant associations could be found be-
tween the demographic or economic vari-
ables and subsequent pregnancy at either.
15 or 26 months postpartum. In addition
only one statistically significant association
was found between the variables measuring
school status at registration and subsequent
pregnancy; those in school at registration
were less likely to hate a subsequent preg-
nancy by 15 months (p < 0,01). This
association was not significant by. 26"
months, however.

'Program Variables. Quantity of program
contact: Attending McCabe appeared to
have a weak effect in reducing rapid sub-
sequent pregnancies (by 15 months post-
partum), but this was statistically signifi-
cant only if fertility was trichotomized,°
and it did not hold at the last interview

6. No subsequent pregnancy/pregnant but not
terminated/already terminated.

4.9 .At. 0
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period. In a similar manner, the number of
days of attendance at McCabe influenced
the 15-month postpartum status, but not the
26-month.status. Those who attended more
days were less likely to have a subsequent
pregnancy by 15 months postpartum (p <
0.05). Attending the antepartem
work group sessions (for those assigned)
was associated with avoiding rapid subse-
quent pregnancies (p < 0.05), but this
effect also disappeared by 26 months post-
partum.

Acceptance of services: The only strong
associations between program variables and
subsequent pregnancy involved the per-
centage attendance at the McCabe Center
(Table 7-4). Since percentage attendance
apparently reflects educational motivation
andjor ability, the data suggest that these
characteristics are important in avoiding
rapid subsequent pregnancy, and probably
more important than the quantity of con-
tact with the special programs.

Associations with Employment

Indepeldent'4' Variables. A somewhat
similar pattern of association was found
between the independent and program vari-
ables on the one hand and employment
status at interview on the other. Significant
and reasonably constant associations were
found between employment and the three
meatures of school status at registration but
not with the, demographic and economic
variables (Table 7-5). Those in school (or
graduated) wore more likely to be working.

Program Variables. Merely attending
McCabe did noii appear to influence em-
ployment. Among those who attended Mc-
Cabe, however, the better the attendance
the more likely they were to be working at
15 months (Table 7-6); this did not hold
for 26 month's. Those who attended more
social-work group sessions were even more
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likely to be working at 15 months, but by
26 months postpartum the association was
no longer statistically significant. The per-
cent attendance at McCabe School main-
tained a strong association with employ.
ment throughout the study period, whereas
the percent attendance at group sessions did
not. Two alternative explanations may be
offered: the percent attendance at the
McCabe Center may reflect something in
the young mothers-to-be that predisposed

ccess in both institutional "establish-
nt" settings (scho and job) ; or the

chool and the soci service program may
have assisted the ung mother to find em-
ployment by improving her skills and/or
self-confidence.

Associations with EcOnomic
Independence

Independent Variables. No demographic
variable, and only4ne economic variable
(welfare status at registration)-, was associ
ated with economic, independence' at 15
and 26 months postpartum. As might be
expected, the strength of the association
decreased over time as more young mothers
established their independence, which ofteA
included marriage and/or employment.

Program Variables. The only participa.
Von variables associated witk economic in-
dependence were the number and the per.
centage of days the girls attended the
McCabe Center (the same variables most
strongly associated with avoiding subse-
quent pregnancies). These associations,
however, were only with economic inde-
pendence at 26 months postpartum. Ap-
parently several years had to elapse during
which the girls matured and perhaps fin-
ished school and/or married before the

7. This dependent variable was trichotomized: in.
dependent,of welfare/welfare and other income/
welfare oily.
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effect of their personal characteristics, com-
bined with the input from the special pro-
grams, could be demonstrated in the eco-
nomic area.

Path Analyses

The study of a complex social situation
requires relating many independent van-
able., to tach other and to the dependent
variables. The multiple regression tech
nique makes possible the determination of
the proportion of the total variation in a
dependent variable explained by each of the
independent variables, beyond that ex-
plained by the other variables in the equa
tion. When multiple regression is.applied
to a series of presumed causal pathways,
an estimate is obtained of the "relative im-
portance of each pathway. This application
to a causal model is called path analysis
(Turner and Stevens, 1959; Duncan, 1966).
(Methodological aspects of these techniques
are discussed in more detail in Appendix
L)

Although the determination of causation
can be difficult (Blalock, 1962; G9ldberg,
1966), this study simplified the process by
collecting data at various points in time. It
was assumed that only variables which pre-
ceded a young mother's status in timesould
cause that status. One limitation of the'
proach is that other dependent varia s
measured at the same point in time had c
be excluded because a causal directiiifa
could not be assumed with certainty. In-
ability to handle statistically tile interaction
among simultaneous life-status variables
limits somewhat the total amount of varia-
tion in a dependent variable that can be
explained. For most of the outcome vari-
ables, however, enough variation could be
explained to provide interesting insights in-
to causal factors.

Education. In order to apply path analy-
sis to educational success, four measures of
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school status at registration, several meas. and 26 months postpartum were arranged
ures of attendance at .the specihl program, sequentially with arrows indicating the di-
and school status at 3 months, 15 months, rection of possible effect (Fig.t713). Being

Fig. 7-3. Path Analysis of Factors Ailipciated with School Success,
Full YMP Sample

On welfare,
registration` .20

In school,. .92
.32 registration N 153

High educa-
=

tional goals
.69

Previous .15 Attended .69
McCabepregnancies N = 158

.38

School suc-
.23 cess, 3 months .89

111.-

= 150postpartuma

.38

School
High grade, .19 success, .87
registration 15 month's N =139

postpartuma

.61

School
.14 success, .79

26 months N = 98
postpartuma

a

0

0

0

R = residual unexplained variation in this and subsequent figures.
'In this and subsequent figures the direction of the association is indicated by the labeling on the boxes.
This was done to facilitate understanding, but each box actually represerfts a variable (e.g. from being
on welfare to being off welfare, or from high, to low educational goals).

'School success means being in school or having graduated, in this and subsequent figures.,

'Based on all except those who have graduated previously.
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in school at registration may have predicted
whether or notea girl attended the McCabe
Center, which in turn predicted whether or
not she returned to school postpartum, and
so on. Variables besides prior school status
which might predict subsequent school suc-
cess, such as the demographic and economic
variables, participation in the progi-am,
and outcome measures at the previous time
period, were also entered into the equa
Lions.

The path in Figure 7-3 was constructed
so that at each point all the study subjects
on whom data were available .for both time
periods were ugd except those who per-
manently fell into the "success" category by
virtue of gra$1uation; these were removed
from the subsequent step. Thus, the school
status at 15 months postpartum was deter-
mined for those who had not graduated at
3 months postpartum, and the 26-month
school status for those who had not gradu-
ated by either the 3- or 15-month. inter-
views. The data shown, therefore, answer
the question, "Given that they were still in
school or had dropped out at one period,
what factors determined whether or not
they were in school or graduated at the
next?"

Path analysis provided insights into why
a girl was still in school at registration, al-
though the sampling method was not ideal
to answer this question. Among the vari-
ables available, the educational goals rela-
ted most strongly to school status at regis-
tration: those with higher goals were more
likely to be in school. Welfare status, how-
ever, had a negative impact on school status
at registration, for unknown reasons.

The primary factor influencing McCabe
attendance was school status at registration.
Most who were in school at the time they
registered for care enrolled at McCabe. The
strength of this influence is shown by the

gh path coefficient at the arrow. The
,rcnumber of previous pregnancies also in-

fluenced attendance, those with previous
pregnancies being less likely to attend
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McCabe. Since only it few mothers had
previous pregnancies, the .path coefficient
is relatively weak, but in some individual
cases ptegnancy may have been a deciding
factor. Educational goals also influenced
whether or not a girl attended the McCabe
Center, but largely through influencing
whether she was still in school at registra-
tion.

The strongest predictor of returning Co
school postpartum was attending the spe-
cial scheol, although educational goalehad
a definite additional effect.

At both 15 and 26 months postpartum
the preexisting school status was the most
important predictor of subsequent school
status. McCabe attendance still had a
statistically significant independent impact
on 15month postparttuh school success,
but this had disappeared by 26 months
postpartum. Educational goals had weak
partial correlations with school success
after prior school status was entered, al-
though both educational goals and McCabe
attendance had statistically significant first-
order correlations with this outcome vari-
able. These observations are interpreted to
mean that the impact of educational goals
and McCabe attendance on school success
was mostly channeled through keeping a
girl in school rather than in returning
dropouts to school.

Qirls in the higher.grades (11 and 12)
were somewhat more likely to be educa-
tional successes, presumably because they
were closer to the goal of graduation. In
summary, the first path analysis shows that
the most powerful predictor of subsequent
school status at any point in time was the
school status at the previous point of
measurement, although-educational goals,
grade, and McCabe attendance also had
additional effects.

The only measure of program participa-
tion in the educational path ir) Figure 7-3
was attendance at McCabe. The other par-
ticipation variables could not be included
.without removing from consideration all
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Fig. 74. Path Analysis of Factors Associated with School Success,
McCabe Attenders Only

.27

.38
In appr,opriate
grade for age*

.86
High
percentage
attendance,
McCabe

School suc-
cess, 3 months
postpartum

.23

N = 104

.87

.31

.19
School
success,
15 months }II
postpartumb

High grade,
registration

N =88

.73

$.65

School
success
26 months
poitpartutnb

R
N = 59

'See note a in Fig. 7.3.

'Based on all who attended McCabe except those who have graduated previously.

the study subjects who did not attend the
special school.° Therefore, anther path
analysis on education was run only for
those who did attend the McCabe Center;
the results of this are shown in Figure 7-4.
Among this group, the appropriateness of
grade to age and the percent attendance at

8. The multiple regression technique requires data
to be available for every subject on every variable
included in the equation. Since those }rho did not
attend the McCabe Center had no meaningful data
on, for example, the "percent attendance at the
McCabe School," they would automatically be
eliminated flom any equation where this variable"
was entered. Therefore, to include all jkie mothers
in the sample, these variables had to be omitted.
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McCabe contributed to school status at 3
and at 15 months postpartum., Those who
were not behind grade in school, and those
who attended a greater percentage of the
days itOcCabe, were more likely to return
to school' postpartum and still to be in
school at 15 months.

In summary, motivation and being in a,
high and apprcipriate grade were important
in school success, but the most important
factor among those included in this study
was the preexisting school status. This sug-
gests that special efforts should be made to
keep pregnant girls and young mothers in
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school at all periods. The most crucial point
for more effort now appears to be the first
year postpartum, during which about 30%
of those who returned to school dropped out
again ( Appendix H). The dropout rate was
less thereafter. Perhaps the young mothers
need more help in adjusting to their new
role. Since an important reason for, drop=
ping out was difficulty with baby care, a
successful follow-through program aimed at

helping young mothers remain in school
probably would have to include day care.

Subsequent Pregnancies. Two separate
path analyses were also aepessary to show
the factors influencing subsequenr preg-
nancies among all YMP participants (Fig.
7.5). Because the factors leading to a rapid
subsequent pregnancy might be different
from those predisposing to reconception at

Fig. 7-5. Path Analyses of Factors Associated with Subsequent
Pregnancy at 15 and 26 Months Postpartum, Full YMP Sample

A. 15-Month Postpartum Pregnancy Status

Unmarried,
3 months
postpartum .12

Only or
oldest child

.15

In school at
registration,'
or school
success, 3 mo.
postpartumb

w .24

No recon-
ception,
15 months
postpartum-

.95

B. 26-Month Postpartum Pregnancy Stature

Unmarried,
15 months
postpartum

.22

Using
contraception,
15 months
postpartum

No recon-
ception%

26 months
postpartum

[41

See note a in Fig. 7-3.

'Both variables had about equal efleCt.

`Based on those without reconception at 15 months postpartum.
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a later date. one analysis was run for all
study subjects to determine factors associ-
ated ' ith reconceptions by 115 months post-
partum, and a second to determine why
those not pregnant by 15 months conceived
again by 26 months. The most important
overall observation is that, in contrast to
educational status, the variables used in this
study had only a small influence on subse-'
quent pregnancies. All the independent and
program variables shown in Appendix D
vere studied. Therefore, the lack of ex-
planatory power reflects a weakness in the
variables themselves.

Although the postpartum prescription
and use of contraceptives were entered as
variables into these analyses, they were not
strong predictors of pregnancy at 15

months. This may be due to compliant an-
swers, i.e. the respondent iave the answer
she felt the interviewer would approve, or
to the-fact that use of contraceptives at one
time may not be a good predictor of use at
other times. Return to school postpartum
was the most important correlate of delay-
ing rapid areconception; this is consistent
with findings reported earlier based on
other analytical techniques (Jekel et al., in
press). The use of contraceptives became
more important at 26 months (Fig. 7.5, B),
but even then its influence was weak. Neither
the prescription of contraceptives nor their.
reported use at a point in time could be
equated with extended use-effectiveness in
this population. Others have emphasized this
and have pointed to the central importance
of social and psychological factors (Bracken
et al., 1972a, 1972b). This study did not
gather sufficient data in these areas to clarify
the major factors in use-effectiveness. Until
more adequate knowledge is available, con-
traceptives that do not require ongoing
participation of young mothers may have
important advantages (e.g. IUCD's).

Marital status did not have a ,strong in-
fluence early, perhaps because relatively few
young mothers married in the first year, but
a trend began that could be seen more
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clearly in the second .path. Those who
stayed single were less likely to hive sub-
sequent pregnancies, probably because of
less sexual exposure. Also, those who were
only oroldest children were somewhat more
likely to have rapid subsequent pregnancy.
This may be related to the fact that they
were, on the average, in smaller households
and may have had more opportunity to be
alone and unsupervised; the importance of
size of household is seen more clearly in
Figure 7-6.

In order to investigate the contribution of
participation in the special program, path
analyses were repeated for only those who
attended the McCabe Center (Fig. 7-6).
Marital status at three months was also an
important factor for this group, the single
girls being less likely to conceive. One addi-
tional demographic variable was statis-
tically significant: the more members in the
household, the less likely a young mother
was to have a subsequent infant,' as men-
tioned above. Two measures of participa-
tion appear somewhat important in rapid
subsequent pregnancies: percentage attend-
ance at McCabe and number of social work
interviews: The hiiher the proportion of
eligible days a girl attended the special
school, the less likely she was to have a
subsequent pregnancy. This May be related
to greater educational motivation, to less

. opportunity for sexual activity, or to some
other factor. The larger number of indi-
vidual social work interviews among young
mothers with early reconceptions suggests
that the social workers were aware of girls
who were likely to have problems and
worked more extensively with them.

School factors were important in pre-
dieting which of those who avoided a rapid
reconception also could avoid one by 26
months. The girls who were in school and/
or in a high grade at registration were less
likely to have subsequent pregnancies. This
is probably related to educational motiva-
tion or ability. Marital status at 15 months
was the next most important predictor of
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Fig. 7.6. Path Analyses of Factors Associated with Subsequent Pregnancy,
McCabe Attenders Only

A. 15-Month Postpartum Pregnancy Status

Many

social work
interviews

High
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attendance,
McCabe

.23

Large number'
of personal'
in household

Unmarried,
3 months
postpartuni

.23

.33 to-
No recoil-
ception,
15 months
postpartum

..85

B. 26-Month Postpartum Pregnancy Status

In school,
registration

High grade,
registration

N = 85

Unmarried,
15 months
postpartum

.33
.16

V

No recon-
.25

Using contra-
ception,
15 months

.15 ception, .90
26 months N = 80.

postpartum posipirtum

'See note a in Fig. 7.3.

subsequent pregnancies: those who were
married had more subsequent babies
Barely significant was the reported use of
contraceptives at 15 months. In this study,
measures of educational and marital siftuss,,
were consistently more important predictors
of subsequent pregnancy than reported use
of contraceptives, although no dingle factor
was uniquely important. Thus, the study
was not able to identify the primay fac-
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tom that determine whether or not the
young mothers had subsequent pregnancies.
This.lc`com lex personal decision was far less
predict e than school success.

Employment. The variables which meas-
ured school status at the time of registratiim
were important predictors of employment
status (Fig. 7-7).9 The girls who were
high school juniors or seniors, and those
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Fig. 7-7. Path Analysis of Factors Associated with Employment, McCabe Attenders Only

Attended
many group
sessions

High grade,
registration

High
percentage
attendance,
McCabe

.21

.25

No recon-
ception,
15 months
postpartum

High
educational
goals,
registration

.21

.16

"See note a in Fig. 7-3.

.20

Employed,.
15 months .89

postpartum

.20

Employed,
26 months
postpartum

with highhigh educational goals, were some-
what more likely to be working. Two
measures of program participation also
were predictive of working: the number
of social-work group sessions attended and
the percent attendance at McCabe. Thus
these findings reported earlier in this chap-
ter hold after the effects of other variables

9. The paths showing association with employment
at 15 and 26 months postpartum for the full sample
and for only McCabe attenders were similiar to
each other, the primary difference being that the
one for McCabe attenders included the added ex-
planatory .power of the participation' measure&
Therefore, only the path for McCabe attenders is
shown (Fig. 7-7).

2 8

N --= 95

.93

N 102

0

El

have been controlled.
Other findings' were that those who did

not have subsequent pregnancies by 15
months and those who had been working at
15 months were more likely to be working
at 26 months postpartum. Since the in-
fluence of all of these variables was weak,
apparently the majority of explanatory
factors were not identified by this study.
As with subsequent prog,nancy, employment
is a very personal decision which is a part
of the total life style.

Economic Independencft.The independ-
ent and program variables lied a relatively
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weak influence on the source of income"
at 15 months postpartum. Those who were
married by three months postpartum were
most likely to be economically independent,
presumably due to income of the husband.
Those

sik
whq were in o higher grade at regis-

tration were omewitt more likely to be
economically i ependent, probably be-
cause older girls we more likely to be
married and/or wor ing. Those Who at-
tended the special sch of a high proportion
of the time for which they were eligible
were more likely to be partially or com-
pletely independent, as were those who were
not on welfare at the time of registration.

The study- variables had a stronger in-
fluence at 26 months postpartum. This was
partlilly due to the fact that the 15-month
source of income was a Wong predictor of
subsequent income status (those who were
economically independent at 15 months
postpartum tended to-remain so, and vice
versa). Moreover, the influence of he per-
cent attendance at McCabe became stronger.
Whatever was accomplished through school
participation took p' while to be revealed.
The same appeared to apply to palticipation
in the social-work group sessions, which
explained almost as much as did prior eco-
nomic status. The more group sessions at-
tended, the more likely the young mother
was to be economically independent. De-
spite this finding, those who were partially
or completely independent economically
were less likely to have been rated by the
social worker as using her services ade-
quately. The meaning of this is not clear,
but the social workers may have achieved
more in the lives of these young mothers
than they realized. By 26 months post-
partum, age at registration had a slightly
negative effect on economic independence,
as did having had a rapid subsequent
pregnancy. Subsequent pregnancy would"

10. The dependent variable for this analysis was
trichotomized into those fully dependent on wel-
fare/those,with mixed welfare and other support/
those fully free of public support.
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probably have had a more strongly negative
effect If it were not also associated with
marriage, which had a positive effect (Fig.
7.8).

Summary. The path analysis generally
supports the findings reported in chapter 6
and in the first part of this chapter. Demo-
graphic and economic variables were not
important predictors of outcomes; but the
variables measuring school status at the
time of registration frequently were. Vari-
ables measuring the quantity of program'
input were more important early than over
the long run, although in the case of eco-
nomic independence the input from social
service appeared to be important at 26
months postpartum.

In education and source of income, the
best predictor of subsequent status was pre-
vious status, which has implications for
planning. Educational programs should
make every effort to provide continuity and
keep young mothers from interrupting
their schooling, unless the system is pre-
pared to offer the option of adult high
school for mothers who choose to finish
childbearing first and then complete their
education.

In the path analysis, the most important
factors predicting status on a given outcome
variable at one point in time were fre-
quently differ from those at other points
in time, sugge tin; that the factors responsi-
ble for achiev ment changed with time, and
that assistance for young mothers must be
individualized at each point in time.

'vett
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Fig. 7.13. Path Analysis of Factors Associated with Economic
Independence at 15 and 26 Months Postpartum, McCabe Attendcrs ly
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Associations between Independent Variables Describing
Educational Status at Registration and Edvational Success
by Time of Interview, YMP

Postpartum Interview

Test of Significance
3 Months

(N = 175)
15 Months
(N = 164)

26 Months
(N = 147)

In School at registration°
rb

t 4)
0.519
7.990

0.331

4.460
0.330
4.216

Difference between means 0.488 0.254 0.252

In appropriate grade
rb 0.291 -"" 0.263 0.301

3.998 3.474 3.798
Difference betwreaeincans .0.284 0.208 0.239

'High educational goals
rb 0.359 0.302s 0.306

4.958 3.948 3.757
Difference between means 0.533 0.364 0.358

As measured by the biserial correlation coefficient ( "r "), the value for t, and the difference in themeans
of the independent variables (as coded) in the "success" and "failure" groups. For a discussion of the

t' use of these tests see Appendix E.

Ile association is statistically significant at the 0.001 level for rb and t, except in a single instance, as
noted.

The association is statisticallyisignificant at the 0.01 level.
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Association* between Quantity of Program Contact and
Educational Success by Time of Interview, YMP

Postpartum Interview

3 Months . 15 Months 26 Months

Attended McCabe Center
re 0.455° 0,350" 0.208°
t 6.728* 4.750b 2.5674
Difference between means 0.422 0.265 0.157

Number of days attended
McCabe (attendee only)
rb 0.254' 0.2414 9.2034
t . 3.032' 2.8,58' 2.2601
Difference between means 18.222 11.583 9.374

'See note a to Table 7.1. 'Significant at the 0.01 level.
'Significant at the 0.001.lavel. 'Significant at the 0.05 level.

Table 7-3.

Test*

Association between' Percentage Attendance at McCabe and
Educational Success by Time of Interview, YMP

Postpartum Interview

3 Months 15 Months 26 Months

rb 0.346 0.340 0.305
4.430 4.175 3.489

Difference between means 22.124 14.3'73 12.538

.'Both trots significant at the 0.001 level.

Table 74. Association' between Percentage Attendance at McCabe and
Delay of Subsequent Pregnancies by Time of Interview, YMP

Postpartum Interview

Test 15 Months 26,Months

rb

Difference between means

0.305°
3.685b

14.980

0.304b
2.543'
9.203

'Sea note to Table 7.1. 'Significant at the 0.01 level.

'Significant at the 0.001 level.
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Table 7-5. Association" between Measures of Educational Status at
Registration and Employment by Time of Interview, YMP

Postpartum Interview

15 Months 26 Months

In appropriate grade
rb 0.184"

2.388"
Difference between

'means 0.157 0.193,,

High educational goals
re 0.187" 0.212"

2.371" 3.340°
.Difference between
means 0.243 0.352

Grade in school

Q.203° 0.194°
3.461° 3.226°

Difference between
means 0.776 0.777

'See note A to Table 7-1. 'Significant at the 0.01 level.
'Significant at the 0.05 level. 'Significant st the 0.001 level.
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Table 7.6. Association' between Measures of Program Participation
and Employment by Time of Interview

Postpartum Interview

15 Months 26 Months

Number of days at
McCabe

re 0.220° 0.191°
t 2.602° 1.441 (n.s.)
Difference between
means 10.822 6.417

Percentage attendance at,
McCabe

re 0.309° 0.287
3.758d 3.049°

Difference between
means 1.325 1.162

Number of antepartum
group sessions

re 0.260d 0.119
3.409d 0.961 (n.s.)

Difference between
means 1.256 0.374

Percentage attendance at
McCabe

re 0.264c 0.064
3.198c 0.082 (n.s.)

Di ence between
means 0.834 0.221 t-

'See note to Table 7.1. 'Significant at the 0.01 level.

'Significant at the 0.05 level. 'Significant at the 0.001 level.
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8 The Study Findings and
Their Implications for Policy Formulation

The agency that funded this study and the
research staff that developed and executed
it believed that its findings would influence
those responsible for developing policy rela-
tive to pregnant girls of school age. This
final chapter will focus on those study re-
sults that have policy implications and
attempt to show how programs could be
modified to assist further this special group
of young women.

Appraisal of the Two
Comprehensive Programs

The .two programs studied intensively must
be judged as partial successes in terms of
their ability to attract pregnant girls in need
of their services and to guide those girls in
the direction of program goals.

Intake. Both the Young Mothers Program
and the Inter-Agency Services were able to
draw a large percentage of the school-age
pregnant girls in their respective communi-
ties who needed assistance with their preg-
nancies and were economically unable to
secure other types of help. White or middle-
and upper-income girls of any race were
noticeably lacking; certainly school-age
girls from these classes do become pregnant
but they did not join the programs. Evi-
dence from elsewhere suggests that their
problems are solved by abortion, a mater-
nity home, by leaving town, or marriage.

A significant finding for planners is the
larger percentage of the eligible population
reached by a hospitaloogram than by e
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school program. This may have been due
to lAS's policy of refusing to admit girls
who had not completed eighth-grade or who
were not in school when they became preg-
nant, but it seems possible that even if these
two restrictions were lifted, the program
with a social service or school image would
not attract as large a proportion as a
hospital-based program. For many of the
eligibles, school was unattractive and un-
essential, but most in this age group sought
prenatal care. One recommendation, there-
fore, is that programs not based in hospi-
tals, which want to reach as many pregnant
school-age girls as possible, maintain very
close cooperative relationships with obstetric
clinics in hospitals and neighborhood health
centers, and with private obstetricians.

This study could find no support for the
IAS policy "of not admitting girls below the
ninth grade. The YMP girls who were in the
lower grades did no worse on any of the
basic indicators of success than the older
group except where one would expect age
to make such differences as the proportions
graduated and employed. Moreover, the
younger group probably had fever educa-
tional alternatives. Although a pregnant girl
15 or older may be able to;stay in her regu-
lar classroom without being rejected by her
peers or the teachers, the girl who is 14 or
younger cannot. For her an alternative,edu.
cational opportunity is essential, and.home-
bound instruction should not be the only
one available.

If resources of money and personnel are
limited, the IAS policy of accepting only
girls still in school does seem reasonable:
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YMP girls whlikvere not in school when
they registered for the ptogram did less well
in terms of completing education, delaying
subsequent pregnancy, and achieving eco
nomic independence than those who were
in school. Some programs, therefore, may
choose to focus on the girls who are most
likely to benefit, rather than trying to reach
those with little chance of successand
pos4ly spreading services so thin that even
the potential successes are not helped.

This should not be interpreted as 'an at.
iempt to neglect the pregnant dropouts or
"force-outs." Certainly these girls need help,

, but they probably will require a different
type of service program than those which
were studied. Social workers and educators
must realize that past inadequacies in the
educational system or many years in non
supportive family situations or oppressive
poverty cannot be remedied in a few months
or even a year of intervention. Although no
major social change may be possible for a
young mother, she may accept assistance in
optimizing her already determined life style.
Realityoriented educational experiences
such as cooking, cleaning, sewing, budget.
ing, and childearing, and instruction in
legal rights are being tried by some pro.
grams and show promise. Vocational edu-
cation is essential so that this group of girls
may enter the world of work and find per-
sonal satisfactions besides those associated
with sexual relations and childbearing.

Short-Term Goals. Health: In terms of
short-range goals the two programs were
successful. In the antepartum and imme
diate postpartum period, the young mothe,rs
and their infants did as well as or better
than girls not served by a special program.
The mothers generally were healthy during
the pregnancy (though no more so than
those cared for in more traditional obstet-
ric clinic settings), the infants were sig-
nificantly more healthy at birth, and the
mothers delayed subsequent pregnancies
significantly longer than those in the Com-
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parison group.
The comparison between the YMP group

which received care in the special Young
Mothers Clinic at the Yale-New Haven Hos-
pital, and the earlier Comparison group
which received care in the general obstetrio
clinics of the same hospital, suggests that
the advantages of the clinic in which the
school-age pregnant girl is separated from
older pregnant women are not solely in the
medical area. For example, the segregated
clinic may be able to convey the contracep-
tive message or encourage school atten-
dance more effectively than the general
clinic.

The IAS girls who attended hospital clin-
ics under the support and guidance of
Hartford's federally financed Maternal and
Infant Care Project, with which the IAS
program had a cooperative relationship,
showed medical results comparable to the
YMP girls whose Young Mothers Clinic was
closely coordinated with the overall pro-
grhm. The only hint that source of care may
make a difference medically is found where
there is no program. The few IAS girls who
received private care showed poorer out-
c(imes in terms of stillbirths, return for post-
partum care, and acceptance of contracep-
tion. The data are suggestive only, and
these findings must be supported by further
studies before conclusions about the best
source of medical care can be drawn.

Education: The two programs were largely
successful in enabling those girls who were
still in school at the time of conception to
remain in school during pregnancy and re-
turn to school after delivery, either to the
special education programs or to regular
schools.

Long-Term Goals. Over a longer period
of time the programs do not appear to have
been so successful. In contrast to the hopes
of the clinical staffs and the expectations of
program planners, too many girls at two
years postpartum had left school before
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graduation, had. become pregnant again,
and had made little progress .toward eco-
nomic self-sufficiency. Subsequent infants
delivered tci the same mothers had a dis-
turbingly high rate of prematurity and
perinatal mortality. Many mothers resorted
to induced abortions to' terminate subse-
quent pregnancies. Almost half the mothers
had dropped outs of school by the end of
the study period at approximately 26
months postpartum. Social problems' were
beginning, to appearseparation, divorce,
suicide attempts, violence, and child abuse.

By two years postpartum, approximately
half of the young mothers achieved the
program goals in each of several areas, but
the evidence from the Comparison group
(which had good medical care but little
other support) suggests that about a quarter
of these pregnar . school-age girls were
sufficiently motivated to have achieved them
with traditional, minimal help from organ-
ized sources. Obviously, special programs
can make life much easier for this group, but
the plogranis cannot claim sole credit for its
achievements.

Approximately half of the study popula-
tion who were not "successes" on each of
the long-term program goals were neverthe-
less helped to achieve short-term gals. Ap-
parently the programs were able to provide
assistance to them during the stress of preg-
opcy but did not have sufficient impapt
during thebrief intervention to modify
life styles for a longer period. The marked
difference between short and longer effects
led the research staff to call the projects
"crisis intervention programs."

New Approaches,

These statements are not made to condemn
special programs for pregnant schoolgirls

or even to suggest that they be discontinued.
On the contrary, the staff feels that they
should be encouraged and broadened, but
with a greater understanding of their limi-
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tations and much more expetimentation
with new models of service. Certainly, most..

people who work in the field of social wel-
fare already know what this research docu-
ments that.. one cannot change human
beings or their --environment with brief so-
cial interventions. This study must join the
ranks of otlArs which end with a plea for a
reallocation of public priorities that will
enable, those of limited income to live more
satisfying lives. The staff is not so naive as 1
to believe that poverty, school-age preg-
nancy, illegitimacy, disturbed families, and
other social ills can be eradicated by gov-

,ernmentgil policies, but it does feel that the
situation could be better than it is now.
The stattalso believes that emphasis should
be shif$,to the alleviation of basic prob-
lems and away from the development of
new programs to compensate for them.
However, educational and medical services
should be a right of every young woman.

Service Models. Meanwhile, new service
models are being tried. During much of the
study period most programs with educa-,
tional components developed special classes
separated physically from the schools non-
pregnant girls attended. Toward the end of
the period, cities such as Atlanta began
experimenting with retaining pregnant girls
in their regular classrooms and providing
supplementary services. An earlier paper
written by ale present research team pointed
out the parallel between the sequence of
educational services for handicapped stu-
dents and that for pregnant girls (Holmes,
et, al., 1970.) The handicapped, whether
they were blind, deaf, or otherwise physi-
cally impaired,-or emotionally or mentally
disturbed or retarded, were originally ex-
cluded from schools. Later, homebound in-
struction was provided for each of these
groups. This was followed by special segre-
gated schools which in turn were replaced
by segregated classes. Eventually it was
realized that the child could benefit most
from contact with his peets and that many,



if not 'most of_the handicapped, were flexiu

blo enough to be able to adapt tietbe needs

and problems of the classroom i the teach-

ers showed the same flexibility. The preg-
nant girl appears to be going through the
camel sequence of exclusion, homebound
instruction, segregated schoollt segregated
class, and integration. Unfortunately, this
study did not collect daiFon programs in
which .pregnant girls attended regular clas-
ses. The four girl's in the YMP program
who continued in regular school did well by
the study criteria, but the number is too
small to lead to conclusions. The research
Staff suspects, however, that the findings on
the integrated programs may be similar to
this one. As in the case of the handicapped
child, moreover, integration should not be
the only educational possibility. Particularly
for the younger pregnant girls, but also ,for
some of the older ones with educational,
physical, or emotional adjustment problems,
segregated classes and even homebound in-
struction Mould be available.
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c16-cio en might be substituted, such as ability
to budget, or to care for a child, or to de
velop a favorable home environment.

Curriculum. Mention has been made of
the need of many of the girls for an uncon-
ventional curriculum. Girlsstill in schoOl at
the time they become pregnant, especially
those with educational goals which include
high school graduation, frequently will

achieve in the kind of academic curriculum
pro;ided by the special programs, but for
those who drop out before, during, or shortly
after pregnancy and who have low educa-
tion owls, another curriculum should be
rie . e data cannot determine whether a
ifferent curriculum, with emphasis on

mestic science and vocational training,
wo lead to better outcomes, but for some
it would undoubtedly be more acceptable.
Also, a change in objectives might come
with a change in the educational approach.
Instead of using arbitrary criteria, such as
high school graduation or delay of subse-
quent pregnancy, which assume acceptance
of a middleclass life style, perhaps criteria
that would measure success in the life style

Major Conclusions and Their
Pipgram Implicatitms,

1. Even a demographically homogeneous
population of urban schoolage pregnant
girls contains a' wide range of capability,
motivation, and potential for achievement.
There is no justification for considering
these young women more "bad" or "hope-
less" than other urban school-age girls.

These young women should not be denied
. the basic medical, social, and educational

services they need on thtbasis 01 character
or potential for achievement, as often has
been done in the past.

2. Two programs which provided compre-
' hensive medical, social, and educational

services to school-age mothers during preg-
nancy, delivery, and the immediate post-
partum period had a positive impact on
their clients for more than one year post-
partum in the area of the infant's health,

,,the mother's education, and child4pacing.

The continued support of programs such as
those studied can be justified in terms o
assisting school-age mothei-s to achiev

good health during pregnancy and delivery
.and uninterrupted education for severa
months following delivery.

3. The impact of the program declined over
time in all three areas (health, education,
and child-spacing) and by 26 months post-
partum the impact was still noticeable Only

in the educational area. In contrast, the
characteristics the girls brought to the pro-
gram, which shared importance with the
program variables for the first few months
postpartum, maintained their impact, so
that by 26 months postpartum they were

',228.
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I
more important predictors of program sue.:
cess than program elements,

Programs offering services geared to only
the prenatal period and a few postpartum
months ("crisis intervention") will have
short-term impact k on school-age mothers.
Longer impact may require either flexible
extension. of these programs or the develop-
mentof new programs to meet the long-
term needs of the young mother for child
cure, medical services,, vocational training,
employment assistance, and personal coun-
seling.

4. The levels of achievement of the young
mothers in the areas under study (health,
education, child-spacing, and economiC in-
dependence) were not distributed randomly
either at 15 or 26 months postpartum but
formed several life styles, most of which
were a mixture of "success" and "failure"
by the study criteria. At 26 months post-
partum, the young mothers who formed the
largest group tended to be single, in school,
and without a subsequent pregnancy. They
tended not to be economically independent,
however.thnother. large group tended to be
married economically independent, but
these mothers had interrupted their educa-
tion and/or had had another child.

Program planners and staff should be aware
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that only a invited number of life styles may
be available most young mothers, each of
which shows i er levels c achievement
in some areas than in others. An under-
standing of this development should aid in
counseling. Also, evaluation should not lo-t
cus exclusively on individual end-result
measures but should study their interaction
as well.

5. Two special comprehensive programs
with medical, social, and educational com-
ponents but considerably different service
approaches*oduced very similar end re-
sults among/similar populations of young
mothers.

No single style or program emphasis is
essential so long as the basic program com-
ponents are provided by competent and mo-
tivated personnel. This study, therefore,
does not conclude there is only one way to
provide these basic services, and offers no
single program as a model.
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Coordination of YMP
Components

Due to the foresight of those developing the
Young Mothers Program, the medical and
the educational components of the program
were coordinated so that the Young Mothers
Clinic did not conflict with classes. In addl.
tiont each component encouraged the young
women to attend the ot.- facility regularly.
Medical input was available at the McCabe
Center through tre public health nurse
there, and she communicated when neces-
sary with the medical personnel.

The social services, however, were in a
more difficult, position, since they sought to
straddle the two facilities. In the begs
of the program, the social service i
came from hospital-based social workers
with professional degrees. They usually saw
the young mothers in the Young Mothers
Clinic or occasionally at home. Many prob-
lems needing counseling and advice, how-
ever, were raised by the girls at McCabe,
where the hospital-based social workers
were not available. The McCabe Center staff
was forced, therefore, into a counseling
role, and eventually the Center hired com-
munity persons to assist in outreach and
counseling. Subsequently, problems devel-
oped in coordinating the efforts of profes-
sional socii workers at the hospital an
community outreach workers at Mc Cab

jvFor examine: How ere the responsibili-
ties to be divided Who was td supervise
whom? How much time should the hospital-
employed social workers spend at McCabe
Center? How could communication be im-
proved? When were professional social
workers Are effective, and when were com-
munity workers more effective?

Part ay through the intake into the
study it was decided that the hospital-based
ocial orkers should spend as much time

as- ssible at the McCabe Center during the
time the girls were there. This atypical ar-
rangement for hospital-based social workers

134 h r.0 34.

simplified communication and coordination
of efforts, as community and hospital-based
staff came know each other better. More
eOmmunication was possible with the girls
and, perhaps most important, this occurred
under more natural and spontaneous cir-
cumstances. Scheduling of group sessions
became easier. The social workers provided
a certain amount of inservice education and
informal supervision for the community
workers, who in turn gave insights into the

-community and its problems to the hospital
staff. Although the prAlem of coordinating
staff with different backgrounds from two
different agencies was by no means solved,
positive steps toward improvement were /
taken. It seems that, although community
workers can be effective counselors, profes-
sional supervision is needed for their train-
ing and for handling the more difficult
problems directly. There appear to be defi-
nite advantages In reducing the formality of
social work contact for this age group and
in having the social service staff based
where the girls usually are.
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D. Variables Used in Analyses

The variables used In analysis are shown with their source, categories, an codes.

Variable Name Source Code and Categories

PreExisting Characteristics

Demographic Variables

Age at delivery Hospital recor40
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Race Hospital records
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Religion
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Birthplace
(YMP, IAS, CcTp.)

Length of residence in
New Haven or Hartford
(YMP, IAS)

Hospital records

'Hospital records

Social work forms

Total number of persons Social work forms
in household

Household type at
registration
(YMP, LAS)

social work forms.

'Hospital records include clinic and emergency-room records.

23:4

(years old)

1 = 11
2 = 12
3 = 13
4 = 14

1= Black
2 = White (includes those

defined as Puerto
Rican)

1 = Protestant
2 = Catholic

1 = New Haven or Hartford
2 = Other New England

states
3 = Middle Atlantic states
4 = Southern states
5 = Other'states or countries

(no. of years)

-

A
5 = 15
6 = 16
7 = 17
8 = 18

1 = 1-2
2 = 3-4
3 = 5-9
4 = 10-14
5 = 15-18

-
(no. of persons)

1 = 1
2 = 2
3 = 3
4 = 4

5 =5

7
8 = 8 or more

1 = Girl only
2 = Mother only parent
3 = Both parents
4 = Putative father
5 = Others and relatives
6 = Foster home
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Code and Categories

Number of previous
pregnancies
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Ordinal position
(YMP)

Educational Variables

School status at
r ration
(YM

Last grade attended
(YMP, IAS)

Educational goals at
registration
(YMP, IAS)

At grade; census method
(YMB,IAS)

At grade; exact method
(YMP)

OP

Economic Variables

Welfare status at
registration
(YMP, IAS)

Social class quartile
(YMP)

(previous pregnancies)
Hospital records = 0

2 = 1
3 = 2

Social work forms 1 = Only or oldest
2 = Other

Questionnaire answered 1 =
by girl and school records 2 =

Questionnaire answered 1 =
by girl 2 =
Social w forms 1=

2=
3=

Calculated 1 =
2=

Calculated

Social work forms

New Haven census use
study

Measures of Program Participation

Quantity o/ Contact, Medical

Number of antepartum Hospital records
clinic visits
(YMP, IAS, Co p.

'In some Instanc the exact grade was coded. s

136
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1 =
2=

In school
Dropped out

Under 116
11-12

Dropout or other
Finish high school
Beyond high school

At appropriate grade
Below appropriate grade

At appropriate grade
Below appropriate grade

1 = On welfare
2 = Noron welfare

(quartile)

1= First
2 = Second
3 = Third
4= Fourth

(visits)

1 = 0
2=j-2
3 =7-4
4 = 5-6

5= 7-8
6 = 9-10
7 = 11-12
8= 13 or more
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Variable Name Source Code and Categories

Time to postpartum visit
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Hospital records

Quantity of Contact, Educational

Attended McCabe
(YMP)

Exact number of days
attended McCabe Center
(YMP)

School records

School records

Quantity of Contact, Social Service

Number of social work
interviews
(YMP)

Number of group sessions
attended
(YMP)

Social work forms

Social work forms

Acceptance of Services, Medical

Number of weeks Calculated.from
gestation at registration hospital records
(YMP, 1/tS, Comp.)

Antepartum clinic
appointments kept
(YMP)

Contraception postpartum
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Calculated from
hospital records

Hospital records

Acceptance of ervices, Educational

Choice o chool
(YM

Social work and school
records

236

1= On time
2 = Late visit ( > 8 wits)
3 = No visit

1= Attended
2 = Did not attend

Exact number of days coded

(no. of interviews)

1 = 0
2 = 1
3 = 2
4 =3

5 = 4
6 = 5-9
7= 10 or more

(sessions attended)

1=0 5=4
2=1 6=5-7
3 =2 7=8 ormore
4 = 3

(weeks of gestation)

1 = Under 16 5 = 28-31
2 = 17-19 6 = 32-35
3 = 20-23 7 = Over 35
4 = 24-27 weeks

( 70)

1 = 0-19 4 = 60-79'
2 = 20-39 5 = 80-100
3 = 40-59

1 = None prescribed
2 = Referred elsewhere
3 = Birth control prescribed

1 = No school
2 = Regular school
3 = McCabe Center
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Variable Name Source Code and Categories

Percentage attendance, Calculated from school
McCabe records
(YMP)

Acceptance al Services, Social Work

Group sessions attended Calculated from social
(YMP) work forms

Quality of participation
in group sessions
attended (YMP)

Use of social worker
(YMP)

Response to
recommendations (YMP)

Variations in the Program

Antepartum medical
supervision (YMP)

Source of prenatal care
(IAS)

Social worker assigned
(YMP)

Social work
rating forms

Social work
rating forms

Social wq,rk
rating forms

Hospital records

Clinic and private
Physicians' records

Social work forms

Assigned to group session Social work forms
(YMP)

( %e)

1 = 0-19 6 = 60-69
2 = 2-29 7 = 70-79
3 = 30-39 8 = 80-89
4 = 4 9 = 90-100
5 5

(%).
1 = 0-19 4 = 60-79
2 = 20-39 5 = 80-100
3 = 40-59

(rating pointsd)

1 = Less than 1.5
2 1.5-1.9
3 = 2.0-2.4
4 = 2.5-2.9
5 = 3.0-3.4
6 = 3.5-4.0

1 =' Not Tough use
2 = Appropriate use

1 = Rebellious
2 = No interest
3 = Cooperative
4 = Very cooperative

1 = M.D.
2 = Nurse-midwife

1 = Private care
2 = Hartford Hospital
3 = Mount Sinai Has ital
4 = S 'nt Francis Hosp

1 = Soci Worker A
2 = Social Worker B
3 = Social Worker C

1 = No
2 = Yea

'In some instances this was coded as exact percent attendance.
'A low score means litt,Ig participation in discussion; a high score means active participation.
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Variable Name Source Code and Categories

Ibbstetrical Status
Antepartum

.Henzatocrit
(YMP,4AS, Comp.

Uterine infection
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Urinary tract infection
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Vaginal bleeding
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Venereal disease
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

To zomiar
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Totaimeight gair
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Corrected weight gainli.a
(YMP, IAS; Comp.)

Mental and/or
psychiatric problems
(YMP) u
Medical complication;'
(YMP)

Hospitalization
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Hospital records

Hospital records

Hospital records

Hospital records

Hospital records

Hospital records

Hospital records

Calculated from total
weight gain and age

1= Severe anemia
2 7.-- Moderate anemia
3 = Mild anemia
4 = Not anemic)

1 = Present
2 = None

1 = Present
2 = None

1 = Present
2 = None

1= Present
2 = None

1= Severe
2 = Mild
3 = None,

(pounds)

1 L. Loss
2 = 0-8
3 =9-25
4 = 26 orrnore

1 = Loss
2 = 0-8
3 = 9-25
4 = 26 or more

Psychiatric referral form, 1 = Problem
hospital records 2 = None

Hospital records

Hospital records

Also used as a continuous variable.
'Also coded as 1= present; 2 = absept.
'Also coded as exact number of pounds gained or lost.
For expected weight gain due to growth.
' ncludcl toxemia, infection, bleeding, etc.

38.

1= Present
2 = None

1= None
2 = Once
3 =.Twice or oftener
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Variable Name
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Source Code and Categories

Intrapartuin

Total labor time'
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Type of delivery
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Postpartum

Birth order
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Delivery outcome
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Obstetrical outcome
8COro' (YMP, IAS,
Comp.)

Birthweightm
(YMP, IAS, Cpmp.)

Apgar score
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Puerperal infection
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Postpartum bleeding
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Hospital records

Hospital records

Hospital records

Hospital records

Calculated from hospital
record data

Hospital records

Hospital records

Hospital records

Hospital records

1 = Normal
2 = Prolonged (more than

20 hr.)
3 = Precipitate (less than 3

hr.)

1 = Complex deliver)/
2 = Low mid-forceps \
3 = Spontaneous delivery or

outlet forceps

1 = First child
2 = Second child
3 = Third child

1 = Stillbirth
2 = Hebdomadal death
3 = Premature live birth
4 = Fullterm live birth

1= 0
2= 25
3 = 50

4 = 75
5 = 100

1 = Premature, immature
2 = Full-term live birth

1 = 0-3
2 = 4-6
3 = 7-10

= None
2 = Present

'Also used as exact number of hours and dichotomized at 20 holm.
'Includes Caesarian section, breech delivery, rotation, and midforceps delivery.
'See chapter 5 for description.

=Sometimes divided into three or four categories, or used as a continuous variable.

140
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Variable Name Source . Code and Categories

Outcome Variables from Interviews

Postpartum edu-
cational status°
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Subsequent pregnancy°
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Interview (months)

3, 15, 26
and $ool records

3, 15,26

Employed currently 3, 15, 26
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

1 = Dropout
2 = In schOol
3 = Graduated

1 = Subsequent pregnancy
terminated

2 = Now
3 = None

1 = No
2 .= Yes

Employment since 15, 26 1 = Not worked
delivery 2 = Has worked, but
(YMP, IAS, Comp.) not now

3 = Working now

Welfare assistance 3, 15, 26 1 = Full
(YMP, IAS) 2 = Partial

3 = None

Source of income 3, 15, 26 1 = Welfare only
(YMP, IAS) 2 = Welfare plus other

3 = No welfare

Two-factor skiccess 15, 26 = Pregnant and
score (YMP, IAS) dropout

2 = Pregnant or dropout
3 = No pregnancy and in

school or graduated

Miscellaneous

Marital statuS°
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

Contraception
(YMP, IAS)

Attitude to program
(YMP, IAS)

3, 15, 26
and hospital records .

3, 15, 26

3, 15, 26

1 = Married
2 = Single

1 = None
2 = Using

1 = Negative
2 = Mixed
3 = Positive

'Sometimes used as 1 = dropout; 2 = graduated or in schooL
!Sometimes used as 1 = none; 2 = has been or is pregnant.
'Sometimes used as 1 = not married; 2 = married; 3 = separated or divorced.

141
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Source Code and Categories

Interview (months)

How are you doing. 26 1 = Poorly
(YMP, IAS) 2 = Not too well

3 = Fairly well
_4= Very well

Signs of worry
(YMP)

Source

Social work
rating fdrmsq

1 _Severe
2 = Moderate
3 = Mild
4 = None

Understanding Social work 1 = Definitely inadequate
responsibilities of rating formsq 2 = Inadequate
motherhood (YMP) 3 = Somewhat adequate

4 = Adequate
5 = Full and real

Type of mother Social work 1 = Immature
(YMP) rating fors 2 = Average

3 = Mature
Client perception 6month 1 = Not helpful
of social worker interview 2 = Mixed feelings
helpfulness (YMP) 3 = Definitely helpful

Marital status
at delivery
(YMP, IAS, Comp.)

'Made after intake interview.

142
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E. Methodological Discussion
of Multivariate Statistics

Three types of data are used in this study:
nominal, ordinal, and interval. Nominal
data can be divided into different cate-
gories, but the categories have no particular
ordered refationship to each other. The
variable, "social worker assigned," could
contain only nominal data, since each cate-
gory merely names a social worker, and the
social.workers can not be ranked in any
order meaningful to the 'Study. Other ex-
amples of nominal data are the hospital of
delivery in Hartford, the school attended,
and the place of birth.

Ordinal data can be divide into cate-
gories which have a clear an ingful
order or rank but are Rot necessarily
equally spaced. Thus when the social work-
ers were asked to rate the way the pregnant
girls responded to their recommendations,
they checked "very cooperative," "coopera-
tive," "no interest," or "rebellious." Al-
though these categories are clearly a con-

, tinuuti from very cooperative to very
uncooperative, the determination of the
relative size of the intervals between the
categories is a matter of judgment. Other
variables of this type are "educational
goals at registration" (beyond high school/
high school graduation only/dropout be-
fore graduation) and "helpfulness of social
worker" (definitely helpful/mixed reac-
tion /definitely not helpful).

Interval data can be divided into cate-
gories in such a way that numerical size of
the intervals between categories has an in-
trinsic meaning. For example, each point
on a hematocrit reading represents 1% of
the blood volume that is occupied by red
blood cells. Other such variables are the
'number of weeks gestation at registration,
the number of obstetric clinic visits made,
the number of social work group sessions
attended, and the percentage of eligible
school days or group discussion sessions
attended.
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The statistical tools for 'interval data are
more powerful than those for ordinal data
which in turn are more powerful than those
for nominal data. For nominal data, in-
spection frequently was sufficient to det
mine independence or lack of it: In. testing
for associations when one or both varia-
bles were in nominal form, the chi-square
test was used since it does not assume a
specific distribution. When both variables
contained ordinal data or when' one vari-
able was ordinal and the other interval,
rfink-order tests were sometimes used to
test for'association. These tests are more
sensitive and powerful than chi-square
when a trend is present. Examples of this
type of test are Kendall's tau and the
gamma test.

Assumptions in the Utte of the
Correlation Coefficient

Many of the analyses of causal factors re-
lated to participation or to outcome depend
on the use of the Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficient (r), either directly,
or as a basic component of multiple regres-
sion. The validity of t e correlation coeffi-
cient depends on se era assumptions being
met.

First, the correlau coefficient assumes
interval data (see abo ). Sane of the in-
dependent, program artici tion, and out-
come variables are interval to (e.g. age,
number of years lived in New aven, num-
ber and percentage of visits, an number of
subsequent ancies) and, therefore,
associations an be tested by the correlation
coefficient. en a variable is dichoto-
mized (i.e. h s only two categories such as
single or 'married, or successor failure)
the biserial correlation coefficient may be
used.' Where both variables are dichoto-
mized, the Pearson r is still useful the

1. Edwards, Allen L. Statistical Methrlo for the
Behavioial Sciences. New York, Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 1964, chap. 10.
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observations in both variables are fairly
evenly distributed. The correlation coeffi-
cient between two dichotomized variables
bears an exact relationship to chi-square
Which is given by the following:

r V x2/N.
That is to say, the r measures the strength
of association adjusted for the sample size.

This study has followed the practice in
much of current social research and made
interval data assumptions about some of the
ordinal data. For example, values have been
assigned arbitrarily to the three categories
of educational goals (dropout before high
school graduation / graduate but not con-
tinue education / continue education be-
yond high school), reflIscting their place on
the continuum. Thus, low education oals
(dropout before graduation) were ned
a low score (1) ; intermediate goals (grad-
uate only) a higher score (2) ;tkigh goals,
education beyond high school (3). The cor-
relation coefficient would not be changed if
the scores assigned were 0, 1, and 2 or 2,
3, and 4, since it is the relative distance
between categories, and not the value of the
lowest category, which determines the value
of r. Boyle2 has shown that these assump-
tions give consistent results within a broad
range and has argued persuasively for using
interval assumptions with ordinal data
when the ordered nature of the data is cer-
tain and the categories are distinct and
meaningful. This reasoning is accepted and
applied in this study, so that some ordered
variables are used in correlation and regres-
sion studies.

A second assumption in the use of the
Pearson correlation coefficient is that the
relationship between two variables is linear
(i.e. a straight line).

A third assumption underlying the use
of correlation is that the variables are dis-
tributed normally. This may be tested by

2. Boyla, Richard P. "Path Analysis and Ordinal
Data." American Journal of Sociology, 75 41970),
461-80.
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plotting the cumulative distribution of a
variable on arithmetic probability paper. if
the resulting series of points form a straight
ine, or very close to one, the condition is
met. To make this test, three or more points
are needed exclusive of 0% and 100%.
Several variables were tested in this way
and adequately met the criterion for the
intermediate range tested. This included
independent variables (e.g. age), program
participation measures (e.g. percentage at-
tendance at the McCabe School), and de-
pendent variables (e.g. the proliortion of
educational "successes" at several points of
time, from registration to the 26-month in-
terview). This assumption did not hold so
well, however, when smaller, more homo-
geneous subgroups were taken for separate
analyses ic.g. the proportion of educational
"successes" among only those who were
in school at registration, which are skewed
toward a higher proportion of successes).
Therefore the only place where the failure
to meet this assumption might weaken the
reliability of these analyses would be in the
components of the path analysis based upon
less than a full sample.

The tes mentioned abqve can be applied
to only two les at a time. Since this
study includes a 1 rge number of variables,
both independent d dependent, multivar-
iate techniques (In ich depend, in part,
upon the correlau coefficient) were used
to study the simu aneous effect of several
variables.

Tests of Significance Used in
Chapter 7

For the analysis in the first part of chapter
7 it was necessary to find tests that would
give an estimate of changes in the strength
of association over time between a given
independent and dependent variable. Two
tests of significance were used, the biserial
correlation coefficient just described and the
Nest.

gr,



The ttest was also used to determine the
difference between the mean values of an
independent or program variable within
each of the two categories of the dependent
variable; and the statistical significance of
this difference. In some cases the means
themselvesand therefore the difference
between the meanshave an intrinsic quan-
titative meaning (e.g. the average number
or percentage of days the "success" or the
"failure" group attended the McCabe Cen-
ter). For other variables, the means and
their differences have no intrinsii meaning
since the numerical value reflects the num-
bers assigned to the various categories of
a variable, as shown in Appendix C. Mn
example would be educational goals, where
a mean value of 2.00 would mean that on
the average the girls wanted to graduate
from high school but go no farther; a score
of less than 2.00 would imply that more
girls wanted to drop out before graduation
than wanted to go to college or other school
beyond high school.) This is, in effect,
"scoring".the variables; the ttest is valid
if the categories are ordered and the inter-
vals reasonable, and if the variable is
approximately normally distributed.

The differences between the means are
shown since these reflect the absolute
changes occurring over time and are not
influenced by changes in sample size. They
provide an important dimension to the
understanding of the trends over time.

Multiple Regression and Path
Analysis

Multiple regression analysis may be used
when several independent variables are
thought to influence one dependent vari
able, and when a bivariate normal distri-
bution may be assumed. The independent
variables are entered into the regression
equation one at a time, beginning with
those variables most strongly correlated
with the dependent variable. The first inde-
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pendent variable entered into the regression
equation explains a certain amount of the
variation in the dependent variable, and
each subsequent independent variableen
tered explains an additional amount of
variation beyond that previously explained.
For a given4quation, the total amount of
variation explained is shown by the "multi-
ple correlation squared," i.e. the "r2."

The particular method used was the step-
wise regression program in the DATATEXT/-system for the IBM 3 computer. This
system stopped enter g new independent
variables into the equation when the addi
tional variation explained by a new variable
was less than 110.3 All units (study sub-
jects) for which there was any missing
information were eliminated from the
regression equation.

One of the features of the regression
program used is that it provides the %tand-
ardized regression coefficient" for each iit
dependent variable in the equation; thik
standardized coefficient is comparable to
the path coefficient of Wright,* and is the
figure put over each path arrow in the path
analyses. The "path coefficient" was chosen
over the "path regression" of Turner and
Stevens5 because the former is dimension-
less and the latter is not, i.e. "the standard.
ized coefficients are adjusted fiSr differences
in the scales of measurement for each of the
independent variables; hence, they can be
compared to one another to determine the rel-
ative predictive power of each independent
variable with the others 'held constant.' "6
In this study, many of the independent
variables were unmeasured (categorized)

3. That is to sary, when the multiple correlation
squared was increased by less than 0.01.
4. Wright, Sewall. "Path Coefficients and. Path
Regressions: Alternative or Complementary t.
cepts7" Biometrics, 16 (1960), 189-202.
5. Turner, Malcolm E., and Stevens, Charles D.
"The Re reksion sis sal 'Paths." Bio-
metrics, 1 959), 23 .

6. Armor, D. J., and Couch, A. S., The Data-text
Primer, mimeogrpphed prepuhlication edition,
July 1971,
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variables, so that the dimensionless, stand-
ardized coefficients were necessary. It is
important to remember that the path coeffi-
cients give an estimate of the relative im-
portance of the various paths, rather than
an absolute measure of the contribution of
each. The figure for the "residual" or un-
explained variation in a path analysis is the
square root of the proportion of the varia-
tion which is unexplained (i.e. V -V71.2).

There are several sources of unexplained
variation in each of the paths. Some of the
residual variation may be due to the inter-

. action between the various dependent vari-
ables existing at a point in time, which
could not be related to each other because
of the difficulty in determining the causal
path. Another source of the residual vari-
ation is presumably due to influences not
detected by the independent variables used
in the study. In paths where the total ex-
planatory power is small, the latter expla-
nation is probably far more important than
the former.

A third source of variation was the fact
that most of the dependent variables were
dichotomous. This meant that all values of
a dependent variable (Y) deviated the max-
imum possible amount from the mean of Y
instead of clustering normally about that
mean. Since this maximized the variance
of Y to be explained, it diminished the
proportion of the total variance explained
by the independent variables, but it would
not change the relative explanatory power
of the independent variables.

The analyses were done sequentially,
meaning that only those units still at risk
for success or failure were included in a
given regression equation. For example, all
the young mothers were at risk for having
a subsequent pregnancy by 15 months post-
partum, so that all of them were included
in the regression equation which had "preg-
nancy status, 15 months postpartum" as the
dependent variable. However, what was de-
sired next was an answer to the question,
"Given that a girl still had not conceived
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again by 15 months, what factors explained
whether or not she conceived again by 26
months postpartum?" Therefore, all those
who were pregnant by 15 months post-
partum were eliminated from the analysis
of the next stage of the path. It was hoped
that this procedure would give useful clues
for program intervention at various points
in time, both antepartum and postpartum.
It did progressively reduce the sample size,
however, which decreased the explanatory
power somewhat.

The pith analysis should be generalized
with caution, since the relative strength of
various paths depended on the relative im-
pact of a given characteristic per young
mother and on the proportion of young
mothers possessing the characteristic. The
latter would vary according to the sampling
metheed used. It is hoped that these findings
would be reasonably transferrable to a sim-
ilar population;blut they should not be gen-
eralized to all young mothers or to samples
of very different young mothers.

F. Eastman Criteria for
Diagnosis of Toxemia'

"In the nonconvulsive stage the toxemia is
called preeclampsia; the added appearance
of convulsion or coma makes the diagnosis
eclampsia.

"The triterion employed for classifying
a case as one of preeclampsia is the develop-
ment, after the 24th week of pregnancy, of
one or more of the following: a systolic
blood pressure of 140 mm Hg or more, or
a rise of 30 mm or more above the usual
level; a diastolic pressure of 90 nun or
more, or a rise of 15 mm or more above
the usual level,; proteinuria of significant
degree; persistent edema of the hands or
face. A single recording of blood pressure
inay be misleading, and the American Com-

l. astman, N. J., and Hellman, L. M. Williams
Ob tetrics, 13th ed. New York, Meredith, 1966,
pp. 689-90.
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mittee on Maternal Welfare therefore speci-
fies that the abnormal blood pressures must
be noted on at least two occasions at least
six hours apare:Proteinuria must be ob-
served in clean or catheterized urines on
two or more successive days.

"Preeclampsia is classified as 'severe' if
any one of the following signs or symptoms
is present. If none is present the preeclamp-
sia is classified as 'mild.'

1. Blood pressure of 160 or more systolic,
or 110 or more diastolic, on at least two
occasions at least six hours apart, with the
patient at bed rest.
2. Proteinuria of 5 g or more in 24 hours
(3+ or 4+ on qualitative examination).
3. Oliguria (400 ml or less per 24 hours).
4. Cerebral or visual disturbances.
5. Pulmonary edema or cyanosis."

G. Additional Medical
Problems of the YMP
Group

Three conditions are discussed in this ap-
pendix instead of in the text because ade-
quate data were collected in New Haven
only, and the conditions are such that the
programs could not be expected to affct
them. Rather, they reflect tIte impact of the
social and psychological( problems in the
backgrounds of these girls.

Venereal Disease. Fifty-eight (32%) of
the 180 young mothers were diagnosed as
having venereal disease, mostly gonorrhea,
at Yale-New Haven Hospital clinics or emer-
gency room, between the time of delivery of
the index child and 26 months postpartum.
The most interesting correlations were be-
tween venereal disease on the one hand and
length in New Haven and educa-

status, An the other. Forty-five per-
cent/of those w o had lived in New Haven
less than five ye had venereal disease

dpostpartum,compared to 25% of those who
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had lived in New Haven for ten years or
longer (p < 0,001). Also, those who stayed
in school or graduated during the 26-month
follow-up period were much lesp likely to
have acquired venereal disease.

Relationship hetween School( Status at
26 Months Postpartum and Venereal
Disease during the Follow-up eri d

School status,
26 mo. postpartum

Venereal disease'
postp tum

(N) (N) (%)

Dropped out 72 31 43.0
In school 31 8 25-.0

Graduated 44 5 11.0

Clearly, venereal disease is closely associ-
ated with life style before and after delivery.
Young women with a more established place
in the communitylonger residence in New
Havenand those with greater educational
achievement, were less likely to acquire
venereal disease. A possible bias in these
data is that older residents or those moti-
vated to education might have been likely
to get treatment for venereal disease from
private physicians. Most of the young moth-

however, used the Yale-New Haven Hos-
p tal emergency room and clinics for their

care.

Suicide Attempts. A total of 23 of the 180
young mothers (12%) made at least one
documented suicide attempt during the 26
months following the birth of the index
child. Those who subsequently attempted
suicide were much less-likely to keep ante-
partum clinic appointments (p < 0.01) or
to return for a postpartum clinic visit
(p < 0.01), and they were far less likely,
to graduate. Those who subsequently made
suicide attempts ma ve been showing
some of their pro ems earh r by less par-
ticipation Inth medical an educational
parts of the progr
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Referrals to the Psychiatrist The 25
girls referred to the psychifitrist during
pregnancy and the immediate postpirtuin
period tended to be sdmewhat younger than
average for the program. Also, white Iris
were more likely to be referred. The sy.
chiatrist noted that the referred white gill,
came from -hornes-thatre more disturbed

,>

than those from whiely e black girls came.
The most striking clinical finding among

the referred girls was that psychotic symp-
tomatology was seldom found, and alcohol.
ism and drug abuse ilso were not often
seen. Rfiher, the referred.girls appeared de-
pressed, and the pregnancy seemed to rep.
resent an attempt to ward off this depres-
sion. Ofigins of the depressed feelings could
be found in the frevent history of early
maternal deprivation Many of the girls'
mothers were alcoholic:Possibly these girls
might experiment with drugs or alcohol
when pregnancy no longi helped relieve
feelings of anger and depression.'

II. Rates of Leaving School
' and Reentering at

Different Times

In order to determine the crucial points
for interrupting education, the transitional
probabilities were calculated (Table H-,1,
col. 21. M applied here these give the prob-
ability that a person in a given situation at
one point in time will remain in that situa-
tion at a subsequent period. Thus in Table
H-1, those who were in school during preg-
nancy had an 86% chance of .being. in
school at 3 months postpartum, and those
who were in school at 3 months postpartum
hied a 70% chance of remaining in school
or graduating by 15 months postpartum.

2 7

Use of the transitional probabilities in a
modified life table, column 2, shows the

1. Lew&a, D. 0., Klerman, It V., Jekel, J. F., and
Currie, J. B., "Experiences with Psychiatric
Services in a Program for Pregnant School-Age
Girls." Social Psychiatry, B (1973), 16-25,
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, proportion of those in school at time x that
would have remained in school to the next
time of measurement.

Thus the final_ proportion (49%) reflects
the proportion of the total sample which
would have stayed in school continuously
throughout the s udy period. A higher per-
centage was in s hool at any point in time
than shown by olumn 1; the difference
reflects the-presen of returnees.

It is inter that, although the IAS
girls did not drop out as rapidly during the
first year as the YMP girls, the second year
saw an increased rate of loss, and the final
proportions estimated by this modified life-
table approach are not greatly different in
the two programs. This approach reveals
the difficulty of keeping the girls in school
and suggests that the first year postpartum
is especially crucial. .

Tables 'H-3, H-4, and H-7 are similar in
concept but show the probability of remain-
ing a dropout during successive- periods for
those who have dropped out. These data
consistently discourage the idea that it, is
possible to set the subjects back on a dOn-
tinuing basis once they have dropped out.
Keeping them in school is more likely to be
successful.

\
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Probability of Graduating or Remaining in School or
Graduated, YMP Sample

o

Point iiTime 1.* Probability of 2. Probability of
(x) Remaining in School or Graduating or Remaining

Graduated from Registration in School or Graduatedb
to Specified Point in Time (1 (I.)

6 (ls)

At registration 1.00

0:99
During pregnancy 0.99

0.86
3 Months postpartum 0.85

0.70
15 Months postpartum 0.60

0.82
26 Months postpartum 0.49

Each number in column (1) was created by multiplying the proportion directly above by the probability
above and to the right.

'These are the transitional probabilities between specified points of time. obtained directly-from the data.

Table 11.2.

(

Probability of Graduating or Remaining in School or
Graduated between Any Two Points in Time, Starting with

4-Those in School at Registration only, YIP Sample

Time (1) (2) (3) (4). (5)

(1)4.1-teg istration

(2) During pregnancy

(3) 3 Months postpartum

(4) 15 Months postpartum

(5) 26 Months postpartum

1.00

0.99

0.85

0.60-

0.49

1.00

0.86

0.60

0.49

1.00

0.70

0.57

1.00

0.82 1.00
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ui) le 11.3.

Point in Time

Probability of Remaining Dropped out of School, YMP
Sample Who Had Dropped out by flegistration Only

1. Probability of Remaining 2. Probability of Remaining
Dropped out from Dropped out between Time
Registration to Point Periods
in Time

At registration 1.00

0.77
')During pregnancy 0.77

0.84
3 Months postpartum 0.65

0.87
15 Months postpartum 0.57

0:87
26 'Months postpartum 0.49

Table 114.

Time

Probability of Remaining out of School between Any Two
Points in Time, YMP Sample

( 1 ) (2) (3) (4) ( )

( 1 ) At registration 1.00

(2 )lkuring pregnancy 0.77 1.00

(3) 3 Months po;tpartum 0.65 0.84 1.00

( 4) 15 Months postpartum 0.57 0.73 0.87 1.00

( 5) 26 Months postpartum 0.49 0.64 0.76 0.87 1.00
L
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Table 11.5. Probability of Gradating or Remaining in School or
Graduated, IAS SarSplo

Point In limo 1.' Probability of Remaining 2. Probability of Graduating
in School or Graduated from or Remaining In School or
Registration to Specified Graduated°
,Point In limo

During pregnancy 1.00
0.85

3 Months postpartum 0.85

15 Months postpartum 0.71

26 Months postpartum 0.52

0.83

0.73

'This column is created by multiplying the proportion in column (1) directly abo've by the probability
above and to the right.

Mesa are the transitional probabilities between specified point/ of time, obtained direcay from the data.

Table 11-6.

Time

Probability of Graduating or Remaining in School or
Graduated between Any Two Points in Time, IAS Sample

(1) (2) (3) (4)

During pregnancy

3 Months postpartum

15 Months postpartum

26 Months postpartum

1.00

0.85

0.70

0.51

1.00

0.83

0.60

1.00

0.73 1.00
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Table 11.7. Probability of Remaining Dropped out df School,
US Sample'

o Dropped out by 1. Probability of Remaining 2. Probability of Remaining
Dropped out from 3 Months, Dropped out between
Postpartum to Specified Time Periods
Point in Time

3 Months postpartum 1.00

15 Months postpartum 0.72

26 Months postpartum 0.65

0.72

0.90

'All study participants attended the lAS school since this was a criterion for intake into the sample.
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INTRODUCTION

The present publication represents the concluding research on the Atlanta
Adolescent Pregnancy Program. While it is the termination of the official

study of the pregnant adolescent in the schools, it is not the end of concern
for this segment of the population. The summation of the original health
program and the subsequent studies provided a strong theoretical model
for comprehensive services. The innovative Atlanta Public Schools policy
also stemmed from this concern for equal treatment of all students.

Through an evaluation of the inclusion of pregnant adolescents in the
schools. many rerevant insights developed. In the following discussions,
both the strengths and weaknesses of the existing policy are presented.
A profile of the student mother, her capabilities, needs, and potentials are
portrayed. What emerges from this study is the affirmation of the basic rationale
for the project. The Atlanta Adolescent Pregnancy Program provided teenage
girls with the opportunity to continue their education and to receive appropriate
medical care during their pregnancies. The research indicates that this
was a crucial need for these young females.

The program in the Atlanta area must be considered as a successful
model. It is not a unique experiment but rather a viable means for assisting
the pregnant adolescent and student mother population.' The effectiveness
of the new policy demonstrates the applicability of these innovations to all
school systems. This youthful segment deserves the same educational benefits
offered to all adolescents throughout the nation.
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OVERVIEW

In accordance with the funding grant of the Atlanta Adolescent Pregnancy
Program (AAPP) for 1973-74, the final phase considered three areas of inquiry.
The following research was conducted through the Atlanta Public Schools
with the cooperation of Grady Memorial Hospital Maternal and Infant Care
Project.

Since the 1971 school policy on pregnant students (see Appendix A).
question concerning the student mother have arisen. To facilitate a better
understanding of this segment of the adolescent population, an assessment
of the girls and their experiences within the system was undertaken.. The
research yields a composite view of the pregnant adolescent and illuminates
some very real concerns. Poignant issues such as repregnancy, physical
and psychological needs. and the responsibility of educators and health workers
were identified in this profile of the student mother.

Three studies were conducted as segments of the assessment: Study I --
A profile of the pregnant adolescent with regard to school attendance and
delivery patterns. Included in this investigation was an assessment of the
effects of the school policy change. A comparison of the findings from 1971-72
with the second year of policy implementation, 1972-73 was included. Study II --
The extent of recidivism among the student mother population. To obtain
some insight into the repregnancy of these adolescent girls, their school
attendance, the length of time between pregnancies, and their ages at time
of motherhood were examined. Study III -- The effects of policy change
on the high schools and middle schools. Within the Atlanta system a :survey
of school nurses, counselors, and social service workers was conducted to
assess the' existing situation and to develop recommendations for a comprehensive
educational program in family and sexual development.

Study I

Statement of the Problem

The adolescent mother has been identified as a poor school attender.
She demonstrates an average daily attendance below the city-wide mean.
Preconceptual, interpartal, and postpartal data were examined in the Atlanta
Adolescent Pregnancy Program (AAPP) report to determine the pattern of
attendance for 1971-72. It was found that they are poor attenders to begin
with, "While the girls do come back to school after delivery, they still do
not come near the attendance which should, be expected of students who are
to do well in school,"

-2-
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The present research was planned to determine if the attendance and
withdrawal trends identified in the 1971-7; target group should be retexhibited
in a similar group for 1972-73. Since the policy permitting pregnant girls
to remain in the classroom was issued in May, 1971, the initial study involved
girls during the first year of policy change.

The second full year of policy ifitplementation corresponded to the target
group to be studied in the present investigation. It was anticipated that .there would be an increase in the number of girls identified due to the continuationof the policy. As The system became more accustomed to the concept of the
pregnant student, the climate would be more conducive to voluntary continued
education and improved attendance for adolescent mothers. The four schools
yielding significant target groups were re-examined by the, devised computermatch. Data were collected to determine if the ndance and withdrawal
trends for the second year were similar to the fi ings in the initial study.
Design

The design for this phase of the study was scriptive in nature. Asin the previous research, the data collection, did inv v manipulationof variables by the researcher. The critical variable nsiderect in thestudy were: Identification of target group (jnatch of delivery informationand school attendance), daily attendance records for target girls, respective
ages of subjects, withdrawals from high school, and the comparison of infbrmationfor the two respective target groups.

Subjects

In the previous research, a total number of 284 pregnant adolescentswere identified. The 'field was scanned for seven high schools in the 1971-72inquiry. Three schools yielded low *turns and were not included in manysubsequent computations. With the eicclusion of thirty-four original targetgroups, the number of adolescent mothers in the four pchobls during thefirst year of policy implementation was 240.

The 1972-73 target groups included 185 girls. Only statistical informationwas provided on these girls to maintain the legally required anonymity.It must be emphasized here that the group identified does not necessarily
represent all pregnant adolescents in the four high schools, rather it focusedon those girls who delivered at Grady Hospital and were consistent in theuse of surname. -

Procedure

To obtain the 1972-73 target group a computer tape was constructed from
the records of four Atlanta Public Schools. These tapes contained attendance

-3-
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information for all feMale students. The list was then matched by computer
with Grady Hospital's records of delivery. A system of function attendance'
period enabled detection of deliveries on any given date within e research
time frame (see Appendix B).

In the present study. the time period included all deliveries occurring
during the 1972-73 school year and the summer of 1973. The initial math
ranged from June, 1971 to September, 1972. Before any analysis could be
performed on the attendance information, it was necessary to deirise a system
for compacting the data. Since attendance would vary depending on season
of delivery, a composite data scheme was utilized (see Appendix C). This
process allowed a full overview of attendance patterns around time' of delivery
that was independent of month of delivery.. In the discussions for attendance
adjusted around delivery date, the data reduction method was employed.

Findings

Through the statistical manipulations described in the preceeding section.
a picture of the adolescent mother for the 1972 -73 year emerged. The first
portion of the information describes these girls in terms of age distribution
and continuation of education. It also compares them with the target group
identified for 1971-72. In the additional investigation, the student mother
was analyzed as a composite figure, her attendance patterns were examined
with regard to delivery date, overall school attendance, and the pattern from
the preirious year. The following presentation highlights the factors which
are important in developing an undersitanding of the pregnant adolescent
and the student mother.

Figure 1 represents all identified pregnant adolescents in the four schools.
The largest number of students are pregnant at sixteen and seventeen years
of age. It is interesting to note that the eighteen-year olds comprise a smaller
group, than_all but the youngest segment, the thirteen-year olds. Speculation
of the fat offers two hypotheses, (1) eighteen-year olds are maturing and
have de*loped strategies for coping with the potential of pregnancies, and
(2) another possibility is related to the particular characteristics of the pregnant
adolescent. The high rate of pregnancy among the sixteen- and seventeen- r

year olds may act as a screening devise. In other words, if a girl has a
high probability of getting pregnant, she will do so before she reaches eighteen
years of age.

In Figure 2 a comparison of the 1971-12 group and the 1972-73 group
was drawn. The pattern of frequency of pregnancy by age differs for the
two years. "Keeping in mind that the figures represent the first and second
year of the policy permitting pregnant students to remain in school, the alternatiz
patterns may represent a trend. In the earlier stucy, the highest frequency
of pregnancy occurred at seventeen years of age; while in the later data,
the highest frequency is at age sixteen. Following this trend, the figures

-4-
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for the eighteen-year olds are far higher for the 1971-72 group than for the1972-73 girls. In addition, the latter group has a larger frequency of pregnancyat age fourteen. The two groups are almost equal in size for age fifteendespite the greater total group size in the 1971-72 data.

The, trend seems evident that .the girls in the second year of the studyare getting pregnant at younger ages than during the first year of the policychange. It would be nice to speculate that the policy has positively. influenced
adalescent girls. The older girls are becoming .aware of the alternativesand are protecting themselves from pregnancy. It may 1.§.e that the exposure
to student mothers within the schools has made the 1972-73 girls realistically

,consider the ramifications of having a baby. This would be in accordance
with the decreasing total number of pregnant adolescents between )971-72and 1972-73.

The trend towards earlier pregnancy cannot be interpreted so favorablyfor the younger students. The early teen years are a highly vulnerableperiod of. adjuntrnent. While their older sisters may be developing more sophisticatedoutlooks, the, younger girls are having babies at a higher rate than in theprevious year. Questions such as peer pressure, status awards, and inabilityto delay gratification must be raised. Could it be that at one time, schoolexpulsion for pregnancy served as a deterrent for these young girls? Novthat they can continue in school and need not face any real personal reponsibilityfar having a baby, there is no need for preappraisal.

The less mature adolescent may be impressed by the pregnancy of herschoolmate. She may envision having a child as a prestigious act in whichshe gains recognition and an air of, womanliness among her peers. The introductionof expectant mothers in the schools, prior to adequate guidance programsand educational presentations, could have an unfortunate influence on themore susceptible members of the school community. The young studentsmay have mistaken the new policy as a sanction for becoming pregnant.While it is too early to draw any firm conclusions from this trend, the possibilitiesof a negative effect on the younger high school segment must be consideredand watched carefully.

In the analysis of Continuing versus Terminating Pregnant Students byAge, some interesting differences were evident (see Figure 3). The t testof correlated means showed that th; difference of those students that continuein school after pregnancy is significantly higher than those who terminateschool (significant .01). At no age level do terminating students exceedcontinuing students. For the 1972-73 school year, it was encouraging to
see the high number of younger girls' who were remaining in their classes.Although these girls are becoming pregnant with a greater frequency, thelarge majority of fourteen- and fifteen-year ads are not terminating theireducation. The new school policy is accomplishing its purpose. The pregnantgirls are continuing in the schools.

2o1
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The data for the sixteen-year-old group are somewhat unexpected. This
group for the second year of policy implementation hoe the largest number
of pregnant adolescents. The figures for both continuing and terminating
students are higher at age sixteen than at any other age level. yet the difference
between the remaining and withdrawing otudonto is the omalleot. Most of
these girls are in their sophomore or junior year of high school with only

year or two until graduation. They would be expected to reoemble the
pattern for the fifteen- and seventeen-year olds. who both had large percentages
of continuing pregnant etudento ao compared to terminating pregnant students
for their respectlye age groups. Why these girls obould be dropping out
of school at disproportionately high rate is not readily apparent. What
is evident. however. is the extreme vulnerability of thin group. With the
largest pregnancy and termination numbers. the sixteen-year-old girls are
in need of additional assistance from the educational institutions. These
young girls need guidance in selecting positive alternatives for themselves.

To extend the analyses of continuing and terminating pregnant students,
a percentage comparison between the 1971-72 and 1972-73 data was made
(see Figure 4). During the second full year of policy implementation, the
percentage of students continuing was approximately 30 per cant higher than
those terminating. When looking .t these figures In contrast to the ones
for the previous time period, decrease in the percentage of continuing students
to noted. In 1971-72 approximately 26 per cent of the pregnant students
terminated, while in 1972-73 the figure was about 36 per cent.

The increaoe in the number of pregnant students discontinuing their
education need not be interpreted to an unfavorable light. Since there was
an overall decrease in the number of pregnant girls (55 leas in the four
schools for 1972-73). the general movement may be away from adolescent
pregnancies. If there are deferring factors operating, home of the more
stable girls may not be getting pregnant. in the previous yearn, these girls.
or girls with similar characteristics, would have been pregnant. but also
would have comprispd the proportion of girls opting to continue school.

It Is also feasible that the ochoole exerted a greater effort during 1971-72
to encourage pregnant students to stay in school. After the initial emphasis.
the administration may have lessened its concentration on this policy. The
pregnant girls were not receiving as much external reinforcement from the
school system to continue. In addition, the four study schools had received
much attention in this area to the preceding year three of them were involved
to the service oriented AAPP of 1971. In the 1972-73 school year, student
and teachers were questioned about their response to the new policy. The
pregnant adolescent was the focus point of many educators and administrators.
In other words, the atmosphere was very conducive to continuation for many
young mothers. Now that the controversy has lessened, pregnant students
are not under as close of scrutiny. While it is a positive step that the pregnant
adolescent to no longer singled out, the casual acceptance of this status may
have eliminated some reinforcement for these girls.
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Termination from an Atlanta school is coded according to a standardized
list of reasons for withdrawal. This information is presented in Table 1
for all terminating female students in the four study high schools for 1972-73.
For purposes of analysis. both the withdrawal reasons of pregnancy and
graduation have not been included. The reliability of the reasons stated
by students for termination 'cannot be verified. Since no many of the target
group have reasons other than pregnancy for withdrawal from schools. it
can be assumed that the table information is not totally accurate. The code
of nonattendance in applied to a student when she reaches age sixteen. Consequently.a girl may have informally withdrawn several months earlier but been carried
on the school records until her sixteenth birthday. This fact may be important
in the present study since almost 50 per cent of the pregnant girls are listed
as withdrawals for nonattendance. For the pregnant adolescent. termination
from school may not be a formalized process, but rather a matter of circumstance.
It to also interesting to note the range of reasons given for termination.
The pregnant adolescent is hesitant to give pregnancy as a reason for withdrawal.

TABLE I

WITHDRAWAL AMONG TERMINATING NONPREGNANT
FEMALE STUDENTS AND PREGNANT STUDENTA 1972-73

(Per Cent of Withdrawal Codes Reported)

Withdrawal Code

Terminating
Nonpregnant Pregnant

Female Students Students

Transferred within school system j.N22.3 18.2
Transferred outside school system 22.8 1.8Left area -- address unknown 6.2 3.6
Deceased 1.0 0.0Married 2.6 1.8
Request of parents 7.8 10.9
Nonattendance 30.6 47.3Lack of interest 1.8 5.5
Work 3.9 3.6Medical certificate 0.0 7.3

Total - 99.0" 100.0

Note: Figures do not include withdrawal code of pregnancy or graduating.
Due to rwinding error.
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When these withdrawal codes were numerically broken down for each
category, the frequencies for pregnancy was included. There was a somewhat
startling discrepancy between the numbet of students Indicating the code
for pregnancy who were in the total population and those identified through
the Grady Hospital match. Of the target group, nineteen students stated
pregnancy as reason for withdrawal. Five of these girls subsequently returned
to school, thus reducing the calculated number to fourteen. From the statiatical
information available on four schools, sixty-two girls withdrew for reaaon
of pregnancy. This left forty-three definitely identified pregnant girls who
were not indicated in the computer match between the Atlanta Public Schools
and the Grady Hospital maternity records.

As evident from the wide range of reasons listed for withdrawal pregnant
students need not state their condition as reason for termini' . While there
is no way to determine what percentage of the total fe e withdrawal was
really due to pregnancy, one assumption is evident. The total number of
student mothers for 1972-73 exceeds the target group of 185 by at least forty-
three girls. By design, it was imposaible for the computer match to identify
those girls who did not deliver at Grady Hospital. If the girls were not
consistent in the use of surname in both their academic and medical records,
they also would not have been identified.

The number of pregnant adolescents in the four high schools is probably
in excesa of 225. However, since the study is primarily focused on a composite
view of the student mother; the discrepancy in the actual number of girls
is not crucial. The findings for 1972-73 were also based on the same identification
procedure utilised in the present study. The comparisons for the two years
both exclude a similar group of pregnant adolescents. While many research
questions can be raised about this group of nonidentified pregnant students,
this i beyond the scope of the study prospectus. At prevent, the data and
interpretations must be based on the positively identified target groups.

The attendance patterns for the pregnant and nonpregnant fertiale students
were traced from September, 1972 through February, 1974. Figure 5 shows
that the pregnant group averages about four to five more absences per attendance
period than do the other female students, The large attendance discrepancy
between the groups in influenced by the statistical nature of the pregnant
group. The data for all pregnant students include absence for delivery and
carries some girls who have in actuality withdrawn for reason of nonattendance.

When the attendance patterns for tile 1972-73 groups were re-examined
with the exclusion of the terminating pregnant girls, (Figure 6), the findings
were more heartening. While there was still a difference between the two
patterns, it only varied by an approximation of three days. Since many
of the nontermioating pregnant girls may have been absent for an extended
maternity period, the average for this group would be lowered. In considering

a
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the overall attendance records, it does not appear that the continuing pregnant
girls were having problems with school attendance. They appear to _have
4 few more absences due to their own condition or possibly to the health
of their child, but In general they are making an effort to remain in school
and continue their education.

The patterns for the target girls were adjusted around the delivery date
to yield information on pre and post partutn school attendance), In Figure 7,
a breakdown. by age was constructed. The figures at ten mbriths prepartal
(-10) represent a baseline of attendance prior to pregnancy. It may also
be beneficial to remember that the highest percentage of terminating pregnant
students is found at age sixteen. The figures for the fourteen- and fifteen-
year olds show relatively low frequencies of withdrawal. In analyzing the
present data, it is difficult to make any generalizations; however, the following
comments add some interesting insight.

. The fourteen-year olds are poor attendera prepregnancy. The possibility
of a correlation between inadequate school attendance and early pregnancy
can only be speculated, It does seem evident that this youngest group of
gins had difficulty in maintaining school attendance during the span of their
pregnancy and subsequent childbirth. When these girls are in their fourth
and fifth months of pregnancy, their attendance fell to an extreme low of
less than 50 per cent. Their pattern is erratic throughout the twenty-month
period and never does reach the level of the attendance of nonpregnant females.

The pattern. ft the fifteen-year olds shown a better adjustment to pregnancy
than does the one for the younger girls. They seem to make a conscientious
effort to remain in school prior to the legal age for withdrawal. Although
their attendance dropped the lowest at delivery date, they make a steady
effort for good postpartal attendance.

Although the sixteen-year-old group has the largeot propensity for termination
of education, their attendance pattern does not reflect this. The figure for
this group 14 relatively stable with a steady increase after delivery. These
girls do not demonstrate considerable attendance difficulties as adolescent
mothers. At ten months after delivery, their attendance figures are at the
lower range of average attendance for nonpregnant girls.

The seventeen-year-olds experience the least alternation in attendance
patterns due to pregnancy. Whether their stability can be attributed to better
physiological conditions, psychological adjustment, or a combination of factors
is difficult to judge. The older girls are better able to maintain their dual
roles as mothers and students. It is expected that the attendance drop at
the end of the time period could be a sympton of "senioritis" and is completely
divorced from the present issue.

-13-
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The comparison of attendance patterns for continuing versus terminating
pregnant students (Figure 8) yields a statisically significant difference (significant
.01). Throughout the time period, there is a considerable difference between
those girls who continue their education and the terminating girls. Poor
attendance can be reflective of inadequate school adjustment. The relationship
between nonattendance and withdrawal from school appears to be an important
factor in the behavior of the pregnant adolescent population.

The question of adjustment for the pregnant student during the second
full year of school policy is addressed in Figure 9. The attendance for the
girls in 1972-73 exceeds that of the 1971-72 group. The more casual' treatment
of these girls, especially postpartum, may encourage them to come to school
more often. The dual role of student and mother is no longer a novelty.
The girls are comfortable in continuing in their own sch o pursue their
education.

Summary and Discussion

The opportunity to -generate information on pregnant adolescents and student
mothers is a unique situation. The innovative policy of the Atlanta Public
Schools must be considered a success. The overall number of girls getting
pregnant is statistically decreasing, as evident from the numerical drop from
1971-72 to 1972-73. In addition, the school policy encourages pregnant students
to remain in their regular classes. A significant number of this group are
continuing their education. While the attendance of these, girls suffers slightly
during the maternity period, they are returning to school after delivery in
an encouraging upward trend.

The research indicates'The need for additional study in some areas.
Intervention strategies shouldbe developed to further reduce the number
of withdrawals. The increasing number of young pregnancies should also
be investigated. More exact methods for identifying the total frequency'of
pregnancies could be utilized. While an assessment of the policy implementation
within the high schools is reserved from section t,hree of this report, the
general findings are evident. The study segment of the adolescent population
is demonstrating a desire it remain in school during pregnancy and to continue
their education after delivery. The school policy has contributed a meaningful
amendment to the positive development of those adolescent girls.
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Study II

Statement 'of the Problem

The questions which arise when studying the adolescent mother population
are numerous. In Study. I. the girls. their school attendance, and withdrawal
patterns were considered. As the population was identified and schoolpolicy
was Liberalized, it became necegsary to further question the nature of the
student mother, Was her pregnancy-t one-time happening? Did one pregnancy
serve as a deterrent to further pregnancies) Did school policy have an effect
upon the rate of pregnancy? Was the student mother populatfon comprised
of various segment* with differing characteristics?

Without a mearsure'of recidivism for the target group, it is not possible
to thoroughly understand the needs of the student mother. Theschaal system
cannot develop counseling prOgrams, relevanhcurriculums, or educational
alternatives withobt this inforamtion. The task of identifying multiple pregnancies
for the teenage population is not an easy one. While Grady Memorial Hospital
had data on their ICC patients. this was a select group. It was comprised
of adolescents who voluntarily used the aervices of the Intervention Clinic.
Their recidivism information could not Provide a representative sample of
the pregnant adolescents within. the Atlanta Public Schools.

The identification of double pregdancies from the target group had to
be attacked through the utilization of both school and hospital records. In
previous years, girth were forted to resign for reason of pregnancy. Thus,
the question of subsequent births could not be identified. through school files..
Only since the policy implementation in 1971 were pregnant girls "legally"
permitted to remain in school. The short time van between the policy and
the present study provided only a brief period in which roepregnincy could
occur. Additional problems of high mobility and confidentiality of records
also complicated the question. .

Through the cooperation of Grady Memorial, Hospital, a search of the
maternity records over an extended time period was conducted. This yielded
a measure of double pregnancy for the target group which could then be
analyzed for various factors. Characteristics of these yolAng mothers such
am age atv deliveries, time span between pregnancies, and pregnancies in
relation to school policy kre discussed. Study II also examines the attendance
and withdrawal patterns for the young mother with more than one child.

Design

the recidivism study involved track-down procedures to identify target
girls with previous or subsequent pregnancies. It involved A statistical

.
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narrowing of the field before any characteristics of the specific population
%could be studied. The discussion of the characterintics of this population
is descriptive and does not Involve any treatment or manipulation of variables.

Subtectn

The number of target group girls identified an having bad more than
one delivery at Grady Hospital was fifteen. These student mothers were
statistically found through a search of the Grady Hospital maternity records.
From January, 1970 to February, 1974, the present population consists of
all girls who were enrolled in one of the four study high schools and delivered

. one of their children during the 1972-73 school year or the following summer.
Student mothers giving birth to another child both before or after the present
study were included in the recidivism group.

Procedure

For the analysis of various characteristics of these adolescents, matchof statistical information was conducted. The birthdaten on the double pregnancy,.
group and the two delivery dates were provided through the computer scan.
The data were then compared with the total target group to obtain additional
information. The attendance pattern, and withdrawal code on the fifteengirls were then available. The procedures enabled the researcher to obtaina unique picture of these girls, ritiout abusing their right to privacy or
confidentiality.

Findings

The identified group of repregnant student moth:re was studied fromtwo major aspects. They were examined as a separate segment of the populationwith factors unique to their situation. The questions of age at deliveries,
time span bet een pregnancies, r action to the policy implementation, andschool attend n e patterns were c sidered, In addition, a view of this groupIn comparisOn to he total target group and nonpregnant students within thehigh schools ludod. The secori91 segment analyzes withdrawal trendsand,'clemonstrate
girls.

tten nce variations among these three sets of adolescent,

In Figure 10, there are some notable similarities among the delivery ages
for these young mothers. r Almost'half of the girls had pregnancies at ages
fifteen and sixteen. W e the sixteen-year-old figure corresponds to the
highest rate of are. , cy found in Study I, the frequencies at age fifteen
do trot explain this high rate for double pregnancies. The issue is further
compounded by the data for the double pregnancies at sixteen and eighteenyears of age. While it is evident sixteen years of age is the most common
time period for these girls to have a, child, the span between pregnancies
valicillates between one year younger and two years older.

o

a
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For the fifteen- sixteen year old group, one explanation can be offered.
The midteen yearn rsarenent a difficult developmental stage. Emerging
from childhood but not yet reaching maturity, the gide combine desire for
Instant gratification with adolescent rebellion and a need for preatige or
recognition. Without proper intervention the girl who had a child at fifteen
may again become pregnant at sixteen. If she in not compelled to alter her
life style because of her motherhood (i.e., achool withdrawal, child care
responsibility. or curtailment of social life)i there may be no reason for
Dome of thane youth to refrain from having another child. If her initial
delivery provided reinforcements from the environment, the girl may again
seek these benefits through another pregnancy.

The girls delivering at nixteen and eighteen repreaent a more mature
segment of the addlescent mothers. Eighteen yearn of age in not an
exceptional age to have a child. For many, it represents graduation from
high achool, marriage. wage earning. and acceptance, of adult status. For
a girl who has had a child at sixteen, eighteen may even represent a logical
time for an addition to her family. One interesting finding is the absence
of any deliveries at the age of seventeen. All oaf the girls who had their first
child at alxteen years of age waited a period of time before becoming
pregnant again. This fact may be indicative of an Increased ability to
accept responsibility for ones actions and demonstrates the !significance of
high school graduation for these students.

figures for the girls who delivered thoir Brat child prior to age
fifteen are unsettling. They illustrate a tragic lack of intervention for these
young girls. The physiological as well as the psychological ramifications
for this group are unhealthy. It la not necessary to elaborate on the damaging
effects of being the mother of two by agb fifteen. What is demonstrated
is the definite need for assistance for these young girls. Steps
must be taken to prevent the mother of twelve years of age from again giving
birth at age fourteen.

The breakdown of time span between pregnancies (Figure 11) further emphasizes
a need for child development education and intervention for these girls. For
the study group, the greatest length of time between deliveries was twenty-two
months. less than two full years. The shortest length of time between deliveries
was nine and one-half months. an unhealthy span between delivery and the second
pregnancy. Ttese young girls aim not only having more than one child; their are
giving birth within dangerously short periods of time. The immature reproductive
systim does not afford the best conditions for fetus development. When
this factor is combined with the burden of an 'insufficient time lapse between
pregnancies, the complications to bothmother and infant are multiple.

This young population must be informed of the dangers to both themselves
and their children. These rods must be node to realize they are jeopardizing
their 'own health and increasing the likeithCod of abnormality. prematurely. and
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delivery complications for their offsprings. That an adolescent would be
capable of having two babies within two years. while continuing her education

-seems highly improbable. It is encouraging that these girls have remained
within the system. but discouraging that intervention was not planned to
prevent these double pregnancies.

The study period of 1972-73 was examined in relation to double pregnancies.
It represents the second full year of policy implementation permitting pregnant
girls- to stay in school. As indicated by Figure 12, all of the girls had one
of their deliveries during the specified study period. In the following time
period from September. 1913 to February, 1974. only three additional pregnancies
occurred. Twelve of the double pregnancies were prior to thq study period.
Only one of these occurred before the 1971 policy and represents a girl who
was able to remain or re-enroll within the school system.

'While it is difficult to generalize on recidivism trends from the short
time span covered in Figure 12, repregnancy appears to be on the decrease.
The students who had their that child in 1972-73 are not becoming pregnant
again within as brief a time span as had occurred in previous years. It
can be hypothesised that the family planning alternatives offered at Grady
Hospital are having an affect upon the extent of recidivism'. Tlie now casual
acceOtance of pregnant students in the schools may also have lessened the
reinforcements which were evident when earlier pregnancies occurred. If
the teenage girl is neither punished nor reilarded for her pregnancy then
the psychological motivations for becoming pregnant will be lessened.

As can be seen froin the statistics in Table 2, the number of girls for
a one year given period of ',time that have been identified through Grady Hospital
maternity records is not insignificant. They represent a considerable number
of adolescents, who may need assistance in continuing their education and
in preventing subsequent pregOries. With the addition of speculative figures
for deliveries not occurring at Grady. (see Study 1) the percentages become
even more alarming. From the pOesent figures it can be asserted that one out of
every eleven target group girls that had a child in 1972-73 has had another
child, within a five year time period giving a recidivism percentage of 8.1.

TABLE 2

REPRESENTATION OF PREGNANCIES AND
DOUBLE PREGNANCIES BASE 1972-73

Pregnancies
Per Cent

Total Female No. of Per Cent MI of Pefr Cent of Double Per Cent
Population Single of Single Double of'Double vs. Total of Totil

e '
2,938 170 5.8 15 '0.5 8.1 6.3

2 0
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A - Septombr-Novembir
S - December-Fsbrury
C - March-May
D - Junc-Auguot
1 - 1970-71
2 - 1971-72
3 - 1972-73 .

4 - 1973-74

.rolAcy 1971

Study

Period

Al t.c

A2
B2 D

2 A3
1

A C
2 S3 C

3
D3 A' IS C

44 4
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These girls are eager to continue their education and should be provided
with the academic and emotional support necessaryto enable them to continue.
Of the group of double pregnancies, only two withdrew from school. One
of these girl*.withdrew to go to work. the other one was withdrawn by reason
of nonattendance and later returned to continue in school. Analysts of attendance
adjuVed around delivery date revealed that nonterminating double pregnancy
students had significantly higher attendance than that for those females who
withdrew eventually (significant .01). Three of these double pregnancy
student mother% graduated from high school. The percentage of the double
pregnancy group terminating their education was 13.3 per cent. This corresponds
favorably with the figure for-terminating singte pregnancies 37.3 per cent.
For all student mothers, and especially for those having more than one child,
the policy change was a beneficial decision which prevented discrimination
against this segment of the high school population.

The comparison of attendance patterns for female students, pregnant
students, and repregnant students is presented in Figure 13., The discrepancy
between the attendance for all pregnant and nonpregnant students must be
noted. However; with regard to single anti double pregnant girls-. the issue
is somewhat complicated. For the first five months of the school year, the
double pregnancy girls exhibit better attendance than do the single pregnancy
girls. Throughout theyematnder of the year, the repregnant group falls
considerably in their attendance pattern. It must be noted that the large
majority of these girls already have one child at....home and thus have the
double burden of pregnancy and child care during the warm spring months.
They appear to be making a valiant effort to continue in school despite the
difficulties that face these young girls.

In the following school year, the rallying of these girls with two children
i5 considerable. At the beginning of the term, they average three days more
per period than do the girls with one child. Unfortunately there is soon
a drop in attendance which leaves of the student mothers ranging far
lower in attendance than the other female students. This leaves the impression
that these girls are anxious to continue their education, but are experiencing
diffctilty in acceptable school attendance. The population of student mothers,
especially those with )two young children, who do not withdraw' from school
are exceptional. In spite, of problems with pregnancy, health, child care,
postpartum depression, and varying economic circumstances, these adolescents
have selected to remain in school and to work toward the goal of high school
graduation.

Summary and Discussion

The adolescent students who have two pregnancies emerge as a unique
segment of the high school population. They differ from the total tat-get
grow by the very fact of their recidivism. That these girls desire to continue
their education in spite of pregnancy is an outstanding characteristic. The
motivation for a high school education must be intense.

-27-
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While the educational system has provided these girls with the opportunity
to remain in school and Grady Hospital offers intervention and family planning
care, the task begun by the Atlanta Adolescent Pregnancy Program is not
completed. There is some evidence that the recidivism rate is decreasing
but the problems surrounding a$lescent pregnancy have not been overcome.
What remains is the development of strategies for total community involvement.
The adolescent population must be offered a range of options for educational.
vocational. psychological, and physical care. Giving birth to a child, securing
an education, or planning of career should be a matter of 'free choice. The
highly vulnerable population of adolescent student mothers must be given
guidance and assiStance in securing their goals and realizing their potentials,.

Study III 40'

Sta ment of the Problem

resent school policy allows pregnant students to remain in their classes.
Health agencies report increasing numbers of requests for information and
services from adolescents. The 'Media has bombarded the public with the
new morality' and venereal disease is at a reported all time high. Yet.

there is no comprehensive program for information dissemination on family
and sexual development in the Flublic schools.

This controversy has long teen a thorn in the side of school administrators
and teachers alike. The topic has been shuffled lfrom Biology to Home Ecohomica
to Physical Education classes or dismissed by an annual presentation by the
school nurse. The need of high school students to be presented with a thorough
and honest discussion of the "facts of life" must be acknowledged. It is
painfully evident that the present curriculum is inadequate to deal with this
vital concern of today's youth. t
Research Inquiry

In this study. an assessment of the needs and attitudes towards sex education
in the public Schools was conducted. An overview of the schools, since
the 1971 policy, seemed essential for identifying strengths and weaknesses.
Questions regarding the responsibility of the system to the total education
of all its youth were also raised.

The following areas were considered in the interview survey:

1. Information on family and sexual development disseminated within
the schools.

-29-
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.

2. An assessment of the needs adolescent students with regard/to
information on family and exual development.

3. The effects of the 1971 'shoot pottcy change which now permits pregnant
students to remain in their regular schools. .

4. An assesinent of the adolescent mother and the school system.

Subjects

All high school and middle School nurses in the Atlanta Public Schools
were included in the survey. Where applicable, counselors and social workers
also participated in the informal interview sessions. In many instances.
the school principals also contributed their views on the topic. In total,
the survey represents the opinions and feelings of nearly one hundred professionals
working tilDhe school system with the adolescent population. All interviews
were coded anonymously to permit candor of response.

The q tionnaire reflects the thinking of many resource personnel.
Interested soc 1 service workers in related projects. such as Planned Parenth&d,
Child Service d Family Counseling Center, Grady Interconceptional Care.
Clinic. and NAACP identified areas for the inquiry. School administrators
on both the central and area level were also helpful in raising issues for
consideration.

Procedure

The questionnaire W15 administered through an interview format at each
school. Responses were open-ended but designed to yield uniformity'of
response. The treatment of data involves a percentage breakdown based on
the number of study schools (N=30). Intraschool variation in response was
manipulated prior to the final computations.

Findings '

The following discussion is based on the summarized data from th questionnaire
results. Each of the four areas of concern yielded information relevant
the development of a comprehensive program in family and sexual developme
The findings also provide an overall view of the current situation in the
Atlanta high schools anc middle schools. )`

-30-
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I. Information amily and sexual development disseminated wi Atha schools.

Primary c rric tps disseminating information:

Health and Ph gducation 73%

Physical Science 7%

Social Science 0% -
Home Economics 20%
Not Reported 0%

Secondary curriculums information:disseminating

Health and Physical Education 17%

Physical Science 27%

Social Science 0%

Home Economics 27%

Not Reported 30%

Type of personal contact between school personnel and students:

Nurse

Liaison and Resource
Personal Counseling
Specific Information
Multiphasic Role
No Contact
Not Reported

40%

10%

.7%
37%

7%

0%

School Counselors

Liaison and Resource 17%

Personal Counseling 30%
Specific Information 3%

Multiphasic Role 10%

No Contact 3%

Nor Reported 37%

Teachers

Liaison and Resource 17%

Personal Counseling 13%
Specific Information 113%

Multiphasic Role 0%

No Contact 13%

Not Reported 43%

-31-
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Primary source of resource personnel:

Planned Parenthood 3%

Grady Hospital,- ICC 83%
Health Departmentand Human Resources 3%

Private (Physicians, Clinics,
Organizations) 3%

No Resources 7%

Secondgry source of resource personnel:

' Planned Parenthood 10%
.Grady Hospital - ICC 3%

Health Department and Human Resources 27%
Private (Physicians, Clinics,

Organizations) 13%
No Additional Resources 46%

Frequency 'of information dissemination by resource personnel:

Weekly 17%
Bimonthly 30%
Few times during school year 46%
Yearly 7%

Mo
Best azeas perceived for information dissemination within this school system:

All Areas 40%
. Health and Physical Education 20%

Physical Science
Social Science 0%
Home Economics 13%
Specialized offering' (Resource

Personnel) 10%

Individual Basis 7%

Not Reported 10%

An assessment of the needs of adolescent students with regard to information
on family and sexual development.

Proportion of school populations receiving some form of informatio

Entire Student Body 40%
Three-quarters of Student Body 3%

Half of Student Body 17%
One-quarter of Student Body 23%
Minimal Proportion of Student Body 17% "

238 r
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Grade level at which students are receiving some form of information:

.High School (all grades) 95%
High School (upper grades only) 0%
High School (lower grades only) 5%
Middle School (all grades) 66%
Middle School (upper grades only) 14%
Middle School (lower grades' only) 0%

Grade level at which students should be introduced to information:

Preschool . 17%
Elementary School 23%
Middle School 50% 4
High School (lower grades) c'' 10%
High School (upper grades) 0%

Need of student body for ormation dissemination:....t

Definite need 80%
Need Already fulfilled . 13%
Not Needed , 0%
Not Reported 7%

The effects of the 1971 school policy change which now permits pregnant
students to remain in their regular schools.

Areas in which additional services for pregnant students should be provided:

All Areas' 17%
Child Care Curriculum 10%
Home Instruction 3%
Counseling 10%
Health Care 10%
No Additional Services 40%
Services Provided by Grady 10%

Changes in school atmosphere:

'Better Atmosphere 36%
Worse Atmosphere 7%
More Pregnancies 7%
Leas Pregnancies 13%
No Changes 13%
Not Reported 23%

r
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Changes in number of pregnant students re :lining in school:

Increase
Decrease
No Change
Not Reported

80%
0%

19%

7%

Changes In the extent of serVircss required of school Ursa:
0'

Latta Increase f
0%

Slight Increase 36%
No Change ' 5,11
Not Reported 10%

Changes in the number of student requests for I:lion:al:don:

Increase 333
Decrease 0%

No Chang') 30%
Not RepOrted 36%

Peers' attitudes toward pregnant students:

Acceptance
Gradual Acceptance
Nonacceptance
Mixed Reaction
Not Reported

90%

0%

0%

7%

3%

Teachers' attitudes toward pregnant students:

Acceptance to%
Gradual Acceptance 20%
Nonacceptance 10%
Mixed Reaction 27%

ot Not Reported 3%

Rest educational alternative for pregnant students:

Regular School 66%
Special School 10%
Individual Choice 33%

-34-
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IV. An assessment of the adolescent mother and the school system.
Proportion of student mother population returning after delivery torespective schools:

Majority Returning
83%Some Returning
10%Minority Rfsturning

3%Not Reported
3%

Problems related to adolescent mother. as returning students:
Role"Ad ustment

Problem
20%No Problem
73%Not Reported

7%

Peer Sentiment

0%
Problem
No Problem

99%Not Reported
7%

Rex Care for Baby

Problem
58%No Problem
40%Not Reported

9%

Academic Lag

Problem
40%No Problem
40%Same aa Before

7%Not Reported
13%

Conceptualization of Future Goals

44%
Verbalization of Problems

Marriage
7%

Family
7%

Education
10%Career

3%All Maas
17%No Problems Verbalized

43%Not Reported
13%

63457 0- 76 - IA
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Speculative reasons for noted school attendance drop between four and

six months alter delivery:

Adjustment of Mother 20%

Developmental Stage of Baby 27%

Child Carp Arrangement 10%

Not Reported 43%

Areas in which additional services for adolescent mothers should be provided:

/-)
Continuation of Education 37%

Child Care Curriculum. 10%

Counseling 20%

No Additional Services 23%

Not Reported 10%

The first section, "Information on family and sexual development disseminated

within the schools," deals with the existing educational structure. All of

the schools report that information pertaining to family and sexual development

is introduced through the health and physical education curriculum. The

next major area, home economics, was identifiel by one-half (47 per cent)

of the schools, and the third curriculum, physical science, was only considered

a significant contributer by one-third (34 per cent) of the schools.
.1

The health personnel surveyed described their role with students' as
being a multiphasic one (37 per cent), also involving liaison and resburce
responsibilities (40 per cent). The group indicated that, school counselors
'served primarily in a counseling capacity (30 per cent) while teachers were

seen as contributing equally as liaison and Tesource, personal counseling,

and specific information sources.

Resource personnel were believed to play an important part in information

dissemination. The major contributing agency was Grady Hospital, Interconceptional

Care, Clinic (86 per cent). The Fulton County Health Department and the

Department of Human Resources (30 per cent) were also cited as beneficial
sources of personnel. The data showed that almost half of the schools (46

per cent) reported having only one contributing agency and many of the

schools (53 per cant) utilized resource personnel only on a limited basis.

The needs of adolescent students with regard to inforination on family

and sexual development were assessed to identify areas for further consideration.

The majority of the schools (57 per cent) indicated that only half or less

of their students were receiving information. All grade levels in the high

schools and middle schools appeared to be included in the dissemination process.

It was interesting to note that the vast majority (90 per cent) of the health

workers surveyed believed that familypnd sexual development education should

-36-
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occur by the middle school years or earlier. The largest number of respondents
(80 per cent) also stated that information dissemination was a definite need
for their student body.

A review of the effects of the 1971 policy implementation indicated a positive
change in the school environment. The interviewees expressed the feeling
that pregnant students should be treated ai regular students and half believed
that the change had--kmproved the school atmosphere. Although more pregnant
students are remainir in school, (80 per cent of the schools reported an
increase), only one-third of the nurses indicated any additional requireMent
of their services.

The inclusion of pregnant students in the regular school program ai:opears
to have broadened the educational experiences of both,students and faculty..
Within many schools (33 per cent), an increase In the number of requests
for information was reported. Nearly all of the student bodies (90 per cent)
were judged to have responded with acceptance to their pregnant peers.
while at least 60 per cent of the faculties demonstrated acceptance or gradual
acceptance. The desirability of allowing these girth to stay in school was
only questioned by a small minority (10 per cent) of school workers and
the general 'comments can be summarized as supportive of the policy.

An assessment of the adolescent mother and the school system reveals
similar positive trends. The majority of theschoola reported a large return
of adolescent mothers to classes (93 per cent.) A'discussion of the adjustment
patterns of these girls indicate some areas for concern but are encouraging
in general. There is a problem with the availability of day care facilities
for maily of the student (56 per cent.) This may account for the poor attendance
of these student mothers. Some difficulty with academic makeup (40 per cent)
and conceptualization of future goals (44 per cent) is also demonstrated.
The school workers expressed the feeling that the psychological well being
of the young mother should be considered and that additional counseling may
be required. They agreed that a major responsibility of the schools was
to encourage these young women to continue their education and offered many
recommendations for furthering this goal.

Discussion and Recommendations

In considering the results of this survey. both the strengths and weaknesses
pf the present situation become evident. The Atlanta Public Schools have
act a highly beneficial precedent by allowing pregnant students to remain
in their regular classes. However, it is essential that they continue to develop
curriculums and pro-grams to supplement this progressive policy.

The summary and recommendations which are presented here, represent
the views of the professional's survey. It is not a criticism of the system,

I
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but an applaud to its innovation and the belief that the Atlanta Public Schools
have the potential to continue in this positive direction.

Recommendation: The development of a comprehensive course in family and
sexual development for adolescents.

Plan: This course will be presented to all students in the Atlanta Public
Schools prior to their completion of the ninth grade. The Health and Physical
Education Department will include this requirqment in its curriculum. It
will be taught by a qualified professional who has had training, in the presentation
of material on human sexuality. The presently existing curriculums in the
field will be examined and an appropriate outline of tudy will be adopted
for use throughout the school system.

Recommendation: A ytem will be established to encourage student/to utilize
the ervices of school personnel.

Plan: The high schools and middle schools will promote an atmosphere
in which the students feel comfortable seeking guidance and information in
the area of family and exual development. The school nurse will serve
as a liaison and resource person; she will be knowledgeable of the services
available to adolescents in the community. In addition, the nurse will use"'
her expertise to assist students in their health needs and in obtaining appropriate
referrals. The counselors will provide psychological and emotional guidance
for both pregnant and nonpregnant students. The teachers will be aware
of the personnel in the school responsible for assisting students in this area.

Recommendation: The cooperation of community and governmental agencies
should be solicited to provide a comprehensive program for referYals and 6.
information dissemination.

Plan: At present, Grady Hospital Interconceptional Care Clinic has provided
speakers- for the high school population. The reception to this program has
varied. All schools should utilize this opportunity to the fullest. In addition,
the communication with the Fulton County Heilth Department and the Department
of Human Resources hould be extended. The adolescent population must
be encouraged to receive the total benefits offered by these agencies.,

Recommendation: Additional assessment should be made of the potential for
the development of school/community services for the adolescent mother.

Plan: The study should include a consideration of many aspects 'of the
psychosocial factors related to the adolescent mother population. Issues such
as family planning, child care, nutrition, school attendance, career options,
and academic achievements need to be examined. The feasibility of developing
special classes, individual guidance, and peer counseling should also be
discussed.

-38-
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Retommendation: A committee should be established to develop a total educational
program for introducing family and sexual development into the schools.

Plan: The area of family and sexual development should be introduced
into the educational curriculum as a natural segment of daily living; children
should be familiarized with these aspects of our culture in much the same
way as civics or physical hygiene is integrated. To study this proposal.
a committee of educators, health workers, health specialists, administrators,
parents, and community member's should be formulated. The endings of,
this committee can then be used to develop a program of information dissemination
throughout the schools.

-39-
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ATLANTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BOARD POLICY STATEMENT CONCERNING PREGNANT STUDENTS

Implemented 10 May 1971

Pregnant students are to receive the same opportunities and considerations

of the Atlanta Public Schools as do other students.

Pregnancy should not be considered a condition which would exempt

the student from compulsory or voluntary school attendance. It is not a

condition which necessarily renders a student physically or mentally incapacitated

for school work. Educational activities during pregnancy should not be .considered

impracticable or harmful,either for the pregnant student or others.

No school official or emplOyee should without sufficient cause exclude.

expel, transfer, or excuse from school Privileges any pregnant student entitled
to admission as a student of the Atlanta Public Schools. When such a person

has been so excluded, the principal should report such action to the office

of the Area Superintendent within fifteen days.

Exclusion from school ,,because of pregnancy, unless it ie at the pregnant
girl's request to participate in another educational program or to be withdrawn
from school, shall not be construed to best serve her welfare or best interests.
A pregnant student should have the Option of remaining in her own regular ,
school, or enrolling in another appropriate educational program planned for
her, or of withdrawing from school, according to Atlanta Public Schools policies

previously published. Every effort should be made to keep' pregnant students

is an educational program and to return them to it as soon as possible after.

delivery.

No pregnant student should be excluded, expelled, transferred, or excused ,
from school privileges for reasons of pregnancy without a written certificate

from a duly licensed physician. Limitations of activity and endeavor, if

any, would be specifically established by such a certificate.

A-1
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A Project for Unwed, P.renant Adolescents
in Chicago

HAROLD M. V1SOTSKY, M.D.t

11-g7rs an illuminating
exploration of the attitudes
to sexial behaVior and early
pregnancy by unmarried ad-
olescent girls and thdr par-
ents within socio-econom-
ically deprived segment of a
metropolitan population,

THE Community Services Proj.
ect for unwed pregnant adolescents
in Chicago is a demonstration proj-
ect designed so provide compre-
hesuive medical. 'educational and
mental health sees ices for unwed
adolescent girls who remain in their
own homes during pregnancy. Fi-
nanced by a National Institute of
Mental Health grant, awarded for
a three-year period commedling
February 1, 1963, the program is
being carried on under the auspices

of the Mental Health Division of
the Chicago Board of Health,

The project is concerned pri-
marily with helping the girl and
her family cope more effectively
with the immediate crisis of pat
nancy. but seeks also through timely
intervention to enable these garb to
give their children a better chance
for an emotionally healthy adjust.
meat than without such interven-

An early draft was delivered at
imerintn Onhopsychiatric Awcdation

Meeting In New York. Mardi la, 1965.
Director, luinots Depanment of

Mental Health. Community Service
Project, 551 East 36th Place. Chicago,
111. 60653.

cloth Thejt) oject seeks to involve
all available community resources
both agencies and individuals, and
to develop other services necessary
to meet the needs of these unman
vied mothers.

Background

The lack of adequate community
services for pregnant unwed adoles-
cents was brought originally to the
attention of the Chicago Mental
Health Division by Board of Health
nurses. who were concerned about
the increasing number of young
girls coming to the Infant Welfare
Stations for prenatal care. For ex.
ample. between September. 1961

and August, )962 there were 750
unmarried pregnant girls of com-
pulsory school age who ere re-
ported as excluded from public
schools in Chicago. Most of these
were under 16 yean of age. This
figure, furthermore, did not reflect
the total number of teenage pre"
nancies ounofwedlock in Chicago
during that. year. since 'not_ el were
reported to school authod.M.

Previous experience has indicated
that probably less than 30 pet cent
of Chicago girls exduded from
school because of pregnancy, re-
turned after the enforced absence.
Icy considering this problem; the
Mental Health Division recognized
that in addition to contributing to
the number of school drop-outs.
these young girls were illequipped
for the responsibility of parenthood
about to be thrust upon them.

Most of these girls were Negro,
who came from seriously deprived
torio-economic areas of Chicago

where they were exposed to the
multiple problems of poor housing.
crowded schools, family discuganiza.
Lion and minimal job opportunities.
They seldom maintained a plan of
regular medical care and usually
ended up at the County Hospital
at the point of deliverya itfusall.
frightened and unprepared., They
were rarely known to a social
agency, except when seeking pub-
lic assistance. Instead of going for
careIo a maternity faciliiy, they re-
mained in their own homes during
pregnancy.

Operating Program

The new community sers ices proj-
ect has two major objectives.

11. To transfer these girls to an
educational program consistent
with their condition and to
maintain both their and the
school's responsibility for con-
animus school attendance.

2. With this structure, to main-
tain these girls during a stress-
ful period and make them
available to psychiatric. social.
educational and medical inter-. vention.

The project Is limited to girls in'
elementary school who have not
reached their seventh month of
pregnancy, are in good physical
health. and who wish to ihntinue
their schooling during pregnancy.
Over the three-year period, the proj-
ect expect to serve approximately
100 girls and has an adequate staff.

The educational phase of the pro-
gram. offering both an accredited
academic and home arts curriculum

Reproduced by the U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE. Welfare Administration,
Childre's Bureau, with permission Eros. CLINICAL PEDIATRICS, Vol. 5. No. 5, May 1966 (327-374).
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11 (20150 510 10 2 141.ie 1%Vt.
I laymanm without cost I he Bead
of Idur Anon pros ides the 15,11)1111$
staff and titans of the educational
sit kolosi 5110 carfare and a nu
triftous set lUnth 1 he school pro.
gram app 01.1111.fieS as nearly 4 pos.
sable the 'titular school classroom
setting an routine. Girls who cam
piece the eighth trade while in the
proles t or-graduated from the poi-
nt 1111ool I here are ancillary after.
11 1i001 t Mew ..1 as amities.

,41edital servnes including pre.
natal and delivery care art given

. by the Board of Health Infant Wel.
(are Stations and p.oticipati g to
cal !Minuet For those gir who
hue had their babies and are eer.r
mg them instrucnons in baby care
areefcris by Board of Health
111151C, Follow up home nibs made
'by the nurses are augmented by
the Psyc heal g le hunt.

.I he mental health services en-
itunpass individual and family coun-
seling. psythologic testing- and pay
t !num consultation: In addition.
weekly group meetings are held.
littler the Itadership of a social
worker. the girls are encouraged nil'
discuss gammon "interns. These
may range from questions of school
annulment to discussions of con-
Ilistual feelings related to being
pregnant and the problems which
often deselop alter the baby is
born \louvers of participating pHs
are also involved In regular inter.
stews and biweekly group meetings
and these aid in building up on
derstautlang between mothers and.
daughters. .

Moen, Attitudes and Behavior
The attitudes of ddi girls' moth.

en toward men and sexual inter
count ate as lotion: Men were
seen as providers of a whole boat

l'of gr- tofnations. The women felt
mien. insecurity and a great need
for nt t cal support Much of the
duller noes within these mbthers
stenu roan their massive lack of U.
cunt self.esteem and 0525C5121 well-
bellIK Their Awn sexual 2521511y
scents .o way of seconng 'mu-faction
of chest needs or making payment
when dine are fulfilled. Because
most of them are in a constant state
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of depressed tell esteem the women
dematni little in the relationship
over and chose sexual grateln ations

here a a, tendemh to separate sex
ual activInes_and emotional invest
anent in the Individual male

They generally - believe ilia "you
will go` cruy" if you don't have
sexual relation before adulthood.
(This attitude has also been ex
passed by participating girls.) They
also believe that regular sex rela-
tions are netenary for the physital
wellbeing of women.

They assume that all women will
inevitably have sexual relatium.
whether married otnot. That if you
have not enraged in sex by a cero
min age i.e., "IS or -19"some.
thing is wrong with you--i.e., um
derseneed, abnormal (physically or
Mentally ill"crasy").

Men are rare in the sustaining
continuity of family life. Fathers
generally are pot expected to be
active within the family in disciplin-
ing or guiding children. A good
father is seen primarily as a good
economic provider.

In their attitudes toward selves
and sexuality in their children, the
mothers see themselves as having
little control over their own late
or confidence. in controlling their
daughters sexual behavior. Because
of congested living conditions and
lack of privacy, children at an early
age frequendy may be sexually stim.
ulatiel by observing sexual Uts in-
volving older children, u well as
adults. Often this leads to the young
child imitating the observed sexual'
behavior.

There is a tendency to avoid or
deny that masturbation occurs in
their offspring. The girls as a group
report no masturbatory experiences
during adolescence,

To these mothers, sex is not a
"nice" topic to discuss. Giving lac
tual sex information to pre-school
children generally is disapproved of.
They assume that children will
learn from each other when they
reach school age.

On a conscious level, mothers set
up many verbal prohibitions against
sexual ac g out prior to adoles-
cence. A the same time, on an un
connint level, menlien' prohibi.

11.110 21011k 21111 11011 01511 Si su.s1

esprtienirs. orse in late and
nrovoke girls' sesstality. I hey tell
gills of the "awful" things that will
happen If they allow boys to touch
them. riper tally at the onset a girls'
menses

There seems atceplance by moth
en of likelihood of sexual relations
occurring with girls at onset of men-
struation regardless of trire. It is en.
forted by strong prohibitions, re.
rrr i tt ions and tositiols on girls he.
havior when- they start menstrua-
tion. Many warnings are given
about not exposing themselves int.
der their clothes. A tennmon,prat.
tut Is to check every month to see
that the girl is menstruating. Men-
struation -...Testp, you can have a
baby. Ihu A---the important moue.
quence to prevent, rather than Ion
of virginity itself, or the part this
plays in the total development and
maturing of the girl. The comment
of one monger was. Sex relations
are not as serious at eight years old.
because then girls couldn't have
babies,"

They are often less permissive
thanmiddle-clasa about dating, an-
ticipating that this is likely to result
in sex relations.

The girl.' attitudes toward sexual
intercourse, preritency and peer
group values indicate that being
attractive and feminine is often
achieved by engaging in intercourse,
(strong narefuistie qualities opera
ing with girls). There is :narked ban
of information and much distortion
in understanding male and female
physiology an, how conception
takes place. For example, (a) preg-
nancy will not occut:at time of
first intercoase; (b) pregnancy will

yoccur only when intercourse OMITS
during menstruation; (c) after many
sexual, experiences; or, (d) when
boy is older.

There is marked pressure within
peer group to have sexual relauons.
coupled. with other factors which
sent to over-stimulate them to act
out sexually. and a corresponding
lack of adequate substitutes to sat.
illy these impulses. Ego develop-
ment in the girls is less well -inte-
grated. Correspondingly. then drives
art stronger. particularly sexual

5'
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mies. as opposed to then legientie
and dependency rinses which their
mothers will not permit them to
express

B0)11 coruider it a status fatter to
have visible proof of pommy. It
ra often a prestige (ego-enhancing)
factor to bare fathered acacia! chil-
dren. Girls seek to please boy by
having a baby. (Peer group expects
girls to keep their babies and take
responsibility for them.)

prong feeling that baby belongs
to both parents and that father has
Pertain ownership rights.

Promiscuity on part of girls more
frowned upon--to engage in sex
with a number of boys, as opposed
to one boy.

Going steady and marriage gives
girl tutusin. terms of proof that
she tan "keep her man." Girl ex-
pected to have sex relations with
boy her own age

It Is mouldered more Atteptable
to have enters mine in appropriate
place, 'nth at a home. Girl who has
totercoune in public places--such
As fire-escape. roof-top. eta. ts not
approved of

Immediate eruption of tnothen to
girls' pregnancy is one of shock. dis-
may and disappointment. This is
stewed as a iron situation. Often
noted are unnendous guilt, anxiety
and angry feelings by mother, tied
in with some discomfort about her

./role to the girl's dilemma. Grad-
ually. one sees irTifirever erecting dr.
fenses against these original reac
bons by taking 'a position nigh as,
11*s fate. it's their (the girls') na
ture or behavior which she (the
mother) can't control."

The mothers often expect the
girls to keep their babies as conse-
quences of their behavior. along
with this is die belief by mothers
that the girl's has ing to take re-
sponsibility for her baby will be a
deterrent agairut a second preg-

00
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saucy.. wools seine of family toes
is es odent she mothers believe
that only those who aredslated of
lose friendsgodmoth-ft-Maraunt.

And othen--will take good tare of
baby

The statement as often heard.
'You don't give babies to stran
gent" and adoptive placement as

equated with "throwing away your
own flesh and blood" In addition
to ton tural tnfluentes, that is, a
Lick of trust in alien situations with
wldih you are not familiar, the
mothers hale strong psychologic
needs to keep the daughters' babies
to assuage their own guilt. partiru.
laity if they also hare had children
out of wedlock or to provide the
mothers with another opportunity
to prove their adequacy to mothers.

Girls' attitudes and feelings to.
ward their own pregnancies reflect
A wide range of responses and de-
fensive reactions. With few excep-
tiosu, girls deny having been forced
to engage in the relationship.

The participating girls' role In
family Indicate that they are reared
to be mothers rather than wires.
They often are treated as functional
extensions of their own mothers in
S lifi
the taking

hucingottarhold duties.
tare of younger

et uch7itiall

children.
They are expelled to assume re
aponaibilities normally..carried out
by a mother. the same time, they
axe.denied compensatory privilege&
satisfactions and recognition of ma-
turity that would customarily ar-
tompany this role. The subsequent
dichotomy in roles poses dilemma
for the girl in terms of behavior
tontistent with neither, Frequently,
this catapults her into actions in
which she seeks gratification on an
adult level, thereby competing di-
rectly with hei mother. This situa-
tion is further complicated when
her mother is openly involved in
extra mantel relationships. espe.

4
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wally alien these result 111 prat,
mint y out of wedlock. 011ie a girl
has had sexual relatioru, she is re
larded as a woman.

General observatioru indicate
that sex mores in this group are
inbred and circumscribed.. They
are the direct result of experienies
within the group. As a subculture
canting within a barer culture, the
group tenth to be insulated against
ideas and atutudes prevalent within
the community about it.

Over-crowding and the anonym-
ity of public housing and slum ten-
=mom as well as a lark of con-
structive and meaningful ties to
earls other and. to the, ctmertunky.
contribute to a breakdown or lark
of controls and help to mold the
background egairut which sexual
acting out thrives.

From paychologic testing, the
following tharacteristics stand out
in describing participating girls:

1. An gidl, sea their mothers as
prohibitive regarding sax, with
much checking on their activ-
ities.

2. There Is considerable denial of
. sexuality. This la associated

with a lack of male identifies-
Pon. There la tendency to
substitute boys with whom
they are or have bows involved
with father. whom few have
bad in neat,.

3. Flecked denial of being preg-
nant.

4. Tendency to see sexuality ix
genereffy an act of violence;
instead of an actual sexual ex-
perietita

J. Within framework of the
male and ferns* the female is
dominant: the male pensive end
ineffectual.

0. Marked feelings of 'mislay
lessee toward mother and their
babies.
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a guide for

, collaboration of

PHYSICIAN,

SOCIAL WORKER,

and LAWYER

in helping the

UNMARRIED MOTHER ,

and HER CHILD

Phyatana, tonal workers, and Inners are the
ennfounol parsons who In thole Pfer114* toot
frequently encouoteruomarried mother.. When
don the topeasthilto of each beim and end sad
how on they mon (midair wadi togetheram-bas
sene she cued, of rue unmarried mother sod her

Yoe the pan years the orsaahations that repro.
wet Mae prefenks; leg by the American College
of Obetaseciam sad Gyeeceloshm. have beets wadi.
ins with the atildran's Burgas sad the GSM Welfare
League of Monica to formulate ao answer to thin
question. Ti. remitles matement, preagetad ben.
sou oneopletad in Oa mouser el 1966 a0by sad
of the you had been olfsdelly approved by tie fol.
knins orsaallationo

Ti. American College of ObsteUriclao and
Gramolositer

Ti. Amnion Aced...7 of Pediatric*
Ti. Amino Medical Mende:log
Ti. American Bar AseoMation. Seeds. et [genii,

Law
Ti. Mild Welfare !ensue of America
Ti. Children's Durant.

who must make the diagnosis of pregnancy, deter-
mine the expected date of delivery, and decide when
the delivery should take-place. Among other things
he must decide how much information the patient
should be given on the physiology and pathology of

The need for close cooperation between the pregnancy, labor, and the puerperium. His decision
physician, the social worker, and the lawyer on whether to advise the patient to nurse the baby
in the care of the unmarried mother should (if she decides to keep him) will rat on emotional.0

be uninnally recognized. Each of these three is well as physical factors.
responsible for advising the unmarried mother of He must safeguard the confidentiality of the la-
the need for consultation in her use with the other formation the patient discloses except u prorated
two disciplines involved, because each ban special by the laws of his State. Recognizing the limits -
field of competence. While recognizing that in some )(ions placed on minor, he must be certain of the
jurisdictions individuals, as such, may place or other- validity of the consent the patient gives for any &t-
wigs facilitate the adoption of minors, it should be closures; treatment, or procedure. If social services
emphasized, nonetheless, that physicians, social work- are available, the physician should avoid becoming
ors, and lawyers, indtt idually or jointly, when acting involved with thf placement of the infant or aetlag
as individuals and in., in cooperation with a qualified as anointermodiaiy.
child placement agency, do rici(. have the facilities The responsibility of the social worker includes
and resources necessary to proVide protection and helping the unmarried mother with the distinctive
services needed by all persons affected by the adop- social and emotional problems connected with having
tion. To further this cooperation, the areas in which child out of wedlock. To this end, the social work-

, the primary responsibilities and those in which the er draws upon the experience of social agencies in
function of the three disciplines overlap must be working with unmarried mothers, upon familiarity
delineated. with community resources, and upon social and

The physician is held responsible for the physical psychological diagnostic skills in determining what
and mental health of the pntient. It i the physician help a particular client needs and can use. Among

Reprinted by the tJ 5 DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION, AND ELFARE, Social sad Rehabilitation Service,
Chileben's Moreau, hew CHILDREN. Mar -lone 1967 (111.112) Foe olinaption to CHILDREN, no4 11 .75 to the
Supersomndiett of Doctoneats, U S. Government Printing Office, Ifinhinoroo. D.C. 20402.
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other thaw.. e. icfcti icg the [talent fur
ratty N.aaaaa ,,,,, ,,
1,1i..lag the iu .1 18 nu..1 .101. Anil ion, I
panel care. tit .Lrtcu It.. InivIn'al tiring!'"
citing the bit. 01 tut. patient in tie duciur, and
when, jarasble t.r necrzzary, implementing hie
recommendation.

The tonal worker COlintelll the patient wt plane fur
her future and that of the infant, always safeguard
mg the bet intercom of the child. The social worker
provides Frychological help and support comply
mcnung that given by the doctor. The social worker
recognizes and supports the legal obligations of the
doctor an to the results of treatment or eilvics, tnclud
mg professional dir.closures and the peculiar prof,
Irma of a minor

The social worker counsels the unmarried mother
In the various wool aspects involved and MOM
mends that oho consult a lawyer for advice on the
legal aspects as needed in the individual situation.

The lawyer for the unmarried mother is respon-
sible for counseling her regarding the legs) come
mien= of 1(411,1,111g or of giving up her child and of her
legal rights in re:spout to the putative father If the
releases the child for adoption, he must be aura that
all 14111 requirements are met. Ile should not ropes
scot the proapective adoptive parents If social
services are available, the lawyer should avoid be
coming involved with the placemen,t of the infant or
-acting as an Intermediary.

All throe disciplines recognize the right of the
unmarried mother to make &carom for herself End
her child except where such rights are involuntarily
terminated by court action. Likewise, all three rec
ognize that each mutt give advice and goidanpe to
her Whether giving advice is limited to mere clan
fcation of the alternatives between which the client
must chows, or eztende to a firm recommendation
for the course of action the patient should take, the
collective counseling, like pcurfii?to guidance, mud
bo harmonious lest the unm ried mother become
con fumed. Differences of opinion which may arum as
to the advice to be given should be revolved by prior
con (oxen=

Broad principles have been established through ex
perielice an all three profvmons, but philosophies
vary In different communities and change from tune
to It not only within the same community but also
ivi An the Sauon.

urthermore, env!' cane mad he in itlunlized,

364

)iarticularly with reference in quesuona such an.

I Sic, I1 the laic -tit of the patient or the putative
I Otter it tarp ul the WTI:Wing I

2. Shall the valeta marry the putative father!

3. Shall legal action be taken against him!

4. Where shall delivery take plane!

S. Shall the putative father visa the patient fors
or after delivery!

6. Shall he over we the baby!

7. Shall the baby be photographed ttnd the pic-
ture gnarls available I

& Shall the patient be allowed, urged, or for
bidden to ace her child, put him to bread, or care for
him!

9. Shall die patient have paychiatrie help; if to,
to whom droll she be referred!

10. At which point in the pregnancy or piper-
penum than the demnion be made as to the child'e
future!

II. If the decision in for adoption, how and where
shall final surrender of the child be taken,

12. Shall the mother ba told of any deformity or
handicap of the child and, if so, when and by whom I

13. If the matter of legal residence is involved and
the pcesidolity of nonelloptability, who shall be re-
sponaible for properly informing and counaeling the
unmarried mother)

When the doctor, social worker, and lawyer are
mature, experienced individuals, each primarily con
earned with working out the complex problems in
any given case for the best interw.ta of the child and
the unmarried mother, each woossizing and moped,-
mg the responsibilities and comp tense of the other
derived from proferzionsl training in dealing with
the physical, mental, emotional, eocial, and legal .
factors Involved, then rarely will be a difference of
opinion. If such a difference does Irian, one which
cannot be resolved by o conference, genuine collabor-
ation requires the wholehearted assistance of all
three, in supporting the judgment of the member of
the discipline with primary responsibility, namely :
for the physical and mental health of the mother and
child, the doctor; for the social and emotional wel-
fare of the mother and child, the social worker; and
for the legal protection of the mother and the child,
the lawyer.

CHILDREN LIAY -3UNI 1967
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Functional Attendance Periods`

The school year for the Atlanta Public Schools consists of 160 days separated
into nine attendance periods of 20 school days each. In identifying target
girls, it was necessary to consider all 30 days Within a particular month.
To compensate for the problem of weekends and holidays, a system of functional
attendance periods was devised. Those days which fell between actual attendance
periods were divided among the adjacent actual periods to form functional
attendance periods. This allowed forithe detection of deliveries by students
on any given day of the year. In the analysis of attendance, this procedure
could not produce information for nonschoal days. It did, however, provide
a means for looking at attendance while considering all delivery possibilities.'
Each functional attendance period contained apprcpdinately 30 days in which
a delivery could have occurred. The block of 20 recorded attendance days
remained in each functional period. This procedure was selected as a consistent
method for the standardisation of attendance information.

B-1
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Actual Functional

Attendance Periodo Attendance Periods

Summer 1971

08/30/71 -- 09/27/71

09/28/71 -- 10/26/71

10/27/71 -- 11/23/71

11/29/71 -- 01/02/72

01/06/72 -- 02/03/72

62/04/72 -- 03103/72

03/06/72 -- b1/31/72

04/10/72.-- 05/05/72

05/08/72 -- 05/31/72

Summer 1972

08/28/72 -- 09/25/72
09/26/72 -- 10/24/72

10/25/42 -- 11/21/72

11/27/72 -- 01/04/73

01/05/73 -- 02/02/73

02/05/73 -- 03/05/73
03/06/73 -- 04/04/73

04/05/73 -- 05/03/73

05/04/73 -- 05/29/73

Summer 1973

08/27/73 -- 09/24/73

09/25/73 -- 10/23/73

10/24/73 -- 11/25/73

11/26/73 -- 12/21/73

01/03/74 -- 01/31/74

02/01/74 -- 02/28/74

06/01/71 -- 07/01/71

07/01/71 -- 07/31/71

-07/31/71 -- 08/29/71

08/29/71 -- 09/27/71
09/27/71 -- 10/26/71

10/26/71 -- 11/28/71

11/28/71 -- 01/05/72

01/05/72 -- 02/03/72

02/03/72 -- 03/03/72

03/03/72 -- 04/09/7
04/09/72 -- 05/07/72
05/07/72 -- 05/31/72

05/31/72 -- 07/04/72

07/01/72 -- 07/)1/72

07/31/72 -- 08,28/72

08/28/72 -- 09/26/72

09/26/72 -- 10/25/72

10/25/72 -- 11/22/72
11/22/72 -- 01/05/73

01/05/73 02/03/73

02/03/73 -- 03/05/73

03/05/73 -- 04/05/73

04/05/73 -- 05/04/7,
05/04/73 -- 06/52173

06/01/73 -- 07/003
07/01/73 -- 07/31/73

07/31/73 -- 08/26/73
08/26/73 09/25/73

( 09/25/73' 10/24/73

TO/24/73 11/26/73
'11/27473 12/21/73
"',12/21/74 01/31/74
01/31/74 02/28/74

B-2
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Data Reduction Method

The seasonal variation in data of delivery can have an affect upon pattern
of attendance. For example, a girl who delivers in midterm, February,
may have poor attendance throughout that month and on thrdugh the spring.
While in contrast, the girl who delivers in midsummer has the rest of the
recess to readjust ands may not suffer in her school attendance at all. The
fallowing tabulation illustrates the relation of delivery quarter to school attendance
period within a one year time frame.

RELATION OF DELIVERY QUARTER TO
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE PERIOD

Actual Three Three Three Three
Duration Months Months Months Months

Point In First Second Third Poet -
Pregnancy Trimester Trimester Trimester partum

\Sequence
A Winter Spring Summer Fall
B Spring Summer Fall Winter
C Summer Fall Winter Spring
D Fall Winter Spring Summer

The data reduction method adjusted all available subject attendance around
the delivery date. This enabled a composite view of- attendance for the time
frame. When analyzing the data of the 185 identified girls, a matrix of days
attended both pre and post partum was constructed. Weighted averages of
each attendance period were taken to yield the "Composite" pregnant school
girl.

In the simplified table of the data scheme, the seasonal variation in attendance
patterns is 'demonstrated. Girl A, who delivered her child just beforyeschool
began (e.g.. 7/25/72), offered nine attendance periods' of postpartal attendance
data. By contrast, Girl B. who delivered after school closed (e.g., 6/2/72)
offered nine attendance periods of antepartal attendance data. Another example,
Girl C. delivered in the middle of the fifth attendance period and offered

, half antepartal and -half postpartal attendance data. All periods preceded
by a minus are predelivery periodt. The period in which the baby was
born is designated as "D." Periods preceded by a positive sign are periods
after the delivery.
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ILLUSTRATION OF COMPOSITE DATA SCHEME

Delivery
Girl Antepartal Delivery Period Period Postpartal Attendance Period

-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4'-3 -2 -1 D +1 +2 +4 +5 +6 +71;38 +9
A x x x xx x x x
B X X X X X X X X X

X X X x

In'the actual' studies. the numbers pf cases were far greater. However.
the treatment of data was similar. All periods preceded' by a minus are
predelivery and all periods preceded by a plus represent postpartal_information.
The "D" designates delivery., The figures of attendance adjusted around
delivery date were all constructed utilizing the data reduction method. They
represent a composite view of the adolescent mother's attendance for ten-month
periods prior to and after the delivery of her child.

ti
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OPERATIONAL RESEARCH IN MATERNITY CARE

OF ADOLESCENTS

Maternity Care Research Unit

Report No. 4: Comparisons of Special Groups of Mothers

A. School Contipueis and School Drop-outs
B. Younger Mothers (15 or fess) and Older Mothers (16-19)
C. Contraceptive Users and Non-users
D. Mothers of Babies 2500 grams or less and Mothers of Babies

over 2500 gimps
E. Mothers with Repeat Pregnancies and Mothers without Repeat

Pregnancies

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH

Maternal and Child Health Section " Department of Obstetrics and
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Graduate School of Public Health School of Medicine

June, 1972

Supported by the Maternal and Child Health Service of Health Services and
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This is the fourth report of the Maternity Care Research Unit on the

project entitled "Operational Research in Maternity Care of Adolescents"

(Grant No. MC-R-420054-04-0). It compares special groups of mothers in

order to discover factors related to dropping out of school, the age of

the mother, contraceptive. use, prematurity by weight, and repeat preg-

nancies.
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The purpose pf Report No. 4 is to compare particular categories of
mothers with special problems. This report builds upon Report No. 1,
'December 197'1 which presented a pilot analysis based upon only 59 women
at Magee-Womens Hospital. In that analysis, trends in the data were
reported because statistically significant findings did not occur. It wasUssumed that the small number of cases was inadequate fqr a definitive
study. However, at this point over 400 cases are available permitting a
more conclusive analysis.

The pregnant teenagers included in this analysis'attbnded the
Educational-Medical School in the years 1968-71 and responded to a follow -up
interview about 12 months after delivery.

That is, only those women with
completed educational, medical, and follow-up data,were clinsidered. Datapresented in the Appendix indicate that the 41t women included in this
report are representative of the 776

students attending the Ed-Med School.

Table-1: Summary of Date Collection Results

School
Year

Number of
Students Attending
Ed-Med School

Number
With
Medical Data*

Number Not
Located at
Follow-up

Number With
Follow-up
Completed

1968-69 242 196 49 14(

1969-70 244 196 35
' 161

1970-71 290 211** 33 103

Tota1417 . 776 66 117 411

*It was impossible to collect medical data-on all students because twohospitals refused to permit use of their records.

**Follow-up was terminated January 31, 1972 preventing follow-up of 75mothers whose children were not yet one year old.

A. School Continuer. and Drop-outs .

The educational outcome data (Table 2) indicate that 7i women had notreturned to school after delivery and 72 had not returned but dropped out.In this analysis these 144 women are considered drop-outs. The educationalcontinuer. are those who returned and
graduated or those who returned and

were still attending at follow-up.-;.In au 37 per cent are drop-outs.

3L5
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Table 2. School Attendance Following Delivery

, et.'

Did not return 72 .16.5

Returned and dropped out 72 18.5

Rethed and graduated 142 35.6

Returned and still attending 104 26.7

Totals 390 100.1

No info 21

and 63 per cant are continuers. The purpose of this section is to investi-
gate 'be differences between these two groups, continuers and drop-outs, to
see *Aft factors are rolated to school continuation..

First of all, continuers were significantly older than drop-outs (Table
3). That is, greater proportions of continuer' were 17, 18, and 19.01110
greater proportions of drop -outs were 14, 15, and 16. This vas paralleled
by the data on educational level (Table 4). While 35.2 per cent of the
continuer, wore in tbo 12th grade, only 6.7 per cent of the drop-outs were
in the 12th grade. In other words, older mothors having fewer years of
school to complete &remora likely to continue their education.

Table 3. Age of Entry into Ed-Med Program

Age
Continuer"

a
Drop-outs

12 1 0.4 0 0.0
13 4 1.6 2 1.3
14

15

13

44
5.1

.0"
17.4

13

43
8.7

28.7
16 74 29.2 54 36.0
17 78 30.8 31 20.7
18' 32 12.6 5 3.3
19 7 2.8 2 1.3
Totals 253 100.0 150 100.0

Mean 16.3 15.8

3i6
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TIbla 4 Educational Grade Leval Entering Ed-Med School

Credo'
Continuer° Drop-outs

7 2 0.8 4 2.7
8 11 4.3 8 5.3
9' 31 12.3 45 30.0

10 46 18.2 51 34.0
11 74 29.2 - 32, 21.3
12 .89 35.2 10 6,7
Totalo 253 100.0 150 100.0

Kok() 10.8 9.8

Another oat of oignificant varinbleo is related to educational perfor-
mane's. Continuer') showed oignificantly batter academic performanco prior
to entering Ed-Med. and during Ed-Med. As Table 5 illuotratea thooe who
eontinued their educationaftor delivery were ablo as a group to maintain
their grade average. during their pregnancy while the group of women who
dropped out *Awed a marked dacredoe to grade average during their pregnancy,
and otay at tho Ed-Med School. Thews educational performanCe daea are
oupported by oignificant attendance data. Women who continua their
education have oignificaptly bettor attendance records for the year prior
to their admiooion (i.e( 'prior to thio pregnancy) and during their otay
at the Ed-Mad School. The continuer* ohowed significantly better attendance
and grade average* than the drop-outo. Theoa oignificant relationohipa
paroiot when age io controlled and the comparison* are made using two
age-olptched groupo.

Average

Table 5. Grade Average° of the Mother.

Ed-Med

%

Before Ed-Med During
Continuore Drop-outo
n % n 7.

continucro Drop-outs
n 7. n

0.0-0.4 6 2.5 29 20.9 9 3.7 64 48.1
0.5-0.9 25 10.4 31 22.3 18 7.5 13 9.8
1.0-1.4 43 17.9 23 16.5 51 21.2 25 18.8
1.5.1.9 56 23.3 21 15.1 32 13.3 8 6.0

61 25.4 24 17.3 61 25.3 11 8.3.}.....-/.0-2.4

2.5-2.9 25 10.4 6 4.3 28 11.6 6 4.5
3.0-3.4 13 5.4 1 0.7 29 12.0 3 2.3
3.5-3.9 10 4.2 4 2.9 7 2.9 3 2.3
4.0 NI 0.4 0 0.0 6 2,5 0 0.0
Totalo 240 100.0 139 100.0 241 100.0 133 100.0

Merin 1.87 1.28 2.00 0.95

.
3 ± 7
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When :manures of intellectual ability are considered without controlling
for age continuer* and drop-outs do not differ aignificantly. However when
ago is controlled the drop-out do have aignificantly lover IQ cores. The
mean IQ for drop-outs is 92.05 while for continuero it la 95.79 (Table 6).

Table 6. IQ Scores of Mothers (controlled by age)

IQ Score
Continuero

n X
Drop-out

70 or lase 0 0.0 7 5.0
71-80 9 6.5 16 11.5
81-90 35 25.2 33 23.7
91-100 44 31.7 48 34.5
101-110 38 27.3 25 18.0
111 or more 3 9.3 1.0 7.2
Totals 39 100.0 139 100.0
Mean 95.79 ' 92.05
Miaaing Info 11 11

Up to this point, then, continuing one's education after delivery is
significantly related to:

(a) the number of years of schooling remaining to be Completed.

(b) academic performance prior to becoming pregnant' and entering
the Ed-Med School.

(c) academic performance during pregnancy and during her stay at
the Ed-Med School.

(d) attendance before and during Ed-Med School.

(e) IQ :mores of the Aothers.

Since the drop -outs had higher rates of Absenteeism it is possible that
health might be an important factor. In order to investigate this the
obstetrician and nurse repearcher.investigated all of the clinic records
and developed Table 7.

...1

3 8
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ahl Dtd thin mother have any remarkable physical,

or mental problems+ prior to thin pregnancy? (controlled for age)

Contimuers Drop-outs

Yes 29 19.5 26 17.6
No 120 80,5 122 82.4
Total° 149 100.0 148 100.0

Miooing Info 1 2

*These wore defined as complications which the physician in charge
felt wore important enough to be included on the hospital/clinic chart.

It is obvious that the health of continuers and drop-outs prior
to pregnancy wao.similar and therefore it is doubtful that higher rams
of school absenteeism among drop-outs were related to poor health.

On the other hand the picture during pregnancy is not the same.
From the clinic record° the obstetrical nurse researcher developed Table 8.
Medical complication° during pregnancy veto aignificantly more prevalent among
the drop-outs than the continuers. To soma extent thin is validated

31.9
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Table 8, Did thin mother have amErAlmarkable medical

complications with this pregnancy?

Continuer. Drop -outs

'too 39 26.9 61 41.2

I

No 106 73.1 87 58.8

Totals 145 100.0 148 100.0

Missing Info 5 2

*These were defined as complications which the physician in charge felt were
N important enough to be included on the hospital /clinic chart.

by Table 9, which shows the drop-outs with)a sigilificantly greater proportion
of emergency room visits prior to delivery. In other words a greater
proportion of the drop-outs appeared to have some difficulty with their
pregnancy and this was manifested in medical complications and a higher
proportion of emergency room visits. The medical complications for the

Table 9, Number NakiRg at Least One

Emergency Room Visit Prier to Delivery

Continuer. Drop-outs

Yes 28 18.7 43 29.0

No 122 81.3 105 71.0

Totals 150 100.0 148 100.0

Missing Info 2

two groups of women ore distributed in Table 10. While the differences are
small drop-outs have more spontaneous premature rupture of the membranes,
urinary tract infection, and bleeding in the second and third trimesters.
Moo, drop-outs are more likely to have multiple complioations. This
preponderance of medical complications among the drop-outs may indicate
generally poor health among those women or may reflect more pervasive
difficulties in the pregnant woman and her family situation. In either

case, the result is drdpping out of school.

0
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Table 10. Medical Complications* During PreRnancy

Complications
Continuer° Drop-outo

Anemia 13 9.0 11 7.4
Spontaneous premature rupture

of membrane° 5 3.4 14 9.5
Urinary tract infection 5 3.4 10 6.8
Preeclampsia 7 4.8 7 4.7
Bleeding, 2nd and,3rd trimesters 2 1.4 6 4.1
Excessively overweight 2 1.4 2 1.4
Gonorrhea 2 1.4 2 1.4
Condylomata Acuminate 1 0.7 2 1.4
Ril senoitization 1 0.7 2 1.4
Nyperemeoio Gravidarum 0 0.0 2 1.4
Bartholin obscene 0 0.0 1 0.7
Tonsilitis 0 0.0 1 0.7
Hypertenoion 1 0.7. 0 0.0
Upper Respiratory Infection 0 , '0.0 1 0.7
None 106 73.1 1:1;,/, 58.8
Totals 145 100.0 100.0

MissinR Info 5 2

Number of Complications
Continuera Drop-outs

One 34 48
Two 2 10
Three 3 3

*Only the most severe complication for each mother is tabulated. Some
women had multiple complication°.

While medical complications during pregnancy were more likely to be
listed by the drop-outo and might account for higher rates of aboenteeisio
from Ed-Med School, they did not appear.to be related to other health
aspects of the pregnancy or delivery. The continuer° and drop-outs did
not differ in their amounts of toxemia, anemia, venereal disease, weight
gained during pregnancy, psychiatric ymptomatology, hospitilizations
prior to delivery, gestational week at delivery, length of labor, method
of delivery, complications with delivery, post-partum complications, weight
of the baby, Apgar score of the baby, and the pediatricians estimate of
prognosis. This essentially negative finding, i.e. that there are no
physical health differences except during the pregnancy suggests the
possibility of social-psychological variables as important contributors.
In other words, it is possible that the drop.euts did not have the necessary
coping skills, resources, or supports to endure the pregnancy. ,
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Several variables which may indicate social support system were
significantly related to whether a woman continued her edycytion or dropped

out. During the follow-up interview the mdthera.were eked, When you
have needed or wanted to go out, have you had problem° finding someone to
watch your baby?"

Table 11. Have you hod problems finding someone to watch your baby?

Continuer. Drop-outs

n %

Yea 25 10.2

Sometimes ' 30 12.2

No 191 77.6

Totals 246 100.0

.', n %

32 '22.2

25 17.4

87 60.4
144 100.0

Table 11 shows that a significantly greater proportion of those who dropped
out had difficulty. finding someone to watch their baby. When the mothers

were asked Who helps the most with the baby?", a significantly greater
proportion of the continuer° (72.0%) than the drop-outs (57.9%) mentioned
their mothers. When the women were asked "Who upends the most time with the
baby?", a significantly greater proportion of the drop -outs (82.8%) than
the continuer's (66.8%) said they themselves spent the most time with their

baby. These data suggest that a greater proportion of those who continue
their educations havesomeone available to help care for their infant. .4

In addition to social support, or perhaps because of it, an additional

) factor appears to be 'signiGicant, motivation. Only 4.9 percent of the
drop-outs had some work experience prior to entering Ed-Med, while 15.3
per cent of the continuera had work experience. Also a greater proportion
of continuero than drop-outo reported Excellent or Good Health at follow-up.

In conclusion, it appears that surviving the crisis of teenage
pregnancy and continuing one's education is dependent upon a complex of

several factors. These data indicate that the more intelligent are more

likely to continue their education. The mothers who continued their
education had better attendance records both prior to and during their
pregnancy and au would be expected better academic records prior to and
during their pregnancy.. The data suggests that the families of these
teenage mothers provide the social support which helps with baby sitting
as well as the psychological support which helps them through the pregnancy
and motivates them to continue. Finally age makes a difference too.

Older women, having leas education to complete are more likely to continue.
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B. Younger Mothers d "Older" Mothers

The'medical literature suggests that among teenagers, younger mothersare at greater risk.
Therefore, the mothers were divided into two agegroups: those age 15 or younger and

those age 16 and older.

The pilot study comparing these two age groups of women (Report No. lepp. 44-46) suggested that differences
appeartd to cluster arouncimedicalproble6a of the mother. Younger mothers "nded" to be characterized bylater enrollment at the medical clinic and thus fewer vnits, more healthproblems prior to pregnancy, anemia, complications

with delivery, morepost-partum complications, and physical health problems of the motherpersisting after delivery. All of the above relationships
were observedas percentage

The pilot
'411 mothers,

Therage

differences not no statistically
significant

study was based upon only 59 mothers. This analysis,
will attempt to test the trends observed

distribution of the teenage mothers is shown

Table 12' Age Distribution

differences.
based on

in the. pilot study.

in Table 1211

%
Age 4

n

12 i 0.213
6 1.514

28
6.815 90

21.9
as.

16

17
131
109

31.8
26,518

37
9.019

9 2.2

Totals 411
99.9

Women 15 years of Age or younger account for 30.4 per cent of the totalwhile those 16 or older account for 69.6 per cent. As in the pilot study,the younger and "older" mothers
had similar school expereiences prior toand during Ed-Med, similar

rates of returning to school, and similarproportions of repeat pregnancies.
Younger pothers attended the Ed-Medschool for a longer period

of time than "older" mothers. The mean lengthof stay* fdr younger mothers was 5 months, and
for "older" mothers it was

*Length of stay was measured from date of entiy into Ed-Med until dateor leaving. In some cases women
delivering at the end of the school yearcontinued on at Ed-Med and did not transfer to another school.

323
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4 1/2 months This occurred despite the, tact that the two were
admitted to Ed-Med at nearly identical stages of pregnancy.

Most trends discovered in the pilot study diknot hold up. Young
women and "old" women enrolled at the medical clinic at similar stages in
their pregnancies and had similar amounts of pre-natal care. The medical
records of both groups revealed similar proportions of physical and mental
problems prior to pregnancy.. The trend toward higher anemia (as measured
by hematocrit reading) among younger mothers persisted but was not
statistichlly significant. The trend toward more medical complications
among younger mothers during pregnancy continued but did not approach
statistical significance The proportions of medical complications during
delivery were the same for younger as for "older" mothers. At follow -up
the babies of the younger and "older" mothers did not differ in weight
percentiles. Also at follow-up the younger and "older" mothers report
their general health levels to be similar.

0

A few trends nosed in the', pilot study persisted at a statittically
significant level. Younger women (26.2Z) had significantly more post-
partum complications than "older" women (13.8Z). Oui significant medical
finding which did not occur in the pilot study related to toxemia.
Significantly more mild preeclampsia occurred among,the younger (12.8%)
than among the "older" (2.8%) teenage mothers. Younger mothers were
significantly less liWy to receive family planning advice at the
hospital than older mothers as Table 13 illustrates.*

Table 13. Did mother receive the services of the family

4
planning clinic at the hospital following delivery?

Ages 12
n

- 15 Ages 16 - 19

Yes 73 62.4 194 74.Q

No 44 37.6 68 . 26.0

Totals 117 100.0 262 100.0

However this did not lead to differences in contraceptive use. At follow-up
the differences in contraceptive use were not significant.

*Report No 1 contains some confusion on this issue, (page 45). The

wording is correct, the percentages provided in parentheses are incorrect.

.4
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The outcomes of the pregnancies for the two groups of women are
presented in Table 14. Younger mothers tend to have a greater proportion
of stillbirths, while,b'abies premature by weight are more' characteristic
of the "older" mothers.

Outcome

Table 14. Pregnancy Outcomes

Ages 16 - 19Ages 12 - 15

Abortions 1 0.8 4 1.4
Still birth 5 4.0 Alk 2 0.7
Neonatal death) 0 0.0 1 0.3 '
Premature by>weight 12 9.6 44 15.4
Full-term 107 85.6 235 e2.2
Totals' 125 100.0 286 100.0

In summary, many of the trends suggested by the pilot study did not
persist as significant findings when larger numbers of younger and older
teenage mothers were compared Those statistically significant findings
were the following:

- Younger mothers attended the Ed-Med School longer than older
mothers.

- Younger women had more toxemia (mild preeclaapsin) than older
women.

- Younger women had more postpartum complications than older women.

- Younger mothers were less likely to receive the 'services of the
'family planning clinic in the hospital.

C. Contraceptive Users and Non-users

The general practice in most of the hospitals used by these to age
mothers is to refer them to the family planning unit for advice. If the
mother accepts, an aide from the Family Planning Unit visits her in the
hospital. During the post-partum visit cosersception is discussed and
again referrals are made to the Family Planning Clinic fot instruction
and follow-up regarding the contraceptive of choice. While hospitali may
vary somewhat in following these procedures, this should not affect the
results since.users and non-users of contraceptives were equally distributed
among five hospitals.

From the hospital records, Table 15 was developed. According to this
table, 70.4 per cent of the teenage mothers receivid family planning advice
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Table 15. Did this mother receive family plannil

' advice in the hospital?

Yes 267 70.4

No 112
1 29.6

Totals 379 '1 100.0

No info 32

in the hospital. When these women were contacted at follow-up, theAlwere
asked for the data in Table 16. The proportion seleCting contraception

Table 16. Did you choose a method of family planning after

(name of baby) was born?

n x.

Yes 306 76.3

No 95 23.7

Totals 401 100.0

No ,info 10

increased slightly. Next, the mothers were asked, "What (method of

ri

family planning) are you using now?" When the 22 women who were pregnant
at the time of follow-up are eliminated, the proportion of users decreases
from Table 16 by about 10 percentage points. The results are that on the
average of 18 months after delivery 2/3 of these young mothers are still
using some form of contraception.

Table 17. What are you using now?.

'Using contraceptives 249 66.4

Not using contraceptives 126 33.6

Totals 375 100.0

Pregnant, now 22

No info 14

The pilot study found very few differences between users and non-users.
This was the trend in this comparison as well. Significant differences were

those that should be expected. Non-users differed from users in that they
were less likely to return for their post-partum check up and they did not
accept family planning referral in the hospital. The distribution for
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non-users is bi-modal when cross-tabulated
against the time interval sincedelivery (Table 18). Mothers with a short time interval since deliveryand mothers with a long time interval

since delivery are more likely tobe non-users of contraception.

Table 18. Time Interval Since Delivery an Use of Contraceptives

Time Interval
Sidce Delivery

Using Contraceptives
n %

Not Using Contraceptives
n 7.

Less than 12 months 28 '11.5 25 20.512-17 months 93 38.1 . 34 2'7.918-23 months 68 27.9 20 16.424 months or more 55 22.5
' 43 35.2

a
Totals 244 10Q.0 122 100.0

Only one additional significant finding appeared. Mothers havingbabies with congenital abnormalities
are more likely, to be contraceptiveusers. Seventeen women had babies with a congenital abnormality. Fifteen(88.27) were using contraception at follow-up.

Among the non-significant trends, there is the hint that medical'
problems may contribute tosome teenage mothers not using contraceptives.
Non-users tended to report more physical or mental problems prior to
pregnancy and tended to have greater proportions

of urinary tract infectionsand venereal disease.

Finally it is necessary to note that
non-users and users did not differ

on a variety of variables such as, marital
status, repeat pregnancies, desire

for additional children, or length of follow-up interval.

In general, that few differen4ces between users and non-users of
contraceptives were found is probably related to the variables we studied.
Our data do not contain the kinds of

variables that othershave found related to contraceptive use.

For what it is worth the types of
contraceptives selected by these

mothers after delivery is compared rewhat they were using at follow-up(Table 19). There is an obviousincrease in those not using contraceptives.

4
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Table 19. Methods of Contraceptive Use at Delivery and at Follow-up.*

Methods

Ctnteayveivn Use
at De very

6"

Intrauterine Device 103

Pills 176

Diaphragm 5

Foam 2

Rhythm 0

Condom 1

Method Unknown 87

-Totals 374

Missing Info 15.

1

Contraceptive Use

at Follow-up
% n

27. 88 23.5

4 .1 142 ' 37.9

3 6 1.6

0.5 10 2.7

0.0 0 0.0
0.2 2 0.5

23.3 126 33.6

100.0 3756 100.0
14

*The twenty o women currently pregnant at follow-up are not included .

in this analysis.

In order to investigate changes in contraceptive min the data for use
et delivery are cross-tabulated against the data for use at Follow -up

(Table 20). From this analysis it can be seen that 67.6 per cent of those
using an intrauterine device after delivery were till using it at follow -up
and 62.9 per cent of those using pills were using pills at follow-up. It

-Is important to note that only 17.6 per cent of those who started using an
intrauterine device after delivery were not using any method of contraception
at follow-up while 28.0 per cent who started using pills were using nothing .

at follow-up.
1

Table 20. Changes inllethod'of Contraception from Deliivery to Follow-up

Method of Contraception at Delivery
Intrauterine

Method of Contraception Device Pills Oter* Nothing

at Follow -up n % n % .n

, -
Intrauterind-Device 73' 67.6 11 5.9 61 '10.0 3 3.3

Pills -14 13:0 117 62.9 0 0.0 11 ?2.0

Other 2 1.8 6 3.2. 6 60.0 5 5.4

Nothins 19 17.6 '52 28.0 3 30.0 73 79

Totals 108 100.0 4' 186 100.0 10 100.0 92 '100.0

Missing Info 1 1 0 3

*This category'inicludes diaphragm, foam, rhythm, condom, and method

unknown from Table 19.
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D. Low Birth Weight

The pilot study (Report No. 1) was based upon 12 births (10 live
babies weighing 2500 grams or less and two still births). That studysuggested that medical factors

were associated with the low birth weight
babies of these teenage mothers.

From the 398. births included in this study 56 babies (14.1%) weighed
2500 grams or leas while 342 babies

(85.9%) weighed more than 2500 grama.*Compared to national statiatici
the proportion of lot, birth weight babiesamong these mothers is lower.**
In 1970, 20.6 per cent of all births tononimbite mothers under 15

years of ageend 15.8 per cent of all births tonon-white mothers 15-19 years of age were low birth weight intents (2500
grams or leas). The data for these urban mothers ranging from 12-19 yearsof age, 95 per cent of whom

are Black, show that 14.1 per cent of the babieswere of low birth' weight.

The factors associated with low birth weight were primarily medical.
To begin with, there was a tendency for mothers of low birth weight infants(29.1%) to report more physical and mental problems prior to pregnancy thanmothers of babies more than 2500 grams (18.3%). Mothers of low birth weightbabies (4842%) reported significantly

more medical complications during
pregnancy than mothers of babies more than 2500 grams (31.6%). Thesemedical complications included such things as premature rupture of themembranes (11), preeclampaia (5), anemia (2), second and third trimesterbleeding (1), marginal placenta previa (1), Bartholin Sbscess,(1), masson right breast (1), thrombophlebitis

(1), and.en upper respiratory infection(1).

Premature.rupture of the membranes helps explain another statistically
significant finding namely that mothers, of low birth weight babies were morelikely to have had labor induced,

because of their risk of infection.

As would-be expected low birth weight babies had significantly moreadverse conditions*** at birth. These included conditions such as asphyxianeonatorum (6), respiratory distress syndrome (4), anemia (5), fetal
malnutrition (7), hyperbilirubinemia (2), and hepatitis (1). Three babieshad three complications, six babies had two, and five babies had oneeemplication. As a result the pediatrician's

estimate of the prognosis is
significantly poorer for the premature babies.

*Abortions, still births, and neonatal
deOths were excluded from thisanalysis (n.13).

**U.S. Departrent of Health, Education,
and Welfare. .,'The Health ofChildren - 1970. September, 1970. pp. 14 - 15.

***"Adverse -conditions" were defined as liarmful or detrimenta conditionsnot congenital or caused by trauma at 5irthd

.329
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Finally, mothers of low birth weight babies who had repeat pregnancies.
wore not more likely than mothers of babies more than 2500 gram* to have a
low birth weight second baby.

In conclusion, factors aopociated with low birth weight births ln
those teenage mothers wore related to the health of the mother both.before
and during pregnancy.

E. Repeat Pregnancies and No Repeat Pregnancies

It io necessary to begin with a note of caution because the study
of repeat pregnanaleo required follow-up of the young mothers some,tima
after delivery. It La very difficult to interview all of the woman at
°pacific Lntervialo.(o.g. 12, 18, or 24 months) after delivery. Table
21 illustrates very clearly the significance of the follow-up interval.
Of the 'mother° interviewed 12-17 months after delivery, 12.1 per cent had

Table 21. Addlticnal Pregnanciso and Follow -up Interval

Cumulative Pregnancy Experience

.Follow-up

d Interval

No Repeat
Pregnancies

Repeat
Pregnancioa

Person
Year° of
Exposure

Ratio
Pregnancieo per
Person Year

Loos than 12 months 49 86.0 8 14.0 45.1 0.177
12-17 months 116 87.9 16 12.1 159.5 0.100
18-23 months 73 77.7 21 22.3 160.5 0.131
24-29 months 34 60.7 22 39.3 123.7 0.178
"30-35 montho 20 44.4 25 55.6 121.9 0.205
36-41 month° I 20.0 4 80.0 16.0 0.250
Total 293 96
Per cent 75.3 24.7
Mean months exposure 17.86 months 23.83 months
Missing Info 22

conceived, while of thooe interviewed 30-35 months after delivery 55.6 per
cent had conceived. These data illustrate very well the necessity of
controlling .for the follow-up interval. This will be accomplished by
confining the analysis to the time intervals in Table 21. Aloo the data Ln
Table 21 illustrate the high probability of future pregnancy among thane
women of child bearing age. Of the 389 women followed, 96 or 24.7% hhd had
another pregnancy by the time they were interviewed. The average follow-up
interval WS 19.33 months.

3
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Of the 96 mothers who had had another pregnancy, 22 were pregnant at
the time of follow-up Of the remaining 74 mother°, 5 had aborted, 2 hadstillbirth°, 1 neonatal death occurred, 15 babies weighed 2500 gram or leo*and 54 weighed more than 2500 grams. (Throe mother° bort, twine).

Cl In Report No 2 it vas ohown that marital otatuo wan oigni4pantly
related to repeat pregnancieo and

that relationohip io validated by Table
22 for thane data liecauon married women are MOTO likely to have repeat
prognancitio than single women it will be neceopary'to control for marital
ptatus by witching the repeatero and nan-repeatero on thin variable.

'''''

Table 22 Marital Statue (at follow-up) and fteni.bt Pregnancies

Married Separated Divorced
n x n % n %

Rapeat Pregnancy?
Single
n. T.

You 50 17.1
No 243 82.9
Totals 293 100 0

46 47.4 3 42.9 0 0.0
51 5/.6 4 57.1 2 100.0
97 100.0 7 100.0 2 100.0

Thio oignificance of marital otatuo to even more otriking in Table 23.
In each 6 month time interval after

delivery married women are more likely

Table 23 Estimated Time Interval Between Delivery and

Conception by Marital Statue

Intorimi
'Number
Pregnant

Single (n.290)

Per cent
of Singlet'

0-6 month° 14 4.8
7-12 month° 17 5.9
13-18 months 12 ' 4.1
19-24 months) 3 1.0
25-30 months 3 1.0
31-36 month° 1 0.3

Totala 1 50 17.1

Married (n.97)

Cumulative Number Per cent Cumulative
Per cent Pregnant of Marrjcdq Per cent

4.8 23 23.7' 23.7
10.7 8 /4, 8.2 31.9
14.8 10 '' 10.3 42.2
15.8 5 5.2 47.4
16.8 0 0.0 47.4
17.1 0 0.0 .47.4

46 47.4

to conceive than tangle women. By the end of 24 months within the limits ofthese data, 47.4 per cent of the married
women had been Pregnant again while

only 15.8 per cent of the single women had repeated. Caution is necessary
here no that the above percentages will not be misunderstood. It is esoential
to remember that these mothers were not followed as a cohort for 24 months.
Rather, they were called at varying intervals so that someone Called 12 months
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after delivery vas never followed-up again, even though she could have
become pregnant the very next month. As a result the percentages of
those pregnant are obviously low. However, the data in 'Table 21 do

illustrate the greater proportions of repeat pregnancies among the married
women, especially soon after delivery.

In addition to marital status, contraceptive use is en important
determinant of repeat pregnancies. When these are combined ao in Table
24, several observations can be made. Users of contraceptives are

Table 24. Marital Statue.* Contraceptive Use, and'Repeat Pregnancies

Single

Used T Non-users User

Married

Non-user

Pregnancy n % n.% n %

Yea 20 11.2 30 27.3 4 26 41.9 19 57.6

No 159 88.8 80 72.7 36 58.1 14 42.4

Totals 179 100.0 110 100.0 62 100.6 33 100.0

*Seven separated and two divorced women are eliminated from this

knbulation.

significantly less Likely to have repeat pregnancies than non-users. Alio
the earlier relationship for marital status holds up with married women
having significantly more repeat pregnancies be they users or non-users of

contraceptives.

Also in Report No. 2, it was suggested that age might be a factor.

Curiously, as Table 25 illustrates the age distributions for repeaters
and non-repeaters are almost identical.

Table 25. Age.Distribution

No Repeat
Pregnancy

Repeat
Pregnancy

Ages . n % n %

12 . 0 0.0 1 0.3

13 2 2.0 ' 4 1.3

14 8 8.1 18 6.0

15 20 20.2 66 22.0

16 32 32.3 93 31.0

17 25 25.3 84 28.0

18 10 10.1 27 9.0

19 2 2.0 7 2.3

Totals 99 100.0 300 100.0

3 2
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For the unmatched distributions in Table 25 it appears that ago is not
related to repeat pregnancies.

Next, an analysis was made matching by marital status the 96 women
with repeat'pregnancies with another group.of non - repeaters. (The
seven separated and two divorced women were omitted from this analysis.)

Again there are statistically significant findini0 permitting the
following rather obvious statements:

Married women are more likely to have repeat pregnancies
than single. woman.

Women not using contraceptives are more likely to have
repeat pregnancies than women using contraceptives.

Married non-users of contraceptives are more likely to
have repeat pregnancies than married users, single non-
users, and single users of contraceptives in that order.

Ago is not related to having a repeat pregnancy.

In addition, other statistically significant findings were noted.
When marital status was controlled yomen having repeat pregnancies had
poorer academic performance during their stay at Ed-Med, were more likely
to enter Ed-Med in their last trimestea, were less likely to haws employment
experience prior to Ed-Med and were more likely to be school drop-outs.
These relationships imply that those who do not have repeat pregnancies
are somewhat more capable and responsible. Whether this is an individual
chaTacteristic oria reflection of the social support systems of these
women the data dp not say.

Finally, another analysis was made matching by marital statue and
fOlow-up time interval 81 women with repeat pregnancies with another
group of 81 non-repeaters. The reisults_are essentially the same.

mole
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In this Appendix are seven tables comparing all Ed -Hod School student°

(n.776) with the Follow -up Croup (n 411) used as the basis for this report.

Inspection of the tables reveals that the data uped for the re0ort are

nearly identical with the data for all students. For that reason it is

appropriate to assume that the result° of this report are generalizable

to all atudenta at the Educational-Medical School.
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Ago Distribution

All Ed-Mod Follow-up

Students Group'

Age in Years n % n %

11 1 0.1 0 0,0

12 1 0.1 1 0.2

13 12 1.5 6 1.5
4

14 56 7.2 28 6.8

15 163 21.0 90 21.9

16 288 30.7 131 31.9

17 206 26.6 109 26.5

18 80 10.2 37 9.0

19 19 2.5 9 2,2

Totals 776 100.0 411 100.0

Marital Status During Ed-Med

Marital Status,

All Ed-Med
Student°
n %

Follow-up
Group
n %

Single 648 83.5 0 351 85.4

Harried prior to pregnancy 12 1.6 6 1.5

Married during pregnancy 116 14.9 54 13.1

Totals 776 100.0 411 100.0
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I.Q. Scores

Scores

All Ed -Mod

Students .
Follow-up
Group

70 or leas 19 2.7 10 2.6

71-80 65 9.2 ,31 8.1

81-90 158 22.3 98 25.5

91-100 241 34.0 132 34.3

101-110 158 V 22.3 83 21.6

111-120
a

56 7.9 26 6.8
-1,

121-130 10 1.4 4 1.0
1...

131-140 la 0.1 1 0.3

141 and over '0" , 0.0 0 0.0

Totals 708 100.0 385 100.0

No information 68 26

Race

All Ed-Med
Students

Follow-up
Group

Black 701 92.6 384 95.0

White 55 7.3 20 5.0

Other 1 0.1 0' 0.0

Totals 757 100.0 404 100.0 -

No information 19 7
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Grade Level at Ed-Med

Grade'level

A11 Ed-Med
Students

Follow-up
Group

7th 9 1.2 6 1.5

8th 43 5.5 20 4.9

9th 134 17.3 79 19.2

'10th 181 23.3 100 24.3

11th 222 28.6 106 25.8

12th 187 24.1 100 24.3

.
.

Totals 776 100.0 411 100.0

I
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Trimester of Pregnancy for Entrance at Ed-Med

Trimester

All Ed-Med
Students
n %

' Follow-up
Group
n %

First 82 10.7 44 10.8

Second 486 63.3 238 58.3

Third 200 26.0 126 30.9

Totals 768 100.0 .408 100.0

No information 3 3

A/A

Length of Attendance (in months) at Ed-Med School

Number of Months

All Ed-Med
Students
n 7.

Follow-up
Group
n %

1 or less 37 4.8 9 2.2

2 80 10.3 25 6.1

3 117 15.1 69 16.8

4 c 176 22.7 112 27.3

5 152 19.6 89 21.7

6 93 12.0 46 11.2

7 52 6.7 22 5.4

8 29 .4.' 3.7 16 3.9

9 or more 40 5.1 23 5.6

Totals 776 100.0 1 411 100.0

63-051 0 - 76 - 22
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Senator KENNEDY. Do you know whether they have that or whether
they do not?

Dr. LOWE. I can only tell you I will attempt to provide the depth
of information that you have requested.

My statement was that I am not aware of any.successful medical
intervention which clearly prevents these adverse outcomes within
this age group.

Senator KENNEDY. We want to know also whether these services
are being provided in any of the existing centers within the present
system, and what their results are.

Dr. LowE.. We have had within the Department experience with
comprehensive serlices; one of the most impressive was a school in
the District of pialumbia, which provided comprehensive services,
including health services and education.

There is also a very good program in the State of Delaware which
attempts to provide these comprehensive services within the frame-
work of existing legislation and authority.

The point I am tryin to make is that I am not convinced that the
balance offered to each gir s appropriate, that is, whether it is clearly
presented that she does has e a choice. I believe that is the issue that
concerns you and I attempted to address it.

Senator SCHWEIKER. As I sit here and listen to the economics of it.
I wonder how you can say you have a choice when you throw the
burden back on the State in the name of reducing the Federal budget.
The State option is $180 for abortion and $1,200 'or $2,000, and with
the States' financing in the shape it is in today, what really free choice
is there ?

It seems to me that free choice is more of a study goal than reality.
If we are, going to keep throwing the burden back on the States,

and if it is $180 versus $2,000, what real incentive does the State have
to do anything but to push one aspect of it?

Can anybody enlighten me
Mr. SOPPER. I think Dr. Hellman would like to comment.
Dr. HELLMAN. I would like to add to what Dr. Lowe said.
The program I am responsible for, I think, has done a fairly good

job with teenage pregnancies, not a perfect job.
Twenty-nine percent of our patients are teenagers. This percentage

has risen over the years as the percentage of our older patients has
dropped.

Senator SCHWEIKER. What percentage ?
Dr. HELLMAN. Twenty-nine -percent of the 3.4 million patients in

organized family planning programs are 19 or younger.
Senator-ScHwEDIER.. What percent of those end up with abortion

versus those carryino. to full term?
Dr. HELLMAN. These are family planning patients.
They do not come in pregnant. They come in with the desire tare -

vent a pregnancy. Iii other words, this is prevention.
We do have in the Family Planning Act a section that provides

funds for information and education. This has never been fully funded
in the 5 years that I have been here through its authorization and
recently has had a 50-percent cut so that it ft down to approximately
$300,000 instead of roughly a million dollars.

Nevertheless, I think we made some progress in. the education of
teenagers.
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We have had television-spoth and nationwide multimedia program
campaigns, some of which were directed at teenagers.

In addition to that, the Assistant Secretary for Education has just
formed a subcommittee of the Interagency Committee on Education
directed tot family life or population education for primary and sec-
ondary school children.

chair this committee, and it has just had its first meeting. What
will come of it, I do not know.

There is very little experimentation about this type of education
in school systems in the United States, and I am not sure that any 61
us really know how to overcome the barriers of parental objection and
all the things that go with it.

Senator SCHWEIKER. What agencies and groups are represented on
that committee?

I)r. HELLMAN. There are about 18 people on the committee. The
Domestic Council and most of the, agencies of the Government are
rep resented.

I can give you a list of the names.
Senator SCHWEIKER. What authority do you have in terms of advi-

sory, action oriented, planning, or what is the ultimate responsibility ?
I)r. HELLMAN. I have a lot of authority on paper, because the Office

of Population Affairs is the lead agency in HEW.
SoTutto?' SCHWEIKER. If_ you agree on the policy, I guess my ques-

tion is, Can it be implemented or is that lin adyisory situation?
I)r. HELLMAN. If I agreed on policy and there Was no money, it

could not be implemented.
Senator SCIIWEIKER. Assume there was money.
Dr. HELLMAN. Yes; I think we could Convince the Secretary to im-

plement it.
Mr. SOOPER, Mr. Chairman, if we might, I Would just like to come

back to your previous questiOn, where you were interested in learning
about those activities in existing projects that were covered by the bill.

I think Dr. Van Hoek can make a comment on maternal and child
health programs.

Dr. VAN Home. There have been a number of projects which have
taken the approach which is outlined in your bill, and a number of
them are modeled after special projects which were supported by our
maternal tizid child health program and by other agencies, both Fed-
eral as well as public and private.

Sonic of these projects were in New Haven, Hartford, and Balti-
more, and the District of Columbia, the Webster School and in other
areas of the country.

These projects have dealt in each case with a limited number of
teenage pregnancies.

They have demonstrated that with this kind of comprehensive serv-
ice. that through remedial education, special education, or changing
attitudes on the part of the school system, these individuals can finish
school and can continue to take care. of the 'r childrekn; that is, in the
short run, they have shown to have, positi e impact. However, in the
long run, in some cases 2 years after the p criectthe evidence is not that
clear. because in essence, there is a split between a group that shows no
significant c iange from the control population, and in others there
continues t be it positive, impact. But .the number is relatively small
in what we lave done.
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I would like to add to what Dr. Hellman .,ndicated "and that is, in
our experience in maternal and child health planning prOgrams, it is
not a question of the intent of the programs to deal in a comprehensive
fashion with this problem, it is rather a question of how do we deal
with this complex problem in relation to the cultural and social atti-
tudes of the pOpuration as wel as the attitudes of the provider, the
participating agencies.

The school programs have kttempted in many instances to develop
mily education programs.
They have continued the childien i school, systems but they some-

time havebeen blocked by opposition rom the pareps and from the
community at large,

This is not uniform, but there are instances of that.
There have been instances, and we see numerous Congressional

inquiries on this subject, where\-various organizat and citizens
object violently to the development of some of flies programs in the
schools and object to the fact 'that we try to pr6vi services to teen-
agers without the knowledge of the parents.

So there is not a unanimity of opinipn as to what the best approaeh
is in dealing with these problems. . -

.

As you know also there are States where we have problems with
the legal consent age. Some States have passed legislation concerning
parental consent requirements for family planning services or for
treatment of venereal disease. . - .

Senator KENNEDY. That is an incredible response to the legislation
we are considering, because we know that-in some schools they will
not permit sex education. Yet you are proposing a program that is
trying to do something about expectant mothers. /
. I do not follow the logic of-it: .

I do not think that any of us are questioning fiat happens in
local communities, or the difficulties in changing mores or attitudes
toward facts. But what we are dealing with is reality; that you have

'-(rot
hundreds of thousands of expectant teenage girls that are in need

of help. .1 ..

That is the issue. That is what we are trying to focus, on.
We are trying' to bring the Various kinds of resource's which you

have listed in your programs, and which are not being coordinated,
not being Ricused, and not being directed, and we are trying to de-
velop a meaningful program. That is what we are attempting to do.

We cannot get into all the other kinds of issues or questions about
changing people's mores and attitudes and all the rest. No one is
suggesting that that is going to be the scope or the purpose of the

i legislation.
We are dealing with very precise problems that are growing in

intensity. The important and impelling and impressive statistics indi-
cate that unless we do not move on it, we are on the slippery, sliding
slope of not only enormous kinds of :personal anguish and harm to
individuals, but also enormous kinds of social costs.

We are going to hear later from some of the panels about the effect
that this type of program has, and what it has meant in- terms of
local communities.
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But the doctor over here referred to the various.exImples that have
been done beton.. and mentioned the Delaware situation. -We are going
to hear from the people. that have been involved in that.

I have had a chance to review their testimony. It runs (pity con-
trary to what your suggestions are, in terms of people who have
remained in schools and not on welfare, and their reduction of repeat
pregnancies.

I am not convinced that these various centers that you talk about are
providing this-range of alternatives, in the significant and important
was the have,been outlined in this legislation: .

So we will just see where we are going.
I do not know if you want to make any other comments.
Dr, IIELLNIAN. I would like to say that Dr. Van Hoek, in talking

. about barrier.. was talking' about the same thing I am talking about,
L namely, that I qiinic. the basic cure to this problem, and it is a real

problem, is prevention.
I do not think that any of us know the methods that are available

to us or that could he successful to }prevent a pregnancy in a teenager.
Senator ICENNEDy. I would he a 1 t more convinced of your pposition

if your -administration came up arc d articulated a meaningful pro-
wrain in terms of preventive measure. health care.

The Various kinds of programs tl t we have had up here, in our
Health Education Prevention Act was pposed by the administration.

You opposed various other kinds o provisions that we have at-
tempted to put into legislation in terms f good preventive kinds of
health care. You just do not see it.

FrnnIdv, I believe that you believe it t, and I think that anybody
that knows the problem has to belikte,i at.

Dr. I IELLNIAN. This is just exactly the assignment that was given to
us by the Assistant Secretary for I fealth.

Sena tOr KENNEDY:We will look forward to working with you in that
area. In the meantime. we are going to pass this bill.

Senator S(11WEIKER. I think.the issue 'here is NVIlethec OMB believes
it.

Being on the Appropriations Committee, where a lot of good wit-
nesses do come forth who believe in it, I see programs and ideas shot
down and cut out when they reach the budgetary process. I am not
asking you to respond to that, but I think we-have to be fair and put
some o the responsibility NV11,611' it belongs. because OMB does not
believe n a lot of these programs.

Tim really what ourargument is all about here.
Sprint° KENNEW. Well, we will look forward to working with you'

on the prey ntive programs.
-I hope you can get something up here.
1V(will give you early hearing and hopefully early action.
I want to thank you very much.
You can submit the information we have rewsted.
Mr. Sora. Wewill be pleased to do that.
The prepared statementof Mr. Dickson fdllows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members 01 the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to appear before you today to present our views on

S. 2538, a bill which would establish another special formula

grant program under the Public Health Service Act for Staten

to provide part of the cost of establishing and opeiating

programs for the comprehensive care of pregnant schdbl-age

girls and their infants and children, as'well as our views

on S. 2360, which would promote similar objectives through

directs grants to State agencies and to,other non-profit

orga zations.

le outset, let me emphasize.Mr. Chairman that the

Depa tment is concerned about the problems of early,

and often d, and unintended pregnancy. in teenaged

girls; and we fully realize the need for adequate health

rare, including nutrition, and such social services as.

child care and job placement assistance for young mothers.

'However, we are unable to support either S. 2538 or S. 2360.

The Administration has committed itself to financing these

health services through Medicaid and social service programs

do a needs basis. These bills would provide additional

harrow categorical programs which duplicate existing

Departmental authorities and programs that already address

the problem of teenage pregnancy; moreover, they would

require additional funding at a time when the national.

need and the Presiders s policy is to reduce the growth

of Federal expendit res and lower budget deficits.
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There is no accurate estimate of the number actually in

need of the type of care that could be provided through

S. 2538 and S. 2360, i.e., those mothers and children

who are not already receiving care under Departmental

direct service or financing programs, or through any

. number of private provider,. and Stite and charitable

organizations. We believe a more Wicient use of scarce

Federal health dollars can be made in keeping with the

Department's ultimate objective of a comprehensive health

care system. e

Within that framework, the promotion of family planning

service on a needs basis, particularly through Medicaid

and social services, offers much more potential than the

addition of one more categorical program.

Background

Teenage pregnancy is both a social and health problem.

The problem of teenage pregnancy poses a tremendous

challenge to the health care system, first, because of

tha age of the persons involved, and second, becaude

Elie infan'ts of teenage pregnancies are at higher risk

of low birth weight, and impairments in physical, mental,

and emotional development.

Sexuality, pregnancy and even more delicate, the emotional

and psychological aspects of wanting and needing.a child,

leave us with an inadequate incomplete understanding of the

many dimensions involved in teenage pregnancies. But

we are struggling with the question of how do we best

assist teenagers in handling their sexuality, emotional
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needs and responsibilities. We must face the fact that

programs, unless well planned and executed by warm,

sensitive, nonjudgmental staff, can "turn off" teenagers

rather than assist them. Launching programs with such

precision requires careful planning and implementation.

Consequently, the Department will continue its

emphasis on providing counseling, health education, and

a full range of health services to the mother and infant.

Public Health Service Programs

Briefly, let me outline the programs in the Department

which deal with pregnant teenagers and their related

health care.

The Maternal and Child Health Program, authorized by Title V

of the SI6'bial Security Act and administered by the Health

Services Admidistration, has two progremawhich are

particularly relevant: the Maternity and Infant Care projects

which enable each State to promote the health of mothers

and children through maternity and infant care, covering

the period of pregnancy and the first year of life, and the

Children_ 'and Youth Projects which provide coiprehensive

health services for children. These programs support a wide

C
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range of health care and services in accordance with the

plans of the 50 States, the District .of Columbia, and the

territories. The range of services required by teenaged
g.

mothers and their infants are consistent with the services

offered in these two programs. In fiscal year 1975 the

Federal government spen't $267 Million in grants to States

for Maternal and Child Health programs.

Maternity and Infant Care projects are supported to help

reduce the "incidence of mental retardation and other

handicapping conditions caused by complications associated

with childbearing, and to help reduce infant and maternal

mortality by providing necessary health care to high-risk

mothers and their infants. Three types of progragis are

authorized: (1) necessary health care to prospective

mothers, including after divarCabirth, health care to

mothers and their infants who have., or are likely to have,

conditions associated with' childbearing or are in

circumstances which increase the hazards to their health;

(2)'necessarli health care to. infants, during their first

year of life who have any condition or are in ,circumstances

which increase the hazards to theirhealti and (3) fam'ly

planning services.
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In 1973 the Maternal and Infant Care projects, authorized

under Title V of the Social Security Act, served 9,600

teenage mothers fifteen years of age or under.

The Children and Youth projects provide comprehensive

health care to meet the medical, dental, physical, and

emotional htiLlth needs of children and youth, particu-

larly in areas with concentrations of low-income families.

Children enrolled in these projects receive continuous

health supervision, including a range of assessment

examinations, follow-up treatment, aftercare, and

preventive care. The children'receive not only the

services of doctors, nurses, and dentists, but also

those of\nutritionists, social workers, psychologistA,

speech and hearing specialists, physical and occupational

therapists, and many other types of personnel who get to

know the child and his family over a period of time, and

so are able to give personalized attention.
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The needs of adolescents have begun to receive more

attention in C and ,Y projects during the last pew.

years. About 120,000 of the children in the projects

in 1971 were between 10 and 21 years of age. Many

projects have a special adolesceht unit in which

gynecological and venereal conditions are treated,

and family planning education is provided to both

male and female Patients. If a girl becomes pregnant

she is referred to the local M and I project for

prenatal, obstetric, and postnatal care, and the cpre

of the baby is handled by the C and Y project. If

there is no M and I project nearby, she is referred

to another local source of care.

Many projects provide family planning services within

the project, or refer the patient to another source.

They also work with schools and other agenices on

programs of health, education, and social services

for pregnant girls.

In addition to.the services already being provided,the

number of M and I projects is being expanded under the

Program of Projects requirements of Title V of the
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Social SecurityAct. In calendar year 1974, there

were 61 operational Maternity rnd Infant Care projects.

20 additional projects will be operational by 1976.

This will significantly increase the capacity to provide

maternity and infant care to mothers of all, ages.

In addition, the Maternal and Child Health program is

an active and crucial participant in the Department

of Agriculture's Special Supplemental Food Program

for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) which provides

cash grants to make food available to pregnant and

lactating women and'to infants and children up to

four years of age.

In fiscal year 1974 approximately 30% of the estimated

3,4 million served in all organized family planning

programs were 19 years of age or under. Family

planning services as provided through Title X of the

Public Health Service Act and through Maternal and

Child Health programs include a variety of health

services in addition to family planning literature,

counseling and contraceptive devices. Most of the
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users of family planning services receive complete

medical examinations which include pap smear and

other laboratory tests and pelvic and breast exami-

nations. All elements of the family planning delivery

system provide a high level of diagnostic healthcare

to patidnts. Reported data suggest that family

planning programs have become a major source of

preventive health care for young, low-income and

largely healthy women of childbearing age and repre-

sent a principal point of access to the health care

delivery system for many young people.

Services offered at over 3,500 clinic sites include

preparation of a medical history, a physical examination- -

including health screening tests for high blood

pressure, anemia, venereal disease and cancer--and

the provision of contraceptive services, infertility

services and referral for other services when indicated.

-eenaqers are a priority target group of the family planning

program. It is mandatory that teenagers who are sexually

fictive who are recipients under the AFDC program (Title IV-A)

must be.offered family planning services and that these must

be provided promptly when requested. In the national multi-

media campaign'larliched in 1974 to inform the general public

about comprehen'sive family planning services, several of the

TV and radio spots were specifically directed to
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teenagers. Educational materials have been developed

for the adolescent population and distributed through

service providers and exhibits. Hot lines and teenage

clinics offering rap sessions have been established

throughout the country. Special projects and studies

have been undertaken such as:

I. Development of a model education program

for the protection of adolescents against

unwanted conception and venereal disease.

' This program is designed for junior high

school students, teachers, and parents

and includes a component'for non-English

speaking young people and their parents.

2. ,A demonstration model project, the first

of its kind in the country, 'for working

with young inner city males (fathers and

potential fathers) regarding sexual and

parental responsibilities.

) The impact of these special services and programs

are not measurable in terms of the number of unwanted

births averted; however, access to family planning

services and their acceptance by sexually acti.ve
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teenagers is steadily increasing. Of the 2 2 million

patients served in programs receiving Title.X 4n

FY 1975, 29%, or approximately 600,000 were age 19 or

less. All services are, of course, voluntary.

Within the Public Health Servicd, a number of other

programs are targeted on specific population groups,

all of which would provide the necessary care to an

adolescent mother and her child. In addition, all

programs are eligible to participate in the Special

Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants and Children

of the Department of Agriculture. The programs include 157

Community Health Centers, most of which are located in

medically underierved areas; the Indian Health Service, which

orovides direct health services to federally recognized Indian

and Alaska Natives through a network ef 51 hospitals,

99 health centers, and 300 health stations in 25 States.

In addition, a portion of the formula grants to States

for comprehensive health services under section 314(d)

of the PHS Act is used for the provision of maternal

and child health and family planning services.

The National Health Service Corps, authorized by

section 329-of the PHS Act, has over 27g,Kites

providing' increased access to physician services

and other medical services for persons who live in

medically underserved areas.
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Health Financing and Social Services

In addition to. direct service and grant supported programs o

the Department, programs under Titles XtX and XX of the Social

Security Act are available to finance maternity, medical,
/',

social services and family planning services through private

phy cians and other sources for eligible teenagers

Tho eeligible for Medicaid coverage include children
w

who re members of families receiving Aid to Dependent

thildr r who are covered by a State's medically needy

trogram. The groups_ eligible for coverage at State

option under Federal law include all individuals under

21 who meet the State income and resource standards even '

if they do not meet the definition of de endent child

under the State§ AFDC program.

Every Medicaid program must cover at least the4ollowing

mandatory services: inpatient hospital care,, outpatipnt .

hospital services, other laboratory and X-.ray services,

skilled nursing facility services and home health services

for individuals 21 and older, early and periodic screening.

'diagnosis and treatment for individuals under 21, family"

planning and physician's services. States must provide

all those medical services generally associated with

perinatal child care.

63-85T 0 -
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Optional services that States can provide include clinic

services, available in 41 States, prescribed drugs,

available in 50 States, and emergency hospital services,

available in 43 States.

The Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment

program (EPSDT) of Medicaid is a major initiative among

the Department's health activities. The purpose of EPSDT

is to identify and treat handicapping or potentially

handicapping'conditions early, before they become severe

or irreversible problems. To date, under EPSDT, over

3 million children have received screening service6,.

On October 1 of this year, all States and the District

of Columbia began to operate social service programs

under the authority of the recently enacted Title XX

of the SOcial Security Act. This law, which supplants

the previous authority for services contained in

Titles IV-A and VI of the Act, provides Federal funds

to meet 75 percent of the cost of services (90 percent

for family planning) furnished to eligible persons.

3 L G
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Services under Title XX are not prescribed bythe Federal

government. Rather, each State determines the services

it.will provide, so long as they are consistent with one

or more o
L.
f five goals set forth in the law: achieving

or maintaining self-support, achieving or maintaining

self-sufficiency, preventing or remedying abuse, neglect,

and exploitation of children and adults, preventing or

reducing inappropriate institutional care, and securing

admission for institutional care when this is necessary.

No longer is entitlement to' services limited to the

status of persons as current, former, or potential

recipients of financial assistance, as was true in the

past. The law provides that services may be furnished

to individuals or families with income up to 115 percent

of the median income in the State, provided that a fee

reasonably related to income is charged to those whose

income exceeds 80 percent of the median income. States

may, however, set lower eligibility levels if they choose.

Under Title XX, the citizens of each State play a major

role in
/

/

/ determining the content and coverage of the

State's annual service plan. At least 90 days before

3;j7
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the beginning of the program year the State must publish

a proposed plan, based on a needs assessment, which

describes, the services to be provided and the types

of persons eligible to receive them, by geographic

area. After a comment period of at least 45 days, the

final plan in prepared and published, with an explanation

"of'anylchanges from the proposed plan that were made.

'Thus, ample opportunity is afforded for consideration

of the needs 'of all groups, including school-age mothers

and their children.

The bills specify a number of services for which Federal

funds are available under Title XX. These include

fart planning services and counseling; counseling for

the.mothe; and her family and the father of the child;

infant day care; adoption and foster chre services; a_

coordinated program of social serviceol including

educational, vocational, legal, social, counseling,

and referral services (including adoption counselingWb

and services related to child:abuse and neglect. To a

limited degree, the same services are also available -

under Title IV-B which covers the child welfare service

programs.
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Office o+ Education

There is no specific Federal authorizing legisiatio'n

in the educational' field providing resources solely for

school=gge parent and rely cli4ograms; however, as

number of programs directed at a broader base of

educational needs may provide incidental support for

school-age parent programs. For example, Title I of

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act duriirg the-

current year is providing $1.9 billion for treating

the problems of the eammponally disadvantaged in

elementarii and secondary schools across the Nation.

If local school authorities are confronted with a

) problem of,pfovi.ding educational and educationally

a

related services for educationally.deprived teenage

parents who are vttlerwise eligible to receive Title I

funds, then a reasonable portion of such funds could

be used for the priftose ofd providing services for

school-age parents, However, the provision of

educational services for school-age parents is of such

narrow dimensions that the information- system associated

with the educational programs administered by DHEW do

' not request recipient agencies to report expenditures

in such distinct categories.
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While no valt,lated expenditure information is available to

confirm the assumption that limited contributions are

being provided under existing educational authorities to

assist in meeting the needs of school-age parents, program

officials suggest that some activities may also be

taking place under the following auspicvis

-- The Adult Education Act

-- Part F of the Vocational Education' at (Consumer

and Homemaking Education)

-- Title III of the Vocational Education Act

(Work-Study)

-- Indian Education Act (Part A)

P.G.93-38(), Part C - Educational Innovation

and Support, a consolidated authority which

includes continuation of both Title III of the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act (Supple-

mentary Centers and Services) and Title VIII of

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

(Dropout Prevention).

de.
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Office of Human Development

In the Office of Human Development, there are a number

of demonstration programs under the Office of Child

Development which may have an impact on this overall

problem area even though they are not directly focused

on adolescent motheqmg For example, the Child and

ramily Resources Program is aHead Start demonstration

program designed to show that a Head Start program can

assess individual family needs and tatlor service

delivery only to the specific needs identified. Pregnant

adolescents and adolescent parents with young children

have been enrolled in the program from time to time and

have been provided, either directly or through referral,

services such as nutrition education, counseling on

parenting and family planning, and health care.

Another example of a demonstration project which may

have an indirect impact on the adolescent mother is

the Explorihg Childhood program in which high school

and junior high school students work with young

children while learning about human development and

their own identity. A curriculum was developed by

3d1
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OCD in conjunction with the Office of Education and

the National Institute of Mental Health on the theory

that students in this age group should have opportunities

to work with young children on a regular basis so that

they can develop competency in preparation for parenthood

and also develop a framework for understanding the

forces which shape human development.

Department Position

We feel that these, bills are objectionable on several

groune.s.

Under present MCH requirements, eaft State must estab-

lish or maintain at least one Maternity and Infant Care

project and one Children and Youth project. These are

intended as models for further development within the

State programs. Within the total formula grant allotment

to States under MCH.each State must spend additional monies

on 1)rograms which they determine as the highest priority.

If a closer inspection of the problem of adolescent

pregnancy reveals the need for increased emphasis within

the State, the Department would work with States and State

Health Departments to encourage them to devote a greater

proportion of their Federal and State resources to this

area. The bills under consideration would not allow

free choice of program and priONty decisions to be made

by States.

31)
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Even assuming the addition of the projects.being proposed,

the problem of access to care for many teenagers may be

caused by a lack of accessibility to a clinic site, or

a lack of knowledge, or emotional barriers which prevent

pregnant teenager from seeking or receiving services.

A better approach,.we believe, would be increased emphagis

an the use of existing programs and the social services

and financing mechanisms of Medicaid in cases in which

persons are unable to pay*for .their own care.

This is not to say that existing programs have no need

for improvement. For example, within the Office of the

Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation of this

1.nr-tment, a study is underway to determine how best

to reach teenagers in need of family planning services,

and to make them more 'knowledgeable about services which

are available and funding mechanisms which exist for

payment for care. We need to work with States to remove

restrictive State Medicaid and Social Service

regulations for care to single teenagers where these

exist. This will require increased'effort within exist-

ing resources in public information and education and

rincreases in the regional office and State communication

regarding restrictive State requirements.

303
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For example, Federal regulat4ops governing family planning

services under the 'ICH Program require that Projects

make their services available to all people desiring

these services. However, where State laws define the

age of consent for medical or contraceptive services,

we do not, of course, require that those laws be violated.

In all federally subsidized clinics unemancipated

minors requesting contraceptive services are encouraged

to consult with their parents. As you are aware, however,

many parents will not accept the fact that their teenager

may be sexually active,'and view availability of family

planning services to adolescents as promoting promiscuity.

Many of the family planning medical and social services

are subsidized under Title XX of the Social Security Act.

Determination of eligibility under Title XX, however,

must be supported by financial docujientation. This

raises the issue of confidentiality since minors would

in most cases not have access to this information without

parental knowledge. Hence, this requirement is currently

viewed as a deterrent even to minors from eligible families

receiving services under Title XX. The removal of these

and other accessibility barriers is currently being

addressed by Department programs.

364
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I would like to reemphasize that it )s important

that we not try to solve each new or emerging

problem by the establishment of a separate new program

directed specifically to it. At this time when economic

pressures are so great, we should make an extra effort

to use already existing programs which were designed

to meet such problems, to increase the effectiveness

of our ongoing efforts, or, where necessary, to developr

within these programs new approaches to meet new or

emerging problems.

With respect to the freedom of choice issue, the

Department recognizes that decisions on whether to

have intercourse or not to have intercourse, to use

or not to use contraceptives, to continue or terminate

pregnancies, to keep or not to keep a child, are issues

of free choice for each individual. The role of the

Department is to assure that women in need have enough resources

to make educated decisions along the way. The challenge

is now to reach women to offer them the assistance and

guidance to make decisions, and to encourage them to

continue in a system of adequate health care. We question

whether S. 2538, in particular, would allow for this

degree of freedom.

Alp
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Finally, I submit that S. 2538 particularly is dependent

upon the States being able to undertake a major admini-

strative burden on top of their administration of,the

program of projects under Maternal and Child Health.

We believe the assumption that the authorization of

large sums is sufficient to ameliorate this or any

similar problem is open to serious question.

Other features to which we object are the requirements

for further State plans and for an advisory committee

and for reports to Congress already required by most of

the programs we have discussed.
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Conclusion

We'think the suggestions we have outlined above in

this testimony of 1) increased emphasis on family

pla ning education for teenagers, both male and female,

continuing the ongoing effective programs for

providing and financing health care for services

within the MCH Program, 3) working with States where

necessary to obtain an increased recognition of this

problem and an indrease of resource commitment by the

State, :) increasing public information and education

regarding the source and availability of health services,

5) working with States to remove restrictive barriers

to the receipt of services by teenagers under State

Medicaid and Social Service programs, and 6) the

development of a solution within the framework of a

comprehensive health care system, is an effective

approach to the increasing problem of teenage preg-
4

nancies.

The Department expects to meet this challenge through

marshalling and directing existing resources in a way

that will also encompass other emerging problems, even

at a time when we must also be especially concerned

with conserving limited resources.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks this morning.

Mycollealpes and I will be pleased to try to answer

any Questions you may have.
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Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Mrs. Shriver, to he accompanied by a distin-

guished panel of experts.
I want to welcome you.
How do you want to proceed, Mrs. Shriver?
Do you want to make a comment and then have the others comment?

STATEMENT OF EUNICE KENNEDY SHRIVER, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, JOSEPH P. KENNEDY, JR., FOUNDATION, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY MARJORY MECKLENBURG, ' SIDENT, AMERICAN CITI-
ZENS CONCERNED FOR LIFE; L i d MAE'' X', STATE ADMINIS-
TRATIVE DIRECTOR, DELAWAR ADOLESC T PROGRAM, INC.;
MS. DENESE SHIPP, DIRECTOR, ADOLESCENT REGNANCY CLINIC,
JOHNS HOPKINS MEDICAL SCHOOL; DR. JANET HARDY, PROFES-
SOR OF PEDIATRICS, JOHNS HOPKINS SCHOOL OF MEDICINE;
JAMES F. SEKEL, M.D., M.P.H., PROFESSOR OF EPIDEMIOLOGY AND
PUBLIC HEALTH, YALE MEDICAL SCHOOL; MS. JANET FORBUSH,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ''NATIONAL ASSOCIATION CONCERNED
WITH SCHOOL AGE PARENTS; MISS" MYRA LINDSAY, TEENAGE
MOTHER; RICHARD COCHRAN, YOUNG FATHER;. MS. JOANNE SAP-

PER; ELIZABETH S. COLE, MEMBER, 10.....,121 WELFARE LEAGUE OF
AMERICA; AND HATTIE N. HARRISON, DIRECTOR OP DUNBAR
NEIGHBORHOOD FACILITIES AND MEMBER OF MARYLANIFGEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY; AND MRS. SIDNEY CALLAHAN, AUTHOR AND
LECTURER ON PARENTHOOD, A PANEL

Mrs. S,naivER. Yes; Senator Kennedy, we have a very large group
of peoirfe here this morning because we feel that this is an extremely
serious problem. All of these people have been working on this issue
in variNts phases over the last 4 or 5 years. and have different kinds
of information that I think will be extremely helpful to the commit-
tee as it deliberates on this bill.

I would like to proceed and make my opening statement and then
answer any questions.

I am pleased to be here today to testify about what_ I think is the
most important occasion in all our lives. The birth of a child is still
the. most important, moving, far-reaching event that all of us expe-
rience.

Yet. a large numer of teenage girls, almost 1 million each year, are
denied their basic human rightthe right to make moral decisions
free of coercion, with meaningful. realistic alternatives. At the mo-
ment. our teenagers are a neglected minority, coerced into accepting
an end to fetal life because no decent options exist. Without alterna-
tives to abortion., no moral choice is possible.

Despite some pilot Government programs. existing alternatives to
abortion for the average teenage pregnant girl are unknown or un-
available to them. Inadequate prenatal care, school dropout, inade-
quate job training, inaccessible day care, high risk of prematurity
with even greater risk of mental retardation, and increasing alienation
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from society are the only alternatives. To make a fair choice the
school age pregnant girl needs the same opportunities for a loving,
happy life as older woman now enjoys. She needs the same oppor-
tunities for a healthy infant and the same chtince for 'its normal
development.

To accomplish this, we need to establish centers for teenage mothers
and their infantscenters which provide comprehensive and inte-
grated medical, psychological, sdcial, educational, moral, job training,
and placement services.

All of us must realize that pregnancy by 'itself does not assure
maturity. These are not mature, sophisticated women, but young, con-
fused girls needing a continuous source of support and assistance.

Sex education and planning services in such a center are not enough
by themselves to meet the many moral crises which teenagers face.
The feeling of respect and responsibility will be developed along with
a better sense of importance of nutrition, family planning, and par-
enting. These centers will provide ways of helping adolescents be
better parents without encouraging more to become parents. These
centers will be a place where volunteers may serve to provide continu-
ous assistance and assurance. These centers are far more than simply
a health-delivery system ; they are truly a life support effort on behalf
of the mother and child.

Certainly prenatal care is not denied such Mothers now. Public edu-
cation is still open. Although, here in Maryland only 10 percent of
pregnant, girls are still in school. Family planning exists in most
communities. Nevertheless, the facts are unassailable. In teenage
pregnancies the prematurity rate two or three times higher than m
older women. Mental retardation and developmental disabilities occur
at lease twice as frequently ; 75 percent of teenage girls drop out of
school and adolescent pregnancy is the major cause of school dropout
for girls. And 60 percent lose, opportunities for employment and end
up on welfare rolls.

Day care is out of reach financially or geographically so infant de-
relopment frequently lags behind. For example, only about 1 percent

of school districts cross the Nation offer infant care services. Without
''readily available day care for their babies, many teenage mothers can-
not return to school.

This is serious for it number of reasons. For example, repeated teen-
age pregnancies occur now in over 50 percent of the cases within 2
years after the birth of the first child.

Yet, there. is evidence that one of the best ways for preventing sec-
ond and even third- pregnancies in teenage mothers is to have the
mother return to school. This .has been accomplished successfully in
the Johns Hopkins University-Dunbar School program for teenage
mothers in Baltimore. It is very encouraging that of 12 teenage
mothers graduating from-Dunbar High School this spring, 8 went on
to college and are still there. Although this is a small sample
success has been achieved in other communities when teena others
have received adequate support.

Often teenage mothers do not receive, comprehensive health services.
We, know that health services given during the prenatal period can
prevent further complications by improving nutriliou of the mother
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,and of her baby as wella most essential factor. Dr. Philip Dodg
in his book "Nutrition and the Developing Nervous System," clear
links malnutrition in a mother with inadequate development of t
fetus. These centers can help overcome this problem.

Dr. Dodge states in that book :
It seems clear that severe malnutrition in children is associated with objective

evidence of impaired size, chemical composition, and nervous system function.
Furthermore, it is difficult to escape the Conclusion that nutrition is at least a
major determinant of these findings. Certainly nutritional rehabilitation results
in recov y from most of these acute clinical and physiological abnormalities.

Lite ectual deficits persisting into the later life have been noted in many
studi of malnourished children.

Data support the conclusion that severe protein calorie malnutrition sustained
during infancy and early childhood, when the nervous system is developing rap-
idly, is associated with reduced head size and brain waves.

The very limited pilot programs already established cl ly iwork.
Prematurity rates have been reduced by half. School dropou tes are
only a fraction of those not receiving special services. Ninety percent
will return to school to continue their education and develo more
fully as responsible human beings. These teenage participants know
that with proper vocational guidance, they will get jobs and provide
for their babies. They know that with proper family counseling the
incidence of divorce will be lessened. They know that with family
planning services and educational successes the number of repeat preg-
nancies will be reduced by at least 80 percent. They know that through
improved parenting skills the mental development of their offspring
will be markedly improved.

Perhaps you have heard of the, Brookline Early Education Experi-
ment..which operates on the theory that a child's future intelligence,
social competence, and general ability to learn are all largely deter-
mined before the age of 3. This theory has considerable support
from recent research on children. If taken seriously, it means that
parents, rather than teachers, perform, the major educational job in
the Nationand-that it is essential to insure that they do not botch it.
This is why I constantly stress the importance of giving teenage
mothers parenting training.

I am involved with the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation which
has been working with experts in medicine, psychology, and education
on this proposed program specifically for more than 3 ,years.

The plans we propose are not hastily conceived or purely imaginary.
We have .a4rEAter like the one we propose in this legislation already in
operation in Baltimore. In this center an integrated relationship has
been developed between a hospital, an infant center and a high school.
The idea is to treat the teenage mother, her infant, and the father, too,
as whole persons.

A course entitled "Respect, Responsibility and Family Counseling"
is being developed to include such subjects as maternal and fetal de-
velopment, nutrition, emotional changes that occur during pregnancy,
sex education and values, drugs and alcoholism, family planning, labor
and delivery and parenting. For $500 extra cost, the teenage family
receives the help needed from near the outset of pregnancy until 2
years after the baby is born.
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Heavy emphasis in the Hopkins Center is on preventive services.
And, while I recognize tl Lhe h opkins project gives formal followup
assistance for 2 years, laity Of the younger girls, of course., will need
continuing help or 5 years. This means that we need many kinds
of people. ale is he pro fessim another is someone from the comu-nity, maybe even rack of the program, who can be a friend fob
many years. 4-

This is my concept of a center for teenage inothexs and their infants.
Unfortunately, far less than 10 percent receive this kind of help
now. I would hope through this legislation that many more similar
centers can be established in every state.

Only in a newborn child do we see what might have been, but still
might be. Only in the, newborn child do we catch a glimpse of absolute
innocence, pure beauty, soul untouched. raw possibility and soaring
hope.

Who can say that the squalling, helpless infant that we hold in our
arms may not save someone from suffering or lead men to peace.

Who.knows; Thank von.
Senator KENN ED Y. Thank you very much, Mrs. Shriver.
I hope that during the panel we could address ourselves to some of

these points that have been nade by the administration.
I would he interested in learning, in terms of the various kinds of

sooial programs for keeping young people in school and seeing them
proceed in terms of their own life development, whether this is tem-
porai.y orsomothing mvaningfid.

We would lie interested in whatever you would likeeto say about
that or perhaps the panel later on will get intt5 that.

I The prepared statement of Mrs. Shriver follows:]

3 , 1
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I am pleased to be here today to testify about what I think is the most

utportant occasion in all our lives, The birth of a child is still the most

important, moving, far-reaching event that all of us_experience.

let, a large nuaber of teen-age girls, almost 1 million each year, are denied

their Pas'c humwt right -. the right to make moral decisions free of coercion,

6

with Loaningtul, realistic alternatives. At the moment, our teenagers are a

neglected minority, coerced into-accepting an end to fetal life because no

decent options exist. Without alternatives to abortion, no moral choice is

possible.

Desplte'some pilot government programs, existing alternatives to abortion

for the average teen age pregnant girl are unknown or unavailable to them.

Inadequate prenatal care, school drop-out, inadequate job training,- inaccessible

dav care, high risk uf prematurity --:with even greater risk of mental retarda-

tion, and increasing alienation from society are the only alternatives. To

make d Lair choice the school-age pregnant girl needs the same opportunities

for a luvihg, happy life as the older woman now enjoys. She needs the same

.

opportunities for a healthy infant and the.same chance for its normal development.

to 1cc6mplish this, we need to establish centers for teen-age mothers and
,

their infant centers which provide comprehensive and integrattll medical,

psychological, social, educational, moral, job training and,placement services.

4
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All of us must realize that pregnancy by itself twos not assure maturity.

These are not mature, sophisticated women, but young, confused girls

needing a friendly hand, an "anchor Tprson" to provide a continuous source

of support and assistance.'

SeX eXation and planning services in'Such a center are not enough by them-

selves to meet the many moral crises which teenagers face. The feeling of

respect and responsibility will be aveloped along with a better sense of

mpurtance of nutrition, family planning and parenting. These centers will

provide ways of helping adolescents be better parents without encouraging

more to become parents. Chose centers will be a place where volunteers may

serve to provide continuous assistance and assurance. These centers arc far

runt than sii%ply(a health-delivery system; they are truly a life support effort

.un behalf of the mother and child.

,mainly prenatal care is, nut denied such mothers now. Public edu&tion is

still open. oay care centers are available. Although, here in Maryland only

10". of pregn.uit girls are still in school. Family planning exists in most

,oritunit'res. Nevertheless, the fact, are unas'5ailable. In telsn-age preplancies

the prematurity rate is 2 to 3 tunes higher than in older women. Mental retar-

dation and developmental disabiliti& occur at least twice as freqUently. 751

.f teen ise girls drop out of school and adolescent pregnancy. isthe major

cause of school drop-out for girls. And tall lose opportunities for employment

and end up on-Oylfare 4o11s.

ow
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Day care is out of reach financially or geographically so infant.development

frequently lags behind. For example, only about it of school districts across

the nation offer infant care services. Without readily available day care

for their babies, many teen-aie mothers cannot return to school., This is serious

for a number of reasons. For example, repeated teen-age pregnancies occur

now in over 503 of the cases within two years after the birth of the first

Child. Yet, there is evidence that one of the best ways for preventing

second and even thiepregnancies in teen-age mothers is to have the mother

return to school. This has been accomplished successfully in the Johns Hopkins

University-ounbar School program for teen-age mothers in Baltimore. It is

very encouraging that of 12 teen-age mothers graduating from Dunbar High School

this spring, 8 went on to college and are still there. Although this is a

small sample, similar success has been achieved iriuther communities when

teen-age mothers have received adequate support.

Often teen-age mothers do not receive comprehensive health services. We"know

that health service; given during the 'Prenatal period can prevent further

complications by umprovuNnutrition of the mother and of her uaby as well

a most essential factor. Dr. Philip Dodge, in his book."%trition and the

Developing Nervous System," clearly links malnutrition in a mother with

inadequate development of the fetus. These centers can help overcome this

problem.

. Yet the very limited pilot programs already stablished cltarly work.

Prematurity rates have been reduced by half. School drop -nut rates are only
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a traction of those not receiving special services. 901 will return to

school to continuo their education and develop more fully as responsible

huMhn beings. These teen-age participants know that with proper vocational

guidance, they will get jobs and provide for their babies. They know

that with proper family counseling the incidence of divorce will be lessened.

They know that with family planning services and educational successes the

number of repeat pregnancies will be reduced by at least 80%. They know that

through unproved parenting skills the mental development of their offspring

will be wrkedly unproved.

Perhaps you have heard of the brookline Early Education Experiment which
a

operates on the theory that a child's future intelligence, social competence

and general ability to learn are all largely determined before the age of

3. This theori, has considerable support from recent research on children.

If taken seriously, it means that parents,-rather than teachers, perform the

major educational job in the nation and that it, is essential to ensure

that they do not botch it. This is why I constantly stress the importance

of giving teen-age mothers parenting training.

What we are calling for in this legislation is not a new health care system,

not new public education or social welfare or food stamp programs, but rather

the opportunity to put the already existing ces together. We are seeking

to develop far more than health care alone. We want' to give each pregnant

girl a carefully planned and executed prescription to meet her needs; to provide

counselling and moral guidance; to provide nurture and s'bpervision of her infant

so that its full potential can be attained. We call for centers for teen-age

i
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mothers and their infants that will assure a full life support effort as ,a

true alternative to abortion.

I am Involved through the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation with the Johns

Hopkins Center for Teen-age Mothers and Their Infants. Here an integrated

relationship has been developed between a hospital, an infant center and a

high school. The idea is to treat the teen-age mother, her infant, and the

lather too as whole persons. A course entitled "Respect, Responsibility and

Family Counseling" is 4euig developed-to include such subjects as maternal

and fetal develophent, nutrition, emotional changes that occur during pregnancy,

sex education and values, drugs and alcholism, family planning, labor and

delivery and parenting. For $500 extra cost, the teen-age family receives tke help

needed trail near the outset of pregnancy Caltil 2 years after the baby is

burn.

Heavv er,iphayls in the IkTkIns center is on preventive services. And while

I recognize that the Hopkins-project gives formal follow -up assistance or

many of the younger girls will need continuing help for 4 or 5 years.
.

1111S heart;, that we need many kind', of people. One is the professional. Another

t' -so Lommunity, maybe even a graduate of the program, who can

be a friend for many years.

lhlti is my concept of a center for teen-4e mothers and their infants. Unfortunately,

fat less than receive this kind of help now. I would hope tU'rough this

that many more simiiar centers oan be established in every state.

The philosopher Carpus said it best:. "Perhaps we cannot prevent this world

from 'being a place in which children are tortured, but we can reduce the number

of tortured childrenl" If you Senators don't help'the teen-age girl-and her

infant who else in the world will?
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Mrs. Sit IvErt. Next is Dr. Janet Hardy.
Dr. HARDY. I think, Senator Kennedy, that you, put your finger onthe problem when, after listening to the people at. HEW, you said

how could a 15-year-old child find her way througli the maze of serv-iees.that are offered.
I would like to address this question first.
Senator KENN EDY. You can ask most of those Senators who voted

on those bills, and they will not tell you how to lied their way through,
let alone a child.

Dr. Many. There are numerous services as was described. But the
failure that I see is in integrating the services so that young child ishelped to find what she needs.

I think that ydur bill proposes to provide this information,
I would like to say who I am and why T am here.
I mini professor of pediatrics and of Public Health Administration

at Johns I lopkins University. For the past 15 years I have been work-ing in a long term child development study.
We have had particular interest in seeking causes for mental re-tardation and neurological deficits.
Approximately 5.000 pregnancies were included in the-Johns Hop-

kins study and the surviving children followed; they are now bjtween10 and 14 years of age. Approximately 550 infants in the study wereborn to girls of 10 years and below. The enclosed table shows the high
risks of adverse outcome for the infants of school aged ,mothers in the
Johns I fopkins study. Rates of prenatal deaBts, infant deaths, pre-
mature births, neurological d cficits, and mental retardationas indi-cated by an IQ of 70 or bel at ages 4 and -earsare all far abovethose for the infant o women) in the optic 17- to 25-year-old
group. For example, approxkately 10 percent of the 4-year-olds had
IQ scores in the retie led range. which is nearly live times the propor-
tion of the general poi la ion.

In this group of mo h rs 10 percent had repeat pregnancies. The
toxemia of pregnancy irlyd in 37 percent of these young mothersas opposed Ao about 7 8 percent of Out women who were older.

We knots- very well that toxemia of pregnancy leads to neurological
d4cits and mental retardation in surviving children.

In the new program providing care for adolescent mothers which
has been in effect at Johns Hopkins for 2 years, the rate of toxemia is
reduced to almost nothing; by good prenatal care.

In the group of 550 young mothers, the rate of prematurity was 22
percent, and many of these babies died. In the prematurity clink,
during the past 2 years, the rate of prematurity has been down to 14
percent. This is still higher than the rate' for older women which runs
at around 7 or 8 percent.

It is a substantial reduction, over 22 percent. ,
These girls were from the same kind of population background, so

that the comparison is a reasonably fair one.
I think intervention can help, even short-term intervention during

pregnancy.
Eet me go on with the findings among the children of our 550

mothers.
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About 10 percent of these children had neurological findings which
were not normal when they were a year old. When they wore 4 years
Old and had IQ studies, 11 percent of them had IQ scores of 70 or
below. Now, 70 is the cutoff point on which mental retardation fig-
ures are derived. -

In a general population about 2.6 percent have IQ's in that range,
and in this population about 10 percent..

But more significantly, I think, is the fact that in the general popu-
lation 25 percent of people have IQ's of 110 or above.

That is in the above average group.
In our populationthis was reduced to just under 3 percent. And

that is a heavy burden for the young mothers to bear.
Senator KENNEDY. Could you give me that again in terms of IQ?
I)r. HARDY. At age 4 the children of the young mothers, 11 pelTent

of them had IQ's of 70 or below.
In the general population of the country as a whole, the comparable

figures are about 2.6 percent.
I have got figures for age 7, and you might like to have them because

they raise an interesting point.
Senator KEN NEDY. Do your statistics show that with the treatment

that yon are talking about herb, the IQ goes up, too?
Dr. IIARDY. We have not followed the children long eamugh to know

yet. The special adolescent clinic at Hopkins has only been in effect for
2 years.

Senator KENNEDY. Is that an area that you are attempting to
measure ?

I)r. Timmy. Yes. I think we would try to get a handle on it.
Senator SCIIWEIKER. You were going togive us age 7?
I)r. HARDY. Yes. At age 7, 5.3 percent of the 550 children of young

mothers had IQ's of 70 or below, as compared with 2 percent in the
population. And at age 7, just over 2 percent had IQ's above 110, as
compared to 25 percent of the population.

I think the drop between or the change between age 4, where 11 per-
, cent of the children scored very low, and age 7 where roughly half as
many scored low, is an important point to focus on.

I think this reflects the children growing up in an environment .

which is not meeting their needs and not stimulating their intellectual
development. ,..

I have one other aspect I wouhliike to add; and Again it comes to
Senator Schweiker's comment, Ahout,criine 6

Senator ScriwmitEa. That was Senator Ball's comment.
Dr. ARDY. The comment about crime, anyway. I- think it is, an

impot nt comment.
IVE ave some data on the children of young mothers with respect

to school performance when they are age 13.0
Actually, we looked at a 'sample of all 13-year-olds and of those

children who were two grades or below, many of these children were
children of very young mothers. . .

We looked at a group of children in our population who had the
isfortune to set major fires. And this is a small group. There were 15

hildren in the group. Sixty percent of (fie mothers had been below 17
at the time that they delivered their children.

3
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I think we concluded from examining the data that this kind of
behavior resulted from a combination of minimal neurological damage
which leads to the development of poor behavior controls, on the one
hand, and growing in a family situation which did tpt foster the
development of behavior control on the other.

I use just this one example, as pointing up the fiat that there are
serious sociological problems in these children.

I would like to turn the coin over, though, and make it very clear
that we know of families where the mother was 15 or 16 when she had
her baby, but the mother has finished school, she has a job, she is gain-
fully employed.

We actually know of one of these families where the child is in a
very well-known Baltimore private school. The mother has done so
well with her child that she has had a major social success.

litinv of the mothers are successful, and it is important to recognize
that there are family strengths which can be built on, and this is not a
hopeless situation.

Now, to address what I see as the needs for these young mothers.
I think that because the problems stem from a mix of biological

immaturity on the part of the mother, that relates to neurological
damage and prematurity, that is on the one hand, and on the other
hand the social problems faced by the mother and the young father
and this difficulty in making a suitable stable environment for the
child, that the program should really address three kinds of issues.

The one issue has to do with assessment of need for each individual
mother, because they differ. The resources available to each individual
mother also differ.

I will be quick. I am taking up too much time.
But the assessment of medical, psychological, social educational

needs; second, the utilization of resources which are available in the
prograMs described this morning, and third; it program of prevention
must be a very basic keystone.

This involves working in the public schools to.develop good pro-
grams in family life irtid sex education.

Senator KENNEDY. If I could interrupt you, you have been in this
field of pediatrics for how long?

I)r. HARDY. All my professional life.
I am getting old eiugh that I do not like fo talk about how long.
Senatgr KENNEDY. I knew I should not have asked it.
For a long time, a number of years at any rate.
Just let me ask you : Why are existing programs that have been

listed by HEW not working, from a professional viewpoint, and from
a person that has obviously given an enormous amount of work to this?

I)r. HAriny. They are not working because they are fragmented. That
is one basic reason.

Another reason is, theyit is that these kids are really too young
and too unsophisticated to be able to win their way through without
sdine help.

° There is a pattern in the Federal Government which can be very
useful here. I am old enough to remember the developmetit of the
crippled children's program; and as a matter of fact, when I worked

3 a
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for the health department in Baltimore City, I introduced the crippled
chilchmu's program there.

'IltraWwas the 'program which identified individual needs for handi-
capped kids and used community resources with some Federal support
taget these needs taken care of.

I think, Senato, unless you have some questions, I would like to let
it rest there.

Senator, KENNEDY. That is fine.
As I understand, your support for this legislation is because we are

bringing those resources together in a consolidated, coordinated, and as
precise a way as can he done ?

Dr. HARDY. That is the principle, as I understand.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Hardy follows :]

4ao
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Testimony in Support of the National School-Age Mother and Child Health Act
'of .1975

lam Dr. Janet Hardy, Professor of Pediatrics and Professor of
Public Health Administration at Johns Hopkins.

For the past 15 years, I have directed the Hopkins Child Development
Study and have participated in the NINCDS Perinatal Study. The objectives of
these studios have been the identification of causes of pregnancy wastage,
including the long term outcomes of mental retardation and neurological deficit

. Approximately, 5000 prwiancies were included in the Johns Hopkins
Study and the surviving children followed; they,are now between 10 and 164 yearsof age. Approximately 550 infants in the study were born to girls of 16 years
and below. The enclosed table shows the high risks of adverse Olt come for
the infants of school-aged mothers in the Johns Hopkins Study. Rates of
perinatal deaths, infant deaths. premature births, neurological deficits and
mental retardation (as indicated by an IQ of 70 or below at ageA 4 and 7 years)
are all far above those for the infants of women in the optimal ri to 25 year agegroup. For example, approximately 10% of the 4 year olds had IQ scores in the
retarded range, which is nearly 5 times the proportion in the general population.

Pregnancy complication or Outcome for 525 girls, in the Johns Hopkins
Child Development-Study, who were.16 years or less at time of delivery.

Item Percent Occurrence
Prior pregnancy 10
Toxemia of Pregnancy 37
Perinatal death 4Prematurity ( birth weight below 51 pounds) .1,4° 22
Neurological status Other than normal at 12 months 10
1Q at 4 Years

70 and below 11 (General pop. 2. C110 and above 5 (General pop. 25%
IQ at 7 years

70 and below
110 and above

5. 3 (Gen. pop. 2.2
2. 8 ( Gen. pop. 25e'

When sub-groups of children failing in school and setting serious fires
were studied, the children of young mothers made up 35% of the former and
60',O of the latter group, whereas they were only 12% of the total population. Other
serious problems such as child abuse. delinquent behavior and early pregnancies
among the children themselves have been encountered. Yet, some of the young
mothers and their children have been successful. These mothers have completed
their schooling, hold good jobs, have established satisfactory family life andit childre are doing well and should be successful also.

381
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While there is beginning to be wide appreciation. of the multiple problems
of these young families and programs are becoming available to alleviate
certain aspec s, such as prenatal care, education and day care for the infants,
there is lit coordination among them.

What needed is a federally supported program to prevent the human
wastage resulting_from this problem. Such a program should provide
mechanism for a coordinated approach to:

1) Assessment of needs: ie. medical, psychological, social, educational,
vocational and for child care of each.pregnant girl.

2) Utilization of available resources to meet these needs, ie. family and
community and as the community resources are.often insufficient, to
promote their development.

3) Prevention of pregnancy during the school yearl-by promoting
development in the schools of curriculum in family life, child
development and sex education emphasIzing personal responsibility,
strengthening family ties, reproductive physiology and the advantages
of delaying pregnancy until the more favorable age df 17-25 years.

Our studies have led us to conclude that the high risks for the sthool aged
mother and her infant result from two general causes. One, the biological
immaturity of the girl leads to complications of pregnancy and neurological
and intellectual impairment of the child. Two, the difficult social and educational
circumstances which confront teenaged parents ft er inhibit optimal development
of the child.

At Johns Hopkins, an Adolescent Pregnancy Clinic was established two years
ago under the direction of Dr. Theodore King, chairman of the Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecology. This clinic provides comprehensive medical, social,
nursing and educational services during pregnancy, labor and delivery and the
immediate post partum period. Statistics on the first dicate a marked

---tirs-l-re in toxemia and perinatal death. Prematurity s also deci,ned somewhat.

This program is being extended to provide m e comprehensiv 'services, with
emphasis on the social and educational/vocatio al and child development aspects
of the young family. A psychological assess ent of the pregnant girl, highlighting
intellectual, educational and vocational sire gths and weaknesses will be integrated
into the team approach to meeting he vidual medical, social and educational
needs. A two year follow-Up of eac mother-child pair is planned to extend services.
beyond the post partum periodutilization of existing community resources for
education, day care and vcAational training will be coordinated into the program.

A major goal is delay of second pregnancy for three to five years , -as
this makes a significant difference. in eventual successful outcome in terms of
completion of education arid entry into employment for mother and satisfactory
physical and development for the child. eC

3 bm 2
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We are committed to.working with the Depart Ment of Education in thedevelopment of a new curriculum designed for all children, boys and girls,
from Kindergarten Through high school to build social and national
committment and to prevent juvenile pregnancy and promote family life andchild development.
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Senator Scu WEI KER. Dr. Jekel.
.

Senator KENNEDY. I want to say thtte have a-very nice biography
on each of yon which we will include in the record.

I)r. JEkEL. Mr, Chairman, my name is James F. Jekel.
I am associate professor of public health at Yale Medical School.
My major research-interest for the past .8 years has been the prob-

lems of, and programs for, school-age mothers, .._
Senator KN NEEDY. I would like you to hit the high points..Just

'what are the things you want to say to us? Please suthmaize those.
I)r. JEkEL. I have submitted my major testimony in writing, how-

ever, I would like to emphasize two points briefly here and then mtke
a comment or two in response to the administration's position.

.

The first point is that studies that haYe been clone do demonstrate,
at least over the short rim. impacts in the direction.that is desired.

Senator KEN N EDY. , 114 t VII me \Am that means.
elThis has not nl way wen seen in social and medical programs.

Do you mean the studies that have been done will support this kind (
of coordinated, consolidated approach ?

Dr. J mo.:i.. That is true.
Senatw KENNEDY. Will your statement make those studies available

to us? _
I)r. J EKE1.. Yes.
More specifically. thm-:e receiving the special services, special com-

prehensive services from two programs in Connecti were much
more likely to return to school. They liad more tea ith babies aild
they delivered subsequent pregnancies longer than (lid the ompaison
group that did not have these special 'set:N. ices..

The intervention time was short. Usually. for pregnancy delivery
and immediately afterward, it often took fi to 8 months. The impact-
Of these programs was clearly visible for a year or more following
that. ...

,

I would .jike to emphasize the importance of continuing this suFla
port. for a loncrer period of time 1kt, enable the young mothers .to
complete t heir >I , and to avoid futier mortality and mor-
bidity associated N 'd subsequent childbearing.

Continued support has t do with cost and benefits. I believ=e that
the costs of.inact ion are then =renter than the costs of action, because
if these young women and Ili r children are allowed to drop out of
socrety. berailse they are ostraci d. defeated. and in deApair; if they
have no hope of achieving the li e they see all the tine in the mass
media,,then they are likely to -:k, ld to defeatism and take the road
to economic dependency. .

.

I helieve we cannot afford to)let this happen as a soeiety..In addl.-
t ion, there are very important humanitarian concern., In response to what I understood to be the, position the adminis-
tration, I agree with Dr. Hardy that one of the failures th existing

,en prarrams is Ole inadequate coverage.
fake infAnt maternal health care programs and children and youthA

programs which have been mentioned by the administration. `there
simply is not adequate coverage. For example,ii) Connecticut there
is only one maternal and infant care projet"Yhiclt is located
I fa rt ford serving a population of approximately 150,000 people. That

334
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*0 in a State with a population of 3 million:There is only one children
. and yonth progam in the State which serves a population of approxi-

mately 20,000.
.../Tho coverage of these two projects is a very small proportion of the

total population in the State. In terms of specifics about lack of
coordination. ID one city there is no coordination between the sced-
uling of dn.,' prenatal rare and school classes, so that either a mother
has to miss school or not be given prenatal care thatday, or avoids pre-
natal care ill order to st ay in school.

At snot her city in which a State suppprted, State health depart-
mentpartially funded project exists; there was wolced oltt with the
109d private 'hospital coordination of time so -thaNio elnises had to
be missed in order to obtain prenatal care. In the State of Connecticut
the St ate_healt department program is assisted with a modest amount
of funds through Maternal and Child Health Service 1)11E1Vto
stimulate, but only partially support, 10 new programs in the State
over the past i years. I believe-thar the ComAecticut experience of a
State-stimulated program is orte example of the effectiveness of the

of approach t his bill lakes.
I would like to conclu:de by saying that' if I undo stand the adminis-

tration correctly th4,3. state that the bricks are already in place.
I would cmintert that the bricks are sonjetimes in place, but they are

often lying scatkered about. \Intuit is -needed is the mortar to fill in the
cracks mad to mold the bricks into a strong effective structure.

helitwe that S. 253s helps to do this and I thank you for the
opportunity to present these views. as

., Senator 1: .N NEM. Just. before leaving, what do your statistics ann
studies Aim that support this kind of approach ?

Can you summarize if briefly ?
Dr. :1Ea.. The statistics in terms of the benefits achieved?

'Senator F: N . Yes.
Dr. JEK EL. IV t 11011t the comparison sample of young women who

did not have tile special services, about one - quartet' eventually grad-
uated from high school.

In the tw9,graips that were served by this program, 2 years later,
60 percent were either still iii school or had already graduated.

It tiepins probable that at least 50 percent graduated and ninny were
able to coat Mut, their education for a longer period of time.

Senator KENNEDY. Probably the dropout rate in terms of those high
schools is quite significant': is irnot

Dr..Iy.kra.. That is right.
Senator Sri' wrnhEa. You mentioned stigma about dropouts earlier

in your remarks. Obviously a relationship exists there.
W-hat can we do to overcome the stigma involved in this situation,

and does that not have it very deleterious effect on the dropout rate?
Ido not think we have heard much testimony this' morning how we

overcome the stigma, 'problem, because it seems to me the stigma prob-
lem precipitikes dropouts and dropping out precipitates some other
things. MayDe it is,a question of what comes first; the chicken or the
egg.

What is your observation: what advice can you give this committee
on how to overcome t he stigma problem?

ot.).4J
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I would assume it would have something to do with dropout rate,
but I do not know.

Dr. JEBEL. I believe in many cases more important than the dropout,
rate is the fact that there is a child to care for, and there are inadequa
day care facilities to enable the young mother herself to go back and
continue the schooling.

So I think the stigma is real and it is important to deal with.
But there are very tangible problems that she faces that are much

more real and much more easy to deal with.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Jekel with exhibits follows:]

Soo
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no College Street

October 30, 1975

Senator Edward M. Kennedy,
Senate Subcommittee on Health
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Kennedy,

fe,

My name is James F. Jekell I
am Associate Professor of Public Health atYale Medical School. My major

research interest for the past 8 'years has beenthe problems of, and programs for,
school age mothers and their children,.

and I am the author of several
scholarly papers and monographs on thissubject. I am also currently Treasurer

of the National Alliance Concerned
with School Age Parents,

membership organization of involved in, or inter-ested in, providing services to a neglected portion of our adolescentpopulatioh. I would like to testify in favor of the objectives and generalapproach of the "Adolescent Mother,
Infant and Child Act of 1975." (S.2538).

I do, however, have grime suggestions
regarding how to make the bill evenstronger.

First, I support your concern for this neglected population group, whoseneeds have been clearly documented
by many persons and groups, including ourown-research group (Bxhibits A t B). This neglect is sometimes oversight, butin many rases is is deliberate

exclusion and neglect, and any effectivelegislation should take this into account by stimulating laws, services, andattitude changes where communities
and States are less than eager to help

this group back into the mainstream of American life educationally, medically,and socially. I believe that the State level approach A your bill offers the
best potential to do this, particularly if it is coordinated with require-
ments under the Education and Public

Health Service Acts to insure inclusion
of adolescent families i to existing programs with Federal support.

A bill aimed at the state level has a number of strengths. The Statesare in the best position to coorkLOte
existing state-wide educational,

social service, and health
programs. They are alsio able to identify communi-

ties which are not providing services
to adolescent parents and families and

to stimulate such programs, A third reason that States are an appropriate re-cipient for a grant program of this
sort is that it is unlikely, and probably

not desirable, that the basic
resources for adolescent parent programs will

COMA from the Federal governme
directly in the form of categorical grant

supports. The Federar government has
already stimulited educational, social.

and health programs for special
groups, and what is presently needed is the

assurance that these support'moneys will be used for the target population

3 :3 7
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concerned here. I can personally testify to the effectiveness over a, decade
of the Connecticut State Government's efforts to stimulate and support pro-
grams for adolescent parents (Exhibit C). Further information on this program,
which may he a good model for Chits bill, may be obtaill from Mrs. Mary.R. Langton
at the Connecticut State Department of Health, 79 Elm reet, Hartford; COnn.

There are also some weaknesses of a State level support programs what about'
States that are weak or uninterested in such programs? Does the bill encourage
their participation sufficiently? Such states may well be the ones most in
need of 4uch assistance and least likely to tak9radvantage of this bil%
Perhaps some added incentives couldjoe given to States most deficient in this
area. Another weakness of State level programming is the failure of the so-
calledi"trikle down theory,"Nwhere the benefits of the moneys given to States
do not necessarily "trigle down" to the communities in that State. This
Plrhaps could be prevented by specifying separate allocations for state plan-
ning and coordination, on the one hand, and for actual support of locals
services on the other.

In my reading of the early draft of the bill, one deficiency is the lack
of a clear emphasis on follow-through with long term services. Our own
studie0 have shown that it is not enough to provide "crisis intervention," be-
causetthese young women continue to be at:tisk for subsequent pregnancies,
many of which aree.) unwanted (as shown in some recent data we are getting -
few of the first, but many of the subsequent, pregnancies end by induced
abortion), and 2) those which are brought to term are at far greater risk
medically than the initidl pregnancies (Exhibit D). In our studies, the
variable hest correlated with avoiding subsequent pregnancies, at least over
the first year to two years, is continuing in school rather than the mere
acceptance of family planning (Exhibits F and F). To enable these young
mothers to remain in school, day care services are needed at the schools or
at least conveniently located in the community. Therefore, the gLestion
planning a family is a more complex matter than just providing contraception,
and the prevention of pregnancies is unlikely to be successful appart from a
long term effort to keep the young mothers in an educat4onal experience.

Many people talk about the importance of including the fathers in the
programs. Whereas I do not think they should be categorically excluded from
programs (and your bill does not), we have some data (as yet unpublished)
that shows relatively few of these young mothers eventually marry the putative
fathers, and that those adolescents who marry early tend to have more children
than those who do not, and their marriages are unstable. It is my judgment
that we are not y t ready to encourage the inclusion of fathers in most phases
of specific proqr s for the mothers. Another reference on this subject is
Ewer, P. and J.O. ;ibbs, "Relationship with Putative Father and Use of Con-,

traception in a P ulation of Bleck Ghetto Adolescent Mothers,' Pub. Health
Reports 90(5), 7-423, October, 1975.
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'other concern that I have is that the research base upon which to
ecomme programs is far too weak to he certain about many of the items
sised by this bill. The local and State workers in this field are crying

o roc more reiiab'e knowledge in, this area. As one often consulted. with
re is for specific information, I am acutely aware of the deficiency of
our k ledge in this field. Yet I see nothing in the draft of the bill
that w uld help to further the knowledge base in the field or even tegiye
careful evaluation to what is being done in this area or what might be done
as the result of the bill. There are many areas where research is badly
needed! Although programs to date have shown short term benefits, such as
keeping young mothers in school and helping them to avoid rapid subsequent
pregnancies, no one knows with certainty that these benefits can be main- -
tained for a longer time by means of long term follow through. Much work is

1
needed on how best to improve the ability of sexually aotive adolescents to
prevent unwanted pregnancies. We do not have firm answers as tbAkihether it
is better to keep young mothers in regular school or create special schools
for them. We do not know the best way to teach parenting skills. There is no
adegtate nationwide monitoring system to determiffe how many of the eligible

_ women and children are being served by what kinds of services. I believe
that one must advance services and the knowledge base of a field together.

1r
I am also concerned about what agency should administer this bill. Since

the need of the target population is for comprehensive, interdisciplinary
services, I cannot recommend that any existinercategorical agency, whether it
be health, education, or social service, admini;ter the grant program of this
bill. Instead, I would recommend that an interdisciplinary group, agehcy, or
advisory council be the administering agency. Fven if you do ultimately
approve of a categorical agency, such as the one indicated in your bill, I,
would recommend an interdisciplinary body, suelias the existing Federal

(Interagency Task Force on School Age Parents, be tstablished to review the
State Plans.

I believe that thiS bill is important, and I would like to offer my
appreciation for your sponsorship of this legislation.

JFJ:fw

1

Sincerely) yours,

41/
-

,James F. Jekel .D.

Associate Pro sor of Public Health
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EXHIBIT A

Reprinted from AMERICAN jOURAM. OF PUBLIC HEALTH, Vol. 60, No. 11 December. 1970

Copyright by the American Public Health Association, Inc.. 1740 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 100.19

Attention is directed to an apparently high-risk of attempted or threatened
suicide in a cohort of young women who were pregnant before age 18.
Factors related to suicide attempts are discussed and stress is placed'

on the need for preventive action, including early detection and

intensive treatment of long duration- for,suiide-prone girls and
for those who threaten or attempt sutczae.

#
SUICIDE ATTEMPTS IN A POPULATION

PREGNANT AS TEEN-AGERS,

'reP
Ira IV. Gabrielson, M.D., F.A.P.H.A.; Lorraine V. kerman, Dr.P.H., F.A.P.H.A.; John B. Currie,
Ph.D.; Natalie C. Tyler, R.N.; and James F. Jekel, M.D., M.P.H.

REGNANcv, childbearing, am; mother.
P are normal biologicia events
rather than disease processes, but even
in the mature married woman they dis-
turb the usual pattern of social life.
For the teen-age girl, particularly if un
married, pregnancy and the events
which follow are especially likely to
cause difficulty for the individual, those
immediately associated with her; and
society.

Other authors'-3 have reviewed some
of the problems associated with teen-
age pregnancies, such as disrupted edu
cation, welfare dependency, and in-
creased fertility. A review of the med-
ical records of 105 pregnant females
17 years of age or younger admitted
to the Yale-New Haven Hospital for
delivery during 1959 and 1960 sug-
gested an additional potential difficulty
the possibility of suicidethreatened,
attempted, or actually committed. This
study revealed that 14 of the young
mothers were knoWn to have made sub-
sequently one or more self-destructive
attempts or threats serious enough to
require care or to be reported to a
physician at the hospital.

DECEMBER. 1170

The study population receiyektita ob-
stetrical care in the period befthe thec6
emphasis on programs for teen-age
mothers. Some were patients of private
physicians, but the majority were seen
byobstetrical resi*nts, medical stu-
dents, and staff Vhysicians in the gen-
eral obstetrical clinic.* As a group they
were offered no special social services,
although in individual cases the need
was so obvious that a social worker
was assigned. They were excluded from
school when their condition became ap-
parent and limited educational alterna
tives were provided.3

Today in New Havens and in many
other cities throughout the United States,
such girls are being offered programs
that include unified medical care, aug-
mented social services, and special edu-
cational provisions. It is hoped these
programs will make a significant dif-
ference in the life of these young
mothers and their children. Some re-
ports are already indicating lower rates
of medical complications among mothers
and infants° and decreases in early
school terminations.' Studies now under
way may show that the attention being

22119
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paid to the psychological aspects of
pregnancy and the early child-rearing
period result in mothers better able to
cope with the physical and emotional
problems of their environment. If the
programs are able to accomplish these
goals, a marked reduction in the num-
ber of self-destructive attempts or
threats would be expected. This paper
hopes to assist those responsible for pro-
grams for pregnant teen-agers by alert-
ing them to the need for listening for
possible hints of future irrational acts,
and by stressing the urgency of long- k-

term follow-up of this population. Re-
search personnel may wish to use rate
of suicide attempts as an additional
measure of the success of special pro-
grams.

Study Method

The information about self-destruc-
tive attempts or threats was found in
the course of a study concerned with
intervals between conceptions in a teen-
age population. The review of records
was made at the Yale-New Haven Hos-
pital in 1968, eight or nine years after
the "index delivery" of 1959 or 1960.
The group of 105 patients retained for
study met the following three criteria:
they were 17 years of age or younger
and residents of New Haven at the
time of the index delivery, and there
was follow-up information available in
the hospital chart for a period of at least
two years thereafter. (Four exceptions
were made to the latter criterion, where
the records showed an additional preg-
nancy within a period of less than two
years, although the follow-up stopped
short of two years.) Such a review,
limited to.only one of the two area hos-
pitals, and without a search of private

s,..physicians' records, certainly underesti-
tes the number of suicide attempts

and threats.
For the purpose of the hospital chart

review, the following were classified as

2292

self-destructive acts: any self-mutilation
such as wrist-slashing, jumping from
buildings, the ingestion of any sub-
stance which the patient*. might have
thought to be harmful, and the inges-
tion in obviously excessive amounts of
any medication. In addition, two pa-
tients whose records showed a threat or
fear of suicide were included in this
group, hereafter referred to as the "sui-
cide attempt" group.

The first section of this paper will
describe the 14 patients in the "sui-
cide attempt" group and the attempts
themselves. In the following section, the
entire population of 105 meeting the
previously described criteria for inclu-
sion in the study will be analyzed to de-
termine which characteristics are as-
sociated with a higher risk of suicide
attempt or threat. Finally, the rate of
suicide attempts in this obstetrical popu-
lation will be compared with the rates
repotted by others.

Characteristics of the "Suicide
Attempt" Group

Seiected characteristics of the 14 pa-
tients who made suicide attempts or
threats are shown in Table 1. They
ranged in ages from 13 to 17 at the
time of their first 1959.1960 delivery.
Eight were black, six white, and eight
were Catholic, six Protestant. At the
time of registration for care, nine were
single and five had been married. The
latter were all 17 and white Catholics.
Only one patient had experienced a
pregnancy prior to the one in 1959.1960.

By the time they made the suicide
attempt the patients ranged in age from
17 to 25. Eight were 17 or 18, one was
20, and five were 22 to 25. Eleven of
the patients had been married by the
time of the attempt, but four of these
were already separated or divorced;
three were still single.

In two cases the patient was preg-
nant with a second pregnancy at the

3 i13
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time of the suicide attempt. For the re
maining cases, the median number of
months which had elapsed between the
last delivery and the attempt was 20,
with a range of one month to 60 months.
Four attempts were made in the first
postpartum year and three of these were
within four months of delivery. The
median number of completed pregnan-
cies at the time of the attempt was two.'

Varied method: of suicide attempts
were recorded. Ingestion was the most
common. Five women had swallowed
excess" amounts of tranquilizers. ,letp-
ing pills, aspirin, or similar substances,
and one claimed to have drunk am-
monia. Four. were treated for lacerated
hands or wrists. One patient jumped
from a third story window, and another
tried to cut herself with a, razor and
threatened to set fire to her clothing.
In two rases, only a threat or fear of
suicide was noted la both there was
also actual child abuse by the young
mother or apprehension concerning in-
fanticide.

Record review suggested that suicide
attempts were often found in conjunction
with the following:

Emotional Illness Chronic .psychi-
atric problems as well as acute episodes
of depression or anxiety were noted in
eight cases. Patients were described by
terms such as ambulatory psychotic. de.
pressed. disoriented. chronic anxiety,

n-Aoriopath. and severe psychoneurosis.
Patient No. 6 had an acute self-destruc-
tive psychotic episode requiring hospital.
ization. Patient No. 13 had `qcute anxi
ety one month pbstpartum." Three pa-
tientsNos..1, 8. and 14had histories
of previous suicide attempts. Patient No.
7 put her hand through a window on
Christmas Day and No. 8 ingested
aspirin on her 18th birthday. These lat-
ter two cases suggest the importance
of situational stresses.

In Connecticut it was illegal for physicians
to prescribe contraception or counsel its use
until June, 1965.

DECEMBER. 1970
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Marital DiscordPatient No. 3 in-
gested antihistamine pills "after marital
separation." Patient No. 9 was seen re-
peatedly for psychoneurotic manifesta-
tions related to a broken marriage be-
fore being treated for a wrist lacera-
tion. Her husband "lives across the
street with other women." Patients 6, 7,
and 8 also had reported quarreling with
their husbands.

Associated Physical IllnessFive of
the patients were seen for gonorrhea or
pelvic inflammatory disease. Occasion-
ally suicidal attempts occurred' in close
temporal relationship to tfbatment for
one of these conditions. One patient
svffered from chronic suppUrative lung
disease.

Characteristics Associated with Risk
of Suicide Attempt

Table 2 analyzes the frequency of
suicide attempts in the study population
by selected characteristics.

AgeThe total study population
ranged in age from 12 to 17 at the
time of their first 1959-1960 delivery.
Age at delivery did not appear to in-
fluence the risk of subsequent suicide
attempt.

RaceThere was no appreciable dif-
ference in the risk of suicide attempt
between the white and the black
mothers.

Religion Twenty per cent of the
Catholic patients were in the suicide at-
tempt group *as opposed to only 9 per
cent of the Protestant patients. This
excess risk of attempts among the Cath
olic mothers was found within each
racii,1 group, although the numbers were
not large.

Marital St us Subsequent suicide
attempts were found in 22 per cent of
those mothers who were single at re s-

tration but in only 7 per cent of th
who were married at that time. One of
the two who were separated or. divorced

2293
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at the index delivery made a suicide
attempt.

When marital status was controlled
for religion, there was a suggestion of

Table 2-- Frequency of suicide

independent association between each
'variable and suicide attempts. Being
both Catholic and single was assoCiated
with approximately twice the risk found

attempts by selected characteristics

Item
Total

sample

Total 105

Age at delivery
15 and under 22
16 and 17 433

Race
Black 58
White 47

Religion
Catholic ' 40
Protestant 65

Race and religion
,

Catholic 4
Protestant 54

White:
Catholic 36
Protestant 11

Suicide
attempts

No. %

14 ,13.3

3 13.6
11 13.3

8 13.8
6 12.8

8 20.0
6 9.2

2 50.0
6 11.1

6 16.7
0 0.0

Marital status at registration
Married 62 4 6.5
Single 41 9 22.0
Separated or divorced 2 1 50.0

Marital status and religion
Single:

Catholic 8 3 37.5
Protestant 33 6 18.2

Married :
Catholic 30 4 13.3
Protestant 32 0 0.0

Separated or divorced:
Catholic 2 1 50.0
Protestant 0 0 0.0

Residence at index, delivery
New Haven: *

Poverty areas 64 7 10.9
Nonpoverty areas 41 7 17.1

Residence. race and religion
(a) New Haven,

poverty area
Black:

Catholic 4 2 50.0
Protestant 37 3 8.1

White :
Catholic 19 2 10.5
Protestant 4 0 0.0

2294
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Total
Item sample

Suicide
attempts

No. %

(a) New Haven,
nonpoverty area

Black:
Catholic 0 0 0.0
Protestant 17 3 17.6

White:
Catholic 17 4 23.5
Protestant 7 0 0.0

Birthplace
Connecticut 62 9 14.5
Other northern states 7 0 0.0
Southern states 34 5 14.7
NonU. S. or unknown 2 0 0.0

Source of care
None 8 1 12.5
Clinic 79 10 12.7
Private 18 3 16.7

Outcome of delivery
Full term live birth 94, 14 14.9
Premature live birth 9 0 0.0
Stillbirth . 2 0 0.0

Parity
No previous.

pregnancies 91 13 14.3
One or more previous

pregnancies 14 1 7.1

Number of subsequent
pregnancies
(To date of last followun)

None 8 25.0
1-2 45 7 15.6
3 or more 52 5 9.6

Complications of pregnancy
No complications of

pregnancy 29 0 0.0

Complication of
pregnancy recorded 76 14 18.4

Venereal disease
Reported 24 5 20.8
None reported 81 9 11.1

VOL 60. NO: 12. A.J.P.H.'



among those who were either Catholic or
single. No suicide attempts were found
among the married Protestants,

Residence --The proportion of suicide
attempts among mothers whose residence
at the time of the index delivery was a
nonpoverty area of New Haven (17%)
was higher than the proportion of sui-
cide attempts among mothers from pov-
erty areas (11%).* Residence does not
appear to alter the relationships Found
previously, i.e., there was no difference
in risk between racial groups within
each of the two residential areas, but
Catholics showed higher rates than
Protestants within each.

BirthplaceThere was no clear as-
sociation between any particular area of
birth and a higher or lower risk of
subsequent suicide attempt.

Source of CareThe risk of suicide
attempt was slightly higher among pa.
tients receiving prenatal care from pri
vate physicians than among those cared
for in the hospital clinics, or receiving
no prenatal careat_2all. The numbers
are too small to reach definite conclu-
sions, but the trend is consistent with
the finding of higher risk in pregnant
girls from nonpoverty areas.

Outcome of Index DeliveryAll of
the suicide attempts were among mothers
who delivered full-term live babies. No
attempts were recorded among those de.
livering stillborn or premature infants.

ParityOf the total population of
105, 91 were nulliparous at the index
pregnancy and 14 were having a second
or third child. There was no evidence
that women of higher parity were at
greater risk for subsequent suicide at
tempt.

Number of Subsequent Pregnancies
There was a higher risk of suicide at-
tempt among those women who had no
more than two subsequent pregnancies

*Defined as the lowest quartile nationally of
the "Health Opportunity Index," developed by
the Children's Bureau, based on the 1960
Census.
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during 'the study 'follow-up period
(17%) as compared to those ith three
or more subsequent child e (10%).
Only eight jpf the total' pop lation had
no pregnatcy subsequent to the index
pregnancy; of these, two attempted
suicide.

Complications ol PregnancySeventy-
two per cent of the study population
had complications recorded in the hos.
pital chart with one or more of their
pregnancies. These complications in
eluded such things as anemia, toxemia,
infection, and hemorrhage. (Venereal
disease was considered separately.) All
14 suicide attempts were among those
who had complications recorded. None
of the patients without complications
were known to have made suicide at.
tempts.

Venereal DiseaseAlmost, onequar
ter of the study population had a iliag
nosis of venereal disease recorded in
the chart'at some time. Those with this
diagnosis had approximately twice the
risk of subsequent suicide attempt (21%
to 11%).. se

It is not possible to demonstrate sta-
tistical significance for the differences
related to the above characteristics,. pri
manly because of, the small numbers
involved. Chi-square tests show that
only one of the above comparisons is
significant at the conventional 5 per
cent probability level. Consequently, the
differences observed here are best re-

garded as suggestive leads. Further re-
search may clarify the importance of
the association of these factors with
the risk of suicide attempts.

Relation to Other Studies of
Attempted Suicide

Before any conclusions can be drawn
about the possible relationship between
suicide attempts or threats and teenage
pregnancy, it is necessary to determine
whether the frequency of attempts is
higher in this sample than in the gen-

DECEMBER. 1910 2295
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oral population or in other adolescent)
groups. Although the incideoce,of sui-
cide carried out to completion % Tele.
tively well known, at least for tk se
cases reported to the.medicalexa
few attempts have been made to de-
velop directly .an incidence mite of at-
tempted suicide. Moreover, since previ-
ous studies have shown that major dif-
ferences exist between individuals who
make suicide attempts and those who
actually commit suicide, extreme cau
Lion must We exercised in using, suicide
rates in connection with studies of at-
tempts. ,An alternative method ,of tde-
riving, comparative figures is by using
studies which have developed a ratio be
tween attempted and completed suicide.

For the year 1957, hneidman and
Farberow° collected info motion on com
pleted suicides from the Los Angeles
cooner's office; and on attempts from
the reortilig of the Los Angeles County
Ogigral Ittpital. and the 16 Los An-
geles "municipal emergency hospitals,
and fforg,s a questionnaire sent to all
private' physicians and osteopaths in the
Los Angeles area. The hospitals reported
2,019 attempts an# the doctors an ad.
ditional 3,887 for a total of 5,9.06. Since
there were 768 completed-suicides in the
same period,-the- over-all ratio between
attempts and completed suicides was
7.69:1.

Unfortunately, of those cases report d
by doctors, 'data on only 633 were co
plete enough to analyze by demograp. c
variables such as sex and age. Based on
these incomplete data, the ratio of at.
tempted to completed suicides for fe
males of all ages was almost identical
with the over-all rate, 8:1;) for males it
was only 1.5 to 1. For both sexes at
ages 10 to 19, the ratio of attempted
to completed suicides was considerably
higher: about 18 to 1. The difference
between the sexes in this me group is

' This figure is quite close to the less than
6 to 1 figure quoted by Stengel and Cooks
which they state is based on data from the
police reports of Los Angeles and Delrgit.
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especially striking: for males the ratio
was about 5 or 6 to' 1, but for females
it was between 69 and 78 to 1.-1. For all
ages combined, barbiturates and poison.
ing accounted for 52 per cent of the
female suicides and 63 per cent of the
attempts (for males the comparable per.
centages were 17% and 430); no
breakdown of method by age is given.

Working in New York City where
the reporting of accidental and inten-
tional poisoning is mandatory under the
city health code, Jacobziner developed
a ratio of attempted to completed sui
tides based on reports of ingestion in
the adolescent population. For the years
1960.1961, he found 568 attempted and
5 completed suicides by ingestion of
chemical agents in the under20 age
group, yielding a ratio of. over 100 at

'tempts to 1 completed suicide.
Comparing the -information from

Jacobzider about attempts in 1960.1961
with his classification by sex and method
of completed suicide in 1961.1962, the
ratios for males and females were each
found to be over 100 to 1. On the
hypothesis that ingestion represents 50
per cent of the attempts among ,female
teenagers (as was fount in our sani-
ple), the ratio for all methods would
be about 50 to L

The discrepancy betweeti these two
sets of \ ratios (based on Shneidman.
Farberow, and Jacobziner) can be par.
tially explained by differences in the
study populations and research designs.
The Jacobziner study depended upon
reporting, which is less complete in at-
tempted than in committed suicideis.
Shneidman and Farberow, on the cam-
hand,sought out 'the information, a
though their success with returns from
doctors was not outstanding. The smaller

t These ratios were extrapolated from
'Shneidman and Farberow's tables in whidh
entries are rounded to whole percentage points.
The ratios which can be deduced from these
data have the following.ranges: for both seizes
18:1 to 19:1; for males 5:1 to 6:1; for females
69:1 to 78:1.
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li)size of the k mple in the Jacobziner
study'also might result in greater varia
bility. Sampling fluctuations and the
rather crude methods used to produce
comparable figures also may have con
tributed to discrepancies. Unfortunately
neither study provides the data neces
sary for a more accurate estimate, since
Jacobziner does not deal with suicide at-
tempts other than by chemical inges
tion, and Shneidman and Farberow do
not classify their population by both age
and sex.

In the study reported in this paper,
105 patients were followed for a .total
of 7,084 patientmonths, or 590.3 pa.
tientyears. Thus there are about 590
'"women years" o( risk at average ages
of 16 to 22 years. On the basis of the
12 mothers who made actual suicide at-
tempts, this is a i,early rate of

12 100
2.03%, or 2.030 attempt,

590.3
per 100,000 pet year.

In order to determine whether this rate
of suicide attempts was larger than that
expected among young females in an ur
ban population, the rates based upon the
ShneidnianFarberow and Jacobziner
studies were applied to suicide rates
from Cook County, Illinois, in 1959-
1963[[ where the rate was ,2.5 per
100,000 per year among females in
the 15 to 24 age group. Applying this,
suicide rate to the estimated ratios of
suicide attempts to suicides, one would
expect between 173 and 195 suicide
attempts per 100,000 per year using the
ratios based upon Shneidman and Far-
berow's data, and 125per 100,000 per
Year using the ratio based upon Jacob.
ziner. The rate of suicide attempts in
the study sample is roughly 10 times
larger than the largest of these estimates.

Discussion

At 'least two alternative explanations
can be advanced to explain the major
finding of this study, that the rate of
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SUICIDE AMONG PREGNANT TEENAGERS

attempted suicide among ,tecitage
mothers is in excess of that which would
he expected. in the general urban adoles
cent population. The first explanation is
that the stresses of pregnancy and child.
rearing in some young girls are so enor
mous that they react by attempting sui
tide. An equally interesting possibility,
howorer, is that the suicide attempt is
not a direct result of the pregnancy, but
that both the pregnancy and the suicide
attempt stem from a common process.
Both these events may represent dis-
turbed behavior by adolescent girls.
Girls who become pregnant in their
teens may be denruiding attention or
trying to punish or inflict pain on their
parents or other significant persons in
their environment. Similarly, the siii
cidal act or threat may be a way of
striking out or seeking revenge.

A study of suicide attempts in preg-
nant women by Whitlock and Edwi rds'2
SR*1.9 to support this latter alternative.
They noted that the "majority of suicidal
attempts by the pregnant women were
impulsive, often precipitated by violent
interpersonal disputes which did not
necessarily relate to the pregnancy. The
women showed marked instability of
personality and many had experienced
lifelong interpersonal and sexual diffi
culties. A followup survey of twothirds
of the patients showed that 37 per cent
of the women continued to show major ,
psychiatric disorders."

Further research would be tiecessary
to determine whether either of the al-
ternative explanations offered would at-
count for the increased rate of suicide
attempts or 'threats in this population.

Risk of Suicide Attempt

The data reported earlier in this arti
ck on the Association between specific
characteristics d ie e attempts
suggest that a higRel-ris group might
be defined within a popu a, ion of teen
age mothers. The factors assn' ated with

/
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an increased risk of suicide attempt
within New Haven were: being Cad]
olic, not having married, living in a

nonpoverty area, experiencing a corm
plication of pregtfancy, and having a
venereal disease at some time. The re-
ligion and Marital status variables are
especially notable since ey run con
trary, to some studies of corn itted sui-
cides. Since Durkhei s" assic stialy,
it has been assn d that committed
suicides were lower among Catholics
than other religious groups. Recently.
this conclusion has been questioned."
Relative to marital status, Seideal° re
cently pointed es ut that although suicide
is less frequent among married persons.
this is not true in the young married
population. Under the age of 21, and
especially under 20. the death rates from
suicide are higher among married men
and women than among single men and
women. Seiden suggests that "perhaps
voung,sters who marry in their teens are
seeking to escape from unsatisfactory
home environments. or perhaps early
marriage, per se, intro( aces stresses
which lead-to suicide."

The fact that women who were
single. Catholic. and not lir ing at a pov
erty level were more likely to attempt
or threattn suicide than other women
who also had borne children in their
teens would seem to suggest that the
acceptability of the pregnancy in the
women's social. group might be a con-
tributing factor. Certainly in 'alinostiall
groups, regardless of age, it is more ac-
ceptable to he pregnant if one is mar-
lied than if one is not. Catholic re-
ligious training places strong proscrip-
tions on sexual activity outside of mar-
riage. Finally, although teen-age preg-

Kinsey'° studie4 the association between
religion and feelings of regret about -premarital
coitus among women. Although the differences
were greater between the more or less devout
within the religious groups. 35 per cent of the
devout Catholics as compared to 23 per cent of
the devout Prostestant women regretted the
experience.

naticies undoubtedly occur in large num
bens in the middle and upper socioeco-
nomic groups,-sin the public mind pre"g
nancy at a young age is associated with
ilkgitimacy and with the lower sock)
economic class. Therefore, when a teen
age girl who is single and/or Catholic
and/or living above the poverty level
finds herself pregnant. she mt y be more
aware of the' disapproval of her social
group than she would be if she were
a Married and/or nonCatholic and/or
a povertylevel teenager. This aware-
ness of deviance from the ntIrms of the
group may make a suicide attempt or
threat more likely.

Several of the findings indicate that
those who attempt suicide represent a

disturbed population: the high rate of
venereal disease-, which is often assn .
ciated with promiscuity and the Ere
quent histories of emotional illness in
dui him.; psychiatric symptomatology, of
previous suicide attempts. and of marital
discord. Moreover, the high rate of
pregnancy complications among those
who threatened or attempted suicide.
and the presence of physical illness in
conjunction with ser era! of the attempts
suggest that physical conditions should
not be orerlooked. Venereal disease mar
be viewed as both an
physical factor

emotional and a

The Significance of the Suicide Attqmpt

Given what appears to be an excess
number of suicide attempts among
women who become pregnant in their
teens, a question can be raised about
the importance of this act. Is committed
suicide areal possibility in this popula-
lion? If it is not, is the suicidal be-
havior important in itself?

Several studies have 'shown a high
rate of completed suicide among those
who previously attempted or threatened
suicide, i.e., suicide attempters are a high-
risk group for completed suicide.""
In addition, another study undertaken'
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by the authors of this paper uncovered
two apparent suicides in an obstetrical
clinic population which delivered from
1963 through 1965. One took place two
years after delivery but while the girl
was pregnant with her third child; the
other, three years postpartum. Pugh's'°
analysis of mental disease related to

childbearing is also relevant to this
question. Considering first admissions
to Massachusetts mental hospitals, he
found a large excess of admissions with
psycfiosis during the first three months
postpartum for childbearing women as
compared to nonchildbearing women.
The risk ofrhospitalization was highest
at the extremes of age, including the,,
15 to 19 age group. In a personal com-
munication, Pugh noted that 2 of thf 75
women in this childbearing group later
committed suicide, eight 'months and
one and a half ars postpartum re-
spectively. These ifata suggest that al-

though suicide carried to completion
during pregnancy may be uncommon,'
suicide is a significant risk in the post-
partum period, particularly among those
with a history of suicide attempts or of
mental illness.

Even if completed suicide were not
a significant risk, there would be im-
portant reasons to pay attention to the
suicide attempt. First, physical harm to
the woman or her infant is a frequent
sequel of such attempts. Second, the at-
tempt conveys a message to the erviron
ment. Rubenstein, et a).,2° have sug-
gested that a suicide attempt should be
considered "not as an effort to die but,
rather, as a communication to others in
an effort to improve one's life." The
message should not be ignored by the
helping professions, even though it was
originally directed to people important
in the pregnant patient's life. The young

Actually such suicides may not really be
uncommon but merely underreported. News.
paper accounts of suicide pacts between unwed
adolescent couples often cite pregnancy as a
factor.

SUICIDE AMONG PREGNANT TEEN-AGERS

woman who attempts or threatens sui-
cide is consciously or unconsciously sig-
naling to the world that she needs help.
If this alarm is not heeded, there may
be dire consequences for the,individual
and her child. -

Siegal anti Friedman'' have com-

mented on the impact of suicide threats:
"The threat of suicide forces people to
marry, prevents marriage dissolution, co-
erces companionship between persons
despite their mutual infidelity, prevents
marriages, forces parents to acquiesce
in their offspring's vicious habits, pre-
cludes institutionalization, is rewarded
by escape from military service, is used
to obtain favored treatment over sib-
lings, is employed as a device to avoid
military induction, etc." Stengel and
Cooks criticize the negative connota-
tions of this list and point instead to
the "frequency with which the suicidal
attempt was found to have been the only
effective alarm signal to mobilize long
overdue medical and social help." They
feel that suicide attempts consciously or
unconsciously have important social ef-
Emig, i.e., they modify the human en-
vi ronment.

Prevention of Suicide Attempts

Finally, what can be done to prevent
suicide attempts or to help those who
have made them? Unfortunately society
has made little progress toward solving
the problem of the disturbed adoles-
cent. The education of parents and the
creation of a healthy emotional climate
would appear to pc the first line of pre-
vention. In addition, some program sug-
gestions can be made. The tendency of
physicians to treat a suicidal remark
as a meaningless gesture should be modi-
fied. It may be only a gesture in the
sense that suicide has a low probability
of 'occurring, but it is not meaningless.
It is an important sign and should be
treated vigorously.

The multidisciplinary programs for
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teen-age mothers being developed across
the country, with their concentration on
individualized care far medical, educa-
tional, and social problems, should help
detect patients at risk for suicidal acts,
as well as provide the help wincli may
make such a dramatic "alarm signal"
unnecessary. It may be necessary, hoe'
ever, to mobilize additional psychiatric
resources in order to provide' indi
vidual and/or group therapy, not only
fdr those who have already made a
threat or attempt, but also for the high.
risk group. Regardless of the reason for
the suicide threat or attempt, the find.
ings dearly indicate the need for in-
creased concern with the psychological
and emotional needs of the pregnant
adolescent both during her pregnancy
and for several years after delivery.
They also suggest that the rate of sui
cicte attempts may be another variable
to study in the evaluation of special
programs for this population.

Summary

A review of the records of 105 New
Haven residents who were 17 and un-
der when they delivered an infant re-
waled that 11 had subsequently at-
tempted or threatened suicide. Com-
parison with other studies indicates that.
the rate of attempted suicide in this
population is higher than would be an
ticipated. Within the total study popula
tion, the risk of attempting suicide was
somewhat higher among single girls.
Catholics, and those not from poverty
areas. Suicide attempts were also asso-
ciated with pregnancy complications and
venereal disease. It is suggested that this
excess of suicide attempts may be due
to the stress of the pregnancy, or that
both the pregnancy and the suicide at-
tempt or threat may be forms of dis-
turbed adolescent behavior.

The dangers of committed suicide or
physical harm, and the "signal for help"

2300 I

function of the attempt, strongly sug
gest the need for preventive measures
includingw rly detection and intensive
treatment 16 n for both the
suicide-prone and se who have
threatened or suicide.
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?OVUM AND THE ADOLESCENT PARENT
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Yale Medical School
New Haven, Connecticut

Poverty in the United States today is such a gigantic and complex
phencrrywnti that, like the elephant being examined by the blind men, it
cannot be fully apprehended from any one perspective. The majority of
Americans, moreover, have an Oren greater sensory limitation with re-
gard to poverty in this sountry than did the elephant-examiners with
regard to their elephant! Most middle class Americans are sufficiently
distant from the experience of poverty that they do net view the scenes
of poverty, and cannot smell the smells of poverty, hear the sounds of
poverty, or sense the pain of it. Michael Harrington was well aware
of this when he wrote his classic book on poverty here entitled THE
OTHER AMERICA, which is credited with a major role in sparking the
War on Poverty.

We'could study the problem of poverty by the examination of general
statistics on the subject, and they are indeed sobering. For example,
in 1966; IA of our families earned only 5.4% of the national income,
whereas another 20% of our families received 40.7% of the total, roughly
eight times as much. (1) In 1966 almost one quarter (23.2%) of the fam-
ilies and unrelated individuals in this country had incomes of less
than $3,000. (2)' However, (:he statistics alone cannot show either the
cause or the impact of poverty on human beings, and so I have chosen
to focus upon one population group, whose problems are closely associat-
ed with poverty: adolescent parents.

CHARACTERISIICS OF TEENAGE PREGNANCY

The Magnitude of Teenage,Pregnancy. °Sande personsfear that teenalie preg-
nancy, particularly that which is illegitimate, is on the rise. Their
fears are justified or not, depending upon the indicators whichere
chosen. Thus teenage pregnancy has shown a constant increase for decades
in terms of actual numbers, but in recent years thibss been due en-
tirely to an increase in the number of women in the teenage category, and
not to any increase in the birth rates for this age group. WA matter
of fact, the rates per 1000 teenage women has actually fallen over
the past decade. Between 1955 and 1966 the birth rates to mothers under
15 years of age was constant at 0.9 births per year per 1000 women in
that age group, during the sane interval, the birth rate to women be-
tween the ages of 1$ and 19 actually fell from 90.5 to 70.6 per,1000 Women
per year. (3) In all, approximately 14% of all births in the United States
are to teenage women, (4)
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Therefore, although the aboslute number of bittics to teenagers is
inc.reasing and will continue to do so as the population increases, the
risk of pregnancy to a given teenage woman is actually decreasing slightly.

Illegitimacy amonAteenage pregnancies. Anydiscussion of teenage preg-
nancy must include a discussion of the role of illegitimacy in the problem,
because of the relatively high proportion of teenege births which occur
out -of- wedlock. The best overall classification of the population of un-
wed'teenage mothers is that of Herzog, who divides the population into
two subgtoups. (5) The first, or subgroup A, consists of the approximately
one third of the mothers who come from the middle or upper socioeconomic
classes, are predominately white, and characteristically do not keep the
child unless they marry. They resolve the pregnancy problem in one of
three ways: abortion, marriage, or going to another city or a maternity
home and putting the baby up for adoption. Approximately 70% of all il-
legitimate white babies are put up for adoption, and the proportion is
even higher among the teenage group. Most of these mothers receive social
services, and many receive psychiatric treatment as well.

(`\

The remainder of the population group B, consists of approximately
from low income groups (althoughtwo-thirds of the unwed teenagers and mss f

they are not necessarily on public asst once); they are largely nonwhite.
Approximately 90% of these mothers keep their babies, in part because there
is not a large demand for adoption of nonwhite babies. They seldom seek
abortion, perhaps because legal abortions are seldom offered to them,
and illegal abortions, if they know where to find them, are frequently
too costly. (6) Nevertheless, sometimes this group does seek allegal
abortions, with unfortunate results in terms of maternal deaths (see below).
(7) Prenatal care, when 'sought, is obtained late and predominately in
public clinics.(8,9) Although their social problems are usually greater
than those in the first population group, they are less likely to receive
the needed social services, except for the minimal services which may
be given to some in connection with their welfare status. (10,11)

The magnitude.of teenage illegitimacy. It is difficult to discuss this
with confidence because of deficiencies in the data. The definition of
illegitimate birth is not always the "same from state to state, and many
states neither collect nor report illegitimacy data. It is impossible,
therefore, to obtain illegitimacy statistics for the United States as a
whole. Moreover, the statistics from the states which do report illegit-
imacy show a systematic bias, because women from the upper and middle income
groups are better able to hide the fact of out -of- wedlock. conception by
abortion, by marriage, or by going to deliver in a state which does not
report illegitim4cy.

Because of the limitations of the data, all that can be reported are
estimates of the illegitimacy problem. As in the case of all teenage births,
we see a steady increase in numbers but a leveling off of the rates of
illegitimate births. The esitifr number of illegitimate births to teen-
agers has increased from 91,700 in 1960 to 129,200 in 1965. (12) There

a
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has, however, been no change in the rate of illegitimate'births per
1000 nonwhite. teenage women since 1957, and only a slow increase in
the rate of illegitimate births to white teenage women during the same
period of time. A third indicator, the proportion of all live births
Eh at are illegitimate, does show an increase during the past few
years. This, however, results from the factthat the total birth rate
for this age group has been falling, and the illegitimate bitth rate,
by remaining relatively constant, hasoincreased proportionately.

Therefore, within the limitations of our data, there does not
appear to be an increasing risk of out-of-wedlock births to teenagers.
However, as the numbers of teenage births rise, there is a continuing
increase in the need for services to these parents and their children.

Relationship ofearly pregnancy to income, education, and illegitimacy.
As a generalization it may be stated that people from the lower income
brackets tend to marry earlier, have children earlier, and have more
chilcgen in all. (12) For example, in a recent study in New Orleans,
Beasley found that although only 26% of the female population of the
city was classified as 'poor" by his criteria, this group of women
accounted for 56% of the live'births, 88% of the "visible" illegitimate*
births, and 68% of the births to women under 19 years,Of age. (13) As
a'matter of fact, 8 out of 10 of the "poor" women in the study had had
their first child .before the age of 18.

Another generalization which can be made on the basis of existing
data is that the younger the mother, the greater is the risk that her
child is born out-of-wedlock. (Table 1)

Table 1. Estimated :.11egitimacy ratios by age of'mother, U.S.-, 1965.

'Mother's
Aci e Percent of births illegitimate

<15 78.5
15 56.4
16 37.4
17 17t6
18 13.3

Source: U.S.. National Center for Health Statistics, 'Trends in Illegitimacy
United States, 1940-1965, Series 21, No. 15, Feb. 1968. p. 36.'

Race, Fertility, and Illegitimacy. Race is an independent variable
associated with teenage fertility and illegitimacy, but it is a.difficult
variable to interpret meaningfully. Overall fertility rates for non-
white women are higher in every age category than for whites, and the
percent excess of nonwhite fertility over white fertility is highest in
the teenage category, where nonwhites have a 69.3% higher fertility rate.

Overall reported rates of illegitimacy among women 15-19 years of age
were roughly 9 times as high for nonwhites as for whites in 1965. (14) This
statistic does not, however, ac Hunt for the considerable bias produced
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by the greater capacity of the white population to.hide this condition.
Therefore, the actual rates of.out-of-wedlock conceptions between the
racial groups may not be os different as this suggests. Moreover, the
ratio of nonwhite towhite illegitimate first births was only 5.8, where-
as the ratio. for second and subsequent illegitimate births was as high
as 14.7.

This implies that either the whites are more likely to marry before
the birth of The second child, or thAt.they are mor9liitely to use con-
traception, aErtion, or to change their life Style. This in turn may
well be due to the fact, that whites are fer more likely to receive the
needed services around the first pregnancy than are nonwhites. Herzog
states:

...services are far from sufficient and those we do.have are
not distributed evenly or efficiently. A disproportionate'a-
mount of social services have gone to those unmarried mothers
who are above the poverty line, who are white, and who are
likely to place their children in adoption. (10)

On the basis of these statistics, some believe that the nonwhite population
must consider out-of-wedlock pregnancy acceptable behavior. Actually this
is not so, and is contradicted to some extent by the fact that one reason
many nonwhites seek out services late or not at all is their desire 'o
conceal pregnancy as long as possible. (8) There is evidence that out-of-
wedlock pregnancy is not desired by the poor, but that it is tolerated to
a greater extent because of its apparent inevitability.

CAUSATIVE FACTORS IN TEENAGE PREGNANCY

It should be emphasized that a statistical association bbtween
poverty andlhigh fertility does not necessarily imply that one causes
the other, or if one is causal, the association does not, prove which one
is cause and which result. One could argue that being poor causes one
to marry early, or at leatt have coitis early. On the other hand, early
and frequent children produce financial strains on a young marriage or
on a young unwed mother. Moreover, both the pOverty and the high
fertility could result from other factors, such as discriminatory practices
In education and hiring.. If a man cannot maintain his self-image or
manhood because he is unable to find a job and because he is subjected
to discrimination over which he is powerless, siring children may be one
of the few available avenues for demonstrating his manhood.

Vincent has reviewed the history of ideas about the causes 4 out-of-
wedlock pregnancy, and he finds that one idea after another has had its
period of fleeing in "fashion". (15) For example, prior to 1930, there was
emphasis upon "theories pertaining to moral and inborn sources of be-
havior, and the emphasis on immorality, bad companions, and mental de-
ficience as causes of illegitimacy." During the 1930 .Ys there was
greater emphasis cn environmental sources of behavior, such as broken
homes and poverty. Dusing the late 1930's and 1940's there was "interest
in the concept of 'culture'," and illegitimacy was considered to be part
of a way of life for Certain population groups. Since that time there
has been greater interest in psychological and psychiatric explanations
of behavior, so that out-of-wedlock pregnancy has frequently been viewed
as the result of emotional problems, or as a means to try to satisfy
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unmet emotional nEsds, such as a loving relationship. There is
a common misconcep on that most Illegitimate children are the result'
of 'promiscuous" be vior. While it is true that the children are con-
ceived out-of-wedlock the relationship which resulted in a child was
usually a very meaningful one to the mother, and one which had usually
lasted for at least one to two years. (9) It would seem that many or
all of these factors may be involved in the etiology of early preg-
nancies, whether in yedlock.or out. states:

The factors that so far do not appear to stand up under analysis
as the major cause include low intelligence, broken homes, geo'
graphical mobility, and psychologicalor interpersonal disturbanceilb
Any of these factors may be involved in specific instances, but
none can Oe held mainly accountable for the problem. (10)

THE IMPACT OF TEENAGE PREGNANCY

The impact of early pregnancy is felt in many areas, some of which
are discussed below:

1. Forcing early marriage. It must be emphasized that all school-
age pregnancies are of concern, and not just those which result in out-
of-wedlock births. Wallace reports studies which showed that approximately
.011 of marriages between two high school students in California involved
premarital pregnancy, as did a high proportion of marriages in which the
woman was of high school age and the man was older. (4) This and other
factors lead to high rates of unstable marriages among teenagers.

2. Unstable marriages. Wallace states: "The highest divorce rate
is in the age group married at 15 to 19 yearn. The'divorce rate is 3
to 4 times higher among those married in their teens than among those
married at later ages. It is apparent that a high proportion of teenage
marriages are unstable and that there is great need for marriage counsel-
ing services in communities." (4)

3. High Neonatal Death Rates. Apart from the question of illegitimacy,
Stine, et. al: have shown that among Baltimore residents, the younger the
mother, the higher' the neonatal death rate (Table 2). (16)

Table 2. Neonatal ,eaCh rates by race and age of mother, Baltimore
residents,

Age of
Mother

1961.

Neonatal death rates/1000 Live Births
White Non-white Total

16 yrs:

17-19 yrs.

20 yrs.

23.0

20.3

16.9

42.8

33.8

27:4

35.8

27.5

21.7

4 .6 7
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The samJ relationships are found in fetal death rates and prematurity
rates.

4. Maternal' mortality. Pakter found that in New York City unwed
mothers had a higher mortality rate, clue primarily to puerperal infection
from illegal abortions. (7)

5. Repeat pregnancies. The late teenage period is one of the most
fecund periods in a woman's life. Beasley's study in New Orleans showed
that the "poor' mothers had an average of nearly 5 children by the
time they were 26 years old, despite the fact that 60% of them had not
wanted more than three children. (13) More than 90% of the "poor"
showed "marked ignorance" about reproductive physiology and family plan-
ning, and only 28% had used any form of conception control, compared to
85% of those in his study from the middle and upper income brackets. For
the United States as a whole, there are estimated tg be almost as many
second or higher order repeat illegitimate pregnancies.as there are first
illegitimate pregnancies. Some studies have found even higher rates of
recidivism. For example, in a follow-up study of a cohort of 100 unmar-
ried pregnant teenagers, Sarrel found that over a period of 5 years
following the initial out-of-wedlock delivery, they produced 240 more
children, or an average of 3.4 children per mother in a space of about 6
years.1(17) Some of these children viere born in wedlock and some out.

6. Interruption or cessation of education. Stine et. al. found that
in Maryland:

...pregnancy is the most frequent single physical condition causing an
adolescent to leave school prior to graduation. More than twice as
many adolescent females left school with pregnancy as the stated reason
than left school for all other physical or medical reasons. (16)

In his New Orlyans study Beasleound that those "poor" womenWho-h
first child before the age of I "were five'times as likely not t
their high school education as those who delayed their first child
beyond the age of 18.'L (13) For the most part, this interruption of
ucation is forced upon the mothers by our society. In 1966 Sauber an
Rubinstein reported that the requirement of the New York City Board o
Education (which was typical...,of others around the country) was that pregnan
girls must withdraw frdm regular school attendance until they have had their
babies. After their infant's arrival, these women, may return to school to
continue their education.' (9) It is to New York City's credit that it
changed these rules to permit pregnant teenagers to stay in regular school
thitughout pregnancy. Most school systems, however, have not changed their
regulations in this manner.

One problem is that, afer becoming a mother, it is more difficult to
return to regular school. Fatigue, financial problems, fear of ridicule,
and especially the difficulties in making adequate arrangements for the care
of the infants prevents a,large number from returning to school. Sauber
and Rubenstein found that only about half of the unmarried school age girls
returned to school after their babies were born, and of those who did return
about one-third had dropped out again by 18 months without graduating. ,Until
recently there had been almost no attempt in the United States to provide-
a real school equivalent for these mothers during,Tregnancy or to assist

4
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them in their return to regular school. One of the earliest attempts was
the Webster school in Washington, D.C., described in a study by Howard. (18)

7, Financial problems. No data could be found, regarding the financial
problems of all teenage parents taken together. It is known, however, that
a majority of the younger mothers are unmarried, and some data is available
for them. Pregnancies to teenage women from middle and upper income
families usually end in abortion, giving the baby up for adoption, or
marriage, which may be financially assisted by one or both families.
Sauber and Rubinstein found that approximately 45% of the unmarried mothers
who retained their babies were on welfare at some time during"the 18 month
period immediately following delivery. (9) Sarrel found that 60% of his
sample of 100.teenage unmarried mothers were on welfare at some time during
a five year period following delivery of their first child.

However, the belief that illegitimate children form the bulk of
children on welfare does not appear to be substantiated. Pakter et.al.,
found in 1961 in New York City that:

...contrary to popular opinion, the out-of-wedlock children
did not constitute the majority of children on the welfare
rolls. Of 193,376 children on the welfare rolls, as of August,
1959, 63 percent were born in wedlock. (7)

Sauber and Rubinstein found that approximately one-third of the
unmarried mothers were working 18 months after delivery, which raises
questions concerning completion of schooling, and the quality;. of mothering.
Suffice it to say that for the unmarried teenage mother, and probably
for most teenage parents, life is economically difficult at an age when
they are frequently ill-preparsdto cope with these problems. Financial
problems are undoubtedly, one of the stresses which contribute to the in-
stability of many teenage marriages.

8, Skills as parents- It'is difficult to see how high school age
mothers, particularly those who live alone, could become satisfactory
mothers without considerable help and support. A high percentage of the
younger (unmarried) mothers who kept their babies have come from broken
homes. (7,9) These studies, however, do not establish that; the
percentage is greater than for those from similar socio-economic groups who
do not have early pregnancies. vPsychiatrists are in essential agreement
that both parents are needed in the home for optimum psychosocial develop-
ment of the children. (30) What is not clear is whether or not it-is better
to have the husband and father around if he is inadequate and is a burden .

on the family. In all, the research on the effects of fatherless homes is
confused, and we cannot confidently assert that a child from a "broken home"
is more likely to have problems than is someone from a two parent home in
otherwise similar circumstances. (21) As Dr. Rene Dubos' has emphasized,
man has an amazing capacity to adapt to a large number of different cir-
cumstances.

What Needs to be Done?

On the basis of the above data it seems desirable for teenagers to
postpone childbearing until they are prepared to establish stable homes.
Factors which would encourage this preventing the occurance of an undesir-
able condition would be called primary Prevention° in Leavell's classification
of levels of health services. (22) The most basic approach to primary

14 9
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prevention is the subclassification of "health promotion". In the Case
of teenage pregnancy, health promotion would involve improving the economic,
social, emotional, and educational climate in which children are raised.
Inefact, Herzog cautiops against expecting too much from service programs
in the absence of this type of fundamental social change. (10)

Still under the category of primary prevention, efforts focused
specifically at preventing a particular problem,are termed "specific
protection". Few programs for the primary prevention of teenage preg-
nancy have been reported in the recent literature. A few community pro-
grams are now offering contraceptive services to teenagers regardless of
marital status. (23,24) Garland described an extensive, community wide
educationar effort in Harlem, which, however, lackdd evaluation (25)

If primary prevention has failed because :p.o unwanted conception
has occurred, then the mupods of secondary prevention may be applied. This
category also has two sundlassikicatmmas, the first being "early diagnosis
and prompt treatment'. Abortion fits into .this category, but a* has been ,

mentioned earlier, this is not greathy utilized by the poor. The ethical
and religious questions raised by both contraception and abortion have
been thoroughly discussed in a report of a symposium entitled BIRTH CONTROL

,

AND THE CHRISTION, and will not be discussed here. (26)

If for one reason or another a teenagc.mother does not interrupt her
pregnancy, programs to meet her needs could be described as "disability
limitation" in Leavell's classification. These programs seek to prevent
the undesirable medical, social, psychological, and educational results of
and existing pregnancy, and to assist the parent(s) to prevent unwanted.
children in the Iuture. Most existing service prograMs fall into this
category, but unfottunately, with rare exceptions, there has been little
careful effort to evaluate their success. (18,19)

In providing service programs for young teenage mothers, one must keep'
in mind that the problems of teenage parents, particularly those from
poverty situation, are on at lal,st two levels. The first is the level of
circumstances, where one'circumAtance (i.e. pregnancy) itself creates othA
circumstantial problems ( loss of education, financial problems, :confliqt,
with parents, etc.) Thus effective service programs must provide
coordinated assistance to the many problems such as giving medical, social,
financial, and educational services.

There is also another level of problems for the school age parents
from poverty areas: their life style. Although these characteristics are
sometimes overemphasized, the poor do tend to live with a deep sense of
fatalism and hopelessness, live on a day-to-day basis without much
planning for the future, and live with a general sense of alienation
from society at large. (27) There is a sense in which these attitudes are
justified by the Constant degradation, defeat, and powerlessness
experienced by the poor.: Nevertheless, services to parents from this
segment of society must take account of these attitudes, and work to
build self-respect and self-confidence, so that they can cope with their .

problems rather than accepting them with resignation. Moreover, the
alienation of these people makes them value personal relationships

4 A. 0
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highly, but fear and suspect large, impersonal medical and social institutions,
and rightlyNso, as the sociologist Andrew Billingsley has emphasized. In
commenting on the social ervices provided by welfare departments:

The most far-reaching and characteristic aspect of this service
strategy has been the lihited programs in selected communities,
in which very young,'upper middle class white female college
g without'any professional training have been hired by

lf re departments because they scorud'high on examination.
The have been given caseloads of sixty low income Negrojamilies:and
told to visit them once a month to see that they were not cheating
the government of money and-to provide casework serviceso''No one, with
the possible exception of politicians rind armchair reformats, could
consider this a reasonable - to say nothing of maximum - effortvto

' institute a service strategy. (28) p.187.

The Effectiveness of Current Efforts
,0

' We are in a state of crisis siegarding our current Wroaches'to providing
social, medical, and educational services to CDT societ, particularly to those
from minority groups and those whose poor. There is widespread doubt in
government and other .circles as'to whether we have a clear idea of how to
program our efforts to help the disadvantaged. Despite. this there has been
little effort - at least until recently - to build careful evaluation into
our service programs. Dr. Jack Elinson of Columbia has pointed out the dearth
of careful, controlled, prospective studies of the effectiveness of "social
action programs on health and welfare." (29) He could only find ten studies
which met his rather straightforward critera for an'adequate,evaluative
study during roughly a ten year period from the mid 1950's..to the mid 1960's.
And segarding these ten carefully performed evaluations, he comes to the
disturiiing conclusion that thilit is not an unduly harsh judgment to
make when I say that NONE OF THE TEN PROGRAMS OF SOCIAL INTERVENTION ACHIEVED
STRIKING POSITIVE RESULTS."4(Italics his)

It is perhaps not surprising that our current services are less
effective than we would desire. Helping people with multiple problems is
at best an immensely difficult and sensitive task. .Add to this the subtle 0

problems in communication and understanding (4hich occur between those of
different. social, cultural, and economic backgrounds, and the opportunities
for failure are apparent. Again Billingsley has put his, finger,on the
heart of the problem?

And even in...pilot projects and intensive service programs,
the conception of service has been restricted by the middle '

class, professional, psychological perspective. The fact is
however, we do aot know in a professional way what services are
required. We have not made sufficient efforts to find out from
the people involved. (28) p.188 a

It takes more humility than the average middle class professional is able
to muster to admit that he needs help from those he serve's in order to.be
an effective servant. The servant must truly bei4 servant if he is to be
truly effective. (30)
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The Role of Society's Valued

Proverbs 19:4 tells us that 'Wealth maketh many friondo, but the
poor to separated from his neighbor.' This, I would hold, in not a
atatement of a desirable condition, but rather an astute observation
of fact. The poor, in our society are, in fact, isolatdd and alienated,
and few moreso than the young pregrwlet teenager.

The poor are isolated because the rich and Cho middle clans have
violated them, by fleeing to suburbs; and by a thousand other more
nubtle (and often unrecognized) 0qhniquen that are lumped together by
many under the term raCieM". Few feel thin inolation more than the
pregnant teenager, married,or unmarried, who in forced to leave her
nchbol an though she had 00140 dread diocese. In fact, teenage pregnancy
(especially that which in out-of-wedlock) in such a throat to middle
class values, that the educational system has nought to get rid of it
by ostracil3M. Preghant teenage girls are quite literally "outcantn" in
our society. One early school for pregnant teenage girls had, to be
established in an administration building, because the educational
authorities didn7t even want it in the name building with the rent of
the atudents. They did not want th other children "contaminated". I

canno,t. find justification for thin response in the Now Tentament. In
fact, Christ became involved in dioputeo with the Pharisees over thin
very point when they condemned him for annociating with "Dinners ", soma
of whom were adulterers. 131) Chrint'a response opeakri clearly to our
situation: it is the sick who need the physician, not the well, they
need help that they may go and sin no more. But our wealthy society
is more concerned to take care of its own, an we have soon above, than
to help those in most &acetate need. It was clear"that the Pharisees
were not interested in helping the poor, other than by a certain amount
of ostentatious giving (cf, the parable of the good Samaritan). The
parallels to our wealthy society poem clear: we will'help by paying
a certain Amount of taxes and, by giving to the,United Fund, but plea&
stay away from us!

The hypocrisy of the educational expulsion is clear, since only
the female suffers this. She is uifortunate enough to 4show physical
evidence of her behavior, but the'male, who is often the egret:if:tor in
producing the child, is not kept out of school since he shoWs no evidence.
The message to the other students is clear: it is OK an long an you
don't get caught".

Vincent has pointed'out.thelarger hypocrisy of our society in
which we "inadvertently ehcourage, if nbt explicitly condone; the cause
(illicit .5m5ition), and explicitly coneumand condemn the result
(illicit pregnancy)." (15) Our society uses sex as a Means to
profit in all of the mass modla, and yet is upset where this stimulation
has the probable ...fleet of increasing sexual awareness and activity. The
Hebrew-Christian tradition firmly condemns fornicatioh and adultery and
I suspebt it al& condemns the modern use of sex as a tool forlprocit.
Are not our youth being led into temptation?

4 2
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/Put not only hab our aocioty encouraged Outhful sexual behavior
through the trine mcdip, while condemning the result, tt has also
encouraged teenage pregnanty by porMitting the problems of poverty
in our society to grow to heir current magnitude. Thin has been_
allpwed to proceed ao far because the wealthier groups have caused
themselveo to by "peparatod from the poor". qany distorted ideas
about the poor have developed within the suburban middle clans ghettori,
and many have punitive overtones. For eJtaimply, it is common to believe
that the prodomanant couch, of poverty 19 laziness]. Dec.:tura) of thin,
the government has established a ayste6 of welfare baried on a fear of
rewarding the lazy. The result is levels of public annintance co low
an to rob the recipients of any prbspeet of docent living conditions.

. The end result is degradation, 100G of nelf-reopecte and hopelesnnesa,
which to outward appearances may appear as 'animist:), but which coukd
more accurately bo termed "defeat'. Those attituden, of course.
mitigate againstthe poor coping With their current problems, and
they are edDily panned on to the next goeeration.

Society fears visible immorality an well as laziness, no that
there han been strong prensure upon legislators to reduce the AFDC
payments to mothers, particular'ly the increment for subsequent children.
Do that the AFDC will not be found to be "rewarding immorality". nut
in fact, many, .if not most, welfare mothers are married, and subsequent
children wt1 be the husband's. The net effect bf thin attitudeof
middle clans society Is well summarized by Herzog)

And the few relevant studio.. available show that giving
services and support doer.) not increase them (out-of-wedlock
births), Births out-of-wedlock do appear to he increacted,
however. by programs thdt put .4opremium on /a.therleas homer)
by refuntnq aid to Lunation containing an able-bodied man.
regardless of 1iiti support. 110)

Billingsley believes that the welfart. system, by reguaring a recipient
family to bo without a male head, was Mare a cause than a result
of the black family disintegration emphanized by Moynihan)

using 1960 ,:encti, Moynihan concluded that nearly 1/4 of Nerap
families were headed by females. The large proportion of
fatherless famaiien led him to conclude that Negro fatally woo
disintegrating and failtn9 to prepare the Negro child to Make
his way in the world. ...--Mfact just the reverne was happening. (213.D.199)

Bilidgaley discusses the diffici.4ies in removing the punitive attitudes
from theXUelfare legislation to out. Chrintia: nation:

Even after the focus on services and the Interest in family
stability entered the national thinking around 1962, and thd
Congress was persuaded to abandon the custom of requiring anem-
pleyed men to desert or divorce their wives in order for their families
to be supported, only eighteen of the fifty states have adopted

-16
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thin provision andficiclt It sslble for such families to stay
together and bollupported. ...Not a single southern otate, for
example, has taken advantage of the federally supported option to
oupport dependent children while their father, though unemployed,
remained in the home with his family.' In many otatoo, the hus-
band dnd father must not only abandon hie family, but muot be gone
for a period of time (up. to ninety days in California) before the
family can by considered eligible for this federal oupport. Thus
it is clearly not thy, absence of an income strategy, but the pro-
ounce of a wholly inadequate and dysfunctional income strategy,
which has failed to stabilize Negro family life...(20, p.188)

Pakter's studies in New York City,clid not oupphrt the idea that welfare
encourages having more children.

The belief that unmarried women on welfare' rolls repeat
the pregnancy un order to obtain additional grants to
erroneous. our sti.dy indicated that parity for the unmar-
ried Negro and Puerto Rican women war, essentially the same
whether she was a recipient of welfare assistance or not. (7)

The way out of the prevent dilemma is likely to bo in the direction of
providing more, not fewer, services to teenagers.

Conclusions

It is my thesis that neither social nor scriptural data support the
punitive attitudes0diocusaed above. Rather the scriptural message and the
social need would 'seem to .require special efforts to help this group out of
the vicious cycle of the problems they face. Before this will really be
possible, Wowever, society must change its attitudes, so that fear of
rewarding the lazy And immoral does not undermine the efforts to help those
in need. Society must also readjust its financial priorities to provide
a realistic attack on the condition which contribute to poverty and
farriullc breakdown. These changes are dictated by-biblical concern for
social Justice. The solutions to [he social problems of.today will be
no earlier than were the solutions to the health problems of a century
ago; in fact, they may be considerably mAre difficult and costly. But

Aa a society - ,uld as individuals - who claim to hold to the Hebrew-
Christian system of values, we cannot do otherwise.

If
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Exuma C.

Community Pi.ogs4i,ms For Adolescent
Parents And Their Babies, The Role
Of The State Department'Of Health

Mary R. Langton, M.A., A.C.S.W.; Marion E. Eisnor, R.N., M.A.
Medical Social Work Consultant. Public Health Nursing Consultant

In previous issues of the monthly bulletinIII we havt described'the attempts of
the state department of health to improye medical and social services for
unmarried mothers The program which began in 1952, in the maternal and child
health section, has been known as "Coordinated Medical and Social Care for
Illegitimatt ly Pregnant Women and Their Babies Born Out of Wedlock, a title
which now sounds hopelessly old fashioned This article will describe the
development of the program to meet the needs of our changingtIi215,rt.

In the eighteen years since the program began, there have been gradual but
pronounced changes trt the whole out-of-wedlock picture, not only in

Connecticut. but nationwide Although the number of babies born, out of
wedlock c.riitinues to increase in Connecticut (up from 4,037 in 1%8 to 4,518
in oto.a I 2"; rise), social and moral attitudes toward illegitimacy are in a state
of 'transit,on These attitudes vary so greatly in different socio-economic
sub-culturt., of our society that there is no longer agreement as to how serious a
problem o'it-of-wedlock pregnancy is or how best to deal with the parents and
their hates When y nu ng motion picture stars freely discuss their
out-of-wewock pregnancies and proudly present their babies to society through
news media, the youth of this society becomes keenly aware of our uncertain
social values

Although the state department of health has been concerned primarily in
assuring good medical care and social sets ices tot unwed mothers in order to
prevent lirahh,,and social problems. it has inevitably also been concerned with
attitudes In order for the mothers to receise care as early JS possible. efforts had
to he marie to influence attitudes of professionals toward the unwed pregnant
girl It these attitudes were punishing, the girl's tears would be intensified She
would retreat truth using the yet, services set up to help her with her

Connecticut State Department of Health (1-71) 300
Reprinted from the

Connecticut Health Bulletin 84,12 (December) 1970
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"problem-. On the other hand, if attitudes were too permissive, many feared it
would encourage out-of-wedlock pregnancy Helping physicians, nurses;' social
workers and educators serving the girls to steer a course between these two
extremes was an essential pail of the program. In order to do-this, the focus of
the prograin was on the promotion of good preventive health care which would
be more likely lo produce a healthy baby. Early social service could enable the
girl to make a healthier social adjustment herself and help her make a sound plan
for her 'baby. In spite of the fluCtuating social values, this aim has given a steady
and realistic function through the eighteen years of the program.

PHASE I

From 1952 until 1966 the program developed from a limited service to three
rural counties to a statewide program. In the beginning, efforts were directed
toward reaching individual physicians, nurses and social workers through
meeting with hospital staffs, public health nursing agencies, social service
agencies, and committees from the Connecticut Medical Society. Physicians were
encouraged-to call upon social agencies and public health nurses to assist the girl.
The agencies were encouraged to call physicians.to assure early medical care and
to coordinate their efforts The development of this inter-disciplinary
communication became one o ..,the most important accomplishments of the
program. At first the progra staff (maternal and child health physician, medical
social work consultant, public health nursing consultant) received many calls
from these professionals, asking for information about how to effect referrals.
However, as communical n improved, this intermediary step became less
necessary.

In order to fteilitate the refe ral process, the program made funds available to
pay for the prenatal and postpartum medical care of the pregnant girl and for
hospital care of the mother and baby. This financial assistance, which was
provided by the U. S. Children's Bureau funds for the program, was available for
girls not eligible for any .type of public welfare assistance and was contingent
upon the.g4r1 receiving both medical and social services. Soon the referrals to the
program were coming almost entirely from social agencies. They saw to it that
the girl received medical care and gave counselling to her and her family. Patients
were never seen by the program staff, an arrangement which helped to
strengthen the relati(in'ship between the girl and the social agency. By 1968,191
girls a year were receiving this financial aid from the program. Most were
middle-class white girls who were placing their babies for adoption. They or their
families had marginal incomes. Young clerical workers who were self supporting
were the largest group referred.

PHASE II

In 1904 the department began the out-of-wedlock study described in the article
in the February 1970 bulletin. The following facts were highlighted by the
study:
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started (stall the act is, participatiOn'of
ncies and the special pupil services of the schoi.1

.0"''''Nkb.s.

A slight modification has been made for a proj t centering
around Middletown. Here a regional approach is being tried. The Mt ll staff, at
the invitation of one of the social agency difectors, approached the Middlesex
Area Interagency Council to interest them in developing a program covering the
fiftvn towns in the Middlesex area. The Council formed a sub-committee which
wrote a proposal for MCH funding for a planner to develop a regional program.
Two part-time people were employed'by the Council o June 1970, to beg}9 this
task. The first girls to be brought into the program were from Long Lane School.
The social work director who had formerly worked in the state department of
health, was eager to use the new progratli to help the pregnant girls at the 'school,

.4

Norwalk: In November 1969, the medical social work consultant of the
maternal and child health section asked the executive director of the Greater

'Norwalk Community Council to meet with her to discuss how asrogram could
be developed in Norwalk. The maternal and child health staff were invited to
meet with the Council's Adolescentylothers Committee had been meeting
for many months to consider how to provide impr

1
ved services for these

mothers. The hospit professionals, who have a special interest-in adolescents,
have been very active, along vy19./the representative of the schools and local
health and'social agencies. A coordinator is expected to begin a program,before
January 1971.

Hartford: In Hartford an altogether different approach has been taken. The
committee which had planned for the Interagency Services for School-Age
Mothers five years ago is now concerning itself with-coordination of services to
all unwed mothers,'The MCH staff, which was active on this committee,
suggested using MCH funds for a planner-coordinator who has been employed by
the Greater Hartford Community Council to assure that services are improved,
the gaps in services spotted, and new services developed. The planner is assisted
not only by the professional advisory committee (which includes the MCH
medical social work consultant), but by a community committee of concerned
citiLens representing the consumers of service.

Since the Interagency Services program has now been taken under the direction
of the Hartford Board of Education, Mal funds have been 'given to ts.a
community agencies to supplement the services of the school department. The
Child and Family Services of Connecticut is providing additional follow-up
service and research for evaluation. The Hartford Visiting Nurse Association is
providing a special instructor from the Parents Association for Childbirth
Education. She will work with the public health nurse from the VNA who is
assigned full time tothe school program.

ill` , 01111
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Oth;r Aspects of MCH Staff Consultition

It is needless to say that hours of valuable time have been given 6y the MCH

staff, as well as by the local committee members, to work out sound plans which

would Involve all elements of the community in active participation on these

new projects. As the ongoing programs grow, many unmet needs are uncovered.

Additional tigencies have been asked to join the committees. Physicians,
especially obstetricians and Pediatricians, have been 'kept informed by the

committees, the coordinators, and the MCH staff. Services have been modified

tb better meet the needs of the adolescent mothers. Some hospitals have
re-scheduled prenatal clinics to give special attention to these girls. Staff of city

health departments, Model Cities programs and community-action agencies have

been involved to assure that new programs fit into plans for overall community

service development. MCH staff has met with representatives of the Department

of Community Affairs, the State DepartMent of Education (Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation and Bureau of Pupil Personnel and Special
Educational Services) to discuss how they could contribute' to the program
services. The State Welfare Department, the Department of Mental Health, and
the Department of Children and Youth Services have been kept informed of the
MCH staff statewide efforts in behalf of young parents. Although the MCH staff
has encouraged local committees to ask consumers of services to join them, in
only a few committees has this been possible as yet. However, it remains an
important goal bf the programs.

As local programs have developed, MCH staff consultation.has been given to

encourage there to expand from a narrow focus on unwed mothers to a broad
one of concern for teen age parents. It i generally agreed that young married
couples have as many problems as unAd ..mothers. Increasingly the young
fathers are being brought into the programs. It has been found that fhe boys will

come to see those who show genuine interest in the girls. The , o, need help as

troubled youth and as young fathers.

Interest in follow up for the young family has, increased as a result of these

programs. It is apparent that often after the baby is six months or a year old,

serious problems arise in areas as child care, intra-family conflicts, job training
and employment. The agencies are committed to follow uervices to the young

parents for as long as they need help. It is hoped this investment of effort by the

agencies and by the MCH staff will pay off in healthy family life.

Evaluation of the community programs has been difficult. Although the program
goals have been clearly, spelled out, measuring success in reaching them is a

complex process. The goals of the programs are genep4Ily as follows: 1) to

improve prenatal and postnatal medical care for the mot-her and health care for

the child; 2) to enable the girls to continue or complete their schooling during

pregnancy; 3) to coordinate services to the girls from various social, educational,
recreational and health agencies; 4) to assure the girls return to school or to job
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Most of the 3049 unwed mdthers were very poor (over one-half were receiving
public assistance).

Sixty-five pekent were keeping their babies.

Most of those who kept their babies wereNegro or Puerto Rican (90.3% of
the Negro babies and 93.3% of the Puerto Rican babies went home with
their mothers).

Forty-three percent of the 635 mothers who were in schoollerceived no
. special schooling during piegnancy,

, Only 69% of the mothers were k n to have received regular prenatal
medical supervision; most did not begin regular medical care untiL the fifth
month or later.

Thirty-eight and five-tenths percent of the white mothers:37.4% of the
Negro mothers, and 32% of the Puerto Rican mothers were teenagers.

Thirty -eight percent of the mothers had at least one previous out -of- wedlock
pregnancy,

It became apparent even before the study was published in 1969 that the
program would have to be changed in order to provide services for the majority
of unwed mothers who kept their babies. The study showed that these girls did
not go to Social agencies other than welfare departments for financial help. This
included almost all of the Negro and Puerto Rican girls.

A decision Was made to gradually phase out the old program which was based on
out giving financial assistance to girls referred by social agencies and to find new
ways of reaching this larger group of mothers. Most of them were, by virtue of
poverty and immaturity, greatly in need of help for themselves and their babies.

Through reading about programs in other states12) and through previous
experience in working with several Connecticut communities which had
developed special programs for pregnant school girls[31, possibilities were seen
for preventive public health work and for spending program funds and using
staff time in developing community programs for teenagers having their first
babies. This group seemed to offer the most favorable prognosis for
rehabilitative efforts. It was also a group which could attract the most public
interest and sympathy because of their youth. Interest in this group is high
beca,use they are considerigh risk from a medical and social point of view.
They seem to have so many needs which are best met by an inter-disciplinary, .
community approach. Previous program contacts with hoppitals, physicians and
agencies could be used to build a new type of progrim. In May 1968 the
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program statewide advisory committ.,,., made up df repiesentatives of these
agencies, agreed that this new focus was, needed and approved and encouraged
program changes to more realistically meet the needs of unwed mothers.

Waterbury: In July 1968, the first opportunity came to participate in the
development of what have come to be referred) to as community-based
comprehensive programs for teenage parents". Through two social agencies it
was learned that a committee had been meeting at the YWCA in Waterbury to

L develop Such a program. The committee, typical of groups organized in other
communities, was composed of representatives of the schools and social and
health agencies concerned with unwed mothers. The staff of the state maternal
and child health program was invited to meet with the Waterbury committee.
After a number of planning meetings, a proposal was written requesting funds
from the MCH program to provide a coordinator who would direct a project to

I try to reach all teenage pregnant girls. The committee was to -hire the
coordin'ator and act as the policy-making body. All the agencies agreed to Make
referrals to the project and to provide services. The ViSiting Nurse Association
agreed to provide instruction in prenatal and infant care; the two family agencies
to do individual-and group counselling; the Nutrition Council to give nutrition
education and supervise lunch; the Board of Education to provide teachers for

. either homebound instruction or clasSes in a special school. Within six months
the Board of Education had agreed to hold the special school in the YWCA
where ,the girls had been coming for the rest of the -program. The committee
continued to meet to iron out problems and to plan how to meet gaps in
services, e.g., infant day care. The staff of the MCH program continues to serve
on the committee and to give consultation as needed. After three years of MCH
stimulus for funding for the project, local funding has been obtained by the
committee, thus permitting utilization of MCH funds elsewhere in the state for
similar projects.

Stamford: While the Waterbury project was developing, the MCP staff started
working with a similar committee which had been organized in .itamford. In
June 1969, MCH funds were given to the Stamford City Ffealth Department for
a coordinator. As in Waterbury, the coordinator, hired by the community
committee, directs a program which includes academic instruction, health
education, instruction in prenatal and child care, social service and vocational
counselling. The coordinator is active in reaching out to find all teenage mothers,
including scitool drop-outs, and to see that they receive services. The committee,
including the MCH staff, meets regularly to decide on matters of policy and to
find ways to meet emerging needs of the girls.

Meriden: In September 1969, the MCH staff was asked by the director of the
Meriden YWCA for help in planning a project for teenage parents. As a result of
MCH staff consultation, a community committee was formed. After many
meetings, a plan was written and a Coordinator was hired with MCH funds. In
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training or employment whenever appropriate; 5) to identify unmet needs and
to plan how to meet them; 6) to assure follow-up services for as long as they are
needed to strengthen the young family.

The programs so far have demonstratei that many girls want and will get the
schooling they need, rather than drop out as they often did in the past. Because
of the increased individual attention they receive through special schooling,
some girls return to regular school with a better academic record than they had
formerly and a more positive attitude toward education. Through prenatal and
health instruction they gain new knowledge °about their bodies, so.that the
ignorance which may have, contributed to their becoming pregnant can be
dispelled..,They keep their medical appointments, not only because someone is
checking to see that they do, but also because they understand how it will help
them and their babies to be healthier. Education in child care can add a new
dimension to their feelings for the importance of their new role as parents. Many
girls-report that for the first time they feel someone cares what _happens to them.
They begin to show that they, too, are about themselves and their babies'
future. This growing self-esteem will, hopefully, have positive results for
improved family relationships and for expanded life goals.

It seems that by reaching these young people in a time of crisis, much
groundwork can be laid for future growth in mental and physical health.
Although the programs cannot guarantee that the'girls will not have other babies
out of wedlock, their increased sense of worth and self-confidence should help
some of them to avoid having another baby for whom they are not ready. It is
hoped that they will team new ways of handling their personal and social
problems whin will enable them to make a goqd social adjustment, as well as to
achieve rsonal fulfillment.

There is no way to evaluate Ole long-range goal of strenghtening family life
although healthy family life is thought to- be one of the deterrents to
out-of-wedlock pregnancy. Some evidence may show up as the babies reach
school age. Hopefully, they will be 'healthier, happier children, with fewer
emotional handicaps for learning.

Future Plans

The MCH Section of the Connecticut State Department of Health plans to
continue to work with communities to develop services for and with young
parents: MCH staff will remain active on the committees in the programs already
funded: Hartford, Stamford, Waterbury, Norwalk, Meriden and Middlesex areas.
As thse programs obtain funding from other sources, hopefully after a
three-year demonstration period, state MCH money will be available for new
programs.
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Now that all the major Connecticut cities have developed programs Oridgepor
and New Haven have well-established programs not fundedeby MCH), a .regional
approach is being considered. For example,' plans are being made to work with
Area Cooperative Educational Services (ACES), a regional federally-funded
educational program covering sixteen towns surrciunding New Haven, to devplop'.
a program in this area.

Conclusion

In the eighteen years of the program's duration, many of t e bartiers to
education and health care for unwed mothers have been lower d. Financial
assistance through medicaid is often available now.'Me4hers have m _re option%
in planning for themselves and for their babies' fultire. Revertheless, here is still
much, to be done to help all young parents: Even if family planning ervices and
abortions become more readily available, there will continue to be some
out-of-wedlock births. The mothers and bies are going to need not only
improved, readily accessible health, educatio d social services, but new
resources, such as half-way houses, where the one-parent family can live with
built-in child care and other supportive services for education and training.
Profitable areas of exploration may be in premarital and marital counseling for
young people and education to prepare them for responsible parenthood.

Many of the areas of need lie outside of the diiect influence of.tthe state
department of health as they are part of the pathology of our society. There is
need for new approaches to public education, public welfare assistance,
unemgloyment, and hdusing.Muchemore has to be done to improve family life.
Education for family living in a pluralistic society is a necessity if our youth are
to achieve maturity and stability.

The state department of health will continue to have a role ,in stimulating -ale
development ofe new services and in influencing public 'attitudes, with the
long-ringe \goal of strengthening the capacities of 'young parents, both unwed
and wed, to cope with the stresses of a complex, changing societ-Y, so that they
can rear childreu who are healthy in mind and body.
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7htr..vt shoal age mothers retc,als that the risk of.
prearaturi i nd perinatal death increases >.' earls in their

se( ond and third pregnancies .

Introduction

Approstmatels ASO speCtal programs have been desei
oped in America over the last to years which provide
medical, educational. and social services to school age
peins The medical component of these programs vane"
considerably . some programs merely refer clients elsewhere
for medical care and some provide obstetric and:or
pediatric care along with educational and social services
'This paper rep8rts some of the findings from a 5-year
prospetise evaluative study of a comprehensive program
for school age inothers which integrated obstetric care with
other services The health at birth of the index infant I the
product of the pregnancy which brought the mothers into
the special program and, hence the re rely sample) is

s Dr Jekel. Ms Harrison, Mr Bann. ft and Ma Tyler
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Education, anti Welfare This article was prnented at the
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.
coMgared with the health of subsequent infants born to the
same mothers.

An earlier report from this project cog-luded that the
infants born to mothers served by the comprehensive
program-mere significantly more healthy at birth than were
,infants born to a control group who received tradltionq
obstetric clinic rare.' The questions being considered in the
present paper are Ill did the apparent health b(neflt (or the
index infant also hold for infants born subsequently". and
1211r not, why not'

The Special Program

The Young Mothers Program (Y1i1P) in New Haven.
Connecticut, provided educational and special services
through the Polly T. McCabe Center as well aiobstetric and
social services through the YaleNew Haven Mapltal. where
a special clinic was established tcl serve school age mothers
exclusively'. Continuity of care was emphasized from the
7th month on. and the obstetrician or nurse-midwife who
provided prenatal care was usually the one who delivered
the baby for at leitst was present at the delivery) and
followed the mother thrqugh her postpartum period. The
social workers held two or three intake interviews with each
young moiler and then saw her as needed. Group sessions
were offered qt whi..-11 is wide range of topics was discussed
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relevant h, prVinlilli delivery tontrareption shad tare
and retail:m:1M'pi with awn Many of the young [utiliser+
were no longer eligible for the YMP dont duptig their
tutelequenepregnamtes betause of age and soma who were
eligible were not referred Co the tpetial slinit it did lull
shosue to return to it Therefore. for most subsequent

prenatal tart was obtained ni the I rollai
ukstetne flint"

l'h Stud; Method

The Irnith at birth and in the immerhat4 poulparlurn
penud of INV tnde z infants was **unpaved with that of thr
Nil 103 tutormient infants ,blarn.lts a I ohori of I/10 y *sung
mothers who eel/Weird for prenatal care fur their index
pregnant y in the Young Ititheh Clink of the Yale Stew

` Maven flo,pital tin werirsipfraiber I 19117 and June 10
110'1 111 ,t1 thr i surtg moth." were under I el ,rears.

n reed and modern* of \,w Mateo at toe time they
, tried for air 1.1, the special obartro hour 'don of

nem ;95 per sent; were nonwhite and intsA were poor 10
had [frittered one 'infant previously and too more had
delivered tour p to intake oilo the pnigrain The
;mows data omne were hovital and einergenn

m retort the Yale 'sew Howl Hospital these
data were upplentented 133 retard, front the Hospital of t
Rapti. I .I0v .4.1. other loops tat m thr Stew D.., era
and from is rail .14: form', 1104.1 let 4411, tad
po.tp:11.11 sl the totes 1.1,11, And all bull
V." f 11. 1,1 .dr.etrttIt t.hie eft givilsereti at the

11e, 11.rspil.11 I heftlam 11.1, primary ,tuns.
..inpaeaaile fur Monist all I I delo.rit .

P volang

Method of Trmenation

R. tht end ..f the follow op period January II 19 ?.:
:o of the Iran moth., n the .41711, populai sinew ere found
to have dellsered tree tar num. .i.bsequent infant. of
Merl, gr.tat son or more I Iht. Vale Stew 'toren Hospital
and them had denvertql a total of l01 hahit In addition
II pootneos,j abortion.. were mottled among I de
mother, 22 mess, eti abortion. were frond

..011,1/ 2 moth.... Altd one oung mother had a self
.rtritn ed .drornon The tour numhef of Ind,. eat hortom
ontgr.I. that lerna0rr. will boov to terminate a %oho.
quentaplegnaint when the alternator of bortion legal
and avilifable

Comparison of Health at Birth among I ndes and Subs.
quint Babai

Ihe moil .Irking finding was the opal* antis hry(her
nsk if perinatal morthts and prentaiunts among the JO t
.ubsequent titan,, than among the IRO ,reties infants

c

4231

SURVIVAL

Stoic of the 101 suburgurnt 711f1013 (he'd ill the
perinatal period compared to two of the IMO index infanta
Ninon* the nine subsequent perinatal death. dim wen
eight hebdomadal deaths and one stillbirth. two of these
infants the tame mother The subsequent infanta,
ienrfore. had rale of death almost 9 (inlet that of the

.ale infants different', this largo would occur by
iban,e m Ern than one raft in 1000 Clearly, subsequent
tubten born 2 to 4 ran Imo:illy lens than 2 3'00/1
following an Inittal-schosd pretnancy had a signifkantly
higher risk of ;wood., death dud did their older

PREMATURITY

Twenty tight of the subsequent infant. 127 per sent)
wrre of lowlirth weight, under 2500 gni )Table IL which
in over tvettc. the proportion of pnimatures in the inbre,
group, and Is even higher than the 23 per rent premature
rare reported by Waters in 19119 hi/ subsequent driterrta, to

Strong imothen Low birth weight is muted with, and is
presumably-a, causative factor in, MI &ON around tire
time 'of birth The rangy of the bath weight to the nine
infants who died was between 580 and 2220 gm Only two
sword over 2009 gm thirty twu per rent of the thfants
of low birth weight died, none died who weighed 2500 gm
of more

Facton Anomie(' with High Risk '

Two factors ale apparent the study population
delivered Ims healthy babes in subsequent delivertini than in
the initial WW1 despite the fart than the mothers were older
second, prematurity was the most important immerhate
came if perinatal death The following will be rontidered
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mrsilst. reasons for the high rate of pomusturttY panty
detisK to .ption intervels prenatal rate, and differ
., es bet we. n mother.,

Parity

lb. number of previous deliveries was gloss oiled
uttnifirantlY with .unreal Considering index end subs*
giant deliveries at the Yale %e* lbws Ilicpitail only first
lurch, had Mk f pennatal death or tans than I per rent

nand birth. ; per rent and thud births 1 per 'rot The
tresponding prematurity reel ant011it these infant. Wear

I I Per cent p.1 rent and 13 pet rent liable it
For *tango ii then( twenties iecnsnd dll.yrte. tnrolre

In not if prematurity and perinatal loss than fint
delciens *huh a in contrwsi} to th pattern "b-treed
=ring Mese teenagers ' The incrernid ink in subsequent
Pregipinrie. anning^these young mothro, appears to ha,,,
resulted foam th interaction between age and panty, I r
high parity In a young mother pryduced high risk r the
ntettlanI.M. for this 'menu Non MA, be physiological
IN tors writ in °Willson/11 drill its and or hormonal
immaturity or tortal and environmental Anton such as
poy.rry and inadequate health tare

Dolovery to Conception Interval
e.

In rioter for woman to have marvel pregnancies in her
tertty conception. must oty Ur at 01011 interval. Prasibis
vine of the far tors leading So ertletUr111/ and pron./:1
death was the length of the interval brtavern thr previous
deliVery and the subjetto.nt i onception fiversoong mother
might not hare had enough time to prepare phy oologir
and nototionalls for a new piegnancs

oil hot two of thy ottateqUent tiellyen, were to
women who very under 10 yea, tit age when they
delivered
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I hr number of months between the previosts delivery
and the subsequent conception win calculated for the
subsequent deliveries If a delivery was less than tens, the
approstmete gestation interval was estimated from the birth
weight Contrary lu expection, a ono way analysis of
variance showed no statistically significant difference
between the average ronteption intervals for the various
outcome categories Cribb 31

Prenatal Car:

In both irides and subsequent pregnancies, strong
relationship was demonstrated between the number of
Prenatal elsits and the outcome of the delivery, Ise , women
who made fewer polnatal visits Wet! mote likely to deltyrl
prematurely or to have their infanta the in the perinatal
period" this finding can be partly explained by the fact of
prematurity, which reduce* the number of prenatal visits
woman can mate'

The mothers who had subsequent deliveries sought less

ti
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taro for the subsequent than fur the index pregnancy All
kept at Waal one rluut appointment during the index
pregnancy anti the average number of appointment. kept
was 7 7 FM' the subsequent deliveries. seven In per cent)
relented no prenatal are And the average number of
appointments kept wm !) I Of the nine pentatal deaths.
two of the mothers had no visits. five had pnly one. one
had three, and the Mal id one were unknown Some of the
death. might have been prevented had the mothers tought
earls and regular tare, but this association cannot by shown
to be causal

Dell seances between Mothers

R err !tie mother. who delivered again differenetrorn
thine who didmot in ways that may have influenced
obstetrn cult nies' our categories will be analy red
prey sistling i tura. terestos parlor ipation., in the special
pro obstetru outs times for the index pm:flan, and
oitssequen ire status

PRE XISTING CHARACTERISTICS

1 he two gnu d.d not differ significantIN on any or
ihe following preexisting charm lemurs age. rare, religion.

tomononie quartile, length or reodence in New Haven,
nber in the household. ordinal position. birthprace.

rdut ational vans appropriateness of grade reser, number of
parents in the hip...hold. welfare status, .3r number of
pre. ious pngnanrles

PROGRAM PARTICIPATION

Vi OM., who delivered again participated less in the
glen programs For example the mothers who latex had
subsequent infants attended the mtcial educatronal pro
gram a lows perremage of the days (or which don were
eligible and participated le, at hitt\ in the group Se,100,

the mothers who delivered again also made leWer
prenatal visits during the in des pregnancy. Although this did
not appear to influent,. obstetru outcomes adserwly for
that piegnani v I-heir average number of elm. visits during
the index {lregrnanry was 7 7 rompand to 91 visits fyr
those who did not have subsequent deliveries 17 - 2 76177-8r
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- 178. p O011 This difference was partly explained by
the fart that those mothers who later had subsequent
children came for care about PI weeks later In OstatIon
during the index pregnancy and kept a lower percentage of
clinic appointments These differences In participation
during the index pregnancy may reflect subtle differences

social, psychullical, and or environmental factors which
affected the uutcomea of subsequent pnnancirt either
directly or through redrird prenatal care

INDEX OUTCOMES

No significant difference could be found between the
79 maiden who delivered again and the 101 who did not in
the obstetric results of the index pregnant". (Table 41 Nur
did the tart) group* differ on any othei index of maternal
and child health during the index pregnancy As a group.
those mothers who delivered again evidently were biolugb
rally as able to produce healthvchildren as those who did
not the results a the subsequent deliveries, therefore, du
not reflect selection process whereby the mothers at
highest risk were those whit delivered again.

SUBSEQUENT LIFE STATUS

The mother. having subsequent habit, differed from
those who did not on a number of indicators of life status
at 15 and 26 month, postpartum. For example, they were
less likely to be In school and lobe working However, it is
difficult to interpret these data as indicating a dlfferSnce
between the index and subsequent mothers, because the
vein fact of having another pregnancy may be the
explanation for its schooling and employment

!)tseuunlori

During the past decode, special interest has been
(mused on the very young mother, and many programs
have been established to reduce her obstetric risks Lem
attention has been focused on those mothers having
subsequent pregnanciet, perhaps because it has been

assumed the added Near OF Iwo between pregnancies
reduced obstetric risk. or perhaps because program staff are
not aware of the problems of these same girls as they

FA131.4 ObanHue Outcomes of Ind. Pullman,. hi Stituaquan1 chow.",
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become older, since they are less likely to use special
services. However, this study indicates that subsequent
infants are at greater obstetnc risk than those infants
delivered previously, when the mother received special
services for her initial pregnancy More attention should be
given to subsequent pregnancies among teenage girls, both
from a service and a research viewpoint.

The reasons why sonseof these mothers had little or no
prenatal care for subsequent pretnenctes ale not apparent.
The fact that these mothers also Sought less care.for the
index pregnancy than thine mothers without subsequent
pregnancies suggests that they had less understanding of the
importance of obstetric care, or that something in the home
situation interfered with clinic attendance.

The JIMP, which assisted the young mothers to achieve
good obelartrie outcomes during the index pregnancy, did
not appear to have helped those with subsequent pregnan-
cies to have equally good obstetric outcomes.

The crucial questions are why, despite the special
program's extensive educational effort daring the index
pregnancy mans did not use contraception. and win many
of those who were pregnant again did not receive adequate
care

Perhaps the ydung mothers felt guilty about returning
for rare since the program personnel had expected that
they could bu successful contraceptors. Those encouraging
the use of contraceptive methods may not have felt able it
the same time to help the young mother to plan for the
failure of family planning Is it really possible to say with
conviction. "You can postpone the next baby if you want
ro "and at the same time say. ''If you do have another baby
come back to see us early It was apparent that somiof
the girls felt keenly the expectation of the clinicians who
gave them the csartraception, because morn than one stated
at Interviews I to 2 years later that they would not feel

if

(
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right about going back to the Young Mothers Clink with
another baby.

Conclusiont.

During the past decade, more interest has been focused
on providing can for young mothers during their first
pregnancies than during subsequent ones. This study
suggests that the infants at greatest risk are those delivered
subsequently to girls still in their teens. Clearly, the high
risk of premillwrity and perinatal death provides justifies.
lion for delay etubsequent infants In teenage mothers.

if subsequent pregnancies cannot be prevented, greater
efforts should be made to provide can to young mothers
experiencing second or third pregnancies.

A special comprehensive crisis intervention program for
schoolage mothers. while apparently hoeing a positive
effect on obstetric outcomes for index infants born to
participants, had no long lasting impact lie., no beneficial
effect on the outcomes of subsequent pregnancies).
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EXHIBIT E
This report deals with Ms Dewar of school-op
guts Oa Nicene family ginning SCNICII3 Seen
terVitbo Cannot be ottnillost to a tratuum and the
[tidy Otos to define the helms trfflUenalt0
ha rolaliOnahip Of IM oats to the services and
thou teproductm beflaviet

Factors Associated with Rapid

Subsequent pregnancies Among

School-Age Mothers

Introduction

Can family planning services be offered to school age
mothers in the same way as to other, older patients. or must
new approaches be tried to overcome the special problems
of this group' Preliminary findings from a larger study of
multiservice programs for teenage pregnant girls suggest that
contraceptive programs must be specifically tailored for this
youthful group

This report analyze. the reproductive performance of
the participants in two such proL'ams and relate this perfor-
mance to It the characteristics of the programs. 2t certion

s pre-e sating characteristics of the participants, It the degree
of their participation in one of the programs. and 41 other
findings at IS months postpartum

Description of Programs 4

The two programs studied are compared in Table I
Since thy/ have both been described billy in an anode in
ant Cher journal. only those a cis relevant to farmly plan-
ning will be reviewed The We ven Young Mothers Pro-
Om prorated a special obste clinic for teenage mothers
where continuity of care was c nphasited After the 211th
week, the obstetncum or nurse-midwife responsible for each
case saw the patient each antepurtum visit, in most cases
was present at the delivery. and esamineethe new mother
at her first postpartum visit. when contraceptive methods
were considered. The obstetrician and nursemidwives also
participated in ninny of the group sessions conducted by
social worker: at the McCabe (- enter' during which topics
of Interest to the mothers-to-he. including family planning. *
were discussed fly contrast. Hartford': Interagency Service
program did not preside any medical services. but did require
its clients. to receive obstetrical' care. either at one of the

A multiservice comet for pregnant girls of school age maintained
with the cooperation of several New Haven agencies Its principal
c nuncio is a hoot operated by the Boil of Education
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Jamas F, Jake!. M,C1., M.P.H.; Lorraine V. Klorman.
M.P.H.; and Dlcoon ft. E. Bancroft, M. Phil

three local hospital clinics, or through a private obstetrician.
Family planning received vigorous attention in both the med-
ical and social service aspects of the YMP program. In Han-
ford, however. the hospital clinics and private physicians
varied inaheir emphasis on family planning. Family plannipa
education was provided within the school selling by nurse d
assigned by the local visiting nurse association. According
to the hospital records in Hartford. contraceptives were pre-
scnbed car 69% and-71% of those returning Tor 6 week post-
partum checkups to the two nonciltholic hospitals in Hart-
ford, and for only 3^4 in the Romati Catholic Hospital, which
served about hall of the program participants.

Method

One hundrej and eighty girls were entered into the
research project through the Young Mothers Clinic at the
Yale-New Haven Hospital in New Haven. Connecticut .
(YMP group). and 160 though the special school operated
by the Interagency Service; Program in Hartford (1ASE

Two methodological problems caused modification of
the original plans for data analysis. First, the high mobility
of the populations caused delay in finding some of the mothers
scheduled for the second of three waves of interviews, and,
consequently. median times for the second interview (whose
r2sults are reported hero were 14 months in Hanford and
16 months in New Haven.t New Haven's completion rate,
however, was 91%, or 164 completed interviews; Hartford's
was 127, or SO% For convenience these data are reported
as 15 month postpartum findings.

Second. despite the fact that both study groups met
the same research criteria leach participant had to be in the

slnierviews originally were scheduled at 2. 13, and 24 months post.
parturn

PREGNANCIES AMONG SCHOOL-AGE MOTHERS 769
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Table I- -Comparison of Services Provided by the young Mothers
Program (YMP) and inter Agency Services Program (l S)

New Maven Stanford
Young Inter Agency Service

Mothers Program (fMP) Program IlAS)

Special Clinic tor leeriest. Retorted to one of 3
moron,, Continuity of caro hospital, or to
emphasized Some Cases cared private physician
for by nurse-midwives

Educational Services Sorves grades 7 12 Serves grades 9.12
Obstetricians I nurse midwives

tryilidwucC,:liwono%10,.

at McCabe Center

Minimal 5...cos

Social Soo/mos Only social workers with
master s degroes employed

tr

Hospital based but much work
OLInCt at Confer

Mixed C.OwOrk grOupwOrk
Reproach

Senn., Nursing terraces Prowdoel by V N A

prom on sad at regiototion he under Iii years of age unwed
and yesident ul %icy, listen of liart.findi And wet e demo
grapht"..oly antil.0 . dillerelyes het. ten the two group. arise
due to variations in the intake polities ol the fiao pioniam.
I or esomple. nest the 'fitting \ ( Inns .n.yepted preg
nont syhool guts tit all ages. as did the school at the 51,1 abe
( enter there were some Junior high school students in the
Net nay en ,unple Intake into the it.ittforil study sample,
hooeser oos through the I 1% se, hook ohtyh served onls
grades 9 I:- and therefore tlii. group did not int lode ant
nnoil high students \ lormisei some sit the girls served
hy the 01,11Ij tethers( Iota did not .mend I he speykil school
ohereas all I 1% girls Attended the speykd scl f since 11

. i the wary, of intake 1 o cluninate the possible effeyt
tit these diffetenyes in the populations, o modified sample
of 1 \IP girls ow. creoted ohuh m ntet all of the ioke uuerta
for the I \N hook namely they attended the speytal school
and ome 9th grade or above In addition- the less ohne.
in rash .amply Weir ienni,ed to pi hie greater de mom aphis
homogeneity with tints a smolt loss in ...mole site

1 he results. important. of this modilnation ate
shoot' ylearls hs I able 2 I obit: 2a shoos the IS month
status of the too study popolotions hefore the, oere made
equivalent and suggests That the I \S mothers Isere more'
suuesful than those in the %II' in delaying stibsequent
pregnonyies. slas mg in shoal finding lobs. and beyonung
indcrendent of o tRite ossistany When the grottp ale win.
pared after moiliticolion t I ohle 2b1. the diftereoye pre
sottish toiled either hose dmoppeored or been sharply
diminished I his deinonstrotes the donee, of ih.t.ing condo
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Social workers with
bachelor s degree,
supervised by person
with master s degree

School based

Emphasis On into,
Minny and
non prying approach

Provided by V N A

sums about the relatise elTea I ivene, of different programs
on the basisf end result statist., unless the groups served
are dose'', molar

Reproductive History at 15 Months Postpartum

Comparison cif Two Programs

the miridarity in totes of subsequent pregnant), and
other short term inityinne variables in the modified samples
41 I S months postpartum suggests that the too different mid
risers ice Program` tY MP. IASI Nosided solid. °Nor
[unities for then Olen!. I I able 21 At this point. neither pro-
glans is clearly superior to the other.l'erhaps the truth is
that a at rely of munisersue progroh, staffed by dedicated
people can provide the needed opportunities and that given
quality programs, the dtfferemes tn outy . observed
among progroins ale due more to differences in populations
serscid than to program details

Association with Pro-existing
t here were no slatistnol

too mg demographic . et:onion',
tits of the gals at registration

rapid subsequent pregnancy
dente in New Haven. number
total number of persons in the

Characteristics IYMP only)

aysotiation. het. teen the fol. .
..intledukational ihoractems.
and whether or not they had
age. number of years of rest-
of parents to the hotiqhold.
household, ordeal position,

'The follooing alloo Mc hosed nn a !Mal of Ira young mothers
interviewed al 15 months postpartum
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Table 2.Comporison of 15 Month Status, YMP and lAS Groups, Before
and After Modification to Make Groups Equivalent on the Basis of Intake
Criteria

A. Before arlfication B.

YNI IAS
14.184 (4127

No. % No. %

After modification
YMP IAa
iMOS N121

No. % No. %

Subsequent pregnancy
No 125 (76)104 (02) 07 (02) 99 (02)'
Yes 39 (24) 23 (18) 10 (10) 22 (10)

&Mc. Uon
In sdnool or graduate.] 92 (5il) 90 (76) 73 (09).93 (77)

Do:toped out 72 (44) 31 (24) 33 (31) 20 (23)

Employed it Um* of Interview
Yes 50 (30) 51 (40) 40 (38) 49 (40)

No 114 (70) 76 (150) 06 (62) 72 (60)

Oft welfare
No 49 (30) 43 (34) 34 (32) 40 (33)

Yes 115 (70) 04 (86) 72 (50) 01 (57)

number of previous pregnancies. socioeconomic quartile.
welfare status educational goals, or whether or not they
were in the appropriate grade The lack of associations may
be related to the homogeneity Of the study group on many
of these variables. which was partly due nhthe nature of
the program (based in a hospital clinic) add partly to the
research design all who participated had to meet the study
criteria I Among the pre elisting characteristics. only school
status at registration was correlated significantly with sub-
sequent pregnancy ip 011 those in school were less likely
to become pregnant again by I s months postpartum

Association with Program Participation (YMP only)

I he study also measured the girls participation in
the three mann component s of the AMP obstetric, edlIlit
mina!, and social service 1 he variables that measured par
ticipation in the obstetric clinic, such as the week of gestation
they registered for care and the number and percentage of
antepartumchmc visits kept. were not associated with avoid-
ing a rapid subsequent pregnancy However. the following
variables were associated with dela'. of pregnancy beyond
I5 months attending Sic( the p Osl. attending %lc( abc reg-
ularly Ira 011, and attending a high number and percentage
of the groop sessions conducted by the social workers Ip

Oil
[hose who had delayed another pregnancy beyond

Is months postpartum tended to have participated acticely
both in the school program and in the social work component
The strongest .1,04,1.111011 was with the percentage attendance
at the school for those registered for ci edit I fable It thirty
percent of the 71 poor attenders ithose who attended less
than mri of the time) were pregnant again by Is months.
whereas none of the 24 with good attendance ISly4 oI better)
were pregnant by that lime

432

Association with Other Outcomo Vanatilos (YMP only)

As can be seen from Table 1, the outcomes of interest
to those serving teenage mothers are not independent of each
other School status at 15 months showed the strongest
association with remaining nonpregnank. (Table. 5). Those
in school or graduated were less likely to be pregnant. Those
who were not married also were less at risk for an additional
pregnancy

The fifference in reproductive performance by educa-
tional status is readily understandable when the use of birth'
control by IS months postpartum is compared with school
status at that time (Table 6) information both on the prescnp-
lion of birth control at an early postpartum clinic visit and
on its use at the time of the 15 month postpartum Interview
Ia jVJ111.1111e for 147 girls from the ,YMP study group At the
postpartum visit. some form of birth control seas prescribed

Table 3Relationship Between Attendance at Special
School and Additional Pregnancy Status by 15 months
Postpartum (Only for YMP Participants With 15 Month
Postpartum interview)

Subsequent pregnancies by 15 months postpartr

Per cent of eligible days In One or
attendance at special school None more Total

Less than 150%
150-79%

110-100%

No. % No. % No. %
51 (70) 21 (30) 73 (100)
34 (89) 4 (11) 36 (TOO)

24 (100) 24 (100)

to, tart oa
I. eV/

PREGNANCIES AMONG SCHOOLAOE MOTHERS 771
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Table 4Associations Among Outcome Vadebtes at 15 Months
Postpartum, YMP Particlpanfa With 15 Month Postpartum Interview.
WWI

Status al 15 months postpartum

Status al
13 months In school or No subsequent Not Employed

postpartum graduated pregnancy married

No subsequent
pregnancy 01

s Not married 01 01

Emptoyed at 1

Interview 05 05

Independent of
welfare N S 115

N

01 01

.41,.000.4 roe. In. O.MIWW esanon 61110 III I. Chne ...WOW *KO
OK...WM. n., 414.0141 0414.0* and OM My .090.0. r. MIKWO Of fh

Table 5-- Subsequent Pregnancy Before 15 Months Postpartum by
School Status and Marital Status (Only for YMP Participants With
15 Month Postpartum Interviews.

Pregnancy status at 15 months postpartum

Marital status
and

school status
at 16 months No subsequenl Subsequent Total
postpartum pregnancy pregnancy

in school or graduated
Na %. Na % No. %

Marrted 7 (78) 2 (22) 9 (100)
Unmarried 77- (93) 6 (71 13 (100)
Total 54 (El 0 (1) 92 (100)

Dropped out
Married 13 (50) 13 (50) 26 (100)

'Unmarried 28 (82) 17 (3e) 45 (100)

Total 41 (56) 30 (42) 71 (100)

IOW
1.110 school .004 sgamst orryjnne WNW 44,44040 I' III 4073 40 p 001

/KW mg.. W.. 4M.11 0.41,0N0n4 Mau 4444.0 r a. ore

for 112 19(771 of these young mothers By the lime of the
interviews, however, of the 57 girls who had dropped out
of school. only 18 112) 1 were still using a method of birth
control, and 25 144%) were pregnant again the remaining
14 were neither using birth control nor pregnant In contrast,
of the 75 who had been prescribed contraceptives and who
were still in school or had graduated. 57 1767) were still
using birth control. and only. 6 18%1 had become pregnant
again These highly significant differences strongly suggest
the possibility that the mere prescnption of birth controj
is not sufficient to prevent subsequent pregnancies The mo
vation and/or ability needed td remain in school also may
he a crucial factor In the continued use of oral contraceptives.

Moving since delivery also was associated with a
higher nsk of rapid subsequent pregnancy Only 11% of the
non-movers reported a subsequent pregnancy at 15 months,

772 AJPH SEPTEMBER. 1973. Vol 63. No 9
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co tired to 1714 of those who moved The subsequent preg-
na cy rates are higher both for those who moved because
they marned and for those who, though unmarned, left their
families

Discussion

Rapid subsequent pregnancies among school-age
mothers appear to be associated strongly with school status
and with program participation. Since almost as strong an
association was found, between school status at two months
and 15-month pregnancy status as between school status al
15 months and pregnancy, the association between pregnancy
and school attendance,was not due to the new pregnancy
or baby keeping the mother at home. A later pregnancy could
not have caused the school status more than a year earlier.
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Table 6Use.of Contraceptive at IS Months Postpartum by School Status
(Only for YMP Participants for Whom Contraceptives Were Prescribed at a
Postpartum Visit)

Use of contraceptive at IS months postpartum

School statu Using contreceptIve
t 15 months
pontpertum

Not using Preaeris Total
contraceptive

but not pregnant

14 SCO001 or
gt clunked

No.

57

S.

176)

No.

12

%

1161

No. S.

,(5)

No.

75.

%

1100)
Orbppott out ta 1321 14 125) 25 f441 57 (1011
Total 75 157) 26 (20) 31 1231 132 1100)

1. 4,00 X.

Mot errs er the gitlsr.ho %pet le Foe.) another pregnant
eligibly hr return to the %It( ahe ( eeler it the) dewed these
lindtrig dgiett that either the moot al1011 10 aallt, e ,111
tiles 01011 er the olio; mown and tallies net cited m .shoal
or both irdluentc the girls toward as ...hog an earls additional
pregnant..

It Is Jett that the mere pros islon 01 contrat,eptis es
es en 01 a .paint1.11 4110, s intro! he n141414,1 44 191 since es. in
teenage grits I lie. rite iie 01 an oral °nit, epos e requires*
tontliion at try par torpation on the par I of the user 44 h

appears to he related to the nomsatton required ot those
who toutintie m ..hurl I he 1 ippe loop had Monett applo
turn rn the 1 rung Moho ( lino soot: ri prose) isnahst,
tors to Mott 01111 sthoot age nser More resent). the ohde
1114 Ian. in the lint hale used other Ultra uterine des oe
whit h appeal to hate a high..., degtee of atteptanse among
the s wren! program paitotpants

Soother possible explanation lot the a.. Lilo..,
1,441441,11 401001 44111111111a110113d ottling a rapid ohstithreht
pi cgnan.s rs the les el of sexual statists Sthotield round
that trs ngtand thorn girls who were 111 '41.'11001 had signili
taints less tnal thans tha those who had dropped out
It us 001 411,11 111.11 his findings tan he ...tit applied to the
tar ham mination in this taunt., hot this drat he inothct a tpla
nation Ira the .itsostanon repot ted hoe

F nail. althongh slat wage mat he stewed .1s the
....nasal Lot.. in the tate an hattneanother Kit, and or drop
ping run at also 14 possible that this ...so. Loam is not 411.14114
4 111,11 rather 11 01.14 14, 111.11 1 he maim alter nails e m hied.,
Ir. girls who beton.: ptegn.nu 01 i.thool age .rte
11 dating single and erring to school or rng and
thopping trig 110111.1s the new mother .1.1 boos, to
lease her P0,0111' in the ahse roe 01 a f14141,0101 .11441

he pursuing a Wroth: who h will lead to subsequent pteg
11,111414, prob out of weJlotk

I he liodunis it this rape, are similar to those In se er.11
other studies most ...tenth. that of Siegel el d ' I heir lIgms
411044 a tontrntrahon Ile for the pill at one tear of unit
4/V . for Vv01111:11 who t ompleted no more than the eighth
grade I hes bond that roprisIngls Sew 1.1411114 .14411011,1 10
11, 411.111,1 4111114,piiteu, were ..wally predotoo: other
than de rnographo and edtitattonal tanahle 1 he demo,
graph, tat tors titer/ in Siegel dud, were not relet ant here
hetause of the demographo hormigenells of the dud,. group
F dircation the other tat for loand important hs Siegel
group also emerged in this studs is the mod imp. 1.1111 pie-
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dolor of I.ontrat eptiv e use .mu f of as mslante of subsequent
pregnancs

Conclusions

Family planning set, tees cannot he.prot Wed rn a NW:,
espeeiallt to ...hoof al:gots I he prescribing physician

most constdvr the moos allon and tile tools of each of his
patients I hese data suggest that the high) MOtivaletl.
schooloiriented god will use oral tontraeeptit.es and will pill'
heeorne pregnant quo klvs ahhongh an It (U mat he used
if it Is prelerred ht young mother front fhb. group Nowt:ter.
the young mother who is oriented toward marriage and or
Is not interested in ...hind prohahl) 4,111 not efkilinue to take
the pill In these cases the press ohing phssitian should tom
sidel inserting an It ( is actsplahle to her Family
planning lot school age girls most he parr of a broadly hared
program of sets ire. that tall assist these young mothers to
deli ne, and then ache Se high short and I:mg term life goals.
and eflet toe pi est oiling must he based on a knowledge of
rush goals

4( ft \ \ IS

lh 11 fe rho. tir P,....41 in Orr, ,ottolre.,
fly prrpor,tit, 111 (Noy.,

I
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Occurrence of subsequent pregnancies is often used to measure
success or failure in programs for young mothers. This paper
reviews methodological problems involved in measuring rates of
subsequent pregnancies, proposes the use of a lite-table method.
and illustrates its use

Subsequent Pregnancies Amo g
Teenage Mothers Enrolled

in a Special Program

Introduction

How can the .success of a service program for
teenage mothers be lodged? One of the goals. sometimes
only implied's acknowledged. is the reduction or postpone.
merit of subsequent pregnancies 01 the school-age girls who
enroll in special programs. Yet very little is now known
ahout the comparative success of carious programs in
delaying so-called repeal pregnancies. partly hecause c4 Ost
lack of reponing of analyses 01 coinparahle data, 1 his paper
will review the methodological prohlems involved in the
measurement of rates of suhsequent pregnancies. will
propose the use of a life-tahle method as an appropriate
measure, and will illustrate its use with data from New
Haven

Material

I he larger study of programs for teenage mothers.
01 which the consideration of suhsequent pregnan Ies IS one
segment. was designed as a prospective study insOlsing I sp
girls who registered in the spes,1 Young SItither Program
t Y S1 PI Clinic at the Yale New Haven, Hospital uong the
period from September 1967 through June 1969 follow-up
information has been gathered for a minimum 0 two years
after delivers

f. ornparahle data on suhsequent pregnancies are
availahle from two other samples I ) a control group 01 83
patrents from the ohsteirical clinics 01 the Yale-Neb. Hawn
Hospital who delivered during the period Octo er 1961
through March 1965, pnorio the inceprion of sr SI ' clinic,
and 21 a group of girls who registered in the Y81 ' clinic
from September 1965 through August 196'1. aort-sy o were
the sulnect of a previous retrospective study.' hereafter
referred to as A XIP,Retrospect lye The composition and
comparahilityof these various samples are deserthed else-
where,2 and will he referred to in the discussion which
follows

Definitions

Careful definitions of the phi:mot:nu under consid-
eration are of utmost importance. especially if a measure of
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comp:frith!!!') among programs is an aim of the study. First.
the acteristics of the participants must be described.
sin it s Id he misleading to compare the outcomes of

al442Sup. ithout taking into account their differing
compositions. Fo example. the 180 ?research eligihle" par-
ticipants in the MP. although they were all under 18 and
single at regist awn. included 12 girls who had had at least
one previous pregnancy These girls might he excluded in
lathe roe nn dealing only with primiparae. The dale of
entry into the YMP was taken to be the first visit to the
special clinic for teenage pregnant girls at the Yple-New
Haven Hospital. Two girls had early nuscarriagt.s after their
entry into the peograni, and were excluded from the
research eligihlc sample Thus. the 180 participants are not

,a sample of the population of single girls, 18 and under.
who hecanie pregnant. but onlv of a suh-population which
fulfilled certain criterta of research eligibility for a particu-
lar stud)

What IS the definition of a subsequent or repeat preg-
nancy'. Is the important question pregnancy per se, or
delivery' This depends on the goals of the program. When
considering the health a well-being of the girl. as well as
the measurement of effic cy of-contraceptive measures, the
primary interest is in t suhsequent pregnancy. regardless
of outcome From the viewpoint of decreasing the burden
of the care of another infant on hoth the girl and society.
the primary interest is in live deliveries. What is the place of
therapeutic ahoNion? Should it be classified as a successful
for'm of birth control. albeit an inefficient and expensive
one'

Is age at the tune of the suhsequent pregnancy a
matter of importance? Should the marital status of the
mother at the time of the subsequent pregnancy or delivery
he entered into the equation. i.e.. is it not "recidivism" if

the to subsequent. meaning subsequent to the index delivery, is used in
preference to the terMS repeat or recurrem. since some members of the
originat group were net prImiparac, they Sere already "reps
Aim is felt that -luhsequens" Is a less Judgmental term than "repeat."



the mother is now married/ I he common concern only with
illegitimate births in this population seems simplistic In
view of the age of the young ;Mather, the instability of mar-
riages uniting the soing. and the matrix 01 social. econom-
ic. and personal prot6lems which often underlie the lives 01
participants in such programs.

These mlevinn.. are,,stosed to indicate that unkiss
procedural definitions are made . clear. 'the data are tot

u, clear. and unless goals are agreed on, the data cannot be in-
terpreted in terms of the success or ladure.01 a program.
I he discussion which follows. and the data presented, are
nor totentlgsl Iii prejudge the questions above. or to exhaust,
the possibilmes of anal...4i

Some Measures of Subsequent Pre/uncles

Of the 179 MP participants at risk for repeat preg.
nanctes. 109 1609'.I had terminated at least one
subsequent pregnant., at the time hospital charts were
reviewed in she earls /Spring 01 1972 An additional 2 were
known. from in tormanon town insthe hospital chart or at
interwew to he pregnant but had not set delivered I yrents
three 0.1 the abuse 109 had two completed pregnancies
subsequent to the index di:list:Ty. 12 had three subsequent
terminations. and one haul tour

Age at the first subsequent termination ranged from
14 tis 21. with ,r median age 01 IN Thirty-three of the 1119
110 t ^r I siert: married bctore the tune of the first
subsequent termination. although some were separated or
Jounced tram their husbands I able I indicates that there is
nu clear relationship between age and marital status at the
time 01 the subsequent termination

the followtng tales might he calculated Iron, this
data 109 of the 179 Y MP participants had terminated at
least one pregnancy subsequent to the index delivers

I. and there were 159 tertionated pregnancies IN9',
( leads thew rates- do nut provide a useful sumniars of
vuhsequent pregnancy tor delivers or termination) expert-
ence slime the, depend on the time at which the inform-

, tion'is gathered: and do not take into account the varying
lengths 01 tone that iiidoidual participants were at risk of
becoming pregnant

f he need tor' standard and inearungtul ways of
expressIng such subsequent esents led Demos:n.1 to propove
rho IAllrrw ma ratt.v.

NOmher of repeat

'"" """1"'xk de6ver'e+ 24 month, aiithe index
Total number olout-oi delivers
wedlock deliveriet

I he population at risk tate denominator) is assumed to be
composed sit adolescents in a program who have had a first
out-01.wedlock delivery t here is no theoretical reason
ohs the denominator ought not include all those who have
delivered at least once ourof-sk edlock. to accommodate
multiparae I ok nuinerator consists of all Isubsequen0 out-
of-wedlock deliveries among the population enumerated as
at risk in the denominatort-

This rate may he applied to the YMP prospective

One nraopont had hymerecu mr donna haspohzatum follawmg the
tonh of the mode. mean And thus not ...plc our subsequent pregnancy

For additiooal &talk And reasorun rweer

1.
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Table 1First Subsequent Terminations of Pregnancy
among 179 YMP Participants: Age at Termination, by
Marital Status

Marital 4
Aga at status

soblaquont
termination Total Single Marriott

14 1 1

16 5 2 3
16 7 7

17 29 21 II
18 34 24 10
19 21 15 8
20 11 6 5
21 1 '1

109 76 33

sample or example, by the end of June 1971. 160 of the
179 Y511. participants had completed a period of two years
since index deliver) Included among these were 9 who
were tun primiparae at the index delivers and 5 who
married before the index delivers. although single when
they registered for the program. An additional 9 were lost
lit lollow-up before th. elld 61 two sears. Thus the denunii-
tutor is reduced from 160 to 137

Nlarrioge further reduces the number at risk.
Dempsey says that adolescents who marry before the re-
current event sbould also ht dropped from the denomina-
tor Consistencs requires the removal also of those who
had no recurrent event of delivery. but who 'named before
the end nil the 10110w-tip period Of the 137. 17 were
gnawed before the termination of a subsequent pregnancy,
and an adOitional 20 who had not set delisered again were
married within 24 months of the Index delivery.
( onsequently, the denominator has now been reduced to
100 thirty -eight 01 these had a repeat delivery within 2
years 01 the index deliver). and 62 did not. so the rate of re-
current terminations according to Dempsey's criteria In

181100. or:38 0 per cent over a 24 month period
These 3N pregnancies resulted in 26 live infants 124

lull -term And 2 prematurel The remaining 12 consisted 01 2
neonatal deaths. I stillbirth at 10 weeks:gestation. 6 Ton la-
ne011s abortions at Icsss than 20 weeks, and 3 therapeutic
abortions Thus from the point of slew of illegitimate
children produced. the rate might he said 10 be 26/100. or
2.6 per cent.

The Life Table Ma od

Since o of the purposes of the analysis of
subsequent pry nancies is to aid in the evaluation of on-
going programs. it is useful to provide a method which can
give some measurement before all participants have been
followed a given length of time, such as 24 months after
deliver). There is also an interest in time relationships in-
volved. e.g., how soon after the index pregnancy are these
subsequent pregnancies taking place? A summary rate such

that proposed by Dempsey gives only one cross-sectional
slice.of a mtntinuous process.

SUBSEQUENT PREGNANCIES AMONWYEENAGE MOTHERS 1607
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Rath based on the-fife-table approach appear to be
suited to a study in which members enter at various times
and have *tiering lengths of time al tallow up. They have
been developed and used elsewhere in epidemiological situ-
ations. such as the analysis of survival after diagnosis and
treatment tar cancer the studs of mental hospital and
psychiatric clinic papulations."-T' and measurement of con-
traceptive effectiveness.9 Among the advantages 'of this
method arc 11 presentation of data in a longitudinal aspect
so that analysis tan be carried to any desired paint and rates
at successive periods of time can be made visually mean-
ingful by means at graphs, and 21 Attu, to use information
about all participants. in a program, regardless at length at
tollow-up.

w In miler to have known time points for the cattaila
tion at the table. the event of interest is considered to he ter-
mination of pregnant:, rather than the beginning of preg-
nancy 1 he latter u e , conception I can he used. but involves
some assumptions about length of gestation. especially tar
cases which did not ternitnate In an infant of the normal
maturity Only first subsequent terminations are considered;
tar convenience called terminations

Starting wuh a cohort at 179 YAIP participants at
tides dchvers. each is allocated to the appropriate interval
at the time ol either at two events I ) first termination
subsequent to index delivery sir. 2) most recent date known
Hat to have had a termination ii.e . date at last tallow opt.
thus e who have terminated a pregnancy are assigned to the
d solumn. Those who are know n not to have terminated

a pregnancy, and those w ho are lost to follow -tip, appear in
the w column. which means they are withdrawn from
the table at the truersal hich spec ties the time between
index delvers and the latest daio...on which inlarmatton is
asailable. For each inters al. the proportion who terminated
during thai time Interval is calculated q using
as thu denominator the effective numbi,r at risk'' he
latter is equal to those who had not terminated at the begin-
ning at the Intelsat. less one,hall III the numher withdrawn
or lost during the inierYal M olopl tag these interval proba-
bilities fps t together result. in the cumulative rate. which iii
the traditional hie table IS the cumulative proportion ..Ur.
using- IP i. but here is interpreted a. thtt proportion at
those who remained -sit how a subsequent pregnancy termi-
nation through a glen time after.inde, delivery I he com-
plement of this may he regarded as the rate of subsequent
pregnancy termination

Findings Using the Life Table Method

I bus for the 1 %1P data in 1 .ible Z. the two year rale
of wthsequorn terminaiton is 19 per ecru. t e 111011 61 r
Rates for intuit iniervals are easily blued I-or estutple.
the 21-manth rate mentioned hi Dempsey as a poswhly
mare useful tune intersal. is 31 per cent Fable i goes the
cumulative proportion w ithout soh...quern terminations at
vacua,us times after codes delivery, for the V %IP tPruspec-
tisei group and two other samples the Control group and
the YAIP Retrospective group A graph of the samples is
glen III Figure I I ike all scat sties an a group which is

Ina Pe, publollcd sox. Inc orcwnl tC11 was 9rttwne. ocnInwy and
Ftwytwan dlx.s lifs-raids method and noIy [, ootoones of mar.
nays and rallsatio.14/ maim in a /toot, dexobol fire
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regarded as a sample at a larger tiopulatiop, the rtes ar
subject to an amount of random error whieh depends to
large.extcnt on the size at the group. or more accurately on
the "effective number- at risk The standard error is shown
far the rates at selected intervals in Jahle 3.

Comparison ill the left-table data shows that there is
a significant overall difference in "survival" curves between
the Pyospective and Control samples. and be1weeri the Ret-
rospeetive and the Control samples. Using the Mantel-

paenszel procedure..." Chi-square values (with' I d.t.l of
tp< 051 for the fornter, and 15.1 IP<.0011 for the

latter, lre obtained. The Retrospective YAIP group has con-
sistently higher rates at those without subsequent termini'. 4

lions than ',he Prospective YAIP group. but the overall dif-
ference is not statistically significant. The trospec-
tive group begins differing markedly fro the antro er
about one year following indgx deli acid this difference
IS sustained beyond three,..y6rs. he curve for the YAIP
Prospective group, although on i whole significantly w

relent from the Control. seems ti be plot:ceding approxi-
mately parallel to that of the Cunt ol group after about 18
months After 33 months. the curs for the Control group,
levels off, but that far theProspectiv group continues at its
previous rate, Since Almost all (,z1 then formation on which ,

the present comparison is based comes rem the records of
one hospital, there should be no bias I' wing one group
over another, assuming comparable chart rev ding of such
events as early terminations at the different ttrni. riods in-
volved.

Table 1 and Figure I show OA difference in the ra-
pidity with which the three study populations lost their
status Of having na subsequent terminations. There are no
'moor differences between the three groups by nine months
fallowing the index delivers, when termination would in-
dicate an abortion or premature birth. However. between 9
and 18 months. there was a marked difference between the

ontrol group on the one hand, and the other 2 groups on
the other Hs 18 months rlosIrldrIOM. almost half of the
Lonna! populatitm had terminated a subsequent pregnancy,
whereas lysy than one quarter ol the Retrospective and
Prospective groups had However, after this point, both the
Retrospective and Prospective populations have a some-
what higher rate al subsequent terminations and by 39
months postpartum. the differences between the three
groups arc considerably less marked The differences be-
tween the Retrospect ht and Prospective groups are consist-
ent but less striking, with the Retrospective group showing
.1 lower rate or subsequent terminations than the Prospec-
tive group f he passible reasons for these dIfferences will he
discussed below

foto other life -table calculations were made far the
Prospective study group. (Table 41 First, the rate of repeat
terminations was tall:Waled omming the therapeutic abor-
tion. I r e . considering that those who had therapeutic abor-
111111% did not have a completed pregnancythat this Was. in
effect. a saint accptive method I This calculation.-nt
lowers the rates of subsequent lerminattons; lor example.
she 'f0 -month rate at subsequent terminations is'sonie 6 per-
centage points lower if therapeutic abortions are not
included as terminations 1505 = 100 11 - .501 vs. 56%
= 10011 .44)

The other calculation in Table 4 bases the d.
unin on conception rather than termination tit pregnancy.
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Table 2Probability of Raving No Subsequent Termination of Pregnancy (Lila Table Method) YMP Prospective Par.tIcIpants

Withdrawn not Effective Probability Probability dl Cumulative
terminated number of tormirta remaining not 91013491114 of

during 'spooled lion during terminated remaining not
interval thlethat during intents! tiuminsted

a

Solit7875'

Ise, / ill. 1 19 1 (P, I
1 100 1.00
0
0
0
2
4

:t
10
a

12

4

)04.

Months
alter
Indy/a

,,,defthwy

No wined
termthation
at beginning
of mignon

Terminal la
during
interva

Id, 1
0
1

5.
10

10

12

15

14

7

16

5

4

4

0-3
3-8
6-9
9-12

12-15
15-111

19-21
21.24
24-27
27-30
31133
33-38
38- 39

0 I
lig
178
177

172
182

150
i 34
113

94
77

53
38

28

. .
4 ilia J.11c or Lomvphon S. 4N cat totaled rst.11,ng the h.,. I h

'might ol the nrIA ol !or oak rnnnAttons the `ph'', n Allirnienr Alton ill gcAtAlANS and other
1/011111..i g.t hero.] from he hoTtl.11 .111. Llama rccord II
All A or, eppon. Icrminmed Lull lain thc. suss.
hast,I in yl plumes 411.1 icriotrial.on wonW hi. parallel
NM, (hi oeth drllcicnac a dt.pi..,VMCIAI id a 111.1.11, on IhN
h.,' as I N %. potted on 4 gr oh 11 Pp,: .11 1 sees hr.etn

cats rtAlrNels
And arc llift111141.t. plop, on * !thou I ishwq on. e
t p a 11.10 .1,00111Vf MN,: ih411 4.11.0 NhtlY.1, h. tern,
mat,-mt, I cats, thImAt., I h. s11,10,1114g,
h. meg hired ss an a.% ti.IIC

Table 3Cumulative Proportion without Subsequent
Termination of Pregnancy, at Specified Months after
Index Soliyery

Months altar
index deftvery

3

IMP
Prospective

100

Control
Vie

Retrospective

100
6 0 99 0: 1 00
9 097 096 99

12 091 090 ' 95
15 0 65 0 70 90
18 0 78 , 031 0 57 .0 058 18 s 034
21 069 053 41
24 0 51 / 036 0 +7 2 057 71 0 045
27 056 039 . 64
30 0 44 041 0 34 r 054 53 * 052
13 0 39 8 26 52 ,

36 03+ / 042 0 25 s 049 47 r 054
39 026 023 43 ,.

118 0
111 0
172 0
161 0
1143111 00

110 5
89 0
73 0
4 1 ()

34 0
23 0

0 006
0 025
0 050
0 062

0 081
0115
0 127
0 079
0 192106

0 119
0 174

904
972
942
0.30

010
Ely
873
921
191

894
aai

828

904
066
910
654
794
693
606
551
436
300
344

..294

Figure 1 Cumulative Percentage without Su squit'
Termination of Pregnancy at Specified inters Is After
Index Delivery; Comparison of Three Samples

IMP 11.11.f.,.1.1

rot 1146,4celv

42 If l 41 241, 27 10 33 1e If
44404 ate*. 144
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Table 4Cumutathre Proportion In VIAP Prospective
Group at Solactod Times with 'I) No Subsequent
nation 01 Pregnant-v. 1) No Subsaguent Conception.
and 3) No Subsequent of Pregnancy Omit.

Thouling with Thirrapoutio Ab rtion.

'Liontha attar
Inde

etetteary
No tormin No

of pregnancy conception'

Ho termination
(omitting

Mal spout la
shomon)

1 100 96 t 00
Ogg 00 0113

11. 02 090
.12 091 70 0CM

15 005 07 080
t0 070 02 0 82
21 0 Kt 52 0 732 001 40 000
2' 000 44 002
30 044 40 050
13 013 34 040
30 034 31 043

FlgUla 2Cumulallv Prcnlag RontalnIng at .

SpocIllad Infarvals after Index Dallvaty, YMP Prospoc-
Oleo Group

N

tut.ynt rerouLton
st suartienI

Tenttnasan

+Wm. ..lari cancet ion

11

3 I.

"worm' ..... ono.. 0111nory
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(Me ad santage of the 121e table method for
aluattos an ongotog pt ogr ant is illustrated to the follow -

mg 1n earlier sok Walton lnado M the authors after orgy
04 0, I ho paths. gums had Icy tpittstiod subscquen1 prey -
nail" pate J 1.0 tear rate at 'IA per ono t he present
.ahulatton hascd on 109 tarrnmattOns. Changed this Only

(10 1u hat-afore to Mims ailahht mformatfon
sot all parin..p.3111, ember tliln onit on thsoe who have aelu.
Jilt soniphaysl a two sear follow up points' nukes Junoble
an Carl, and masons, his a actirate emanate

Discussion oh Lite Table Comparisons

1.0 L.A., ma,, au ...tun! lot thrc lower rale of
.0.0411011 1.0111.0..ns attruntit the V \IP ReIrtnpet.tive
group I I delforences in jhr nature of the pritkatm between
the I ghth7 per eval end ihr rather ont sof 196161) artil

^s, y %Iv Frmpuultte 1961 691 pgru,d"ndk 2) gig,
ton of the prtl,tparth in the \1P Retrospm.loc trottp

h. 1 \IP Itrop.pcste sample parimipmnim6 an
tmenalse ntrdhal program I he ohstet r hal iesulont who do.

s Isms .1 the '1 MP Rase then, pc nonalited awe delivered
most of t ho Mho, histoc If anti allemplod to maintain long
term ustmnti LLLLL anon with Ihr mothers Ile sarassed the im
pot tan" of !omit) plannin in onahling mothers to I in ish
school Ihu \iP Itetrov. I : sample prahahh received
more porsonalited sort ho than the Nov...lose 1r MP

...plc and this [lemmata.] corns.' in wins cases Co
isnucal for a number 01 "Jr, 1 this mat aplain not on!, the
grrattst do hat before subsequent prognans. les oci.urred but
at, the hrghrn mop,. !ton at girls o ho hat e had no
subseyucm pr cgrwn" 1h0 Y \I I' l'..1100e sample int'
Inith at:lat.! tohsequent pt egnant. tr. but ht IN month.
Po,111,01tnn 1h, 01 the program apputirni h. dinunt,h

t\At.
and ill. proporleon ol pattern. with uthsequent del. arta*
a as Imre...Mk at about Ihr sante rate as that of the ( ontrol

It nitnt he noted hooss t or that the ( ont rol group is
.oroptns..1 ol all pat soli, enrolled to the N ale %co I la ten
I1osp,al otois rs, hot. eon Urt 19h1 and \loft h
'itc wh,, 14. re 1' or under ungle and resident, ill New

11 stun at 1:1,1 rJ11011 anal who errd at the come Morn-
ta 1 abet 20 o colt fiesta t ton I he \ IP Prostx, use sample
0.1 the sant. triter to as the ( ,mesh *rlh. the additional

r mint ol rrgtrt.nnp sit the speu N domein a. OM,
s girl regotering for 011,11:1,11.al ,are at Yale

un I lospnal .luring the ottalo: Dertod lot the
is to group ot taro J dint, othcr than the

1 \ I I' din, I N \I Rot rtopeuitsc sample the
s,e1 ettl/tiki the pt op ant Iron, 111,eplIon.
,,roding tea Old A re taw 01 hovetal adrnIWOrl, has
.hov.n that a tget proportion ol patients who most the
pan .ant l'iospe snialto "item ,)td not Fawn so eare in
Jln spe,,a1 11(o npcu tact slim. I his might have had an
, Iasi nn the rate) I tobsequont prcgnun lc,

Otts. maim i 1 Icrone o boo con the ( ontrol group
usd iIts to o N \II' gloom .a that sontraceptive adv tee and
r..s muon w t*gal ( on nos. ts. tit until the sommer of
11t4, Inn tho oh ,nosh makt the earlier group a loss.
hop nJeal onlrOl lor the .todt ol mhsequent pregnancies

It impo.s1111: to deb:mune what pOrlton of the differenees
obser cd mot hate been due wick to the greater Jqtliatli

ontracts pot. sinus: 1 9his

1
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111. ,V.4.11Crtat 01 .uh.tsetevni plci.ehstes °hen
teLed as imam.. 1 .11 lade. m ptoslett, lot
1.*Ung 0.01hets I ha 00p0ttose .0 I, ,Ict2ot.., Iht
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MOS. ettt hest hcen J...testcs1
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Mrs. SWUM!. Senator, I think it is important to have teachers -in
the school system that accept these girls and have a system in which
infant care is provided by people who are very 11111(11 interested in the
offspring of the girl. The idea is that the school system accepts the girl
rather than rejects her as has been the tradition.

Our next speaker will be Janet Forbush.
Senator KENNEDY. The administration. I-gathe, feels they are

already doing a job. From your point of view, from the people in the
firing line, I take it that you can testify quite effectively that the, pro-
gram is not working and that the magnitude of this particular issue is
growing.

And you believe from jour own experience that the, kind o co-
ordinated apps acfi, in trying to bring together the resourres tt call-
able under pro rams which the administration has made, that these
programs really effectively (10 the job, and that this has been the prac-
tical ex erience

You ward. t administration say. first of all. we are doing what
needs to he (lone, and we do not believe it can be done any better, und
that eyen if it could he done the way you +ince outlined it. the statistics
show it does not really make mach difference-in any event.

I am unwilling.to acrept their thesis. I believe we have got people
here who have seen the effects of this approach: an() know why it is
not so.

We hope as a result of the record that we are able to develop in this
panel, that we ran go hack to the administration and say, look. %vhoever
you have Ceen talking- to or listening to is not in the real Nvorrd, be-

'muse the people with truitting, experience and commitment can show.
that when you dh provnle this kind of consolidated approavh, you can
make a difference.

O. proceed.
M. Folust-sii. I think it would he best for me to offer our comments

in response to points raised earlier by the nIministation.
I react particularly to the statement on the part of the administra-

.tion representatives reganling the eligibility which already exists in
ourrent title programs.

In view of the stated purposes of the act, the alliance would suggest
that in addition to those already outlined in the bill. we could improve
on, the hill by adding. another purpose to read as follows :

To Improve the knowledge hose regarding the incidence and consequences of
school-age narentloutd through Increased suptort 6f research projects and local
program efforts.

_its a point of reference here. it would perhaps he illustrative to share
with the committee the fact that the alliance receives approximately'.
25.0 requests per month for information on various aspects of school-
age parethood. The requests come from all over the country and from
people in'inany different disciplines.

Most of the requests fall into two categories: ( 1 ) information and /or
supportive data to (hirinnent results of school-age parent crisis inter-
vention programs in the short and long term: and, (2) program ma-
teriAl which can he used by staff in school-age parent programs.

The limited research done to date in this field does not provide a
sound basis on which to make' judgments. generalizations, and/or
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predictions about the population and program direction.. Further, we
are still without any substantive program information regarding the
consequences of school-age parenthood for youngsters in rural
communities.

As a third point of concern with respect to the design of the bill as
it now reads, we note that the grants which could be made to "des-
ignated State agencies" would not necessarily require equal involve-
meat on the part of State departments of public instruction, health,and social services.

It has been our experience over the past 5 years in the planning and
implementation of many statewide conferences on school-age parent-

stood that whereas it is possible to develop coordinated:plans for the
delivery of services, whether for a statewide conference or a local
training program, nonetheless, if a lead agency role is given to the
health department at the State level, it is likely that the State. Depart-
ment of Public Instruction will view this issue as a less than critical
problem and will respond accordingly.. The same would be true, were
the responsibility given only to State education agencies. LoCal school
districts are the' only institutions which bi law automatically have
ready access to school-age parents. We would urge, therefore, whatever
titate agency and ''or private, nonprofit corporation is designated as
the recipient of the funds, that there be a requirement that the State
education agency be involved in the development and implementationof a State plan.

Another question which we raise is %vhether or not State agencies
are appropriate units to revel ve the funds, provided for in S. 2538.
Recognizing that there arc school-age parent advocacy organizations
and or ad raw task forces organized.at the local and State level in 26States, it is suggested that they be reviewed carefully- as primary
receivers of the funds.

Since the genesis of school-age parent programs has been the result
of local, community activity rather than State activity, perhaps these
advocacy organizations could better serve the interests of the school-
age parent and the State agency representatives.

It would, of course. be possible to ascertain those States where there
humus been evidence of support for school-age parent pyograms and
further to document how that support has been translated into action
nt the local level. In those States where this cannot'be demonstrated
and where there ay no State advocacy groups, one might consider
awarding funds to local or revional groups.

Recognizing the inherent taicult in gaining administration sup-
port for a bill of this nature. the alliance would like to.point out that
this is the only measure which clearly and specifically provides eligi-
bility to young parents for comprehensive services.

Despite the existence of other programs under titles V, XIX, and
XX of the Social Security AcVritles IV and X of the Public Health
Service Act, and title I of ES 'A. none of these specifically provides
eligibility for school-age parents. This is a significant weakness and
needs to be recognitzed since it is of great concern to school-age parent
program operators. I quote frofrom "AStudy of Services for Adolescent
Parents- a report by the Community Service Council of Greater
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Tulsa (Tulsa Okla.), published in Appi4 of this year, which reads:
a.

Agencies state- That inadegnaCy within their own services delivery:can be
attributed to a half-dozen factors: eligibility prldelines which are too low; poor
outreach and f'ollow-through for the clients: a need for more specific services,
such as teen clinics, teaching programs, and emergency needs services.

T. is invissible for us to be optimistic about the use of .existing
programs for the young parents we represent. We know that children
inlet

=
o ut h are not, by any stretch of the imagination, receiving a pro-

port un\tate, or fair share of funds presently expended for health care.
As reported by Ileaen M. Wallace, M.D.L.M.P.H., and Hyman

"Goldstein, Plt. D.,in (heir Stud5r.entitled, "Child'Health Care in the
United states: Expenditures abol Extent of Coverage With Selected
Comprehensive Services." Pediatrics, Vol. 55, No. 2, February 1975,
we know that children and youth under .19 years of age represent
30.9 percent of the tots l. population in the Vnited States, and yet they
receive less than 20 per'cent of the expenditures for health care.

Of equal importance is the fac:t that these servicos, as evaluated by
our young parents, themselves, are rarely designed for them in order
to meet their need's.

Therefore, to underscore a particular strength of S. 2538, it is the
eligibility for service granted to school-age pare tts.

I would like to digress, for a moment and share with you data pro-
vided to us by the IIEW interagency task force on comprehensive
programs for school-age parents.

The task force provided this information shortly before the
NACSA P--National Conference on School-Age Parenthood held in
Deliver in October. We had requested data which would demonstrate
the extent to which various agencies within HEW were presently
funding programs specifically for voting parents.

The Indian Health Services Branch reported that in fiscal year
1972 they spent $12,841, which paid for one social worker in one of
their offices.

And as of fiscal year 1975 they were spending $11,436, which was,
in fact. for a position at vslightiv lower level.

The National Institute of Education, CSOE, reported that they
have not as yet authorized or spent any money in the research on the
consequences of adolescent parenthood.

The Early Childhood Branch, CSOE, reported in fiscal year 1974
an expenditure of $195,709. That was for a single project. in the State
of Indiana. In fiscal year 1975 the same project received $203,135.

I think this illustrates that there is no clear pattern regarding this
field as a funding priority. Another example is available in a report
from NICIID on expenditures for research on adolescent pregnancies
(luring fiscal years 1971 through 1975. In 1971, for example, the total,
was $392,051. In 1972 it went down to $94,000, and in fiscal year 1973,
down again to $52,000. Support went up in 1974 to $104,000, and then
in 1975 to $329,000. Again, no clear Pattern for support.

rn terms of the recommended representation on the State advisory
council proposed in S. 2538, the alliance would suggest that inasmuch
as possible. the red pients of the funds would be required to involve
representatives from' existing school-age parent, program operations
including administrators, staff, and consumers.

Just as we recommended that the State education agency be required
to be involvedin the development and implementation of the plan,
so should a local educator.
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We feel this balance is needed since there is considerable variation
bet ween State and local policies and the ways in which policies may
affect continuing educational opportunities of school-age parents
reflect that difference.

Special attention should also be given to the representation from
rural areas on the advisory conned.- The differences between the
miantity and quality of services available in rural communities versus
urban areas have peen recognized but are not presently addressed.

With respect to the length of time during which support would be
available for comprehensive services, the alliance has found that more
and more program people are reporting the fact that serious problems
develop for young parents as long as 2 years after the birth of their
child.

This points out the need for sustained, intervention services. This
can admittedly be costly. However, it is less costly if provided for in
a prevention oriented program rather than in treatmentafter the
problems develop into crises.

Despite the fact that the total amount of funding provided for in
S. 538 is recognizably small, given the size of this problem nationally,
in order to determine what the long-range outcome of services inter-
vention can be, applications should be entertained from existing pro-
lira ins for funds which could be used in sustained followthrough serv-
ices. It is suggested that a least one and no more than three programs in
the State he provided with funding of this type. Any more money
directed toward that end would; of course, substantially limit the re-
sources available to communities premal V offering no support services
for school-age pa rents.

As a concluding point, the alliance commends Senator Kennedy,
his staff and others involved in the development of this bill for rec-
ognizing the need to incorporate a maintenance clause. Recent history
has shown that some special interest programs have been started with-
out taking into account the fact that new legislation could jeopardize
present funding levels. In our own experiem4Q as a minimally, funded
national association, we have had to operate on what we consider a
11111(11 more cost effective basis than other programs funded at perhaps
10 times our level.

Our experience at the national level has. been duplicated by local
program operators.

l'here fore, whereas $3t) million is not going to solve the problems
related to adolescent parenthood in this country, I am confident that
authorization and eventual appropriation of these funds would have
the potential for impact of an authorization much larger given the
capabilities of the people in this field. I am indeed saying that we
have had to make small amounts of money go a long way.

We are the onIv national organization receiving assistance from a
variety of IIEW agencies expressly in the areas of technical assistance.

Our current level is $90,000 per year.
As of March 1973 the only other national organization in this field

was closed and 11 was closed in part due to the lack of support from
the Federal Govanment.

Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you.
1The prepared statement of Ms. Forbush along with additional

material supplied follows:]
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National Alliance Concerned with School -Age Parents

7315 WISCONSIN AVENUE. EWE 211-W
WASHINOTON. 0 C 20015
1301 / 654-2335

Senator Award M. Kennedy
Chalrman,'Senate Subcommittee on Health.
4228 Dlrksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 2D51D

Dear Senator Kennedy:

Research 0140113%

104 UtalfER1172 AVENUE. 2nd FLOOR.

SYRACUSS. NEW YORE 13210

Pill 4E54585

Pending before your committee is the National School-Age Mother and Child
Health Act of 1975 (S. 2538). Enclosed you will find testimony which I am
offering on behalf of the Board of Directors and members of the National Alli-
ance Concerned with School-Age Parents with respect to the proposed legis-
lation. I am also sending along a copy of the resolution develOped at the
National Conference on School-Age Parenthood held In Denver, Colorado, In
October, commending you for your work in the draft of the legislation.

Supporting documents as well as a copy of my personal c.v.'.have alsO
been included In this correspondence. I am hopeful that all of the informa-
tion will be cif assistance to you and the staff of the Subcommittee. Should
you need additional background, please contact me at your convenience.
You will note that my testimony has been developed along four lines-- -
a general overview of comprehensive service programs for ichool-age parents;
sammary of the deeds of young parents; summary of the needs of program
personnel; and, direct comments regarding the proposed legislation.

Thank you for your involvement in this field. The Alliance looks forward
to working with you In seeking passage of S. 2538.

Sincerely,

Janet Forbush
Executive Director

enclosures

rot
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National Alliance Concerned with School -Age Parents
731$ WISCONSIN AVENUE. SUITE 211W

WASHINGTON D C 20014
13011054 -2335

11.104fth Chown
aH UNVEANTY AvENUE, 244 41.00A,

IVRACUIll. NEW vOltv 13210

(315)423.3645

Statement on S.2538 National School-Age Mother and Child Health Act of 1975

Respectfully submitted to the Senate Subcommittee on Health chaired by Senator
Edward M. Kennedy (D-Massachusetts) offered on November 4, 1975, by Janet Bell
Forbush, Executive Director, NatIonalsAlliance Concerned with Schbol-Age Par-
ents. (Attachment A)

INTRODUCTION.

On behalf of the Board of Directors and members of the National_Aillance Con-
cerned with School-Age Parents (NACSAP). I wish to begin the statement by rec-
ognizing and commending Senator Edward M. Kennedy and also Senator Birch Bayh
(D-Indiana) for their work In drafting legislation on behalf of school-age
parents and their children. NACSAP also wishes to take this opportunity to
extend Its deep appreciation to Hrs. Eunice Shriver for her outstanding work
on behalf of the hundreds of thousands of school-age parents who so desperately
need quality health, education and social services. The initiatives of the
Senators, their staff members and Mrs. Shriver are already being felt as pos-
itive catalysts in the field of services delivery to this population.

NACSAP is a private, non-profit membership association organized in 1969. The
organization specializes In the provision of technical assistance to health,
education, andtvcial service professionals as well as local and state agency
personnel interested in improving services delivery to young parents and their
families. Technical assistance includes distribution of print and non -print
resource materials; on-site program consultation; in-service training; confer-
ence support; and information sharing at the national level. The Alliance is
governed by a fifteen member Board of Directors, thirteen of whom are elected
by general membership vote (Attachment B). Two positions are appointive and
as a result of Board action taken in October of this year, one of the Board
positions has been designated for a youth representative. The Alliance has
nearly 1,100 members in 48 states with active affiliates In:

California (California Alliance Concerned with SchootsAge
Parents - CACSAP)

Florida (Florida Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents
FACSAP)

Michigan (Michigan Association for School-Age Parents - MASAP)
Ohio (Ohio Alliance Concerned with Teenage Parents - OACTAP)
Oregon (Oregon Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents -

OACSAP)
.Louisiana (Louisiana Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents

LACSAP)
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Washington (Washington Alliance Concerned with School-Age
Parents - WACSAP II)

Wisconsin (Wisconsin Alliance Concerned with School-Age
Parents - WACSAP)

Active membership has quintupled since May of 1973.

NACSAP's funding comes from three principle sources: individual membership dues,
government contracts and/or grants, and priVate contributions. The present gov-
ernment support Is a $90,000. contract from the U.S. Office of Education* (Con-
tract OEC-13-7320).

The comments which I am offering today have been organized so as to provide an
overview of the types of service programs which have been developed and are now
in operation In over six hundred communities in this country; a review of the
needs of young parents as identified through comprehensive service programs and
association activities; consideration of staff and program needs presently unmet
as a result of limited and Inappropriate funding; and, specific comments regard-
ing 5.2538.

SECTION A - OVERVIEW OF COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE PROGRAM OPERATIONS

As the only multi-disciplinary membership organization In the country specializing
In this area, NACSAP works closely with local and state groups throughout the
United States presently offering some type of support service(s) to young men,
women, and their children. In some communities the programs have been In exis-
tence since the mid - sixties, e.g. San Francisco, Dalifornia; Milwaukee; Wisconsin;

and Baltimore, Maryland. These communities were In the vanguard of a new social
change phenomenon---a change from historically punitive treatment of women who be-
came pregnant while still single to a positively oriented intervention process.
This is not to say that the programs were neccessarily influential in changing
-community attitudes either then or in 1975. Rather, they were the result of in-

dividual activists who felt strongly that it was possible and essential to attempt
to resolve the problems associated with early parenthood.. Specifically, adoles-
cent parenthood.

When the first community based programs were established, they were designed to
Incorporate three aspects of human service intervention---health, education, and
social services. It Is important to point out that some communities developed
projects which were unable to offer all three services to adolescent parents. In

communities where comprehensive service programs were started the program base
varied according to the availability and accessabi I I ttspg community resources.
In the city of Baltimore, for example, the program was education based with link-
ages developed with area health and social service agencies. In San Francisco,

the program was health based and eventually expanded to seven area service centers
associated with hospitals In the San Francisco metrqpolitan area. Cleveland,

Ohio, used a social services model and operated its beginning program with sub-
stantial support from the Cuyahoga County Welfare Department. It is important to

underscore the fact that all of the programs mentioned Included formal linkages
with the other service components.
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Since that time, school-age parent programs.have expanded In recognition of
additional needs on the part of young parents and their children. For example,
efforts have been made since the early seventies to provide infant care as an
additional component of comprehensive service programs. it Is well known that
school-age pregnancy is the single greatest cause of school drop-outs among young
women. It Is less well known that without adequate Infant care following the
birth of /heir babies, young mothers are often forced to drop out of school.
Less than I! of the 17,000 school districts presently offer these critically
needed servicet. In response to this problem in California, former Governor
Ronald Reagan signed into law California Senate Bill 1860 authorizing $600,000.
for local school districts providing support for Infant care services on high
school campuses. California is the only state with such a law presently in ef-
fect, however, other states are reviewing this issue. This particular component
of a gomprehensive service program Is especially difficult to fund, however, and
additional resources such as those potentially available through the proposed
legislation. would help to reduce the number of school drop-outs.

Other components emerging as elements of comprehensive service programs since
1970 include transportation for young paients and expectant parents to their
school programs; follow-through counseling extended to as late as two years f-
tef the birth of the child; special outreach services to counsel young men n-
volved in school-age pregnancies; and, provision for In-service training of p -

fessional staff working in school-age parent programs:-.,I4ese efforts are not
typical but rather unusual!

One of the practical considerations affecting school-age parent program operations
has been the Iocalion and quality of the facility. Though the facility 'is not a
component of a program in terms of what is being made available to the client,
nonetheless, the facility is key in terms of Its accessabliity and appropriateness
to the young parent. To date, only the Baltimore City School System has developed
plans for construction of a center for school-age parents which would accommodate
the unique needs of young mothers, their husbands and/or boy friends, and.children.
Meanwhile many of the comprehensive service programs which have been mentioned are
housed In less than optimum facilities. OthArs.are in unacceptable locations.

The various comprehenSive service program models which emerged in the sixties pro-
vided a foundatibn for a nationally oriented approach to the field. One of the
results of this phenomenon was increased attention to the needs of the school-age
parents on the part of the fedefal government. In 1971, then Secretary of the

of Health, Education, and Welfare, Elliot Richardson, approved an action
memorandum calling for the establishment of an-Inter-agency Task Force on Compre-
hensire Programs for School-Age Parents. Lead-agency responsibility for the Task ,

Force was vested in the U.S. Office of EducatiOn. The life line of the Task Force
was originally intended to be three yea ,s, however, It is still In existence and
operating on an Informal level. The Task Force'was originally established to mon-
itor and oversee activities of the only two field units operating in this area--
NACSAP and the Consortium on Early Childbearing and Childrearing (CECC). The Con-
sortium, which operated under the aegis of the Child Welfare League of America,
closed on March 31, 1975. Responsibilities of the field units includ c the con-
duct of statewide conferences on school-age parenthood; publication o resource
materials for program personnel; and reviews of various aspects of re rch in
this field. Since 1971, 36 statewide conferences on school-age parentho ave
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been held, many of them with support of agencies within the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare. (e.g.Maryland State 'Conference on School-Age Parenthood -
Attachment C). Some of the states have as well had follow-up conferences which
have been sponsored largely through support of independent school-age parent ad-
vocacy organizations, many of them affiliates of NACSAP.

The purpose of the original series of statewide conferences was to bring together
the state agencies responsible for funding and administrative support to local
program operations. The conference strategy nurtured communication f the agency
representatives and for the first time brought together representative f differ-
ent disciplines to address a problem of mutual concern. Whereas 'the cone t of

bringing the agencies together was sound and constructive, the lack of atte [Ion
to follow-up to these meetings prevented them from having maximum Impact on the
actual delivery of services In rural and urban communities in those 36 states. '

It is that issue which the private, non-profit corporations and/or advocacy groups
are now addressing. For example, in 1972 the Washington State Conference on
School-Age Pregnancy was held In Seattle with an attendance of Over five hundred
people from throughout the state. With limited resources provided, the sponsor-
ing unit (CECC) was unable to monitor progression of subsequeht field activity in
that state. Nonetheless, an Inter - agency Coordinating Council Iles formed, com-
prised of representatives of the State Department of Education (Office of the Sup-.
erintendent of Public Instruction) and the Department of Social and Health Services.
As a natural progression, the Inter-Agency Council recognized the need to develop a
more formal structure which could provide an opportunity for program personnel to
become involved in the policy planning efforts of the Council. This led to the
formation of.the Washington Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents (WACAP 11)
which was Organized in November of 1973. The organization has since sponsored a
number of fn-service training institutes (one of which is being Incorporated into
the curriculum at Central Washington State College); sponsored three annual mem-
bership meetings; and recently developed a Legislative Action Committee to begin
work on the development of a model comprehensive state service plan. This is the
first such state to begin work on comprehensive model legislation in this area.
A number of other states, such as Michigan, Florida, and Maryland, have statutes
and/or policies which earmark funds and/or require that educational services be
provided to school-age parents, pregnant students, and/or married students. How-
ever these are not comprehensively focused.

The developmental process of the statewide affiliate in Washington has illustrated
the potential of slate advocacy organizations for implementing the work prescribed
in 5.2538. Though these organizations are not presently staffed, the organizational
structures would adapt to the structure described in 5.2538. Inasmuch as these
groups are already focused on an inter-disciplinary basis, their ability to carry
out the spirit of the proposed legislation is optimum as opposed to the focus of
single state agency designated as a coordinator.

Another major activity affeCting programs in the early .seventies was the intro-
duction of an Education for Parenthood (EFP) program developed by the Education
Development Center of Cambridge, Massachusetts, through funds provided by the Of-
fice of Child Development (0CD) and the National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development (NICHHD). The U.S. Office of Education has cooperated in the
implementation of this program which is4called "Exploring Childhood." it is es-
sentially a social studies based learning package which affords junior and.senior
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high school student$ opport,nities
to learn about what it means to be a parent.Approximately thirty school-age

parent programs participated in the Initial test-ing of the curriculum developed by EDCand
an Informal survey in the fall of 1974showed'that the impact,,,of the program on the young women who participated

providedthem With an opportunity'b improve
their own self concept at well as to betterunderstand the complexities of a child.. The national attention focused on EFP hasIncreased attention to the Importance of teaching about parenting as a means ofpreventing early and unwanted Pregnancy.

Given the Increase in the numbers ofbirths to young women under the age of 15, the Alliance encourages the developmentof parenting prograpts which
specifically address the needs of adolescents who arealready parents. Inasmuch as "Exploring Childhood"

was designed to focus on juniorand senior high students, school-age
parent programs which have used the resourcehave had to adapt It to their own pop lation. The emphasis which 5.2538 gives toparenting educatitn is to be. commend and supported.

SECTION B DEMONST D NEEDS OF YOUNG PARENTS

Through our contacts with approximate
y 1,100 members in 48 states, NACSAP hascollected considerable information reg ding needs of young parents. Duringthe 1974-1975 academic school yegr, with e support from the Office of SpecialPrograms of the U.S. Office of Education, t Alliance developed an informal Needs

Assessment Instrument which was dirculatid
on a limited basis In 12 'states. Thepurpose of the survey was to ascertain

what the perceived needs of adolescent par-ents were from the viewpoint of the,
professionals In.contrast to the viewpoint ofyoung parents themselves. Secondly, the Needs Assessment evaluated the extent towhich these needs were being

met through organized or informal programs. Thefindings in Louisiana and Oregon show that professionals
considered parenting ed-ucation and vocational services

as the most important needs of the young parents.(Attachment D)

The Youth Caucus of the National
Conference on School-Age Parenthood further under-, scored the need for parenting education.

The youth also Identified other needswhich should be taken into
consideration in our review of the legislation (Attach-ments E and F). I would emphasize that the Youth Delegate voiced particular con-cern about the lack of attention given to their legal r hts and they expressed aneed to have extensive information in this area. Ano er point which they raisedwas the need for financial advice

to assist them in alters of credit, insurance,welfare and related financial areas. They indicated the unacceptability of thehealth care presently offered to them and encouraged health
care providers andother interested parties to take into consideration not only youth accessabilityto health care, but also the means by which health care providers are trained towork with adolescents%

They encouraged the adoption of parenting courses in schoolcurricula for credit which would
be made available to all students with specialemphasis upon young men. Despite the difficulties in offering services to youngmen who are not always enrolled in regular

school programs, nonetheless, this needshoulder be given attention in the development of state ans and local efforts re-lated to 5.2538.

In addition to the recommendations
of the Youth Caucus of ihe National Conferenceon School-Age Parenthood, the Alliance has learned of add tonal needs of youngParents as reported by local program adminitratoi's

and st to agency representatives.For example, the need for more extensive and long-range fo ow through support ser-vices for young parents after
they have completed their inv ivement in special pro-grams. Program administrators have also found

that young p rents can be at greater

s
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following the birth of their child inasmuch as the concentrated
ble during pregnancy is no ronger provided. Inasmuch as 5.2538

ed, there is not a equate emphasis on this aspect of PfOgram-

1
ts and their famil s. Depending upon the locale of some pro-

significant obst cies with respect to transportationfacill-
ularly true in rural areas and therefore the Aillancesuggests
would be further strengthened by incorporating a representative

1 who is familiar with transportation resources. Housing and

II as details about job training programs should also be in-

service network. In the interests of recognizing the ,rights'.

es orthe young parents themselves, there should be adequate rep-

chool-age parents on the advisory council.

SECTION C - NEEDS OF PROGRAM PERSONNEL

Whereas 5.2538 describes methods for administering funds on the part of state agen-

cies and/or private:non-profit corporations along with some mention of personnel

standards, the legislation would be strengthened by earmarking funds to-be made

available directly to local programs which could in turn offer in- service training

for staff working With young parents. The Alliance has been providing'in-service

training In this area during the past two years. This training has become the

second most frequently requested service on the part of our members, the first be-

ing the need for informational materials. In light of this, inasmuch as-me recognize

school-age parent programs are crisis intervention efforts, steps should be taken to

make sure that staff working with young people are well - equipped and prepared to han-

dle the situations which develop when youngsters are facing an early and',unplanned

pregnancy.

Whereas the legislation emphasizes the need for quality services for young par-

ents, the Alliance would suggest that consideration be given to the location of the

quality services. Program personnel often report that the facility 16 which they

are working is very often a facility which has been abandoned by other programs

which are given higher priority. Therefore, it is suggested that the statewide plan

establish recommended criteria for schodl-age parent program facilities. The sub-

standard location of school-age patent programs is often a reflection of punitive

attitudes on the part of the community with respect to young parents. We would sub-

mit that it Is difficult to improve the self-concept of young women ex4rIencing an

early pregnancy when their program is housed in a rundown building.

Inasmuch as program operators'are often isolated from one another geogrUphically, it

would be helpful for the agency administering the funds authorized by 5.2538 to es-

tablish a network for the exchange of information about program operations through-

out the state. The Alliance has found that teachers, counselors, nurses, doctors,

social workers and others working 4n djrect services are interested In knowing what

others In their profession are dairi1g and also to learn about what hajeen an effec-

tive model in other communitiee. The Alliance would be willing to w6rk closely

with any state unit,in facilitating the exchange of this information throUgh Its

membership and contact system.
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As a final point with regard to the needs of
program personnel, we have learned

that Just as young parents are without materials well suited to their needs, the'
same -Is true for the program administrators. The need

here is often related to
policy Information. It Is suggested that the designated coordinating agency pro-
vide local programs with current policy Information. State and local departments
of health, educations and social services could perhaps serve as conduits for this
information.

L-.

SECTION D - COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS REGARDING 5.2538

NACSAi wishes to go on record today In support of the concept of the National
School-Age Mother and Child Health Act of 1975. As, the first significant effort
to be taken at the Federal level with respect to the provision of specialized
funding fot services to intervene in the crisis of school-age parenthood, It is
a bold and positive step In this field. In order to strengthen the legislation,
the Alliance strongly urges that consideration be given, however, to changing the
name of the Act to read the National School-Age

Parent and Young Family ServicesAct of 1975. This would take into account the need for health, education ,and
social services of young mothers and fathers and their children.

In review of the stated purposes of the act, the Alliance would further suggest
that in addition to the four items already specified, that a fifth item be added
which would read as follows: "To improve the knowledge base regarding the inci-
dence and consequences of schoollage parenthood

through Increased support of re-
search projects and local program efforts." As a point of reference here, it would
perhaps be Illustrative to share with the Committee the fact that the Alliance re-
ceives approximately 250 requests per month for information on various aspects of
school-age parenthood. The requests come froel-a41 over the country and from peopleIn many different disciplines.

Most of the requests fall Into two categories: I)Information and/or supportive data documenting results of school-age parent crisis
intervention programs on short and long term; and, 2) program material which can
be used by staff in school-age parent programs. The limited research done to dateIn this field does not provide a sound basis on which to make judgments, generali-
zations, and/or predictions about the population and program direction. Further,we are still without any substantive

program informati-on regarding the consequences
of school-age parenthood for youngsters in rural communities.

As a third point of concern with
respect to the design of the bill as It now reads,

'we note that the grants which could be made to "designated' state agencies" would
not necessarily require equal involvement on the part of state departments of pub-
liC instruction, health, and social services. It has been our experience over the
past five years in the planning and implementation

of many statewide conferences
on Schoo -age parenthood to find that whereas It is possible to develop coordinated
plans for the delivery of services, be it for a statewide conference or a local
training program, nonetheless, if a lead agency role Is given to the health depart-
ment at the state level, it is likely that the State Department of Public instruc-
tion will view this issue as a less than critical problem and will respond actor
dingly. The same would be true were the responsibility gi0en only to state educa-tion agencies. Local school districts are the only institutions which by law auto-
matically have ready access to school-age parents. We would urge, therefore, whatever
state agency add/or private non - profit corporation

is designated as the recipient of
the fund's, that there be a requirement

that the state education agency be involved
In the development and Implementation of a state plan.

4-ti3
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Another question which we raJse is whether or not the state agencies are the ap-
propriate units to receive the funds. Recognizing that there aro school-age par-
ent advocacy organizations and /or ad hoc task forces organized at the local and
state level In unlz 26 states, it Is suggested that they be reviewed carefullY 'aS
primary receivers of the funds. Since- 01$ genesis of school -NE parent programs

ib
Fes been the result of local, communit activi,ty rather than stile activity, per-
haps %he advocacy organizations could [ter servo the interests of the program
people and the state agency representatives. Jt would, of course, be possible to
ascertain those States where there has been evIderice of support for school-age par-
ent .progrSms- and further to,document how that support has been translated Into ac-,
t'on at the local level. In those states where this cannot be demonstrated, and,
where there are no state 'advocackgroups, one mitatit consider awarding funds to lo-
cal or regional program units. "II .

Pecogerlzing the Inherent difficulty In gaining administration support for a bill
of this natupe, the Alliance would like to point dut that this Is the only measure
hiCh ,learly and specifically provides eligibility to young parents for compre-
hensive serviceS. Despite the existence of other programs such as Titles V, XIX,
and XX of the Social Security Act, TitICs IV and X of the Public Health Service
Act, and Title 1 of ESEA-, -none of these,4,pecifically provides eligibility for
school-age parents. This is a significant weakless and needs to be recognized
since it is of great concern to school-age parent program', operators.

I quote from
-A Study of Services for Adolescent Parents" a report by the Community Service Coun-
cil of Greater Tulsa,(Tulsa, Oklahoma). published in April of this'year, which
reads, "Agencies state that inadequacy within their own services delivers/ can be
attributed to a half-dozen factors' eligibility guidelines which are too low; poor
oatceakh and follow-through for the clients; a need for more specific services,
such a% teen clinics, teaching programs, and emergency needs services," It is im-

,wssible'for us to be optimistic about the use of existing programs for the young
parents we represent. We know that children and youth are not, by any stretch of
0,e imagination, receiving a proportionate, or fair share of funds presently ex-
ptinded for health care. As reported by Helen M. Wallace, W.D M.P.HA, and Hyman
Goldstein, Ph.D., In their study entitled, "Child Health Care In the United States:
Expenditures and Extent of Coverage with Selected Comprehensive Services'!, (Pediat-
riCV, vol. 55, No. 2, February, 1975), we know that children and youth untie; 19 .

years of age represent 36.91 of the total population in thebnited StAites, and yet
they r:cePve leSs than 20:- of the expenditures for health dire. Of eq4.0 Jmportance
$5 the fact that these services, pointed out by our young parents, are rdreiy de-
signed for them in ,order to meet their needs. Therefore, to.underscore i particu-
lar strength of 5.2538, it IsTe.rligibility for service granted to school-age par-
ent s'. ,.

4
.

. ,

in terms of the recommended representation on the State advisory council, the Al-
liance would suggest that'ina Ich es- possible, the recipients of the funds would
be required to involve represent Ives from existing school-age parent program op-.
eratiuns including administrators, s ff, and consumers. Just as we recommended
that the state education agency be req red to big involved in the development and
6,plementation of the plan, so should a al edLcator. We fee4 this balance is
needed, since there is considerable variation between ;state and local policies
and the ways In which policy(ies) may affect continuing qucational opportunities
of school-age parents. Special attention should also be5iven to the representa-
tion of rural areas on the advisory council.. The differeeces.between the quantity
and quality of services available in rurgl communities versus urban.areas have been
recognized but are not presently addressed.
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With respect to the length of time during which support would be available for
comprehensive services, the Alliance has found that more and more program people
are reporting the feet that serious problems develop for young parents as long
as two years after the birth of their child. This points out the need for sus-
tained, inteevention services. This can admittedly be costly. However, It Is less
costly if provided for In a prevention oriented program rather than in treatment- -
after the problems develop into crises!

Since the total amount of funding provided foV in S.2538 is recognizably small
given the size of this problem nationally, In order to determine what the long
range outcoAe of service intervention can be, applications should be entertained
from existing programs for funds which could be used in sustained follow-through
services. It is suggested that at least one and no more than three programs In
the state be provided with funding df this type. Any more monies devoted in that
direction Would of course, substantially limit the, resources available to commun-
ities presently offering no support.services for schobl-age parents.

As a concluding peint, the Alliance commends Senator Kennedy, his staff and others
involved in the development of this bill for recognizing the need to Incorporate
a maintenance effort clause. Receet history has shown that some programs have
been started In special interest areas without taking Into account the fact that
new legislation could jeopardize present funding levels, In our own experience as
a minimally, funded national association, we have had to operate on what we consider
as much more cost effsktive basis than other programs funded at perhaps ten times our
level. Our experience at the national level has been duplicated by local program op-
eravirs. Therefore, whereas thirty million dollops I. not going to solve the
problFms related to adoleScent parenthood in this country, I am confident that auth-
orization and eventual appropriation of these funds would have the potential for "im-
odCt of an authorization much larger given the capaglilties of the people In this
field. I am indeed saying that we have had to mate small amounts of money go a longway! We are proudCol our track record and would welcome the opportunity to demonstrate
this SKIII further while improving the quality (if life of, young parents and their.
children.

ThanA you for the opportunity to offer comments on 5.25'3o8.' The Alliance looks for-
ward to working cooperatively with you in the future.

k If
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Janet Dell Forbush
3746 Cumberland Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20016
Telephone: (301) 654 -2335 (work)

Birth Date: August 24, 1944
Marital Status: Married

EDUCATION

Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan. D.A. - June r966.
Major - political science. Minor - secondary education.

San Diego State College, San Diego, California. Certificate of Completion -
Educational Telcmision Utilization (9 credits). June 1966 - August 1966.

George Washington Univ. y, Washington, D.C. M.A. - December 1969.

Major - °duo n.

EMPLOYMENT

Executive Director, National Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents,
7315 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 211 -W, Washington, D.C. July 1974 -

present: ,

Director, Washington Office, National Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents,
and Technical Assistance Specialist. 'March 1973 - July 1974.

Conference Coordinator, Consortium on Early Childbearing and ChildrearIng,
1145 19th Street, N,W., Washington, D.C. September 1971 - Marcil 1973.

.Coordilialed conferences on school-age pregnancy In: Florida,

Washington, Texas, Alabama, Ohio, and Arizona.

Assistant Community Educator, Federal City College, Division of Community
Education, 1331 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. April 1968 -

September 1971.

Consultant, North American Rockwell Company, 1730 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. February 1971 - August 1971.

Consultant, National Reading Center, 1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington,

D.C. September 1970 - February 1971.

Peace Corps Volunteer, Mandeville, Jamaica, West Indies, and Medellin, Colombia,

South America. August 1966 - March 1968. Educational television
utilization/development officer and adult literacy Instructor.
Conducted in-service seminars in teachers' training college in
language arts and social studies.
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Page Two
Janet Dell Forbush

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

Member, HEW Inter-Agency Task Force on Comprehensive Programs for School -Ago
Parents, 1972 - present.

Member, Task Force on Maternal and Newborn Health, sponsored by the National
Foundation-March of Dimes, Juno 1975 - present. .

Member, American School Health Association Legislative Committee, 1975. - present.

HONORS

Nominated bs one of ten outstanding young women In America, 1974.

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIPS

American Society of Association Executives
American School Health Association
Day Care and Child Development Council
National Association for the Education of Young Children
National Association of Educational Broadcasters

PUBLICATIONS

Editor, NACSAP Newsletter.

Contributing Editor, Legislative Notes column, Journal of School Health.

Forbush, Janet Bell, M.A., and Breen; Bernard 8., Ph.D., School-Age Parenthood
A National OvorvTew, Journal of School Health, Vol. XLV, No. 5, May 1975.

INTERESTS. -Travel, music (opera), meeting and knowing people.

LANGUAGE: Spanish

TRAVEL! South America - Colombia, Venezuela, Mexico, Curacao, N.A.
Europe
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National Alliance Concerned withSchool -Age Parents
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Director, Continuing Education forliirls
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Phenol (313) 931-2500 - Bus.

(313) 883-3299 Homo

Ezra C. Davidson, K.D.

V.,e Presidents Chairman, Department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology

DesSle Jikkson Martin Luther King Jr. Hospital
Director, Columbus Urban League's Bethune 12021 S. Wilmington

Center Program for Single Parents Los Angeles, CA 90059
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J,,ne

Divis.on Liaison
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(212) 249-0200
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Yale University Aedital School
60 Colivje Street
New Haven, CT 06510

Phenol (203) 436-4205

Lucinda Gordon
Project Director
Lady Pitts Family Living SerlisiCts

3903 West Lisbon Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53200

Home: 4144 North 71st Street
Milwaukee, Hi 53216

Phone: (414) 933-2520 - Sus.
(414) 462-1514 - Homo

Stephen J. Jerrick
Executive Director
American School Health Association
Kent, Ohio 44240
Phone: (216) 678-1601

The Reverend Philip E. Perkins
Rector, Grace Episcopal Church
3600 Australian Avenue
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
Phone: (305) 648-0654
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MAeSAP Board and Staff Directory
Page Two
October, 1915

Alice B. Popkin
Professor of law ond Director,

Child Advocacy Unit
Antioch Law School
1624 Crescent place, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009

Home: 3125 Garfield Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Phone: (202) 265-9500 - Bus.

(202) 225-2951 - Home

h,omas Sand

Vice President
Parent's Magazine Films
52 Vanderbilt Place
hew York. NY 10017
Phone: (212) 685-4400

Willonm L. Smilry, M.D.

issistant Deputy Health Commissioner
St. Louis City Health Department

Department of Maternal and Child Health
1421 N. Jefferson Street
St. Louis, MO 63106

Home: 02 Windrumere Place
St. Louis, HO 63131

Phone: OM 533-8020 - Bus.
(314) 301-2741 - Dus.

Eleanor W. Smith, R.N.
p,,,,,,pont Clinical Professor

i.",,,irtmunt of Family Health Core Hurling
ir-nool of horsing

University of California
San Francisco Hrdical eenter
San Francisco, CA 94122

Home: 1672 Funston Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122

Phone: (415) 666-4442 - Bus.
(415) 661-2024 - Homo

Vivian E. Washington

(Chairman, Maryland Governor's
Commission on ChildrenOhd Youth)

3507 EllaMont Road
Baltimore, MD 21215
Phone-43911 542-8163

F.

NACSAP STAFF

Janet Forbush /

Executive Director

7315 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 711-W
Washington, D.C. 20014
Phone: (301) 654-2335

Bernard Breen, Ph.D.

Director, Research and Publications
804 University Avenue, 2nd Floor
Syracuse, AY 13210
Phenol (315) 423-3595
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MARYLAND CONFERENCE
on

SCHOOL-AGE PARENTHOOD

OCTOBER 31, 1975
URBAN LIFE CENTER
COLUMBIA, MARYLAND

SPONSORED BY:

National Alliance Concerned with School -Age Parents

COORDINATED BY:

GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION ON CHILDREN & YOUTH
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CONFERENCE CO-SPONSORS

Florence Crittenton Services of Baltimore
Planned Parenthood Association of Maryla9d

St. Mary's County Department of SociaTSer4ces
Sinai Hospital of Baltimore - Department of Obstetrics' /and Gynecology

- Department of Social Work

r
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Ailoaler-A* ry
GEntutibt 13tpartment

. GOVERNOR'S PROCLAMATION

School-Age Parent Month
October, 1975

WHEREAS, The number of children born to young parents
preoontly of ochool -age is still rising both
nationally and in Maryland; and

WHEREAS, A statewide conference focusing on the needs
Of school-age parents, their infants and their
families is being held on October 31, 1975, in
Columbia; and

WHEREAS, This conference is being sponsored by the
National Alliance Concerned with School-Age
Parents (NACSAP1 and other groups; and

WHEREAS, The quality of care and services provided to
both infants and their parents is indicative
of the quality of tomorrow' society; and

WHEREAS, It.is essential that the general' public have a
better understanding and appreciation of the
needs of this important segment of our population;
led

NOW, THEREFORE, I, MARVIN MANDEL, Governor of the State of
Maryland, do hereby proclaim October, 1975, as

SCHOOL-AGE PARENT MONTH

in Maryland, and I commend this observance to all
our citizens.

GIVEN Under My Hand and the Great
Seal of the State of Maryland, in
the City of Annapolis, this 25th
Oay of August, in the Year of Our
Lord, One Thousand Nine Hundred
Seventy-Five.

By the Governor

.
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PLANNING COMMITTEE

Babette Bierman
Sinai Hospital of Baltimore

Mallory Crawford
formerly Community Pediatric
Center, University of
Maryland

Henri Ann Daniels
Governor's Commission o
Children and Youth

Shirley Handelsman
Planned Parenthood Association
of Maryland

Winnifred Hubbard
Department of Health
and Mental,Hygiene

Frederick R. Keyton, Ph.D.
Department of Education

Misbah Khan, M.D.
Department of Health
and Mental Hygiene

Beatrice Langford
Social Services Administration
Department of Human Resources

Julius Loebl, M.D.
Anne Arundel County
Health Department

Beverly Marable
Goverrior's Commission on
Children and Youth

Margaret Needham
Department of Health
and Mental, Hygiene

Marilyn N.,Pelham
Florence Crittenton Services
of Baltimore

'Ella May Russell
St. Mary's County Department
of Social Services

Carolyn B. Smeton
Adolescent Pregnancy Program
Johns Hopkins Hospital

Marjorie Teitelbaum
'formerly Maryland 4-C Committee

Vivian Washington
Governor's Commission on

Children and Yout-

Lois E, White
Edgar Allan Poe School for

Teen Age Mothers
Baltimore City Public Schools

Nancy S. Woodford
Board of Education of
Harford County

4 Janet Forbush
National Alliance Concerned
with School-Age Parents

Mary Catherine Wilkins
National Alliance Concerned
with School -Age Parents
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conference program

8:30 A.M. CONFERENCE REGISTRATION

9:00 A.M.. to 10:30 A.M.

GENERAL SESSION

ROOM 5

INTRODUCTION AND WELCOME

PHILLIP J. GOLDSTEIN, M.D., President, National
Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents, and
Obstetrician - Gynecologist in Chief, Sinai Hospital
of Baltimore.

AGENCY OVERVIEW OF THE STATUS OF SERVICES DELIVERY
TO ADOLESCENT PARENTS IN MARYLAND

JAMES SENSENBAUGH, Ed.D.,-State Superintendent
of Schools.

ANNE IRONS, Division Chief, Program and Policy
Development, Social Services Administration,
Department of Human Resources.

BENJAMIN D. WHITE, M.D., Assistant Secretary for
Programs, Department of Health and Mental Hygiene.

DAVID L. GLENN, Assistant Secretary, Office of
Program Coordination, Department of Human Resour:ces

CHALLENGE TO ACTION

JANET FORBUSH, Executive Director, National Alliance
Concerned with School-Age Parents, Washington, D.C.

. "
10:45 A.M. to 12:00 P.M.

DISCUSSION GROUPS
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A. IMPACT OF LEGISLATION ON FUNDING SCHOOL-AGE
PARENT PROGRAMS ARENA

RICHARD GRUMBACHER, former State Delegate:
Hagerstown.

HATTIE N. HARRISON, State Delegate, District 45,
Baltimore.

Recorder: VIVIAN WASHINGTON, Chairperson,
Governor-15 Commission on Children and Youth,
Baltimore.

B. LOCAL POLICIES FOR ADOLESCENT PARENTS IN HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND SOCIAL SERVICES ROOM 1

FREDERICK KEYTON, Ph.D., Consultant in Pupil
Services, Maryland State Department of Education,
Baltimore.

JOHN M. KRAGER, M.O., M.P.H., Assistant Helth
Officer, Baltimore County Health Department,
Towson.

BETTY SCHWARTZ, Executive Director, Florence
Crittenton Services of Baltimore.

Recorder: MARGARET NEEDHAM, R.N., Public Health
Nursing Consultant, Preventive Medicine Adminis-
tration, Department of Health and Mental Hygiene.

C. LEGAL RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF ADOLESCENTS
RDDM 7

,ROBERT B. WATTS, Associate Judge, Supreme
A* Berth of Baltimore City.

Recorder: MISBAH KHAN, M.O., M.P.H., Pediatric
Consultant, Preventive Medicine Administration,
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene, and
Associate Professor of Pediatrics, University
of Maryland, Baltimore.
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D. PARENTHOOD EDUCATION (2 Sections)
UM 5

W. STANLEY IRUGER, Director, HEW Inter-Agency-
Task Force on Comprehensive Programs for
School-Age Parents, Washington, D.C. 1413m.,

KATHARINE BOUCHER, Chairperson, Parentin§
Committee, Governor's Commiss),en on Children
and Youth, Severna Park.

Recorder: ERIC FINE, M.D., Chief, Infant and
Child Health Services, Preventive Medicine
Administration, Department of Health and:,
Mental Hygiene, Baltimore.

E. UNDERSTANDING THE ADOLESCENT PARENT (2 Sections)
ROOM 2

GHISLAINE GDDENNE, M.D., Director, Counseling
and Psychiatric Services, and Professor of
Psychology, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore.

Recorder: CARDLYN SMETDN, Social Worker,
Adolescent Pregnancy Program, Johns Hopkins
University Hospital, Baltimore.

4
BLUE tDUNGE AREA

DORIS WELCHER, Ph.D., Pediatric Psychologist,
Johns Hopkins University Medical School,
Baltimore.

Recorder: ALBERTINE LANCASTER, Supervisor,
St. Mary's County Department of Social Services,
teonardtown.

-a*
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F. RURAL AND URBAN PROGRAM MODELS
YELLOW CAUCUS AREA

ANN BOONE, Education Specialist, Office of
Home Economics, Baltimlre City Department
of Education.

JANE DAWSON, Consultant for Family Living and
Human Development Education, Allegany Count
Board of Education, Cumberland.

ELLA MAY RUSSELL, Social Worker, St. Mary's
County Department of Social Services,
Leonardtown.

LOTS WHITE, Principal, Edgar Allan Poe
School for Teen Age"Mothers, Baltimore
City Public Schools.

*Moderator: LEROY DURHAM, Acting Executive
Director, Maryland 4-C Committee, Baltimore.

Recorder: .MARILYN PELHAM, Educational
Coordinator, Florence Crittenton Services
of Baltimpre.

12:15 P:M. to 1:451.M.

/ I

.,

tit

LUNCHEON MAIN DINING ROOM

MODERATOR: VERDA F. WELCOME, State Senator
District 4U, Baltimore:

INVOCATION: MISBAH KHAN, M.D., M.P.H., Pediatric
Consultant, Preventive Medicine"
Administration, Department of Health
and Mentalyglene, and Associate k

Professor o Pediatrics, University
of Maryland, Baltimoie.

A STRATEGY FOR SERVICES FOR ADOLESCENT PARENTS

MARVIN CORNBLATH, M.D., Pediatrician-in:Chief,
University of Maryland Hospital, Baltimore.

63-I57 11 - 7A - 311
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2:00 P.M. to"3:15 P.M.

REGIONAL DISCUSSION GROUPS

ti

REGION I (Central Region) ROOM 5
(Baltimore City, BaltIMbre County, Anne Arundel County,
and Harford CoUnty)

KENNETH TWENTEr, Regional Coordinator, Maryland
State Department of Education, Baltmorei

111

Recorder: JEANNE LINK, Field Coordinator,
Maryland 4-C Committee, Baltimore.

REGION II (Eastern Short) ROOM 1
1Cecil, QueenAkne's, Kent, Caiollne, Talbot, Dorchester,
Wicomico, Somerset, Worcester Counties)

FREDERICK KEYTON4 PH.D., Consultant in Pupil
Services,'Maryladd State Departmentof Education,

'Baltimore.

"Recorder: BABET/t 'BIERMAN, Social Worker,
08 Clinic,Sinbi Hospital of Baltimore:

1
-

REGION III (Southern Maryland) ROOM 2 /,
(Prince George's, Charles, St. Mary's, Calvert Counties)

JOSEPH MORTON, Regional Coordinator, Marylandc-
. State Department ot Education, Bali(more.

Recorder:. ROSALIE STREETT1 Director, Dunbar
Infant-Parent Program Baltimore.

REGION IV (Western Maryland) ROOM 7
(Montgomery, Howard, Carroll, Frederick, Washington,
Allegany, and Garrett Counties)

ANDREW MASON Regional Coordinator, Marylan
State Department of Education,, Baltimore.

Recorder: BEATRICE LANGFORD, Single Parent and
Family Services Specialist, Social Services
Administration,"Tepartment of Mumanliesources.
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3:30 P.M. to 4:30 P.M.

GENERAL SESSION ROOM 5

YOUTH PANEL

MOOERATOR: FELIX HEALD, M.O., Professor of
Pediatrics and Director, Division

'f of AdOlescent Medicine, University
of Maryland School of Medicine,
Baltimore.

YOUTH COORDINATOR: RANDALL LAKE, Specialist in
Student Affairs, Maryland
'State Department of Education,
Baltimore.

CHARGE TO CONFEREES 4.

ROSALIE S. ABRAMS,
"

State Senator, District 42,
Baltimore.
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ABOUT THE CONFERENCE SPONSORS

NACSAP

The National Alliance Conc ed with School-Age Parents (NACSAP)
is a multi-disciplinary, n profit tax-exempt organization
specializing in the provision of technical assistance to
individuals and 'groups advocating improved services delivery to
school-age parents and their Infants. Membership dues are:
Young earent - $2/yr.; Individual - $20/yr.; Family - $30/yr.;
Sustaining - $50; and Patron - $100. All *embership dues and ,

contributions are tax deductible. For membership information -

write NACSAP, 7315 Wisconsin Avenue-, #211-W, Washington, D.C.`F
20014. Telephone: (301) 654-2335

GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION ON CHILDREN. AND YOUTH

The tommission on Childrerl and Youth waerreaed by an Executive
Order of the Governor in 1972 and Is placed Within the Department.
of Human Resources. Two'of the several charges given to the
Commission are: I) to bring together public and privite
agencies to plan coordinated programs for children and youth,
and to recommend activities leading to strengthening of children
and youth in decision-making In public and private agencies
whose programs concern children and youth; and 2) to prepare
far, participate in, and implement state, regional, and national
conferences for childrqn and youth.

Maryland Conference on School-Age Parenthood sponsored in part
through contract funds awarded by the U.S. Office of Education
(Contract OEC-0-73-7020).
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National Alliance Concerned with School -Age Parents

7315 WISCONSIN AVENUi.51.11Ti 211115

WASHINGTON. 0 C 240.'4
13011 554.3335

YOUTH CAUCUS RECOMMENDATIONS

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SCHOOL-AGE PARENTHOOD

DENVER, COLORADO - OCTOBER 11, 1975

.111011KII Isson

104 IMIVIPISITY AVINUI, 0n1 rtoon.

117RACIJIIIL NEW 7011A 133111

ply 42344111

In response to the concerns of the Youth Caucus of the 1975 Na0onal>

Conference of the National Alliance Concerned with School -Age Parents

convened in Denver, Colorado,

The Youth Caucus recommends that the Board of Directors of the National

Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents resolve:

1. To utilize all available legislative resources In promoting the establish-

ment of human services programs specifically designed to meet the needs

of young parents;

2. To promote the establishment of Pre-Natil/Post-Partum Care and Parenting,

courses In the school Curriculum for credit (available to ali<tudents)

with special emphasis on young men;

3. To call for the establishment of more speclalized professional- counseling

services to be available during pregnancy andcoritInue thereafter. The

counseling should Include information on the legal rights of young parents

to choose the manner In which their education shall continue;

4. TO iihpress upon all NACSOP members (Individually and through the affiliate

system) the need to involve young fathers 9fl local educational piOgrams

for young parents and to render assistance In the development and

implementation of these programs;

October 9-11, 1975

The Brown Palate Hotel
Denver, Colorado

National Conference
School-Age Parenthood: A National Crisis
A Challenge to Action

4r%4
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE
YOUTH CAUCUS RECOMMENDATIONS
PAGE TWO

5. To uphold the legal right(s) ofl,opng parents and parents-to-be to be

properly counselled as to alternatives In continuing education, Job

planning, adoption, etc.;

6. To utilize all available legislative resources In promoting the establish-

ment of more and better infant and child care (day) centers and, where

such programs are limited, the provision of subsldle2 to help pay the

cost of private day care programs;

7. To Initiate legislative steps to ensure the Implementation, continuance,

and Increase In programs to subsidize mother and child nutrItIOnal care;

8. To call for the establishment of a financial advisor In each locale who

would, assist young parents with credit, insurece, welfare, and other

financial matters; 0--

9, To impress upon the U HUD the importance of monitoring

fair housing stanUards and creating an effective mechanism by which

young parents may report possible cases of discrimination;

10. To work jointly with Nations State, and local Medical Associations,

Health Maintenance OrganIzatlo , and all other providers of health care

to encourage more humanistic m dicing and medlcal'staff care for

adolescents particularly (e.g., staff training In dealing with emotions

and feelings);

11. To call for the establishment of "Rights of Students and School-Age

Parents" legal seminars to be held In local communities using the

expertise of qualified legal authorities for the purpose of informing

school-age parents of their rights, their responsitiflities, and the

laws concerning them;

4 ri 5-
its
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE
YOUTH CAUCUS RECOMMENDATIONS
PAGE THREE

12. To create youth page or seEtiog In the NACSAP newsletter which would

Include poi L.c.Le-s", programs, and personals of special interest to school-
.

age parents and to establish the position of Youth Editor with the

responsibility of coordinating the youth page;

13. To seek to ensure the rights of young people to lob opportunities with

Information for youth and employers regarding fair emPloyment practices.

4
r
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Mrs. Si I RI VER. Our next 'speaker will be Mrs. Nix from Delaware.
You heard about Delaware project this morning.

* Mrs. Nix talk briefly about it.
Mrs. Nix. I am pleased to have the opportunity to be here today.
I would especially like to address this aspect of Senator Kennedy's

bi which points out that the bill will not be costly in terms of the
F cleral dollars that are involved, but will encourage State and local
a encies to coordinate, maintain and expand their efforts .tdivard
helping the young mother and her child.

We have already heard from the, administration about the long
array of services which are available from and I will have to
admit that these services are available in some places for some girls,
and for those girls who are lucky enough to get to those services, but
for the great majority of our young people who are aged 11, 12, 13,
they cannot as has already been pointed out; get through. this maze
of services.

Senator KEN srair. How would this bill get it to them?
Mrs. Nix. Because it will coordinate and bring together, as I will

try to describe what. we have done in Delaware, all of these efforts.
I think we need every one of them, but they need to be coordinated,

pulled together in a com prehensive fora) so that the young girls can
get to the services that are available.

I have brought with me today two young people who have gone
through the Delaware progi4KandrI think who would be very happy
to tell you about what this hagirrt.ant to them.

They have, gone through the. services. They are with us in the
audience. i f you would like to ask them any questions.

Now, Senator Kennedy has said the Federal money 'Call be used,
which he describes in his bill, can be used to generate Federal, State,
and local support.

What Senator Kennedy has stated is not a myth. It is a reality in a
few conimunities. With, your support, it can be a reality nationwide.
The DelaiAre Adolescent Prograni, Inc.. is an example of how a

comprehensive program for school-age parents and their children
\vas. established on limited funds and how those funds were used to
generate additional funds and in-kind support. The program was
begun as a pilot project for 50 girls in 19(39 and on a grant of $22,500
from.the Junior League of Wilmington.

Those funds were used to generate Federal. local. and State support.
Now. 7 years later, the program is the only statewide comprehensive
program for school-age parents and their children operating in the
entire United States. There is one center in each county of the State.

First, a brief description of tl prog'ram. DAPI is comprehensive
in that all services are -oyide under one roof. which has the distinct
advantage of making coon in, ion and interaction of all components,-
passible. The program includes the array of services which are, spelled
out in the bills which are before you. Among these are continuation of
education, pre- and post-natal care V obstetricians who come to the
center, well baby care up to 5 ears of age by pediatrieians and public
health nurses who also ne to he center, social services to young
mothers and fathers alit' the fainil es of both, as well as infant clay care
at the center so that the mothers an interact with their babies during
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the school day and learn how to properly care for and stimulate them.
Other nbedea_services. are also provided at the centvr, such as voca-
tional training, consumer and homemaking education, preparation
for childbirth and delivery.

The girls are bused to the rural centers. Girls are generally_ in the
program for an average of 6 months and are followed up for a.mini-
mum Of 2 years.

Now, how can one take $22,500 and stretch it to establish comprehen-
sive centers in each county ? A State .coordinating committee was
established by the Governor consisting of people from all disciplines
and chaired by me to develop a State plan for comprehensive services.

'file plan was submitted to the Governor, who used the. plan, and
10 the early successes of ,the program, to urge the State legislature to

appropriate State funds to expired the program. A grant of $50,000
was subsequently appropriated to DAPI to expand its services to any
girl residing in the county of New ('astle, the site of the pilot program.

The original $.42,50 had thus grown to $72,500.
Since education Was an important component, DAPI encouraged

the State Department of Public Instruction and local,school disitticts
to fiovide in-kind contributions. They did so by providing a building,
and paying for certified teachers and educational materials.

The medical component was manned by voluntary obstetricians and
pediatricians who treated each girl or baby as a private patient. The
I )ivision of Public I Iealth provided registered nurses who also taught
classes in preparation for delivery.

The social service component was supported by DAPI's State funds
until a grant was received from model cities., The infant day care center was supported by the Department of
Health and Social' Services through purchase of care contracts.

Communitty support and volunteer services Were tremendous, and
in I year, ;Lagencis were volunteering, star] to assist at the center.

Over the 7-year rs,riod, DAPI has continuously.sought and received

.

.. itle X.X, and title NIX. More recently, D.13I became the first pro-

S ate Department Of Piddle Instruction, local school districts, the
1 ihnington NIedica I Center, title IVA of the Social Security Act,

rra in in the country to receive revenue shariUg funds from each of

umN.from a variety of sonrces. Among these are the Stilt(' legislature,

0 I' t hire cminties in the State.
i inlayer agencies are too numerous to mentir. I emphasize again

that all services are under the one roof concept.
The point I and 111111611g, is that Senator Kennedy's goal to use mini-

11111111 FNIvill dollars to encourage State and local support can be
accomplished as exemplified in the growth and development of DART.

Senator KENNEDY. This is an important point.
What do yon think the value of these services are to the people that

are receiving then] now
You mentioned how, with a small grant of 522,000, that you have

been able to magnify that many. many times. ,

Just in the cost-conscious world, hiive you been able to estimate the
range or the kind of services that would be available now to these
young, people ?

Nirs. Nix. I might do that best by describing what has happened to
the girls that have gone through the prtglarn:

SVIDItO KENNEDY. Y.

o'3
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Ms, Nix. I think the real important thing that we have been akle
to demonstrate in Delaware is the fact that by pulling all of the serv-
ices together under one roof, the social workers, for example, can
zero in on the problems and they will work with the teachers at the
center who are also working with the; ids.

The doctors who see the medical that exist among the
girls can all work together to solve whatever !leads to be solved at
that point.

And this coordination would not be possible if this, say, 12- or 13-
year -old girl were going over here for one phase of it and to a school
over here with the teacher perhaps, who is nonsympathetic to what
the problems are. ,

We'are able therefore to work with the total situation, total familyi:4
for the benefit of all that are concerned. . 4

Now, we did a follow up study on the first 100 girls who went through ,..
the program.

0 4'''
I will have lo agree with the administration thift it takes awhilt, to,

find but_what is really the effect.
Some of these programs now have been in a position to. do this. -
As Mrs. Forbush pointed out, more research needs to be done, more

evalnation studies need to be done. I ,think it is significant to note'
that. out of the first 100 girls who went through. the T)API prpgram,
as of 1969, 79 percent of those girls remained in school and graduated.
This is a very significant figure because just. the year before this pro-
gram 90 percent. of pregnant girls were dropping out of school. Here
we were able to keep 79 percent in school until graduation.

That is not a short -term effect; as the administration pointed out.
That I consider a long-term effect. Eighty percent. of those girls are
not on welfare. So it has been estimated its a cost of «'100,000 for every
girl who drops out of school because of pregnancy; we are saying
that 80 percent of those girls are today not on welfare.

And they would be, had it. not been for the institution of this pro-
gram back in 1969.

Another statistic that we have come. up with through our study
is that only 16 percent of the girls had repeat pregnancies.

Again, in the State of Delaware, repeat pregnancies were phe-
nomenal. .

Only 16 percent, over the 7-year period,. of these girls had another .,,,,
-,

baby. -
In 1969, again the prematurity rate in this age group was 21 per-

cent, and we, were,able to reduce that to 12 percent. .

I think the significance of t hat is already pointed out by the doctors
of both administration and this panel.

So, I strongly urge that these kinds of programs e established in
every part of our country, that as Senator Kennedy h s said, "It does
not require a lot of new dollut really reprog among of what
is already out there."

But it takes a coordinated group, it takes concerned, interested
people to pull all of these pieces together, to drat --; pun the resources
that we have.

I think in this bill we can do that.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Nix follows:],

4ri9
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i CH TO i2 DUIV2a1ID AT USNATE SUBCOUZTTBZ ON HEALTH
IN zurnaT OF

NATIoliAL 3CHOOL -AGE MOTIEM AND CHILD li.ALTH ACT OF 1975

November 4, 1975

Lulu Mae Nix

In the past decade, considerable attention has been focused on

the plight of the pregnant adolescent. More recently, some attention

has been focused On the children born to these girls.

You are already familiar with the statistics on the high incidence

of adolescent pregnancy and the large numbers of our young population

who/are beginning family life at a very early age. You are aware that

school-age mothers, unmarried and married; are high risks educationally,

medically, and socially, and that their children are also high risks.

Jociety and the taxpayers are increasingly burdened because, unless

these young parents receive supportive services, they will tend up on

our welfare rolls.

It has been estimated by K. Krantz that for each girl who becomes

pregnant out of wedlock before the age of 20 and requires assistance,

our citizens will pay 3109,9000 in welfare payments during the remainder

of her lifetime. If this is true, and I 'believe the figure is under-

estimated, then society will be bprdened with an astronomical figure in

welfare payments unless we melte comprehensive service programs available

to those girls across the country who need such services.

Senator Kennedy, in his floor statement introducing "The National

-Age Mother and Child Health Act of 1975", stated ". . . . it

must be emphasized that the measure which I propose in this bill will

of be costly in 'terms of the Federal funds involved, but will have an

immeasutably large impact upon this problem. One of the major aims of

la
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this bill in to encourage state and local,agencies, public and private,

to coordinate their efforts in this area, and to maintain and expand

those efforts already underway in the delivery of health and social

services to the youhg mother and her child. Thus, the value of each

Federal dollar will be multiplied immeauurably for the benefit of

this extremely vulnerable high rick group of school-age mothers and

their children."

What Senator Kennedy has stated in cwt h myth. It is a reality

in a few cOmmunitien. With your support, it can be a reality nationwide.

The Delaware.Adolescant Program, Inc., is an exemple of how' a

-comprehensive program for school-age parents and their children was

established on limited funds and how those funda were used.to generate

additional Mule and in -kind support. Theprogram wan begun an a pilot

project for 50 girls' in b9 on a grant of 822,500 from the Junior

League of Wilmington. one funds wore used to generate federal, local,

and state support. tjci, seven years later, the program is the only

statewide domprehennive progrhm for school-age parento and their children

operating in the entire United Staten. There is one center in each

county of the rotate.

First, a brief description of the program. DAPI is Oomprehennive

in that all services are provided under one roof, which hen the

distinct advantage of making coordination and interaction of all components

possible. The program includes the array of services which are spelled

out in the bills which are before you. Among these are continuation of

education, pre- and post-natal care by obstetricians who come to the

center, well baby care up to five years of age by pediatricians and

'Public Health nurse° who also come to the center, social services to

0%
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yoUng mother and father and the faMilieo of both, an well an infant

day care at the center cc the mother° can interact with theii, babie

during the ochool day and learn how to properly came for and atim

them. Othor needed aervicea are oleo provided at the center, ouch as

vocational training, consumer and homemaking education, preparation

for childbirth and delivery. The girls are busood to theerural centers.

Girls are generally in the program for an average of °ix months and are

followed up for a minimum of two years.

Now, how can one take $22,500 and stretch it to eotablioh

comprehenoi1ve4centero in each county. A state coordinating committee

was eatabliohed by the Governor conoiating of people from all diociplineo

and chat-rod by me to develop state plan for comprehensive oerviceo.

The plan was submitted to the Governor, who used the plan, and the

early ouccesaea of the progZeira;toarge the State Legislature to

Iwppropriate atate funds to expand/the program. A grant of 350,000 was

subsequently appropriated to DAPI to expand Ito oervicea to any girl

residing in the county of New Castle, the site of the pilot program.

The original 322,500 nod thus gran to 372,500.

Since education woo an important component, DAPI encouraged thee

: ;tote Department of Public Instruction and local ochool district° to

provide in -kind contribution. They did go by providing a building,

, and paying for certified teacher° and educational materials.

The medical component was manned by voluntary obatetriciana and

pediatrician° who treated each girl or baby as a private patient.

e Division of Public Health Oovided registered nurses who also

classed in prOparation for delivery:

- 3 -
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The social nervioo component was oupportod by DAPI's state funds

until a grant wan received from Model Cities.

The infant day care cantor wan oupportod by the Department of

Health and Social Servicon through purchase of care contract°.

Community support and volunteer nohfricen wore tremendous, and

in one year, twenty-five agencies wore volunteering staff to papist

at the center.

Overtho sovon-yoar period, DAPI has continuously. nought and received

fund° Zrem a variety of seaman. Among thane are the State Logiplaturo,

jtato Department of Public Instruction, local school districts, the

Wilmington Medical Center, Title IV-A of the So6ial Security Act,

Title XX, and Title XIX. More recently, DAPI became the first program

in the country to receive Hovonuo aharing fundn from each of our three

counties in the state. Volunteer agencieo are too numerous to mention.

I emphasize again that all cervices are under the one roof concept.

The point I an making In that Senator Kennedy's goal to uno

minimum Federal dollars to encourage otate and local cupOort can lie accomplinhod an

exemplified in the growth and development of DAPI. From a beginning

budget of f22,500, DAPI now operates a etatowido comprehensive program

on a budget of $314,3b3.

Now, lot un translate the use of theme dollar° to number° of girls

and infants served, and than to renults achieved. Lent year, pregnant

students from almost every school district in the state attended one

of the DAPI cantors. Approximately 460 girls were served. 'Boned upon

the budget of $324,363, the average coat per girl was 3683. While it

In difficult to cost out a comprehensive program much an DAPI, it in

- 4 -
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:significant to note that the coat per year per student in the State

of Delaware ranges from a low of 75942 to a high of 31709.

What has been the result of the program? Admittedly, a true

evaluation of a progism cannot bo done until sufficient time boa

clapped for thO participant° to finish or drop out of school. DAPI

now has a uniquo opportunity to otudy Ito -achieve:mot:to or failure°.

A proliminbry follow-up survey has been made and computerized. Although

the °Ludy to incomplete, the first 100 glrla who went through the

program in the year 1969 chow tho following:

1. 70 remained in school.

2. 80% are not on welfare.

3. Only 16% had repeat pregnancies.

4. Prematurity rate was reduced from in 1968 to le.

The neqd to eatabliah prehennivo and interdisciplinary oervices

on a statewide banjo acrooa ur nation has boon documented. The

beneficial reaulto that can be achieved for school -age parents and for

aociety an a whole are bogi ng to bo aeon. The DelawareAdoleacent

Prjarao, I.'., la el for providing, aervieeo. There are others.

In any cane, every state need° to have the opportunity to eatabliah

programyfor thin group of young people. With Federal oupport,

communitieo can expand th000 Federal dollars to encourage the support

of 1 cal and °tate agencieo. It io being done In the State of Delaware..

It c be done In each and every other otate.

I urgo you to oupport legislation which will make comprehensive

aerviceo available to every pregnant girl In every °tate if ahe desires

- 5 -
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such cervices. +Fragmented aorvioeo offered for limited time poriodo

will not do tW3+job that needs to be done. COMprehonnive aervioes

must be developed tonsure that the young parent.goto ?rough the

peribd of need. No must ensure that the continuity of care needed

modioally, 000ially, and eduoationally 1a not broken by the pregnancy,

the birth of the child, or the post-partum period. The tank is not

easy. It taken dedication, persistence, innovativenoso, and many othur

talents. However, with the passage of the "National School -Age Mother

and Child Health Aot of 1975", we cannot fail.

10/31/75

-6-

-- Lulu Mao Nix
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DELAWARE ADOLESCENT PROGRAM, INC.

STATEMENT OF INCOME 1974-1975
of%

FOR STArbw/DE COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES

INCOME

1. Administration, Education, Sotliel Services

Delaware State Legislature $150;000

Title IV-A 60,000

Revenue Sharing - New Castle County 20,000

Department of Public Instruction 57,863

Wilmington Public School° (estimated) 26,500

TOTAL - 3 center° $314,363

2. Day Case Program - 3 centers

Title IV-A

92 babies 0 $38.50 /week/baby

Age: 1 week to 3i years

$154,769

3. Medical Program

Funded by Title XIX and State Division of Public Health

plus in-kind medical support.
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Senator KENNEDY. Very good testimony.
Maybe very briefly We could have your two young Oeople come up

here for a ,moment, while we are talking about the program.
Mrs. Nix. May. I introduce, please, Myra Lindsay, who is one of our

young mothers, and Mr. Richard Cochran, who is a young father.
Senator KENNEDY. We want to welcome you here.
You have been paying attention to our hearing this morning. .

I watched you listening very attentively.
hearing

think you probably
understand what we are trying to do. I am wondering if you might
be able to tell little bit about how you first heard of the program.

Could yon I me 11c you first got word of it ?
Miss Li. SA. I first heard about ita through a friend. Siie told me

how great i was.
Senator NNEDY. How did you hear about it ?
Miss LINDSAY. One of my girl friends.
I wa,s down there and I signed up.
I really did like the program.
Senator KENNEDY. You went down where ?
You were a student at which high school ?
Miss LINDSAY. At Wopdley School, which is now 'Toward Educa-

tional Park. We have a new school. I liked it because they helped me
a lot of way,s in school, as far as my education, keeping me in school,
so I would not have to stay off.

Senator KENNEDY. You went down to talk.to them at the center?
MiSS NDSA,1:. Yes.
Senator KE.NF.DY. Ancl they gave you some help ansI assist&e,

did they ?
Miss LINDSAY. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. What sort of things did they help you do?
You just mentioned mie, I guess, staying in school ?
Miss LINDSAY. Y6S.
Senator KENNE!)i Do you think vou would have stayed in school?
Miss LINDSAY. I re lly think they helped me as far as my staying in

school, bemuse they ha e a dayTa re center down there.
I take my baby cla there while I go to school, so I can continue

on with my education an graduate.
Senator KENNEDY. Do y u want to do that ?
Miss LINDSAY. Yes, most lefinitely.
We all get along'very nic It is really a nice program. We do many

things.
Senator KENNEDY. Do mos, of the young people know about that

program ?
Miss LINDSAY. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. Has the s hool worked pretty well in helping

you adjust to your program or yo r classes so that you could have your
baby and then come back to school ?

Miss LINDSAY. Most definitely.
Senator KENNEDY. What about health care?
What kind of medi'eal care did you receive during this time?
Miss LINDSAY. Seeing doctors down there while I was pregnant, so

I would not have to stay out of school, like miss a day in school.

7' 483
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They, always had doctors down there on a certain day, and then
after I had my baby, I could take my baby down there to the baby
doctor that comes down there.

Senator KENNEDY. It is all in one place; is Pat right?
Miss LINDSAY. Right.
It is all there.
Senator KENNEDY. Does that make it easier?
Miss LINDSAY: Yes.
It is better than running all over the place.
Senator KENNEDY. Is your baby a girl or a boy?
Miss LINDSAY. A girl.
Senator KENNEDY. Richard, tell us a little bit how you heard about

this program?
Mr. COCHRAN-. I did not 'necessarily hear about it.
When Myra joined DAPI, I more or less picked up on a program

of my own. Like, her counselor wanted to interview me one day, so I
went down, and. we sat and we talked, and I just became attached.

I-went every day. I talked to her counselor and various other coun-
selors, and met the director, Mrs. Nix. ,.

Gradually, by going there, it gave me a chance to look over it, so
I can set an example for the young fathers, so it will give me a chance
to go out in the street, and if I see that they have a girlfriend that may
be pregnant, if they do not know anything about it, from Mrya or me,
we can carry the information and news to them.

Not only that, as far as a nursery is concerned, not only does it
help her, but it gives me a chance to go in, because, like, I take my
daughter back and forth to the nursery every day, and I pick her up
and I spend some time in the nursery.

They taught me the proper way of holding and feeding and changing
her, and various things to look out for, to look out for sickness and
things like that.

It is a thing that you just cannot dose one eye and blind the othtr,
you're to take both eyes and hold hands and loin together and walk
down the hall.

There are a lot of young people that try to overlook it, but they
cannot. These young people cannot go to public schools during 9
months of pregnancy because they have to climb steps and all of this
is on one flat level. Everything it right around them.

It is just like a great big family.
The counselors, the students will go to them with any problem,

and the counselors are so openhearted, so well minded that they see
the problems and they blend right together and help, and without
this I think that the situation would be like a ball of fire. It would
go up in smoke.

Senator KENNEDY. I want to thank you very much.
I think you have given very good .testimony on why this kind of

coordinated program can mean so much in terms of human programs.
Mrs. SH-RIVER. There is a young lady here this morning who had a

baby and did not have any kind of assistance,
She is now working in the adolescent pregnancy center at Hopkins.
Ms. SAIthat. I am Joanne Saffer. I am working at Hopkins on a

volnhteer program.

C39
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Six years ago I had my son. I. was 16 years old.
At that time I was in a parochial school and I had to drop out of

school as soon as I became pregnant-.
Senator KENNEDY. Why?
Ms..SAFFER. I was just not allowed to continue here.
Senator KENNEDY. Is that a rule, a s .fool rule
Ms. SAFFER. Yes. I.,do not know that it was a rule, because it was

not expected then, and I do not even think there Was a rule like that.
Anyway, I was not allowed to go to public school iri my neighbor -'

hood, either. They advised me to continue at nighttime if I was going
to continue at all. So I enrolled in a nighttime class in order to
graduate.

I really was not sure what kind of alternatives T had. I kind of just
ritcepted the fact that I was just going to have a baby. I was not aware
of any sources that I i;ould go to who wereanyone that I could ask
for help other than mrown family.

Senator KENNEDY. Did you ask anybody at the school ?
Ms. SAFFER. No ; it was a very small school, Cdholic school, and it

was just not the right atmosphere to ask for help dealing with a
pregnancy.

Senator KENNEDY. It is an unfortunate indictment, but true.
Ms. SAFFER. I just feel there is such a need for this kind of a pro-

gram because4 know exactly how I felt. There was no one to go to for
support or any kind of prenotol skills.

I had no one to ask. except for my own family, for help.
It just touches home so deeply for me to see the girls who feel so

alienated and so lonely and do not have anyone to turn to, other than
their immediate family.

So when they come to the program, I think they seem. relieved that
there is someone there to cope with their problem and help them cope
and understand exactly how they are feeling.

Senator KENNEDY. I would daresay that most parents would not
know where to go. either, in a situation such as this.

Have yon known other girls that have had similar experiences to
your own, that had the sense of loss and lack of awareness and under-
standing of where to go and what to- dry and where to turn to?

Ms. SAFFER. Yes.
A couple girls went to school with, many were not in their very

young teens, but I would say 18 or 19, had the same kind of experience,
with no place to go other than the family. ,

Senator KENNEDY. PO you think this kind of coordinated approach
would make a great deal of difference in term of the health and well-
being of the child?

Ms. SAFFER. Ye8.
Senator SCHWEIRER Do you see any change in attitude toward this

problem over the past 6 years among your contemporaries? How would
you describe the attitudinal situation, when you first go into the pro-
gram. and now, Ktherels any difference ?-

Ms. SAFFER. I have just begun workingin the program vv. recently.
A change in attitude?
I am not sure of what you are asking me. A change in attitude con-

cerning teenage pregnancies?
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Senator ScliwtaEn. Let us say, in terms of,tfie people who would
use the service. a school attitude. ..

Tell us a little bit' bout the problem and any change and whether
the center has inspi NTT any change or not.

.

Ms. SAFFER. I thinkShe center has made a lot of people aware of the
fact that there is that large of a problem to begin with, that it is not

' an isolated', just a few isolated cases, but there is an increasing amount
of adolescent pregnancy..

And there is a large need for a program that would serve specifically
the adolescent pregnant female, rather than her adult counterpart.

There are specific problems associated with bring an adolescent alone,
that are complicated by being pregnant, also.

Senator Scii marina. This is a difficult question to ask you to answer
off the top of your headwhat would, you say is the most important
thing the Government. the center, or people that work in the programs
can do for a person going through the center? ,

. What do they really need the most in terms of either counseling help
or services ? What would seem the most imkrtant thing that you
utilized. and that was of service to you?

What stood put in your mind about it ?
.1s. SAFFER. I think the crucial about the program is that they

p wide the girls with alternatives. There. is such a severe feeling that
iis is th6 end, this is the end for me.
There is no hope for me to go on and continue my education or do

nnvthingelse use ful.with my life.
I think that the program lets the girls be in an environment where

they can see. possible alternatives for themselves. Places they can go,
things they ran do with their life, and there are people there to give
them support just to do that.

Senator SiiwntftEif. Does it really provide a fundamental way for
a person to cope with the situation and to do it intelligently, rationally,
and effectively ?

Ifs. SAFVER. That is right. ..

Senatoi KENNEDY. We want to thank.vou.
I think that we have heard a great deal from all the experts on

this. but I do not think you can find anything more compelling than
the young people who would be most impacted by this program, It
seems to me to make such elementary and sound good sense to try
and bring about the kind of situation to provide. this comprehensive
Pftnge of services, and the ability to cope with very immediate prob-
lems in the lives of young people.

I want to thank you very much.
Mrs. Sun-II-Ea. We are ahnost ready to conclude. I would like to

introduce Hattie Harrison. who works with the Dunbar School in
Baltimore. ... .

She is also a State legislator.
It is election day and she was very good to come over here today.
She can tell you how it is to actually run this service for teenage

mothers.
Ifs. Iliniusos. Good morning, gentlemen.
I sat this morning and heard everyone, speak. and I keep hearing

. the words. "firing line, and I guess this is where I am supposed to
he, right on the firing line.

4 ro 1
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That, dealing with the families and these youngsters every day.I guess our particular situation began about '20 years ago when webegan taking a look at the dropout 'rate, at the entire living cycle of theyoungsters in our particular comthunity.
Through sitting down with other folks in other agencies, as wellas the youngsters themselves, an understanding was brought aboutthat we were dealing with very frightened, unknowledgeable young-sters who had no place to turn.
What we found out was simply the fact that all of the existingprograms were really nod, working.
It was just because of a lack of coordination. The fragnientation

was there and it was just extremely bard to get any type of serviceat all.
So through the help of many folk in the neighborhood and at Hop-kins, we were able to start some small semblance of trying to pull allof these forces together.
So consequently in the planning of the new school, one of the mostimportant things that came out of that planning session was the factthat we needed the type of services that could be provided for ouryoung girls and our young fathers, too.
And that is. No. 1, teaching them early enough that the importanceof not having their youngsters that early, if it does happen, OK, let'stry not make it happen again so soon, but dealing with them on apoint of understanding.
What we, did, simply, was to work With these kids, work with their

families and provide them with all the services.
Now, the coordination of the service is, as I said, very important,and that is having on hand everyone that is needed.
As you know, mostly agencies never talk to one another.
One can be next door to the other, one for 20 years, and no one

knows what goes on in the office next door. It is my job, as a dictatefrom the community, to make sure that all of these services know
what they are providing, what the other is providing, and that weare there to work with these youngsters and their families.One of the things that we have discovered is the fact that sex edu-cation in schools as it is taught today is more harmful than good.

Many times what we are going to have to start is back in the ele-
mentary school, and we are waiting until we get to junior and senior
high schools, now. and we are finding that is too late.

We are going to haiittO go back to elementary schools.
Over the, past few years we have found that, 15- and 17-year-old

age bracket of our teenage mothers have suddenly dropped to 12, 13,and 14 years.
That means that somewhere along the line, we are not fulfilling the

job that we should be. We are simply trying to break that cycle.
Coordinating all these services, making sure our young ladies arewith people that love them, making sure that they are with people

that understand them, making sure, that. these youngsters know the
importance of the care, not only for themselves, but for their babies.

So, simply, gentlemen, I am hoping that with the passage of this
bill we saw the need for so badly. that we will be able to do what
has not been able to be done.

4e
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We are hoping tliat we cah break that stigma, the question that
I heard earlier, and that was dstaling with the stigma of the dropout.

We are trying to entice youngsters todrop back in.
Senator Sipwwfv.t4Eii. May I interrupt ?
Do pu see any c ange in this attitudinal problem at tal in recent

years?
Ms. HARRISON. Th first change I have seen, I would say, has been

in the last 4 years, since we have been working with the youngsters.
The stigma of dropout is something that was there. If you dropped

outs that was it. No one attempted to help you. You were just hanging
out there by yourself.

What we have attempted to do is provide all these services that
would entice these youngsters to drop back in school, by simply stating
that if you are a tefi.nage parent, come let us help you.

If you have notE become a teenage parent, let us help you not become
one and come back in school for the important period of your
education.

We have been able to properly train people, the staff; the profes-
sional staff, not to look upon these youngsters, down, as most folk have
been drying in the past,years, but to accept them with what they have,
what level they come back to, and to look at the total heian being

, that we are dealing with.
The attitudinal change of mind, many of our youngsters, when they

drop out, they are 'extremely negative so our first job is to change
that negativism to a positive way of thinking.

Senator KENNEDY. How successful are you in that?
The last witness made it very dear that Otis was the main service

and effort bat impressed her about this kind of work.
In terms of to 'thing or education, or working or communicating

with your users 5f service, how successful are you in helping them
to cdpe?

In other words, what is the rate and severity of the problem, and
how effective are you in dealing with it?

Ms. HmunsoN. There is one thing I can say from true experience,
from the last 4 yeals in working with the high school, with the senior
high class that cime into .the nnith grade, they came in 364 strong.

So, for 4 years we had them.-We brought them through with 351.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Out of 364?
Ms. HARRISON. 351 graduated; 187 of those youngsters are in school

.now with full 4-year scholarships.
The niajority of the re,st of the 'class has meaning41 employment,

barring about 6 percent that got married, and about 25 of the boys
that went into the service.

It was simply a matter of changing their attitudes, working with
these, youngsters and giving'them the positiveness of coming back for
;an educirtion.

I might also add that one of the television channels in Baltimore
did a 5-year survey on our absenteeism. In our particular case, we
were able to drop our absenteeisM from 41 percent to 18 percent
absenteeism, und in talking to the youngsters they found out that it
was because people cared, people wanted to work with them.

. It was through the efforts of us coordinating the services, my job
in particular, of all the fragmented services.

4'03
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This is where we see your bill, Senator, being so important, because
we see that as the one cohesive thing that we need to brigig all of
this together.

It is simply changing the attitudes and thinking' ofall concerned.
Senator KENNEDY. 4xcellent.
Mrs. SHRIVE% One of the questions asked, Senator Kennedy, is the

question of adoption.
So we have Mrs. Cole front the Child Welfare League of America

who will address herself to that problem briefly.
Mrs. COLE. My name is Elizabeth Cole.
I am from the Child Welfare League of America, and director of

the North American-Center on Adoption.
A full copy of my statement, has been entered for the record.
I will not go into this in detail because time is getting short.
I do want to emphasize that because of the present structure of the

Federal funding of services, adoption is not a well-known alter-
native to many of our young teenage mothers.

Because of that lally are turning to keeping children in circum-
stances they migl not really like.

Maily are tar ling to putting them in foster care, institutional care.
We have heard Dr. Hardy and others, testify that many mothers,

because they receive no medical care, give birth to children with cen-
tral nervous system dysfunction.

Many of these children have to be treated at institutions at some
point in their lives. At some pointlthe poor cost effectiveness of this
lack of service, for an unlkiled another is staggering.

Adoption offers not only permanence for the child; but it is a cost
effective service.

You asked about the evidence to the effect that adoption and other
alternatives may not be known or fostered by the present adminis-
tration.

I think we know two facts: Family planning is a mandated social
service. Adoption is not. Family planning is matched 90-10 matching
under Federal fynding.

Adoption has not received one nickel of Federal funding before pas-
sage of title XX.

Every adoption program in the State has had to be funded entirely
by State dollars. Even with passage of title XX, it is optional as to
whether or not the State chooses to have this as a viable service.

What we are finding is because mothers do not have alternatives
open to them, that they are prey to profiteers. Many mothers if they
receive any counseling or help at all, are receiving it from the bl k
marketers more interested in placing their child for profit, not n ces-
sarily to the mother or the child's advantage.

That is really the end of any statement I-have, Senator.
If you care to ask any questions, I would be happy to answer 'them.
Senator KENNEDY. What do you suggest we do, not only for this

program, but for others as well ?
Mrs. Coi,E. I think the have heard this din ng ample testimony to

support the fact that what service exists is frog ented and I think we
have also heard testimony that services are not m ndated that should
be mandated, and that all manner of services ou it to be available
to mothers.
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The mothers ought to have a number of alternatives. What we
really need is some Federal leadersh4-Weineed some type of adminjs-
t rat ion and sponsorship of legislation which will tie all of these facets
t °gilt her.

(iood prenatal care for mothers. good nutrition for mothers, appro-
priate counseling. ap iropriate educational facilities, and a range of
alternativ( t at are chosen by the mother after she has had fulliinowl-
edge of mt hose alternatives are and the cost to her. If wo do not
do t hi.' ors, what we are concerned about in the child welfare field
is the we are raising a generatum of prospective parents who them-
selves will not be able to give the appropriate nurturanco to their own

4.hildren..
It is going to he. far more costly than we cansConsider in terms of

just tOday's dol hers and cents values.
v Senator Summar:a. What can you tell us about the trend in the

adopt ion lin rt df this it nation?
In other words. what is it compared to 5 years ago ?
Mrs. Col.E. What we know decidedly is that there are fewer infants

available for adoption than in any point in our history.
Senator St i 1 wEi a Ea. I.)0 you hart' any statistics ?
Mrs. Coi.E.. Yes.
That average number of infants placed for adoption has declined at

about the tide of 10 to f5 percent a veal over the last 5 eam.
That is due to several factors, one of which is a trend in the coun-

try to have mothers keep their children rather than to place them
for adopt ion. )Senator Sc o iswKr,vs. W 41 Id you give an estimate as to what percent
dow keep. t he children ?

NI rs. CoL.E. In adopt ion rzencies about 5 years, of all the mothers who
came in asking for ado ,ion services. approximately 80 percent would
choose tO place their children for adoption, and about .20 percent would
choose to keep t heir children and raise there. A

That figure is just reversed. The figure now is 80 to 90 percent of the
'mil lwrs coming. to the adoption agency choose to keep. and raise their
Children. and only 10 to .20 percent place their children for adopt ion.

Senator ScitwEi at:a. Would this indicate that there has been a tre-
mendous at t it udinal change 1

Mrs. Co.E. Yes. ''.int, prepared statement of Mrs. Cole follows:1

ti
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Statement of Elizabeth S. Cole
Director, North American Center on Adoption

Special Project, Child Welfare League of America, Inc.
Defore the Subcommittee on Health, Senate

Labor and Public Welfare Committee
. November. 4. 1975

My name is Elizabeth S. Cole. I en the director of the North rican

Center on Adoption, a special project of the Child Welfare Lea e of

America. I am authorized to testify'about adoption on behalf of the
Board of Directors of the Child Welfare League of America, Inc. We

thank you for inviting us to comment on this important child welfare

service.

Intrbduction

As an introduction. I would like to tell you something of my background

and the League. I was, until January of 1975. Chief of the Bureau of
Resource Development for the State,of New Jersey's Division of Youth

and h.mily Services. In that capacity. I supervised New Jersey's adop-

tion program.

Established in 1n20. the Child Nelfare League of America is the national

voluntary organization in the child welfare field. It devotes its

efforts completely to the improvement of care,and services for children

and their families. Theie are nearly 400 child welfare agencies affi-

liated with the league. The group includes agencies that are publicly

supported and those that are supported by voluntary funds. Some of the

latter are under religious auspices; some are non-sectarian; none
operates for profit.

Tne League's program and services are directed toward one large purpose -
to protect the welfare of children and youth and their families by helping

agencies and communities provide essential social services. To accomplish

its overall objective of assuring that children'and youth are reared
under conditions that are favorable to the development, use, and enjoy-

ment of then individual capacities, the League takes many roles. It

provid'n leadership and services to the entire child welfare field, not-

just its affiliates. It is the spokesman for all children but parti-

cularly for those at risk. It calls the public's attention to unmet

needs. It wins to the cause for children. partisans who as active,
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influential people in their communities are able to effect change. Often

it acts as o catalyst Always it'serves as a clearinghouS and forum for
knowledge and experience. As such itcoordinates the efforts and influ-
ence of those (chose concern it Is to see that children and youth have
the care and protection they need.

The League, as an Acrediting, standard-setting agency provides consul-
tation, conducts research, develops standards for services, sponsors
annual regional conferences, maintains a reference library and infor-
mation service, conducts dgenaV or community surveys, administers
special proejcts and publishes a journal, other professional literature
and a newsletter. From thiS broad base, we bring you *Jr observations
and concerns.

In two previous appearances this year before, Congressional Committtes,
the League has discussed the adoption issue. We would, therefore, like
to include as Appendices to this Statement for inclusion in the record
of the Hearings. those Statements and other supplementary material
related to adoption which we believe will be useful to you.

Since our Board has not discussed the legislation introduced by Senator
Kennedy and therefore there is no League position on the bill, I will

limit my reworks to the general area of adoption. I will discuss the
number of adoptions in the United States, current developments affecting
biological parents, the impact of those developments on children, the
situation with adoptive parents, and problems of agencies offering
adoption d a servke. my treatment of these topics will be abbreviated
in this Statement because the Appendices contain a full discussion of
thrtse dnd related facets of adoption. Subsegvntly, when the League
has developed a detailed position on this legislatIon, we will provide
It to you.

Adoption Statistics

There are no reliable current U.S. statistics on any aspect of adoption.
The most recent national adoption, statistics are for 1971. Vast changes

have taken place in the intervening years. Incompleto data for 1973 have

just been released by the Department of Health, Education,,and Welfare;
the 1972 figures, also incomplete, were published in Februdry of this

year.

Incomnlete data, therefore, requires us to use 1971 figures to give you
some idea of the adoption scene.

In 1971, a total of 169,000 children were adopted in the U.S.

517 (86,200) were adopted 07 relatives;
49'; (82,800) were adopted by non-relatives;
80% of all non-relative adoptiOns were handled

by agencieg:.
20% (16,200) were private placements;
5% (4,030 - 5,000) were so-called "black market"

adoptions.

k
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A full discussion of the "black market" problem is contained in our
appendices. In summary, the reasons for the existence of this "black
market" Include:

\
- ah acute shortage of infants;
- a wait of three-seven years for most adoptive parents;
- financial problems for unwed mothers;
- legal problems following the Supreme Court decision involving

putative fathers and notice.

In 1971, and probably even more so today, it Is a "seller's market."

Biological Parents

"Orphans" never constituted many of the children pl ed. for adoption.
Mont chi -ldren placed were and are b n d parents. Until
1970, the middle-class and White u 4ed mother aged 16-24, generally
sought adoption as the solution to the "problet14" her pregnancy presented.
She was socially immobile and bell-ived she would be ostracized if she ,
kept her child. Worse of all, her hild would be stigmatized. This
unwed mother generally kept her pre ancy secret by using a maternity

11 ility percent V101 decided relinquish their children for
adoption. The remainder married the ther or kept the child.

Now fewer of these women come to agencie seeking help.. Today's mother
is yoqni,r, reportedly more disturbed, an with more serious overall
personality problems. She is also more socially mobile, can move, and
believes society's values have changed so she is no longer ostracized
and her no longer "branded."

For vario,s reasons, we estimate bctween 80'; - 90^, of children born out
of ,,edlock are kept by their mothe4s. This is more than a complete
reversal of the situation that prevailed until 1970.

As a result, agencies such as ours--we now include the Florence Crittenton
Division- -have refocused services to meet the needs of the young mother in
order to increase the likelihood that her child will receive good parenting.

The Father

Stanley v, Illinois, a 1971 Supreme'Court decision, changed the...picture in
regard to the bkOlogical father. Generally, this decision is interpreted
as saying the father has a right to know'he has a child, that he has the
right to raise it and/or to participate in planning for 4t, and that
therefore, there is a need to search fol.', find, and service the bio-father.

4 j 8
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The resulting confusion about what notice and service needs must be given
the big father. but especially the notice requirements, have led to a
situation which requres statutory remedy.

In summary, biological parents inclUde fathers. They include younger, more
disturbed mothers. Fewer mothers are relinquishing their children. Relin-
quishment procedures even when mothers agree are unclear. Agencies are in
a confusing, tima.-consuming, costly service crisis.

Children

Although the factors discussed above result in fewer children being
available for adoption at birth, there are many thousands of children who
need permanent homes. The tragedy of our failure to arrange our policies,
practices and furding to rescue these "orphans of the living" is dis-
cussed at length in the Appendices. However, as part, of any discussion of
adoption we must include the matter of permanence for these children
about 100,000, most of whom are Black, many of whom are older, members of
sibling groups, or with disdiblities such as mental retardation.

We believe these children must be assured of the permanence that is
their right. On other occd:ions we have exnlicitly recommended ways this
might be achieved. Like the children, we are still waiting for public
policy to respond to the all -too evident needs.

Adoptive Parents

ThlS is d bright spot in the adoption picture. Adodive parenting15 grow-
ing in*e;tePh, there is a growing adoptive parents niovement. They re now
very effective advocates.

Agencies_and Adoption

In the face of all the changes taking place thatimpact on adoption, it
is an enom,nus Problem toirdintain an adoptiolservice in 1975 There are
problems of attitudes, staffing, legal barriees, evolvjng service concepts
-, and costs.

The financial myths are many. Adoption doesn't and cannot pay for itself.
Most families cannot pay tk cost of the service. I cannot overemphasize
too much the failure of Fedval, State and local g ernments as well as
UniOd Flays to appreciate this problem. Both volu tary and public funding
sources must be made to support the full cost of option services to the
agency.

Title XX also needs to be amended so that adoption services can be
ficilitatd. Any new funding sources must not build in the ineffective-
heSS of current programs. We have made many specific suggestions in this
regard.

t; - 7, - CA
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t
Summary.

This does not add up to a very encouraging picture. Values are changing.
74 'Statistics are missing. Parents, biological and adoptive, cannot be

helped'. And, children are the most victimized. Yet there has been little
action in the directions and to the extent required to change this picture.
When, we ask on behalf of all these people, will those who have the power
to effect change exercise that powev? When will we stop wasting lives
and money?

.1"
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Mrs. MECKLENBURG. I would like to oniment on that, if I could.
Hero is a theory that the people in the child welfare field have

shared with me: I think we need to take into consideration that when
we are discussing this topic, first of :111,5 years ago; out of the number
of women becoming pregnant, most of them carried their pregnancies
to term.

By the time they dealt with the adoption agency, then, what you
had was a range of women some keeping, some giving up for adop-
tion. Now you have a

heave
of women becoming. pregnant, and those

that probably would have given up for adoption are aborting, and
those who had decided to go on with the prepregnancy, most of then
decided to keep them. it is not that percentages have changed so
drastically. It is simply we are dealing in a different climate today.

I cannot give you statistics on this, but I think it would be worth
looking into.

Ms. FORBUSH. May I comment ?
According to program reports from comprehensive service pro-

grams, 87 percent of the adolescent mothers wIi'o bear children are
keeping the youngsters tdpnrent them,

.1/22

Mrs. MrCKLENBURG. I have another comment : That is, social wel-
fare -people that I 4411 with againaay that it is their experience that
when the very you Woman r&eives adequate counseling and sup-
port. she.is better agile to make the decision for herself, whether she
can meet the child's needs and she begins to see what is entailed in
keeping a child, so that she then is more likely perhaps to realistically
look at the fact that she may not be able to be an adequate mother at
this stage in her life and provide the proper nurture.

So I think it is extremely important from the standpoint of what
happens to the child and also what the mother, the poor mother, who
decides without proper guidance and proper choice being offered to
keep her child at a very Dung age, so we do everything in the service
area we can.

We find she cannot be a mother at this age. She is still a child
herself.

What happens if she has another' failure; in' a sense. She fails, she
goes through all sorts of trauma, and she cannot adequately moth&
the child. t

It seeelTagain from this standpoint that it iaextremely important
to get in there and offer her the kind of supportive service and coun-
seling that lets her be able to make an adequate decision in this

. situation.
Senator SciiWEIRIR. I have nn other question.
I think I have a *ry clear p cture of what is happening in terms

of the child. The figure. I do t think I heard this morning, maybe
it is unavailable, what percent opts for abortion as opposed to
keeping the child?

,Do we, have any figures or estimates?.
Dr. HARDY. There are a number of estimates %nd we have some

figures from the Hopkins experience, and they.Rbe, so perhaps they
are useful. That i$, more than 70 percent of the youngsters opt to
keep their childreh and just under 30 percent fo be aborted.

Senator SCHWEIKER. So it is about 70-30.

y.
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Mrs. SHRIVER. Next is Ms. DeneSe.Shipp, director of adolescent
pregnancy clinic, Johns Hopkins Medical School. .

;Nls. Shirr. I am Denese Shipp.
I will be brief.
I worked with adolescents for about the past 10 years, so I know

the problems they huge had.
I am now working in the.center that is geared toward what your

bill offers, so I see the difference. rOne of the problems is very low frustration tolerance. When they
try to get through the bureaucratic systein, it is almost impossible.

If they are under 15 and trying to conceal their pregnancy, but
looking for help, it is doubly impossible. ,

Within a center, they know a center existsthat offers all phases of
care and it makes it much more easy for them to go.

Today our society does not expect adolescents to become mothers.
Thus, little effort is made to prepare them"for early pregnancy and
Motherhood. When a pregnancy, either planned or unplanned, occurs,
the adolescent mother, father, and infant often suffer. The problems
they encounter have no socioeconomic distinctions. The upper and
middle socioeconomic adolescents wilt often go to their private .ob-
stetrician. There, they will get good medical care but, in many in-
stances, the physician does not have the time, resources. and, often,
knowledge to deal with the myriad of 0oblems pregnant, adolescents
present. -4

Unless she exhibits an emotional problein. she will probably receive
the same routine obstetrical care that her adult counterpart receives.
Adolescents from the lower socioeconomie,clats will often receive pre-
natal care at a clinic. There, due to sheer numbers, she often will not
receive individual services and, again, is treated as an adult.

Pregnant adolescents need support, encouragement, education, and
guidance through a difficult developmental period. The majority do
not need psychiatric care but counseling by social workers, ,appro-
priate role models. or child psychiatrists.

An adolescent pregnancy program must be structured to meet
dividual needs. An educational component Must help the adolescents
clarify their values, plan realistically 'for their futures, and help them
understand and cooperate in their physical care! This type of ednca-

,N tional program should aid in the understanding.-of and phy-
siology of pregnancy, nutrition,. sex education, famil life, parent-
ing skills, and family planning.

Throughout the entire program there must be an effort to help
each adolescent grow and mature toward, healthy selfhood. This can
best be achieved in a center that offers a program of comprehensive
services geared particularly to the adolescent. .

Care, support, and education through the prenatal period must
continue once the child is born. We all know of incidences of emo-
tional and physical neglect- and abuse not always through malice
but often through ignorance.

I feel problems such as this, phis earlS7.and broken marriages, and
early remit pregnancies can be diminished if we take the responsibi-
lity for preparing these adolescents rather than letting them flounder
and both they and society suffer the consequence,

J _
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Mrs. StntivER. Next we have Marjory Mecklenburg.
Mrs. MEciii.Estit-Ro., I have a unique position on this panel. That is,

I am a citizen volnnteer. not a professional currently in the field. My
background is in home economies, child development and family rely-,,
tionships, tvllich I taught for a number of years. I am married to
an obstetrician gynecologist, and I have haft an opportunity to develop
an increased understanding of the problems of teenage pregnant
mothers through my husband's work.

Also, I.ani a mother and Kurrently have teenage children. What I
have heard here today about tile need for supportive services for preg-
nant women bears out my own observations over the last 9 years as
I have worked on t he.issne of abortion.

As a leader of both national and State, organizations dealing with
that problem I have been involved in advocating legal protection for
the unborn. .

However, my participation in numerous debates and discussions
made me increasingly aware that there were serious problems being
faced by women and families that were not being met by current pro -

rams. Thus, many women were choosing abortion because reasonable
alternative choices werelacking..

I became convinced that protection of life was only a first step
that we in the prolife movement also had to be concerned about the
health and well-being of the baby after birth and find adequate. ways
to assist troubled pregnant women and their families.

Iii my own State, of Minnesota I called together professionals in the
health field. in ednoation. and in social work who had a special interest
in pregnant women. We met and. although we did not agree about
abortion legislation. we studied the, problems being faced by pregnant,
women in our State and the services that were available to them.

I have to agree with I lattie's coMment that agency workers do not
talk to one another enough. As a citizen volunteer I was shocked to
meet With them and find that though most of them were overworked,
and could see tremendous and growing problems in their area of
concern. they had not banded together to share in exploring possible
joint actitm. Our joint ptoject was successful and as a multidisciplinary
group we worked togetKer effectively lo bring. about Stafe legislative
change. and organized voluntary action. Through Otis experience I de-
veloped.a positive attitude about what could be accomplished coopera-
tively by people who may have differing views on, abortion but who
are concerned about the gret4 unmet needs of pregnant women, chil-
dren and families. .

It is clear' today on a hatiorreule scale that the present programs
available to pregnant wOinen are not meeting the needs in various
communities.

. In my travels and conversations with people around the country I
have, fou,nd scarcely a professional worker in the field who does not,
strongly feel that these needs are much greater than the services
available.

In preparation for this testimony I have shown the bills under con-
sideration today to a number of social workers and health workers.
They were unanimous in their opinions that passage of such it bill
would provide a great deal of needed help.

5j3
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I believe that we, who may have differences on the question of
legalized abortion, have an opportunity to put differences aside and

t meet human needs through support of bills such as these before us.
I feel that tinder your leadership, Senator Kennedy, and that of

Senator Bayh and others who have joined with you, the Congress will
pass a bill of this type which will in turn make a great deal-of differ-
ence in the lives of many people. The results will also showl I believe,
that many unborn lives will be saved-by such action.

This is the year of the woman, and I do not think we can any longer.,
afford to not consider the needs of the many thousands of women who
elect to give their babies a chance for life and to continue through a
difficult pregnancy.

I strongly support the passage of the bills and pledge the support
of our organization in assisting such an effort. Thank you.

[The prepared statements of Mrs. Mecklenburg before the Senate
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare and before the Committee on
the Judiciary follows:]
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STATEMENT OF MARJORY MECKLENBURG

PRESIDENT

AMERICAN CITIZENS CONCERNED FOR LIFE, INC.

before the

SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE
Subcommittee on Health

.November 4, 1975

Community Support for
"The National School Age Mother and Child Heath Act of 1975" and
The Life Support6Centers Act of 1975"

I welcome the opportunity to testify in r of the bills

being heard here today (S.2340 and S.2538) bec use I am concerned

about the problems of adolescent women and chi dren. As an

involved citizen, I have looked at the statistics showing the

rising number of adolescent pregnancies-. 7 have become acquainted

with the problems of pregnant young women in my owngcommunity and

in others and I have talked with health prof ssionals and counsellors

who are trying to meet their many and varied needs. In the process,

I have seen that increased programs of medical cage and social services
k

were needed at the federal, state and local levels and have worke91

actively to initiate and prouote such services.

It is myljudgment,and that of the proiessionals in the field

with whom I have consulted, that the passage of either of the bills

before us today would make a significant improvement in the servieel.1

available 10 voongv'pregnant women and their children.

salve a.; President of American Citizens Concerned for

Life, a national utganization actively involved in this Area.

We have as one of our priorities the restoration of legal protec

tIon for Cie nneurn the safeguarding of the rights of other

vulnerahic hombero ,2 ;he human family. We are also involved in

atlemr:tIng to deal with sigLiflc.:nt problems that are present in

J'
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the lives of many distressed individuals and those that they depend

on .for their well being. "P.rotOti Cherish Enhance Human Life"

is the motto which we have adopted and which accurately reflects

the spirit and purpose of this organization. In addition to

advocating the right to life, we in ACCL feel that society must

7iatcept responsibility for the subsequent quality of the4lives of

unborn children. Maintain' the quality of a child's life after birth is of

as much'conern to us as Its safeguarding the legprotection of

life before birth. Abortion in our, eyes reallY'Antives two issues

one of justice and rights, and one of loving and caring. It is

around thG_,..c.e4ond issue that much cooperation and progresS an

occur, while the first still remains a focus of debate and division.

We in ACCL do not feel that the rights of women should include the

freedom tb choose to destroy their unborn children, so we have

worked for laws to correct the presen't injustice we believe is

present. A widespread consensus does not yet exist on that point

in this country. But people who disagree 'about the relative rights

of the mother, thl unborn 6hild, and society usually can agree that

abortion is generally not a good thing and Should be avoided whenever

possible. Many proponents of "freedom of choice" allege that they

are basically/OpPosed to abortion. They believe that the woman's

-or

decision to abort is not wrong but they may still see abortion

itself as undesirable. It should be expected that Most "fred#Ors.

of choice" advocates would actively support the bills before us

today..

5a6
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This will be particularly true when' it is made clear that many

poor women,pressed by financial 'eirctimstances, presently have only

the "freedom" to abort and that for Woven of limited. means abortion

is far more.acces.5iVle than medical assistance, financial aid and a

supportive and caring environment. Surely, achiocacy of the) "right

of a woman to choose" does include the tight for her to choose to
r ats

continue the pregnancy, and give her baby a chance to continue lite.

In the process she should be able to maintain her own self-respect, dignity and

paysiolozical and rtychological health. ,Programs like those undtr

consideration today must be implemented if women are to have such a'

choice available, If this is not done, then in the words of a famOus -

Janis Joplin song, "freedom is just another word." Abortion pro-

ponents have an' opportunity by actively supporting these bills and

other similar programs to insure that 'freedom is not just an emp,y

word for the troubled pregnant women of this country.

For oetailed information about the lack of alternatives to

abortion and the aeeJ for developing alternatives to abortion, 1

reftr yot. [n our previous testimony presented before Sena-tor Bayh's

Judiciary i'ubcommictee on Constitutional Amendments. I am requesting

tha; chat testimony be entered ,into the record of this hearing.

I would alsn refer you to the remarks that Senair Kennedy and Senator

Bayh made atcompan5ing introduction of their surpAtive services

bills.

Proponents of legal protection for the unborn should easily be

able to support those hills also. Their concern for the life of the

unborn child quiSely includes.advocacy of programs prOmotiug. the

well-beiu4 .!rid health af the .ehlid in utero. Pro -life people know

that the ma,her'., ao. he given every consideratiq if they

5 7
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are truly concerned for the health and well-being of the unborn

infant. It la ohe who to the baby'o firot and only, line of defenoe.
."

It Jo on\her that the unborn child depend° for nutrition, warmth,

shelter, phypiological and poychological oupport and life itself.

To be consintent, a pro-life phil000phy neodo to provide protectioh

for and enhancement of a'baby'o life after birth no leoo before

birth. It ohould extend to the troubled pregnant mother, thc; father

and the family facing the crisio.

It ohould ale° be apparent to pro-life
t

groups and individual°

that passage of the* bills will result in the saving of many unborn

lives. One of my friend° in Midnhoota, who heado an active Birthright

emergent), pregnancy service, explained to me that moot of their

clients come in seeking aboriion,t, but after finding that supportive

services are available nearly all of them elect to continue the

pregnancy. Many of these young women who were looking for a solution

toltheir.prol;lem really wanted something other than abortion and

readily choom other options wn,en they were offered. It is intolerable

that uninformed, frightened young women are being aborted because

they don't know where else to turn tot- help.

Mr. Senator, you no doubt are very (roud of your aister,

Eunice Shriver, and the leadership she has shown in developing

alternatives to abortion. Her challenge, "Instead of destroying

life, let us destroy the'eonditions that make life intolerable,"
',.

should find acceptance by people on both oidee of the abortion issue.)

We in the pro-life movement welcome.her challenge to help make

life more tolerable for pregnant women and children. Our neglect and

apathy must not contribute to the tragedy of abortion. Support for

ilS.2360 and $.2538 will give us an opportunity to d.monstrate our

5 3
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C000lotont coUCorn for human life.

Many other Intorooted groupo hovo coon the neid for tho typed

of aervIreo then° billo authorize. On March 2nd, 1973, the National

/ Council of Churcheo roloaced a otudy papor on abortion containing
_./J

a °action on "Tho Churchoo" Rocliionolbilitioa"that otated tho follow-

ing:

"...Although divornity about abortion remalno,
nerelY it an bo agreed that it to Imporative
to end the need for abortion. Abortion to never
a desirable nolution, though it to ofton at prof:tont
regarded by nome no a nocennary ono. Thorefore,
the cherchoo are called to act on adyocatoo for
the dovolopmont of public policioo which contribute
to a citrate In which a valid choice can bo mado.

Alternatives to abortion muot be real if

freedom oftconaclenZu and reoponolbIlity aro to
be more than thetorle. fhla mean° that pocloty
must offer good health care, both pro and poet-natal;
'day tare facilIclen; homemaker oorvicoa where
needed; m.:fernitr and paternity leave; family
nervi.c runlet.,; and export counneling ourviceo...

to the entire subject of abortion in a
reortert,,t,oNof prlortcleo to thoue which are life
onhanciig. The agony of private and °octal dotiniono
regtrdtae, abortion con be eliminated un alternntlyou
hero... real. It la toward thin end that the churcheu
mont work...".

The rebreoty 11, 197), Pastoral Meouago of the Adminiotrativo

Committee of the Naiivaal Conference of Catholic Ulahopo otatod

that: "...We erattio the effort° of Pro -Life Oroupo and many other

ce.,corsed :uec and encourage them to:

A. offer poottive alternatives to abortion foV diutroutiod

pregnant d':nien. ..."

5&9
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The Continental Congress on the Family, a national corytQll,pnen

of 1800 evangelical Christians that not in St. Louio the vook

October 13, 1975, issued an 'Affirmation on the Family" that

Contained the following statement oupporting programs of alternatives

to abortion:

Sj

"We acknowledge that Christians differ in their
view concerning the timeewhen peroonhood begin°,
but we agree that Cod has admonished uo to choono
life inotsad of death, and has net penalties for
those who would, even accidentally, canoe a prognan't
woman to be injured in ouch a way that an unborn
child in harmed. We believe that compassion for
distressed mothers and families and concern for
unborn children require uo to offer spiritual guidance
and material solace consistent with the teachings of
Cod's Word. We encourage the church to influence the
social-moral climate in which unintended pregnancies
occur. We see no grounds on which Christiano who are
concerned for all human life and for the'well-being
of the family can condone the free and easy practice
of abortion ao it now exists in our society. At.tho
same time, we exhort the church to show compassion
on those who suffer because of the abo'rtion experience."

On June 5, 1975. the Minnesota United Methodist Annual Conference

petitioned the 1976 General Conference to modify the statement

on abortion in the Social Principles of the United Methodist Church

to provide that:

"...Our belief in the sanctity of unborn life makes
us reluctant to approve abortion. But we are equally
bound to respect the sacredness of the life and
well -being of the mother. ...A decision concerning
abortion should be made only after thorough and
thoughtful connidoration by the parties involved,
with medical and pastoral counsel. Mothers and
fathom confronted with unplanned and unwanted 1

pregnancies are urged to seek creative positive
alternatives to abortion. Moreover, the United
Methodist Church supports responsible family planning
and sex education, increased counseling services for
distressed mothers and fathers in the event of
unplanned pregnancies improved adoption procedures,
more research into.genetic defects, and generally, an
ethical stance which gooks solutions that are life-
enhancing for mothers, fathers, and their unborn
children." m.
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There is reatian to expect that other- church bodies and their members

1..4:Al readily snpport and e legislation of tho type being

considered today.

Bills proiriding alternatives to abortipn have been panned in a

number of stare legislatures, indicating constituent interent in

nervicen in these areas. For example, thin year the Maine State

Legislature panned u bill requiring health insurance plans to provide

)
maternity beuefitn regardless of marital ntatun, The Minnesota State

Legislature has enacted similar legislation, along with laws extending Aid For.
.1

/--,Depindent Childrah (AFLC) ccv,rage to an unempolved pregnant woman prior to the

birth of lar child,requiring vaccinationcrto prevent birth defects from

rubella infactionn during pregnancy, requiring health insurance

covetase for 'newborn infants from birth and providing state income

tax J,doettons tor adoption expensvi and state subsidies for adoption

of haodtcapped children. Other legislative proposals have included

elimination of,the "illegitimate" designation on birth certificates,

matecnal andXhild naliitional food supplements, child abuse preven

tion p,'0g:act..; 3 ! th, etr tL,u ot c commission to study family social

services.

In Mincesotc, a statewide Women's Political Caucus convention

pa,sed a Resolution endorsing alternatives to abortion. Both major

poltt;ial par;ls in MInesota have also endorsed this concept at various levels and

in 19c: the Republican National Convention Platform Committee heard

CeN1.190,11 UP the need Ary supportive services for pregnant women

as ah alternative to abortion.

5 1
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4

Citizens who h?tive seen the unmet needs of pros/tent women have

organized themselves to provide "hot line" crisis help to pregnant

women through a large and growing number of groups known ao.

Birthright, Alternative° to Abortion, Inc., Emergency Pregnancy

Service, Lifeline, and the like. There are over 800 ouch-groups

affiliated with one national organization alone. For most of thane

volunteers, who have given countloso hours to eapint troubled pregnant

women, it is a matter of deep concorn that coordinated adequate

pregnancy services arc often not available. Moat emergency pregnancy

service workers ohRuld be in favor of these bills.

I would also expect that innumerable other groups who arc

concerned about the welfare of young children, the integrity of the

fam11 or the advancement of women will be supportive of thin

legislation.

There is great need for the additional oervice° provided by the

School-Age Mother 6 Child Health Act of 1975" and the "Life'Support

Centers Act of 1975." In the minds of moot of the public, preventing

adolescent pregnancy would be far preferable to treatment following

its occurrence. Once a very young woman is pregnant there r43ally are

no "good" choices. All of them carry the possibility of emotional

and/or physiological scar° for both mother and child. New efforts

must be launched to find ways to reverse the trend of increasing

teenage pregnancy. Provision of contraceptiveo to young children is

not an adequate answer to the problem even though that may minimize

conceptions which would result in still further problems. The pre-
.

motion of responsible sexual1ty and parenthood and a stable family

unit must be given a high priority if we wish to turn the tide. These

bills would allow for such programs and include the counseling, family

512
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planning and the per!:onal attention that would hopefully reduce

recidivism. AC C L believed that family planning methods

appropriate to people of differing background(' and beliefs should be available:

to those who sheens to eon them, provided that these methods do not

end n previdecy a'ready.,begun.

ACCd's Aught 21,)974 testimony before Senator Birch Bayh's

Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Conatitutional Amendments contained

our pledge t., wrk an partners with Congrens in building an America

In uhich ..bortioo in not neeennary to meet the uocial, psychological

of aedi.-al n,:eds or pregnant women. Our later testimony before that

say.. nubco..1.1ttee elaborated on those needs and called upon Senator ,

Baya to urge h,dringq on these topdcd before thin-subcommittee.

Subcequanilv, Cho bills being considered today were introduced and

these hearior4 were sct,eauled.

Cluatly, Senatur Kennedy, the leadership you and Senator Bayh

have shown In chooainr, to author and to advocate the passage of these

bIlln eouli mahe a positive difference In many lives. So great a

naz,b,r pckyl beta toothed by the crisis of adolescent

pregnancy Lbat there is scarcely anyone unfamiliar with its potential

tragedy and 1,Lartiche. 5.2360 and 5.2538 offer a ray of hope to

People across this country that we are willing to face these problemn

openly and rcilintIcally and to dedicate some of our resources to

1.
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their oolution. Pineal responsibility d000 require prudent

opending of the renourcee we havle available and I believe that the.

modoot funding neceenary for [hello proposals ie an invootment in our

nation's future that we can ill afford to reject.

We ask the country and the congress to rally around and

support the bills before us, putting our differences aside, kvowing

'that the women and children of thin country desperately need our

help.

In this year of the woman, with its focus on women's righte

let it not be said that we turned ourlbacke on those thousands of

young women who want to live up to the responsibilitiee a pregnancy

entails -- those who will not reject their unborn child but who

struggle.against great odds to give the life entrusted to them a

chance.

514
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STATgMENT OF MARJORY MECKLENBURG

PRESIDENT

AMERICAN CITIZENS CONCERNED FOR LIFE, INC.'

before the

SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE

Subcommittee on Constitutional Amendments

June 19, 1975

My name is Marjory Macklenbyrg. I am the Presidentof American

Citizens Concerned for Life, inc. (ACCL), a national organization which

seeks to promote respect for human life and to work for its enhancement.

Testimony presented to a previous Subcommittee hearing by ACCL outlined

our philosophy on a broad range of the life issues. We are pleased that

you have invited us to present further testimony today on the specific

topic of alternatives to abortion.

Senator 41tYh, many people are disturbed by the rising tide of violence

in this nation. Americans are subjected to violence on the streets and on

television and movie screens. Congressional hearings on violence in our

schools havehave recently been completed. The subject of violence has a great

deal to do with what ye are discussing here today. Abortion, the

destruction of unborn human offspring, is a violent act. This violence

to Wnborn children has become a widespread and legal practice that is

publicly funded and promoted in our country.

We in ACCL believe that our nation is capable of a loftier public

policy -- that our women deserve much more than the right to destroy.
sa.

And that our nation's children, both born and unborn, have the right to

protection and nurture byour great government.

Senator, we are pleased that your Subcommittee on Constitutional

Amendments has not only chosen to hold lengthy and balanced hearings on a

5 s '7
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constitutional amendment dealing with the rights of the unborn, but

that you have, in addition, focused today on the real problems faced by

pregnant women and their families.

Most of the testimony offered during the course of these hearings

has been focused on the two poles of argument which underly the controversy

over abortion. Those who share ACCL's concern about the loss of the right

to life of unborn babies have focused on the need for re-establishment

of that legal protection. Those speaking against the enactment of a

Human Life Amendment have promoted what they believe to be the right of

is woman to preserve her privacy by aborting her pregnancy. Abortion

proponents have also argued that in order to prevent discrimination of

poor women the procedure must be both legal and reimbKzable through

public funding.

This sharp polarization has resulted in a degree of bitterness.

We at ACCL have observed that additional subtler negative effects have

taken place in the midst of the furor aroused by legalizing abortion.

These effects have been deleterious to the pregnant women who decide

to give birth to their babies.

We need to ask what are the conditions of life which confront women

who are troubled by an unintended pregnancy but who do not choose,abortion.

That are their rights? That is society's duty to them and to the children

they will bear? Are we meeting that duty? Or have these women been

largely ignored by the public sector and much of the private sector,

and been pushed into the background or eliminated totally from the .

abortion debate? We believe that they have been ignored, and,that they .

constitute a disadvantaged class suffering a special kind of discrimination.

o °

sit
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We bafieve that the abortion question centers around human

rights -- their interpretation, and their denial. We believe that the

unborn, child lays claim-to certain human rights merely by the fact of

his existence, judicial fiat notwithstanding. But we tato know that

in whatever social or legal climat,e his life begins and

moves toward birth, this mother is his first line of defense against

prebirth aggression. It is literally with her that his life rests.

Alegardless of the state of the law governing -the,relative rights of

the mother and child, Americans must examine the pregnant woman's life

situation, assess what is necessary to preserve her personal dignity

and her mental and physical health, and then provide for these needs.

If we neglect to do so, then we must seriously ask ourselves if we have

not been to blame for the loss of many unborn infant lives and possihIe

ravages upon women and the family through our apathy and neglect.

Women must not be forced by circumstances to abortion because of

the lack of an acceptable alternative and an implied national policy

against life. A society that truly cares for all its people will see that

the pregnant woman who gives birth to her baby emerges from the experience

as a strong, independent

COUNSELING FOR LIFE SUPPORT

Medical, legal, psychiatric, spiritual and other counseling should'

be immediately available to any woman and her family who face a distressed

pregnancy. In today's climate, often the first contact the troubled

pregnant woman has is with an intake person at an abortion clinic, or a

minister associated with the Clergy Consultation Service (CCS),

(1)

founded to provide abortion information. 'These intake situations are

widely'advertised and available. Criticism has been leveled at such

519
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'abortion-related counseling services by pro-life advocates, who allege

that women who are clients of these facilities are rec ving counseling

framed in a way which makes an abortion seem to be t e most attractive

opLon by emphasizing its alleged safety, the relatiiie lOw cbst of the

procedure when compared to maintenance during pregnancy and delivery.<

and the relative assurance of anonymity. there may be no attempt at

full disclosure of the facts of fetAl deyelopment, the nature of the

operation, the possible' complications to the womay both of a physical

and psychological nature, a he assistance available if she chooses to

continue her pregnancy. Despite th'urpose and activity of these abortion

counseling clinics, many of them enjoy tax-exempt, tax-deductible IRS

status which fa normally reserved for educational or charitable ventures.

The pro-life sec of society has attempted to provide alternatives

to these abortion intake services with crisis "hot-line" telephone

setups and backup referral services fOr pregnant women. Much more

investigating, planning, and funding needs to be done_to make professional

life supportive services available to offset the pore available and

well-financed abortion promotion system. In most areas of the nation,

individuals working referral organizations such as Alternatives to

Abortion or Birthfight are unsalaried, raise

telephones, conduct training sessions, and do

with limited resburces. There is no lack of

'workers are among the most committed and indu

movement. Their clients must look for backup

pre-existing support systems. No amount of h

their own funds, staff

a generally excellent job

dedication -- these

strious 141 the prolife

services to inadequate

and work and dedication can

5.e°
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match the millions of dollars in private foundation funds and federal

grants for abortion programs that clinics and hospitals enjoy.

Benmodical,difficulties which may confront a pregnant woman should,

be of as much concern to the social services worker, physician, or

counselor as any medical complications which may be encountered. During

the early months of pregnancy,.it is not uncoinon for any women to react

with fear, resentment and depression., Positive feelings of acceptance

develop as the pregnanyladvances and fetal movements are &etected.

Pressure to abort due to the Archie strains of the early months can

generally be reduced by sympathetic and patient supportive counselling.

A woman sh able to rely on the assistance of a continuing

caseworker, who can follow her through the pregnancy, visit her after

delivery, and continue to assist in postpartum adjustments. Money

should be made available by the federal government to "lifesupporting"

organiiations to ensure that this kind of compiehensive counseling is

available to all who need and request it.

The "intensive care" concept is applicable to and necessary for \

the troubled pregnant woman. There are wide differences ie the needs

of different patients. A "supermarket of services" should be both widely

advertised and adily available (free,'if necessary) to enable the

?
woman herself select those services which best suit her needs.

UNWED MOTHERS

Education Services to unwed mothers, many of whom are students,

Should be designed to eliminate the social stigma which much of our society

still places on single parenthood. Many school systems, both public and

A

private, insist that single)pregnant girls leave regular class settings

and enter special segregat classes'-- segregated in'the sense that only

pregnant girls can attend. This, ln effect, is a labelling experience if

4
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the girl does not wish to enter such a class, and ca interpreted by

her as society's "punishment" for her pregnancy. The ba is father, often13.'4\4-

also a studedt, is never subjected to such segregation or notice.

A atrong emphasis should be placed on encouraging. pregnant students

to continue with their studies. They should be abl to,choose whether

they prefer to remain in regular classes, or to atten a.Rpecial school,

..,. .

or even to receive homebound education. Both federal and individual

state legislation,pustsbe enacted providing that pregnancy, parenthood,

or marital status cannot constitute grounds for denial of education.

Parenting Skill Training A regular academic or vocational curriculum

is only one kind of training a young pregnant mother may need.

During pregnancy, personal motivation is high for acceptance df practical

courses in parenting and homemaking skills. Most unwed mothers keep

their ildren. Comprehensive training in the skills needed to manage

the basic such as."how to bathe the baby", as well as the other myriad

'details the constitute the art of pdrenting, are necessary to help

young mothers fully understand and cope with stresses of'everydayaiving

with children. Classes should be informal and innovative, and encourage

actual participation of the students in selection of some the curricula.

The ptegnant woman who is motivated to learn how to a just to her

changing life, including the fact of her pregnancy, 1,4 so more

receptive to the information offered by pribate organizations such as

the International Childbirth Education Association (10EA) and the .

La Leche League (LLL). On request, such groups will gladly provide

txaining for understanding of pregnancy and delivery, infant nutrition,

dnd basic mothering arts. Cooperation between theopublic and voluntary

sectors interested in parenting skills training should be mncouraged
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The problem of pregnancy in the very young unprepared woman io

compounded by the complexitieo of aubliminal motivations for teenage
A ( .

pregnancy. It aqema clear that we arp not able at this time to prevent

pregnancy from occurring among young teenagers in thin country. These

young mothers are thrust into an adult world with the responsibility

of raising a child'while minimally equipped to handle the pros:Apure°

with which they will surely find themselves:A. surrounded.

(2)
Out of wedlock pregnancies may not be unintended. Refuoal to use

restraint or contraception is an all too coon practice among teensgero..

Without developing a full-blown diacuoaion in this teotimony of the reaaona

for ouch behavior, it is ACCL'o firm conviction that pro-life organizations

must work together with group° ouch an the Child Welfare League of Amorica,

tho National Alliance Concerned with the School-Age Parente (NACSAP) and

others to work vigorously for special nervicen of the highest quality for

these young mothero and their children. dOile very young moehe.. is quite

likely to have little or nd idea about the nature of reoponnible parenthood

and perhaps even leas insight into the reason° for her own action° and
(3)

attitudes which have led to the pregnancy. The single young mother

often struggles to survive on monger funds, isolated from her peers,

alienated from her family, and stunted /n her emotional and social develop-

ment. Thechildren of such parhts may suffer oven worse deprivations.

The hard fact is that these young mothers exist in largg numbers.

The Child Welfare League's Consortium on Early Childbearing and

i.
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Childrearing, an interagency project which was fundid by DREW, his

compiled information designed to help state., comer:it/ea, and indi-
---

viduala identify and oertve the need:: of school-age parents. The

"Education for Parenthood" prograt4tunder DUEW, is a hopeful-new venture.

There are aigna that it is plan:able to c1eate services which may help

these young mothers. We believe that by working together, the public

and voluntary [lector!: can do much to prevghtPthe abortion of infanta

already conceived by young teenagero. Further unwanted pregnancies

may also be reduced by involvement after the child in delivered to

anoint the young motherla development into a woman who is able to make

reaponnible decisions about both'her own',, and her. zhild'a future.

NUTRITION AN OTHER SPECIAL NEEDS

Malnouriahment of the pregnarh mother and her unborn child in a

major contributing factor to premature birth.' The National Foundation -
(4)

March of Dimes Annual Report for 1974 states:

"Low birthweight is the underlying or contributing cause

of half the deaths of United States infanta. It in unmistakably

as serious a cause of death an the gravest birth defects. Several

recent atudica show that low birthweight is closely linked to

medical and social risk factors. About 7Z bf babies born to mothers

who are at no risk weigh 5.5 pounds or-less. The ratios of low-

weight babies born to mothers at medical and social risk, respect-

ively, are 11.12 and 11.6Z. Fully 15Z of infants born to mothers

who are at both medical AND social risk are low-weight (emphasis added),

The studies show even more dramatically that infant death rates

rise sharply, depending on the degree of risk; infant mortality

f4
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in the no -risk group is only 11.9 per thousand live birtho; it
IV -4

rises to 24.4 per thousand for thee social rink groups 27.3 for

women at medical risk, and an appalling 41.6 per thousand for thoae

who are at both medical and social risk " (emphaaia added).
m

Abortion proponenta have claimed that infant mortality has bean

reduced by making abortion available to the poor. The above otatiatics

on infant mortality for women at medical and oocial rick -- i.e., the

poor -- challenge that claim. Something is happening -- or is not

happening -- xo perpetuate patterns of diacrimlnation toward poor

pregnant women that make them a uniquely disadvantaged class. Most

poor women coping with an unintened pregnancy, regardless of medical

status, fall into the high risk category due to the complex nature of

the basic difficulties dish which they must cope.
..,

As a result of the U.S. Supreme. Court decision in burns v. Alcala,

the welfare mothers in 38 states can receive no funds for the benefit

Of the child until it is born. The Court's majority opinion cites the

legislative history of the Socidl Security Act and'uaes the 1915 record

of debate to argue in favor of denial of benefits directly to an,

. (5)

unborn child. It is a simple fact that the presence of the unborn,

child's dependent intrauterine exitence alters its mother's own needs.
.

In the econotlic climate of 1975, those needs are extremely compelling

and it may be impossible for an unassisted pregnant woman to fill them.

Ignoring Op changing nutritional needs of a pregnant mother courts

dater -- socially, humanly, and economically -- in the form of

po ible lowered mental ability of her child. The infant's brain and

d e

vous system develop most rapidly during the last trimester of

pregnancy. It la then that malnutrition will work its worst
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ravages on both baby and mother, ravages we can never fully repair

regardless of subsequent investments in services and treatment.

Special Needs The changing body of a pregnant woman requires that

she adapt her wardrobe, and in moot caeca she must obtain entirely

different clothing. Her self image may have already suffered aeverly

duo to desertion by the baby's father and perhaps by her family and

friends. Yet this self imago is important to her mental well being.

Women who have borne children know that maternity clothing needs are

more than Just a smock or two. Special underclothing, a warm sweater-

knit to button properly, a full-cut coat -- all arc items that may seem

unimportant or unnecesaary unless the total needs arc scrutinized.

4 Many voluntary pro-life groups have attempted to provide' clothing

and other incidentals insofar as they are able. Condideration of'Ithe

undeniable tacts that pregnant women do require special foods, clothing,

and sundries should encourage legislation which provides special

provisions fOr increased support levels for these women.

ACCL firmly supports two-persori, or;two-party, payments for pregnant

women under AFDC, and urges that geographic 4/scrimination ngninat poor

women by the denial of the second payment be ended by the' enactment of

appropriate state or federal legislation.

CHILD CARE SERVICES

ACCL recognizes the need for the provision of child car9,services fOr-
t

Iliknts who must leave their homes to work or to further their educations.

We view the well-run day care facility as a positive alternative to

aborti6K..For Many frightened pregnant women, the knowledge that they
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may be unable to work or attend school, and thus be forced to peek

welfare support, lo oufficient motivation to secivibortion.

The need for the creation of hundred° of thousands of new tipaizO

for child care has been well documented. We refer the Subcommittee to

the otatement of Joseph H. Reid, Executive Director of'the Child Welfare

League of Amdrica before the Senate Subcommittee on Children and Youth
(6)

for up to date statistics and rationale for expanded day care service.

Care !or children under the age of three years presents special

problems, in that the childadult ratio must be very low to achieve the

individualized care necessary for healthy mental and emotional develop
(7)

cent. At preaent, this kind of service is lacking in most

daycare service programs, and yet it is the most needed for the new

mother if she is not to become a candidate for continuing public

assistance. We urge that efforts continue to provide adequate child

care services for all who need them. Such centers should be sensitive

to, and respond to, needs and desires of the members of the community

in which they are established. As in any cooperative facility, parents

should spend a fixed amount of time assisting at the child care center,

observing the children in the group setting, and attending informational

meetings concerned with the facility's program. This wiit help to ensure

the development of programs designed to beet serve the needs of children.

ACCL encourages the development of child care facilities in suburban

communities rind rural areas, as well as congested urban areas. Travel

time is often a significant factor in the lives of parents who work or

attend school, and distance of the child care facility frpm the home
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should not constitute an undue hardohip or make it impossible for the

parent to avail herself of the services.

Senate Bill 0626, otherwioe known as the "Child and Family Services

Act of 1975", and ito house counterpart H.R. 2962, have beet) drafted ,

to address the needs briefly outlined above. ACCL is pleased to note

that the Chairman has long been interested !n child care cervices. Two

members of the AWL Honorary Board -- Senator Mark Hatfield and Rep.

James Oberotar -- have joined in sponsorship of these bills, and we

urge that all prolife congressmen support these or similar child care

provisions.

RAPE TREATMENT AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO ABORTION

We are pleased that there is a growing interest in the problems of

the rape victim. Provision of abortion for rape need not be written into

law ?ince women given adequate medical treatment for rape will not become

pregnant. ,What is most important is ready access to rapid, compassionate,

nonjudgmental handling by police officials and involved medical personnel.

We encourage legislative action directed toward the problems of rape

victims such as that proposed in H.R. 3590, introduced by Rep. John Heinz,

which is a bill to amend the Community Health-Center Act to authorizo,a

program for rape prevention and control,. If this bill becomes law

(its Senate counterpart has already been passed as a part of S. 66) a

Center for the Prevention of Rape will come into being under the auspices

of the National Institute for Mental Health.

Aggressive and comprehensive programs such as that embodied in

this bill can be considered as a definite alternative to abortion.

6
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POST-,ABORTAL COUNSELING AS A DETERRENT TO RECIDIVISM

Abortion proponents maintain that the psychological
aftereffects

of an abortion are minimal or nonexiatent.
They make these chats

despite the fact that no definitive long-term studies demonstrating

this hypothesis gave been undertaken in the United States. Caseworkers,

clergy, and others who have had to handle post-abortive
peychological

sequelae know that such complications do occur. Prank Ayd, M.D., a

psychiatristA0ecently told the United States District Court for the

Eastern District of Pennsylvania:
(B)

"Usually adolescents come in for late abortions, some of them

to the point that they,bamp
already felt fetal movement, so that

they know that in fact they are pregnant, and they have gone through

this period of should I or should Inot, and if they have been

pressured by a putative father or by their parents or by anyone

else to,make a decision to go ahead and have an abo'ition and yet, at

the same time, they want to have the baby. They have an'abortion

without resolving the conflict in their own mind.
Consequently,

after the fact, when the
sense of relief has passed and the

emotional turmoil has settled down and they begin to reflect on

what they have done, they
may go through a period of remorse and

regret and feelings of depression.

'Now, this can4occur, for example right before menstrual periods.

That can refresh their memories. It brings back all of the conflicts

that they have lived through earlier. You can see some have what we
call an anniversary

reaction, meaning by that the anniversary of the

day. of the abortion. They could become quite upset around that

time or the anniversary of
what would have been the birthday of

the baby that they are
not now going"to have because in their mind

[hey have destroyed this baby.

52
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"I think the important thing, to plAt it this way tech ically, we

can scrape the baby out of the womb of themother, but we an't

'serape it out of her mind and since it's ih her min there'are.

going to be various things which will remind her of the fact that

she once wan pregnant, once was in fact a mother, and,that she has

terminated this, and depending...on...her religious upbringing,

her Articular sense of values, her maternal instinct, how much

support she has `from her6parentsand other important people in

her life, then,the recollection of having had'an abortion can

serve as a trigger for all sorts of emotional problems. She

cnn look upon herself as a murderess. She can.look upon herself

as a person who took the easy way out at the expense of somebody

- .

else. It depends -- you see, there are so many variables, because

u

you are biking about an individual whose level of intelligence,

whose education, whose religious values, all of these things

play a role in when and how she'd' going to respond to the reali-

zation that she's had an abortion."
, '''

Mrs. Sherri Finkbine Burrows, who to Sweden for an abortion

e"---

in 1962 after learning that she had inadve tently taken the teratogenic

drug thalidomide, has publicly stew' that she suffers from lingering

(9)

guilt feelings and she attempts to help other women cope with

postabortion mental and emotional problems.

If it is debatable whether there are post-aborts1 psychological .

sequelae, we should be trying to find out the extent of and frequency

of such complications through
long-term unbiased studies. Has the federal

government initiated any such study? ACCL feels that Congress should

530
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register its concern over the inconclusive date brought forth to date

regarding abortion-related mortality and morbidity (as distinct from

that of death and/or medical complications in childbirth), infant

mortality among various socioeconomic groups, post-abortal physical and

psychiatric sequelae, etc., by undertaking a number of very thorough

long-term research projects to study the ultimate impact. ACCL and

other pro-life organizations feel strongly that equity and fairness

demands that research programs involving abortion data shduld include

professional personnel of the pro-life persuasion as well as proponents of

legalized abortion.

GENETIC COUNSELING AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO ABORTION

ACCL supports the concept of making genetic counseling available,

(free, if necessary), to any person of childbearing age who has a

legitimate concern about his or her ability to produce normal children.

Advising couples of genetic risk before they begin a child's "life can

do much to help them decide whether they wish to assume theestatistical

risk of their offspring inheriting metabolic or structural defects.

We feel that procedures designed to diagnosis intrauterine illness in

the unborn child are laudable, as long as the intention is to treat,

.. and of to kill the child if it is found to be imperfect. Making it

acceptable to kill the imperfect baby in the womb lays the foundation

for the direct killing of the defective newborn infant. Shouldn't we

instead place an emphasis on pre-conception counseling and on providing

helping measures for women and 'families raising children with problems? The
.4113

Handicapped Education Act, reported unanimously by the Select Subcommittee

I

- - 34
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on Education, was introduced into the House of Represent tives on

May 21, 1975. Rep. Albert Quie, an ACCL Honorary Board memb r, is a

prime sponsor of this bill. We point to this type of legislation as

thi, kind which will enable parents to know that the intent of Congress

is to offer tangible help in'troubled situations. This bilk, and others

that are similar, can help to prey t the abortion of the i erfect

by assuring. parents that their h ndicapped child will be abl to claim

his or her full right to be educated.

Both couples and single mothers should be able to purchase some

;
of birth-defect insurance during early npregancy, so that i

4
/f they do

have a defective child, the cost of special medical care and training

can be borne more readily. The few policies available today are

N.ohibitively expensive, and set unrealistic ceiling on the funds avail-

able for medical care. We encourage legislators to consider birth-

defect coverage as an integral part of any comprehensive health plan.

.FAMILY LIFE AND SEX EDUCATION AS ALTERNATIVES TO ABORTION

Few subjects have aroused as much impassioned debate in America as

education in human sexuality. Arguments ppLer curriculum content,

qualification of instructors, and values advocated have flared repeatedly.

Depending on one's point of view courses maybe either too permissive in

Attitude, or not explicit enough, or place undue emphasis on demon-

strations of contraceptive techniques to youthful students.

Largely overlooked is,the fact that, regardless of the subject

matter and the manner in which it is presented, few studies have been

done to determine what:have been the actual effects of sex-oriente4

education. Has the incidence of unintended pregnancy dropped dr

increased among students who have received detailed instruction? Does
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exposure to discussion about sexual
intercourse, Contraceptitn, sexual

orientation, etc., en,OGyoung people to feel that if We permissible

to discuds these matters publicly it's
permissible to begin sexual

activity? Has the divorte rate gone up or down as a result of sex

education? Are people better adjusted in marriage if they have studied

' human sexuality? Are there qualitative differences between courses

teaching clinical informatibn in a "value-free" manner as opposed to

courses emphasizing responsible parenthood and the use of one's sexual

powers as integral components of responsible
action? We do'not really

know the answers to these various
important questions, and the answers

must be found before we proceed further in developing new course

of study.

Without ascertaining the results of our past and present teachings.

how can we continue to develop new curricula that will ultimately contribute

to the betterment of people? la believes that it is important to offer

courses in human

parenthood. ,But

phase of sex

sexuality, education for childbirth, and responsible

we encourage educators to move out of the experimental

/on and family life curriculum development, and assess

what effects have restIlted from what has been already done. If it is

necessary to develop new approaches, let us work to do so. Much

federal money has been spent on development of sex education materials,

and we are sure that you are aware, Senator Bayh, that there are many

dissatisfied parents who object strenuously to some of the course

material. The concerns of those parents should not be ignored. Most

parents would approve programs which encourage responsible sexual

behavior and attitudes.

4.
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Many studies have shown that teenagers at risk continue not to

use contraceptives or othet family plhnning methods despite education
(10)-

s,Epeilding their use: In a nationwide survey undertaken in 1971

fourfifths of sexually experienced nevermarried young women aged

15419 indicated that they had engaged in sexual interc sewithoug

using contraception. About three in ten of those in that survey who

reported premarital sexual experience became pregnant but of'wedlock.

Clearly, mere knowledge of °the facts" is not enough to prevent

unintended pregnancy. ACCL believes that education that. emphasizes

an understanding of the awesome responsibility of parenthood, coupled

with sex education reflecting the moral and religious mores of the

community and-,school in which it is taught can do much to recluce tlle

number of unintended pregnancies and subsequent abortions.

FAMILY PLANNING AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO A N

elPResearch into safe and effectiv ways to preient unintended
.

.,

pregnancies can help to reduce the incidence of induced abortion. ACCL

urges that a wide variety of methodg brmade available to enable people

with varying personal beliefstolelect a method which is consisten

"with theirpwn system of pined,. We aiggest that researchers avoid

injecting bias into he labelling and discussion Of he several family

Planning methods available. While the majority of people who seek to

pzeVent pregnancy choose horMonal, chemical, or mechanical means,a

growing interest has been shown by many in an improved form of the 1'

socalled "rhythm" method, now popularly referred to by itle advocates

- as "natural'ilamily planning." We believe that it is unwise to ntinue

5 34
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to classify all non-hormonal, non-chemical, and non-mechanical family

planning meth da as "folk" means, as was done in the DHEW study referred
(1a)

to earlier°in this testimony. We ask respect for the beliefs that

motivate Americans to determine the size of their families, and the

right to determine the method by which this is accomplished, provided

that the method sellected does not end a pregnancy.4

IMPROVED INSURANCE COVERAGE AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO ABORTION

In many instances, medical insurance policies will pay benefits

for abortions, but will not provide maternity coverage for dependent

minors or unmarried women.

Single women, who wish to purchase a health coverage p icy which

includes maternity benefits can do so, but at a much higher remium.

However, abortion coverage for single women is included in mos policies,

withOut an increase in premium.

Denial of payments for maternity care based on time'lapse o

(12) .

pregnancy after marriage or ma)ital status is certainly Tcr natory.

These inequities should, be corrected by legislative regulation.

Lack of funds to pay for medical care, and an unwillingness to seek help

by becoming a welfare recipient are frequent reasons for seeking an abortion.

Abortions are elective surgery; delivery of an infant is not. The

present situation is inequitable and discriminatory and must be corrected.

IMPROVED RECORD-KEEPING OF ABORTION STATISTICS TO DETERMINE STATISTICAL
TRENDS WITH PRECISION AND THUS HEIP DEVELOP ALTERNATIVES TO ABORTION

It is essential that C gress mandate a record-keeping system

pertaining to the performance abortion and its medical and psychiatric

aftereffects that would operate consistently in each state. The need for

accurate, brbad-based, centralized record-keeping is a legitimate part

of the nation's obvious interest in maternal and infant health. There

535
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is presently very uneven and incomplete reporting of data on the

demographic and otatiatical aspects of abortion..

The Chief of Statistical Servicea, Center for Disease Control (CDC)

of the DREW, Lek C. Smith, stated in January, 1975, to the United States

(13)
District Court for the Eastern, District of Pennsylvania:

"Abortion may have a substantial"impact on the health of

this country's citizens, but without complete, accurate, and

detailed reporting the true impact of abortion on health will

remain unknown."

ACCL believes that it is essential to set up these reporting systems
4

and to mandate reporting by each state. Broad-based studies should alim

begin immediately to assess the effect of widespread abortion on family

life, current attitudes toward contraceptive use, and 'number of unintended

pregnancies conceived. We should also investigate the attitudes of Ameri-

cans toward the value of human lire which have developed since. the United

States Supreme'Court decision on abortion of January 22, 1973.

A nationwide abortion reporting system can be asigned to protect

the anonimity of the patient. Such-a system is a legitimate interest

of both state..e<1 federal government and is surely related to protecting

maternal health. Money is currently being spent to analyze data alreg4y

available, but even those persons most directly responsible for compilation

of this available data admit that it is only a sampling and ib subject to
(14)

criticism. Conclusions regarding dbortion safety, maternal and infant

mortality, etc.,will not be reliable unless they are drawn from accurate

(15)
information. It is generally agreed by both proponents and opponents

of Legalization of abortion that more work needs to be done in the demographic

field before any solid conclusions are drawn.
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ADOPTION POLICIES

Many of our national and state adoption policies need exlOon

because they may be the course of problems for unwed or married; mothers.

Adoption exists to meet the needs of the child, but prageices exiAt which

negate that very basic premise -and are oleo destructive to the mother.

It was evidene from the recentiOenate hearings on "black-market"

14
adoptions that the needs and rights of children are being )1olated.

Frightened pregnant women are being intercepted,by "counseling services"

which then either steer the woman teard abortion or make arrangements

with second or thir4 parties to buy the baby upon delivery.

Another example of the problems a pregnant woman may face 1.0

illustrated by the Stanley decision, which has been interpreted by some

4

'lower courts to mean thaarefforts to find and commit the putative father

must be made prior to placement of a child for adoption. The attendant

publicity and legal action resulting fromthis policy alone discourages

many women from continuing a pregnancy, or from relinquishing the child

for placement in a waiting qualified family.

Seahtor Walter Mondale's Subcommittee on Children and the Family

will be holding continue hearings on the topic of abortion and foster

care, which should further identify possible problems in these areas.

POLICIES AND PRACTICES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE

DHEW has recently announced that it plans to.concentrate on searching

out broad patterns of bias in federally funded programs and industries.

In doing so, it is imperative that the Pregnant needy women, and those who

may not be classed as economically disadvantages but whose life situation

is in 'crisis due to unintended. pregnancy, not be ignored. Patterns of

discrimination surrounding the situations*of the, pregnant woman are

complex. Not mo take up her case with vigor would be a gross injustice

on the part of DHEW, and perhaps would constitute a violation of her

civil rights.

^F.
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The amount, typo, and quality of life support assistance varies

from state to state, and often varies from county to county within a

state. Consequently, some few women. will be adequately provided for,

many will receive marginal assistance, but most are extremely disadvan

t
taged. -Often the place of residence iethe sole factor de rmining

whetherpregnancy help is adequate, thus raising the questi o .of

whether women are discriminated against by their choice of geographical

location.
.,

Financial penalties are often imposed by DHEW on states which fail

to notify welfare- recipients and others of services funded wholly or

in part by federal funds, if those services enjoy a high'priority, Failure

to notify welfare clients that family planning services aro available

brings a 12 fiscal penalty. Obviously, family planning can do much to

prevent abortions by preventing pregnancies. However, if such services

are voluntary, (and they must remain so) there will be women who will

become pregnant by accident or by design and who will wish to carry their

children to birth. There are no similar penalties imposed by DREW on

states who fail to fully inform pregnant women of the benefits to which

they are entitled or if they fail to use all of the funds available to them

to provide programs designed to meet the needs of these women. ACCL believes

that notification of such services for pregnancy assistance should be made

before the'fact of pregnancy, just ag notification for family planning is

made without a requirement of evidence that sexual activity is taking place.

Once caught in the panic of the crisis, it may be an overwhelming task for

frightened women to attempt to find out what they may be entitled to in

life supporting assistance.'
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Federal regulations covering distribution of services ohould be

highlighted and the information should be made public and ohould be

widely ditAminated by the DHEW Secretary. Each state ohould follow suit.

SUMMARY '

In this'dincussion we have raised a number of basic questions and

have acknowledged that there are presently few readily available answers.

Americans must search for those answers before we can decide whether we

wish to financially support abortion, as at present, or whether a change

11

of emphaain is indicated by factors previously ov looked.

A= believes that there is a heavy burden o proof upon abortion
/

proponents to show clearly that legalization has benefitted poor and

otherwise disadvantaged women. There is also need for them to show that

the loss of rights of spouses, including putative fathers, and parents

...-

(rendered invalid by the United States Supreme Court) has not had a

deleterious effect on the fabric of society and the structure of

family life.

At the last Subcommittee hearing, Senator Bayh, you issued a directive

that Dr. Philip Corfman of the National Institute of Health of DHEW assess

the cost of develaping more effective cuntraceptive methods for. the purpose

of reducing the number of abortions. We agree with this approach, as lopg

as family planning continues to be on a voluntary nonpunitive basis, but it

is clear that better methods of family planning are only part of the answer..

There will continue to be women who conceive unintended pregnancies, no mat

ter how perfect family planning methods become. What type of response will

we offer as a nation when these pregnancies occur? Shall we as a people

solve our desperate human problems with wholesale government funded abortiod?

4,
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Or will we choose a more humane and pooitive policy-and combine oolid

legal protection for each human life with a redponnible exercise of

reproductive powers and a vigorous and helping renponbe to women who

become unintentionally pregnant?

We realize that nome,peoplO feel that ahorttononhould be available

an one of the options offered inIrlti-nellvice facilities, and that come

agenciea that care about women:ana children are already providing the

variety of services ACCL suggests. The fact ia, Mr. Chairman, that in

our country attention ia presently focused on providing'abdrtion, and

not on supplying services needed to support a iromen through a pregnancy.

Our adoption agencies, child welfare agencies, the National Council on

Illegitimacy, the Florence drittendon Homes, and other specialized agencies

are merged, dead, or dying for lack offunds and lack of attention.

Mere ia little evidence of interest by the federal government in

providing for supportive services, and even in the private sector such

funding is light. For instance, we might examine why so few United Funds

provide money for alternative services such as adoption.

ACCL has in press a listing of the current federal and foundation

funded research projects which cover the tolSics of parenthood, abortion

and abortion research, population control, and faMily planning. A few,

of these projects appear to be dealing in a positive way with the problems

of unintended pregnancy and its effects on the family and on society.

However, the vast majority suggest an anti-natal emphasis on the study

of family structure and fertility control. It is clear that many of

the resources of this country have turned to funding the cheap, quick,

and violent way out of complex human dilemmas, and in dding so they have

abandoned many women and children.

540.
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We must bring together our beat medical people, clergy, attorney°,

sociologiote, and concerned nonprofessionals to work with Congreas in

framing a public policy that doea not invite death and violence but

which protecta and enhances life. We believe that thin dialogue on

abortion alternatives must continue, and that the problems confronting

the unwed or needy pregnant womaq.are complex enough to warrant a full

investigation by the Senate Health Committee. Mr. Chairman, we urge you

to encourage Senator Edward Kennedy to begin such an investigation ae

soon an possible.

ACCL pledgee to work with all legielators.ld partnership to help

establish a just society in which the legal system protecte the rights of

both women and children, and where healthy mothers, healthy babies, and

stable family unite are encouraged by the policies of the federal and state

governments.

5 i1
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Mrs. SHRIVEL In conclusion. Senatnr Kennedy, Mrs. Callahan is
here to give' a very brief statement.

-Mrs. CALLAHAN. I would like to concentrate on the purpose of im-
proving the parenting capabilities of adolescent parents. Nothing
could bemore important because we know that parents partly deter-
mine the; child's health, intelligenceland personality.
.Duriag this process the period horn conception to school age may

be the most critical period, and it is the time when our society most
ignores both parents and children. Tragically, it appears that irre-
versible damage can be most readily suffered by children during their
most helpless years, if they do not receive what they need in order
to thrive.

What are parenting'capabilities?
Capable parents protect and nurture their children; they are their

children's buffer from the world. Basic nurturing consists of the pro-
vision of warmth, shelter, food, clothing, and medical care. As these
physical needs of the child are met, other important pSychologicitl
needs are also provided.

The most important psychological function of parents is a partner-
ing relationship which is specific, loving, and responsive. A psycho-
logical sense of self is created through a parent-child dialog in which
the child initiates and then receives 'a sensitive, frequent, and Con-
sistent response. Day by day, in countleSs interactions of word and
deed a pred0,table world is created in which confidence, hope, and
self-esteem flourish.

Capable parents encourage the-cognitive growth of their children
through the ongoing parent-child dialog. Play and games, questions
and answers; the encouragements of ,protected explorations of the
environment create cognitive st mid rer; which enhance intelligence and
coping behavior. Language is perhaps man's greatest, cognitive tool,
and early language experience is crucial for school and other kinds of
achievement.

Through ongoing conversations traditional culture' is transmitted
from parents to children. Capable parents informally educate their
children at home. as well as function as their advocates in the world
beyond the family.

When children become older. pare al power influences their treat-
ment. in other social institutions such the schools. Obviously, a child's
chance in life is inextricably bound t p with the early parenting he or
she receives. Equality of opportunity or any idea of liberty and justice
for all is meaningless if there is a huge, discrepancy in the earliest
parenting that different individuals receive.

What can be done?
Young school-age mothers are among those who most need help to

develop their parenting capabilities. And adequate parenting can be
learned and developed through education. With human beings. learn-
ing is more important than any natural instinct or innate biological
programing. It is, also evident that what is, not possessed canna be
given. Since a capable parent commands sources to her child, food,
shelter. and clothing, then the young single mother must have these
things in order to nurture her child.yr
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But beyond these basic physit'al resources, there is the all-important
question of psychological ego strength and self-esteem -which is needed
to raise children well. Protective maternal activity is effective when
it is aggressive, strong, and confident in the facd of the environment's
dangers.

In this country ego strength and self-esteem come from education
and the ability to earn a living. If young girls are to raise their chil-
dren adequately they must be able to continue their education and be
prepared for work. Without social power and competency they can-
not protect a dependent child or have the psychological resources to
foster the psychological development of their children.

If they are helpless to.change their own lives they cannot be a model
of competency and effectiveness for their children.

Moreover, without a sense of control or self-determination, adoles-
cents will certainly not be able to exert the self-control and goal-
oriented behavior necessary to prevent further pregnancies.

If you have no real future to look forward to, why exert self-con-
t roj today ?

Cycles of dependency and helplessneo can be broken by outside in-
tervention. Help from others outside the immediate family has always
been a part of human social life, especially in the traditions of religious
corymunities. Outside models from the community, support from the
neighborhood, and the extended family have always helped in the
parenting process.

When these extra-family sources of support have broken down, then
they must be recreated and reinvented. A state of dependency and need
is not the original sin. but an opportunity for the strong to give crea-
tive help and assistance.

When world leaders pride themselves on taking away milk and
lunches from schoolchildren or vetoing day care, injustice reigns. It is
also the case that women will never be equal in this society until the
needs of pregnant women and children are recognized and supported.

All of the public money spent upon training an army, buying arms,
and building highways will be to no avail if we fail to support the
health and socialization of the next generation of children.

There is no greater moral and pragmatic investment to be made than
in helping young mothers raise their children.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Callahan follows :]

(
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Statement by Sidney `Callahan

The National School-Age Mother and Child Health Act should be supported

for a multitude of moral, ethical and pragmatic reasons. I will concentrate

here on the stated purpose to improve the parenting capabilities of adolescent

parents." It As an extremely important issue. Parents not only give a genetic

endowment to their child but also partly ietermine its health, intelligence

and personality. During this process the period from conception to school

age may be the moat critical period, but it is the time when our society most

ignores both parents and children. Tragically, it appears that irreversible

damage can be most readily suffered by children during their most helpless

yearA, if they do not receive whet they need in order to thrive.

What Are Parenting Capabilities/

Capable parents protect and nurture their children; they are their

children's buffer from the world. Basic nurturing consists of the provision

of warmth, shelter, food, clothing and medical care. As these physical needs

of the child are met, other important psychological needs Are also provided..

The most important psychological function of parents is a partnering
i

relationship

which is specific, loving, and responsive. A psychological sense of self is

created through a parent-child dialogue in which the child initiates and then

receives a sensitive, frequent and consistent response. Day by day, in countless

interactions of word and deed a predictable world is created in which confidence,

hope and self-esteem flourish:

Capable parents encourage the cognitive growth of their children through

the on-going parent-child dialogue. Play and games, questions and answers, the

encouragementsof protected explorations of. the environment create cognitive

r0
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hiructurea which enhance intelligence and coping be avior. 1..anguage is perhaps

man's greateat4iognitive tool, and early langua experience is cructal.for

school and other kinds of achievement. Th gh on-going conversations traditional

culture is transmitted frelAparentsto children. parents infordlilly

educate their children at home as well as function as t it adiocates in the

world beyond the family. When children become older, parecftal power influences

their treatment in other social institutions such as the schools. Obviously a

child's chance in life is inextricably bound up with the early parenting he

or she receives. Equality of opportunity or any idea of liberty and justice for

all is meaningless if there is a huge discrepancy in the earliest parenting that

different indlviduala receive.
kk

What Can Be Done?

Young school-age mothers are among Art who at need help to develop

their parenting capabilities. And adequate pa nting can be 'earned and developed

through education. WiEh human beings, learning is more important than any

natural instinct or innate biological programming. It is also evictent that what

is not possessed canr t be given. Since a capable pareht commands resources to

her child food, lter and clothing, then a young single mother must have these

things in order to nurture her child. But beyond these basic physical resources,

there is the all-important question of psychological ego strength and self - esteem

which is needed to raise children well. Protective maternal activity is effective

when it is aggressive, strong and confident in the face of the environment's
a

dangers.

In this country ego ptrength and self-esteem come from education and the
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ability to earn a living. If young girls -are to raise their children
adequately'

they must be able to continue their
education and be prepared for work. Without

t sbcial power and competency they
cannot protect a dependent

child or have the
sychological resources to foster the psychological

development of.their children.
If they,,fire helpless to change their

own lives they cannot be
a model of competency

and effectiveness for their children.
Moreover, without a sense of control or

self-determination, adlescents will certainly
not be able to exert the self-

control and goal-orie
cad behavior

necessary to prevent further
pregnancies.

If you have no real f tune to kook forward
to, why exert self-control

today?
Cycles of dependen and leaaness can be broken by outside intervention.4

Help from others outside the diate family has
always been a part of human

social life, especially
in the traditions of

religious communities. Outside.
models from the community,

support from the
neighborhood and the extended family

have always helped in the parenting process. When these extra-family so
of support have broken down, then they

must be re-created and
re-invente

state of dependency and
need is not the original sin, but an opportunity for

the-strong to give creative help and assistance. When world leaders pride
themaelvea on taking away milk and lunches

from school children or vetoing 4
daycare, injustice reigns. It is also the case that women will never be equal
in this society until the needs of

pregnant women and children
are recognized

and supported. All of the public
money spent upon training

an army, buying 'arms
and building highways will be to no avail if we fail to support the health and
socialization of the

next generation of children. There i. no greater moral
and pragmatic

investment to be made than in helping
young mOthera raise their

Children..
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Senator KENNEDY. We want to thank you all.
I think we have received a great spectrum of very effective testi-

mony that covers the whole thrust of the legislation, and from people
who have been enormously concerned and interested in it..

You have been a very powerful panel that has spoken this morning
We want to thank you all very much.
We will have to recess for a few minutes for a vote.

liECESS

Senator KENNEny. 'le will come to order.
Our next witness is the Senator from Indiana, Senator Bayh, who

has been extremely interested m this subject, intrddued S. 2:300, which
is one of the bills we are considering here thiamornin.

I note from my own personal conversations with Senator Bayh and
the work he has done personally in this area, that lie has been one of
the real leaders in 'the Senate in focusing on this particular problem.

If we are able to get this legislation passed, and I am very, hope ful
we will, then to a great extent it will be with Senator Bayh's help and
support.

If we are able to get it funded, it is going to he even more important
because Senator lBavl is on the Appropriations Committee and one of
the most effective members of it.

We look forward to working with you, Senator.
.We are very glad to have you here and appreciate your patience

during the course of the morning.

STATEMENT OF HON. BIRCH BAYH, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF INDIANA

Senator BAyn. Mr. Chairman, you are thoughtful and courteous
and, as usual, very exaggerative with respect to the talents of your
respective colleagues.

Mr. Chairman, I want to reemphasite.vThat you said relative to the
need to have a cooperative effort if'we are going to be successful in
this held. frankly feel that the legislation could not be in better hands
than it is in your cochairmanship. I will he more than happy to cooper-
ate with you in the funding area.

I want to thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today
in support of the rending life support centers legislation. I also want
to commend your interest, Mr. Chairman, in the issue under consider-.
ation this morningthe growing phenomenon of teenage parenthood.
This phenomenon is a disturbing one -,-- costly both for the individuals
involved and the society as a wholeand shows no signs of-abating.
Clearly it deserves more thorough and systematic attention than it
has yet received.

I have outlined the immense scope of the problems of teenage preg-
nancies in my prepared statement.

Since this discussion is somewhat lengthy dealing with a very com-
plicated subject, I would like to ask that the full statement be inserted
in the record, and that I might be allowed just to give a brief summary
on the high points for the sake of time.
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Despite the chilling futures await ng our young mothers and their
children. and the social burden ste lining from the spurt of teenage
mothers, it survey of Federal polio' s bearing on their problems shows
them to be unfocused and ill suite to meet the problems they face.

Our major Federal medical t sistance program has eligibility re-
quirements that force ninny to abandon attempts at self-sufficiency
and assume welfare status to obtain medical benefits. .

Until recently wo have had no national policy addressing the edu-
cational needs of pregnant teenagers. 'Title IX of the Educational
.ntendments of 1972, which I authored, now prohibits school systems
from receiving Federal assistance if they force pregnant students to
leave schml. The legislation has yet had no impact because HEW
waited 3 years to issue regulations to implement the legislation.

The Federal Government has not assumed any responsibility of

helping to tied homes for the thousands of American children in need

of them. In the test few years, many States have established programs
to facilitate the adoviio process. 'The iiernonstated savings in both
human suffering and dollars have been enormous. A Federal commit-

ment in this area cold(' help tremendously.
Despite congressional approval of comprehensive legislation for

quality day can, services, we still have no meaningful Federal assist-
ance for child care in this country.

This is an area that the chairman of the subcommittee and the Sen-

ator from Indiana have been actively interested in, and unfortunately
t he Nixon veto will go down in history as one of his most. damaging
acts t hat really caused a major retreat iii this area.

Existing Federal programs which have the potential for serving
pregnant teenagers, or teenagers at risk of pregnancy, have been

funded at ridiculously low levels. Fiscal 1976 administration budget
requests have brought many programs to a virtual standstill and
prevented. antiquated startups of new projects all across the Nation.

Handy do programs offering assistance to troubled teenagers co-
ordinate available services or provide the opportunity for young
people to work continuously with one counselor who can build. trust
and 1111(1N-standing over time.

Confused and often distraught teenagers cannot be expected to
benefit as much as they might .from such fragmented programs.

It is fashionable in some circles today to argue that we must cut
back on past commitments the Federal Government has made to im-
prove the health and- well-Ixsing of our citizens. This is a shortsighted
and narrow approach. It ignores the Nation's finest traditions. It
mortgages our future.

And even from a fiscal perspective, it makes no sense. For every dol-

lar we now refuse to invest in family planning services, in keeping

young parents in schools. in vocational training, in providing health
care to prospective mothers and their offspring, in assistrmee to fund-

ing jobs and in comprehensive quality child care, we will spend far
greater amounts feeding the results of our neglecton welfare pro-
grams, crime, and foster or institutional care for rejected offspring

or disadvantaged children.
MrChairman: the time for a focused prograA of action is now.

The'necessary components are cleartimely aml comprehensive health

care, family planning services. social services, and counseling tailored
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to adolescent needs brought together under one roof and easily acees-
sibk: to the young.

Stndies of such support centers have shown this type of interven-
tion to be dramatically effectiveleading to reductions in infant mor-
tality and morbidity, school dropouts, repeat pregnancies, and welfare
do pendency.

By acting now, we cannot only provide true freedom of choice, to
those faced with unintended pregnancies and give a new lease on life
to them and their children1 but by helping them, we may also be able
to bring under control a disturbing but growing phenomenon in our
societythe phenomenon of continuous generations of single-parent
families, dependent on the State for their livelihood,

S. .236O, the Life Support ('enters Act of 1973, which I introduced
on September 17,.1973, draws extensiely on the experience of already
established and successful centers. It is designed to serve as a Federal
incentive for the maintenance and extension of such a program. It
provides matching Federal funds for support centers which offer an
array of social, medical, and counseling services to pregnalt 'adoles-
cents and to them and their children after birth.

I would like to underscore certain aspects of the legislation which
I consider especially important.
. First, the extension of benefits to prospective adolescent mothers is
meant to be inclusive. encompassing all teens in their childbearing
years who could benefit from the services offered. This approach is
especially important in relation to the provision of family planning
services, obvionsly the most effective means of preventing unintended
pregnancies. Studies of contraceptive practices among teenagers by
Planned Parent hood and Zero Population Growth indicate that the
teenage group is especially hard to reach and partienlarly vulnerable
to unplannud' pregnancies.

Support tpnters cannot only reduce repeat pregnancies by making
future family planning services available to teenage mothers, but
through their outreach programs, can also be useful in preventing.
unplanned first pregnancies by counseling teenagers on the risk of
p(regnancy and offering them family planning assistance where appro-
priate and desired.

Second, the bill stresses coordination of services under one roof, so
that teenagers can work with one counselor for as long as necessary, in
a trusting relationship, and do not have to crisscross their City or
county and fill out endless forms in order to qualify for what is right-
fully theirs.

Obstacles such as these can prove too much for teenagers during,
what is for them, a crisis period.

Finally, the legislation requires that centers make full use of already
existing Federal, State. and local health, education, and welfare pro-
grams to meet. their expenses. This should assume that the new money
made available. by this bill will increase and multiply, as well as co-
ordinate, the,cofragmented assistance which already exists, and not
just replace funds already allocated with new Federal moneys.

Mr. Chairman, this legislation. in Inv opinion, incorporates the
most promising approaches vet developed to deal with the dilemmas
fared by an increasing number of our adolescents. It is an approach
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that has worked, when properly funded and administered, and merits
expansion to reach out to the thousands of teenagers.st niggling with
pregnancies each yea' in this country.

I am hopeful that we can move ahead on this legislation without
delay.

As all of us with children know, ben ri,g and raising a child is a chal-
lenge even for mature adults with cons,derable resources.

It can tarn into a nightmare for teenagers. By extending our sup-
port to the Nation's young mothers and their offspring, we can truly
provide them with a real alternative to abortion and, give them the
opportunity most of us have been fortunate enough to experiencethe
chance to. bear and raise our children as strong, healthy, and inde-
pendent individuals.

Senator K.-"ES N Thank you very much, Senator Bayh.
have outlined in your testimony the need for this legislation,

and I think as a result of the extensive hearings that you have had,
that there is probably nobody who understands the nature and painful
aspects of different choices that have to be made in our society by
young people.

You have also given us a good description of what this legislation
provides. in terms of coordinating under one roof the various resources
that are in existence at the current time tinder existing Federal legiS-

i kit ion. You st ressed the special k hal of impetus provided by your leg -
islation. and also by any own, and then indicated in Your testimony
what the benefits of this will be from a human point of-view and also
from a cost point of view.

We appreciate very much your willingness to share this experience
with its. and your own views. too. T am hopeful that we can work
together in fashioning the legislation on the floor and also in the future

4 as well.
I share your' great sense of urgency about the importance of the

legislation. and I think it is imperative that we get it passed._
We look forward to workiwr with 'You. I thank your staff people for

their help and assistance, mid look forward to their continued coopera-
tion and help ill the future, as we have received in the past.

Senator BArn. Thank you very much, Senator.
The prepared statement of Senator Bavh follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR BIRCH BATH, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF INDIANA

Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you for the opportunity to testify before your
subcommittee today in support of my pending Life Support ('enters legislation.
I also want to commend your interest. Mr. Chairman, in the issue tinder considera-
tion this morningthe growing_ phenomenon of teenage parenthood. This Tale-
nt/Mellon is it disturbing one'eostly hoth for the individuals involved and the
society as a wholeand slitows no signs of abating. ('let l5 it deserves more
thorough and systematic attention than it has yet received.

I. THE PROBLEM

The number of teenagers in America is increasing both numerically and in
proportion to the total population. This trend, along with changing attitudes, is
resulting in growing numbers of Sexually active adolescents and out-of-wedlok
births. The realities of this situation can no longer be ignored. Specialists are
predicting an epidemic of teenage kegnaneies and single parent households in
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the near future. Most alarming of nil is the increase In pregnancies in Jhe under15 age group. This group Is the only one of childbearing years which is actuallyshowing an inerense in its rote of pregnancy as well as in absohite number ofpregnancies. Just consider these figures. probably shoeking to most Americans:This year one out or ten girls 17 or under, or 220.000 adoleseents, will give birth.It is expected that 1 out of every 1 girls between the ages of 12 and 17 will give
birth to a child next year. In some States, the proportion will be closer to 1 out
of every 5 girls.

Approximately -10 percent of these girls will give birth out-of-wedlock. and thispercentage, which has increased dromatically over the last derade. It: expected
to rigti still further in the next decade.Of the 00 percent of .teenage mothers who currently marry by the time they
give birth, two oldie three will be divorced within 5 years,Of those teenage mothel,:s alto currently choose to keep their child at birth,large numbers will relinquish their children for foster pr institutional care duringthe preschool years, often after the children have suffered Irreversible emotional,and SOIIIPtinws physical. horn).These teenage mothers. still children themselyes. are more and more likely to
be the mothers of our future citizen's, They, their offspring, 01111 our entire societywill stiffer if we continue to ignore their needs. Despite the hest efforts of com-
mitted volfmniers, private foundations, and health professionals. the costs asso-ciated with teenage childbearing ore unacceptable and, I believe. unnecessary..1. Width -fli,v1,..v

Cionplientions assiillted will' teenage pregnancy are far more frequent thanthose associated with pregnancy of mothers. mler 20. .Medical evidence indicatesHunt the younger the adolescent mother, the greater the (longer. Along ulth thedifficulties of the teenage mother, early childbearing threatens the life and well-being of the child. A child horn to a teenage mother is much more likely to die
in the first sear of its life than a child horn to an older minion. and is muchmore likely to he of low birth weight. 1.ow- birth weight babies have decidedlypoorer life lirospeetsjtvt to stunted physical, emotional and intellectual develop-ment. Timely prenatal nbmlicill cart and nutritional counseling can prevent thesemisfort

1.:(1friatimtal Harm
Expulshp due to pregnancy is the most important known cause of teenage girlsleaving school. lievonse incomplete education is assoviated with unemploymentand increased welfare dpendency. the failure of school systems to come to termswith the educational needs of teenage mothers is at serious problem not only forthe individuals iuvolved, lint for the whole society.Must pregnant girls are physically able to remain in their regular classes duringtheir pregmmey. Desicite this.dless 1111111 (Jae-third of the 11,01)0 school districts inthe Frilled Stores make any provision for the education of pregnant girls. ln theotherq, teenage parents are often prohibited from motioning their effiation orare removed from regular student rolls nail Moved on rolls of -special students.-This relassilicotion limits the ritng.e of educational courses and services avail-Mil to them.

Demonstration programs have shown that when importunities to continueeducation are available MI a classroom basis. prospective parents study harder,improve their grades and return to school after giving birth in surprisingly highnumbers 5.' to 05 percent. The punitive response of all too many of our Kt-in-oldshis not been successful in preventing teenage pregnancies, if that is the goal.Rather. refusal hi edncote teenage mothers has only succeeded in compoundingproblems these enangsterswtre already experiencing.Herr(' seri I nrnployment
With an incomplete education nod lack of skills or experience, the teenagemother is a high, risk caudidate for unemployment.

Almost -10 percent of motherson welfare in NVW York City were pregnant with their first child at age 17 orunder. In New Haven. Conn., 1i of every 10 pregnant women aged 17 or below areexpelled to join the welfore rolls within 5 years, With on incomplete eduentionmid no job skills or training, the teenage mother is not equipped to support her-self or her child. Thus it is not surprising that she ends up relying on publicsupport.
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We al-rettly know that the young are more severely handicapped qty economic

recession than are other age groups. They frequently are the last hired, first tired,

and last rehired. The employment handicap for a pregnant teenager, who has not

completed her education and who has the extra responsibitity for caring for a

child. is even more pronounced.
Although the social stigma of unwed motherhood has somewhat dhninished, it

remains a very real factor in the life of the pregnant teenager. Frequently the

unwed teenage mother is forced out of her normal school environment. Her social

life is restricted, not only by removal from school. but also by the new respon-

sibilities in her life. Often there is peer rejection at. a time in life when the need

for support from one's peers is at its most critical stage.
If n pregnant teenager marries the kilter of her child the marriage is likely to

end in divorce. Nearly half of all teenage marriages break up within 5 years. and

the rates are even higher for young people who marry primarily in response/to a

pregnancy. So even though there may he presgure for marriage. such mar inges

have a poor track record for providing it stable family structure for a child.
Although increasing numbers of mothers are choosing to keep their babies and

undertake child rearing. a high proportion of these infants eventually end up in

foster flue, often as abused or neglected children. Delayed relinquishment of

these children. or their abuse, are signs of the enormous strains faced by teenage

mothers. The high rates of attempted suicide among young mothers are an even

more chilling reminder of the gravity of their situation.
Mr. Chairman. It Is imperative that we respond to these realities in an effective

and timely manner.
The only alternative to this grim future now available to many of our teenage

mothers Is an abortion. I submit that this cannot be our national response to this

growing problem. As Chairman of the Subcommittee on Constitutional Amend-

ments, I spent the better part of two years grappling with the extraordinarily
complex tangle of moral. legal. medical and ,sticlat questions ariging from the

abortion dilemma. During this period. I became all too aware of our regrettable

failure to address the unmet needs of hundreds of thousands of women who.must

deal with unintended pregnancies, often in the least promising of circumstances,

but who reject abortion because of their deepest convictions. This is especially

true of the nation's young.
As a society dedicated to freedom of conscience and Individual choice for all of

our citizens. regardless of their class, race. age. marital status. or place of resi-

dence, we owe these young people it real alternative to abortionone which 'win

allow every prosPetive mother to follow freely the dictates of her own conscience.

To date this sodety. the richest and most medically advanced in the world, has

committed only an infinitesimal fraction of its resources to providing satisfactory

alternatives to abortion for our young people. We must ,bake it a matter of

national policy that every prospective mother. no matter what her life situation,

has a truly free choice about her future. We must spare her and her child from

the misfortunes now likely to plague them.

Ii. PREgE NT FEDERAL REM EWES

Despite the rhilling'- futures awaiting our young 'mothers and their children,

and the social burdens stemming from the spurt of teenage mothers, a survey of

Federal,plicies bearing on their problems shows them to be unfocused and

ill-suited to meet the problems they face.
Our major Federal medical assistance program has eligibility requirements that

force many to abandon attempts at self-staciency and assume welfare status to

obtain medical benefits.
Until recently we have had-no national policy addressing the educational needs

of pregnant teenagers. Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972, which

I authored, now prohibits school syStems from receiving Federal assistance

if they force pregnant students to leave school. The legislation has yeLtmd

no impact because HEW waited 3 long. years to issue regulations to impletriant

the legislation.
The Federal Government has not assumed any responsibility for helping to

find homes for the thousands of American children in need of them. In the last

., few years many States have established programs to facilitate the adoption

process. The demonstrated savings in both human suffering and dollars have

been enormous. A federal commitment In this area could help tremendously.
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Despite congressional approval of comprehensive legislation for quality day
care services, we. still have no meaningful Federal assistance for child care in
this country.

Existing Federak programs which have the potential for serving pregnant
teenagers, or teenagers at risk of pregnancy, have been funded at ridiculously low
levels. Fiscal !hid administratiOn budget requests have brought many programs
to a virtual standstill and prevented anticipated startups of new projects all across
the Nanon.

Itarly do programs offering'assistance to troubled teenagers coordinate avail-
able services or provide the opportunity for young people to work continuously
with one counselor who can build trust and understanding over time. Confused
and often distraught teenagers cannot be expected to benefit its much as they
might from such fragmented programs.

It is fashionable in some circles today to argue that we must cut back on past
comniittuents the Federal Government has made to improve the health and
well-being of our citizens. This is a short-sighted anti narrow approach. It
ignores the Nation's finest traditions. It mortgages our future. And even from
a fiscal ptrspective, It makes no sense. For every dollar we now refuse to invest
in family planning services, in keeping young parents in schools, in vocational
training. in providing health care to prospective mothers and their offspring, in
assistance in funding jobs and in comprehensive quality child care, we will spend
far greater amounts feeding the results of our neglect-011 welfare programs.
crime, mid foster or institutional care for rejected offspring or disadvantaged
children.

Mr. Chairman, the time for a focused program of action is now. The necessary
components are clear timely and comprehensive health care, family planning
ervices, social services and counseling tailored to adolescent needs brought
together under one roof and easily utressibie to the young. Studies of such
support centers have shown this type of intervention to be dramatically efrec-
Go leading to reductions in infant mortality and morbidity, school dropouts,
repeat pregnancies and welfare dependency.

By atthig now we can not only provide true freedom of choice to those faced
with unintended, pregnativies and give a new lease on life to them and their
eltildren, but by helping them. we may also be able to bring under control a dis-
turbing but growing phenomenon in our society-- the phenomenon of continuous
generations of single parent families, dependent on the state for their livelihood.

S. _:;till, The Lift. Support Centers Act of 1075, which I introdued on Sep-
tember 17. 1975, draws extensively on the experience of already established and
successful centers. It is designed to serve as a federal incentive for the mainte-
nance and extension if such a program. It provides matching federal funds for
support centers %%Mel) offer an array of social. medical and counseling services
to pregnant adolescents and to them and their children after birth.

I %omid like to underscore certain aspects of the legislation which I consider
especially important.

First, the extension of higietits to promputire adolescent mothers is meant to
be inclusive. encompassing all teens in their childbearing years who could benefit
from the services offered. This approach is espeelally important in relation to
the provision of family planning services. libviffiwly the most effective means of
preventing unintended pregnancies. Studies Of contraceptive, practices among
teenager4 by Planned Parenthood and Zero Population Growth indicate that the
teenage group is esitecially hard to reach and particularly vulnerable to un-
planned pregnancies. Support centers can not only reduce repeat pregnancies by
making future family planning services it %iftable to teenage mothers but, through
their outreach programs, can also be useful in prerrnting unplanned first preg-
nancies by counseling teenagers on the risk of pregnancy and offering them
family planning assistance where appropriate and desired.

Second, the 11111 stresses el )It Of services under one roof, so that teen-
agers (lin work with one counselor for as long as necessary, In a trusting rela-
tionship, }11111 (In 1114 11111V to crisscross their city or county and fill out endless
form.: in order to qualify for what is rightfully theirs. Obstacles such as these
can prove too Much for teenagers during, what is for them, a crisis period.

Finally. the legislatigm requires that centers make full use of already existing
federal, state and local health, education and welfare programs to meet their
expanses. This should assume that the new money made available by this bill
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tvIll increase and multiply, as well as coordinate. the fritianclitett assistancts
whinli already exists. and ma Just replace funds already ailocated with newfederal mottles.

Air, chairman, this legislation. in illy opinion, incorporates the most promising
filliminvits yet developed in (1140 Mill iiii iliti'lliimis faced by an increasingnumber of our ailiiiesce/it,, It Is an approach that hits wtirked, wheti properly
funded and administered, anti merits expansion to reach out to the thousands
of teenagers struggling with pregnancies each year In this country.

I am hopeful that t can move ahead Oil this legislation without delay.As all of Its with children know, bearing and raising a child is a challengeeven fur mature adults Ltli considerable resources. It can turn into a nightmarefor teenagers. Ity extending our support to the Nation's young mothers and their
offspring, we can truly provide them with it real alternative to abortion and
give theta the opportunity most of us have hip') fortunate enough to experiencethe chance to bear and raise lair children its strong, healthy, and independent
individuals.

SellittOE KEN N EDI'. IVe 11'11 I 11'1.*:-ti for utes for a vote.Allip
Short recess.1

Senator Kris:cf:1)y. We will come to oilier
I trill noN place it statement lid' Senator lIattield in the record at thispoint.

STATEMENT OF HON. MARK O. HATFIELD, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF OREGON

li.. Chairmap. it is very encouraging to me that the Subeommittee
on Health hieQ,. ,cheduleil thi, hearimrou iegisiatittu which wind(' hvip
meet rho acedrs of teenage mother,. I have asked to he it cosponsor of
both S. .2.)3', and S. 230 :old \vault to give iny enthuliiiistic support to
these iegisia I ice effort s.

ti SeltlItnr Kennelly 111tS presented I he severe problems of t he t'un11.0110 or
more teenage girls who ,glve birth to children each year. particularly
those for %Omni pregnant v- is the first step On the dismal pathway of
welfare depettolOncv. Senator Barb has noted that approximately 41)
percent of the girls under age 17 %vim give birth are unmarried. .1.s we
examine these slut ist ics one point is 0t to bt moralistic and judgment-
al. but to remind ourselves of the Atent of human needs among these
young %voinett and their children.

.

Nly initial thinking about the need, of adolescent mother's took place
in the context of the unfortunate Supremo ( 'ourt derision on'abort ion
in January 1973. Like ninny others, I was very disturbed by the impli-
cations of the decision anti felt that the courts had exceeded the reason-
tilde interpretation of the concept of individual freedom. The many
arguments related to this issue have been dealt with tinting the course
of the hearing, before the Senate Suheonimittee on ('institutional
.1nietallitents. .1. Ilouse sitheimimittee intends to hold hearings on this
subject as well. Throngliout this debate I have felt there needs to be
much more attention to providing alternatives to) abortion.

There is nothing pleasant about an abortion which would malte a
11-0111i 1I1 NVIIIIt to i'XIR'11011(1' it for its oven salty. Rather, it has become an
increasingly common method of terminating a pregnancy NNIiicli for
ecoutionnie. physical our personal reasons was not desirable. In other
words, some have seen it as the lesser of two evils. F,N-eti though an abor-
tion is relatively safe when carried out under appropriate circum-
stances, it still is a very t ritinolitt in experience and would not be under-
taken if other alternatives seemed more available.
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The legislation be fore this subcommittee is a %velcome start toward
prov n ling some of these alternatives, %vithoutcreating it massive new
bureaucracy or outlay of funds. Senator Kennedy's bill would establish
State advisory councils for the coordination of comprehensive services
for, sehoobage women and their children. This proposal .would maxi-
mize t he involvement of nongovernmental organizations, rather than
confining t he Ott wts to tlw public sector. The emphasis would be on
medical and nutritional sem. wes. but would also extend to counseling,
community outreach, hcaltlt education, and family planning assistance.
The assistance %could not be confined to t he immediate period after t he
birth of the child, but would extend through infancy and into the
period %vlien clay -eae services might be needed to atllcjw the to
seek (1111)10VOIVOt. The fat her of t he child would be also eligible for
counseling On a voluntary basis. Adoption and foster care services
would be included in the scope of t his bill, which is very appropriate.
Far too often we omit these opt ions for those faring a problem preg-
nancy.

Senator linyh's hill would group some of these services within ",life
support centers," also aimed at t lie needs of pregnant adolescents. Non-
profit organizations would be eligible for Federal-grants .under this
bill. as well as public agencies. 'Flu, Life Support Centers would he
focn I points for t he health. counseling, family planning, and adoption
:-01'N. irk', needed by teenagers. Ow reach and education programs might,
include seminars and "hotline- information and referral services.

Alt hough t he funding method anticipated by these bills is slightly
different. their, objective is identical and their options very similar.
Therefore. I am opt imistic t hat the subcommittee will he able to ble
these proposals into a hill to report through the full -committee rnd
to t he floor. The ninount nut horized by built bills is identical. As Se ti-
tor Kennedy has pointed out, $30 million per year is a small price to
pay for t he' prospect of delivering some young persons from the wel-
fare cycle and many ot her problems.

It is my hope t lint t he discussion of t hese bills will take place without
regard tot he alignments on the issue of amending the Constitution on
;Wort ion. I cannot iningine t hat pro-abortionists or anti-abortionists
would disagree on the need for these programs and services. Support
for alternatives to 'abortion does not imply a lack of concern about,
the Supreme Court's 1973 derision. My- position on that has not,
chanerd. but I feel I eon work on alternatives to abortion with col-
leagues in t he Congress who do not support t he ('oust itut ional amend-
ments on abortirctillie Intler issue remains to be resolved. Meanwhile,
let ns work together to begin meeting t he needs Of the thousands of
young people whose lives have been tilled wit It tragedy and disap-
pointnwnt because of unintended pregnancy. The miracle of childbirth
is one of t he most marvelous experiences in God's t.reative process. The
assistance given t hrough Life Support ;Centers can assure that, the
lives brought into being in t his manner have every chance for a healthy
and happy life.

Mr. Chairman, t honk you for the opportunity to express my sup-
'port for t his legislation. It is my hope t hat t he subcommittee will move
prompt ly toward reporting the bil() the full vommittee.
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STATEMENT OF JACK HOOD VAUGHN, PRESIDENT, PLANNED PAR -
ENTHOOD FEDERATION OF AMERICA, ACCOMPANIED BY JEANNIE
ROSSOF, VICE PRESIDENT, ALAN GUTTMACHER INSTITUTE

Senator KENNEDY. Our final witness this morning is Jack Vaughn,
president of Planned Parenthood Federation of America.

Mr. Vaughn's organization has a deep interest and expertise in the
matter before us and we appreciate his appearance.

We have known Mr. Vaughn personally from his other service in
public life), a distinguished public official for many years.

Mr. Vaughn, we are glad to have you here.
I apologize for the interruption.
I am afraid we are going to have more interruptions regularly. We

will proceed as best we can
Mr. VAUGHN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Perhaps in the interes of time, I should summarize or ablettviate

suhsrantially what I have to ay.
I would like to proceed on t N t basis.
Senator KENNEDY. Fine.
We will include your statement in the record in its entirety at the

conclusion of your testimony and you may summarize as you wish.
Mr. VAt-oux. The only commercial I would like to insert here is

that. I represent the largest private family planning organization in
the United States, perhaps in the world.

We operate about 740. clinics under 187 affiliates in some 44 States.
We also support programs in 29 foreign countries, operating through

relitrious and feminist groups, principally.
To start, I would like to underline the fact that we believe there. are

_ _
four major concerns or issues within your deliberations.

The first, related to adolescent pregnancy, is sex education, whic
is so poorly clone in our country, so unevenly done.

The second is the urgency of providing better contraceptive tech-
niques and devices in a more sensitive and imaginative, way than- is
currently done.

Thirdly, the problem 6f supporting those adolescents who decide to
go to term.

And fourthly. the need for high quality, inexpensive, legal, early
abortion service,when the teenager decides that is the course to take.

These are all related, and there are enormous deficiencies and uneven
service in all four.

I might give you an example of what I think is about par for the
course with regard to sex education across the United States.

It is a large State which worked for many years to develop an im-
proved sex education curriculum, kindergarten through 12. at great
cost in time and money.

It was finally approved and resulted in about 4 minutes per week
per grade being devoted to sex education.

And finally a compromise bill was passed to make it optional.
I think that is about what we face in the average State in sex

education.
The research and development division of our federation and the

National Institutes of Health co-sponsored a research conference last
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week on the consequences of adolescent pregnancy, so I've been freshly
reminded that. the problems we see in our clinics are only it limited
reflection of a pervasive, difficult social phenomenon. So, I'd like to
thank you for the opportunity to discuss a problem that has loeen
overlooked and misunderstood.

This subcommittee's recognition that adolescent pregnancy and
childbearing demand concerted public tittent ion is deeply encouraging
to me. It's an important first step toward wider anderstandingpf and a
more mature public response to adolescent pregnancy.

Because t ie problems are gravefor the families directly involved
and for all mericans concerned about the well-being of adolescents
and their o springwe owe ourselves and our children a workable,
long-term program. To achieve that and to avoid rang expectations

lid a
tieularly during a period of fiscal constraint and widespread skepticism

can't be fulfilled, informed public discussion is essential, par-

over the effectiveness of public programs. I'm deeply appreciative,
therefore, of yours and Senator Bayh's leadership in drawing atten-
tion to this issue and I hope you will follow up these initial hearings
with extended deliberations which can lay the groundwork for com-
prehensive legislation to deal with this urgent problem.

Without repeating evidence of the risks and strains related to
adolescent parenthood, I'd like to associate myself with the comments
of other authorities testifying today. I think, we agree that teenage
pregnancy involves adverse health, social, and economic consequences
and that our health, educational, and social service systems have failed
to undertake a systematic effort to tackle this problem. To judge by
the actions of professional organizations and many Government agen-
cies, it seems unlikely that a concerted effort will emerge without na-
tional attention and action such as your subcommittee is exploring.

The question is not whether a problem exists. The risk, I think, is in
Anderestimating the extent and dimensions of the problem. At least a
iitillion young women below age 20 become pregnant each year, and
the vast majority of these pregnancies are accidental.

Tn addition to 617,000 pregnancies which resulted in live births,
there were a substantial number of miscarriages and spontaneous fetal.
losses and '244 AO abortions performed on teenagers during 1973 and
probably- 300,00 in 1974. The ratio of abortions to live births was
higher for teenagers than for any other age group'except. those older
than 44.

For unplanned pregnancies which result in live births, the costs are
heavy. Many premature and underweight births which are dispropor-
tionately associated with congential birth defects, mental retardation
and a variety of 2ther tragic outcomes were to school-age girls.

According to preliminary analysis Of 1972 birth records, more than
one-third of teenage births are to unmarried women 'and almost. one-
third of the legitimate first births are conceived out of wedlock. While
grandparents often make sacrifices to assist these young families, wel-
fare dependence is common.

When wel are becomes the major source of support for succeeding
generatio public assistance offers less and less hope for mitigating
difficult fe circumstances in any meaningful sense. In very real ways,
the cycle of very eatly parenthood contributes to a host of complex
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problems rangint, roan chiltabuse and neglect to the intangible cp-
.

inunitiQn of it sell( I-age girrsexpectationSand hopes for life.
,Quite simply,. the extent and consequences of adolescent pregnancy

are far greater than' even the sobering statistics on births would sug-
gest. In developing a workable program that neither ignores more
ehallengtv than it addresses nor promises motie than it can deliver, we
must approach the problem of unplanned Adolescent pregnancy from
two fundamental directions. We must upgraile and extimd.the range.
of compensatory assistance to youmsters who, voluntarily of `' not, be-
come pregnant and decide or have to bear the infants. And we rinist
expand substantially the availability of essential services to prevent
adolescent pregnancy in the first placethe educational and family
planning services which are so inadequately provided to American
youngsters today.

We. Mr. Chairman, in planned parenthood federation across the
land haw just recently been encountering extraordinary difficulty and
compiemproblems in continuing this service because of t heyegulat ions
prOmulgated under title XX with income verification, that_is. when- a.
teenager conies to a planned parenthood clinic. and we have to find out
how inueli that child makes or how much that child's parents make,
when often the mother is not sure how'mach the father makes.

.4veryWhen this MXOSS must he repeated twice a year, it makes for a very
difficult p ) deni and is clearly a disciiwinatiolii'against the adolescent
who doe not want to be a problem or has a.prollem.

In gar I to both' compensatory andpreventive. programs. we must
up, -ade.the sparse research base upon whichl we approach adolescent

.1 egnancy4Currently. we simply don't know the. determinants or long
`range etreqs of adoleseent pregnancy on the individual and society.
We simply don't know the most effective ways to apply limited re-
sources for dealing with the problem. As I Mentioned earlier, our fed-
eration is cooperating with the Nati( nal Institutes of Health to iden-
tify fruitful directions for future res,arch in this area. Without sub.
stant.ial Federal support, howeuer, pr mising investigations will falter
and priorities for future research. will lis meaningless.

In regard to effective assistance for teenagers, who he nine. pregnant
accidentally. a preliminary requirement of any publicly financed pro-
gram is information, services. and counseling on all legal. medically ac-
epted alternatives. Precisely, because a very young pragnant girl is
unusually vulnerable to pressures and problems. it is necessary that
policymakers take steps to avoid mu Tmining her right to freely de-
ckle between terniinating or niaintain ig a pregnancy.

It's evident. that a program which would d insist on a deciSi(ift- in favor
of pregnancy as a prerequisite to assistance is as offensive to our Con-
stitution as one which would insist on a decision to terminate. tbe.prog-
nancy. In this connection. it should be pointed out that, despitefeserva-
t ions about abortion under hypotheti 1 circumstances. young' women
do not appear to be less willing than t her population groups to utilize
abortion services when they are muff tiled with the miinful r6;ality of
an unwanted pregnancy..

Even though one-third of all abortion.6 are pe ormed on teenagers.
it is evident that clinic and hospital abortion s Mires are unavailable,
to many school-age, girls.

0.
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.1bortion facilities continue to be virtually nonexistent in many
parts of the country and young %voltam lacking in money, ex-perience
and information face especially severe obstacles in getting safe, legal
help. .t disprpportionate number receive abortion care onG in the sec-
ond trimester when the procedure is medically and psychologically
more difficult.

I n very real ways, they pitid substantially more t him most women to
obtain an abortion. Furthermore, it national survey' by the reseamlf
and development division of planned parenthood found that at least
1t,6,000 teenage women %vere not able to secure abortions at all in 11)73.

AVInittover the ultimate choice, informed decisionmaking about preg-
inuk and Abortion begins with reliable, convenient pregnancy tests
for all teenagers requesting help. Those .voung %onien who feared
dental prepancy bqrare not found to he pregnant obviously nee
contraceptp.e information and services immediately. Those v.lio are
pregnant need counseling on the alternatives and on supportive assist
ance available. I f-abort ion is decided upon. assistance in overcoming
t he special obstacles confront ing teenagers is called for.

For young persons %%lin choose adoption or who plan to keep the in:
font, prenatal care can begin inunediately.,lieyond that, it is essential
to address a range of maternal and infant needs. The legislation before
you outlines the range of mon ices that is essential. AVitliont repeating
each of them. it is important to note that the list reflects the scope of
response that is roppred. Without comprehensive medical care. con-
venient day care services. Aoalistic iiicoule mainfonance programs. It
%oriet v of eilocatimoal olternot ieis and social service assistance. we

, .rpannot hope to offset Hoc difficulties of teenage parenthood.
herknore. these services must be available. %%lien needed. on a

Ion, term basis. lIcsparch 1)11 adolescent parent hood has r poatedly
demonstrated that short term assistance is orritt Iv real value.. yo of
special attest ion for a To-year-old mother will seldom enable he to
retiirn and reiniiin in school. to he economically ,elf-suflicient or to he

, fully equal to t he enormous personal demands of' parenthood.
Ill `Pit(' of prohibit ions. many local school districts act ively

enconorage school age mothers to leafy school. Even %%lien educators
are nonjudgmental. there ore virtually no infant day care services and
school schedules ore seldom tl(Nibloi enough to adjust to makeshift ar-
rangements for day care. medical oppointinionts and frequent absences. a

)espite t he Administrations r.deneral claims. there is no real evidence
,shot present programs respond in any substantial %voy to the specifil
problems of,yming. parents. \\lode theiTo are 57 P1111(111'11 1111(1 V011t pro-
grams and -.2 federally supported maternal and infant rtlre projects
scatte-red around the country. these projects are, extremely limited in
term, of clients impact. There are no natikal programs of
health education or referral for iidolovicents.,Publie and private pro-
grants of counseling ant airvadv imuiNiontv for the demands made on

4.t lieiui.
nPning iind evaluation services fOr V161(11111 have to keep

lip with timetables mandated by Cougres. Federally supported health
care programs routinely overlook the difficult, s oecial pioblems of
schoid ago girls all( I their infants.
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Because present pgams are limited and frequently unresponsive,
it world be croelly misleading to suggest t hat t he exist ing fragmentary
services are adequate Or e Veil that they ran he patched into a compre-
hensive program merely through coordination.. meani,ngful ograin
must have realistic independent funding.

'Without attempting to quantifk the cost of providing wcessary
health and social assistance, it seem, avparent- that-$30 million Hug-.",
ge;:ted in the legislation before you is inadequate. Such a sum would
amount to about $50 for each adolescent who beeomes.pregnant each
yea r. itt

Wt in Planned Parenthood have it budget Of about stir, million each
vear,Ihrough tyitirlt we treat. about 1 million .patients, which results.
induding all costs, research and overhead, is about $05 per patient
served.

The kind of service is far less than
Siquit K N Env. ninell of that is raised. out of the $05 mllhoui

a year!
Mr. V.11 WIN. .kppyoximatelv half is from Feideal 4ourees. 'fhe rest

is private cont ribut i(ins and fees for service. It is not realist ie, actually,
nor-is it aiiirate to say that it costs as $0 per patient served. but iti rt
ense it-is because t hat represents all of our costs.

This is for counseling, and contaareptive advice and ;lire and. so
forth.

If Vol1t are talking 0111ou1 a support program for prenatal delivery,
postpaiill day care centers, and so forth, it seems to us that$50. is
hard.IY a token amount. Even if von assume that only one in three
teenagers would 10.61 help, this %%mid still only amount to $1.)0 per
pregnant adolescent. I Ain Sate ?on agree Hint $150 is not likely to be
1010.11 help in" solving tile very real and complex poblenis facing young
pregnant girls.

Flu openers. Mr. Vhairman, I %%'ould suggest that $300 million would
lie it more reitliitic figure.

In addition to adequate funiling. a workable program must he aC-
countiible to congressional goals and pirities. A system of State
plans and advisory boards falls short of tlrs criteria by creating sories
Of new adtuinist rat ive agencies with.disparate se:audit rds of eligibility
and unequal programs of service. Vproject grant program with clear
responsibilities and a-direct relationship with existing programs infertility t widat ion, maternity and infant rare, income trurintvenance,
and rdua ion seems Co he a more *hlidistie approach to the prohleM,

Above a 1, a workable. prhgram must offer education and preventive
assiiitance to all adolescents. To understand the fundamental signifi-
cative of preventive efforts, I'd like to draw yim attention to the fact
that births to school age girls are increasinggradually but steadily.
The Nat ional ('enter on llealthOtatisties rvpqrts that both the number
and rate of births to 1-1-. 15-, and 16-year-old' girls, rose teadily be-
tween 1905 it I 1'973. The pattern for 17 year olds was relate stable
while births1) 18- ?And 19-year-old %vomen declined along with births
to other oldtor Women.

Unless 4-recognize thee trends and provide, young adolescents with
the opportunity to freely do ide when t4ley, wish to become pregnant

-and hae (10141,n. it seems likely that the needs of school age girls
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and their infants will swamp even generously timinced and well-ad-
ministered programs.

It is important, first, to recognize young persons' needs for forth-
right, fact oil information provided through the schools and other ap-
propriate media. Our society's failure to develop adequate educational
programs becomes truly scandalous when We recognize national data
which found that less ilia!' -10 'percent of single teenage girls know
when in their monthly cycle they are likely to become pregnant.

. not her national survey found that ;1() percent of young woMen aged
13 to 19 said they knew of no place a young person could go to get con-
taceptives. Without the knovledge that world make regponsible de-
cisioninaking possible, young persons take risks and subsequently face
the painful decisions involved in an unexpected pregnancy. Respon-
sible programs of sex education can go a long way to dispel misunder-
standing and man formed elm Tice- taking.

To imam, a local school district to untlertaltelheaningful sex educa-
tion efforts. funds should be available to train teachers and curriculum
specialists and to develop a variety of model programs with clearly
defined gunk and mechanisms for evaluation. A Federal initiative
cou141 als(eassist conummnity agencies and hist itutions Of higher learn-
ing to prepare parents. clergymen, physicians. social workers, and
other professionals to'provile informatio2 and assistanet.s, to young'
persons.

yhe second major preventive emphasis must be o\ delivery of vol.
untary contraceptive 54'1V leeS to t hose who want them. The probleM
of otfering adequate service is complex bevanse, among adolescents,
normal imxi.ety over unfamiliar medical 'procedures is complicated
by fear of [m111,...,110,11( self consciousness anal, in many eases, by myths
about birth wont col and its vireo iyenrss.

Even if a teenager is resmireefid, persistent. an d knowledikeable
etiougiNo rind a sympathetic private doctor,: the expense is likely to
be beyond her molar:.

Publicly supported family planning programs have denionstrattd
that family planning. services to teenagers are successfulAyhen mit reach'
etrorts are appropriate and care is offered in a sensit ive, riTmludgmental
111/111tler. Organized family planning projects are ,:tirrently serving
almost I million teenagers out of to -t million who are estimated to..
be sevally active and at risk of imwanted pregnancy.

Ortrani4ed clinics could servo, ninny more, but only if more funds
were made available to support expanded programs. Public family--
I)l:inning clinics are currently operating beyond their intended capac-
ity with- funding that has not increased sluice 197.2. Short of turning
away present patients or abandoning their commitment to high quality
ini'd Ira I cglrc. t110,0 clinics simply cannot help additional unserved
teenagers-.

In summary. we should- remember that' it is no longer a question of
whether programs, contraceptive services, 'maternal and
iiih health van., day care programs. and educational support for
school age parents are needed. Adolescent pregnancy is the most com-
mon and. in many ways, the most serious socioeconomic problem
among merica n ,votit h. .

ti
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One in 10 tteringers is directly vete(' each year. Talk of an epi-
demic is not exaggerated and claims t it the health of future genera-
tions will be affected by decisions made about this problem are not
exaggerated_

'Ile challenge is to develop and implement a program equal to the
complex problem we filer. We- in Planned Parenthood are committed
to the' support orsinth ir program and welcome your initiative in t;(4,
tint.* the discussion started. W you andstand ready to work with yo and your\
colleagues in ,developing' a comprehensive, effeetive, and responsible
program to help Our youngsters and deal with this mounting- problem
which faces all of us.

Thank4iyou. ....

. Senator lc 1... NN Foy. Thank you very much.
We appreciate your testnnionv. particularly in the areas of need.

.. I tlirrik we\have talked a great deal about being out in the firing line
and obviously the Planned Parenthood Federation has been in these
pa r ic ii I a itirreas,t

'-I link Hie kind of evidence that you bring to bear aboilt the need
for this program_ is very very liseffil and helpful, and basically %drat
we have felt to bi the case over the recent period of time.

With regard to the liguresp-i have not been tiecused of being a small
spender recently in the ( 'ongress. and 1 can empathize with the figures
you have used and they reflect more accurately the real cost of the
programs that have already been de% eloped. mein 11". till` .JOIIIIS Hopkins
program, which comes to about ;;;:,tat per individual.

.

I think the suggestions volt ha% e made. it/ 11'1'111'4 ni. t Ill` .11V('( .111V tileL
kind, of fund. we ought to be considering. There are, 'info!. irately,
some realities which will ha% e to be faced in atteinpting to move this
whole approacll.forwa rd.

1 think von 11114 IlTslItIld til(),1` iValitieS.
\Y(' have got these ligures. 'Illey nre inadequate. hilt \VP zavill try to

adju,t them as %%p get till, p(1011111 l'11110(41. I think it is important.
.k,nuniber of the points %%inch you mentioned are related to things

beyond-the part icular legishit ion in the bills we tire considering today,
but obviously are related to the subject- matter we are considering.

I value you oh.ervations about those particular !natters. I think
it is 1,,,i phi] to 1,:, vt. tho,v documented here.

-\k, Semator K rN NEDY. IVE. have vv -,0111(, d i trerenee hi terms Of whether it
Mr. V %viols. Thank vou. sir.

.

should he project grants or formula grants. I think we %vill have to
examine that in greater detail to held the most effective ways of doing
it, but those should not be in terms of the kinds of administrative
problems you have identified here.

We are looking- for the most effective %vily to get the programs into
being" N,

I might ask if there is anything further you would like to say about
the results of your out ftTeue6 on'esearch?

Mr. V.NurniN. I had asked I)r. Jeannie Rossof. who is at my left,
and ,who.is vice president of the Alan GuttincliertRInstitute, our re-
search h and dexvlopinent arm. if there was goniethittg she ('9111(1 sum-
marize or yiitliesize from this meeting, and she said site thought
probably the first 'thing was that in dealing. with 18- and 19-ye.riv-old
teennge pregnancies, that the problem essentially was economic.

560
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But as you went lower, 1 7 and down, it became increasingly a MOM
eolnpleX problem that was more psychological. It was much more
complicated and difficult to deal wit la than cases 6f the more, sophis-
ticated voung ladies of ls and 10.

The lower in age you went, the more complicated and severe and
acute the problems were in the medical, social; and psychological
areas.

I think it is important that the problem be looked at in an organized
way.

The second finding that we just know so damn little about this
issue, and all its ramifications.

We do not have much hard scientific or sociological data. We need
to knew a lot more.

In saying that, I would like to assure you that if our research and
development arm, the Alan Guttinacher Institute, caw help volt in
any way in the developing of stilt ist les or in looking at certain statis-
tics. in a nonjudgmental way. just providing data. we would be
delighted to do t hat.

Senator IC Ex:cEnv. We will stay in touch with vim on this.
During the course of the hearillgti. the administration's line is that

what they are doing now is working and functioning. 'Flint may be
somewhat overstated.

It takes -2-2,,Kges of their testimony. mentioning various programs,
and so they must lie attempting to make that point.

You have presented some information about the inadequacies of the
present programs. I think that if there is anything else on it that you
ran provide for us. it would he useful.

We have heard from, t.firj.il.ople who have attempted to deal with this
problem based on t he young person's point of view. as well as others.
that the present programs are just not "working and functioning.

am thinking of the fiscal cutbacks that we will have.
Well, we thank you for your comments.
We will keep van abreast of our legislative process,

welcome the input you hove provided for us and hope we can
take some steps that will alleviate in part I he anguish and.. concern
that you have expressed.

We want to thank von very much.
Mr. VAI.Glix. I do not want to take leave without telling you, sir,

how much we in the population field appreciate vont. leadership.
IThe prepared and supplemental statements Mr. Vaughn follow :1

r pot)
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1. am Jac.I. Hoed Vaughn, President of the Planned Parenthood Federation

of America, the eldest and largest voluntary family planning organiza-

tion in the nation. Our primary objective is to enable all persons to

voluntatily regulate their childbearing. Last year 187 Planned Parent-

hood affiliates provided (amity planning information and services to

more than 900,000 persons in 44 states and the District mf Columbia.

Currently abOt une-third of our patients are under the age ob 20.

Our clinicians and_ volunteers are acutely aw t that young persons are

often denied the opportunity to choose whether and wheh to become parents,

and it they choose to do so, to have their babies under conditions which

will promote thw health and well-beLng of both the young parents and

their otispring. researcWand development division of our federation

and the National Institutes of health co-sponsored a research conference

la , week on the consequences of adolescent pregnancy, so I've been

freshly reminded that the problems we see in our clinics are only a limited

55
reflecAi,ii of a pervasive, aif!i,ult social pheniunenon. no I'd

-like to th.,nk you for the rliportnnity todiscuss a problem that has long

been over lool,..1 .11,1 misunderstood

This scibcermit t tee s recognition thtt dolesc emit pregnancy and child-

,
bearing demand once t tea pub Ii. tent ion icouraging to me.

It's an irportan, tirst stop toward wider and g of and a more

mature public response to adolescent pregn,ncy. Because the problems are'

grave--for the tamilics directly'involved and for all Americans concerned

about the of .1.1.lescents and their offspring -we owe ourselves

and our children wrkahlo, Sung -term program. To achieve.that and to

avoid raising expectations that can't be fulfilled, informed public

disclissio; is essential, partictilrly during a ptiod of fiscal con-
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slraint ,and widespread skeptiiism over the effectiveness of public pro-

grams. I'm deeply apprtative, therefore, id your and Senator Bayh's leader-
*

ship in drawio4 Attention to this issue and 1 h9ee you will follow up these ini-

tial hearings with extended deliberations which can lay the groundwork for compre

hensive lugi,lation to dual with this ulkent'problem.

411

Without repeating evidence of the risks strainsr?ins related to

dolc..,,,.: parnth. d, I'd like to associate myself with 'the comments.

of other ..iitti ,rit6-i testifying today. I think we agree that teenage

pregnan.y inc,Ives adver,e health, social and eionomic consequences and that our

health, cd,, itl :III ...id ,,ial service system, have failed to undertake

A ,yst..00.1. It,. rt t. T ni,le inch problem. To Judge by the actions of

pi"! c,,' i"nAl -I !'..ini,,li I ,p, .11;.1 21.111V g..vernm en' agencies, it seems unlikely

0.Nt a i.A.ertCd effort will emerge without national attention and action

su,h .1-; .,-,,,r- subcommittie is exploriug.

The qu .,ien is not wnether a plohl,m ,xi.ts. The risk, I think,

is in litk!ct .i ii,itin the extent and dimensions of the problem. At least

n below .14, .!() become pregnant each year, and

the v.ast m0,.aity ,t these pregnancies are accidental.

In tddifion to fl1,000 pregnancies
which resulted in live births,

there were A sot.:CATICIal nubbvr of miscarriages and spontaneous fetal

lose: and :,000 abortions performed'on
teenagers during 1973 and probably

300.000 in 1')1 ,: The ratio of abortions to live births was higher for

teenagers than for any other age group except those older than 44.

For unplanned pre:nancies
which result in live bi'rt.hs, the costs are 100

heavy. Many.premature And underweight births which are disproportion-

.,,ately associated with congenital birth defects, mental retardatiowand

a variety of other tragic outcomes were to school-age girls. Accord-

r0 nv
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lag to preliminary analysis of 1972 birth records, more than one-third of

teenage births are toundmeried),womeo and almost one-third oft the legi-

timate 'first births arc conceived out of wedlock. While grandparents
-1..

0
often make sactfices to assist these young families, welfare dependence

is commo . When welfare becomes the major source of support for succeed-

ing gene ations, public assistance offerS less and less hope for

mitigating difti,ult life circumstances in any meaningful sense. In very,

real ways, the cycle of very early parenthood contributes to a host of

complex problems ranging from child abuse and neglect to the intangible

dimunition ot a school -age girl's expectations and hopes for life.

Quite simply, the extent and consequences of adolescent pregnancy

arc far greater than even rhe sobering statistics on births would

suggest. In df7.reloping a workable program that neither ignores more chal-

leng, than It Addresses nor promises more than it can deliver, we must

approach the problem cf unplanned adolescent pregnancy trots two fundamental

directions. We must upgrade :Ind extend the ran e of compensatory assistance

to younester,i who, voluntarily or not, become pre and decide or

have to bear the lj,tants. And we must expand substantially the avail-

ability of esentiA services to prevent adolescent pregnancy in the

first placthe educational And family pia ng services which are so .

inadequately provided to American youngsters today.

In regard to both compensatory and preventive programs, we must up-
?

grade the sparse research base upon which we approach adolescent preg-

nano. Currently we simply don't know the determinants or long-range

effects of adolescent pregnancy on the individual and society. We

simply don't know the most effective Ways to apply limited resources

for dealing with the pr em. As I mentioned earlier, our federation is

cooperating with the National Institutes of Health to identify
,
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fruitful directions foAfuture research in this area. Without substantial

federal support, however, promising investigations will falter and pri-

orities.for future researcp will be meaningless.

In regard to effective assistance for teenagers who become pregnant

accidentally, a preliminary requirement of any publicly financed pro-

gram is information, services and counseling on all legal, medically

accepted alternatives. Precisely because a very young pregnant girl
O

is unusually vulnerable to pressures and problems, it's necessary that

pOliC'y makers take steps to avoid undermining her right to freely decide

between terminating or maintaining a pregnancy. It's evident that a

program which would insist on a decision in favor of pregnancy as a

prerequisite to assistance is as offensive to our Constitution as one

which would insist on a decision to terminate the pregnancy. In this

cirtion, it should be pointed out that, desptte reservations about

abortion under. hypothetical circumstances, young women do not appear to

be less willing,than other population groups to utilize abortion services

when they are confronted with the painful reality of an unwanted pregnancy.

Even though one-third of all abortions are performed.on teenagers, it is

evident that clinic and hospital abortion services are unavailable to many

school-age girls. Abortion facilities continue to be virtually

nonexistent in many parts of the 2buntry and young women lacking in money,

experience and information face especially severe obstatles in getting

safe, legal help. A disproportionate number receive abortion care only

i,k:he'second trimester when the procedure is medically and psychological-lr-

more difficult. In vary real ways, they paid substantitlly more than most

women to obtain an abortion. Furthermore, a national survey by the re-

search and development division of Planned Parenthood found that at least

186,000 teenage womenvere not able to secure abortions at all in 1973.

A

5 7 2
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Whatever the ultimate choice, informed decision-making about pregnancy

and abortion begins with reliable, convenient pregnancy tests for all

teenagers requesting help. Those young women who feated accidental preg-

nancy but are not found to be pregnant obviously need contraceptive in-

formation and services immediately. Those who are pregnant need coun-

seling on the alternatives and On supportive, assistance available. If

abortion is'decided upon, assistance in overcoming the special obstacles

confronting teenagers is called for.

For young pbrsons wholchoose adoption or who plan to keep the in-

fant, prenatal care can begin immediately. Beyond that, it is essential to

address a range of maternal and infant needs. The legislation before you

outlines the range of services that is essential. Without repeating each

of them, it's important'to note that-the list reflects the scope of

response that is required.. Without comprehensive medical care, convedient

day care services, realistic income maintenance programs, a variety of

1

educational alternatives and social service assistance, we cannot hope to

5

offset the difficulties of teenage parenthood.

Furthermore, these services must be avallablewhen needed, on a

long-term basis. Research on adolescent parenthooettaazepeatedly demon-

strated that short-term assistance is of little real value. A year of

special attention for a 15-year-old mother will seldom enable her to

return and remain in school, to be economically self-sufficient or to be fully

eciLl to the enormous personal demands of parenthood. In spite of

federal prohibitions, many local school districts actively encourage school-

age mothers to eave scho . Even when educators are nonjudgmental, there are

virtually no infant a care services and school schedules are seldom

flexible enough to adjust to makeshift arrangements for day care, medi-

cal appointments and frequent absences.
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Despite the Administration's general claims, there is no real

evidence that present. programs respond in any substantial way to the

special problems of young parents. While there are 87 children and

youth programs and 82 fedetally-suppo4ted maternal and infant care

projects scattered around the country, these projects are extremely

limited in terms of both clients andimpacit. There are no national prc-

grams 'of health education or referral fOr adolescents. Public and
P

private programs of counseling already inadequate for the demands

madii on them. Screening and evaluation, services for children have failed

to keep up with timetables mandated by Congress. Federallyillsupported

health care programs routinely overlook the difficult, special problems

of school-age girls and their infants.

Because present programs are limited and frequently unresponsiveA

it would be cruelly misleading to suggest that the existing frag-

mentary sBrviceslare adequate or even that they can watched into a

comprehensive program merely through coordination. A meaningful pro-

gram must have realistic independent fun ng. .Without attempting

a\-4oreto quantify the cost of providing necessary 1th and social assistance,
i

it seems apparent that $30 million suggested in the legislation before ;.'c'tt-is

inadequate. Such a sum would amount to about $50 for each adolescent

who becomes pregnant each year. Even if we could make the assumption v6

that only one -third of them ed help, it would still amount to

less than $150 per pr nant adolescent. am sure that you agree

that $150 is not likely to be much help in s lying the very real and

complex problems facing young pregnant girls.

In addition to 41::::te funding, a workable program must be

accountable to congressional goals and priorities. A system of state plans,

and advisory boards falls short of this cri eria by creating a series of

5 rs' 4
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new administrative agenctes with disparate standard/ of eligibility ,

and"unequal programs of service. A project grantjprogram with clear re-

sponsibilities and a direct relationship with.e isting programs In fer-,

ditty regulation, maternity and infantcare, income !maintenance and edu-

cation Eeems to be a more realistic approach to the problem.

Above all; a workable program must offer education and preventive

assistance a al lescents. To understand the fundamental significance,

of proven ve efforts, I'd like to draw your attention to the fact that

births to school-age girls area increasing gradually but steadily. The
p 4-

National Centel' fos Health Statistics reports that Moth the number and

rate of-bilths to 14-, 15- aad 1¢- year -old girls rose steadily between

1965 and 1973. TIie liatterror.17-year+aodds was relatively stable

while births to 18 And 19-year-old women declined along withbirths to

other older women.,

Unles we recognize these trends and provide young adolescents with

the opportunity to freely decide when they wish to become pregnant and

have children, It seems likely that the needs.of school-age girls and

their infants will swamp even generously financed and well-administered

programs.

It is important, first, to recognize young persons' need for

forthright, factual information provided through the schools and other

appropriate mtdia. Our society's failure to develop adequate educational

prograus becomes truly scandalous when we recognize national data which

found that less than 40 percent of single teenage girls know when in

their monthly cycle they are likely to become pregnant. Another national

survey found that 30 percent of young women aged 13 to 19 said they

knew of no place a young person could go to get contraceptives. Without

the knowledge that would make responsible decision-making possible, young

5r,. 5
t
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persons take risks and subsequently face the painful decisions involved

in an unexpected pregnancy. Responsible programs of sex education

can go wlong way to dispel misunderstanding and uninformed chance-taking.

To enable local school district to un(dertake meaningful sex education,

efforts, funds should be available to train teachers and curricirm specialists

and to develop a variety of Todel programs with clearly defined goals

and mechanisms for evaluation. A federal initiative could also assist

community" agencies and institutions 6high!) learning to prepare

parents, clergymen, physicians, socia -k workers and other professionals

to provide information and assistance'to young persons.

The fed major preventive emphasis must te on delivery of volun-.

tary contraceptive services to those who want them. The problem of offer-

e
ing adequate'service is otlxn / ex beca , among adolescents, normal

anxiety creer unfamiliar medical procedure% is complicated fear, of harass-

meqt, self-consciousness and, in many cases, by myths about. irth control "

and. its effectiveness. Even if a teenager is resourceful, persistent and "6

r , 1

knowledgeable' enough to find a sympathetic private doctor, ,the expense

is likely to be beyond her means. Publicly supported family planning pPd-

grams have deMonstrated that Tamily planning services to teenagers are
Po

'successful when outreacMNefforts are appropriate /and care is offered 'in a

sensitive, nonjudgmental manner. Organized fampy planning projects are

currently serving almost a million teenaurs 40t'of threeto four million

i4ho,are estimated to-be sexItally active and at risk of unwanted preg-

nancy. Organized clinics could serve many more, but only if more fund

were made available to support expanded programs. Public family Nlanning

clinics are curientlyoperat,ing beyond their intended capacity with fund-

ing that has not,increased since1972. Short of turning away present "

patients orbandoning. their commitment to high quality medical care,

these clinics simply cannot help a ditionaunserved teenagers,

)
P
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In summary, we should remember thatit is no longer a question of

whether educational programs, contraceptive services, maternity and

infant health care, day care programs and educational support for school-

- age parents are needed. Adolescent pregnancy is the most common and,

in many ways, the moot serious socioeconomic problem among American

youth. One in ten teenagers is directly affected 0ch year. Talk of an

epidemic is nut exaggerated and claims that the hesteh of future genera

tions wial be atfected by. decisions maae about this problem are not

exaggerated. -The challenge is to develop and implement a program equal

to the caiMPex prOblem we face. We in Planned Parenthood are committed

tothe support of such a program and welcome your initiative in getting

the discussion started. We stand ready to work with you and your

colleagues in developing a comprehensive, effective and responsible

pr.,.;ram to help our youngsters and deal with this mcnnting.problem which

faces all of us.

5r1, 0
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December 9, 1975

Senator Edward M. Kennedy. Chairman
Subcommittee on Health
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
Room 431, Rayburn Semite Office Building
Waehtngton, D.C. 20S10

CNAIMUAN
y . Dear Senator Kennedy:AAhn ,wwu

In reeponee to your request of November 4, when our organize-du A C.H.A.
.104.0 P Lion testified on S.2538, we are pleased to provide supplementalN L.4.7

ANA,44 At

testimony documenting deficiencies in existing aerviee aystems for
school-age girls and the infanta of those who become pregnant and
carry their pregnancies to term. The primary focus of the Planned
Parenthood Federation, of caurse, it en cervices to prevent in-
volunt4(y pregnancy and childbearing. Wehave, however, maintained
an active interest in the'complemientary services to pregnant young-
sters and our affiliates work closely with agencies serving pregnant
girls. But we do not consider ourselves export on these programs
and the data included in this letter should not be considered de-
finitive.'- Rather, the information is intended to identify obstacles
and inadequacies which cannot be overlooked without defeating the
purposes of S.2538 and doing a disservice to young women vulnerable
not only on account of their youthfulnessNand their pregnant con-
dition but also because they are disproportionately likely to be
poor or from a minority background.

Despite the Administration's complacency, it is evident that
deficiencies in our nation's responee.to the problems of school-
age sexuality and pregnancy cannot be erased or even ameliorated
easily or cheaply. When public and privateprograms are reviewed,
it is apparent that:

ly Eligibility for assistance to girls who become pregnant
is restricted;

Programs are not equipped tg. respond effectively to the
verse needs of young people;

3) H tile attitudes to adolescent sexuality and pregnancyF
are not countered by any organized programs/

ANNE" VARf N.1000 WORLD POPULATION is A mEUMEA OF THE ,N,EANA.ONAL PLANNED PAAENTHOOD iEDEAAtiON

5 78 4
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4) The scarcity of ba.sic services results in exclusion of many need-
ing help;

5) Local "schooljage parent projects," where they exist, have to
restrict participation and limit their services due to funding
and other limitations;

6) Educational and health programs to prevent early, unwanted parent-
hood are insufficient or, in many areas, nonexistent.

Before examining each of these problems individually, it i important
to point out that all the difficulties are exacerbated by the Administra-
tion's expressed policy of limiting federal involvement ip social and health
programs, of cutting financial support for human services, of phasing out
categorical grant projects and shifting responsibilities to financially
hard-pressed, state administered programs.

Eligibility for Assistance is Restricted

In 1974, only IS states elected to make low-income women eligible for
public assistance on the basis of pregnancy.1 In many states, therefore,
a pregnant woman cannot obtain a Medicaid card to secure necessary pre-
natal care and cannot receive cash assistance to maintain minimal nu-
tritional standards during pregnancy. Even after delivery, eligibility is,
at best, restricted. A preliminary requirement is the mother4s willing-
ness to provide information on the identity and location of the infant's
father.2 In addition, the applicant must meet financial eligibility
standards which, in many states-. are well below the federal poverty level.
The financial position of a young woman's parents may preclude eligibility
since AFDC and Medicaid assistance is contingent on "other income" and
"resources." If she is married, the husband's presence usually disqualifies
the family from help.3 Individual states may require minor recipients
to live in the parental home or adopt other restrictions. Rhode Island,
for example, denied AFDC benefits to any applicant under 18 years old
until the policy was overturned this year by a federal district court.4

Other assistance programs exclude school-age girls and their infants
in similar ways. Unless a student belongs to a family already eligible
for food stamps, she may not receive them so long as she is claimed by
her parents as a dependent for tax purposes. The Ticle'XX Social Services
Program requires unmarried minors to supply documentation of their parents'
income and assets periodically in order to get help of'any kihd (including
family planning). School-age parents can qualify for federally - supported
educational assistance only if they meet their local school district's
definition of "educationally deprived" or Lf they participate in a work
study, adult education or other special programs. Job training projects
often excludb pregnant women or refuse admittance to young mothers.

For most pregnant school-age girls and their infants, public
assistance lies beyond a series of Catch-22-like provisions

Ii
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and complex eligibility restrictions. Often the grounds for

disqualification are the very characteristics which make help

necessary. The young mother's age, for example, her reluctance
to involve the baby's father, her reliance on help from her

awn parents, her status as Destudent, her marriage or even
pregnancy itself may be used tq exclude pregnant school-age

girisgand their offspring. Whatever their original pu pose,

the restrictions now operate under color of law, regul tion and

formal policy. Any program intended to coordinate ass stance

tor plan for statewide needs must Vert with comprehensive efforts

to restructure eligibility standards. Without such reforms,

other improvements will never reach most of those needing help.

Programs Are Not Equipped to Respond Effectively

On occasion, Medicaid, food stamps, rent supplements, legal aid,

juvenile justice funds, child abuse and foster care services, transports-
tionsc,bsidy, -Head Start, medical screening and treatment, vocational train-

ing, sae,ial education, revenue sharing funds, AFDC and a variety of other

public assistance programs may be available to pregnant school-age girls

and their infants. Services to teenage mothers are incidental to the pur-

poses mandated for the programs, however. Even the nation's two small

programs targeted toward pregnant women, new mothers and their offspring

(theMaternity and Infant Care clinic program and the Women, Infants and
Children feeding program) have.,no special responsibility for helping very

young mothers.

All these .programs are des-tailed to serve eligible, low-income families;

none has sufficient funds to seek out adolescent mothers or to focus on

their special problems in any substantial way. Most programs cannot even

identify the number or proportion of teenaged or very young mothers within

,D -their overall caseload, much less the total number of pregnant 'adolescents

who we In need of the services. It is thus impossible to know whether

projects serve.. f.ive-percent of low-income adolescents who need the ser-

vfeq 50 percent. The Title XX Social Services Program, which theoretically

provides a way to finance special services for school-age_mothers, actually

,fiers no prospect for substantial help. A review of final Title XX ser-

vice plans adopted this fall in 47 states reveals only 18 programs which

even identify services for school-age mothers, unmarried parents or similar

categories. Total projected expenditures (including federal and other
money) is $8.2 millionless than one tenth of one percent of the federal

share of the Title XX budget.5

A majority of pregnant schopi-age girls cannot expect special

help or priority attention from existing programs. Practical ob-

stacles- -such as remote clinics, welfare appointments during
school hours and complex voucher prerequisites--fall heavily on

school-age parents. In public agencies, however, the line forms,

quite literally, at the rear. Program policies seldom make

allowance for a 15-year-old's self - consciousness, anxiety,

5
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inexperience or unique needs. Without now funding, special out-
rea.sh efforts, personalized intake procedures, careful follow-up
and other initiatives in behalf of school-age girls and their
Ant..nits will be out of the question.

Hostlie Attitudes Require Firm CountiOailin&Action

In samois, clinics and welfare offices, moralistic judgments about
sexuality and unwed motherhood are often compounded by racial or economic
prejudices since minority and low-Income teenagers are disproportionately
likely to be sexually active and to experience pregnancies. Pregnancy con-
tinues to be the leading cause of school exclusion among school girls of
childbearing Age in spite of federal regulations and numerous judicial
decisions clearly upholding the school-age mother's right to an education.
Thy Children's Defense Fund reported last year that teachers and counselors
in school districts throughout the nation actively encourage pregnant stu-
dents And s,hool-age.mothers to leave school.'

In a similar fashion, youth workers exclude visibly pregnant girls
tram recreation programs; mental health workers are uneasy about having
them in group therapy sessions. Some welfare caseworkers react with hos-
tility toward early, unwed motherhood; family members are often angry and
Aisapproving,4 One observer pointed out that city bus drivers sometimes
disregard policy directives and refuse to accept student passes, from preg-
nant girls; even in states where they are protected by statute, physicians
may he relu.tant to examine or treat pregnant minors without parental
..nlsent.9

(- Overcoming societal neglect and punitive attitudes toward adolescent
pregnancy requires more than enlightened official plans or hier-
archical policy coordination. On the federal level, the Office
of Civil Rights' tirm enforcement of regulations prohibiting sex
discrimination would be a first step toward eliminating outdated
policies and disCriminatory practices. On the community level,
equal opportunity begins with an adequately funded capacity to
monitor school and health care policies, to identify and correct
institutional biases and to intervene in response to specific
problems. on a personal level, individual school-age girls need
direct assistance in overcoming a counselor's "sympathetic" ad-
vice in favor of leaving scItool, in countering a caseworker's
tolerant resignation to the young mother's "limited future,"
in offsetting ostracism, neglect and judgmental harassment over
tilvial issues. .

4
Extreme of Basic Ser ces Results in Excluding Young Mothers

The Child Welfare League estimated earlier this year that more than
seven million children under age six need subsidized day care services;
more than half of these infants are age three or under. Currently, however,
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the League identified facilities for only 4.3 million children bf all ages

and income levels; when unlicensed and poor qUality facilities are eliminated,

fewer than a million acceptable spaces exist.10 Presently, there is no

national program to meet the need.for subsidized infant and child day care,

without which most adolescent mothers cannot hope to complete their educe-.

[ion. Middle Income families have a cilfficultime locating satisfactory

tacilities; a teenage mother's chances are, to say the least, more remote.

The General Accounting Office reported in January 1975 that only seven

percent RI eligible childfen had received medical screening as of June 30,

1973, tour years after Congress required the Early and Periodic Screening,

Diagnosis and Treatment program to be fully implemented for Medicaid-

eligible children and infants. GAO suggested that "(MEW needs to take

more aggressive action to bring the states into compliance with the law

and (DjHEW regulations."11 Nevertheless, the Department this fall set

aside plans to penalize state which have failed to provide services to

identify and prevent handicapping conditions.12 Medical screening and pre-

ventive services, in other words, are largely unavailable to those covered

by statutory mandates; young mothers and their offspring are even less

likely to get early, comprehensive health tare.

According to research reported this fall from the University of

Calitornia, approximately one million pregnant women are sufficiently

malnourished to endanger normal brain growth of their unborn infants.°

In June 1975, the nation's only feeding progr4 am for pregnant and lactating

women was serving 78,043 women of all ages.

During FY 1973, federally supported Children and Youth projects re-

ported serving 53,748 out of some 14 million male and female adolescents

between 15 and 17 years old.15 The Maternity and Infant Care program., also

administered under the Office of Maternal and Child Health, falls shor'

in a similar fashion. During 1973, the program had 133,200 new maternity

admissions for women of all ages.1° In other words, even If every-avail-

able space in the Maternity and InEant Care system were reserved for teen-

age pothers, MIC would have reached less than one-fourth of the mothers

age 9 and under..

When documented problems are compared with services actually

available, it is evident that serious needs are largely unmet and
that school-age girls are in no position to compete for scarce

services. Private agencies, the states and our cities are faced
by acute financial pressures and have not been able to undertake
significant initiatives to offset the inadequacies. Under these

circumstances, planning, coordination and encouragement cannot
transform token programs into meaningful day care, health, nu-

trition and social services. Without adequate financing to pro-
vide essential asseistance, the prospects for improvement are as

dim as ever.

Local Programs for School-age Parents Are Limited

By including every public and private project ciaiming to coordinate

5
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services to adolescent parents, the Consortium on Early Childbearing and
Childbearing in 1974 identified-"about 375" local school-age parent programs. 17
There is no estimate of the number of young women covered by these programs.
Many local programs have.admialion restrictions, however, which exclude
teenagers with previous pregnancies, poor school records, "inadequate"
motivations or other clfaracteristics,defined as unsuitable by program
officials. 18

The only research which has attempted to identify services available
through local school-age parent programs was u survey of cities with popu-
lations of 100,000 or more. Even in these urbanized areas (where school-
age motherhood is statistically most common and where public assistance
programs are most likely to be sophisticated), 14.4 percent, of the large
cities had no special programs, however limited, for school-age mothers.
Of 111 large cities which had such programs, participation was limited and
services were minimal when judged of 5.2538. Of these
large cities, 48 reported caring fo r than 100 girls a year, 44 re-
ported serving between 100 and 499 girls and only nine of the cities claimed
to help 500 or more girls. The most frequent services were counseling,
social serviwes.special education, special health classes and instruction
in family life education. Of the cities surveyed, only half reported pro-
viding medical care or offering contraceptive seryices,19

The local programs were sponsored by government as well as voluntary
agencies. The researchers reported that education, health and welfare
departments, Model Cities programs and Maternity and Infant Care projects
provided public support; Y's, Planned Parenthood affiliates, maternity
homes, medical schools and United Funds offered voluntary agency support.
Despite dedicated staff members and enlightened leadership support, the
programs left many needs unmet or partially unmet. The investigators con-
cluded that "more adequate services should have a higher priority in
future health and education programs."20

In smaller (titles, towns, villages and rural areas, the prospects
for meaningful assistance to school-age mothers is even more
bleak than in the nation's large cities. And in the cities, gaping
inadequacies in the service system have not 'responded to commendable
goals, personal dedication, or,attempts at "coordinalion."
Local projects cannot expand their services nor open their enroll"
ment without adequate additional financing; new programs will 1r
not emerge without realistic outside funding.

Preventive Programs Are Inadequate

As I outlined during my testimony of November 4, only a fraction of
sexually active teenagers have access to appropriate contraceptive information
and services. chool -age women lack experience in finding concerned,
qualified gynec logists; they are vulnerable to rejection and disapproval
from unsympathetic nurses,^ receptionists and physicians; they seldom have
money of their own for private medical care. In essence, most young per-

_ _.
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sons in neeitof family planning help really need help from organized family
planning clinics. Organized clinics currently serve about a million teen --
agers out of three ty four million who are at risk of unwanted pregnancy.
Clinics have devoted a large share of their resource* to young women with
nearly 30 percent of their caseload age 19 and younger.21 At an average cost
of $66 a year per patient, the clinics otter outreach and educational
services, contraceptive examinations and care, cancer and VD screening,
urinalysis and blood tests. When help of this kind is available, unwanted
pregnancies and illegitimacy rates decline, maternal health risks drop,
infant deaths and illnesses are averted, abortion needs decrease and
family disruptions decline.

gut the fact remains that f, y plane ng clinics have ndt been able
to keep up with the burgeoning j ed for hel among school-age patients.
Publicly-assisted clinics are c rating be nd their intended capacity
with financing that has not in eased sin 1972. Short,of turning away
present patients or abandoning t ir co tment to high quality medical care,
these clinics simply cannot help addi al unserved teenagers unless they
te.eive additional support.

- The limitations of organized f amily planning programs are compounded by
tailure of the schools and other appropriate media to otter forthright,

intormatiOn about sex and human reproduction. Furthermore,
almost three years atter the Supreme Court's abortion decisions, availability
of legal abortion services remains highly uneven. The rate of legal abor-
tin was less than Live per 1,090 women of childbearing age in 17 states
.ompared to a nationwide average of 16.2 per 1,000 women. The disparity
suggesCed by these statistics fills most heavily on adolescents since cost.'
misinformation, legal consent 'requirements and lack of facilities alle
impinge with unusual severity on a teenager's opportunity to decide,
with the advice of a physician, whether to terminate an unwanted pregnancy.
It sorviLes were uniformly accessible, an estimated 200,000 additional.
teenagers would have obtained abortions in 1974.22

Unwanted school-age pregnancies will not,decline so long as
adolescents have little opportunity to make, informed, responsible
decisions about sexual activity, pregnancy and childbearing.
Increasing births to teenagers result from the declining age of
fecundity, lung-range changes in American family 14fe and new pat-
terns of individual behavior. These trends are disturbing 63 some,
but pregnancy is not an antidote; the threat of pregnancy is not
a deterrent. The, effectiveness of any program seeking to give
youngsters genuine options depends on our willingness to
recognize that young persons are entitled to exercise the same
right we espouse for adult Americans, the right to freely de-
termine when to have children and how many children to have. A

o passionate, effective approach does not make the crisis of
/1 unintended pregnancy a prerequisite for help. It encourages
he expansion of (amity planning services, sex education and un-
coerced decision-making on abortion.

5u4
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O
Recommendations

S,hool age girls and boys ahould be able to make decisions regarding
initiation of sexual activity and parenthood in full knowledge of the conse-
quences of their actions and of the alternatives available to them. They
should have educational programs which offer information about sexuality,
human reproduction and family planning. If they decide to become sexually
active, they should have access to programs which provide acceptable
contraceptive means for avoiding unwanted pregnancy. If unprotected inter-
,ourse occurs, young persons should be able to determine reliably and con-
veniently it pregnancy has resulted. When accidental pregnancies are con-
firmed. young persons should be able to determine the subsequent course
of Action with full knowledge of services available to them--abortion
services, If their decision is to terminate the pregnancy, or health, social
and supportive services if the decision is to carry the pregnancy to term:
Only Sikh a broad-based program, offering youngsters the full range of
options, would meet either the test of constitutionality or the require-
mem of neutrality which government programssought appropriately to ful-
fil) in AN senstive and 'personal an area of decision-making as this one.

4ith thyrabovr basic recommendations in mind, we suggest that four
,:onsideratlyag Also deserve attention. First', a program addressing the needs
of All Feenage,rmothers would necessarily require a much larger authoriza-
tion Ld tunas than 14\provided in 5.2538. In view of fiscal constraints
mfrontIng our nation,a difficult choice appears to be inevitable--either

t' Attempt the "....,ordIndtion" of piecemeal effoets or to target attention on
Chose girls and babies i 'greatest need. Given the inadequacy of existing
services, we doubt that 11 strategy of "coordination" through a system of
state plans and advisory councils will yield benefits sufficient to justify
the expenditures Involved. Direct help is necessary for those facing the
greatest risks and the btiaviest burdens. Because they have the feweel re-
sources tor coping with tie responsibilities of parenthood and the least
experience in negotiating the health ,end social assistance delivery
systems. we would recpmmend the second alternative-focusing on the 125,000
v.ung women age 16 and under who give birth each year.

se,oud, the Administration's eftorts to cut funding for family planning
projet grants And the states' failure to implement family planning mandates

c
for the Title XIX Medicaid program and the Title XX Social Services Pro-'

gram both contribute to the problem of school-age pregnancy. Although the
Social Security At requires Medicaid and social service programs to fur-
nish family planning to eligible,' low-income persons "including minors who
can be considered to be sexually active," many states make no real effort
to provide information and services to young people; the Administration has,
for the most part, accepted their inaction. DHEW, in guidelines for imple-
menting the Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment program
under Medicaid, fails inexplicably to suggest the provision of family plan-

,

ning services to young persons who have acknowledged that they are sexually
active, limiting the suggested treatment to cancer screening, VD tests and
pelvic examinations. Co otfset the Administration's passivity and the
states' disparate, unconcerned response, we would re-commend aggressive con-
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gressional oversight of the way in which family planning services are pro-
vided through Title XIX and Title XX. We would recommend full funding
for family planning project grants programs recently reauthorized under
Title II of the Health Services Act and suggest the consideration of additional
funding authorizations earmarked for spacial adolescent family planning pro-
jects.

Third, a substantial proportion of young wpmen seeking verification
of pregnancy are not actually pregnant. According to one report, public and
private family planning providers find that from 30 to 50 percent of the
young people who *come for pregnancy tests are found not to be pregnant.2'
A nationwide program which ignores the immediate needs of these young women
or recognises their problem only to the extent of sending them elsewhere,
will add to the Acidence of unwanted births. We would recommend a national
pregnancy testing effort in a program For school-age girls, and add the re-
quirement that sensitive, appropriate contraceptive services be furnished
to those who want 'them.

Fourth, research on adolescent pregnancy--its determinants and con-
sequences and the outcome of potential intervention techniques--has been
severely limited. Allocating some resources for investigation and research
may, in the final analysis, do more Co improve infant, aternal and family
well-being than any other strategy. Until we know more, we cannot hope to
offer school girls and their infants fully equal opportunities. We would
recommend authorization of funds for such research.

We urge, in clot g, that you seek further reactions and suggestions
f om'other organizat ns with experience in serving school-age girls. The
fr ework of problems and considerations identified in this letter can unT
doub edly be 412ganded and refined. The Planned Parenthood Federation,
meanw ile, coriablues to offer whatever additional cooperation and support
is nee sary to develop a long-term, responsible program.

JHV/eb
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Sincerely yours,

'ft

Jack Hood Vaughn
President
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Footnotes

'Other states provided AFDC benefits as a result of court orders that were
subsequently overturned by the U.S. Supreme Court (see Family Planning/
Population Reporter, 3:73, 1974 snd 4:14, 1975). The SOcial and Re-
habilitation Service of DHEW has not monitored changes in policies on AFDC
benefits in behalf of the unborn since the Supreme Court acted in March
1975, affirming the states' option to deny benefits in behalf of the unborn.
Burns v. Alcala, U.S. Supreme Court, No. 73-1708.

2The Social Services Amendments of 1974 included provisions for establishing
paternity and support responsibilities. 'Final regulations were promulgated
by DHEW June 26, 1975 making "cooperation in obtaining support" a condition
for eligibility for AFDC assistance. Federal Register, Vol. 40, No. 124, p.
27154.

3 Half the states permit payments in behalf of dependent children when an un-
employed father is in the home.

4
Lund v. Affleck, USDC, R.I., No. 7406, January 15, 1975. The Rhode Island

policy, like many which affect young mothers, was unwritten. DHEW's Social
and Rehabilitation Service reports that many state agendies ate 'reluctant to
make a minor parent the payee for AFDC benefits. As Rhode Island discovered,
however, outright prohibitions on the basis of age violate the Social
Security Act.

5
The Alan Guttmacher Institute, analysis of.the states' final Title XX social
services plans, November 1975.

40'
6Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits sex discrimination
in federally assisted educational institutions; regulations implementing
Title IX and expressly prohibiting discrimination against pregnant students
and student parents became effectrVe July 1975. In addition to statutory
protection, the courts have repeatedly recognized school-age mothers'
right to equal education41 opportunity on constitutional grounds.

7 Children's Defense Fund, Children Out of School in America, Washington
Research Project, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts, October 1974.

8Howard, Marion, "Bringing above[ Change," The Teenage Pregnadt Girl, Jack
Zackler and.Wayne Brandstadt, eds., Charles C. Thomas, Springfield, Illinois,
1974.

8Braen, Bernard B., The School-Age Pregnant Girl," Clinical Child Psychology
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Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much.
We stand in recess.
[Whereupon, at 1:30 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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(1). All dtrth2: ,able I resents data regarding time in pregnancy
by ,roupino when the mother obtained medical assistancef.,
the r,.autts are:

,the younger the mother, the less lithely early medical services
n .re obtained. This is true for both whites and non-whites.
(tyr whites - 10'.1e, 10- 14 , 52.3. of 15-19, and 76.2/. of
20 and over motheri*obtained medical services in the first
trimester of their pregnancy. For non-whites, 2b.J /.of
10-14, of 15-19, and 52.34 of 20 and over group).

non-white school-age mothers are less likely to receive
early medical assistance than white mOthers,

there is a relatively high percentage of 10-14 year old/
mothers wIro receive no medical eaxeduring their pregnancy
worn eumparod to other age groups. (For whites- 5.74 of
10-1., 1.6-: of 15-19, and .7i. of 20 or over. For non-whites-
46 , of 10-14, 4.0'. of 15-19, and 2.64 of 20 or over).

with kxceptton of the 10-F.age group, non-white mothers
Sr. sore likely to receive no care than white mothers.

(2) Comparison ,f Times When Medical Assistance Obtained for
Levitimace and Illegitimate Births: Table 2 co dins data regarding
le.h;itimate births and Table l contains data regarding illegitimate
births: fheotesults are as follows:

mothero ot 'teritimate ebildren are more likely to
early medical care than are mothers of illegitimate

itildren. (for legitimate births, 31.0'i of 10-1,, 56.6/.
of It-1,. and 77.5 of 20 or ov,r receive medical attention

t tint tri,lcs1Or. Tor Illegitimate births, 29.7"1 of
It-1, Ji.o at 1,-11, and- .2.1, of 20 and over).

Tatil,rS illee,iiimate children 01 the 10-14
rohp are more 4i,kety co receive early medical at moon
than moth.r+ of letitimate children. (2b.6:. for illegitimate,
11.2. Cr , le,;itimate)

.%others of ille,7itimate children of the 13-19
!O or oter troup are lesi likely early medical

tt,ni ton 1,111 ,aot!.r, 01 10 itimatv ,I 6Jrkil. (rot

,t ))./ IA 'a Far
15-lu and t of 20 or r.)

51d6 a,
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Frequency and Percentage Distributions of
irime.tr 'r.hen Mother Obtained Medical Care

For All Births by Age and Race, 1973

r
10

Trit..ester

iirst 53

Secoyd .
66

Third 45

No Care . 10

Unknown 2

Total 1,6

1\)

First 30.1

Seco:A 37.5

fhlrd 25.6

!%'0 Cji: ).7

Unl.ron 1.f

Total

Source:

Freyienry

14

%un-
t:hite

15 - 19 I 20 or over Total

White
:.crt-

1.1tite

0

White
Non-4
White White

Non-
White

r

144 9,909 4,634 84,063 13,922 94,025 18,700

269 6,784 5,732 20,854 9,821 27,704 15,822

104 1,921 1,482 2,875 2,021 4,842 3,607

26 302 494 810 680 1,113 1,200

4 32 65 1,704 164 1,746 233

)47 18.948 '12,407 110,306 26,608 129,430 39,562
0 e

tii

Percentage

- 15 19 20, or over

Nor.- Nov.-

hite 0 White

2601

49.2

19.0

1 4.8

.

'160.0

S

33.8

10.1

1 . b

37.3

1,6.2

11.9

4.0

. 5 '

76,2

18.9

.7

1.5

52.3

36.9

7.6

2.6

100.0 99.9 99.9,4 100.0

Illinois Vital ScaristiCs,,1973

*Percents not equal to 100 because of rounding error.
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1-:01,1 2

r ): P.c
!6.t.1)r :',..1)cal Care

L311.1,%1te 1111.ths by Age ard Face: 19/3
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27.1
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414

15 - 17 I 20 or over
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33,7

6./1

1.0

1.9

1 :0.0 1,,9.0

,2.1 /7.5

42.1 1:1.1

!0.0

2).1 .6

.6 1.2

99.4A 99.9

57.7
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100.0
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(3) In sunmary, the data indicates that school-age parents, especially
those in the 10-14 age group, do nut receive early medical care.
1:.is is ff.;nificant in that it is the highest risk group. For the
1,10st part, mothers of illegitimate children receive medical attention
later than mothers of legitimate children. (The only exception is
a slight difference.between the 15-19 non-white group). School-age
mothers produee a disproportional share of illegitimate births.
Therefore, they are even moreof a high risk group than the 20 or
over group.

Eh major conclusion ono reaches is that the school-age mother is
in double jeopardy situation in comparison to other groups, thus-
she larrants special consideration in planning and providing services.

h. Other SoLi 1 Services: Data obtained from the Illinois Association for
Comprehensive Services to School-Age Parents survey of professionals
involved in providing services to school-age parents reveal the following
lacks, g ps, and problems in providing services:

.. ... Few persons in Illinois communities are aware of the special problems
anu needs of school-age parents.

..... Per ons tend to view school-age parents as persons who are in difficulty
bee use of immoral and irresponsible behavior.

..... school-age father is rarely sought out as a client.

The Ps little likelihood of school-age parent programs being f
do ,loped ur implemented in the State of Illinois at the present
time.

`.ajor obstacles in planning and implementing services to schoal-
age parents were, in order of importance, lack of coordination among
,tate agencies, limited funding, lack of strong leadership from any
aeMnont in the community as well as state, and changes in service
priorities of the Illinois Department of Children and Family Services.

adequaCy of services available in the school-ace parents can be
aurmari,ed as follows: Services for school -age parents are moderately
adequate in terms of education, counseling, pre'and post-natal medical
care for mother and chilO, and provisiOn of financial assistance for

expenses. However, services are inadequate in other areas.
School -aic parents experience difficulty in receiving adequate financial
Is,:istance for needs beyond medical expenses,.don't receive adequate
aeg cducat,0q, have diiliculty in gutting iniormatiun about sources

rVIC. , available, la.k Lhild care facilities, lack iTwloylmIlt
,:a loin lad job vlacement, and arc rarely involved in planning and
,valuatinj the services they receive and need.

Luldership and advocacy for programs for school-age parents has cdthe
1., a iv,: dLoicatcd individuals. There are virtually no. organizations
with the exceptiOn of the 'Illinois Association for Comprehensive
Services to SChool-Age Parents which are promoting services lor .

dclu)ol-a,p, parents.

10
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B. Bx,ummeadations for Legislation

amination of the data in the preceding section leads to the following con-

lueions auoat the problems and needs of services to school-age parents:

1. School -age parents should be defined as a specific target population

with unique problems and needs.

2. Present services available to school-age parents are inadequateaand

badly ,organized.

3. School-age parents have few advocates to speak on their behalf.

0
On the basis of the above conclusions, the. Illinois Association for Compre-
hensive Services to School-Age Parents strongly supports S 2538 the Nat onal

School-Age Mother and Child Health Act of 1975. The proposal as presen y

stated contains provisions to deal with the aforementioned problems.

We urge that the scope of the Bill be expanded to include the school-age

father. He is often forgotten as a person with needs, and is often soug

our for punitive action. Observations of professionals and research has jointed

out that he can be a source of support to the mother and child and often t ly

interested in the fate of his offspring. Curtailment of services will more

lil,.ly discourage him from active involvement and interest in the welfare of

the mother and, child.

The prospects for obtaining adequate funding for the educational and social
services can be increased by specifyin4 other social legislation' which could

proide support; Thus, we recommend that the measure be amended to specifically

mention t;::',e primary sources of funds.

C. In order for 52538 the National School-Age Mother and Child Health Act of 1975
to include both these recommendations, we urge that the following amendments be

added to the proposed title III, Public., Health Service Act, Part C:

1, Section 320A (k) be amended as follows:

"(3) health education for adolescent mothers and fathers;

"(4) community outreach and information services_for adolescent mothers,
tathers and their families;

"(5) family planning Services and counseling for adolescent mothers and

fa hers;

l"(6) continuing education of mother father (including vocational,

alternative education, and assistance in locating employment);

Section 320A (1) be amended to,read as follows:

"provide assurances that each and every program has Made and will make and
will continue to make every reasonable effort to collect appropriate
reimbursement tor its cost;

11
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"(I)

, 596

proVidti.: to persons who arc eutitlid to insurance
,,ntier title XVIII 01 the Social Security'Act, to medical
under a State plan approved under Litt,' XIX of such Act,

,r to assi,tahce for medical e,ptuses under
any other public assistance

ro,.ram or private health 1.1,5ucano ,u-ot;ram;

"(2) 1., prviJini educational
IV, V0II, and IX0: fil,r5ntary and ScLotl.:,yr, Lducation Act i 1565 as amended

.,...,distance for educational assistance under anyother public
ir privet, ,:Z:ucatioaal pro rim;

* "(
services ;older titles and XX of the Social

.1,.:drity Act or to aistabie for social services programs under any
other public ,r,priyate':;ocial service proram;

"k..) , child abuse and neglect under:the
Abu:, an,: : 1,,, 1.r.s Act or to as;:istance under any

11, Llaid abuse and neglect program;

pro" .ti trainio:t, job Lrainin4, retraining and gob
.acentt tn, Eduation Act ,ot: 1963 as amended orLo. any other' public or private vocational, program."

tt
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!,0( lAl CONSEQUENCES OF liaLNAGE CHILDBEARING

Harriet B. Presser

0" .1 . ly
0

,There is remarkable' consensus in this cdiintry that teenage childbearing)

constitute a ,erious social problem. Implicitly, the assUmption is that thert:

are nelauve cocial cor%eguences of early parenthood that could be averted if

teenagers we,e to potrone having children until their twenties. Although this

uay he true, there is curpristngly little empir61 evidence to justify this

position.

Most of the research on teenage parenthood is concerned with illegitimacy,

al thculh unl, about pne-third of teenage mothers are unmarried at the time of

birth' (6.. :)eparticjlnt of Health,. Education, and Welfare, 1975: Table 1-32).

Many of th. e studies focus on theNeterminants of illegitimacy, such as attitudes

toward , contraunt ',Ave knowledge and practice, family relationships, and
7

cultural tar firs Vincent, 19b1; Roberts, 1966; Furstenberg, 1971; and Rains,

1971.. t, Cr the consequences of illegitimacy are generally limited

Cc tre r ';;) o, f i 50, school drop-outs4and welfare dependency (c.f.,

f-akter, et al. ,., 1961; S inert al., 1'964, Crumidy and Jacobzirter..A1966; Sarrell

and Lair;, 1iti,, rrrr , et al., 1972; Foltz,et al., 1972; and Jekeliet al., 1973).

An kportAr t nrcept n is the recent study by lurstenberg (1975) which looks at a

varlet/ of ,ocial.conseuences of early adolescent childbeiring (ages 15 to 17).

Pape prelented at the Conference on the Consequences of Adolescent Pregnancy
and Childbearing, held in Bethesda, Maryland, October 29 and 30, 1975. The
research 'p on which this paper is based was performed pursuant to Contract,
%o. Kr1-14:- 2-2036 with the National Institutes of Heal th, DHEW. he field
work for the iminteto, ew was funded by The Population Council. T authdf

ickno.lpdges the research assistance of Katherine Brow nd Liliane
,rd the computer programming assistance of Pi -Yu -Ting.
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x .

Although based on a clinic sample as are most studies of illegitimacy), this

study 1% longltudInal and includes a comparison with female classmates five

urtter.1, (11/5.)4.1) concludes that there is "a sharp and

regular pattern of differences In the maritalikfertility, educational, and

oct1.1-11--171C-Z----eerpw-s of the young mothers and the Classmates." The classmates

were more successful tit realizing their asik-ations than were the young mothers)

Furstenberg's study is also distinctive in interviewing fathers and

children some years after the study began. The men were extremely difficult to

+Ray explain why there are so few studies on unmarried fathers

(;Intent, 1 owg, bkLorort al:, 1971)1 They are, nevertheless, an important pup,

dation to study In order to fully grasp both the determinants and consequences

10.of early parenthood.

Teenagers who choose to marry rather than have an illegitimate child (or

an abortion) may experience negative social consequences as well. Premarital

conceptions appear 'to be associated with economic difficulty and shorter birth

intervals (Freedman and Coombs, 1966a and 1966b), as well as hirlh rates of

separation and divorce (Monahan, 1960). Whether getting married when very young

because of pregnancy (and' in lieu of an abortion) is socially more advantageous

than being an unmarried mother ctor father) has never been rigorously demonstrated.

It is difficult to assess what people would have done with their child-free time

had they not become parents whig they did.

In this paper, we shall present some of the findings from our study of

women who rrcontly became mothers In New York City. We shall compare women who

had their tir,..t birth, wheftchey were teenagers with women who were in their

1

0r. Fur%t6oberq will be summarizing the findings of his Study in some detail
at this conference.

1
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twenties, and look at differences in ,their role aspirations and behavior. Our

time peicpuLtive Is limited, but our data do permit age comparisons that should

LA. ,pve311r1 Before proceeding with the analysis, we shall briefly describe

the sample.

Nature of the Sampy

The sample was designed so that we could study the determinants and

early consequences of the age at which women have their first birth, focusing

on the roles of women, It is a representative sample of 408 women drawn from

the birth records of women residing in three boroughs of New York City (Brooklyn,

the Bronx and (:,,eens) who had their first child in July of 1970, 1971 or 1972.

Only wU7Th who were born on the mainland United States were eligible% this

excluded fi,A-generation migrants from Puerto Rico and elsewhere. Nonwhites

other than blacks were excluded. Women whose first birth was a twin were

consliered ineligible, as were women whose first child was not residing with

thew. About .r0 percent of first births In New Ydrk City occur to women aged

12), and 0,r sauiple was restricted to thisogroup of mothers.

Amon! the total of New York City mothers meeting the above sampling

criteria. CTrercent were black and 30 percent of all first births were

illegitimate. This population was stratified by race of mother and legiti-

sicy of the child (as well as by age at first birth) so that the

sample would be representative in this regard. Women were not proportionately

drawn into the sample. however, by year of first birth. The sample was

designed to include about 25 percent whose first birth was in July 1970, about

verceot in Juk 1971 and about 50 percent in July 1972. (A major consider-

,,ation here was the difficulty in locating women whose addresses, obtained

-TA
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's, butt ,1., were over a year Hurnen were interviewed in

.'onotrry 15.-ftarch 14, 1973. for about One-half of the
le, en, the .t child was about seven months old at the time the

.other was interviewed, the remainder of the sample was divided between those

n,,e first child was about one-and-one-half years old and those whose first
1 I nt,nvt tyro -and -one-hal f years old at the time of the interview.

for ..rural inter views were conducted by the National Opinion Research

,stif atically put 709 cases Into the field( of which 541
I. On! n11 cies. Seventy -six percent (408) of these eligible cases

1C.0i,of,W1 1

en wan participated in the first Interview were re-
ho atelr one year later e(Fbruary 19/4), regardless of whether

were ,t111 tor:tater] in New York City. Again, SORC conducted thee

hi' .1tde to locate and reinterview 358 women, or 88 percent
I.' of the r,irItcrvIes were by telephone (RS percent), but re-

I. ., re al in per son if a woman could not be reached by

ierCerir

, 1,1,1 f,re.ii rot interviewed, and an evaluation of the
or tne lira, see Presser I19.'41), There was minimal selective

initially interviewed I deter, tried. by an analysis of birth
411 t Ira a ,,n1 those eeinterviewa toete,,,ined by an analysis of!,,e first eteri,los...
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., 1hildbearir, and Women's roles

'all r,,,,, t!, the vole accompOshments of ,iihen in 0
off'

sa, , le , to otheihond. As may be seen in Table 1, khe majority of women

were air1e.i when the,twidev mothers (72 percent), most hail graduated high

a!,vrc,ent), 10i ,Ott had been in the labor force (74 percents. I

t'OuPver. ,ow,t,letable variation in role accomplishments by mother's

'he Ounqer the woman at the time her first child was born,

the wa, to have achieved in these roles. This is especially true

19 percent were married, 33 percent had graduated high

,ri worked suliekiinu that a first birth at a rela-

tI., 1, A .1* '4. i ,e.til,tIng elp,_r on women's role achievements.

newevor, a.r,uve,, that women with early first births for

1,4 ire aelitsoatelf ,hoosinl early motherhood as an alternative

I. ,-, .iii have oti,e,;ise accomplished more: marriage,

!, !!! 1,1 w,,4 e.perien(e, Tt il%0 ,ISSuJS that young mothers

, ,)11, it,h with alder .,others after their child is horn.

II, Lit we can consider differences by mother's

they aj\rndch the rlotr-r role, such as their family

tier he,_aat 1,rvant and the planning status of their

hj,, data on the role aspirations of women regarding mar-

, "1,,. !,,,,,1, in I w(u k, We 0).111 1,,Se-,S some of the early consequences of

tlIng These aspirations into account as.well as the role

th,14,, en vie, their first child was born.

1 hi, toh, In h worked at least six months (part-time or full-time)
.e. 1 ,10t.

leenalr , I% u,eQ throughout this paper to refer to women who had their
fit%1 at lie to 19, some were no longer teenagers at the time of the
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The Onset of Motherhood

women werie asked retrospectively whetherjust before they became pregnant

with the', 1,rst child, they had any idea how many children they wanted to ,IG'e

altogether. Over 92 percent of the women said they did, and there was little

variation by age St first birth. As shown, in Table 2, the majority of women wanted

either two (30 percent) or three children (24 percent). There was little difference

by age at first birth in family size desires Just prior to pregnancy.1 This sug-

gents that women did not start their families earlier because they wanted larger

families.

Supporting this view Is the fact that only 20 percent of teenage mothers

In our study planned the birth of their first child.2 This may be contrasted with

44 percent for mothers aged 20 to 23 at their first birth, and 70,percent for

mother: aged 24 to 29 ID < .05). It is noteworthy that the majority of all first

births in our sample were unplanned -- 56 percent. An unplanned birth does not

necessarily mean that women did not want to become mothers, but it does suggest

that they were not highly motivated toward assuming the mother role at that time.

1

Family size desires at aye 16 (retrospectively reported) are also not related
to age at first birth. In addition, vie Sound that the older the mother at the
time of first birth, the more likely she was to have most wanted at age 16 to be
a housewife or mother rather than to have a specific occupation (see Presser,1974b).

2Planninq slatu Was determined by asking respondents whether contraception was
consistentiv practiced (luring the month the woman became pregnant with her first
child, and if contraception was not employed, the reason or reasons. A card list-
ino several possible reasons was provided; it included an "other" category in
which additional reasons could be volunteered. First births to women who indicated
that at least one of the reasons that they did not use contraception was that they
were trying to have a bhy (a specified option) were classified as planned. All
other tirst births we'e classified as unplanned. For a distribution of other
reason, stated for not using contraception, see Presser, 1974a.

1t'

:ta.,
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"Non-planners" did, however, choose not to abort the pregnancy (a legal option

for three-fourths of the women -- those who had their first birth in 1971 or

of 1,t the child up for adoption. Thus, once pregnant, they accepted

onset of mccnarhood relative to the alternatives.

Teenage mothers, it may be recalled,werd-predominantly unmarried mothers

(see Table 1), For an unmarried woman who becomes pregnant and does not want an

abortion, and prefers to keEp the child, it is. not altogether clear that she would

benefit by marrying the father of 'the child. Although almost all of the unmarried

mothers in our study wanted to get married at some future time, over one -half (52

percent) said that when they learned
they were pdegnant, they did not want to

marry the child's father, most gave cogent reasons why not: he was irresponsible,

a drug addict, an alcoholic, and so forth. Had they married, they may have been

divorced or separated shortly thereafter. This remains to be tested.

There is some evidence from our study that fathers who were not married

to th0 mother at the time of the child's birth were less educated than fathers

married to tie mother at thts time.
For births occurring to teenage mothers,

51 percent of the gnmarrieid fathers were
not high school graduates in contrast to

34 percent of the married fathers (p > .05). Although not a substantial difference,

this suggests that many of the unmarried mothers may not havefound much economic

henetit fro, narriage.

lo.suir, the context in which teenagers became mothers appears to be dif-

ferent'from those who postponed their first birth in that teenagers were more

likely to enter this role unintentionally (at that time) and be unmarried. They

did not differ in their family site desires before pregnancy. Being young,

i

teen-
exper ence

age mothers nay subsequentl the consequences of an untimely birth to a greater

extent than older women. kleoturn now to a consideration of how age at first birth

may relate to the educational aspirations and achievements
of women.

. 63-857 0 - 7a - 341
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Education

we rioted ( irlier that women who had an early first birth were those most

fo
u. r 4r4duated high school: only 33 perctnt of the teenage moth,

had none ,o (see Table 1). It is difficult to assess the *tent to which preg-

nancy and subsequent childrearing are directly responsible f\r low educational

attainment, but our study provides an opportunity to examine some relationships.

Thirteen percent of the mothers in our study were attending school at the

time of the first interview that is, when their first child was between 7

rant"'. and 2,1/2 year, old. The younger the mother, the more likely she was to

he currently attending school: 25 percent of the teenage mothers were in school.

in centrr;t to 7 perr.ent of those aged 20 to 23 at first birth and 6 percent of

thoe and 21 to 29 (i, 4:.05). The-figure for teenage mo hers is impressive when

considering that many were unmarried and of low economic s tus, but our data

suggest that man/ more mould have been going to schdbl had th postponed their

fir.t tartr.1

1,
,! policy in New Yorl City is to provide several options

'or !,Pos4rt ternoqPr,, in high .chool. The'statement issued in 1968 to super-

intendent, and cernial,sy school ppincipals remains in effect,today:
"These girls shocld he permitted to remain in their regular school

hq as their physical and emotional condition permits.
An irdieranal decision is necessary to determine what is in the
et interest of each student found to be pregnant. The girl's

parents and phcian should be consulted in developing the educa-
tional flan to fit. her needs. If she is a short time away from
(/-1.1nting the term's work or from graduation, and, if her physician
agyi,es that she may attend classes, she should be encouraged to con-
Hel], at her hen school. Should this consultation lead to the
conclusion that continued attendance at the home school may be detri-
mental to her physical or mental well-being, she should be transferred
to ore of special centers or other suitable arrangemdnts should be
mnOle for continuing her education. As in other school matters, the

final decision will rest upon the good judgment of-the principal of
the home chool who will consider all the factors involved." Special

Circular W. 10, 1968-1969,-Boardof Education of the City of New
York, Septerher 27,0468.

6.A.0
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currently attending school at the time of the first

intervie wain reason they stopped going to school. Eleven percent

had become pregnant. For teenage mothers, the perc,

Is to, Lo: oared with only 1 percent for those aged 20 to 23 and
1 percent for

those aged 4.1 to 29 (p.c .05). Those in their early teens at first birth seem

to have tern most at rick of dropping out of school because of the pregnancy,

for teenage Pother, not currently in school, the percent who stopped going to

school hecawa, they tecame pregnant by specific age is as follows:

15 h 16: 74' (19)
17., 38' (21/) .

18: 28' (25)
19: 19, (32)

Al. , ti I, I. teonald mothers not currently in school did not graduate

'd r tr,-A. 60 non-graduates about one-half (47 percent) said

tte air 4Or let,rq cenool was the pregnancy. The next most Motion

r."dtd not like school (18 percent).

In,!!,...lon treat pregnSncy may have restricted the educational

dttiir,'cnt 6r. t,,nage e'others is provided by data on educational

agti-ation p,tir to ,otherhood. Women not currently enrolled in school

it, just before they had their first child, theg,had

lone as,far in school .r they wanted to go, or whether they had wanted to go

further-. As ,lawn in table 3.- teenage mothers who were not high school

1rd4iite, likely to say they went as far as they wanted (17 percent)

- than hi.,o cchogl gradates (29 pergent). It may also be noted in this table '

Out, e.nrt teenage others, those who werenot high school graduates were some -

what Iiiely to ittenging school after their first birth (27 percent)

than'hioh cLn,c1 dr,Wuates (20 percent).

lot only were
women who became mothers in their teens more likely to be

°.dtterilihq affer'their first birth than oldir mothers, but of those not

-N
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attending school, teenage motherswere more likely than older mothers to say that

prior to their first birth they wanted to go further in school: 71 percent of the

winch ailed 1', to'19 at first birth indicated further-educational aspiratiuns, as

compared with 42 perient of those aged 20 to 23, and 43 percent of those aged:24

to 29 (p< .05). This does not, of course, necessarily mean that yOunger mothers

"wanted to achievea higher level of educational attainment than older mothers: their

educational attainment prior to motherhood.was substantially lower. It may be

seen in Tablellithat if the educational aspirations of mothers not currej0 ntly at-

tending school were in loct achieved, teenage mothers would still be less educated

than older mothers. Having a child early certainly canhot explain all the variation

in educational attainment, although having more child-free time might have raised

the educational aspirations of some teenage mothers. It may be noted in Table 4

that, for those not currently in school, there is little difference in the level

of educational aspiration betweh women who became mothers in their early rather

than late ilkItities.

What happens to the educational aspirations of women after the birth of

the first child? Women not currently enrolled in school at the time of the first

interview were asked whether their plans now were to go back to school; if so,

they were asked whethers'they planned to do so within the next few years. Over

half of the women (52 percent) said they planned too back to school sometime;

81 percent of theSe women were planning to go back within five years.

As may be seen in Table 5, teenage mothers were more likely to plan to

go back to school than older mothers.. This is especially characteristic of those

who before their first birth wanted to go further in school: 78 percent of these

teenage mothers plangeO to go back to school within five years. There is a pcititive

relationship for all age groups between educational aspirations before the first

birth and current plans (after the first birth) to return to school. It should be

-14
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noted, however, that for each age group there is a substantial minority of women

who before their first birth felt they had gon'to school as far as they wanted.

t,J. 'ter haOng a child, planned to go back to school. Corre5pondingl, there

are some women who previously wanted to go further in school but, after having a

child, did not plan to ever geback. Although both sets of responses are in the

minority, thy do suggest that the first birth for some women may alter their

educational ambitions.

Employment

Three-fourths of.the women in our study had worked outside the home prior

to their first birth (see Table 1). The older the woman, the more years she had _

had in which to work. Accordingly, employment before the first birth was more

characteristic of women who became mothers when-they were 20 to 23 (84 percent)

or 24 to 29 (98 percent) than 15 to 19 (39 percent).l

Of tne women who worked before their first birth, over three-fourths (78

percent) were employed after they became pregnant. Seventy-two percent of teenage

mothers wi4 worked before their first birth worked within nine months preceding

the birth, a'. compared to 74 percent for mothers aged 20 to 23 at first bin.01. and

84 percent for mothers aged 24 to 29 (p > .05). In other words, given work ex-

perience prior to motherhood, teenage mothers were only so

have worked during pregnancy than olderiethers.

Shortly after the first birth, teenage mothers were leks like y to be

working than older mothers. The percent employed when the first child was 7

months old by age at first birth was a% follows (p<.05):

15 to 19: 107

20 to 23: 1K
24 to 29: 22%

For the total Sample, 15 percent were employed at this tie (9 percent full-

time and 6 percent part-time). 8y the time the first child was 19 months old.

at lei likely to

, 10nly jo s of at least 6 months durati6n ;ceInsidered.

61.3
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23 percent of the motheri were employed (13 percent full-time and 10 percent

part-time). Again, those who became mothers in their teens were less likely to

yeiNing tkIll those who were in their twenties. The percent employed at

time by age at first birth was as follows (p c.05):

15'to 19: 13%
20 to 23: 23%
24 to 29: 32','

As we have seen, many women were going to school soon after their,first

birth, especial),hoie who became motheiss in their teens. To what extent does

school attendance explain the lower employment rates of women with such early

Focusing on the time of the first interview (when the first child

was between 7 months. old and 2 years and 7 months old),1 we may consider for those

currently not attending school the difference by pge at fiAt birth in employment

status.2 For this subgroup, only 9 percent of those pged 15 to 19 at first birth

were employed, as compared to 16 percent of those 426-to 23, and 24 percent

of those aged 24 to 29 (p <.05). It appears, then, that school attendance does .

not explain the lower employment rates after the first birth of,women who became
ti

mothers' in their teens. 16.0.=

The lack of work experience or occupational skills necessary to Obtain a

reasonably well- paying job may be an alternative explanation. Work .experi9pce'

prior to the first birth is highly correlated with work experience after the first

'birth, and young mothers were most likely not to have worked prior to motherhood.

An analysis of only those with work experience prior to the first birth who were

1

We are considering employment at the time of first interview rather than at a
specific age of the child (as in the previous analysis of employment) since
current school enro lment relates to the time of the first interview.

2Ten women were bot currently attendingischool and employed at the same time of
the first interviei. These, women were excluded from this analysis.

at
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not current in school reveals that, for this subgroup, there was little difference

by age at first birth in the percent employed at the time of the first interview:

I* i.itimr tor, hose aged 15 to 19 at first birth, 16 percent for those aged :30 to

23, and 23 petcep for those aged 24 to 29. Thus, given some work experience prior

to motherhood, age at first birth does not seem to relate to employment after the

first birth.1 This suggests that the postponement of they first birth provides the

opportunity for employment which, in turn, has consequences for subsequent employ-

ment. Women who become pregnant when they are employed may have a special advantage

in obtaining work after the first birth (regardless of age),Nsince often, they returrr

+l the same jqb. Qther mothers with young children may fin pecially difficu t.....*_

;L.-.

to look for and obtain a new job. PrevioUsly employed women may also be more

highly motivated .to vArt.i: soon after their first child than otheh women, having ex-

perienced some of the advantages of paid empl tent.

Women who were teenagers when they'became m. hers were less likely to be

employed at the time of the first interview than those ro were oldeh, but they

weee more likely to plan to go to work soon. As shown in ..1e 6, among those not

employed, 61 percent of teenage mothers were planning to go to ork within one

year, in contrast to 24 perce5t for those aged 20 to 23 at first b th, and 16 per-

cent for those aged 24 to 29. It may also be noted thAt women who en ed mother-
1,11,

hood in their teen years rather than in their twenties were more likely to 'lan

to work at some time in the future (only 3 percent said not at all).

ii-

To what extent do these work aspirations predict behavior? Using data

from the first and second interview, we can examine work plans at the time of the

1

For a multivariate analysis of the determinants of female employment at 7 fflonths
and 19 months after the first birth (including age at first birth), see POftser
(1975). This paper also considers the occupations of employed women:

6 5
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first ikerview in relationi to employmen, status at the.time of the second inter-

view --,one year latei-. Only 23 percent of the women who said they were planning

Lu yo back to work withtin a year were in faLi. employed at the time of the second

interview. The younger the woman at first birth, the less 11'lely' she was to

realize this aspiration: the 'percentages were 16 for those aged 15 to 19 at

birth, 24 for those aged 20 to 23, and 54 for those aged 24 to 29(p.05).

PublicAssistance

Only a minority of mothers, as we have seen, were 071Ployed soon after

'ehei'r first birth. Teenage mothers were least likely to be working but most

. ljkely to be goihg to school. As we have also)een, enage mothers were dis-

pr portionately unmarried at the time their child was born - hatl is, many did

rst

not have huxbands to help upport them or their child. How, then, ve they

11;

managed to survive economi Ily? '

Our data on the 'ublic assistance status of households are revealing.

'.',,710/1 were asked to specify whether any of their household income came frorii public

cktance or welfare, including aid to dependent children. Over one-fourth (26

percent) of the sample responded that a /t least some of their household income was

from this source. This undoubtedly overstates the percentage of women personally

receiving public assistance, but probably not by much.1

Age at first birth is inversely related to public assistance status: over

half of teenage mother% (55 percent)"were in1Pouseholds receiving public assistance

at the time of the firs't interview, in contrast to 17 percent.of mothers aged'20

to 23, and 9 percent of mothers aged 24 to.29 (p <.05). .14

1

For further discussion and an analysis of the relationship between public assis-
tance and early family formation.based on this'Sample of women, see Presser and'
Salsberg (forthcoming).

a
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Public assistance appears to enable 'many women to go to school. ,It vas

ruthers who were most likely to be enrolled and it was teenage mothers

who were disproportionately In public assistance households.' SeverIty-five per-

cent of the teenage mothers who were going to school were in households receiving
4

public assistance.

Lookinm:1 the relationship in the reverse direction, it may be seen in

Table 7 that, both for the total sampleund for teenage mothers specifically,

wpub.lic assistance status does not differentiate the proportion of women who were

'-"KOle full time: about two - thirds for both groups. It sloes, however, differentiate

betwee win and school. Of the remaining one - third, school attendance was the

more prevalent activity for is and employment was more characteristic of

nonrecipients.

Motherhood Pfter the First Birth

We have seen that the majority of women soon after their first birth did

not work or go to school, they were full-time homemakers supported by their hus-

bands, families,"and/or public assistance. Many dropped out of school because they

became pregnant with their first child (especially teenagers who were still in high

school) and many dropped out of the labor force.or never had a chance to enter.'

The educational aspirations of those not in school was much beyond Apt we would

realistically expect them to achieve, now that they were mothers. Almost all

. ,

)41P

women planned to go. (back) to work and we can expect most will -- although not

as soon as they expect to do so. iven these and other alterations in their

day-to-day lives, how does the " eality shock" of motherhood affect women's

family size desires and subsequent fertility, and are there differences in

effect by age at Yirst birth? Data from both the first and Second Interview

are revealing in this regard.

We previously r4iDfted the family size desires of women just before they

\..

a
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became pregnant with their first chili fsee Table 2). Comparing those desire

with tire teuires mmenssaid they
now had (at the time of the first inte,,

this imat .1 ild was between 7
months and 2-1/2 years old), we find that about one -

fourth of tire women indicated a change. Twenty -one percent reportedly wanted

fewer children and only 3 percent wantedrgore; 67 percent wanted the same number,.

and 9 percent had no idea at one or both interviews. Thehe was, however, no

strong relationship between change in family
size desire during this period and

age'at first birth,, even when
controlling for the age of the first child.

The reinterview permits us to examine changes in family size desires one

year after the firsCinterview and
we need not rely on 'recall for either time

period. less than one-half of the
women (48 percent) gave the same response at

Both interview. Again, the shift is toward smaller families. Twenty -nine per-

cent of the..reinterview sample
decreased their family size desires. There was,

however, ,t°;hitt toward larger families among 17 percent of the sample. Although

teenage .)lethers were co' ikely to change their family size desires during this

Interval -- both lower and hi
-- differences by age at first birth were not

substantial.,

Between pregnancy and the time of the second interview, however, the

absolute number of childre4,desired
by women declined markedly. Whereas just

before women were pregnant with their first
birth only 8 percent wanted less than

two children (see Table 2), at the
second interview 17 percent indicated this

preference (table 8). The two-child family/however, remained the most popular

and was especially preferred by
women who had their first birth in their late

twenties. Those who became mothers in their teens were most-likely td prefer very

small famil ie-ss" (less than two children)
and large families (four children or more),

and differed nd101 Y in the disribution (i0
f family size desires from women whip .

were older at first birth. Shifts in family size desires
between pregnancy and th?.

6 8
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)
sound interview tree. teem to hive had a differential effect by age at firs

bir

We have been looking at attitudinal changes, but what about differences

in behavior'? is there a difference byago at first birth in subsequent fertility?

We.can examine this question with regard to the spacing of the second child. 0

the the o/ the second Interview, the'interval
since the fiht birth was at least

19 months for all the women in our study. Twelve percent of the mothers had their

sncond child less than 19 months after their.first.
Teenage mothers did not

differ, rowever, from women aged 20 tp 23: for both, 14 percent had their second

child within thlsintdrval, but only 7 ilercent of the women aged 24 to 29,had a
ISA

secono chili tv this time (p>.05).

It is important to note that we have been looking at a rela ively short

time si.an .ioce the first birth. The long-term consequences of, any motherhood

on s,rbseAuent fertility may be substantial. We expect that those who began,

childbearing as teenagers will have larger complyted families
than older others.

This may he so not only because
they will have had more reproduitive time to do

so. by because their role options over the reproductive span will be relatively

narrqw, A third interview of this sample
planned for 1976 (two years after the

second interview) should by revealing in this regard.

aks
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Conclusions and Suggested Research

We have seen that teenage mothers
approached motherhood with similar family

size desires as women who were older at first birth, but they were less likely

to plan the timing of motherhood.
Being young, teenage mothers had less time than

older mothers to find a suitable husband, to go to school, Or to work before their

first child was born. Almost all of those who were unmarried wanted to marry,

although not necessarily the father of their child. Many teenage mothers indicated

they had wanted to rib further in school before they became pregnant. These find-

trigs suggest that, given more child-free time, some of these women would have

accomplished more in terms of marriage and education prior to their first birth.

It Would alsohave given them more opportunity to work prior to motherhood. TO

the extent that marriage, school, and work are
socially advantageous to women, and

women want to achieve in these roles, our data indicale there are negative social

consequences resulting from early motherhood.

The findings support the general view that the onset of childrearing

/responsibilities has a restricting effect on the role activities of women. Many

women dropped out of school or out of the labor force when they became mothers;

some never had a chance to work. Most women became full-time homemakers. A

minority of mothers were in school or working soon after their child was born,

revealing their high level of motivation and/or economic need. Teenage mothers

were more likely to be in school than older mothers, but less likely to be em-
.

ployed. They were also more likely to plan to go back to school or tltwork.

As we have seen, however, their work plans were not good predictors of their

behavior. Teenage mothers were more likely than women who became mothers in

their twenties not to realize their work aspirations a year later. i

Between pregnancy and the time of the second interview,411family size

desires of mothers changed considerably -- more downward,than upward. At the

it
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time of the second interview, teenage mothers differed from older mothers In

that A .ubstantial proportion wanted no more than one child and a sizeable group

.anted lour or more. Preference for two and three children was more character-

istic of older than younger mothers. The wider diSpersion of gamily size desires

among teenage mothers suggests that their ability to cope with'child/en. given

their current life style, may be more variable.'

This paper has focused on a selected aspect of the social consequences of

teenage childbearing -- its relationship to the role aspirations and behavior

of women. We have also focused on a limited time span after the first birth,

There is a need for further research that examines the long-term consequences of

teenage childbearing, comparing teenage mothers' not only with older mothers, but

with wren of similar age who have not (yet) had children.'

Although we have been looking at some of the consequences of teenage

childbearing, the consequences of teenage pregnancy followed by abortion need

further study. Teenagers who abort are generally postponing their first birth

hOw does this affect their subsequent role behavior? And what about women who

have a child but give it up for adoptioni how do they compare with unmarried

mothers who keep their child? It may also be noted ttiat, with the liberalization

of abortion laws, unmarried women who choose to have a child may be becoming an

increasingly selective group.' They may be women who have especially low educe

tional and occupational aspirations.

Role aspirations may reflect motivation, put they also reflect the actual

opportunity structure for achievement. We need to explore the interrelation-

ships between aspirations and structural opportunities with better measures than

are currently available. Howfgoes the restriction of opportunities outside the

family affect women's attitudes toward motherhood?

621.
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A related Issue of critical Importance
is the unmet need for child are

among women with young children.
Whatever the reasons for early childbearing,

cuh.equences for women's roles may be
minimized by providing good child

care facilities. Our study indicates that mothers who are going to School or

working depend primarily on their
family and babysitters for child care (most

of the children are too young for day care centers). To what extent are women

not currently in school or yoektng
prevented from doing so because they cannot

satisfactorily arrange for child care or cannot afford 4t?

We also need to study how
women are affected by the experience of child-

rearing, and how this may vary by the age of mother. Children may have quite

a socializing effect on kttitudes'
toward motherhood and other roles.

A final plea is for more studies on fatherhood, including
unmarried

fatherhocd The consequences of early fatherhood for men, women-, and children
need to he researched.

ll
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Table 1. Percent of New York City Mothers Who by the Time
of Their First Birth Had Graduated High School,
Worked, and Were Married, Separately Accordihg
to Age at First Birth

Percent who were mar-
ried kt time of
first birth

Percept who graduated
high school before
first birth

Percent who worked
before first birth'

e at First Birth
Total
(N.408)

72 39

72 33

74 .39 98

Only jobs of at least six months duration are included.

ti

03-057 O - 76 - 40
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Table 2. Percent Distribution of New York City Mothers
By Family Size Desires Just Before Pregnant
With First Child According to Age at First Birth

ramIly size ueslres
Jest Before Pregnant
With First Child Total

Age at First Birth
15-15 20-23 - 24-24

0,1 8 10 8 5

2 38 38 34 0 43
,

3 .4 ' 24 ' 20 25 26,

4 15 12 18 1,5

5+ 8 v 12 7 5
.

No Idea 7 8 a 6

,,

Total Percent ' 100 100 100 100(No. of cases) (408) (129) . (154) (125)

Mean Number of
Children Desired' 2.8 . . 2.9 2.9 2.7(No. of cases) (377) (118) (142) (117)

x
2

10.48; p 1

'Excludes women who had no idea.
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Table 3. Percent Distribution of New York City Mothers Aged
-15 to 19, at Timt of First Birth By Educational
Aspirations Just Before First Birth According to
Current School Attendance Status and Whether or Not '

Graduated High School

Current School Attendance
Status and Educational
Aspirations Just Before
First Birth Total

Whether or Not High School
Graduate

Yes No

Not currently
attending school

Went as far
as wanted 21 29 17

Wanted to go
further 54 51 P6

Currently attending
25 20- 27school

Total Percent 100 100 100
(No. of cases) (127) (41) (86)

x2 = 2.53; p>.05

a

62'7
a.
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Table 4. Percent Distribution of New York City Mothers Not
Currently Attending School By Level of Educational
Aspirations Just Before First Birth According to
Age at First Birth

Level of Educational
Aspirations Total

12 gradesl 21

13-15 grades 25

16 or more grades 54

Total Percent 100
(No. of cases) (181)

e atFirst Birth
illEMESAMEMU= 4-

42 8 8

22 "ISO 25

36 62 67

100 100 100
(69) (61) (51)

x 2
= 30.64; p4.05

1 IriCludes one case of less than 12 grades.
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Table 5. Percent Distribution of New York City MotherO'Not ,1
Currently Attending School By Whether and When They
Plan to Go Back to School ording to Educational *y,-:

e

Aspii'atiOns Just Before irst Birth and at
First Birth

Age at First Birth
and Whether/When
Plan to Go Back
To School Total

).

Educational Aspirations
Just Before First Birth
Went as far
as wanted

Wanted to
o further

15-19

Go back within
5 years 67 39 78

Go back after
5 years 4 , 7 3

Never go back 29 54 19

Total Percent 100 '100 100
(No. of cases} (96) (28) (68)

X...1. ' I 3 3(0; v (1 05
20-23

Go back within
5 years 40 29 , 55

Go back after
5 years 10 8 v 12

Never go back 50 63 33

Total Percent 100 100 !00
(No. of cases) (143)il (83) (60)

X_ I- :11 L co ) <i \
03 V'

24-29

Go back within
5 years 40 28 56

Go back after
5 years 16 9 26

Never go back 44 63 18

Total Percent 100 100 100
(No. of cases) (117) (67) (50)

x2 = 23.69; p.(.05
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Table fi. Percent Distribution of New YorkCity Mothers Not
Employed at Time of First Interview By When Plan-
ning to Go to Work According to Age at First Birth

Wh &n planning
to Work Total

.
' e at'Firat girth

MOLECERMIII 29
Less titan 1 year

, .35 61 24 16

1 to 2 years 16 18 20 9

3 to 4 ,ears" 12 10 11 16

5 y rs or Tore 26 8 32 41

Not at all
, . 11.

, 3
13' li

.,
.Total Peicent 100 100 100 100(No. of cases). (338) (115) (128) (95)

x2 = 77.32;, p . 05

ti

6
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Table 7. Percent Distribution of New York City Mothers By
Public Assistance Status at First Interview Ac-
cording to Acti ity Last Week, for Total Sample
and For Women Acted 15 to 19 at Time of First Birth

Activity
Last Week

Total Sample

Total
Public Assistance Status

Non-Rec rents

Employedl 19
In School 9
Home Full-Time 72

8 23
22 4
69 73

Total Percent 100
(No. of cases)

lk

(407) (107) (300)

"X..1- -7-4.4C 9 i")/

Aged 15 to 19 alt
first Birth

Employed2 15 ' 9 23
In School 19 26 10
Home Full-Time 66 65 67

Total Percent 100 100
(No. of cases) (128) (70)

x2 8.10; p<.05

100
(58)

1 IAludes 10 women who were both employed and going toschool.
2 Includes 5,women who were both employed and going to. school.

A

44

0.
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Table B. Percent Distribution of New York City Mothero By
Family Size Desires at Second Interview According
to Age at First Birth: Reinterview Sample

Family Size,Desires e at First Birth
at Second Interview' Total Lam' 2

0,1 17 '24 li c 9

2 48 36 47, 60

.3 21 '17 26 19

4+ 10, 17 6- 9

No Idea 4 6 .4 3

Total Percent 100' 100
(No. of cases) (358) (111)

100 100'
(132) (115)

Mean Number. of .

Children Desired 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.3
(No. of cases) (343) (104) (128) (112)

x
2 .. 23.56; p.(.051

1 Excludes women who had no idea.

a

. 6 2
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rHs/nots

State Medicaid Programs as Sources of Health Care .
, . _ _

to Children in Low Income Familtes

"Medicaid" di the name commenl,y given to the medical assistance program
provided for *n Title XIX of the Social Security Act. This Title hecam9
lat in the Social S6curity Amendments of 1965 -and became effective on
January 1, 1966. Under Title X:Y. the federal government provides matching
funds co SCJCCS for the purpose of enabling each State, as fat an practi-
cable under the conditions in such State, to furnish (1) medical assistance
on behalf of families with dependent children and of aged, blind. and per-
manently and totally disabled individuals, whose income and resources arc
insOfficient .to meet the costs of necessary medical_Services aild (2) re-
habilitation and othpr services-few help such families and individuals
attain or retain capability for independence or self-care- . .." 1/ The
fedcial Otare of matchtng fund. to States ranges from SO to 83 percent
under a formula -which provides that the federal share rises as the State'u
per iapita income declines in relation to the national per capita income.

'4Ar
Within outy very brood limitations (e.g., the State prupram must provide
some, institutional ad some non-Institutional care, and recipient, of public
assistance programs ucifas Aid to Families, with Dependent Children (Al /

mast be eligible for such car. as Is provided) tit Stats.2 determines for Its
own program what groups will be eligible far care and what kinds of care
arc to he included. Thus, although Medicaid was est,thlished by Congress
and is avallable to all'the states, each state must dr, ide whether it is
to hive Medici::: drras. And k+it kind of program.il is to he. As a result.
there Orc very dIfieeent Medicaid programs CO be found among the states, ti..
District of Colum!ia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam. ibis paper
will be concerned ,mly with Medicaid programs as they relate to children in
48 staces2/ and the District of Columbia.

Medicaid is by far the largest public program of medical carp for children.
Apo ording to estimates for fiscal year 1972, "public assistance (vendor
medical payments)" which consists almost exclusively of Medicaid, oc4.ounfea
fur 39.7 percent of all public funds expended for personal health care
services to children under 19 years of age. 3/ Estimates for other public
programs are; Defense Department hospital and medical care (Including
military dvendents), 23.8 percent; general hospital and medical care, 13.1
percent, maternal and child health services, 10.6 percent; school health,
9.2 percent; Office of Economic. Opportunity, 2.S percent; and medical
vocational rehatrilitation, 1.1 percent. Since these other programs are
greatly limited as to types of persons eligible, kinds of needs met and
services provided, 9r geographic areas in which' they are available, it is

1/ House of Representatives Document No. 266. Compilation of idle Social
Sssuritv laws Including the Social Security"Act, as amended, and relattd.
enactments through January 2, 1968. (ISM, Washington: 1968. Sec. 1901,
page Mi.

2/ in fiscal yhar 1972 there wore no Medicaid programs In Alaska And Arizona,
1/ Coupe r, liarbari C. and Nan.y L. Worthihston, "Age Difference.- in Medival

Care Spending, Fiscal Year f972." SecIil i,rnrlty itullin, May 1923,
page 8.
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c ar that Me 11,414 is the no .a source of general mediial care tor 611ar..
n families which tannin aftora to pay dite,tly for health .ervhen tor

health care insurari,. .infy seeks to determine, based on avail,
dita how state Metliea_i_d programs compare in terms of the adequacy ol-health
care thi:y.,,provicle for needy C.11-1.1r.e-Z

Statistics available for fiscal year 1972 from the National Center fur
Soc Pe 1 Statist i.e., Social and Rehabilitation Service, U. S. Department of
Health, Ildu.ation, and Well. te, together with data from. the bureau of the
Census, permit the Lomparativ. analysis of most State Medicaid prog4ams in
tils, 01 the ese,int kind , touts of Core they are providiiw to needy

'children. Tha.c data provide at leant tentative answers to Crucial question,
the,e:

To what extent are the child populations of the various Statel
receiving 60E1114 service, under l'ied i. a id?

In particular, to what extent are children in the low-income
population of States re,. ,v ine, Ned tea id sere Ices?

wh.et extent are children other than those receiving
Al.lh being i,ravia.d .are wider State Ildicaid programs?

Tu what extent I. M,lieaiLl ria,hing and providing care to the
rax: .1111iiren tomselves,

Row much medico' service are thrt p ..crams tbrnialling to .iiildrkii?

fu wilt extent ore program orov id toe, a' broad range of servile,
and what Ianit CX11

Idr it. or0gr.im,/, mdr111 I, . dek romi f It Jt ions 41C/1 regard to methods
rat Ian t ion of ellc.lbll ity, types of

el lb; ,, 1. 04 1:1 . iI VMt nt f pc, 11 lc sery ii es, l im 'tar 1'n,. iql I Inds,
exi ant , 1",1 b,aint ,d sery s, nu -.hers and types of health Lai, providers
wile pert It 1p1 Le 1,, 1 t,1 , etc all 01 which al Irat the
health Ire reachi ,,,ildren. fats ,tudy cannot delve iota all these

,at
t id it can * t he general Ind teat ions of the eos,ulativo. they appcar In the summary stet miles

the :tit tdrteri re, 4ervises and the kinds, amo\ants, and
coats 1 ,,rV IC(1 they redi tvc.

This el Is WI 1 I he J, ,tgn, t in hUt h a way as to test the rel at tee
.1,1,5,0' -I %,11, y the carious States, in respect to the

e th,y pr., id, to dein ea. nt children. To 11.1Vc focus to ibis 111.11 \'tit'.,
three .t of St iti arbita- t ied according to ocid" for chile'
ho au!, 1.,11 be conTars d "Need" in tilt lysis will be defined
in ti-m 01 the concept of "No risk of child health problems."

The lea of the sat ion havo been dotal( led as to whether or not they
are "ht!at risk." The r isit" county is one meeting all three of the
loll Irec r It er

r
0 0

.1.1

1
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r it, of rani 1 le4 1 +gni si on "law " 1, ord tog tothe ,i/ I 4 of Nang, lent and gui4;et def hilt Ion) %tweeds theoat tonal rate by 25 percent or more. (1970 Leone%)

2. The prop.krtion of wo-aen 2N y4[1$ of oge or older who completedYeais Icon of mchool to above the national proportion.(1970 c .i,3)

The infant .lort al t y rtto, averaged for the yearn 1964-1968,t ount .mona the top 40 pert ent of countlee inthla r-pes t . Nat tondl Center for Health Stat 1st len data)
Ti' tole" that oit ley ,',.t Intl they" trit,r14 are at litglt rink of childho 11 t h ..,." i. 1 Arbitrary and not d irect 1y 4upportahle by anyd tea .,,p1 1, 1 t However, 't c..uld -..eem that ouch Count ten areof t 1 t, t. 1 with a .0e. I ..t pto1,10,1. .ind unutooil needn for goodchild olth v r+ly well he trapt tot.

r. ir,. wbt,h trW t the et tt..rta, Icay.'ing 2182 vlu,.b do not.li,,or, , t!. uIkr beat , "nn of t ho 912 oont furt.4! TIte1..k" . ...or tco I t 1.. rated gri,,,t heavily to the roa.,ta 1- plainel t4. w.ly riot (II to eo,tornr, in F... ..1 1 ,ot . 1-tor.It pl it .1! ton belt which to tdi., h... a Col s 1: 111/. .......ot ido of Negri, p ...ulat Ion. Thar,' In .1sr' 111,-r ok rntl n of ; r ,,.ont Ses In II 1soutinreI , oxt endingro,k ri . t Nr t it d d. , rOer o .rirvd.. 1,41(04h, ivy l 1.1 lo 1,1 .Nrro r t. 1.1 Indian ToOkk11.1t1011.tr t .1 t I.... r ....t I. 11.4 ut .11.111 I' r wrirlt 1%1 ti110114111.11t thek irt.4 ri 'r 1,1 Other .911c4 k" lea are vet), thinlyss .1 t I Of the ....lot ry. though there are 12 4tat enwith rl 1'. rt .11rItIt

1,. ,t, 11 .id pr y rar.t for .11,1r,n to the "high risk"foct,,r, the r t ,, ..It I. ..1 re.111ng in "highr I .1c- ,,ont ic dot, r '' van ot..,4 wore hwod to hay, .4.9pei,:nt or mot, their pop.; at living In ,uch count lea In 19/0

90.7 purr, of
roof, I I'id (.8.3 pi ri kt

61,4 per rit
1.eor,.1 56.2 pi.res nt
',out I. 1 .rot tau .H pert,-it

C4.4 per, 09 t
North tarot Ind,. 44.9 perctIt

./ 'T 0,11 Lti,,,,co tr, pdr, d the not ton Branch, CIIS, 11,91i1A.

65
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le,4

These 7 states form a contiguous block of states in the Southeast (YgureV2).
They wil he referred to in this analysis en the "high risk" states. Another

10 states had irom 19.6 to 31.3 percentof their, populations residing in
"high risk" counties in 1970:

New Mexico 31.3 percent

Arkansan 30.4 percent

Virginia 30.0 percent
Kentucky 27.8 percent

Maryland 27.3 percent

Went Virginia 25.8 percent

Florida 25.3 percent
'Arizona ......r': 21.9 percent

Missouri 21.8 percent,.

Texan 19.6 percept.

Thuc 10 ,tatel are designated an "medium rink" stater. for pUrponen of

thl anily,ls. Mt..c happen to he the Stacc9 which immediately surround
the 'ltigh risk" ,,tates, togethr with the adjoining states of Maryland,

Ncw Mexico, Ind 'Arizona. Among the other 33 states and
Dlartet 0 Columbia only Oklahoma,and Montana had an many as 11.6

ptrcent of their population, residing in "high rl..k" counties in 1970;

.111 the rtst had 1..wer percentages or none, These will,he referre6 to
as low risk" state,; they form J contiguous area except for Alaska, Hawaii,
and the District of Columbia.

On the asvimption, then. that the "high risk statesN,represent the area of
greatest need for Medicaid services for childreno,and that the "medium risk
state" compose the area of next greatest need, the following factors will
be inve,tigated for the three areas:

1. Therproportion of the total child populations that receive
Medicaid services.

2. The proportion,of the low-income child population receiving
Medicaid services.

3. The proportion of the :1111dren of low- Income families that
receive Mlical0 services who are not receiving AFDC.

4. The proportion of AID(' child recipients themselves who

receive Medicaid services.

The average expenditure for Medicaid services to children.

6. The range and variety of Medicaid services received by children.
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tiuur_,ts of if If I. '11.. pr ln. ica I .rilit es III data Inr r 1.1, niki 1 r 1,. 441;ft

time Vold It If Inns, N.0 an 1*. Hi r not AIkotInk of 1..'1',t nt . 0101.! r

Fitaile:m1.1., 1411 ank1 1k1. _t Id I te_ct t bar arter td t ti

bode. Ie., M. ..141 2, 'I ...Uri] are reimort to ut /1 irat ion
of Medi. aid In the tat k. Juni, the fist al year. Thu former report
contain'. ondual it Ittd euwo, o per song reg. yin Ane Medicaid services Ih
each state, by el ,,,ibj,Cty la...ter, broad age group, sex, Whether public
assistance re.lpltnt s not, pe of (It vice received, Total expen,
dltures for 11k.d t. rl.l t rya Sor lug he year are al., repotted in the
same bre.CK,lowns, nit., are in: Incl.-4 lor all Staten with Medicaid programs
except Alaicima its,it nal Virginal, whit II did not submit reports
In t Imo for int. 11.1.ion. Nr.11. fol.. provided a upy of the belated report
for V at, but .1 it 1 I or .Nla.k and Massa, !nrsottn tint Inue to ho missing.
The Litt. r opor t 1.11( of ska yin k. of tare
provided tki f ism at 1411.' ae II a, number of phyxicillcs visit by plac..
of visit , kmmmoher.. .k1 kii t lint ., anti Ice,pit a I t. pi.mo les by Itkni,th of
Nt ay. 0.kt I an tin r number AI W t hlld r et Inlir lit,: per mcnfh, by
slat,, In I I., .11 Ye .r* 19/ 2 (a I m.,cr cd In Ide monthly .1.1 is A- ,.iii,
tit it 1 a I. .1 .. I I r. ki I so prom., d by Ni 1.4 ko dun
tin t.q.11 Id pupa. m ;11 Ind t Ji I 1.1r,t in lew income 3,11 Ica, by ct at ,

wt to d. -rig. .1 f tom Be, time ( pull It at tons, t. t at ions for which
app.. Jr in 1.. it note, to fable! I.

m mime ( ,km, k. Ir. ,n; led Tahlt N r, lbr table gin. s pira-
m.tin, t ok. k, onrk, mkk 1 I.4 ri..k are ok." i4 1011044: fht r II(

f k 1,11.1r. o re, tko:k I .1, mu .:01 ms 1,r 1,11110 ,hildr. undo, .'1 in tk

m t t h e r I t . k 1 m k 0 1.. n under Id In I., int .111. fame 1 . the
I. 111 1,1 "I lib. .1 ot t; 1.4;tIr tt; II., '110; I'. ;pito! ; 1...

lir.lt. ;1 rdr. I.. Int; i kid per 1,111 1.11.111 1; (point ti iI,' 1,11.
cid the r ten Ay. ii,r I .I if pi r t hi Id In 1,k4 Int Orrk; ,1 ;;; II I.4
.nit pi r r t.t I 1, 1ne, Ili .1 It I I I rnieek,

In tka,11 I a of the riles and ay. l agex, difference:. are t ound amool, the
"h1,1m, 01. 1 onI. .111d 144 1 1 .k are ..," with the r 1 sk .11,1" ptov tick
most .erg it e, to (h. 'o pr ,`k rt ion of chaldren, rid at great.. d aver., .t.
to,t ; In oath t lime r it t or .1Ver.1, for the "Inca IWO r mice, is
int crmed 1. tic between Lbw "hik,l, and low r areas. llowtver, ea,I. 01- these
!bets of (+dram' ter, our so.mke dmtke ial diet usslon.

Imp t 1.'.l II f1 III,. r..l rI r ;I it n, This factor w.e. t',1,111rt,1

In t orne. t11, 1(. LI a id 'r, et rite, whim im orynt ed by din ,ling
t he ,ieJtylt, lied nu. '.k r t 1111Int in tinder 21 ye.1rs 01 .11.

re. elv lug 'led It .1 id ry tm uk. in 1 tke it year 11172 by the Boreau of t he C. nook.
provision.) e t ekk mt, of , idr, .,,der 21 u, ea, h st lie on July t, 1412.
(11it a for a mid -%, ar point, I ..;. , Itnuary 1, 1972, would have been preler-
able, but kan 1. eat Ink tt I lab Iv , old it is mailte to I I kt In .11mat

any of t i n st popol i t Ions c..u1J L I t i changed cuff lc ient I y between January I

amp July 1 to have .my mar Ked t upon the rates.)

'/ Notional Center f or Social .it 1st les, SKS, usniirw.
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rth

in the "high risk area" only ih of every 1,000 rhildoo reteived Meditaid
in 1972; in the "medium risk area" the proportion vo one-fifth highet-,
66 per 1,000, in the "low risk area" the proportion of children receiving
Medicaid was over twice as high as in the "high risk trey " - -114 per 1,000.
Sttiod another waY, one in every 18 children received Medicate.' in the "high
risk area," one in every 15 children received Medieard in the "medium risk
area," and one in every 9 children received It in the "low risk area."

The comparison of states lea terms of the Medicaid recipient rate is displayed
in Figured% which .11ows that the highest rates of Medicaid utilization tend
to bo found the Northeast. The north central states east of the Dakotastend to have average ratca. The lowest utilization rates ore generally
found throug the South but also in the Mountain State and the Dakotas.

f

Medicold .itilizatikn amorylow 'ileum, child_202ulati.sls. Bath the need
and the eliKihilfty tot Midicoid werytcvn are expectIA to be contined to
the low inekme poidetions of the states. Ilindeyori the proKram d.fLnitidns
of need oiel eligibility vary eeksiderobly among the dates. In order to
kdor.,'faTIY hew w,11 state, flealcaid programs are re ,e.nlog. fix 'theme popu-
lations. it Is nee,. ,iry to one a common definition

el "tow ince., ," such
,Ja lf,. definition .;,,d by the itureau of the Census. Therefor() retie were
c,kited 11. 11.mvs and areas which related

Moditaid recipient ehilirern to
tln tots1 ...bet of .)0.1dren to lot.. Income families as reported by the
Len,is Bureki.

1

ihe mo (heft lilt data to ue denominators for th, az rireti wpola hAyeI, ii the oopolo6lon ut under 21 tears of age in low lmome
on laws:try I 197.2. lieweiter, Or, much t were hosed tv have 'publi,h. I.
The published doll that ate closest to those desired. in terms of time
referesneond age erouping acv for "related children nrid-cer 18 ye.rs" in
families with "in,ome less than poverty level" in 1969, according to thelq,0 Cen,os. It win judged that these data are quite good ermoiih to use
as den,mmitars for.meakuring relative differences -among state,: le thedense to whi,h cdtuaid reaches low-income children. As far as the time
reference is loneerned. it is not likely that there were sliable
ehoihe, 1,0f0g the AlIC4 In the size of this population betwo.o April IWOand 1922 el yv.tt . As far the age grouping is concerned, tie re isevidence thu the IL ...I (rem th,. denominator of the children who w,re 18,19,- or :0 z, ms of

was not serious, as probably very few of the dependent
Ahtiar,,1 Trio Medicaid services were this old.h2 Therefore the MCOUlc
deriv,A, i.e., tilt ratio of child recipient, to (heal year 1972
to ti,' 1,,,Owr of thildren under 18 in low (moire fam,Iles in 197(1, should
he a goad At, of the relative access of low income children toMedicaid ee viccs.

/

6/ Anent person, under 21 in families In 1970, 11.7 percent were 18, 19,nr 20 years of age. In pevu rty families the fle,ure was 8,1 vercent.
But among recipietit. children, who make up the great majority of
'net/hold rerAmilitt children, only 2.4 perccia cute 18, 19, nr 20,
ac:erding tarth-e- 1977 AFDC Study. Reivreneos: (1) U.S. Bureau of the
CV1IN,S, (A,Y,1S of 1.,silatios: 1971). !'o.L. I 1;"rott: leport PC

1,w-tecemo Vapulot(,n. Chili), We,hloct,i, D.C. 1973. Table S.
(:) Noriond (,rater ior s, lei Statistics, :eov lol dud Re hatilitation
Sets nd ine. ul t t, 1971 AI Si n.lT. art - Pcmn)tra.h ivAn.) Bregram Chari-teri.ries.

N,SS Report Al lit. -I(7)) inne 1924. lehle 21.
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Matte variations in the rat., of Medicaid child recipients to childbon in
low inrome 'amities were ,von greater than those relating to the overall'
Medicaid r'et. iiClent rate far children. It ranged from a low'of 14 in -;

Arkansas and North Carolina to a high of 170 in California. There vere,
in f o r t , I ) ,t a to-, in whirl% Ow number of Medicaid rhlld recipients In
f isc 11 year 1571 sc ii a the lurnbcr of related children under Id In low-
income famili,, iu 19/0.,/ 4shows, of low inrome children
to Medicaid t,ed .,olte law th.ou,h most of the South and the northern
Mountain State" ,o;ot 1 t .ara,.ka and the Dalaas. At C f, IS rela-
tively h10 thrato n the Middl. West and the Faciftr Ntates,-hnd especially
high In tine Narttoast.

Ti. e Le cos., rat i, Si I y itw it t he "111,;h risk area" as a 0101 -24 pet
Itsi. It , 1,,or 1 Ty igurr 111 tine -ried 1UM risk area " per 100, in
th, r, r l the - -the t isk artsa"--the rat to 118 pet II.),

i' 5 t 0 .r.ii U.. 't lit 1.1 isk area." access w.Thus, cces by lo
t S. 1I dOt N .00.10 appear 0 be by fat ht lOWLYI. I 11

ot C.,. ,,,ant r h "r isk crater la" may be deemed lo

r A"IIC 1.10. 11_1 ent S. H at c s may limit
.11 r it .1 i Yco I I .11 se n,t iv lei', .1.0.1001.

I 0" , T ...1 ti Is of subst.int tally Ju .e.
r... it . ,s a., modt.aid .ervi.ces .111,0 that, sci

t it, .th r ..t .t e only 5 in t. nt ur oles, of the
r,L 1...,4" :Li Lo, Lt I, ,, o,it si AFC.. pre,ii ain. Nat i.ohctdr y

.. to. R. Ned id t ipients were lit un A'..11C.

In t "b1,01 r .k u. ext r. -,. c tow (2,7 percent) of the child rite'.. st
of ' t.,1, i,it.. I. At . ',here were considerably ism.. in tip
rla+ nr .," r,, lit , but t wan almost the same the proper 11,11

I re. "low risk nrea,"..wiii,h was 12.6 in E. i0.t
1 t.,at , variation .u.ung status in each r,,,, ui

la n,, . r. . .1. , 1 t.tates, together with the Dist r t
110 .bta, It, u1.tc,. t.0 !aim percent of the Medicaid children were -

std.

A Ar2C , , t b . ifen t o Mi dlcald. 1., order to determine a, cr 4
01 Ai ! 11,, . rate w ix computed for each state and .arc
by dive lire, re h aer at ! I laron r,. riving Medicaid services by the avcr.,

t Ah. I Id t ciploust s during fiscal year 1912. The
Iattor 6,, to t u h, ,t derniminator available for'stich a rate. since
it ropi,,eut., tau al risk of receiving services. Thu rot. tan,
140,4, r, ox, e. 1,10u isn, , at sine,' the annual total of different chi :dr en
at rid at any te,te the star exceeds the average monthly number,
because of the turnover of families in the AFDC program.

Aworig Various possible explanations for this, two are believed to hr post
Cmport tat : (I) scat may, and of ten dn. set the maximum income level for

M, 1.atd somewhat higher than the maximum cut-of f point
for "pelfc,4 y" or "low income" as it is set for statistical measurement
purposes the ons., concept of poverty ox low income Is based on
tot tl I ,os0 Ion the limit y or individual in the previous year. Medi. aid
rliciht-Oty I . Istod on rue rent income. The tntal number of prsons or
Twit 11.'4 who ar- "1.-w in, orts."at :.emu time during ihe year, and heme elir
for MAt., ild r pare. of the year, exec...as the number of persons nr famil.
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Acceaa was found to be particularly low for,AFDC children in the "high
risk area," where the total rate was 57.4 percent and no state had a
rate higher than 75 percent. In general, access was considerably higher
for AFDC children in the "medium risk area," 74.5 percent overall. Access
was still much higher in the "low risk area"--101.1 percent of the'average
monthly number orrecipient children. But there was vide variation in the
"low risk area," with several states having quite low access measures.
(Fi&ureF6)

"Access measures" or "recipient rates" provide one indication of the quality
or iectiveness of a public social program such es Medicaid. They help to
answe the question whether the program is reaching the people for who it
was pre mably intended, i.e., the question of the extensiveness of the
program. Another basic question about the program concerns the services
which the program',beneficiaries actually received. It would be especially
valuable to know the quality of services provided, but there is as yet no
way of measuring that. However, two useful measures of the services are
available: (1) the amounts spent to purchase or Provide the services And (2)
the ounts of the kinds and numbers of services which were provided.

Expend( res for Medicaid services. The average expenditure (federal and
state sources combined) for Medicaid services for children, per child
receiving one or more services, was computed for each state and area for
fiscal year 1972. It is assumed that this average is a general indication
of the relative value of services received by children, reflecting the kind,
volume, and/or quality of the services received.

In this respect, too, the usual regional differentials were found. (FigureF7)
In the "high risk" area expenditures averaged $87.30 per child receiving
Medicaid services; in the "medium risk" area the average was $112.46 per
child; and in the "low risk" area the average was $162.41 per child--nearly
twice s high as in the "high risk" area.

A possible reason for these differentials is that costs for services are
lower in the poorer states. It is possible that recipients in the "high
risk" states received just as many and just as good services as in the
"low risk" states, but the agencies simply had to pay less for them. While
there is no gauge of the relative quality of services provided by the various
states, there is some information on the quantity of services and the range
of types of services provided by the respective states.

Dental care is one or the optional types of care provided through state
Medicaid programs. Many states provide little or no dental care through
Medicaid, especially in the "high and medium risk" areas: aj

States by percent of Medicaid "High Risk" "Medium Risk" "Low Risk"
children receiving dental care Area Area Area

Total reporting states -6

Lees than 5 percent 3

5 to 19 percent 3

20 percent or more 0

9 32

3 10
2 4

4 18

8/ Source: NCSS Report B-4 (FY 72), Table 13.
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Thus, while there were some 'low risk" states In which virtually no dental
care was given (especially among the Mountain States), most states in the
"low risk" area and nearly half of the states in the "medium risk" area
gave dental services to 20 percent or more of the child recipients, whereas
in the "high risk" area no states gave dental care to this many. Of all -

child Medicaid recipients in the "low risk" area, 20 percent received
dental care during the year, as compared with 11 percent of the child
recipients in the "medium risk" area and only 4 percent in the "high risk"
area.

It is possible from available data to'make crude comparisons among relative
costs in the states of certain presumably comparable services, i.e., days
of inpatient hospital care and physicians' visits.

Days of hospital care provided to dependent children in fiscal year'1972
were reported by 5 of the 7 "high risk" states, 7 of the 9 "medium riA"
states, and 27 of the 33 "low risk" states with Medicaid programs. The
weighted averages of hospital per diem costs were $62.37 in'the "high
risk" states, $77.63 in the "medium risk" states, and $95.41 in the "low
risk" states. Thus, on the average, hospital care was 24.5 percent more
costly in the "medium" than in the "high rick" states, and 53.0 peicenc
more expensive in the "low risk" than in the "high risk" states.

Numbers of physician visits involving dependent children in fiscal year
1972 were reported by 4 of the 7 "high risk" states, 7 of the 9 "medium
risk" states, and 30 of the 33 "low risk" states with Medicaid programs.
On the average, there were 2.98 physician visits reported per child on
Medicaid in the four "high risk" states, 3.04 physician visits per child
in the 7 "medium risk" states, and only 2.72 visits per child in the 30
"low risk" states. Thus, children on Medicaid in the "high risk" states
r,-.eived more physician visits thin was true of children on Medicaid in
the "low risk" states, but this may reault from the greater restrictiveness
of the program in the "high risk" area and may indicate that they tended to
be sicker when they went for services.

In order to obtain a rough estimate of relative costs of physician visits
in the three areas, expenditures for "physicians' services," "outpatient
hospital services," and "clinic services" were summed and the total
divided by the number of physician visits reported for each area. This
procedure yielded the following average costs per physician visit: $12.88
in the "high risk" area, $13.64 in the "medium risk" area, and $21.62 in
he "low risk" area. If these comparisons are valid, then a physician's
vice costs 5.7 percent more in the "medium risk" than in the "high

ris "area, and 67.9 percent more in the "low risk" than in the "high
risk" ea

The average penditure per child recipient of Medicaid is 86.0 percent
higher in the Now risk area than in the "high risk area" ($162.41 as
compared with $8 30)., Since a day of hospital care cost on the average

P1 -8i7 - 76 - 4t
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53.0 percent more in the "low risk" than in the "high risk area," and a
physician's visit averaged 67.9 percent more, the relative costliness of
these two mayor forms of service account for part of the overall cost
difference between the "low risk" and the "high risk" areas. However.
they do not account for all of the overall difference; some of the dif-
ference must therefore be accounted for by other factors, suggesting the-
likelihood that children who received Medicaid in the'"lOw risk area"
received more service, on the average, than children who received Medicaid

V services in the "high risk area."

Expenditures related to total low-income children. Table Flgivea for
each area the average Medicaid expenditure per child in low income
families. ThiS figure is in reality simply the product of the percentage
of low-income children on Medicaid (stated as a proportion) and the average
expenditure'under the program per child receiving Medicaid services. The
measure is thus an Index which simultaneously reflects the extensiveness
of the program (its degree of penetration'into the Low income child popu..
lation) and Its intensiveness (the level of financial resources devoted:.
to services to the child).

Averages for the respective areas'are $21.02 for the "high risk" area,
$44.07 for the "medium risk" area, and $191.59 for the "low risk" area.
rhus, by this measure, the "medium risk" area gets a score over twice as
nigh as the "high risk" area, and the "low risk" area gets a score over
nine times as high. (FigureF8)

CorhAuslons and discussion.

The data genekally indicate that "social problem areas" tend to have
relativiv weak Medicaid programs foi- children. "Social, problem areas"
were d.lined for purposes of this analysis an states having relatively
high proportions of their populations in counties where (1) poverty is
high. (2) a high pr,dorttn of women have little education, and (3) infant
mortality is high. .states were classified as 'high risk" (44 percent or
more of tnir vopulattoa,s were in such counties). "medium risk" (between
19 and 31 percent of their populations were in such- counties), and "low
risk" (less tnan 1Z percent of their populations were in such counties).

It WAY found that available data indicate that'MedLcaid programs for
children tend to be best in the "low risk" areas, poorer in _the "medium
risk" areas, and poorest to the "high risk" areas in terms of the following
factors:

1. The proportion of all children receiving Medicaid services.

2. The proportion of low income children ceiving Medicaid services.

3. The proportion of Medicaid recipient children who are "medically
indigent" (outside the progi-am of Aid.to Families with Dependent
Children--AFDC).

6 2
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4. The proportion of AFDC children who receive Me&tcaid services.

5. Average expenditure for Medicaid services per child receiving
such services.

VO

6. Inclusion of dental care IA covered services.

The findings imply thenhat there are serious deficiencies in Medicaid
programs for children in the indica'ted group of stated.

However, in considering the cited problems, there are mitigating factors
which should be taken into account. On some of these factors there are
data available, and some call. for further stud to develop appropriate
data

1. The data analyzed were\r for one'short riod.trfAimefiscal
year 1972which is the latest peri d for'which data are
currently available. Some attentlo should bd paid to trends
in the factors under study, to dete ine whet'ger conditions
are changing.

f.

'It is not as easy as it might be to stud t nds, because
each year there is a different group of states whose data
are missing from the pubWshed reports, and comparisons can
only be made for the paAFicUlar set of states which are
includcci in both periods being compared. There are 442tates
which reported Medicaid expenditurestfor care of depenJnt
children both In calendar year 1969 adid fiscal year 1972,
including 4 "high risk" states and 9 "medium risk" states.
The 4 "high risk" states accounted for 2.1 percent of the
44-state total in calendar year 1969 and 2.8 percent of the
total in fiscal year 1972. The 9 "medium risk" states
accounted for 7.5 percent of the total in 1969 and 10.7
percent in 1972. 9/

Similarly, we can make comparisons between calendar year
1970 and fiscal year 1972. There were 46 states reporting
for both of these periods, including 5 "high risk" states
and 9 "medium risk" .itates. The 5 "high risk" states
accounted for 2.9 percent of total expenditures for children
in calendar year 1970 and 3.7 percent in fiscal year 1972.
The 9' "medium risk" states accounted for 9.3 percent of the
46-state total in 1970 and 10.6 percent of the total in 1972.10/

Thus there is evidence that the relative site of the Medicaid
programs for children in the "high risk" and "medium risk"
areas is improving over time. The rate of such change, and
the prospects for further improvement in the ensuing years,
need to be considered as plans are made to meet program
deficiencies.

9/ Sources: NCSS Report B-4(CY69), Table 3, and NCSS Report 8-4(FY72), Table 13lb Sources: NCSS Report 8-4(CY70), Table 3, and NCSS Report B- 4(FY72), Table 13

I
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2. Before states are :aulted for the shortcomings of their social
programs, some consi4e:ation should be given to the relative

effort they are actuAlly devoting to them. States differ greatly

in terms of the wealth and income available for taxation, and in
some states relatively high tax rates will still yield insuf-
ficient funds for program support.,

3. The availability of health care resources--skilled practi-
tioners and facilities -- varies from place to place, and a low
utilization rate ma/ reflect the difficulty clients have in
gaining access to services, rather than the failure of a program

to pay for services.

There gre cultural differences from plate to place which influence
whethef people seek the care which may be available under existing

0 programs. People differ by reason of their experiences, backgrOund,
and education, in their attitudes' toward health care and the circum- .

stances under which they will seek it. ThZ, a low utilitaelon

rate may reflect these attitudes rather than the availability of ti

care. Conversely, there may be tendencies in some groups to over-
utilize health care resources which are available. In such

instances there may be needs for intensive health education programs
either in addition to or instead of the ,expansion of health care

resources.

The utilization of healthcare services in Medicaid needs to be
studied in relation to utilization in the total population.
However, this will be a difficult and taking, particularly for

two reasons: (l) There may well be gater need for health

services in the Medicaid-eligible group. To assess this would
require an intensive investigation of health problems of Medicaid-

eligible persons as compared with others. (2) It is virtually

impossible to identify the Medicaid-eligible population in those
states which provide Medicaid to the medically indigent.

5. It is possible that in some areas some poor people still receive
certain medical services free of charge and for this reason
require fewer services under Medicaid.

6. There May be some state or local, public or private, charity
health care programs which partly make up for the deficiencies
in health services provided through Medicaid.

MARILYN MARCOWN
Executive Director i

American Parents Committee, Inc.
1346 Confiecticut Ave.. N W. # 310
WIshington, D.C. 20036 (202) 78.5-3169
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Table F.1 Medicaid rates for "high risk," "medium risk." and "low risk" states

/

Eitel,

. ' R porting

totes 1/

-

"High "Medium "Low
risk" risk" risk"
states states states

Dependent children receivin
Medicaid services in fiscal'
year 1972: /

Per 1,000-children under 21
on 7/1/72 1

Per 100 children under 18
in low-income families, 1970--

AFDC child recipients who received
Medicaid services in fiscal year
1972:

As percent of Medicaid recip-
ient children
Per 100 AFDC recipient children
(monthly average)

Medicaid payments for dependent
children in fiscal year 1972:

Average pet child receiving
Medicaid services
Average per child under 18 iq
low-income families in 1970

9

ti

97 56 66 114

76 24 39 " 118

.2

97.3

57.4

$87.30

$21.02

87.5

74.5

L,

$112.46

$ 44:07

87.4

101.1

$162.41

$191.59

.1/ Data are missing for Alaska and Arizona '(no Medicaid programs in 1972) and
for Alabama and Massachusetts (reports n t submitted).

SOURCE OF DATA:
g7'

(1) U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Po ula ion Reports: Population Estimates
and PrLjections. Series P-25, No. 500, May 1'73. U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. C. Table 1.
(2) U.S., Bureau of the Census, Census of Popul tion: 1970. General Social and
Economic Characteristics. F(nal Report PC(1)- 1 United States Summary. U.S.
Government Printing oinco, Waihington D. C. 972. Tata° 182.
(3) Average for the 12-month period of

figures published in the monthly Palle ,
As4Intance *Statistics, NCSS Report A-2. National Center for Social Statistics,.
Social and Rehabilitation Se'rvice, U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, Washington, D.C.
(4) Number of Recipients and Amounts

of Payments Under Medicaid, '1972. 'NCSS
Report 8-4 (CY72). ' tional Center for Social Statistics, Social and Rehabili-
tation Se'rvice. U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Washington,
D.C., 'May 23, 1974. Tables 6, 13 and 24. ,
(5) Data'lor 1.711.4.1obtalned from

the National Center for Social Statistics.

!'"
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STATEMENT BY

CYNTHIA P. GREEN, ZERO POPULATION GROWTH, INC.

TO THE SENATE LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE SUBCOMMUTEE ON HEALTH

ON S. 2538 AND S. 2360

NOVEMBER 17, 1975

for
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Zero Population Growth comsWnds the Subcommittee

for recognizing the problem of 'teenage pregnancy and

childbearing and hopes that the Subcommittee's dis-

cussion will focus increased public attention on

this problem. The rising incidence of pregnancy

among 14-, 15-and 16-year-161d girls indicates that

current programs are inadequate and that increased

funding is necessary if we wish to reduce_ teenage

pregnancy.

Teenagers account for one out of every five births

in the United States, nearly 617,000 births in 1973.

A large proportion of these births--70 to 85 percent- -

are unplanned. One in every ten teenagers has a child

in her teen years. About four in ten teen mothers are

married; three in ten are unmarried, and three in ten

marry before giving birth or soon after. Approximately

one half of all out-of-wedlock births are to teenagers,

and teenagers have approximately one-third of all

abortions.

Increased concern about tage pregnancy is the

result of three factors: the increase in births to k

teenagers 16 and under, the increasing proportion of

out-of-wedlock births among teenagers and the rising

proportion of teenage births. The incidence of teen-

age pregnancy for women in their late teens has decreased
Ow.

in recent years, largely due to later age at marriage
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and increased access to fertility control methods. The

age-specific fertility rate--number of births per 1,000

women in a particular age group--for women aged 15-19

has declined from 68.3 in 1970 to 59.7 in 1973. However,

the fertility rate for women under"15 increased from

1.2 in 1970 to 1.3 in 1,973--an increase of eight percent

between 1972 and 1973 alone. In 1973,,85 percent of

the births to women under 15 were out-of-wedlock, com-

pared with 34-percent the births to women aged 15-19.

The proportion of out -of- wedlock births to teenagers is

rising; in 1973, 216,000 births to teenagers were out-
.

of-wedlock. A large proportion of births in the United

States--19.6 percent in 1973--are to teenagers. A survey

of 13 developed and developing nations found that only

Jamaica had a higher proportion of births to teenagers

compared with women in other age groups; Sweden, France,

West Germany, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, Hong Kong, Tunisia,

Algeria, Venezuela, and Egypt all had a smaller pro-

portion of teenage births.

Our population is growing by 1.6 million people

annually excluding illegal immigration. At current fer-

tility and immigration levels, our population Will never

stop growing. Approximately 432,000 births to teenagers

annually are unplanned. Reducing teenage pregnancy would

not eliminate all of these births, since many of them

would occur later, but it would help to reduce fertility
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-3-

rates. Some ave speculated that current

low fertility rates are the result of the postpone-
b

merit of childbearing by women in their 20's and-early '

30's rather result of decreased family size

expectations. Early childbearing contributes to pbp-

ulation growth by shortening the time-period between

gene,rStions.

Women who become pregnant as teenagers tend to

have more children than their peers and to have their

children in quicker succession. In 1968, one-quarter

of all teenage mothers had more than one child before

the age of 20, and 23 percent of the births to teenagers

were second or higher in order.

Teenage mothers and their children face consider-

able health risks. For whites, the risk of-mortality

associated with pregnancy is higher for teenagers than

for women aged 20-29. The maternal mortality rate for

nonwhites is four times that of whites but is lower for

nonwhite teenagers than for nonwhite women in their 20's.

The most common complications of teenage pregnancy are

toxemia, prolonged labor, and iron-deficiency anemia.

Poor nutrition, inadequate prenatal care, and physical

immaturity contribute to the risk of complications.

Children born to both white and nonwhite women aged 19

or younger have'higher mort rates than for mothers

r; I-157 - 7s - 42 657



In their 20's and 30's ,'and the infant m9rtality rate
.-

for white and nonwhite mothers under 15 is tore than

twice as high as the rate for mothers in their early
20's.

In addition to facing higher health risks, teen-

age, mothers are often forced ta leave school and to forego

job training and other opportunities for economic advance-
ment. Unmarried mothers face social disapproval, financial

hardship; and difficulty in finding work and child care

facilities. If they marry, teenage mothers are more

likely to have unstable marriages and finanCial proli=

lems than others of the same age and soci -economic status.
I%

Teenage pregnancy is largely the result of non-use

or sporadic use ofeankraception. A 1971 nationwide study
,

found that 53 percent of the sexually active 15-19-year-
,.

olas failed to use any kind of contraception the last

time they had intercourse. Of those who did not use con-

traception at last intercourse, 56 percent stated that

they were too young to get pregnant, or that they had

sex too infrequently to get pregnant, or that they had

intercourse at the wrong time of the month. Eight out

of ten (84 percent) of,the non-users did not wish to
.....--

become pregnant; seven percent wanted to have )a baby,

and nine percent said that they didn't mind if hey

became pregnant.

A recent study found that 71 percent of sexually

6 J8



active teenagers db not use contraception because of

ignorance of pregnancy risk, while 31 percent were.un--

able to obtain contraceptive serviices. National studies

indicate that some two million unmarried women aged
b

15-19 are in. need of corttTfacptive services and that

only ono-fifth to one-third of'them are being served by

organi7 i family plannjog programs.. In 19731 nearly
.

three in t,,r1 (2R perent) Of the 3:2 million patientg

seen ill'oriani-red family planninlj programs were teenagers;

.a large proportion ofc these 89t,000 teepage patients may

have been married. Planned ParenthoudiaClinics'have
.

seen an eiIhtfold increase in the number of new teen-

age patients in the past six years (828 percent between

1968 and 1973). Mist teenagers sock contraceptive ser-

vices after they have - sexually active; 'many of

them come to cliniCs initially for pregnancy tests.

Until recent years, teenagers had difficultly obtain-
.

ifrig contraceptive' cervices until they had protluced an

out-of-wedlock child. Changes in state laws since 1970

41,

have eliminated some of-t-IIV gal obstaclei to contraceptive

services. In 47 states and the District of Columbia 11Q-
,

married women aged 18 and over can obtain contraception

and,other pregnancy-related serviceJ', including abortion

and treatment for venereal diseage. However, only 22
1\--

staes,and the, Distribt of Columbia allow minors to ...41011.

ceive
,
contraceptive services an their own consent. Ad-

1111,
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ditional states permit the provision of contraceptives

to -a "Mature" or "emancipated" minor, leavinsi.fit up to

theAphysician6 determine when to pi=ovide contraceptives'

tp minors.

Many teenagers are intimidated by. the atmosphere of

many clinics nd the manner of medical staff who are

critical of teenage sexual activity. it is extremely

difficult for teenagert to locate non-judgmental and

helpful counselors. Many teenagers are reluctant to ask

their family doctor fort contraceptives becaUse their

parents might be informed, and they are unaware of other
I

ways to obtain contradeptiv services. Their access,

to non-medical contraceptive methods is also limited

by state laws reqiri'ng these methods to be kept behind
4

the dtuggist's counter. Many teenagers are so poorly

informed regarding the effikaCy of contraceptives that

they rely on Saran wrap or ace douches to prevent preg-

nancy.

Clearly, much more needs to be done to reach teen-
,

agers with contraceptive information and services before

they becomp pregnant. A program wRich concentrates only

on teenagprs who are already pregnant does not affect
,-- .

the root/cause of-teenage pregnancy--the ipck of contra-
4" 6

ceptivetinformation and services. Fundingqor family

plaani r g services'has not-been increased since fiscal
.

year V
r

S72, and no allowance has been made for inflation.

During the same period, the number of teenagers in need
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c
of family planning services has grown considerably.

We support the position orf the Planned Parenthood

. Federation of America that programs for school-age

mothers include both preventive and compensatory services.

Requiring eteenager to have at least one pregnancy before

she can obtain counseling, information and services on

family planning and other needs'is discriminatory and can

only worsen the problem.

As the Planned-ParOhthood Federation of America has

pointed out, the amount of $30 million proposed in1the

National School-Age Mother and bind Health Act of 1975

is inadegute to meet the needs of teenage mothers, let

alone to provide famil' planning services to teenagers
.

.

who have not yet become p!egnant. However, we would like

to point out that precancy prevention programs'are highly

ost-effective in terms of saving future expenditures.

T\California Department of Public Health estimated

that if only 20 percent of eligible minors availed

themselves of contraceptive services and only 10 per-
.

cent of teenage pregnancies were prevented, the net savings

to the state would be $2.3 milli n in the first year.

In 1970, the state of Califor4a aid $10 million for

Medi-Cal deliveias for Minor women who gave up their

babies to foster pareng, $4.7_million for adoption ser-

vices, and $302 million for out-of-wedlock children under

th'e agp of seven.
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We would expect that the programs funded under this

bill vAild otter all-legally and tm-ftlically accepted

services. Many witnesses have char rc terized the pro osed

program as,providing an alternative to abcirtion. We
0

feel that_ all womcn_shoUld be offered a free and info med

ch,),Ice hotweerl terminafing a pregnancy and boa-trig child.

Both Ilterottivs must be offered to pregnant tecIn gers.
Not only arc aborti far 1litics lacking in many a eas of

.

the c,,nfry, but als(i mint' teenage women are unable to

()tarn ah-,rtion 1-.ervicos du to lack of money and imforma-

t )11. A national survey by Planned Parenthood estimateq

tha! at 186,000 teen, women were unable to obtain

abo/tioQ in 1q73. Efforts must be made to expand infor-

ani services related Co abortion so that teenagers

are fre, to chooe whether or not to bear a child.

I additin to expanding rertility control servicV/

to efforts must be'made to initiate-and expand.

sY. -,:,altrac,Ttive education programs in the schools.

St 'N t' Dn 11,u; received almost no federal funding. to

data, a:1d the (pIllity of such education varies widery

thrh,),1' the nation. For example, in Michigan it is

againt t!w law to discuss human sexuality and contracep-
4

tian in the schools, while in other states some school
asystems have introduced well-planned--and comprehensive

sex education program-S. The Presidential Commission on

Population'Gr(,wth and the American Future recommended
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that sex education be aviilable to all and be presented

in a responsible mtinner /through col;mlunity drganizations,

the media, and c!ipecial the_ schools. Lack of inlorma-

tion does" not prevent eenage pregnancy; in fact, it has

ct!,,ct.

Ten I It' l,r. rn,/y. is a COMI,1('X problem which will

be with 11,-. for Ain to come. Put we need not per-

,petuAt., cxi';t,ne by !nlppoiting programs which address

- the C"11! ; 010 prf Al, 1 rather than its CdilSe

to tH),ty only' eomp;sunds the high human,

rani to bo-borne by te.nago mothen,"'their

c-h 1 1(1 1:i y in cl.ner,11.

ATITN1,IX

1900

(numb :,1 of births per 1,000
women in each'a,te group)

1970 1973

UnJor 1r, 0.8 1.2 1.3

15-19

Out o llock

89:1

bit th

68.3 59.7

1968 1971 ' 1973
19 and and 'r Under 15 15-19 Undcr.15 15-19

Numbef Approx 168,600 9,500 194,100 10,900 204,900

Under 15 15 -1A-N

Percent 81 27 82 31 85 34
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QUOTES C. NUTRITION FROM DR. DOIYT'S BOOK - NUTRITION AND THE
DT\AEoPIN6 NLRVOUS SYSTLM, BY Dodge, Prensky and Feigin being
pdb-lisiTed by Mosby for release in November:

1. The presence of malnutrition caw adversely affect

cell division and cellular hyperplasia in the fetus.

seems clear that severe malnutrition in children .0
associated with objective evidence of impaired brain size, chemica
compositionAnd nervous system function. Furthermore, it is
difficult td escape 'the conclusion that nutrition is at least
a major determinant of these findings. Certainly nutritional
rehabilitation results in recovery from most of these acute
clinical and physiological abnormalities."

"Intellectual deficits persisting into the later life have been
note11 in many studies of malnourished children"

Data support the conclusion that Severe progtein calorie
malnutrition sustained during infancy and early childhood, when
the nervous system is developing rapidly, is associated with
reduced head sin and brain waves.

Finally, the interactions of multiple factors, including
the natritiOnal factor, are put into perspective by Birch
and Cnissow, 197,p, who stated "Not only are malnutrition
and disease almost inevitably found in populations
...here children begin postnatal life already having been exposed
to excessive prenatal and perinatal risks but undernutrition and
high levels of infection in the postnatal period are almost
always found among shildren who are likely to be simultaneously
exposed te'multiple biological, social, economic, cultural
and familial hazards for optimal growth and optimal mental
development."

A
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Preparkig tomorrow's parents

by Elizabeth Ogg

Elizabeth Ogg is a well-known freelance writer. She is the author
of many Public Affairs Pamphlets, including-. Securing the Legal
Rights of Retarded Persons, Population Growth and the Ame\ri
can Future, and Voluntary Sterilization. . . . Photographs by
Richard E. Swartz for the U.S. Office of Child De'elopment.

:_7; A toddler, dragged along by the hand, trips and falls over a
sidewalk cellar door. She begins to cry. The mother yanks her to
her feet and slapsher, causing the child to cry even harder.
F'd A young father, at home while his wife is at work, spanks his
seven-month-old baby for pulling the nipple off- his bottle and
spilling formula in his crib. 'When' a-rvisitor suggests that the
nipple probably wasn't put on properly in the first place, the
fatker's comment is, "He's been asking for this all day!"
LI; A teenage mother says of her baby, "If he doesn't go on the
potty by the time he's a year and a half, he shouldn't eat!!

In such ways, young people who have stumbled into parenthood
by accident or in response to social pressures express resentment
toward their children. Swamped with responsibilities they haven.-4,,,N
bargained for and don't know how to handle, and often cut off
from opportunities for their own further development, they vent
their frustrations on their youngsters. Some may also be revenging
or repeating harsh treatment they themselves suffered as children.

Ignorance compounds this resentment. These parents have no
idea what can reasonably be expected of children at different

0
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stages of growth. Asked when they thought their newborn in-
fants would be able to sit alone without support, a group of
young fathers said, "at six weeks." The mothers in the group
thought it would be at about twelve weeks. In fact, most babies
can't sit alone until they are twenty-eight weeks old. Both
fathers and mothers expected their babies to be toilet-trained at
about six months or earlier, altho igh children generally are not
ready for bowel control before their second year or for urinary
control before the third. Most of t lese young parents admitted
spanking and slapping their childre 1, often just for cryingas
one mother put it, "When I can't lake it any longer." When ex-
asperated, some shook their babies roughlya practice that can
seriously damage an infant. Only five- out of forty-eight mothers
cuddled or played with their babies forhe sheer pleasure of it.

These facts came to light in a three-year study of married
adolescents in a semi -rural district of Pennsylvania. Almost all
the couples had been expecting a child at the time-of their
marriage, and 79 percent lt\f the tilers had dropped out of
school without graduating. So ey are not typical. Yet three-
fourths of all teemtge first pregn are conceived before mac-

rriage, another study shows. In any case, answers to similar ques-
tioris put to a group of unmarried high-school seniors revealed the
same misconceptions about child development.

WHY TRAIN FOR PARENTIHOOD?
Although the vast majority of children grow up to be pitnts,
we have traditionally offered no experience or training to help
them fill that role, Parenthood is supposed to be instinctive,' or
learned in one's own family. The shrunken nuclear family, how-
ever, no longer provides such learning. As a rule, it has only
two children, compared with an average of five a hurfdred years
ago: hence few teenagers have younger siblings to remind them
of earlier stages in their own development. And the segregation
,f peer groups in schools, sports, and recreation further dimin-

ishes the chances of mixing with other age groups. Of course, the
oill-time, big families weren't all havens of harmony, but the older
children did get some practice in handling babies ay toddlers
and some understanding of behavior characteristic of youngsters
at different ages.

-2
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Ala it nine million children in the United States today are/
being tised and thus have no experience of
parenta teamwork in their own lives. :Hid no model fijr the parent
who is ni,Ising. Even where both parents are present, most teen-
age child .en :vend the bulk of their time in peer-group lutivities
away from their parents.

, teen marriages multiply .
-

Our national neglect tOf education for .parenthood beas much
flitter fruit, especially for the growing group who become par-
ents, 'heir tt.lens before they have completed their own develop-
men t'VtI'Y It'll ET-wai` -old girls in the United States is a
met er In 197 I. ahi rttt 220,000 girls aged seventeen or less gave
birth. Ir') percent of them for the second or tird time. Such early
childhearing ran: much greater health risks than childbearing
,tite age twenty, Thin V \ tIrlja...t, hypetelision,and perinatal eom-...
pia ad ti:' iiiiinipany these preg"nancie.s. TheThabies are apt to

'he hiin Pri.H1.duroi-. and as it consequence are more often men-
tally retarded. lilen %Own carried to term, the tend to low
birth weight. Ustiinates ,1 the. maternal and info t mortality

.z,
rates asseciated d%%ith aelescent pregnancies run about 30 pdreent

-higher than tlaise for inAhers liver age twenty.
Early childbearing ,i1n-ii frequently leads to early marriage, re-

peated pregnancies. iinstalde family life. :Ind %Olfae dependency.
.11141 iir unwed, ti eringe parents :ie iipt40 cut short their school-a,
mg and ,iiiiiiiire only marginal.. %%iirk skills. Their prospects are
tIlIII. _The 11;01, 11;t1,, 1111'1'0e rat,' for thosci married in their teens
is (lire.. tit fi4r times higher than for any other age gt:oup. Nine
percent of teenage niiithers attempt suicide'--seven times .the
national rate for teenage girls who have no c ildren.

Even relati%ely mature couples are apt to handle their first
-,,,,,, baby lop lv, part i,atlarly if. iis so often happens, their own par-

ent.; ;11 net nearby 16, help. Not that parental guidance Is always
enlightened. In the Pennsylvairia study Mentioned earlier, three-
quarters. of the couples lived with the parents of`one spouse or
the.othor. The advic.0 they typically got was: "Do what comes

.naturally,,' "Let the baby cry it out so. it won't he spoiled," "Be
strict, and make the child mind," and "Toilet-train the baby as
soon as possible." .

3
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abused children
What happens to the children o suffer inadequate paienting is
also critical. Among the lea g causes of death in infants under
18 months old, maltreatment ranks fourth. Each year, it is esti-
mated, some 10,000 children are severely battered; 50,000 to
74,000 are sexu4y abused ; 100,00Ure emotionally neglected ; and
another 100,000 are physically, rdorMly, or educationally neglected.
Most shocking of all, at least 700 children are killed by their par-
ents or parent substitutes every year. Nor are these horroes con-
fi-ned to poor families. In all classes there are parents who lack
even an elementary awareness of their children's physical, emo-
tional,'and early learning needs.

The tragedy is not the children's alone: There can be little
doubt that much \of the mental illness, drug abuse, delinquency
and .rime that tear at our social fabric stems from hurtful,
stunting experiences in childhood. Poverty contributes to these

ills, of course, but poor parenting also plays-a major role.

offering options
Educating adolescents for parenthood should,not mean explicitly
steering them into that role. They should be freeto accept or
reject it. But whatever their choice, All can benefit from learning
to see children as individuals and to respond sensitively to their
needs. They will thus gain insight into the causes of tensions in
their own families and be better able to deal with, them. As they
observe men and women doing productive, enjoyable work with
young children, some may be moved to choose a child-care career
themselvesas day-care aide, teacher, nurse, child psychologist,
or Pedialrician. And teenagers who know what goes into good
parenting will be more likely to help our sooty become more

concerned about the welfare of childrenthrough their influence
on legislation and social programs.

PIONEERING PROGRAMS
Courses in child development and -family living have long been
offered in public schools, but most have been dryly academic, with
no practical experience to spark the classroom study. Usually
confined to home economics, they have attracted mainly girls.
More recently, some vocational education courses for Prospective
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child-carewvorkers.have been introduced, but these too enroll
chiefly girls. In 1969-70, lees than 10 percent of our high-school
population chose vocational education/home economics courses of
all types, and this included only 2 percent of the boys. In 1970-71,
only 5,500 boys "signed up for child-development courses, and
fewer than 3,000 for care and guidance of childrenhardly
enough to make a smidgin of change the next generation of
fathers. Neverthel6ss, parental training programs with real im-

.pact have been launched in several areas of the United States.

teens meet toddlers
As early as 1964 a new kind of laborkt course in child de-
velopment, meshing experience witlb.tlie y, was tried out in a
high school in4ontgomery County, Mirylanelt was so suc-
cessful that similar courses are now offered throughout the
county's high-school system. Each high school organizes.a nurs-
ery school in which teenagers can study child development and
learn parenting wind teaching skills by working with the 'same
group of preschoolers over an extended period. Parents have not
hesitated to bring their three- to five-year-olds to such teaching
laboratories. Indeed, there are long waiting lists.

The high-school students first put in six weeks studying the
characteristics of young childrenthrough films, field trips, and
classroom discusSions. Then the nursery sessions begin. They run
for two six-week periods, with a week in between for review and
evaluation, and meet for about two hours four days a week.

On these four days, each teenager works on a team performing
a different function. One day the team serves as nursery school
teachers. The next day the students take notes as they observe
the work of another teaching team through a one-way screen. On
the third day they do research in child development, and on the
fourth they plan the next week's teaching assignment around a
Chosen theme, such as anima the family, or,"what will you be
when you grow up?" Students meet with their teacher on the
fifth day to analyze the week's experience, and sometimes meet
with an art, music, or reading specialist or child psychologist.

In the nursery school. it's hard to say who enjoys the encoun-
ter moststudents or preschoolers. There seems to be a natural
affinity between teens and toddlers. The children love to help the

5
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studmit teachers prepare the
day's snack, whether pudding' or
gelatin or little tarts that obake
in the oven while the play goes
on. And since play is serious for
the toddlers, the students take
it seriously too. A strapping 18-
year -old football rflayer patiently
submits to a lathering by a pint-
size would-be barber, wielding a
rubber spatula fc1r a razor. A
teenage girl solemnly acts the role
of policeman as she explaini to
the children, on a walk around
the school grounds, what various
specially posted road signs mean.

"Teenagers respond to the in-
.. creased responsibility," says a

teacher. "I am constantly sur-
prised by the amount of in-depth

18WO.
research theyundertake on their
own, and the understanding they
gain from it. I Even] kids who
don't relate easily to their peers
have.no difficulty communicating
with preschoolers."

The mutual attraction extends
' to ,stud tits throughout the high
A school. ndustrial arts students

build c imbing equipment for the
nurse' school and keep it in
repait. Autobody students mend
tricy les and wagons. Teenagers

,Rt stud ing speech practice story -
tell' g on the toddlers, drama
stu ents put on plays, music.stu-
de is perform anpil teach the chil-
d en songs, and tfiose in horticul-
t re help them plant a garden.

6
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"on- the -job" trafning
In,Locke high School, Los Angeles, which serves the Model Cities
area of Watts, parenthood education became a community -wide
effort. It was led by a woman teacher who saw a triple need
for parental preparation, for child-care training to equip teen-
ages to hold productive, paying jobs, anal for a way to keep
potential drop-outs in school.

Instead of setting up its own nursery school, Locke sends its
child-development students to work in Head Start classes, day-
care center's. the children's library, -pediatric clinics, and the
prinuiry grades of elementary schools. Locke established good
working relationships with these institutions.

This broad-based community support has led to the building
of a day-care complex to house all the area's child-development "

students, plus 200 preschoolers in day care, a health center, and
a mental health unit. Partial funding has, come from the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development and the Los
Angeles school system. Co munity groups have raised the rest.

sixth- graders'learn chit care
In Dallas, Texas, in the ear y seventies, the Ewell D. Walker.
Middle School introduced innovative "Classes in Personal Living"
for sixth-grade girls. The girls spend equal time in clasSroom dis-
cussions and as observers in a playschool for twenty toddlers set
up in the school's homemaking department. While learning child
development and child care, each student is expected to gain in-
sight into her own behavior and .to develop self-discipline. As
they plan and supervise most of the playschool activities, the
sixth-graders often make unique contributions. Ellen, for ex-
ample, who had never done well academically_cquired welcome
status when it was found that she could blow up a plastic in-
flatable toy faster than any of her classmates. This acceptance
gave her more self-confidence, which, in turn, helped Ellen make
changes for the better in ber school work and her relationships,

school-age parent programs
One thrust that turned these scattered developments into a na-
tional movement came from professionals who in the sixties were
concerned with the problems of school-age pregnant girls. The
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organization that took the lead in 1968, later namqd the Con-
sortium on Early Childbearing and Childrearing and affiliated
with the Child Welfare-League of America, operated with funds
from several government agencies.

Through regional conferences and workshops, the Consortium
brought together educators, doctors, nurses, and social workers
to plan ways of creating or improving compiThensive care pro-
grams for school-age pregnant girls. In 1968 Ithere were only 35
such programffs in existence; by the end of 1970 there were 175.
In 1970, too, professionals from several fields joined together to
form the National Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents.
Their first goal was to alter punitive policies toward pregnant
teenagersto see that' they were permitted to continue their
education and were given good medical care and needed social
services. Gradually, their services expanded to meet the needs of
young mothers, their babies, young fathers, and relativeswhose
cooperation is often essential to teenage parents.

The big difference between an adolescent and an older mother
lies in the teenager's need for regularly scheduled blocks of time
away from her baby in order to continue working toward her
own personal development. To enable her to return to school,
infant care centers are set up in schools, hospitals, churches, or
other community agencies. In the long run, if she is successful
in school and at work, the teenager's mothering capabilities may-
be enhanced. The infant care centers are indeed ready-made for
teaching her the necessary skills. Obserjing how their babies
are handled there, young mothers begin to learn effective child-
care techniques. As they try out these techniques at home, they
gradually build up a feeling of competence as mothers.

One question the educators have had to deal with is whether
childrearing practices that conflict with the cultural traditions of
youtig parents should be taught. Most professionals agree that
in their programs the practices of ethnic and racial groups
must be respected. BuCthey feel that certain basic needs of chil-
drensuch as a balanced diet, cuddle care, and early eye -to -eye
and verbal interchangeare too crucial to ever be set aside/Per-
haps the really critical issue is the way such values are taught
a set of edicts from people who act as if they have superior
know-how will never be accepted; gentle persuasion may be.

8
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EDUCATION FOR PARENTHOOD
For educators to concern themselves with an adolescent girl's
parenting skills only after she has become pregnant, however,
and to ignore those of the adolescetat boy altogether, is now seen
as "too little, foe late." All children should learn how to be
good parents, just as they learn the social arts and the skills
necessary for holding a job.

It was this realization that led the U.S. Office of Education
( OE ) and the Office of Child Development (OCD) to launch a joint
program in the fall of 1972 to help schools set up new parent-
hood training programs or improve old ones. The idea-was to
broaden approaches to include experience in child-development
laboratories like those in Montgomery County, Maryland, or field
work in day-care centers and nursery schools; to use films, film-
strips, and audio-cassettes; to hold free-ranging classroom dis-
cus-sions of field experiences; and to allow students to carry out
independent research projects. Other departments besides home
economics and vocational education were to be drawn into cre-
ative collaborationhealth and physical education, social studies,
biology, fine arts, guidance and counselingalong with health and
social service agencies outside the schools. Efforts were to be
made to reach out to boys, and to parents. Although it was
called Education for Parenthood (EFP), the program was also
seen as preliminary training for boys and girls whom it Might
attract into child-care careers.

OE-oco's 6e-year allocation of approximately $5.6 million to
EFP does not cover any direct grants to schools or to other com-
munity agencies. It is seed moneyto supply technical advice
and curriculum materials, find qualified staff, locate field work
sites, and generall help programs get started. The schools and
agencies must find he money to carry on the programs.

exploring childhood
The major ne v curriculum materials offered by 0E-OCD are con-
tained in a pickage called "Exploring Childhood," designed by
the Education Development Center in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
under a grant from OCD and the National Institute for Mental
Health. After testing in rnoli than 200 schools, the materials are
now available for general distribution.



"Exploring Chilt,khood" is a one-year elective course for boys
and girls in Grades 7 to 12 and can be adapted' for use with ado-:
lescents of varied cultural liackgrounds. Its first concern is to
create a climate in which students feel comfortable discussing
such personal topics as experiences they have had with small
children, their ideas about what children of different ages scan do,
and their own childhood memories. If they are to work success-
fully with children. they must feel free to share problems and
failures and give one another support, instead of competing,

Even at this stage students who have never done well academi-
cally sometimes begin to bloom. They mayihave been babysitters
or ntay have taken care of younger brothers or sisters. Out of
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these experiences come suggestions their classmates value. Find-
ing, perhaps for the first time, that others listen to them with
respect, they may undergo a remarkable change in their atti-
tudes about themselves and about school work in general.

During the first month. of the course, students observe at field
sites, using observation forms, case studies, workbooks, audio-
tapes. and filins to sharpen their powers of observation, learn
what happens in a preschool, and develop way of working to-
gether. They are also shown techniques for halp,ityg small chil-
dren, so that the'y will bring some know-how to\ dr field work
frOm the start.

For example, an illustrated storyboard presents a typical situ-
ation that may arise in a preschool, then asks students why they
think it happened Nipthow they might deal with it. One called
"Playing Alone or Together," for instance, helps teenagers under-
stand that solitary play is OK if it's freely chosen, but not if it's
forced on a child because other children exclude him from their
play. Through discussion the class may arrive at several alterna-
tive ways of helping an excluded child.

Once their activities with children begin, classes move on to
the study of child development. A film showing children of differ-
ent ages illustrates the steps in maturation, and is also used to
study differences in the behavior of children of the same age
an introduction to human diversity. Discussions of theory are
closely tied to the field experiences, and it is frankly admitted
that no, one has all the answers on what is best for children.

open questions
Is there a universal goal of maturity toward which every child
is growing, or are there different goals dictated by different en-
vironments? An Eskimo child who must live in a tiny igloo for
nine months with sevvral other people must learn to inhibit dis-
plays (if anger if life is to be bearable for the group. But an
urban American child is expected to grow up.to assert himself
aggressively when threatened. To those who believe the environ-
ment determines development, neither control nor expreAsion of
anger in itself is a sign of maturity: it depends on the environ-
ment to which child and adult must adapt. 11

Is-a child shaped primarily by the experiences others arrange,
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like a passive lump of putty, or does he or she actively sec* out
experiences that contribute to learning? In the one case the child

; will in a sense be "created" by those who reward or punish, since
they will serve as the child's model. In the other, the child has
some control over his or her own development.

Through exposure to such quest ,ns, students in search of cut-
and-dried prescriptions for childrearing may learn to look more
closely at their own experience, and develop their own concepts
of what a human being should be, both as child and as adult.

To see how field wor d theory mesh, take, for example, the
unit on children's As they compare chlldren's.drawings col-
lected at their fi id sites with the course materials on children's

et, students aid soon able to recognize each child's stage of
development by n ing the emergence of line, shape, or symbol.
This- leads quite naturally to a discussion of motor control matu-
ration and intellectual growth. When students try to influence
preschoolers' artWhy don't you put in a tree, or a fence, 'or
some flowers?the class doesn't debate the question, "Should
we or should we .not shape our children?" but "When do we
shape children?" and "What are the consequences?" A discus-
sion of this_kind helps teenagers clarify their own ideas about
how much a child can be shaped, and how they pould want to
shape their own children.

To start them thinking about a child's way of experiencing
the world, students are asked, "Do you think the children see you
as you are?" In a game with picture cards, they note how pre-
schoolers invariably show the picture upside down to a perpon
across the table. Thus, they begin to grasp the self-centered
nature of a child's perceptions and his inability to understand
tha.another person sees things from a different vantage point.

In the second half of the school year, classes take up the study
of socialization. A film series showing different families at break-
fast leads to discussion of such questions as, "What values are
being conveyed in these commonplace interactions?" "What is

e child learning about men, about women?" "How does each
family handle authority, and deal with conflicts?; "How do they
express love for their children, and foster autonomy?"

Finally comes the study of how different societies help families
care fur their children. Again, films are the focus: they show the
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child's world in three different societiesIsrael, the fto culture
in Nigeria, and the United States. Students may be Aced to find
out how their own communities help families.

action research
The teenagers are encouraged to work independently in some
area of child development that especially interests them: the
arts, play and entertainment, health issues, politics, psychologi-
cal factors, schools and learning, or styles 'of childrearing. The
topics are deliberately broad to offer varying degrees of .chal-
lenge to students who may or may not have previously under-
taken independent projects. The young researchers are expected.
not merely to read but to observe at first hand, conduct inter-
views, involve themselves in a community activity, apprentice
themselves to a child -care specialist, or take part in film-making
or other recording techniques.

In the play and entertainment area, for instance, a teenager
might. investigate toys, perhaps visit a toy store, and compare
the toys there with those in the preschool. What are some of the
functions toys have for a child? How do they help him learn
about the world? The student might try to classify the toys ac-
cording to the age and sex they were designed for. He or she
might write a description of our society based solely on the kinds
of playthings we give our children, and contrast these with the
kinds given to children in other cultures. The student could make
a list o,f toys he or she finds unsuitable for children, explain wfiy,
then design and construct others, and test them at the field site.

To measure their progress, students use workbooks that help
them analyze their field activities and decide what they have
learned from them. They also keep journals in which they record
experiences at field sites, responses to their class work, and
thoughts about their personal growth. Here is a passage from
one high-school boy's diary:

At recess we had a little problem with holding hands, then
everybody went to the bathroom. I waited for them. Five
or six people came back and wanted to hold my hands. They
started getting weird. . . Eliz said 'I was here first,' etc.
and things were getting pretty rowdy. So I suggested that
we hold each other's hands . . heard of this in' class on
Mon. or Fri. I really like the idea, it's full of positive things
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and it works. At first we were in a circle but found it hard
to walk around the playground that way, so somebody let
go and then we were a line. Everybody satisfied.

how students respond.
It is still too early to gauge. the long-term results'Of Exploring
Childhood, but there is ho doubt. that student response has been
generally enthusiastic. For some, the course delivers exactly what
it promiseseducation for parenthood. A. 17-year-old girl in St.
Louis says, "I know that someday when I'm married and have
children. I'll draw on this experience that I'm having now. My
kiii4 won't be experiments. I'm haying the experiments now and
learning how to handle theM." An 18-year-old football player
explains that he took the course because "I'm- fascinated with
little kids and how they work. Some kidS fightI ask them why
because I. like to know the reasons they fight. . . Bobby intimi-
dates John here because his younger brother gets all the atten-
tion at home. If I become a father, I'll have a better idea of how
to raise kids properly."

Others learn as much about themselves as about the children
they work with,. and grow in self-confidence at the same time.
A teenage girl reports, "The children like me for what I am. .

I can be myself here." A member of the track team says, "I un-
derstand everyone better, including myself. If you think about
it, most people are like kids. Kids are easier to understand be-
cause they're not as inhibited."

For many, this understanding of self and others leads to
better family relationshipsmore tolerance of younger brothers
and sisters, improved communication with parents. As one stu-
dent put it, "You can't rush home all excited and tell your mother
and father that you scored well in .geometry. That's no fun. But
all three of us are interested when I tell them some unusual ex-
perience with a little kid."

For boys and girls on the brink of dropping out, this learning
through living has provided an incentive to stay in school. "I
used to have to practically kick my.boy out Of bed in the morn-
ing to get him started to school," says one mother. "Now he's
on the first shift of the day-care center and he's always way
ahead of meup early and off to school. I can't remember when
he was as enthusiastic about anything as he is abou' ?those little
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kids. And there seems to be a contagion about it. Since he stacted
the Wiy:care work. he does better in all his classes. I've hen d
other parent 4 say the same thing."

Tu a few. the discovery if what parenting involves brings
home the sober truth that they don't want the long-term respon-
sibility of having children of their own. For them the EFP expe-
rience was valuable because it helped them decide on their real
priorities. Especially in a time of mount big population pressures
and ilDo_isands abused and neglected children, a child-free life-
style ought to be considered a respected option open to all.

A Ith,ugh this idea is not yet generally accepted iti M11' society,
the U.S. Census Bureau reports that the number of American
couples planning not to have children quadrupled in the six years
prior ti 1.973. And there is now a.National Organization of Non-
Parent*,. NO 1, with headquarters in New York City and a.grow-
ing membership. "We're all for people having children who really
want them," its leaders say, "but we're against the kind of soci-
etal pressures that lead to automatic parenthood.")
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what about the teachers?
The best kind of teacher for Exploring Childhood seems to be
one who is adaptable, who can be open with studentslet them
be angry with her (or him) and with,one another, for example
and who will not be embarrassed by any questions they may ask.
These qualities have nothing to do with age. There is at least one
person on practically every school staff W7tlb has them, and who
will gladly teach the course. Those who shy away from it should
not be pressured into taking it on.

Through 1973-74, OE -OCD staged four training workshops for
EFP teachers in each of five regions of the country. Both course
teachers and preschool teachers from the field sites were urged to
attend. Here they could share experiences, ideas, problems. Local-
ly, class and field-site teachers are expected to confer at least
once a week, in person or by telephone, and of course they have
brief exchanges whenever the class teacher visits a field site.

The workshops introduce the course materials and explore
ways of using them. There are 30 films in the Exploring Child-
hood package, and each can be used more than once to" illustrate
different aspects of child development. Another topiC is how to
link up the teaching unitsfor example, child development with
family, and family with culture.

Teachers attending the workshops are generally enthusiastic
about EFP. A few have learned sign language and taught it to
teenagers now working with deaf children. Others have inspired
their students to work with mentally retarded youngsters.

"I really like the emphasis on learning from experience . . .

rather than all academics," one teacher remarked. Some other
comments: "My students enjoyed finding out the answers rather
than being told." "I have been able to respond on a more personal
basis with the students." "I can see a big change in my stu-
dents' attitudes. This course definitely helps them accept respon-
sibilities and plan for the future."

On the other hand, some teachers have reported that their
students couldn't work in the "open" discussion format: they
identified it with "no work" in contrast to the usual classroom
procedure. They also resisted role-playing at 'first: they were too
concerned about. how their peers would judge them and felt self-
conscious. It took time to break down this resistance.
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parent participation
Two sets of parents have a stake in EFP. The preschoolers' par-
ents want to be pure t the teenagers working with their chil-

9' dren are properly traine and supervised. It is a good idea to
have these parents meet th the course teacher in advance, to
look oven the curriculum materials and discuss how they will be
used. Parents also worry that the teenagers might have access
to perisonal information about the preschoolers' families. It's up
to the field-site teacher to discuss this concern with p4rents and
involve them in decisions that affect privacy.

The parents Of the high school students are mainly concerned
about their children's sfety traveling to and from the field sites
br on field trips. The course teacher should always get parental
permission for such travel.

Parents of both teenageriandttoddlers may make valuable con-
tributions to the courseby visiting the high-school classroom to
talk over with students problems and experiences they may have
had related to childrearing,such as retardation, divorce, or the
death of a parent. Although Exploring Childhood does not in-'
clude any formal study of pregnancy, some classes have assem-
bled questions about it and invited a pregnant woman to come in
and answer them. If the guest is willing to come back later with q
her neWbaby, an extraordinary rapport develops. Students say.to
the baby, "I saw you Wore you were born. You are our baby."

EFP IN YOUTH AGENCIES
A new phase of EFP began in4 mid-1973 with Office of Child De-
velopment grants to seven national 'youth-serving agencies to.,
design parenthood education projects outside the schools. The
recipients .of these grants, totaling about $2 million for three
years, were :

Save the Children Fe rationAppailachian Program
National Federatio4 f Settlements and Neighborhood Centers
Boys' Clubs of America
The Salvation Army
Girl Scouts of the U.S.A.
Boy Scouts of America

41National 4-II Club Foundation of America

During the first year these organizations launched a total of 29
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pilot projects for urban and rtiral teenagers. Out of these experi-
ences, they have developed training manuals, child develoment
guides, and other materials they now offer to their aifnbers
nationwide. Here are a few highlights of these programs.

Child advocates
In Lincoln County, West Virginia, the Save the Children Federa-
tion (SCF) trains teenage boys and girls as child advocates. They
visit preschoolers and parents in their homes, bringing educa-
tional games and toys and story books with them. A toy left in
each home for a week is pretty sure to involve the parents, for
the child will want them to help him play with it. Each teenager
works for one hour at a time with an average of four presthool-
ers a weekplaying games, reading stories, taking walks and
talking with the childand keeps a journal about these experi-
ences. Once a week the advocates meet for further training.

At first, the boys in the program were ribbed by schoolmates
for taking on "women's work." Yet more boys applied to join
the second year. Was it because they were paid $1.60 an hour for
their weekly five hours of work and got class credit as well?..A
consultant to the program thinks not. The advocates really care
about stimulating the children to learnt she says, and at the
same time are themselves learning something highly relevant to
their own lives. Other SCF projects in Tennessee, Kentucky, and
Mississippi are similar and all enroll boys as well as girls.

urban youth
In sharp contrast to the rural SCF plan, the National Federation of
Settlements and Neighborhood Centers (NFS) concentrates on
low-income urban youth, aged IR to 15, who frequent its neigh-
borhood houses in Chicago, San Antonio, Denver, Philadelphia,
and New York. Because these young people tend to drift in and
out Of any settlement activity, Education for Parenthood must
be fun and down-to-earth, to hoh them. Rap sessions with film
showings and guest speakers, followed by questions and answers,
are popular. And observation field trips, outings, and parties

'help to create a grOup feeling.
This is all the more necessary because these teenagers, to

quote the NFS preliminary report:
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had little or no prior experience as responsible members of
an organized group. They dal not express themselves and ,
were obviously not accustomed to beinerxpected to do so.

or were they accustomed to thinking of themselves as
being Grath le of making valuable contributions to a group,
or to anyone fur that mittrhr. During the early stages of the
program, I don't know' dominated participant respOnses on
matters of opinion and choice. They really didn't know be-
cause no one had ever asked.,. . . They had not explored
their own neighborhoods beyond the few blocks on which
they lived and went to school. They had met few people..
Exposure to culture and the arts was minimal. In short, we
found our participants had done very little, seen very little,
arid.spoke hardly at all.

Only when communivation and positive personal relationships
had bon established within each group, could the informational
content be tackled. It began with .sex education, which has re-
ceived unqualified support from parents, community groups, and
social agencies. Despite the fact that the NFS program has
Presented frankly such sensitive topics as birth control, homo-
sexuality, and masturbation, it has also won the approval of
many Catholic parents, contrary to expectations.

After films and talks on child development and the role of
parents comes supervised practice in child-care settings. This
fires almost all participants with ambition. They see themselves
in an adult rule --indeed, already in a job. Most local projects
have buttressed this new self-image by paying small stipends for
he teenagers' work with children. And all have lined up summer

jobs in child care for their EFT graduates.

videotaping and babysitting
Thy: Boys' Clubs if America (nc,t) offers the chance to learA
videotaping as well as child care. Teenagers in its three pilot
clubs--in El Monte, California; North- Little Rock, Arkankis;
and Dayton. Ohio--have created vide-o programs on various as-
pects of childhood, such as life in a day-care center or a chil-
dren's puppet show. They have made weekly tapings of EFT activi-
ties, building up a record and it resource other Boys' Clubs can
draw on. TA tapes also enable participants to review their own
class activities, and members who miss a session to make it up.

A popular activity at all three sites- is the Mother's Aide
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course, which prepares boys to run n paid bobysitting service
from their Boys' Club. An El Monte videotape shows a groiip of
Mexican-American boys obviously enjoying themselves as they
diaper dolls under the supervision of a Red Cross nurse, wrap
them in receiving blankets, then cradle them in their arms while
they listen to further instructions. Weekly visits to children's
agencies and some volunteer work offer other opportunities for
career exploration. With so few men orr their staffs, Head Start
facilities were delighted to have boy volunteer aides.

The 15- to 17-year-old club members who traditionally servo as
junior staffers now receive training in child development and
care. Volunteer instructors focus on the personal and activity
skills the teenagers themselves feel they need most in dealing
with younger club members. Teams of two boys work together
in the club to apply what they have learned. Child development
concepts are also stressed in new training programs for teen-
(IA camp counselors and lifeguards. These lifeguards now also
give swimming lessons to p+eschoolers at (he club's pool.

Some participants in !ICA'S program, Whic'h it calls Help -a -Kid,
have organized Christrhs parties for emotionally and physically
handicapped children. Others have made Christmas.gifts in their
club w#shop for children in local hospitals and day-tare cen-
ters. There are coed rap sessions on changing values in male -
female relationships, marriage, and the family. Andthe El Monte
Boys' Cloth, which has attracted some known members of n power-
ful youth gang. has pioneered with classes for expectant fathers.
Surprisingly. these young men have been quite Willing to acknowl-
edge paternity and learn about child development and child care.

"parent awareness"
"There is a burning need to develop job skills." the Salvation
Army i SA1 has concluded on the basis of experience with "Parent
Awareness" classes in seven cities. "The teenager wants to work
--is willing to learnif there is a market for his skill. ... With
learning. we have rediSFovered, must come doing!"

In its Philadelphia behavior modification program for school
drop - outs. sA uses a variety of experiencesEFP is only one of
them ih an attempt to catch the interest of young people who
are mostly nonreaders. Family life is taught through audio-visual
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means and community service, such as helping in a day-careor
handicapped children's center. _Boys in this program continued
it in two SA summer camps in 1974; they received intensive tutor-
ing ,to develop their reading skills. Graduates have opportunities
for paid work in several day-care centers and pediatric clinics.

Participants in counselor-in-training courses, also given in two
summer camps in 1974, gwined practical experience by playing
with younger campers, aged five and six. These courses will
serve as models for SA camps throughout, the country. Booth
Hospital in Cleveland, ipecializing in maternity, gynecology, and
pediatrics, offers a six-week program in prenatal, child develop-
ment, and family life education, with practical demonstrations
and opportunities for students to take part in them. Answers to
a questionnaire circulated to parents associated with a day-care
center helped the Buffalo sA design an after- school parenting
course geared tto th'e needs, of the center's children and their
families, Local public schools provided a teacher and materials.
In three cities s A homes for girls with problems have offered
parent awareness classes to residents and their boy friends, in,-
eluding practical experience in caring for the babies in the
homey. And in Puerto Rico, films on child development are shown
to audiences of as many as 250 young people at a timesome-
times out of doors with the film projected on a blank wall.

open-ended learning
The English and Splinisli child development guides that the Girl
Scouts of the United States of America prepared for Sid six\ regional pilot projects strw "how-to" rather than content-.--how
to launch a program, encourage girls' to observe and work with
children. collect evidence and use their own experience to draw
conclusions, create their own projects, and share experiences and
ideas. This emphasis hay led to highly diversified programs.

In .Buffalo, for example, a mobile unit is staffed by a family
life education specialist who helps both Boy and Girl Scout child-
care aides relate to their charges. The teenagers come to the
mobile unit to learn songs and games suitable for children of
..different ages, make safe toys, plan projects. They dramatize ways
of interacting with toddlers, see films on such topics as a new-
born's fears and needs and how a family adapts to a new baby.
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In West Virginia, "Preps for Living' gives' rural boys and
girls, 'aged 12 to 17, three mouths of instruction in family rela-
tions, family managemeitt..and child development before sending
them to do field work in day-care centers, church nurseries,
kindergarten!, and summer catnips. Senior Scouts ip, Northwest
Georgia put in 10hours as interns in a preschool setting, com-
bined with class work, then train Cadettes in child development
and family relations. Milwatikee'scouts are studying the special

--developmental problems of physically handicapped children, and
comparing them with problems in normal child ti6velopment. Each
scout works with one handicapped child. And under Girl Scout
sponsorship, some 70 families from various ethnic, socio-econfOnic,
and "g"raphic backgrounds in Johnson County, Kansas. have
joined in "laboratory" learning about parenthood' and human
growth. They are encouraged to practice what they learn at
home, and report back their'experiences'

exploring child-care careers
In its pilot project for Explorer Scouts in 'Bergen County, New
Jersey- the Boy Scouts of America has stressed career prepara-
tion. Through a career-interest surves. in Hackensack High
School,' new members of both sexes, aged 14 to 21, wye-
unwed into new as well as existing Explorer posts. All-students
who expressed interest in social work, youth services. teachi
nursing, or psychology, as vell'as child care, were init
join. Aper some preliminary training, these Explorer Scot
served as volunteer interns in agencies concerned with children.

In 1974, under adult supervisirm at group of the trainees ran
ran eight-week summer day camp i the woods for children aged

. five to seven, where they sharpen
f
ed their skills in managing

children's learning experiences in arts and -crafts, games, and
,.....7. swimming. As parents brought or picked up their youngsters, the

trainees also got revealing glimpses of linrent-child relationships.
"Since I started this work," a young wqritan counselor remarked,
"my mother says I behave quite dffrently with my kid brother.
I used to yell at him and his pals when they got into fights. Now
I listen, and try to figure out what's going on."

In a series of Explorer seminars. adolescents themselves work
up guidelines and supporting' materials for peer-to-peer educa-

., , .,
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given a one-month crash course in grouqi,eadership in child care
and development. The students saw movies, tapes, Wide shows,
iind a serifs of TV prognims they were to use in their g oup wbrk:
Then they recruited their own child study groups of 10 to 15
teenager :4, and served in pairs as group leaders, while ontinu-
Mg their training. All group participants worked in a child -care
setting twice a week for at least an hour.

Two student coordinators reminiscing' about their experience
'convey its flavor:

When I used to babysit. I never talked to the kids. My job Was....
to take care of them, not let them get hurt. I just got them (\ff
to bed, got rid of them. \
This program has fun ways of learning like rapping in groups ,
but it's more for getting into habits, like really listening to
people.

And that means listening to kills too. If you remember y
own childhood, yo inov w a clad feels....

Remember where yo look out of a window and see if you s
the same thing ano ler periLion sees? That was the most valu-
able thingj learnedthat there are different ways of perceiv-
ihg.,Sure, there's nothing wrong 'with telling them the way

or see )hing,4. but don't expect them to see' your way.

Arid drawing with the undominant handuncoordinated, a bit
un4ure. That gave me insight into what it feels like.to be a
child, to try to learn like a child.

Yeah. and creativity working with someone who encour-
ages you, doesn't stifle you....

The miNt.important thing was to get the group to be open
abok their feelings, and to do that I had to be open too.

One teenager doing his field work in a Riverside, California,
day-care center after school noticed that two-little girls were
always pickea, up by their father. Curious, he asked why the
mothee'didn't come for them. "My wife is working at this hour,"
the father explained, "but I'm freemy work honrs are different
from .hers." "But what do you do with the kids when, yoU _get
home?" the youth wanted to know. play With them a bit, then
give them their sup-Per, bathe them, and put them to bed." This
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gave the young man pause: nothing in his experience had pre-
pared him for such a switch in parental roles.

one year after
Taking the twenty-nine pilot projects of the voluntary organiza-
tions as a whole, the majority of participants were 14 to 16 years
old; 70 percent were girls, 35 percent were black. Almost.all were
still in school, and 71 percent planned to go on to two- or four-
year cQllege,s. Questionnaires they filled out before entering the
EFP program showed that by and large they had a good deal of
self-esteem, a positive approach to childs.en, and a "liberated"
view of working mothers and the sharing of childrearing tasks
by both parents. The boys, however, were somewhat less "lib-
erated" on these issues than the girls.

The majority rated themselves as quite skilled in child care
except in toilet training and care of a sick child, Nevertheless,
their responses revealed very little accurate information about
children and parenting, and the boys generall knew less trian
the girls. The most marked areas of ignonah.ce e the phy'Stiol-
ogy of human reproduction, including facts about rth 'control,
prenatal development and the need for prenatal care, and the re-
lationship of a ,baby's experiences during its first year to its
personal and social' development.

Preliminary analysis of questionnaire administered at the end
of the first year indicated that knowledge of children and parent
roles had improved, although perhaps not so much as had been
hoped, while positive attitudes had grown even stronger. The
majority A program staff and administrators thought that par-
ticipants would become better parents as a result.

efp on tv
But what about young people who have left school without re-
ceiving any parenthood education, and who have xio 'access to a
community ItFP program? The most likely way to reach them
seems tkiDe thipugh educatiodal television.

A dozen oil" more educational television programs on parent-
hood are already under way. The Hawaii State Department of
Education is producing a 33-program series called "Hand in
Hand," for whtch the Uni'versity of Hawaii offers course credit.

6 i3
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The Applications Technology Satellite Project broadcasts child-
development lore to parents and parents-to-be in remote areas of
Alaska and the RockyMountains. ,Together with Chicago public
TV station WTTW; the PareritS as Resources Project. is at work
on an EFP series tentatively titled "Look at Me." Under an of
grant, the Purdue Research Foundation of Indiana 'has been using
a television - telephone talk:back system to show parents how to
teach their severely handicapped home-bound children. The Chil-
dren's Television Workshop, in its series "'Paling Good," devotes
one show to prenatal care and another to parenting. Perhaps
such programs will prompt commercial TV to follow suit.

LAUNCHING AN EFP PROGRAM
The first step in setting up an EFP program is to decid6. on your
goals. Do you want young people to have the knowledge required
for making free reproductive choicesto have one or more or
no children, or to adopt or ive foster care instead of bearing a
child? If so, they'll need to know'the facts of human repeoduc-
tion, birth control, kind population trends. To weigh the rewards
of parenthood against the sacrifice of other options, they need
an idea of its costsphysical, emotional, and economic.

Do you want theue teenagers to be effective parents from the
start? Then they must understand pregnancy, prenatal develop-
ment and childbirth. prenatal and -postnatal care of mothers, the
rolegof maternal nutrition, and .how to Care for an .infant. Boys,
too, need this understanding if they are to become good fathers.

Actual experience with young children is crucial. It allows teen-
agers not only to learn firsthand abwt stages of children's de-
velopment and to recognize- individual differences among them
but also to test their feelings toward children. For a valid career
choice, it is the only way. All the skills needed for working with
young children creative play, the use of developmental toys, art,
music, and danceaye best learned by doing. In the doing, the
student gains a sense of mastery, of being helpful, whicb fosters
self- esteem and further growth. Indeed, this may bg, E-FP's great-
esfsvalue for adolescents, whose main current concern, rightly is
their own development, not parenthood.

Do you thin teenagers should learn ways of pmenting r-
tain handicaps, and have some experience working with ha di-
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capped children? Do you want them to study how family struc-
ture and functioning influence chiltbehavior, and to have respect
for culttiral differences in family patterns? Should they be
aware of community resources to help parents, such as prenatal,
family planning, and well-baby clinics and child-care programs?

Probably few training priigrams will touch all these bases or
give them equal emphasis. But be aware of all the possibilities.

GETTING STARTED
To offer', -models from which each local community can select the
components best suited to its needs:0E-OCD have issued numerous

ofalerials 'describing parenthood education courses and methods
program management which they feel are worth considering

during the planning stage. These materials may be obtained from
W. Stanley Kruger, EFP Project, Office of Education, Room 2089-

G, 400 Maryland Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20202. Genera!
-,program materials are also available from Sidney Rosendorf,

EFP Project, Division of Public Education, Office of Child De-
velopment, P.O. Box 1182, Washington, D.C. 20013,

The Exploring Childhood package includes a manual for school
administrators that suggests ways of organizing class and field
activities, selecting students and arranging for their transporta-
tion, securing parent pArticipation, and finding funds. For fur-
ther information. about the package, including costs, write to
Kathttcen Horani, Education, Development Center, 15 Mifflin Placd,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138.

The Consortium on Early Childbearing and Childrearing de-
signed a set of teaching materials specifically for pregnant ado-
lescents and teenage-parents. Their booklets deal in a down-to-
earth way with prenatal care, health and hygiene, child develop-
ment and care, legal concerns, family and other relationships, con-
tinuing education and career preparation. Details may be obtain&
by writing Joseph H. Reid, Child Welfare League of America, 67
Irving Place, New YorIJ, New York 10003.

General technical assistance on the design and conduct of
school-age parent programs can be secured from Janet Forbush,
National Alliance Concerned with School-age Parents, 7315 Wis-
consin Avenue, Suite 516E, Washington, D.C. 20014.

School systems interested in career preparation as much as in
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parenthood education will find useful ideas in Child Care and
Development Occupations: Competency-based Teaching Moduks,

'financed by or.' and available from the Superintendent of Docu-
ments,U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
School systems may obtain,some federal- and state-administered
funds for operating EFP programs under various Titles of the
ElementarY, and Secondary Education Act, the VoCational Edu-
cation Act, the Adult Education Act, the Special Projects Act,'
and through several research and demonstration programs ad-
ministered by a number of federal agencies.

Voluntary agencies already involved in EFP have cut costs by
making extensive use of volunteer instructors and seeking help
from other institutions; In most communities, cooperation among
agencies has been excellent ; and an EFP program has often en-
hanced a sponsor's standing with the local United Fund.

Look into the legal requirements your program will have to
meet. Check on state and federal regulations covering the licens-
ing of day-care centers. To protect the health of the preschoolers,
the high-school students will need advance. medicall checkups.
What is the minimum age for working with childrehl in your
state, and who will be regally responsible for students while they
are traveling to and from field sites and 'working there? Legal
consultation may be necessary to determine whether existing in-
surance is adequate for both the high school and the field site.

Some parents today cannot do well by their children because of
inadequate food, housing, and medical care and the lack of child-
care servicesin short, poverty. A one-year elective EFP course
in high school isn't going to cha.nge all fhat. But giving teenagers
experience-in personal growth and teaching them the basics of
good parentihg may develop strong child advocates. With their
voting leverage, these young people may be able in time to shift
our society from patchwork family crisis intervention to the
sounder policy .of long-term support for all families that would
foresta41 many a crisis. Their own good parenting will help, de-
crease the number of families requiring such crisis intervention.
And their own children will have a better than even chance of
growing up to their fulipotential.
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Concerns of Rural
Adolescent 'Parents

ft VLADIMIR de LISSOVOY

A study of the worries and problems of adoles-
cent parents indicates a need for major changes

in national policy in the area of social values.

Studies of marriages among adolescents tend to repeat findings of
difficulties' in marital competence and the presence of a low degreg
of marital satisfaction. [5:114-123; 2 :6-24; 3:243-254; 14:766-772;
13:14-77; 1,7:81-47; 11:255-262; 7:245-255] Surveys of high school
marriages }Ave noted related demographic data, school policies, and 's-
trends. f1:321- 324; 4:293-295; 9:374-375; 10:31-35; 15:128-136]

One study has been published that deals specifically with mar- 4
oriage adjustment over time for youngsters married while in high,
school, and `child care by adolescent parents. [7:245-255; 8:22-*

This report deals with the worries arid concerns of these young
qt)iirents. It is part of a longitudinal study in which 48 couples were

/ systematically followed for a period of 30 to 36 months of their
marriage. Results of a measure of marital adjustment, child - rearing
practices and attitudes, 4and related findings are pr sented
elsewhere. This is a clinical appraisal of three themes of c ncern as
voiced 1 37.couples in an open-enCled interview at the rid of the
study./

The couples lived in semirural areas or small towns in Pennsyl-
vania and, at the time of marriage, ranged in age from 15 to 18 for girls
,and 14.5 to 19 for boys. The cilm,biried IQ scores on standardiz
group tests clustered around 102 akl-the great majority of the y ng
parents csnne froin intact families. The young families were :sited

Vladimir e Lissovoy, Ple.D., is Professor of Child Development and Family
Relations din, Colleeeof Human Development, Pennsylvania State Uni-
tersity, University Park, and Fellow and,Clinical Member, American As-:
soeiation of Marriage Counselors. This paper w s prested at the CWLAep
Eastern Regional conference at Atlantic City, 74.

Reprinted by, the National Alliance Concerned with School-
AgeParents from CHILD WELFARE, Vol. LIV,-No. '4, March
1975, pp. 167-174, wi!Fi special permission of the
author and pr fisher (Child Welfare League of America,
67 Irving P ace, New-York, New York 10003)
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periodically over 3 years fyr the iitu pose of data collection and; in
addition to specific measures, extensive clinical notes were taken
during and immediately after each visit. This cannot he regarded as a
representative sample Qf adolescent marriages, and yet their prob-
lems and their coping responses have a theme Familiar to anyone
who has counseled adolescents.
_Most children moicthrough definable time periods of growth and'

social development and assume socioculturally defined roles. Social
expectations arii-not always clear in American society but still follow
.an age-related pattern. Thus, general notions of behavioral expecta-
tions are often indicated by terms such as "junior high age," "a
typical te&nAger," or "high school age kids." Most children tend to
move gradually through these developmental ileriods into adult-,

hood; others have adulthood thrust 'upon them.
Throughout the visit, the investigator was faced with a variety of

questions by the young couples, and.these,were parried with the
statement that a discussion would be forthcoming at the end of the
study. The couples were encouraged to write clown their questions
and a promise was made to discuss at length anything that they
wished to at that time. The discussion sessions followed the final
self-rating of marital adjustment. Notes were taken as close to ver-
batim as possible, for later analysis. Parental questions or statements
were grouped by general content into three thematic areas.

The Economic' Struggle

The most prevalent theme voiced can best be termed as "vents of
frustration" in the economic struggles of the couples. The husbands
were dissatisfied because of a lack of steady employment, an in-
adequate income and unsatisfactory living arrangements. All of the
couples expressed a desire, for eventual home ownership, and when
asked to describe "ideal housing," the modal answer was a "trailer
with sortie land." The great majority of the couples owned some type
of car. These cars were, for the most part, several years old, and a
considerable portion of income was spent in maintenance even
though much of the repair work was done. by the owner. A common
lament wilts that the family was :'always in the hole,":and virtually all
couples owed money to hospitals, physiciani, mail orderhouses and
finance companies. - /

Social Problems

Undoubtedly the effects of marginal subsistence were closely
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ae.
related to the second area prevalent m the discussion. This is best
described as "%aml disenchantment," especially by .the young
svo. es -

Virtually all of the young mothers revealed feelings of loneliness,
a lack social life, and the unavailability of former friends. The
following excerpt from one mother age 18 was repeated in many
ways by other '1 don't see anyone my age anymore. We used to
have a gang of girls in school and I've always had one pr two special
girlfriends. No one see ms.to want to come arounclanymore..Tom still
has his friends, but 1 guess it's different- for girls after you're mar-
ried."

The men in almost all- cases maintained their friends and were
oche e in Varlet. of "male" social activities such us sports, tinkering
with cars, and similar intersests. Information volunteered by wives
indicated that former peers were discouraged by their parents from
socializing with the married girls, and it also teemed apparent that
after the initial curiosity about the friend who married, the girls who
remained single lost interest in the married peers.

The social activities in which husbands and wives participated as
couples were limited. These included family visitations, church
functions and pccasional local social events. The usual pattern of
visits with the in-laws was for the couples to gei to the homes of the
wife's or the husband's parents. The grandchildren were brought
and were put to bed there. The central activity was the meal, after.
Mo hull the women cleaned up and "visited." The men usually played
ears's. Church functions for 30 couples included monthly "couples'
clubs,'' "covered- dish" suppers, and occasional money-raising
events. Attendance at these events was dependent on the availabil-
ity of grandmothers (usually the wife's mother) as babysitters. The
community social events were popular. The occasional dance at the
local fire hall was a highlighted occasion, especially when "live
music" was feature.yi..,

There sva, s irtuall no visitation with other young couples and,
although the men did see one another during work or in other
'11.de-centered activities, the women- did not maintain social con-
tacts, as is so often the case in middle-class "coffee mornings" or
"irate' st groups....

Ther was no question but that the women in this study were a
Ione ot. The husbands, during discussions, evidenced surprise at
the oneliness expressed by their wives. This is illustrated by the
following conversation:
Mrs C. (age. 18) "lie will eat his supper and go to play basketball or

something like that."

..:11
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Mr. G (age 19) "Well, what do you want me to do? Somebody has to
stay with the liaby.",

Mrs. C. "He's your baby too. It gets lonesome here."
Mr. C. "I didn't know you felt this way."
Mrs. G. "What do you think I do when you're gone?"
Mr. G. "You have the house and the baby and the TV."
Mrs. C. "You can't talk to the baby and the TV all day and all night-

too."
Some variation of this exchange was repeated consistently, and it
was clear that the husbands often were not aware of their wives'
predicament.

Handling the Children

The third main theme of concern was focused upon children.
During previous visits the Ilivestigator was asked many questions in
regardto child care and development, and these were postponed as
much as possible. The issues raised by most parents kere primarily
those that had puzzled the parents when they were tested to deter-
mine knowledge of basic developmental norms.,[8:22-251 In addi-
tion, more specific-questions were raised such as what to do about
thumb sucking, the advisability of a pacifier, how to begin toilet
training, and how to teach the child to "mind."

Both parents knew little about normative development and their
answers implied untealistically early developmental and behavioral
expectations.18:22-2.51The mothers in this study were an intolerant
lot. They were impatient, insensitive and irritable. Only five expres-
sed enjoyment of their offspring in the sense that they spontaneously
cuddled or played with them for the sheer joy of playing.Only three
of the entire group of mothers attempted to breast-feed their chil-
dren; considering that this was primarily a rural sample; this is a
small number. To the question, "Do you think babies are fun to take
care of when they are very little or do you think they are most
interesting when they are older?" only five mothers indicated that
taking care of small babies was fun or evidenced enjoyment and
enthusiasm.

Little help was given to the mothers by their physicians. What
advice was given came in the form of mimeographed slips indicating
formulas for feeding, the times to introduce new varieties of food
and food supplements, and the schedules for future visits to the
physician. These were given out by the nurses in the doctors' offices.

The three themes of discussion mentioned thus far were spon-
taneously introduced by the couples. To obtain expressions in the

J.
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areas of sexual adjustment, this topic was introduced by the inves-
tigator. The query used to elicit responses was: "Some of the couples
in this study found that sex relations sometimes cause problems. Is
there anything yon would like to ask about this?" If the couples were
reluctant to pursue this topic, .they were asked, Do you find your
method of birth control a satisfactory one?" and, "What is your
preferred method?"

It was difficult to involve the majority of the couples in a discus-
sion of sexual adjustment. The five couples who spoke willingly
were primarily interested in methods of birth control. To the ques-
tion of birth controlmethod, one wife stated that she took "Pills,"
four couples used 'rhythm" and the rest gave answers such as, "I
take care of that" (when answered by men); and "I leave it up to him"
(when answered by women). Condoms were the most-used birth-
control devices and these were obttlined from garages, gasoline
stations and local barber shops.

Discussion

The major areas of frustrations as depicted by the young parents
are not unique to youthful marriages. Many families must resolve
problems that arise in economic., social and interpersonal, and
child rearing areas. The vital factor is that many you nk couples are
not prepared to5ope with the pressures thrust upon them by the
sudden transitam to adult responsibility. Early marriage often
means an interrupted education and consequently lower eat-nil-1g
power. The utter loneliness expressed by the young wives and the
continued male-oriented social activities of the young husbands
illustrate the lack of maturity of the couples. While the wives were
engulfed by'the work and responsibility of,:motherhood, the hus-
bands were still boys in the social sense. The majority of the young
husbands in this sample showed little insight in regard to their
wives' needs and did little to assist in the common household tasks
of the cke_of children.

At presenf the Office of Child Development and .many social
agencies are focusing attention on school-age parents. Nelson, in an
excellent review, notes that the early concern for school-age preg-
nant girls, " . . . h a s evolved into a larger concern for adolescent
parents and their needs." [181 Parenting programs are proliferating
throughout the, country and there appears to be a renewed emphasis
on "family life': and "parenting" courses in high. school. (An excel-
lent review Of approaches is to be found in Children Today, March-

'April 1973.) The focus on parenting is especially important, for it

oos
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dramatizes the importance of the family aid parenthood as major
national resources.

If any impact is to be made in these efforts, major changes mug be
implemented in the area of social values and in the area of national
policy. It is not possible to detail these areas of effort; two examples
are suggested.

There is considerable evidence [19; 20:21-27] that the age of
_menarche is decreasing; likewise, boys are maturing at an earlier
age. There is no evidence, however, to indicate that emotional
maturity follows the same trend. At this time it is unthinkable in our
democratic social milieu to legislate the right of procreation, but it
could be possible to undertake a task of massive value orientation. It
has been shown', that observational learning (modeling and imita-
tion) is an effective means of developing negative or positive be-
havior. This is especially true of television, as noted by Liebert [16)
and his associates; ley colleagues Friedrich and Stein [121 have
shown hos,i, prosocial as well as aggressive behavior can be shaped in
this manner. If all social institutions could be involved in a suppor-
tive effort to assert parenthood as a high ideal, changes could evolve.
This also could have a legal aspect; we legislate the age of driving
and the consumption of alcohol. The great majority of parents sup-
port these laws; the present impersonality of laws of "bastardy" and
"fornication" should the creatively reoriented to make the family of
orientation responsible for social- emotional readiness of their
offspring for parenthood. The legal aspects are enforceable only
with support; but law often leads to a change in value structure. This
is a current phenomenon of affirmative action in business, industry
find education. On a more mundane level education for parenthood
is oriented to "parent-effectiveness" training. If such training is
reduced to skills training in mood reflection or, in operant technique
based on contingency management without an internal value reor-
ganization or the nurturance of affect, it will be superficial at best.

Sometimes societal attitudes are reflected in folk expressions.
"Spare the rod and spoil the'child" suggests thachildren are basi-
cally evil and that physical punishment is effective in their training.
The expression "mothering" connotes nurturance, wargith and ten-
derness. When one "mothers" one a supportive, a continu-
ing, task that is primarily in the affective domain. "Fathering" a child
is morelikely to be interpreted as in instrumental task of biological
procreation. It is time- specific, and does not connote a notion of
expressive behaVior. The unintended consequences of this differen-
lial in popular expressions can well contribute to the identification

1
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of the mother as a primary caretaker and contribute to the idea of
fatherhood as a tertiary contribution to the life of the offspring. .

There is little that can be said favorably about any existing national
policy in the area of the family. The family as an institution has little
recognition; it has no cabinet officer, nothing comparable' to the
Atomic Energy or Security Kid Exchange Commissions. In terms of
potential resources of the nation it is the most neglected area of
conservation and its welfare is left to the capricious jurisdictional

, differences of individual states.
The social responsibility for the development of "parental sense"

has been eloquently stated by Erik Erikson:

Healthy personality desielopment depends upon culture's
ideals and upon the economic arrangements of the society.
In order that most people may develop fully the sense of
being a parent, the role of a parent, both mother and father,
must be a respected one in society. Giving must rank higher
than getting, and loving thas3 being loved. The economy

'must be such that the future may be depended upon and
each person can feel assured that he has a meaningful and
respected part to play. Only so can most individuals afford
to renounce selfish aims and derive much of their satisfac-
tion from rearing children.

This was stated at the midcentury White House Conference on
-Children and Youth in 1951 `Federal leadership in this regard is yet
to emerge.
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A significant study for

Health Planners = Social Workers Educators

SCHOOL-AGE MOTHERS:
PROBLEMS, PROGRAMS & POLICY

Lorraine V. Klerman and James F. Jelxel
With a foreword by Charles PGers

Since the mid-1960s comprehensive programs have been developed
throughout the U.S in an effort to provide long-neglecled medical,
social. and educational services for .school-age mothers. Now that
the initial excitement has passe I, serious questions are being asked
by legislators. administrators, and those providing the .services: is
anything being accomplished'? mall who need help being reached?
%fiat l):.comes of these young mothers?

School Age Mothers attempts to answer these questions on the basis
of a (1% e-year study of two comprehensive local servicetprograms
for pregnant girls. The study, funded by the Maternal and Child
Health Service' of the Department of Health, Education, and
Weltare, examines the assumptions underlying the programs,
describing the young mothers' progress from the time they
registered for prenatal care, through delivery, and for two 'years
thereafter.

Particular attention is paid to the health of'the mother and her
child, and theproblem with education, control of fertility, em-
ployment status, and financial support. The successes and failures in
each area are related to individual characteristics of the mother
(age, birthplace, fatnily composition, etc.), her school'status at the
time she became pregnant, her participation in the program, and
her marital status.

The authors conclude th'at the two programs did accomplish their
short range objectives in areas of health and education. Over a
longer perioAd, however, the appraisal has not been as favorable.
Compared with the hopes of the clinical staffs and the expectations
of program planners too many girls left school before' graduation,
Olecame pregnant again, and made little progress toward economic
self-sufficiency.

(over)
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This volume illuminates the achievements and disappointments of
the two programs. The knowledge gained by the research staff and
presented in full detail, amplified by tables and charts, is of vital
importance for the planning of services for the school-age mother. ,
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A sexually healthy and mature father can
educate his son by example and by
understanding the boy's predicament.

FATHER'S ROLE IN
SEX EDUCATION
OF HIS SON
Warren J. Gadpallle, M.D.
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ANY COMPREHENSIVE SEX education of their sons is a task
fathers traditionally shufi (to say nothing of their terrified

avoidance of discussing sexuality with their daughters!). In
fact, Mom's nagging Dud into a reluctant and tongue-tied ex-
planation to Junior about the birds and the bees has long been a
national joke. But, as will be discussed in detail, Dad cannot fail
to kept is role without damaging his sons.

A misleading implication of the title is that perhaps sex edu-
cation should be a sex-segregated endeavor. This author is firmly
of the opinion that sex education should always involve both
sexes- both parents freely discussing sexuality with sons and
daughters. My convictions based bath upon clinical experience
and upon extensive involvement in adult and public school sex
education. One of the most manifest failures of our past han-
dling of sexuality has berm that men and women, indeed most
husbands and wives, have so seldom been able to discuss openly
with each other their sexual feelings, expectations, needs, and
preferences. Part of the reason for this has been this very kind
of segregation : mothers and other women talked, if at all, about
female sexual functions and female misconceptions about men,
and fathers and other men talked about male sexuality and
about their own store of myths about women. But they seldom
talked to Bach other, and it can still astound me, after years of
education pf countless adults, how many simple and basic things
one sex does not know about the other.

With that necessary proviso, however, there is value in talk-
ing about sex education between fathers and sons. It is simply
that boys and girls -and men and women-are different. This

Reprinted by the National Alliance Concerned with
School-Age Parents with permission of the author.
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basic biological fact is frequently obscured by such
phenomena as the unisex look. militant "Women's
Liberation" movements, and the detime of tradi-
tionally masculine occupations, but it is fact none-
theless. And the ditfeence is not solely biological.
though subtleties of biology may be the wellspring
of distinctions There is an innate psychological
and'eniotional difference, as well as the inescapable
consequences of -differing experbffices of growing
tip in one or the other kind of body. These dissinii-
lair private environments genetic, anatomical, and
luirmoiftil cannot do other than produce, under
normal conditions, males Ad females who differ

'significantIS:- in their ways of thinking, feeling, and
responding.

In addition, our culture still rears boys and girls
from birth so differently that research has shown
that i.ore gentler identity is e,ntabli,,ffied Unchange-
ably by about 2, Years of age.

Thus. thnie-will he certain' questions am! MI-
verrN about their sexuality which will be more rele-
van! and imperative among boys, and certain sex
cibii ative functions that fathers might ideally be
tiettr Impaired to till. But always the opportu-
nitv should be sought to bring mothers and darh-

(tens into these same discussions.

Basic principles of sex' education
Ilefore discussing the special qualities of sex edu-
ration betweeii fathers anti sons, it might he well
to talk brieflyabout sex education in general what
are its basic principles, its goals, and how it can
take place

First and foremost, this author takes the posi-
tion that sex education is good, and the more com-
plete the better. I reject totally the notion that
human sexual relations are enhanced by "mystery"
or ignorance. This article is not the appropriate
vehicle for extended debate about whether or not
`-0X11:11 information will lead to greater.sexual ex-
perimentation, or whether or not increased sexual
experimentation is in any way harmful. My basic
premise is that if one is inevitably going to be af-
fected by something, knowledge about it can never
be as dangerous nor as deleteriously misused as
ram ignore aye.

By far the most important principle of sex educa-
tion is that it does not principally occur in planned,
verbal ways, but occurs constantly throughout
childhood and later life in every contact with an-
other person. There is, therefore, no choice be-
tween providing or not providing sex education,
but onl, the alternatives of how and what will your
son le m about.sex. Because early childhood is the
tints when humans are most impressionable and

',, 0

most educable, a boy's parents provide him WA1
an almost indelible impression of what sex is all
about The way a boy's father lives, his degree.of
:fell-esteem as it male, the way he treats his wife
and children all these constitute a boy's earliest

\sex education from his father. This is an ongoing
Dress of ing up as it boy in the presence (or,

sometim . absence) of a particulaw male model.
If it boy' father talks one way about manhood, but
eondue s himself as a male in contradictory ways,
the bo, will learn from what he experiences, nut,
from t at he is told.

A Sec nd principle of sex education recognizes
the multi I deception that has been tacitly prac-
ticed betty en children and adults in Western cul-
ture for get erations. For many emotional reasons,
it has been mportant for adults to ralllioress their
own childhcs I sexuality. and to believe that chil-
dren are esse dolly asexual( until puberty. Conse-
quentl, and n it thoroughly unspoken .manner,
children and a dults have long observed a kind of
treaty which may be paraphrased, "If you chil-
dreit will alga e to keep your sexuality secret: we
:adults will tag .re to pretend that you are not sexual,
and will leave you alone."

Necognizing he inaccuracy of the belief in child-
hood sexual inn wence, a third principle affirms the
importance of ealthv sex education throughout
childhood, front 'artiest infancy onwards. There

. has been proles. si nal difference of opinion about
whether there is a t ne in childhood when the sex-
ual interests and deist become dormant, thus pre-
senting the possibility t at sex information during
the primary school' yt;:i s may ho disruptive. evi-
dence of sexual interest at these ages casts massive
doubt upon such a concept

A fiirthe basic principle, alluded to earlier, is
that human sexuality is a coeducational activity.
Since normal sexuality int.olves hoth sexes, it is
sheer idiocy not to employ every means possible to
increase the ease with which males andNuiles
can communicate 111)00 sex., Any other approach
would stand as a behavioral contradiction of that-
principle, and would outweigh any verbal persua-
sion to the contrary.

These batik prliciples of sex education serve also
to enunciate some of the ideal goals. Most simply,
sex education should removerignoranee. Whatever
decisions young people may make :about their sex
lives while growing up or in adulthood, -such de-
cisions can only be Crippled through lack of knowl-

edge
Constructive sex education wield hope to open

previously clogged channels of communication 'be-
tween father :uni son, parent and child generally,
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The way a boy's lather tires. Ns self-esteem, and the
Way he treats his wile and children all constitute a boy's
earliest sex education from his father.

,W1.4 171t1)),,ItC)y i144,Arell males and females. Open
aanunn atl..I1 r11,11+ a genuine dialogoe, not an

adult I., ',ice?. and child listener. because children
mie.tions null ideas that art' worth hearing

sometime . h dialogue helps remove the se-
, re, t and taboo from Ines ,iway with the
nspiti«e eotinotation of silence on the subject. It
gies ,'ILA a place to come to in security with his
, ,brns. k now I tip r hat he won't betirrned off with

all..thfbr t ruse or Pva,10h
the total such openn, in education

ssoaill hem to 114;111 teach a child how to think, rather
than to think This is is much a general (in-
C,,t r 0,1 as a \ Otte

A tirraf s and ,dt:matei goal of e udimation is to
onhari, f the muddy of relat1011,hIps between men
.17,1 ss,111,411 mi h1,11,1 the quality of family life and

M,,st people's volicept of sexuality
,111,fleI ilrrtted to 0.111tal .ex is a roll-

;,,y ,, r !ho, ua.olr,l NO.-and \ Idttant
t i o n t h a t has , h a r . h . teT1.!,s1 our culture's ap-

',roach to se \ ;dim. whether be-
een fathri and son ,,r Otho.,ontext, ideally

aln.s to pla, hnian oalit'y in the context of
human re{:ii,o,shIriA. not primarily as an end in
itself hot tit a Meal, toward and an expressio of
the closest and most tender bond between man at
woman

The father's special role
Kirkendall outlined several points in an article di-
re, t.11 towlird helping parents become better sex

educa4prs. He was addressing himself to both' par-
ents, but they serve equally as guidelines for fa-
thers. Paraphrased, some of them are

1. Help expand parents' ideas of Sex education
so that they recognize that it is more than verbal
instruction, that it is not delicate and
touchy, that there in ( owe between giving or
not giving sexual educatiivn, and auint is not nec-
essary to wait for the child to take the initiative.

2. Help relieve parents of their numbing fear of
their children's sexuality and of the consequences
of sexual involvement. .

3. Help parents come to term with their own
unresolved sexual concerns and-misconceptions.
' 4. Help parents with their current adult sexual
adjustment.

In what ways might these he particularly applied
to fathers' special role?

1. Most simply, fathers are men, and their sons,
will be, As discussed earlier, this living model is
the most signitkant sex education about nudeness
any son will receive. The fttther who recognizes that
his everyday demeanor is his way of telling his
son what it is like to be a man can more healthily
fulfill this sex education task one which no woman
can event do. This is the source of a boy's genuine
pride in -Ins sexual identity.

In addition. fathers have some personal, spe-
cial, subjective knowledge about male sexuality
from which their sons can benefit. They have gone
through all the phases of development their sons
are going through, sand have probably experienced
most of the questions and concerns that loom so,
large fur their boys. If men can be helped to think
of sex as a matter -of -fart part of life, rather than a
delicate and explosive subject, they can share their
knowledge and experience with their sons when
they need it -the most and before fears and mis-
conceptions build conflicts. This also Implies that
the thoughtful father knows when some puzzling
feeling or behavior may be occurring or may soon
occur, and thus can anticipate his son's need for
information and guidance.

The preparation of girls for menarche is a classic
example from the opposite sex; those girls who are
unprepared or misleadingly prepared suffer need-
less am . ,ing distress when they begin sud-
denly to bleed from so emotionally loaded a loca-
tion. An anal 01111 experience in pubescent boys,
but for which hey are seldom given preparation, is
spontaneous erection. Most fathers can remember
their acute embarrassment when erections oc-
curred unpredictably in school, for example when
standing, up to answer a question with girls in
desks all around. If they think about it. they know

3i
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er
when theirloys are getting near this stage of nat-

,uration, andthey Can explain that this will happen
to them, that it is a natural occurrence in all boys
because of the growth their bodies are. going
through and that there is no need for shame or em-
barrassment. This requires initiating the discus-
:Ohm not waiting for the boy to ask. By the time
spontaneous erections have begun, so that a boy
would have reason to ask, he may be ashamed to
ask, or already begun to develop unnecessary con-
flict about it, or endured teasing without any com-
forting knowledge to help him take it in stride.

2. While we usually think of women in our cul-
ture as being those with sexual fears and appre-
hensions about any sexual involvement by their
children: men are not at all immune. Fathers are
also likely to regard sex as something they do not
want their sons to get involved "too soon," and
may shun giving necessary information in the fear
that knowledge will lead to experimentation. They
forge] or suppress the knowledge that most of them
experimented during childhood and adolesceg e
without disastrous conseqUences. And they mi
be insufficiently iyiformed to realize that where
there may have been consequences, either to the
girl or within themselves, consequences usually
sprang from the ignorance or guilt surrounding the
seftal behavior, rather than from the behavior
itself

A father may have a genuinely felt t ral and
religious reason for wishing to restrai e sexual
behavior of his MOM, and he should make those
clear. But in terms of adult consequences, pre-
marital sexual activityhas no clearly disruptive
effect upon adult sexual and marital function. On
the other hand. cross-cultural ceimparisons reveal
a close correlation between sexual freedom in child-
hood and adolescence and satisfactory sexual func-
tion in adulthood. Such analogies do not necessarily
apply to all the specific conditions of living in this
culture, but they do suVgist that fathers -and adults
in general may have exaggerated fears of the con-
sequences of their children's sexual involvements.

3. athers could sate, their sons imkneasurabie
guilt and misery, and sometimes even sOtious men-
tal illness, if all they did was to accomplish just one
.specific item of sex education : the reassurance
that masturbation is normal and harmless. But this
would require that adult men be emotionally secure
in this knowledge themselves, and that is seldom
the case. Most men were guilty about their own
masturbation, and many never really got over that
guilt. Their only .solution to this irrational guilt
is to try to think of it as little cui possible. Even if
intellectually they know better, their son's mas-

71.2

. -
turbation stirs their own past guilts and makes
them acutely uncomfortable. They are*thus unable
to convey the reassurance their On need, but in-
stead communicate the same disapproving and neg-
ative attitudes from which they suffered.

This is but one obvious eXample of how unre-
solved sexual conflicts from th past can impair a
father's ability to help his son exual development
in a manner in which he w Id be uniquely quali-
fied. If he had experienced ut overcome those pre-
occupying guilt feois, he could reassure his on
more persuasively than c uld anyone else. There
are countless other areas of sexual. conflict which
are peculiarly male, and which have a speoakcally
destructive effect upon father-son communiation
about sex. Fathers need to accept the obligation to
try to identify and overcome such areas of mis-
conception.

4. Because of inadequacies and conflicts in their
adult sex lives, some men are unablf to prepare
their on for a healthy relationship with at woman.
Growing boys are exposed to all the common myths
land realities) of adult sexuality. From other boys,

hear the stories of "rersexed" girls whose
ilvora s appetite can wear a man down and ruin

His health. They hear about girls who use the help-
less male's sexual needs as at means to enslave and
control him. These and many other such stories are
frightening ideas in anticipation of growittg up,
and one might expect that a father could easily re-
assure a boy about them.

For some fathers, however, the myths and
fears have come true. Their %lye:4 may berate them
for being inadequately virile, and may even taunt
them with their inability to provide enough sexual
gratification. Other wives may use, sex coercively,
withholding it in miter to gain advantages or con-
cessions fromher husband in return. Whatever the
emotional conflicts which led those men to select
and putup with such women. they r surely com-
promised in their ability to help their sons dismiss
similar fearful expectations. in such ways, current
adult sexual problems are :a interfersace in any
man's capacity to take care of his -son's peculiarly
male concerns during growing lup- -at least from a
store of unimpeachaille experience and as-
surance.

There is a specific and imperejob which only
fathers tor father surrogates) can ,accomplish in
the sexual rearing of their sons. It is associated
with all the facets of interaction categorized above,
yet merits particular discussion. it is the role,
which no other pbemon can fulfibl, of protecting a
boy from developing homosexual tendenciel In
the most extensive research yet conducted in the



The father, as slitting modal of whines', in
the most significant bunco of sox education
tot hat son. His everyday behavior
communicates what it is Ilk* to be man.

1

Most fathers can recall their acute
embariassment when erections pc 0

1 unpredictably in school and can Bin this
normal occurrence to their sons

Young boys must be owned that sexual myps
about gals and women are not true

111&
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psychodynamics eat male homosexual development,
it was found that the most common family censtel-
tattoo in their histories war the combination of it
close-binding and overintimate mother with a de
tajhed and hostile or indifferent father While this
was unquestionably the typical family situation,
their studies and others revealed, of can rve, that
homosexuality could also proceed from ditferent
backgrounds. But one condition was never found
in the history of male homosexuals: in a study
population now extending to many hundreds. Dr
Irving Bieber has never interviewed a homosexual
man who had a close, warm ielstionship with his
rather A psycholpgicallv`good fiither appears to
be a specific protection against development asi a
homosexual.

Thus a father's sex educative role might be
summed up by saying that it is he aho makes it
possible for his son to become a sexually normal
adult male A healthy mother can prevent her son's
havi)iit inappropriate apprehensions about women
and can foster healthy attitudes toward maleness,
but ideally it requires a man In produce'men.

Boys' special sexual concerns
A hoy's special needs and -voiwerns will shift as he
}Trims, and a father should try to know what it is
his son needs from him at the various stages of his
growth It is likely that in early infancy, father in
relatively unimportant to his baby son, unless he
takes over much of the mothering functions. I, for
one. am opposed to this practice being carried too
far: clinical experience suggests that it is unwise
to begin an infant's life by blurring male-female
distinctions

Quite soon, hoarier. the little boy discovers his
penis arid the pleasure of manimilating it As soon
its t his 10(,111.S. he Oa Ild, in need of knowing that he s
is not endangered be such activity His fathe
111Uili, 0.1 Id a1911eilSt11, impl threats,
..nd ularly protect his son against
damaging disapproval by mother or other female
members of the household

It is .11 the Tiller stage that roost .ehildren be
aware ot anatornyal differences

betvie., males and females Boys in our culture
seldom have any difficulty in being proud "and'
pleased about their male anatomy; males hate tra-
ditionally been valued more highly than females,
and most fathers convey this kind of self-accept-
aftee quite automatically But the corollary ten-
dency to undervalue females also begins at this
stage. and represents a special need in the yex edu
cation of boys. To a child, haying something is Just
naturally better than not baving.sotaething, be it

it
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A warm relationship with. psychologically
healthy lathy seamy to be the best protection
against the development Of homotesuallte

Most lathers se* their sons nude tram time to
tune and can ..... ore them of the normalcy of
their opens' size and function.

111

fa-a pitting dirty forbidden.rmisteriour SPX, and
antompticintellectualpallid-Ols: sex It is in selionl

and grammar school especially Wilt ninny boys
are tint int enselv exposed to the language of sex,
espy, i sik th4Asirtiage that has tOttp. been socially

eptable It 4 extremely (11111 lit for many'
father+ and mother's to be at ease 1,, th their ehil
do, ti 55 ith 'In olgar" sexual languag , men though
this ma, 1,4t it freek thenewlse under certain

111,1t.1 fa as in pikes or with MP-SPX friends
11., it at to be iinticipated thdi- s w 111 hear Or see

, t,1:111V ttIP SPX Ponts and 55 ill+be .1111011A

alpTlit their ,na.arang,t If this language of sex cart
be "detos 'lied" law simple 1Xplarlat101114 of tletinition
and by the offering of-alternat e terrmieehere thuy
edit, much of the "nasty" secrecy of ;Sex will be
nipped in the bird

The matte age of onset of Male puberty in, the
Ioited States it 14 year (luring the 2 or 3 yearn
of lieeptiberty, bpys' needs eon preparatory sex
'education increase sharitly They are not as likely
to ask open questions 4t this period as latter on,

Ji. 4
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unless they have learned to be idussually free, but
'much of the biological olislaught-of puberty veil be
softened thtfough prophylactic anticipation by wise
fathers Increased sexual interest, spontaneous
erections, net dreams,' wttipisitled mil_sturbatorY
ai tit Qv nil t hest can Ice preptired for to. due ussurrin
,Shead of time about a harm going to happen to the
box soon, (14 his body changes into that of a man
Just as important is a boy 4 nerd to understand the
normal Yarition and age range of physical level.
opment Pubescence anywhere-between 11 or 12
and 16 or 17 is well within normal, and mach Inner
torment i an be prevented by tell nu this to pre
pubsyseent boys, and by reassuring them that the
age at which they ileyelop the charm trristics of
adult male bodies has nothing what/airy er tic do
with how. big or manly they will be as adults

Adolescence
Ihr *ex education of adolescents seems to

f righter. parents more than at ant other stage And
it's understandable It hatexer thy, possible pros
or cons of such education earlier, reprodio Lion was
litipossitile and any antic 'timed dangers were fu
tore corn (tit for the adolescent, sexual behavior
carries ail this potential real.ionsequeneeis of ailulj
sexuality. iu the fear that knowledge leads to ex-
perimentation assumes it new degree of Immediacy

Added to that, parents are forced to the recogni-
tion that if they have a normal adolescent, they no
longer can command and enforce total obedience
Some youngsters are frankly rebellious against-
their parents. %J.11U(.11, and others, even if they go
about d more gently, feel the right to liueettton
those values, to ask them to hit their validity
demonstrated, and to deuce new values for them-
selves if they cannot identify with the old

Surely it is a sore, task to which father is put
when he kpows that everything he says may be
met with skeptic ism, yet if anything goes "wrong"
there ran be serious consequences lint the capacity

...to at an this challenge and to function to spite of
the en1,1410(t of authority ; exactly .1 hat the ti(111(.(1(
.on need. "f his father Iff t common. atom 14
mailable. there are many questions of fact for
which adolescent boys aced clarification Most of
these mu:stools boa h spun or directly no alto 4((:(
sal values, middle class teenagers, at least, are sel-
dom interested in the pure mechanics of sex They
want to talk about standards and responsibilities
and relationships. but they don't want to be told
w hat is 'right. and whit is "wrong"

In ion ern. I, about the kinds of set ipiestions

asked by teenagers, Dr Deryk ealderwood re-
torted that in his studies the questions 11104t (re,
quently asked by boys "concerned the male sex or
guns, masturbation, a if homosexual behavior
Intercourse; venereal disco. manIng of ter
tarn slang terns, female net ins, prostitution,
and birth follow isi in that on er Such a shah can
some as a starting place for fathers in talking to
their sons, at least by indicating what boys know
they want to know In all the three,majur cate
gums, their basic concern is to find out whether
they are normal, or whether something-vs wrong
-with them. (toreros about the male urgans are es-
sentially to find out whether their own develop.
ment shape, size, cum alum, testicular configura
tam, hair. erections, etc s nohnal The same 14
true of masturbation It is a:cony:atm that all normal
adolescent boys masturbate It is almost as invari-
able that they worry about it. Questions about frys-
gurney, About whether one .can masturbate too
much, and ithinit tales of horrid consequences till
reflect such guilty worries Even the great euripsity
about homosexuality has roots in personal worries.
As yet unsure of their masetilinitg...and often hav-
ing ex,perienced some cicgria, of homosexual play
during adolescence, boys wonder how they can
assess their normalcy, and Whether ur not homo-
sexuality 14 cu rabic

Fathers, if they will make the chanty, can furnish
simple and generally reaiuring information on all
these topics of moor concern Moat men Si'.' their
sons nude from time to time, and can assure them
of the normalcy of their organs' nine and function
When any doubt exists, medical opinion should
promptly be sought Sufficiently healthy and well-
Informix' fathers can unburden their sons' minds
about masturbation, and help them know that only
the emotions one has about it can cause damage,
not the actiyity itself

Boys interest in homosexuality is more difficult
for father% to state" because not too many men
know much about it Reassurance, at least, is USU.

Incilly order There is rather wide occurrence of
some homosexual at tic it y during early adolesc ence,

hii h rte rely presages hornOsestiiiktY m MktithOOd
Thu author's experience in somewhat different

from i alderti mid's There seem to be two other
1.1111411,(114 proscupations of equal intensity among
teenage boys tine is intercourse and the other Is
values Most boys really have only the vaguest and
most incomplete notions about what goes on and.
how intercourse actually occurs. few hooks de-
scribe it in env exact and extended detail, and de-
s. notions by their friends are mines of raisin for-

7- t..)
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Wation Esen after coital experitnentation, their
ignorance is abysmal Adolescent buys want to
know what happens In Intercourse in nconotutetuis
detail Bathers can tell them if they will

The other striking quality about teenagers de-
mands for sex information is their insistence on
the discussion of stove They want to know how
different atlual, attitudes affect those who hold
them. and what are the personal and emotional con-
sequences of different standards of behavior They
want to know thr evidence for the answers we give,
and the evidowe that our own standards have
worked for on and for others They do not want to
haves 4111111 I M TIONett , but they are vitally concerned
with the issue of values.

Ibexes or, a poll of adolescent boys' conscious
questions and concerns is tin insufficient criterion
of w hat sex education they need, and what their
fathers a an supply Perhaps the most obvious um's-
44414441 would be the importance knowing as much
about girls 4141 about themselves It might seem
otenius that,4mothers would be the better source,
bet I an, not so sure of thin for one thing. women
an be incredibly ignorant of their own sexuality.

list even when mother is k mjededgeablmand open,
father can add a unique ingredient If he has taken
the trouble to inform himself, his very participa-
t oils in teat hung his sons about female sexuality im-
part.. a wos of regard and consideration fur wom

s robs and responses Impbcilli, he is teaching
that is, armless of his Partner is integral to healthy
soy ".al relationships

Also, while teenage hiss are spontaneously con-
. ernecl with cnlues, I W1411111 point out that it Is

fathers w ho must imbue their sons with the cajun,
its to value their partners Mules ha cr I1 very long
hi ninny of sexual selfishness to reverse. and the
equal Motion salmi of his female partneri, an em-
phasIS that canted he too strongly made

it Fln.,u fathers are generally considered to be
the list chological bridge to the larger -Otanil mi-

. lieu In the traditional fitfully (still the norm in
apite of gradual changes I, mothers are seen as the

niiiirte tin. deepiod in rapsychic nt
t I t ;ales. Mat fathers as rem esenti ne the outside

iit ld V. Nth regard to sexiial taliaviiir and atti-
the cultiv at large is in constant Ilex The

11141111h levities of ad ways are glaringly apparent,
and all kinds of different approaches to sexuality
are biting tried without any assurances of improve-
ment Every boy will have to find his place in such
a pluralistic society. and fathers can assist this
adjustment most effectively First, they can teach
'their sons that this situation exists, rather than
lea& rir them to believe that what they qbserved and
were caught at home is the one and only hest way,

r-

agreed upon by anyone whose opinion counts. Sec- ;
end. they can demonstrate through their own toler-
ance of differences, the ability to live one's own
identity without being unduly threatened by the
existence of alternative beliefs and practices.

Summary
Thu foregoing discussion should make several
points clear One in that sex education between
father and son should not occur in same-sex Isola-
tint,, though father's role is essential and unique.
Another Is that really adequate sex education re-
quires a sexually healthy and mature father who
has successfully worked through his own past and
peesent conflicts "a consummation devoutly to be
wished" but seldom achieved. A third .18 that the
older the boy gets, the more-difficult the task' be-
comes, partly becautie of the characteristics of ado,
lesions and parUy because' of the increasingly
complex knowledge and preparation required.

Certainly the majority of fathers could use some
assistance in the sex education of their sons. Since
"sex education" should really embrace human re-+
lationships between men and women throughout
life, there is no more dilticult area in which to feel
competent. For the same reason thnt doctors do

, not attempt to operate upon members of their im-
mediate families, oftetr'S father is too emotionally
involved with his sons to trust his objectivity whefl
emotionally loaded areas like sexuality come up. A
son is vo often an extension of his father's ego that
it is often difficult for Dad to see him as a separate
person. living in a different world, and perhaps
needing some different ways of coping with his
sexuality than Dad has used Sometimes all com-
munication breaks down because of a man's Ina-
batty to separate himself emotionally from his
son, and this is where some other man may help-
fully step into the breach.

Such communication remains a goal, however,
and is worth working toward. And experience suit-
Rests that it is not totally impossible. Essentiall'i,
a man must respect himself as a man so as to pro-
vide a hank for his son's self-respect. Such self-
esteem would allow him to inform himself as fully
as possible, and to express his own attitudeascon-
sistently and without embarrassment, but alsi
without being dogmatic. At the same time, he'wetild .

respect his eon's growing individuality so as to
want to'teach him how to think and to prepare him
for independent decision-making, even when those
decisions differ front his own. There are, hopefully,
better ways to function as sexual humans than have
generally cluiracterited our culture. Perhaps fa-
thers can help their sons to find them, rather than.
sentence them to helpless repetition of our dreary
sexual history.
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babies .auld hair inn Id the S infant more mature pregnant woman. Hut the ;Mo-
o-, oat rate from roll le ,t Ili place aiming lescent t, .tispeciallv vulnerable to the risk
natin, factors lowituse of a iariety of cirrumstances

Rio aileimatti medival 'Arc n nut dept tired characteristic of her age group physiologic
in 4,11,1m In Via% imtnaturiti, economic dependency, poor nu-
eke, here. it I, anifistily that the mialiti of trttional status, lack of education, in.',
perinatal health ran for ant '.aerial age -.mate medical care, political metrectiiime,
group An t, :tom-liked iolledaiolallv atthoot and, in some (fuses, racial discrimination,
rat-trig Th. soiassionoto lc -tato, of tint-,' at Thesejmildems cannot be solved in isoliNion
toghe,t rok front the broader issues of maternal ant

tiertatolv the divpening Ve011.11111r rrt,t, ilea horn health care. that afflict nMeriellIIS
nos sot' III dt,r eotintry sciontizi of all ages

prfe,stmil, e.at. unit n and politicians The .1.10 of human repnahletion is the
alike to the atfluence cOorIolI111' It Uiat. 'tier -all result of marry interlicting biologic
ill, maternal. fetal, and ova born hitch It and social factors that influence and art, in
Hr. ant I-. ha, found that roorlor1114. Ihbruue

Id .1 ,ignititiarit role in infant
mortali t S III Ihrpast 19 CI"

\ . it 'irking a it It data from autopsies
of .1 tIlbortt and Ilea loom infant, a ho had
III,/ (nn yai., ilihe'r than those ItS.11.iated

II II -.I rliiiqr111 dt flirt, or maernail 1,1111,11-
alogon/.111 the-,

to At ,holm m Fig-
tire lo, the dead balm-, shone famille, fell
iniloa !h pot ern Ono. 11-..11IIIII'd Lt Ihr So-
asst Secorit situ

of 11,111.0 1,101, n, vompard with
mace of ',MIA; for those N how fared; earn-
:11g. o \ t-rollod the I1 Hodt length
and all organ aithi, acre smaller In in-
fat, of poor bun lie, Naie toilivie, that
Ihr almormativ loa a eight of the organs of
the islet-, of r:11,1111, c eilarttettdmatit
of drldutttott rit wn. Tilt Ir tM rouse., spleens,

and adr.mai gland, a lire mon until,-
gri,t r than tht it kedni hearts. or 4,1,
ton, Thi- growth pattern has Itern repeat-
cif iiliseried in children and %ming animals
it tab 111,O1, nt .\1,o found in the
Ile ,thorn and stillborn ,nr.wt. of till' 1111,

rt aldita.ritaitt it, that are
rharaiit.rt-die of ,,,,T,,,utnt,n The.,
tattlintt: of 01°-
1.1,1,1 In filters

Conclusions
Th, poignant :oi.,i,-... it I- -.00,0 to ,tIl of

,the ivtik.;11 And ...eta' rit,k, that confront the

turn, influenced by the amount and kind of
preconception, obstetric, and neonatal care
that is made available. Patients usuallv can
be elassified early in their pregnancies ac-
cording to degree or ri.s k NO that appropriate
medical, social, ,,nTnutritional measures can
he instituted,

Certainlv there is a need today for broader
recognition I if the uurious risk factors
they bear Most perinatal healtJlat the emu-
nitinitv level. Professionals :mil lay people
alike need to tind trays of generating an in-
formed and responsible demand for the allo-
',at ion of both toddle and pm ate resources so
a., to 41 eriln111' IIII 1/11A1111.ION ft, the best pos-

sible maternal. fetal, and nevi born care, for
pregnanci in the adolescent as ror all preg-
nancies. a these obstacles ari3techni-
4,11 or utarttnionul

1.1.[..CfS

72
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FEATURE

Discrimination Persists Against Pregnant
Students Remaining in School

By I Irt.la -Irtihro,c

Whie courts legislators insurance
companies and employer, unrea,
ingly recognize wiin's tertilitir
related rights puin les and attitudes
toward adolis,:ent pregnancy In-
quentiv remain disci munatoiy or. at
best. indittymnt teenage pregnancy
is often aci tint pained by premature,
frequently unstable marriages. phys-
ical risks to the Mother and Infant,
personal and family tension. and
other problems ' which school-age
girls are seldom equipped to fully
resolve Pregnam y is disproportion
ately unplanned and unwanted
among adolescents 2 For some. abor-
tion is a remedial solution, but tot
others. it is inaccessible, simply not
recognized as an alternative or, for a
vanety of reasons, viewed as less
ass eptable than childbirth In spite
of the increased availability of abor,
tion and birth control services 12.861
girls under 15 and [,04,0% girls be-
tween 15 and 14 gist' birth, in 1973 1

These pregnancies1 in aildithin to
other health aYid social risks, repre-
sented a substantial, threat to the
continued education of the mothers.
Traditionally, most pregnant stu-

dents have been expelled or quietly
excluded from school" There is slit:,
stantial evidence that these discrimi-
natory traditions persist In a recent
study of the exclusion of children
from school in Ainenca. 58 percent
Of all children between 6 and 17 years
old who were not in school gave
pregnancy as the reason for non-
atteridance, 2.4 percent gave marriage
as the reason, and.109 percent had

Linda Ainbrow b ed dor oi
P;annor,.

be en suspended or expelled 1 Fin-
/Ian. \ 3alltiOlibtedly was a precipitat-
ing factor in many of the marriages,
suspensions or expulsions. The find-
ings, presented for both boys and
girls, imply that among female stu-
dents old enough to become preg-
nant, the proportion of exclusions
related to pregnancy is much higher
than the 5 8 percent "pregnancy"
figure.

In Montgomery. 'Alabama's
"School-Leaver Report" for 1972-73,
02 percent of the female dropouts
cited pregnancy as a reason for leav-
ing school!' In South Carolina, the
state superintendent of education
said 19 percent of the state's school
dropouts gave marriage or preg-
nancy as their reason for leaving
school '

With inadequate education com-
pounding other strains of early
parenthood, it hardly seems reaso -

able to expect the young mothe s
nature to he undamaged In addit n
to direct economic and social effects,
school withdrawal is also associated
with repeat pregnancies and larger
than average families." A study of
unwed mothers in Connecticut found
that school status and participation
in a postpartum program for teenage
mothers were the most important
predictors of oral contraceptive use
end avoidance of subsequent preg-
nancy.' "In effect, the opportunity
to pursue their education gives [un-
wed mothers] a hope for the future
so that they are less likely to fall into
the snare of repeat illegitimate
births," a' federal Ridge noted in a
1969 Mississippi decision involving
unwed pregnancy.'"
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Family planning provid rs have
direct reason, therefore, to con-
cerned about school policies stu-
dent pregnancy. Those polici are
usually left to local regulations ii or
to the practices of individual princi-
pals, teachers and counselors, The
report Children Out of School in Amer-
ico concluded that most pregnancy-,
related exelusions result from in-
formal advice in favor of "voluntary
withdrawal" rather than from overt
policies i2 The educators' attitudes
and recommendations "are enough
to convince most I pregnant students]
they, aren't wanted," the study said.

Consequently, the 'elimination of
discriminatory patterns and the ini--
nation of uniffirmly adequate sup-
portive services in at least 15,450
different school districts-'3 will be a
long, difficult process. But the com-
mon law and recent federal legisla-
tion offer pregnant teenagers and
.their advocates leverage for the mod-
ernization of local school policies
and practices on teenage pregnancy.

judicial Recognition of Pregnant
Students' Rights

The U. S. Supreme Court said in the
historic 1954 Brow,' decision:

In these days, it is doubtful that
any child may reasonably be ex7
pected to succeed in life if .

denied the opportunity of an edu-
cation. Such an opportunity, where
the state has undertaken to pro-
vide it, is a right which most be
made available to all on equal
terms. '-'

As recently as mid-January, the Su-
preme Court affirmed its support for



educational nghts of students who
had been suspended from school for
less than 10 days on grounds of mis-
conduct."s When public education is
offered to school - age youngsters gen
erally, the Court said in a 5-4 decision.
the right to an education cannot he
withdrawn on ;,:'munds tit 'miscon-
duct without fair procedures to de-
termine if misconduct occurred In a
footnote to their decision,16 the
malonty noted that since 11161. lower
federal courts have unitorndy hel
that the due' process clause is apph
cable to public schoolssseeking to
expel a student

The Suprji-oe Court has never di-
rectly reviewed rights of pregnant
students, but several lower courts
have found them protected by legis-
lative and constitutional provisions
In 1020, the Supreme Court of Kansas
ordered the readmission of a student
who became pregnant and later mar-
ried The court said exclusion from
school was tustitied under state law
only tor persons -undesirable tram
either a physical malady or moral
obloquy !he evidence was insult'.
(lent, the court found to warrant
expulsion In 1166 a Texas wort
found that a school district was un-
justified in excluding a married
teenage mother from regular high
school (lasses 1"

Unwed mothers in Mississ,rim
ha e' pursued litigation sek cral times
to gain readmission to ...hoot In
Priry , i S to tin '" a. federal court
tound that exclusions solely on the
basis ret unwed motherhood was a
violation nt equal protection under
the U Constitution the court
ordered the enrollment of two unwed
mothers link..s the school boa ref de-
termined during .1 hearing that the
young mothers were so lacking in
moral character that their presence
en the schools will taint the educa-
tion of either student. Three years
later, in 1072, the same judge en-
joind another school district tram
enforcing a regulation against enroll-
ment of unwed rni Owl-. 2" the sec
and school district had been subtect
to precious litigation 2' resulting en
the readmission ret other unwed
mothers. and the 1072 deusmn re-
flected the nadge"s trustration in
attempting tee uphold the young
students' rights -It is difficult for
the court to understand.- fudge
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Orma R. Smith wrote, "why
. the

school board held the opinion that
the board Was at liberty to enforce
the unwed mother policy.-

In a 1971 Massachusetts case in-
volving an unmarried pregnant stu-
dent banned from high school during
regular school hours. a federal court
ruled that "the right to receive a
public school education is a basic
personal right or liberty. Conse-
quently. the burden of tushfying any
school rule or regulation Inniring or
terminating that right ion the school
authorities " The court found that
school officials had not shown that
the pregnant girl's school attendance
would endanger her health, cause a
disruption cif otherwise impair the
educational process There was "no
valid educational ,or other reason to
lushly her segregation and to require
her to receive a pipe of educational
treatment which Is not the equal ot
that given to all others in her class

The Al,11,1,111 Si hoot Hoard lourptal
analyzed these legal precedents and
warned. ''lodges haVe ruled that
doctors - not school boards can best
decide it school is a health hazard for
a pregnant girl. and although it may
be admirable and necessary tier
school boards to discourage student
marriages and pregnancies, the board
may not use pregnant students as
prototypes tor punishment

Another analysis of legislation and
court der sirens on pregnant students
eoncluded that -liberalization eef

.

policies pioviding leer the rights of
pregnant students is virtually man

ited tier avoidance of unnecessory
hgahon
A 1073 study sponsored by the

Mississippi Governors Ohm,. of
Education and training reviewed
legislation and the common 1,iw and
recommended that school boards and
school administrators be prohibited
by law or regulation Mini expelflop
students or excluding them from
participation in extracurricular activ-
ities on the basis of pregnancy' 2'

Federal I aw Recognizing the
Rights of.Pregnant Students

'Title IX of the Itchication Amend-
ments of 1072 mandates that sex
discrimination be eliminated inted
erally assisted education programs 2"
Educational institutions which re-

725)

ceive fedet'l aid' h m'apis,
li3ans or contracts (dither Atctit-

`track of insurance:Par gu, thug
comply with Title IX. Fin regul
tions. for impleme/ting tt
ments had pbt been issue rly
Febniary Yroposed regulatu "dere
publisW1 in June 11174,27 finai"yever.:'

with o ant students' rights del
and dealing specilically

not a controversy ofv
positio uring a fourrc.T cot
menk. child That section would
pro schools from denying a
stu "tit the opportunity*partici-
pate in any class or extracurricular
activity because ot "pregnancy,
childbirth. false pregnancy, miscar-
riage, abortion or recovery there-
from.- Although there is no bar to
provi,;,,,, of separate classes or pm-
grams tor pregnant students, no
student could he required to enroll
in them or to he tutored at home.
Other forms of discrimination would
also be prohibited

Excluding pregnant students any
mandatory period of time

Requiring pregnant students to
have a doctor's certiticate to remain
in or retu m to school without mak-
ing a similar requireneent of students
with other temporary disabilities.

Requiring notification of the ISX
petted date of childbirth thout
requiring students with oilier to
porary disabilities to notite' the-
school of the planned dates tor sur-
gery or absence

t reating pregnancy differently ac-
cording to the marital statics of the'
student

I Me IX is enforced by the Office
for 0;i! Rights eel MEW 2" If an
institution does not comply with
the law. the federal government may
delay awards of money, revoke cur-
rent awards or disqualify the school
from eligibility for future awards In
addition. the Department of lustice
may also bring sent at DIIEW's re-
quest Individuals and organizations
can challenge any practice or policy
which they believe discriminates on
the basis of sex or pregnancy by
writing a letter of 'complaint to the
Secretary of DICW. either on their
own behalf or on behalf cif others. If
the government finds discrimination
in violation of Title IX, the statute
requires that et attempt to resolve the
problem thmugh informal amcilia-



Lion and persuasion If necessary,
DREW may either hold ttonnal hear-
ings or refer the case to the Depart-
ment of lustire for IndttAal timers''

Since the educational problems of
pregnant students often result from
subtle=; unnificial discrimination, it
is signiticant that institutions are in
violation of Title IX when
polo tes and protethoes are not Imple,
merited In other words, it a school
has a nondisi rimmatory othctah

/written policy but in practice follows
fraditiOnal patterns of discrimina
hon. It is in '.1olation at title IX

Affirmative Action

In the smile way that institutions
may take alt Inman e action to user
tome rai ial list runination I itle IX
permits attinnative him to remedy
discrimination based nit sex

tiutte soi 1711; and Ncht101, assign
most of the sttgrna of unwed or very
earl, parenthood to the tonal, and
sime p istileliven child tare respon-
sibilities routinely all to the female

it least to those v..1)0 decide hi keep
then t hildreni it appears ILIA infirm
stn e-at lion is approphote and proli
ably essflitial for pregnant girls II
\ /ling Mottle!, are to 11711e the same
opp,rtniun 10r education ourrg
fathers, they need help contra, ep

-fic fare:, c,i0Vi-are.assis_tance, a our,

eduiatiiTn 413 otrirrVqttzt.I.,.,444..4
the s, hikIs ,,u1.1 coordinate and 171

pp if lite

idiom; the last I roars an 111
71'7%1.011V, 1111111[1e1 tit st hi1711 diNtt 11. is

rustt,tfls larger urban districts) hate
undertaken a kind of attirmatne at
t establ ish nit spetial programs'
tor, ineg11.111t Ntildt.111, !hew pro
g'771111, don t begin to mach students
in oil st h11111 distrnts howrter '"
I iirthemiore. many of tbern continue

isolate student pregn,,,,,, by a5.
signing parti, pants to separate
toillities, `ionic have admission re-
quirements whivh restrict attendance
according to age, positive assessment
tit motItation [1r1.11,0, pregnancy
and school attendant v histories, or
various other criteriamulis providing
small f losses, rntensiye counseling
and sympathetic tea, hers some pro-
grams may otter pregnant students
their lirst supportive educational at
mosphere Acir?rding to one study

programl,:Some adminis-
. have voi40 concern that

tat programs ;"Sre so attractive
t pregnancy bOcomcs a decided
antaf nd report that the girls

are a of this irony "
Although most programs define

their services as "comprehensive,"
the programs do,not'necessarily offer
birth control Infoimation or sex'edu-
cation Participants in ael9O8 con-
ference on adolescent pregnancy
agreed that contraceptive education
and posidelivery counseling were
needed, but they concluded that con:
tracephon was "asubfect of contro-
versy. especially if the program is
under school auspices

A later study of services in 130
cities of over 100,060 population
found that reluctance to provide sex
education and birth control to pltif.,
non( adolescents persted ""Only
h; cities had special programs which
mi hided contraceptive services, 83
Ines had programs that included

sex education 11 Littered mtant day
core as part 01 a spec tot program. The
lack of emphasis. on contraception
and set education is huffier demon-
strated by a ranking of the seruices
most frequently tittered in large city
programs 12 ilher services (ranging'
Irani counseling to nutrition and
home visiting programs) had higher
priority than ,ontraception seven

,had loghehigher priontyr than sex 771111-
,.

g17

ei 1 0111141T, si tx7.1.44.7,./ s trh:t

ore making a -Lib:Car-Mai etto.rt to
pro, life oung mothers with equal
edu, opportunities. notioznal
dropout stonstics suggest that most
schools ,orrtiMle to d ,rou rage or
prevent the education of pregnant
students and adolesicrit nn,thrs
!"upporli VT services are even loss
common Ihuse which are tittered
11,1y notate the student ur 1117.11reCtly
mised tit ate her about the rewards of
pregnancy Even when the need is
undeniable. many school districts
otter neither mionnatton nor services
that would pemut responsible deci-
sion-making about future fertility

The common law and federal anti-
discrimination legislatiOn appear to,
he on the side of ptegnant adoles-
cents and teenage miithers But edu-
cational policies and practices are
determined by literally thousands of
school hoards and school officials.

Consequently, theeliminati of is-
crimination and indiffe nce will
ryquire long-term attenti it on a
number of fronts These include per-
sistent local surveillance of educa-
tional practices and school exclusion
trends; effective state regulation of
schools. pregnancy-related 'policies;
and .strone federal enforcement of

nation in he schools. Furthermore,
prohibiting sex discrimi-

nation
appears likely that official action

will require intervention from indi-
viduals -and committed to the
rights of wome and children_and to
the provision of . fertility-related
services Without citizen advocacy, it
is likely that past patterns of over-
looking or pushing aside the prob-
lems of teenage pregnancy will
persist.
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Augtst 1,

.1)
Prow. lent Fut d '.igned the TI tie IX regulat lona pzohlbiting
ex dl crimlnat ton in the school a Hay 27 and they became
of .est,,Ive July 2i. e

IC

ThuThe regulat lontathave the forcii of law and apply to all edu-
cat tonal inut Rut Lunn retcivlug federal aid.

Var low; uectlona of the final_ regulations may be applied to
pregnant student. and Yount; rar,enta, but Section 86.40 (nee'

below) .luau net, 1 I .3: 1 y with their rights. Cent rally, 1)4, regulationa require schoola
to t pregnancy, shildbirth, fats, prs ?...nanev, tereinat ion of pregnancy or recovery
I here( rort" like vtnel ,ondLijuns cat lch t .nporarl 1 y Into.fere with Of udentuI pityn teal
caps, t Seplar tt,, r'''o.lon for prozeont ntudents Is peratinsible if part icipat ion
In f s e,r.on v a'ss ntary ask! It fact inv. [ion of fered In the program in comparable to

ot crail to nonpt. ,rsant stte!octs, If the school dross not Maintain a tomporary
iar 115 students or if a pregnant student Jaen not qual Hy for leave

u nth r to,' veaoral rule. pregnancy and relat,',1 tomtit ions must be accepted an a )unti-
fl .t 1 I1r a mid lc.11 leave at absence and the attidun, mut be reinstated fallowing
t he Ie.. s wi t s jut bloat-se status. Other pro is ions of Section 86.40 were, for the
Mt, t pat t, lath d in the proposed regul tt tons.

The dSa.l. regolat ions require ca-rt Institut tan to conduct an initial veil-L.1,o oat.LOU In
or-c to Identify and el loinatc, areas ot ,5 iminat ion. Selhaelu and col legen must
a Lao 'or,n411 f,rlrvan a Pro, eaorI"s 'ar persons ,11p oel Des slincr ininar Ion ha°
tcur...I. int orcem, ut pro, edut are In cor os ratta In the ,regniat inns by reference;

It- a'loptet in t Intl form. they wool,' pros lac f or comp! lanca review°, adwili.ist rat lye
hear 1 sigs Ind appeal r bet or. and at Ler tae discont inuat ion of federal ass istnnce. t.1

The sr i,,oloce and en! sircernent sCssfilre9 have been ern lc tzed by f eminint .1nd civil
r oopo who I eel '311c y h cull make every complaint coolly, time-capauming and
potent (al y inef ect Lye.

Quest I Jcts tonterning the appli, at tun of the rtgulat air should be addressed to
hcialeuartt rs of the Of I ice of Civil Rights In 13oatotlIF New York, Philadelphia, AtIfiraa

ago, pat lay, Denver t-t..4 Franc is,co, Seattle and Kansas City, Misaour

VOL 40. NO senwi0Nito0. Awl 4, 1970

In 51111.t. a t. r 1 t,t 11:, tie 1411! attrit trrNtetit arlYnInixtrra. opener..
PI, yr tt.c j. tt , 4 ltt.'l WM' '0 otters. or Vieth Ipairn le h lb ',Vett to

" "
t 't Ienll ntne.ted W tar reclolcc

"t1 ,nutlet i. rd,,,,monal prof:tarn Or 11,1101.5.

1,1 ea. '' I ,, r .0 In the ca, of rt setsccot

fr. 'fte nti ter t doe. Vet ntorain lease 1,-Itra 1,x
. ,It WY, ie. 0 oas- *twos, or in the case It a 4tuftellt who

.,. 1. I r ',Lae(' ntIttrn, ,,f . farm nr at. s,s
dole

not otiscr.taso <maids, fur .si
to. to.., D,errel. under such poIlry. rf,DerII3 ^11

".°°*.,° °"1*.." °flr °"-* . ID Wet II If %olive try try.lt plcotancy. cittldIttrtitt Oast b.a.
°,° ftehr..in.11,1:Iff ;,13,11.01 .prej,r,f113nerlta.nwe

' 11 'II" a' o. ". (sat ;.0. . r 1111 Jlt It a t...ste at a ott-ttcr fur to tuna a leo.. ul
u, e COO, 1,0 H 1.0 14/11(1 OS if deemed tvt14 tity. ;toe Y

' re` ,5 , IStals.a.. 0. 40"....IkIt'll 'eut"lorliticIitt'it'ish.s'alitund. UttTaa

"9" t. .° A d''' " 0'I, frnssookskt_--4enisiatea In leo States rh..11.11. L.rtd" -"1' r'rt i 'Y.". t0 vf 1 1./1. ' Cn therrfltuLt w when the Warr began.
3.11.15 Di a. r ti Oat, .1%* ,./

'! lilia, 04 0111. 37.I. 374 20 CDC. tact lunar
I.

76110, call otat the 14,1. yttY.raJS W. or 111.1,3
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Teaching Child Developinent to
Teenage Mothers'

t' \ by Joan W Weigle

1.
Io ' o

1, v .r I 4
IS

r

Oaf ^t n- sea

e

mro,e.,,144,-C/t,,,twe 19,4

Tag.., child development to, teenage moth.rs
and pregnant schoolage gnus enrolled in the ".w
London Young Parent' Program, a prot,ct sp,n

toted by the Maternal and Chili Health Section of this
Connecticut State Department of Health, has praised to
be a challenging and valuable learning experience for
ine. The girls in the program, who are usually lyrics, en
the ages of 13 and 20, exhibit a wide range of needs,
interests and abilities Most cannot Vows on long or
with sustained interest on furmil study of children
and since they seem to know very lore about infants.
the age at which baby can he expected to "ode.
crawl. sit up or achieve other developmental milestncs
for example they often have unrealistic expectations
for their children

The PHs may suffer from denial, repression, ign
once and fear, and many of then life, s about child!: ti
mg are belied on old wives' talc In many insiancis,
these young mothen did not have g sod molter' sg th.-to
selves So what do you do' You 1)4.111 4.11t4C I ha, Arc
gain their interetvhd attention, an,! pinngc ahead

Stnce I begs teaching child development
young women three years ago, I ha,e forrntajird two
major goals (I) to present knowledge about the Rt,,..111
and behavior of young children a. .1 1,, Isrinc; 1,'
them some of the expanding volume of re, one it ,,`
from child development research and 121 to m k,
aware of the tool of "observing

Through the approaches chosen t.. reach Mt sto
I hope that the kirls will gain 4'1 understanding of iht.'
importance of childhood an appreciation of he cl,11

vtdualtty of each child and some perception if tt d
own penonal development 11,,pcf ails each

loan W .it I tn r lit l',"! t

In /ant rv and .h4 le. ' ,ment
Conn.. 11. ta ratert, tn

:3
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n. 111 will mend *4114*J:enc.., &rein() sills,
eurrord and wlfrvirritte, and attain 3 fes or. of OW-
impqr.ince and an ahl'i.) eamrol hat rose lore Koh

.h nn 1.rstan.lin I ;pmsrd '.It bet' ?r
e.patur.rs to cope u ell her its should emerge

the pun women who are enrolled In the program
certainly have to rope with a great deal. l'hc list of
chtliculties is formid. hle

First. most arc a lolescals--their average age is
ISwills have their wn developmental stresses. needs
and moods Then, although they are or soon will be
mother. (who sic . -high risk" medt.ally
shirting pr,enancy w i drlireryt. thee are st 'I CAI?) mg

ut rh, ,
t, of dn, r twtau. tt MU -5 rea...u.

NW Arun, where the.. is o.l.n s Itoual Ow At st'l
J. no hass r. bee lc, drrl In ad.h n t
ma) Isar: to frmh ri as single parents. None of us
know) %%31at tomortt* ma) brute II rueve/!for these
hew. parents, the future almost surely holds a Irisst
of problems

The major advantage thew girls have Is youth, with
its remit, no. energy grid r rotten,' to have fun In addi-
tion. II Is somehmes I :rive among .n1,41011.11 support

from 11',r families Also to their benefit is thy current
10.0, I.. naltungl, 1110 IOC111 Agentws on the p.+

wug

sksinfi'd tin, Ilo).1
du crlToneni- in one. rho! irtrult'ata fho alms
di M.' al Iriart pl11,./4ry.

_

The r` devslopm-mt s,ursd which 11 oif.red
a week an accTes1o. tl pot Of the academic progr.rn
tpons.d.d by' the N w I r %Ion Public S. hurl System
for on; iant girls and ss'' 01,11. mothers \ Knit
lo 2S ).'sing women are t solled at the New Lond.
C'entid raring the %shout sear and re.eive full credit
for em .,lennis'acail, nee suhjrets In addon to
child ris..lopment cu. ftf. the Young Parent. Program
(Imams an infant day care center. whish can hand:e
up to I.' infants at a toile. whore the girls,nray bro;
therroan,hil,e1 while they are attending classes

I Roe found that the most desirable in,thod of
t. ,,hr ,t child devehmment is one that it II':
stUdent, shiest part. mationacttscly do.ag Soule-
th,g_ workshops mil Iv .observing. Tho
set up al the New I n Center, which is lion)ed
un uld sshool build.. ,, lends itself to thew lands of
artist -s The infant Jay etre sentcr is vidle from
the lo.i where the cnYs Atter and is clue to tls.
s. the girl., inc to the infant cent A' to fr.J

r b Mr.. and often snip to tint b.mezn stresses.

24

Mukuf ow teaching 1% is oanw%rs" a. I. moth, re
ViNlot e gemad techniques rd .hild care is Is infant
. met Sinac rood care is the soung mositsd*. sun: rn
J. 1111..1 J II Is 11111113 1 111/ ri ills ;rou that
a anther prefers. If a metrosi I. not blat...itiy
1 will ay her way. These young ninthen seem to really
want their babies. They get to know their nees' . as do
any new mothers, and they are co:erned l'ist they
will be able to understand what their babies' s 'set mean
mod know how to deal sailly them We esuourar., them
to use their own common sense, for isn't ss stfi,leaca In
one's incubus' half the battle? t tat "sum' Is 1i ate only
one surrect s..1% to rear tours. bat '

In addition to ptesetuirit:
know Is dye a f child-dev.lopiii. at It '11., .1 II .nut, r.

her. tim.. a 1. at I . N.. , . ' r and
her clod+ .arcgiver in the infant .str. I are
special tames to dis.tm the .hild*s prof.
development. We cry to be pa.mve and r tenor:ming
with the mothers, but it is also our poll. to be
Because we have built up .a raring re!rironesip with
both mother and child, we can smismdnt s ^ mt. ',masted
areas, too. Photographs scht:h are 'alien ti,tehout the
year arc Ins hided in each .htlirs folder a I roltance
the ennfernsu (Thee also st
tug ulw weer - in the in .- 4. -11 1i., ,

the day, when the mothers it. Ind sliatrirrl n.1 5, rue
astonty or behavior of the pr, slow. is hi, or
at departaie hole when we rio,.1,1 lit on II
child put the slander In the %offing lie's slot I I limo.
in a mw

In Ms slassrouni, we toser basic drys'.. isnt II
principles and ismeral orm.: on . u.er.11, I

s.lopaant of hil.iren fro ri Ins s I., is.
three Ms d.ar wuh an assortment of lop,
children's Isa'.. learning pl Iv, 'lay tar. tog
ridiural hie o)lcs always !Rm; to rn Ill, o....1.
'ions praene d ,and pertmeat to the r,, ills rs rte, tic
Our most popular workshop is one Ir..' Jri...Aral:5
haw to mike t rye out of r..1C111% .11"1 .14,-,A111.13-

We experiment with ruler and, huger pawl a irg ry
dough as a sc.{ eel to vim,. in- the delightful turn' F. Irly
Kriiressicoodx. Such films one a nu ricl,m, lift to

classroom sessions, as the) ...trunk 1 Or mac ft riti the
teacher's voice and tour ty a J

We also include' a firld t ip It, a 4,11 JO 1'1 Iert'd
local day nursery to cspot: the inothets rr r n 041 of
quality day care. Al ON) t 1.serse the t. .1 1' r rt 'he
nursery shoot.' they ear . 5.
how undesirabls behavior way le hardier,

rhc students conipl.le uri:tdn reports Our d -lscr.
nations foe lutes doling the sear, smth n nos. it
being a report r n a mph: if the studs- .t An.
other ''2.port, to he ..nit.n a mot Is I.. roal
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nay. is assigned to help lief understand *hat the ex-
perience of giving birth has meant to her Ii. all assign.
wenn. we stress the importaace of noting individual
differences In childr,i's physical achievement develop-
ment and personality

The girls' response to the program may best be
illustrated by their answers to such Ina questions as
"What was the most interesting topic coscred in the
child development .lass? Why' What did you get out,
of fir

One girl replied "Discipline now I can cope
with the things my little girl does wrong AtAilut vellnig
and.hittuig." Another said "I was always panted at, int
how I should go also it dealing with my child's behasior,
and now I have a hettet understanding of it." Other

.replies have included

depend, on how the patents perceoe tIval pins. ind host
their altitudes about it arc conveyed to tits child
This points up thC importance of good courses in
hygiene human sexuality and family Its Inc to rise
youngpcople today the hackgiound of undcrstandine
needed to bong up a child. rh1 prenatal coins, tit our
program seises as part of this essential education for
parenting.

As society has functioned in the post, the In Indy
conveyed chltdrennng altitudes and skills. Now, wish
the predommanse of smaller f-inillies ,alio it iimalls
isolated from close relatives, ;d with the emery:cu.:
of so many single-parent faniM:s, there is Ins. oppor
tunny for young people to oh, 'se child cafe pr is es

SeThiails ale legnining to ascot the ft...poi; II.Jn I.
education in child dcvelopmit The mint of
Child Pevelopment 'Offiet ,,f I ducation "Fii,i, it at (or
Parenthood" program is :me cs.niptc of th, yrs its that

"1 was lastly' prozzitiri oboist hotel should go schools and others arc makin: in this area.' s1e who
alma duals,' it Ws nay alibi's behavior mid arc developing courses on our own alit hid the e ern -
now 1 hare a better understanding of it." enecs or sehools and orgaiiismuts that parinip it, in -

this piogr nn iii011 helpful II,ms. 1t , pr..-
fsscor of at the r nY of 'vi 1,, ,nil . ..1
a nol...1 .411/ 11,14 on early clut..hood due. nr....

oho, t ssaiimg IS 1, er.
has; at one public um, is s,U0',,a tor d is
canted in ossy high school in Amcile oi in it, t...i
atIoley.Ont boys add em re 'sly for ram 'N lifc"

Th, past , iperien,es of the" soune
be 01.1,es,1 the reality of tlimr r f ...r
elan, .1 111.. 10141A.. of Ili, tr II..< Althra:di we 1....
oi it .. owe' success As a
p .!. siaiftil n a yi.t.
whose baby is healthy and steadily advaraini. and ,Cho
has e,vmplei,11 school and is makine real stLiits to
eontr, her destiny %Ve felt paticularls proud when we
heard this young mother's c ininicnf cone:smug hor
chance of attitude Ion,ud,etiaiplimng her chi',I

"Disciplins non means to me that there us a bitter
way to corms, your child than by hitting him all the
time /or dome solos-thine %%rune

"I had questions on how I should cope with my
child when hes coder I; h..1p;s1 me i;sitte ,u lilt N, .v I

have several diffsre it a sys a hich would be the i.eht
ways to correct him I.e dues sonlclhu.h I..
shouldn't do, ways that won't make him feel real had
and at the tame time arrow] of me."

"Getting a Spanking 101 wears off and children will
grow up with a grudge and fe, I nits anted and unloy;s1
If the '.'r; told 'pm to KO '1* it o Ile 01 to h
bad Ily hiwing titan to do. sencihiv; th. Ss ton and
not harmful, they wont be offended "

The young mothers do.gtve evidence of a beginning
understanding of good ishild care A year of not --a-
week classes in school cannot make ad expert mothiL
But then four years of college and the rearing of four
children will not guarantee perfection in a mother.
either Nor will our classes enable the gills to handle
all situations appropriakly But in each case the class
expo ,:n.e .1 ..y 11 I o. r
these young mothrs null Jshicso thv abdit, to look and

a fcw sa;i I and , 1.1 a s.

tivity to haildine a seuse of .,If worth in thir
so that they can then mcnt lire with some measure
Of success and happiness

Knowledge about one's own body and its functions
a9d an appreciation and respect for it arc essentid to
developing sound par.mi,ol attitudes 'Young people must
learn not to abuse their bodies throuM deran-
mg sexual experiences a id other eel:-dcsJuctive be-
havior The child's appresiation of ylf, shish b. gins
when the infant plays with his uses and h., gemtals,

CHILDREN TODAY

'

SeptemberOctober 1974

C

'1r. the 1 rl I dro.ata n for P iv - /
1..,i 'I .. ..-11 It's 1.1 r

r , ,.h, g r , r . n r . I s .5

the I I it, ( I .rut (
o,sir ht in :Olrronifirt ds 'er, '.1

Wes far .chnni are p4renta The Con.oloarn bla r.,, .

raped .urricarlogr ogarrignla in he 0.,1 m rr:rgeg.
age ri.rent ..twr bag,n field Itstro the, r c !-I h Ili
for It , ..44 for u.. its m.asnri u, l'rp I .

,,Outynk I he .1 .1.rtsont I win., I ,,,graratt
by ongnIrtrant. on I Ar'a 1 .111. Ic . !

rearms (-111,,, Welfare I co gu. Artier., , Sog.
1141 Icon Si s. 0/ Wash.., .n. 70015

I.. st Jr -. C, ' .1 , a

Mws 41.00 lur tI.e 1.411,711.m .4 1.y.11,2 'drch, r
a
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a challenge to action
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National Alliance Concerned

with School-Age Parents

The Brown Palace and Cointopolitan Hotels
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Dean Fnien

THE WHITE HOUSE

October., 1975

It i4 a Apeciat peeasune to bend gneetingA
f4 all attending ltte Nationat-Contiekence on
School -Age Parenthood. Although I am unable
.to join you tiok your meetingA in Denver, I'
am gutetiut 04 .this opportunity to convey
my but wiAiteA.. May fh,i,A iiokum 604-diActaAion
and the exchange-o6 ideca be an oviii.ching

expenience 04 all attending.

With my wanmeAt 4egartAA,

Sincerely,

National ConOnence,
School -Age Pakenthoo
The Mown Palace Notes
Denver, Colorado 80202

rl J3c) C)
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Board of Directors
National Alliance Concerned with School-Age Partin

. Officers

Piesident
Ftillipt.J. Goldstein, M.D.
Obstetrician-Gynecologist in Chief
Sinai Hgspttal
Ba Ilan* .Maryland

Vice-Prestdent.
Lucinda Gordon, Coordinator
School-Age Parents ProgramLady

Pitts Center
Milwaukee Public Schools
Milwaukee Wisconsm

Secretary, -

Nancy M. Boykin
Director, Continuing Education for Girls
Detroit Public Schools
Detroit, Michigan

Treasurer
James F. Jekel, M.D.
Associate Professor of Public Health
Department of Epidemiology and Public

Health
Yale University Medical School
New Haven Conriecticut

David W. Arbor
Principal. Harriet Tubman High School
Compton Unified School District
Compton California

Bessie King Jackson
Direetor. Bethune Center Program for

Single Parents
Columbus Ohio

Reverend Philip E. Perkins
Rector. Grace Episcopal Church
West Palm Beach. Florida

,AlitrPopkin '
Professor of Law and Director. Child

Advocacy Unit
'Antioch Law School
Washington. D C

Thomas Sand
Vice President
Parents Magazine Films. Inc
New York New York
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June Shimokawa
National Division Liaison
Board of Global Ministries
The United Methodist Church Health

and We fare Ministries Division
New Yor1(..tlew York

INtiliam L. Smiley, M.D.
Assistant Deputy Health Commission&
Bt Louis City Health Department.
Department of Maternal and Child

. Health
St LouiS. Missouri

Eleanor W. Smith, R.N.
Assistant Clinical Professor
School of Nursing
University of California
San,Francisco. California

Vivian E. Washington
Chairpers6Maryland Governor's

CommisSion on Children and Youth
Baltimore, Maryland
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nacsap
National Alliance Concerned with School -Age Parents
13,5 WISCONSIN AVENUE SUITE 211 W
WA SHINE, I'IN Ili MO,
V, 654 2 31n

National Conference on School-Age Parenthood
The Brown Palace Ind Cosmopolitan Hotels
Denver, Colorado

Deal Conferees

Chrtmon

MA UNIvERSTV AVENUE (n<1 it(3(311

STRACuSE NEW none 13110

13151 423 3595

October, (975

On behalf of the Board of Directors and staff of the National Alliance
Concerned with School-Age Parents, I am pleased to have the opportunity to
welcome you to the National Conference. Though we are meeting at a time
when serious issues confront the human services field, through our collaborative
efforts I am confident that we will be able to develop action plans which will
positively impact on the needs of young parents and their families at national,
state. and local levels.

Your willingness to participate in the discussions is deeply appreciated. The
Alliance is hopeIul that the National Conference on School-Age Parenthood
will Pe an especially productive ekperience for you and others who are working
on behalf of young ;iarents.

Octidbr 9-11, 1975
The Br Palace Hotel

over, Colorado

CorchallY,

(2,e4c9-1,-4.Urhd).
Phillip J. Goldstein, M.D.
President, NACSAP

1-

National Conference
School-Age Parenthood: A National Crisis--
A Challenge to Action

735
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about the conference sponsor

The National Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents (NAC-
SAP) is a multidisciplinary, non-profit tax-exempt membership or-
ganization specializing in the provision of technical assistance to
individuals and groups advocating improved services delivery to
school-age parents and their, infants. Membership dues are: Young
Parent $2/yr. ; Individual $20/yr.; Family $30/yr.; Sustaining
$50; and Patron $100. All membership dues and contributions
are tax deductible. For membership information, write NACSAP,
7315 Wisconsin Avenue, #211-W, Washington, D.C. 20014. Tele-
phone: (301) 654-2335.

National Conterenc on School Age Parenthood

planned and partiallyspo red t rough funds provided
by the Office of Special Pr gra , U.S. Office of Educa-
tion, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

'36
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conference highlights

Since the earl sixties, literally hundreds of professibnals and in-
terested citiz s from the fields of health, education, and the social
services haile deVoted their energies and expertise to the problems
of adolescent pregnancy and early parenthood. Hundreds of
thousands of dollars have been spent on special programsclesigried
for young parents; on conferences devoted to the examination of the
Issues; and on the development of techniques to prevent early, un-
wanted pregnancy.

Despite these efforts, the incidence of pregnancy is on the rise
especially among very young students. In 1974, nearly 250,000
women aged 17 or under gave birth, 11% of them for the second or
subsequent time. At the same time, Federal OomMitmeit to school-
age parent efforts has been dramatically reduced.

If we are to help young parents live full, rewarding lives, and simul-
taneously encourage responsible parenting, we must act effectively
and we must act now. And we must act in concert with others who
have allied interests.

The National Conference on School-Age Parenthood has, therefore,
been planned to provide opportunities to share knowledge and ex-
perience and to learn about advocacy efforts presently being con-
ducted on behalf of young parents and their families. As a confer-'
ence participant you will:

discover how other professionals are selecting remedial actions
for the problems you presently are facing;

learn about legislative developments at the Federal, state, and
local levels;

become acquainted with public and private sources.of funding;
identify technical assistance resources; and
assist in the development of recommendations and follow-up
mechanisms through which professionals and lay citizens can
work cooperatively toward realization of our common goals after
the meeting adjourns.

The National Conference program includes, a keynote address by
Hugh Downs on the effects of adolescent sexuality and school-age
parenthood on society; a talk by Ralph Nader on corporate respon-
sibility to school-age parents and other youth; research symposia;
and over thirty workshops on major issues.

- ai 3 7
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contributing sponsors

The National Alliance 'Concerned with School -Age Parents gratefully
acknowledges the generous contributions of the following organizations

, in support of the National Conference on School-Age Parenthood.

Iv-Allstate Insurance Company
Northbrook, Illinois

American Federation of Teachers, APL-C1,0
Washington,p.C.

Mead-Johnson Laboratories
Evansville, Indiana

National Foundation-March of Dimes
White Plains, New York

The Salvation Army.
National Headquartais
New York, New Yolk.

STATEMENT: The Salvation Army nationally, regionally, and locally, in
numerous communities, has been and continues to be concerned
with services to teenage parents and their children. We are committed
to quality, effective, coordinated servicesgiving appropriate choices
to teenage parents to meevtheir individual needs.

e.)0
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pre-conference activities and general information

(All pre-conference activities will be conducted at the Brown Palace Hotel
unless otherwise indicated.)

Faculty Orientation 9:00-11:30 a.m.
Ballroom B

NACSAP Board of Directort eeting 1:30-4:30 p.m.
Headquarters Suite

Registration Ss 3:00-9:00 p.m.
'Top of Escalator-2nd Floor

Note: Registration Facilities will also be set up at the Cosmopolitan Hotel on
Thursday, October 9, and will be open from 7-3.0 a.m.-5:00 p.m. The Brown
Palace Registration Desks will be open throughout the conference accord-
ing to the following schedule:
Thursday, October 9 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Friday. October 10 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Saturday, October 11 8:30 a.m.-Noon

Exhibits
Promenade

Exhibit hours throughout the conference will be

(
3:00-9:00 p.m.

Thursday. October 9 8:00 a.m.-4'00 p.m.
Friday. October 10 8.00 a.m.-4.00 p.m.
Saturday, October 11 8:30 a.m.-Noon

Regional and Youth Caucus Warm-Ups 3:00-6:00 p.m.
Gold Room

Press Headquarters 3:00-8:00 p.m.
Tabor Room

Note: An adjunct Press Boom will also be set up at the Cosmopolitan Hotel on
Thursday, Oct Ober 9. The Press Room hours throughout the conferencewill be:-
Thursday, October 9 8:00 a.m' -4:00 p.m.
Friday, October 10' 8:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m..
Saturday, October 11 8:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

Press and publicity arrangements for the National Conference on
School-Age Parenthood have been handled by Philip Musgrave, President,
Public Communications Inc Vienna, Virginia.
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Audio-Visual Feature
Ballroom

The Pat and Janis Story"
Produced and Distributed by John Ward Productions. Arlington, Virginia
Introduction: John R. Ward, Pres ent

"Teenage Pregnancy"
Produced by Sherill KoSki,' Nation $I FHA/HERO Officer. Iron, Minnesota
Distributed by National Foundatio -March of Dimes.
Introduction: Sherill Koski

"Toledo Crittenton Services"
Produced by Genesis, Inc., in cooperation with Toledo Crittenton Services
Introduction Menough. ExecutiVe DireCtor

Toledo Crittenton Services, Toledo, Ohio

4
6:30-8:00 p.m.

Reception
Ballroom

7 0

7:00-8:30 p.m.
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conference program schedule

tbursday; october 9
. Opening Getwal Session

Silver Glade RoomCosmopolitan Hotel

Presiding and Welcome

Phillip J. Goldstein, M D., President, National Alliance Con-
cerned with School-Age Parents. and Obstetrician-

. Gynecologist in Chief, Sigai Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland '

8:30-11:45 a.m.

Private Sector Responsibilities to School-Age Parents

Joseph F. Nee, President. National Foundation -March of
Dimes, White Plains, New York

"Dare We Lead?"
KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Adolescent Sexuality=lts Impact on the Family

Hugh DownsTelevision Personality, Lecturer, Author,
Carefree, Arizona

A discussion of the phenomenon of adolescent sexuality and its effects on
youth. their families, ahesociety. Special emphasis will be given to the
consequences for young people whose sexuality results in early parent-
hood.
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ISSUES PANEL 1

Moderator:

Panelists:

Defining the Problems

ar

Harriet Pilpel, General Counsel, Planned Parenthood-W_vld
Population. and Senior Partner. Greenbaum, Wolff and
Ernst. New York. New York

Joseph Rauh, new. President, Society for Adolescent
Medicme, and Director. Division of Adolescent Medicine,

-Children's Hospital Medical Center, Cincinnati, Ohio;

John W. Porter, Ph D., State Superintendent of Public In-
,' struction. Lansing, Michigan,

Judy Assmus Riggs, Legislative Representative, Washington
Research Project Action Council: and Child Care Speclalist,
Children'sDefense Fund, Idashington;OC.:

. Vicki DeBeau, Youth Representative, Glendale, California,

74
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.
Robert 0. Wyllie, Director. Bureau of Social Welfare. Maine
Department of Health and Welfare. Augusta. Maine

Challenge to Action

Janet Bell Forbush; Executive Director, National Alliance
Concerned with School-Age Parents. Washington, D.0

Lunchedn t 12 45 p.m.
Silver Glade and Century Roomscosmopolitan Hotel

Invocation

Ambrose Brazelton, Chief .Urban Education Division, Ohio
Department of Education. Columbus, Ohio

f

Reverend Philip Perkins, NACSAP Board Member and Rec-
tor, Grace Episcopal Church, West Palm Beach, Florida '

3
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Young ParentsTheir Challenge to Educators
Georgia McMurray, Chairperson 'lance for Children:former Com-
missioner. New York City Agency lor Child Development, New York,
New York

A consideration of the roles of local boards of education. 'administratOrs,
and staff in response to the needs of young parents and their familie
Attention will be given to advocacy strategies effective in educatiop
milieu

Response to the Challenge

Carl Marburger, Senior Associate. National Committee for
Citizens in Education. Columbia, Maryland

Regional and Youth Caucus MS
Trinity United Methodist Chu ch

discussion groups

Open throughout Conference

The small-group discussions will be convened three times during the con-
ference unless otherwise indicated On Thursday. October 9, the sessions
will meet from 2 15-3 30 p m and again from 3 45-5 00 p m. On Friday,
October 10 the small-groups will meet from 2 15-3 30 p m Regional
Caucus Groups will be convened on Friday, October 10, from 3.45-5:00
pm

Series A--General Information

(Series A Discussion Groups will meet only from 2 15-3 30 p m on Thurs-
day. October 9 )

1.A and 1B. Introductory OverviewSchool-Age ,Parenthood Issues ,

(English and Spanish)
Ballroom 8-Brown Palace Hotel

Janet Bell Forbush, Executive Director, National Alliance Concerned
with School-Age Parents

wr 44
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. 2. Federal and State Legislation
Silver Plume Room-Brown Palace Hotel

William Lunsford, Advocacy Program Director, National Committee
for Prevention of Child Abuse, Chicago, Illinois

3. Special Programs for Young Parents
Corner Parlor-Brown Palace Hotel

Lani Edle, Counselor, Pregnant Minors Program, Simi Valley Unified
School District, Simi Valley, California

4. Research
Trinity United Methodist Church

Bernard B. Braen, Ph .D Director, Research and Publications, Na-
tional Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents, and Director,
Clinical Training Program. Psychology Department, Syracuse Univer-
sity. Syracuse. New York

5. Advocacy Organizations

(Resource Person to be announced
Ballroom B-Brown Palace Noll

6. Federal Legislation
Directors Room-Cosmopolitan Hotel

Judy Assmus Riggs, Legislative Representative, Washington Re-
search Project Action Council, and Child Care Specialist, ChiI6ren's
Defense Fund. Washington. D C
Arthur J. Viseltear, M.P,H . Ph.D . Associate Professor of Public
Health. Yaleliriiversity School of Medicine, and 1974-'75 Robert Wood
Johnson Health Policy Fellow, New Haven, Connecticut. (Friday Ses-
sion only )

7. Model State Laws
Ballroom B-Brown Palace Hotel

(Resource Persori to be announced )

8. Child Abuse
Stratton Room-Brown Palace Hotel

Doug Besharov, Director, National Center for Child Abuse, OffiCe of
Child Development DREW, Washington, D.C.

9A and 9B. Cultural and Ethnic Issues (English and Spanish)
Leadville Room-Brown Palace Hotel

Ralph Garcia, Coordinator, Young Parents Learning Unit, Southwest
Mental Health Unit. Bexar County Mental Health and Retardation
Center, San Antonio, Texas

Ida Chambliss, Project Coordinator, Foster 'Parent/Day Care Parent
In-Service Training Project, North Seattle Community College, Seat-
tle, Washington

745
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Pat Morgan, Minority and Youth Consultant, Community Health
Center, and Member, Florida Statewide Task Force on Adolescent
Parents, West Palm Beach, Florida

10. Today's Family Structure
Trinity United Methodist Church

Robert S. Pickett, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Chad and Family
Studies, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York

11. Mica! and Moral Issues
Corner Parlor-Brawn Palace Hotel

. Reverend Philip E. Perkins, Rector, Grace Episcopal Church, and
Board Member. National Alliance Concerned with School-Age Par-
ents, West Palm Beach, Florida

Betty Gray, Editor, Episcopal New Yorker Magazine. New York, New
York

12. The Economics of School-Age Pregnancy
Room' 341 - Cosmopolitan Hotel

Bernard Anderson, Ph.D.. Associate Professor of Industry, Wharton
School of Finance. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

rma

13. Parenting Education (This discussion group is sponsored by the U.S.
Office of EduCation. DHEW, Washington, D C.)

Onyx Room-Brown Palace Hotel
W. Stanley Kruger, Director.. HEW Inter-Agency Task Force on Com-
prehensive. Programs for School-Age Parents, U.S. Office of Educa-
tion. Washington, D C

David Arbor, Principal. Harriet Tubman High School, Compton Um-
fled School District. and Board Member, National Alliance Concerned
with School-Age Parents, Compton, California

E. Dollie Wolverton, Program Planning Specialist, Children's Bureau,
Office of Child DevelopmentDH.EW. Washington. D.C.

14. Sex Roles and Self-Esteem
Room 732:-Cosmopolitan Hotel

Ronald Calsbeek, Director, Park School for Pr'egnant Girls, Grand
Rapids. Michigan

15. Population Issues
GeOrgetown Room-Brown Palace Hotel

William Ryerson, Director. Youth and Student Affairs Division, The
Population Institute, Washington. D.C.

16. Organizing Your Community for Action
Coronet Room-Brown Palace Hotel

Elaine Wolfe Grady, Supervisor, Pupil Personnel Services, San Fran-
cisco Unified School District, San Francisco, California
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Fergus Pope, MD . Director, Yancey County Primary Care Clinic,
Burnsville. NortI2 Carolina

17. Church Relations and ImRIzement
Trinity United Methodist Church

Reverend William Gray, Director. Office of Communications, Parish.
of Trinity Cburch. New York. New York

18. Advocacy Strategies
Bonanza Room-Cosmopolitan Hotel

Jeannette Watson, Drector. Office of Early Childhood Development,
Texas Department of Community Affairs, Austin, Texas

19. Regional Health Care Models
Silver Glade Room ?Cosmopolitan Hotel

L. Joseph Butterfield, M D Director: Neonatology Department,
Children s Hospital. and Clinical Professor. Department of Pediatrics,
University of Colorado Medical Center. Denver. Colorado

20. Clinic Services for Adolescents
r Holiday Room-Cosmopolitan Hotel '

Eleanor Smith, R N Assistant Clinical Professor. University of
California School-of Nursing. San Francisco Medical Center, and
Board Member National Alliance Concerned with School-Age Par-
ents. San RiranciSco California

William Smiley, M Assistant Deputy Health Commissioner, St.
Louis eity Health Dep'artment. Department of Maternal and Child
Health and Board Member. National Alliance Concerned with.
chool-Age Parents. St Louis. Missouri
ene Vadies, Director Youth and Student Affairs, Planned
renthood-World Population, New York, New York

21.` eds Assessment in Your Community
Gold Room-Brown Palace Hotel

Nancy Dodson, Research Director, Community Service Council of
Greater Tulsa, Tulsa. Oklahoma/ (First Session only.)

James Jekel, M D Associate Professor of Public Health, Department
of Epidemiology and Public Health, Yale University Medical School.
and Board Member, National Alliance Concerned with School-Age
Parents. New Haven. Connecticut

22. Starting and Maintaining Statewide Organizations
Silver Glade Room - Cosmopolitan Hotel

Bessie King Jackson, Director. Bethune Center Program for Single
Parents. Board Member, National Alliance and President, Ohio Al-
liance Concerned witiPTeen -Age Parents, Columbus. Ohio

Elsa Koski, R N , Home Nursing Teacher, and Region IIIVice Presi-
dent. Oregon Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents, Grants
Pass. Oregon

ti 7
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23. Program Evaluation
Cripple Creek Room-Brown Palace Hotel

Lorraine Klerman, MPH. DPH. Associate Professor of Public
Health, Florence Heller 'Graduate School for Advanced Studies in So-
cial Welfare. Brandeis University. Waltham, Ma (sachusetts

Series CProgram Development and Administration

24. Administration ,

Silver Glade Room-Cosmopolitan Hotel
Lucinda Gordon, Coordinator. School-Age Parents ProgramLady
Pitts Center. Milwaukee Public Schools, and Board Member, National
Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents, Milwatikee, Wisconsin

25. Program Follow-Through Services
Silver Glade Room-Cosmopolitan Hotel

Nancy Boykin, I rector, Continuing Education for Girls. Detroit Public
Schools and utoard Member, National Alliance Concerned with
School -Age Par- ts

Judith Lau, Executi
Youth, Richmond. it

Director. V is Commission for Children and
is

26. Curriculum Miteria s (This discussion group is sponsored by the U.S.
Office of Edercation, DHEW, Washington, D.C.)

Derrick Room-Cosmopolitan Hotel
" Thomas Fitzgerald, Regional CoordinatorEducation for Parent.

hood. Education Development Center, Denver, Colorado
Merle Church, Coordinator. Teen Mother Program, Glendale Unified
School District, and Board Member. California Alliance Concerned
with School-Age Parents. Glendale. California

27. Public Relations Strategkis'
Coiner Parlor-Brown Palace Hotel

o Philip J. Musgrave, President Public Communications, Inc., Vienna,
Virginia

28A. Staff Training ProgramsValues Clarification
Century Room-Cosmopolitan Hotel

Karen Wernicke, Unmarried Parents Specialist, Department of Soci1al
anc$Health Services, and Board Member. Washington Alliance Con-
cerned with School-Age Parents, Seattle, Washington

28B. Staff Training ProgramsHumantexuality
Century ftoom-Cosmopolitan Hotel

Warren dadpaille, M.D., Adjunct Professor, Department of Psychol-
ogy. Counseling and Guidance. University of North Colorado, and
Psychiatrist, Private Practice, Englewood, Colorado

1
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28C. Staff Tralhipg Center. and Regular School Per-
sonnel

Century Room-Cosmopolitan Hotel
Gary Wilson, Director. Humanics, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia

Harold Goldmeler, Ed.D., Executive Director, Massachusetts Commit-
tee on Cf-rildren and Youth, Boston, Massachusetts

29. Funding SourcesGovernment and Private
Central City Room-Brown Palace Hotel

Garrison Addis, Executive Vice President, Resource, Inc., Min-
neapolis, Minnesota

Frederick Jago, Jr., Program Development Specialist, Camden
County Hospitals, Blackwood, New Jersey

Wilfred Hopp, Ed.D., Principal, Simi Valley Adult School, and Board
Member, California Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents,
Simi Valley, California

No-Host Cocktail Hour
Central City Room-Brown Palace Hotel

7:00-8:00 p.m.

NACSAP Affiliate Officers Reception 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Onyx Room-Brown Palace Hotel

*\<
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. friday, october 10
General Session

Ballroom-Brown Palace Hotel

Address

744

8.30 a.m.-12:15'p.m.

Lucinda Gordon, Vice President. National Alliance Con-
cerned with School-Age Parents, and Coordinator. School-
Age Parents ProgramLady Pitts Center. Milwaukee Public
Schools. Milwaukee. Wisconsin

Health Policy DevelopmentIts Relationship
to Adolescent Services

e1

Arthur J. Viseltear, M.P H . PhD . Associate Professor o\
Public Health. Yale University School of Medicine, and
1974-75 Robert Wood Johnson Health Policy Fetlow, New
Haven. Connecticut (Dr. Viseltear is presently a consultant to
the Senate Subcommittee on Health ) .

A discussion of current and pending health legislation with consideration
for the effects on adolescent parent services. Attention will also be given
to strategies for involving advocacy groups in health policy development.

In Response: A legislator's Viewpoint on Health Policy I'

Samuel J. Baptista, Assistant to Congressman Paul G. Ro-
gers (D-Florida). Chairman. House Subcommittee on Public
Health and Environment, Washington, D.C.

An overview of recent legislative action on health programs
affecting children and youth Mr. Baptista will respond to
questions from the floor.



ISSUES PANEL
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Moving Toward Action

Moderator: Jame Jekel, M.D., Associate Professor of Public
Health, Yale University Medical School, and Treasurer, Na-
tional Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents, New
Haven. Connecticut

Panelists as listed for Thursday, October 9.

CONF NCE COMMENTARY

Reverend William Gray, Director, Office of Communications,
Parish of Trinity Church, New York, New Ydrk

DISCUSSION GROUPS 2:15-3:30 p.m.
The discussion groups will meet only once on Friday. For room loca-tions refer to the Program Schedule of Thursday, October 9.

RESEARCH SA1POSIA 2 :15 -5:00 p.m.
Trini.ty United Methodist Church

Moderator- Bernard Breen, Ph,D., Director, Research and Publications, Na-
tional Alliance Concerned with School-Age Parents, and Director, Clinical
Training, Psychology Department, Syracuse University, Syracuse. New York
Note: For schedule and titles of papers and abstracts to be presented,
refer to,materials'in conference packet.

REGIONAL AND YOUTH cAtt'CUS GROUPS 3:30-5:00 p.m.Brown Palace Hotel

(Each conferee.has been given a Regional Caucus Group assignment.
Please check your registration materials for the Regional Caucus de-
signated for conferees from your area.)
Region ILeadville Room

Moderator' _Harold Goldmeier, Ed. D., Executi've Director, Massachusetts
Committee.on Children and Youth, Boston, Massachusetts.

Om.
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Region IIOnyx Room
Moderator: Vivian Washington, Chairperson. Governor's Commission on
Children and Youth, and NACSAP Board Member, Baltimore. Maryland

Region OIL-Coronet Room
Moderators.. Ernest Gullerud, D.S.W.. Assistant Professor, Jane Addams
Graduate School of Social Work, University of Illinois, and President, Illinois
Association for Comprehensive Services to School Age Parents, Urbana.
Illinois

Carl .Holland, Technical Assistance Coordinator, Jane Actdams Graduate
School of Social Work, University of Illinois, and Board Member, Illinois
AsSociation for Comprehensive Services to School Age Parents, Urbana.
Illinois

Region IVCentral City Room
Moderator: Lois GatchellDirector, Margaret Hudson Program,

Tulsa, Oklahoma
Region V-- Stratton Room

Moderators: Edythe Connolly, Health Education Consultant, Mater-

nal and Child Health Section, Department of Human Resources, and
President-elect, Oregon Alliance Concerned with School-Age Par-

ents. Portland. Oregon
Wilfred Hopp. Ed.D.. Principal, Simi Valley Adult School, Simi Valley
Unified School District, and President, California Alliance Con-

cerned with School-Age Parents

Youth CaucusGold Room
Moderator: Francois Nenriquez, Youth Delegate, Yale University,
New Haven, Connecticut

Note: Resolutions for action recommended for floor vote on Saturday

morning are to be developed during the Regional and Youth Cau-
cuses and should be turned into the Resolutions Committee by 6:00

p.m. on Friday, October 10 Mr. Carl Holland and Ms. Judith Lau will

receive the resolutions.

Reception
Ballroom-Brown Palace Hotel

7:00 p.m.

Banquet 8:00 p.m.
Ballroom-Brown Palace Hotel

2
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L. Joseph Butterfield, M.D., Director, Neonatology Depart-
ment, Children s Hospital, and 'Clinical Professor, Depart-
ment of. Pediatrics, University of Colorado.Medical Canter,
Denver. Colorado

Vivian Washington, Board Member; NACSAP, and Chairder-
son, 'Oovernor's Commission on Children and Yduth, Balti-
more, Maryland

Conference Awards Presentation
Janet Bell Fdrbush, Executive Director, NACSAP, Washing-' ton. D.C.

Introduction of Banquet Speaker
William Furst, M.D.. National Conference P-lanning Council,
and Chairman, Subcommittee on Parenting, American
Academy of Pediatrics. Odessa. Texas

Address

-

Corporations and Youth

Ralph Nader, America's Foremost Consumer Advo-
cate. Washington. D.C.

7Mr. Nader will consider ways in which corporate re-
sources can be put to use in the interests of youth and
how conferees, as advocates, can support tha,t action.

man
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saturday, october 11
General Session

. Silver Glade Room7.Cosmopolitan Hotel
Open Forum
Presiding

9:00-11:45 a.m.

Carl Holland, Board Member, Illinois Association for Com-
prehensive Services to School Age Parents, and Technical
Assistance Coordinato(tJane Addams Graduate School of
Social Work, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois

Wilfred Hopp, Ed,G. President, California Alliance Con-%
cerned with School-Age Parents, and Principal, Simi Valley
Adult School, Simi Valley Unified School District, Simi Valley,
California

The Open Forum will include a report to the floor from the Regional and
You 11-1 Caucuses. a floor vote on resolutions, and formulation of recom-
mendations to Federal and state policymakers.

Conference Summary

Kyo Jhin, Ed.i.x...EzecutiVe Director, Top of Alabama
Regional Education Service Agency, and Member, Na-
tional Advisory Council on Adult Education, (Presi-
dential Appointment), Huntsville, Alabama

NACSAP Awards Luncheon and Business-Meeting
Ballroom-Brown Palace Hotel

12:15-2:00 p.m.

Presiding
Phillip J. Goldstein, M.D., President, Natipnal Alliance Concerned with
School-Age Parents, Baltimore, Maryla
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Awards
Certicates of Appreciatibn
AchievementResearch
AchievementProgram Development and Administration
Achievement=Advocacy Organization Developm-ent
Distitiguished Service

NACSAP/American Schgol Health A§soclation
Joint SessionFederal Health Legislation 3 45-5 Q0 p ni
The Hilton Hotel

Address will t?e delivered by Arthur O. Viseltear, M P H Ph.D As-
sociate Professor of Public Health. Yale University School of

rtvtedieNe. andr-1974-75 Robert Wood Johnson Health Policy Fellow.
New Haven Connecticut

This special session is being sporisored'cooperatively by NACSAP and
ASHA.in recognition of-the parallel interests. ot members of both as-
sociations iffthpalth legislation issues.

--------------

.11
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Social Services:
Quo Vadis?

By Robert 0. Wyllie

A critical milestone in shaping the destiny of so-
cial services has recently occurred with the passage
of Title XX Now the question is where do we go
from here' New challenges face us What modi-
fications/ or the present social service, system must
state administrators address themsels es to with
the enactment of Title XX' What short. and long-
term goal, need to,* established in order to imple-
ment the legislation' What social services delivers
policies need evaluation in the light of the legtsla.
lion'

The History

I he p issage of I Kee \ \ can hest he esaluated hs
icing it in the perspective of other milestone, in

th esclopment of our present national social ser
sic According to Wilhur (Men,
former III secret and a force m social ser
vices legola ion for over thirty years. the first social
sersoes appropriation was requested in 1944 when
.1 hill ...introduced in the ( ingress which referred
to lederal monies needed for state matching for
vateeorfval programs providing both financial pa,s
mem.. and .eriiiei Reaction trim mcmher, to

ongress at that 11111C was ispicalls consersatise.

then and ,o concerned ahout the paucity of f
Lind the Idea little support Neserthele,,

ci
sersises directed oward the sulnerahle target popu-
lation of famtlic, and children receising A 1- 1)(
hencht, continued to work for a program As the
result of these ,ontinuing efforts, the social sersices
needs of puhlis welfare recipients were moans con-
firmed as i federal responsihilits in the mid
losIls with the introduction of legislation providing
lederal matching for services to these target popu-
lations I he wording of the legislation !dent:lied
,cli ,,.tre and "sell support" as legitimate goals

Lo pokfocs of ledera1 matching In 1962 the origi-
nal legolanon was hflIaliChCli to mandate match
ahle tbosc social sers ices provided not
fink to present public welfare recipients, but to

Robert 14 title is dire, up, tit the fturearr of Sir ml
1 4, ethyl, VI aim. Department or Health and 14 el
Ian. 1lr was until rep emit vii hairman of the
'al servi,r, ',forum:tee of the 4 PH-1 National

Couni d of S WIC Puhlu .Idnuni 'awn
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former an'd potential recipients as well
Our present acceptance of social services as a

right for the broader commimity, irrespective of
economic status, emanates from the Social Sc.
cunt, Amendments of 1967 The 1967 amendments
significantly altered the thrust- of social services
programs and projected a potential leadership role
for welfare agencies in the planning, development,
evaluation, and promotion of public social services.

Title XX is now law, and with its passage long
months of uncertainty, characterized by both pro-
ductive and counter - productive activity, have
ended Those months included the promulgation of
potentially untenable restrictive regulations by
HEW. precipitating a barrage of protest directed
toward both the Department of Health. Education.
and Welfare, and the Congress Frustration was cx-
penenced at all levels of government as a result of
the constant state of change and dayto-day fencer
tarty in social services planning and administra-
tion There were charges and countercharges as to
whether or not "som one" was trying to scuttle
vial services Lumpier y

The Now

With that period of actP n and interaction hehtnd
us, we are now faced wit a whole new range of

tasks and challenge, at the federal. state, and local
levels The most pressing immediate challenge is
the expedittous,promulgadon of interpretive rcgu
lations surrounding the implementation of iht

legislation hs HI \i t-qualls important is insole
mentatuin of the legislation in a manner tha
efTeetisels responds to the social services needs of
potentially broader community' than we have pre
viously served, and that maximizes the avadabl
federal dollars through appropriate managemen
decision making The former critical task is poi
manly the responsibility of HEW. the latter
equally critical, task &prima rds the responsihilit
of the state .ind local administrations At both th
federal and stile Its els it is imperatise to adopt
facilitating role to assure that the social service.

stein is a responso e and efficient one These task
canmit. and must not. he routualls exclusive, bu
rather must he des eloped in the same "give an
take ffianner which characterited the draftrng
the new f itle X legislation

Dokciis' misel. 4 Tale of Two Cities, begin
with the larooko quote. "It was the hest of times
it was the SSIISI of (Ifni:. This statement is a pert
harts adequate description of the present state o
public wellarc. social services, and social policy
Never has there heen so much concern about st
mans social prohlems to he financed with so fc
dollars and with such limited Program Suppbr
data It is the hest of times in terms of miser&
community concern about needed social service,
and awareness of social prohlems such as menta
illness, alcoholism. drug abuse, and the needs of th
aging and des elopmenta Ily disabled There is begin
long to he an expressed willingness to respond t
these-needs and concern', yet it is the worst of time
in terms of a total national commitment to an ad
quote funding of a comprehensive, integrated h
man services system. In our age of advanced n
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clear technology. in our commitment to increased,
defense spending. we have tended to loic the desir-
able balance between developmental knowledge
Ind financial support in these vital areas. and a con-
comitant support and responsiveness to the corti-
mon human needs of the American people

The passage of Title XX requires that slate and
local public welfare agencies take a leadership role
in helping to effect this balance of emphasis There
is a noticeable tendency prevalent now at the fed-
eral Inc! to focus attention on a management
oriented approach to social sersices delivers. to (he
exclusion of a recognition of the human needs to
which the programs should respond These two
emphases nccd not be diametrically opposed; they
can and must. in fact, he complementary

The Future

Tu assure that states design, implement. and gain
support or a social sersices program responsive to
the needs of its citirenrs.. there must he recognition
of the need lor added emphasis In three mann
arras I/

Public awarrne, of and support tor. compre
hensice social services.

2 ( ompetence in designing methods hs which
we can work with communities in aCsescing and
ordering social services needs.

InLrOku in the planning reporting, and csal.
odium capabilitic. of our JILCrl,tc, in order to sup
port with "hard- data what It is we are doing, what
it is costing. and what the results are

To attain these goals. we need

I i dfgrersise leaderthip hs, pubis( wellari:
agem rev Our experience in Maine conhrms thc
fact that legislatures will respond to requests for so-
cial services funding when the need is docuted
and the demand by constituents is clearly hPerti At
the same time, then appropriately demand account
Aldo,. for the results of that insestment Maine's
experience is not unique but is representative of
new demands tor accountabiltts being placed on all
public agencies, including the welfare agency. and
giscn hauler iisihilits hs Title XX stare...Ise
leadership is if k es Iti ,,,,u111rIltri of new
tasks tin posed hs Title XX and to attainment of the
three goals started abuse Such leadership at the
state toel is imperative because the agencs respon-
sible for overall administration of Title XX will no
longer necessarily he the public wellare agency
(other agencies MIN he designated hs tfie gov-
ernor if then are considered better qualiliedI
The value and responsiveness of the state social

services plan will directly reflect the competency of
leadership, and the development of adequate infor-
mation reporting systems will be critical in assuring
the future of social services in a given state

Thcrc will be those who will argue that some
public welfare agencies have always assumed sikha

cleadership role. and I would agree The point here
is the new dimension of demand incumbent upon
every public welfare agency charged with the re-
sponsibility of deseloping a state plan acceptable to
the people of the state, including consumers, other
agencies, the taxpayer. the legislature. and the gos
ernor, in addition to HEN for some portions of the
plan

Y Title XX focuses heasily on two Ms man
agement and measurement While these are impor-

lant and critical. we must be certain that they in-
terrelate appropriately with the basic philosophy of
human services and sound social work practice It
is this latter consideration which defines the addi-
tional leadership role public welfare agencies must
play If we are concerned about the quality of a
child protective service, if we are concerned about
the quality of our adoption service. our homemaker
service. our meals for the elderly service, a range of
alter-care services for persons leaving our institu-
tions. etc we must take a leadership role in assur-
ing that that quarirt focus is kept Specifically. we
should be certain that at the federal level there are
competent specialists available to provide the types
of technical assistance states will require in order to
build, and; or maintain, the quality as Well as the
qu'antity part of social services programs, and that
they arc available in sufficient numbers to respond
to the needs of several states simultaneously should
the need arise

e are the appropriate agencies to pick up the
challenge ol maintaining an equal emphaSis on
quantity and 'quality. and to ensure that progress
will he made in achieving' this integration under

items whi0 clearly delineate
our (ervices,add idenith the associated oh-
wove, in measurahle terms Quite appropriately,
there will continue to be more demand on us for ac
countabilits in terms of resultsmrtented services
and identification of costs i...services delivered We
know now that social sersiQes can he reduced to

ytizsurable terms and units of service can he
cd out. we have had.some experience with these

kinds ol ss sterns federal legislation has not de-
fined, services. so we must. in order to explain to
staff. consumers. and the community what it is
they can expect if the contact our agencies ur
those with which we vontract services Our expem
cave in Maine has been a fruitful, albeit stormy
one, because we have a basis from which we can
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blentili for peoplc'uhat it is Ce .hat our set
tries arc and ur ha.: a hegoinkng .rosert to at
*hat ,ost At the lcdcrai In el le, linual support.
tri asostin... slates to estahlish management mho
matum isterris suitable lor their trul,i.dual need,
has ., ieati, 1,i:en pledged Su,I.
Is nu.... hut ..roil eiperieme :ha: alone .111

-assure the ilci,ctopmezt.lond impleinenrat.
A reporting sisteni utile., there is Also sonic leder

is,odime to tate, 1,,

e ft.J.ht.'d I'1 knot .1 ted,r mat,hing
lot stiti.11 itCs t I ts Li -.11,1111 /C
Eh, gr.nr, reed hi this sr," puhlt. lolls

lha ommni ul
tone ol pi inning data need, st ,tnat the tet,,rts Ate

rt, ar t leelllerl° person, and hi ensure
l'Ir i de 11t.,Cil h, the ist, respond to

the need .ot nit inagemery rather to be %el.,
I Pr,,nr.tb,nal e t?." I, I g... no .1,5111

AMC 1E1.11 the pdilb celi.rte agent in a ih% eft Haiti
cell he delegated responsonliti admilrouster the

program I het :trig!, state dgetu.,
tt. tt ri, pr hi the

..rim,, resjihnt;hit I,.r . .11e mama rant,
h is horn delord in the nee translation V, e r pub

..,r rung
h NeC

t, , ft .oil I
set the ..I.rge for 1st st.. I ittn$,Ittn cash

pa,...9te Int. legit 1 11. lit Cr lie 111,1%
ct I., ro deb nd .,, pennntr r

Ittor;1% 4tl,.rt drstreti
sc, 1.t it !hi sari., La tiletn..1 ilt/.11it% .tied th,
.11,IC 'f laser .itl lh ht., liftli.E I p

ilt .lienh. it, h liC
patint 1011r o 11,1.

:tivni ,, .t t... CI\ MCC: I hi,' 4,11 tirii.e, n,e,r,
till, m,c tind ,arsele, ompetthon

o one Unit o 1, Idir Int fC151
I inre ise N, nna,t hs Merdr,II d" d.0 aur er, C 041 ,.,].,helm hi per

loin in the seri', es arena to that in the dis
r.h..O.on itiret-eit s,t1' Jai

.unpile tor ,,,print!
.1.. it i.e I tkc Jas
h tee traina.kernerit apahill., *let promo n: it

4 Lferh,dt %hhil leis 'ii
nritr, ur dect,pmeni gInll Litt/ 101,1)1 1,11, t,
plan ft r, ,ell ctdcrit thin for 51111,15; make an,
sense it All the', must he response to the nen of
the ,onstournt ,ommunite Iluuetcr. iniolitne the
,ommurnti elTe,thele in planning illa % present
some chtfi,ulte Ter.hni,a1 .1l1111.1fICC III states from
the Department of IforsIth. falucattrin. and Viellare
.111 he Intikal to 455151 state, in a ,lahle eeolution

.41 an clfc,.the state,ommuniti, relationship This
to.linr, al d11111.J111.0 is needed nou hccausg of the
rclatii el% short time Armed for states to prepare
for implementation OrAohcr I. Idt' Vi e urge the
Department of Health, tdur.ation. and %%clime to
give suith tc,hnbal assistame top prlorth, in order
to cnahle states to meet thc sift, t trrne.; eonstraints
rI thc seniors plan puhlb.ation schedule The expe-
tient,: or .1 nUrnhet of states affirms that d serthses
plan eiorecd in suih J Lishion is far more l'espOn.
st ,. tr. needs And rc,.erit.owitmit more ,ommunit!,
aLccpt.in.c support emouragiment and lunding

mmuniti tnitthealent, tnilltding p.irtiopattran
hs lo. IntillT1C kon.urricrs. rs an integral part ill our
Maine *gem., planning nom the result being
more and heir, scribes as the he pnalu,I ok that
partnership eflorr

11 .., %I.1.., !Ia.., .n,. critic (reJ1Cf than
the It, id ol nheW t at tines is an idea ghost
rime has orn, i ht. hiC.1 that .... i.d 51.1% It t. .11.1..

III II111,.If I'll pin 'it 50,1eti responsoe loot.
moment to the need, of its people and that the slate
and ,ornmunitk 111U,E AlI1.1111C a trim,: tett,: tole in
shaprig th it response to the needs of tit ,imstitu
ents mrhin The pernm.soe limits ,i1 the legislation.
are iii .,, ,,, . , in nti I chose tinit; has ,orne

As I rate tried ii, lintel th lout this paper,
the passage.., I oh: \ A, resole inane problems,,h,l, ,. .r. . t'.,_ linty o ire.ttes nee ihallenges
Iiil kis it IE ithel. Oill1,10.. .itNnAlt, I ren1.11,1'stIn-'
,,arb.,1 Iti I. si1111 thi p.tis.tie of this Irgislation the
Ision ,o ob. lit tuI hi addre,, .i hfil.Idel .ntegr4ted

Minor , ' . i Pr 0,4,1 gill hi 1,,s1 1)eirill the
.tit. t rkt., sPlh the r.,1,1,2c ot I hts legislatton, it
d., not ulth,, th, larger ,,,ite ol I ragmentation
ill .Iiti., re im1 I WhilrV .l 111111.1n CI,ItC pro-
p ina, Ni rt.. v., I It le \\ ,,rsi,t, and lund-
ine .,i.t.,,,,, 1151,1,,titt,nt, tor the deiclopmentift
rilthl,..1 it., cdrrr, ;hi person on need ril rehahth
til, tilt 1tC, Olt' .1111,1 oi need ol protein": ser-
%Res ellto,,,,t1,11, distitrhiii shilitren ea, h pr1
vim tridepeuderoli funded. trequentle at JOT:ring
pereentagcs nd lederal niabhing The result Leven
with the most ...iorierati,e di, ussion about the
need I o i n t e g r I l e 5, tit"... the need t o aeon]

torte',,o, i .111 ht. 41C .tinlIni./Cd entren,hment ell
program, Anil ten lics geared to ,pe, di, target op-
illations some of mhbh AEC MUIlliIIII ClCIIIIIIC,
but nIti..1 11E ,illiell are duph,..ilise to some extent
I her, .111,, rt unit not he surIblent moms to meet
the NC, It e demand, of all target population, In the
lore.,.. .hl, taiiire and all of us administering pro-
gram, must n,amtne our prionttes..rth these Ilscal
[mutations lie niu,t lind .44, It1 Streit h. ti,.111Jhle
seethe CI1111.1r, as far as possible. Jnd one of these
II,INI II EV rcdrbedupli,..111iln

nnelusion

Vie need an impetus io begin planning together
on .1 ,Modin Ord ,ippromth to humen urribes lush
an impitu, ,ould ionic Irvin the Department
Health 1 du, thorn and Viclfare .ind the ingress
in a renewed effort to pass legislation stmilar to an

Allred lcruee, Au I ...king that leadership, Title
X \ ,an in la, t. he the needed ,atakst in helping us
address the problem of planning sen. 1 ml solves ill
as to streuth 11.1%1,6 ,1.11:u possihre. uhile
prodding the wraith resour,e, our ,thiens need
and deserve I hr.. the nest and eioting null:stone
faking u. no.
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Adolescent PregnancyA
Pediatric COncern?

A\ ) \(, 111E <I 1(IR 11,( ,..1,1,11

hale berii.tmind assot tate,' ,rtli plegthim
dining the ad..les.ent ,eaty 'ate pre, inns.

(luting adult',terne.1P paternal
absetu_ristn, and a larnthr Insfin, n1 terll ! age'
pi egitant ' ' lou,g pent >le mattite eat het
figt, than Indust geititrarimis .11111 SCCIII In
bet ,,111, SeN11.1111 et tihe it all eat Ile, age
IN.1111 Ile! .11111 /ChM I. C..11111.111. 111,1 In I`1 71,
appi,o,mmirk 25 }l t ern nil unroll tied
homett It 1.1 ,rats n1 age. and lei pet
ent 1,1 1111111.11 I it'll ,titled ai Age lot seats

11.111 11.1,1 1 rilt.11 In t 1111111.11 11011.

hilt ,11 tad,. eatlICI. 0111, 11r1 elit 01

.1114,1Cha C111°IC111.11Cs to ,lit I 11111,1

had 10

1 etICAge pi eg,.txi has strt1011 111e1111.11.
Illy. 11010;41, 14111,111011AL .111,1 hair 111 I "II
sopicItt Ch. 1 /Cs 1,111 1111 1 C.Iillg ahallab1111 1,1

I a,111. el/11,01 1.11 1 11t 1 1111,41 Slates. of the
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ArL i \ \ 1 1,1;
It µIv

I rt.,' Ion
I 1111Pii kle 11,41 old
SI lord I l I.. ,r1,1
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Elizabeth R McAnarney, M.D

k.

hilt n to adolesa ems 17 %ea), of less in 1111,t,
I he taw, as alined "On- r.
inIntbei ill out-ol-hedlot k'hirth, J11111

single %oaten rN ,pet Mt age group. rose
,Isom 1 fill in 19f, 1 to 19 S in 1 9fili amptig
gills aged I to 19 it It seem, that
N., mil of tir, 1111 minim:red girls I ;
to lg. ,eats ol age in _the 1 ruled States
bet ptgnant vie:, heat

Pregnant dining adttleuente ,null,
higher rmitri 11.11 II/01 111,1.11, .111,1 11101 11111% I.11es

01.111 plgnam Ill Nn111Cit hl Ilan} IN ogles
Inileed. i6r ynimget the teen-age'. the more
likely she Is to 11.1he 1111111 al ittnIlleAns dun titg
pregnant s, Libor and deli, et i 1 ..xeinia,
anemia, t ephalopel, diyinoportinn. and
inolonged lahot air the maim ub,telnt

,wens ill aoll'dtst ern r ' [table, hot II
111 ,Hung nnnhrn hear InghtI ',remain! it,
and 111111 milt, late, than hakes buns In

ImAhri, ill 11rn n%(11111 It ,

In .111,11114.11 10 the 11111111eIml Med. al 1,101,-
11,11, I It ,I(1141,1. III VI k V.11.1111% . 111.1.st roi!.

late 1/airl 4 41114.1111111AI alIel s0t 1.11 100111, its
1001 110,111g pet gnat. and Atet delty et

tilit rhlht tilt., 1/1.1111ritli, pr. ttie f
mlides rill 111,111.1M I mid 11114 r In t.,01.101
girl, tend to allot, nut of st hnol I,I Illa
111'11111 1.11 1;10111CM h. 1111111d 1/1(t 4111,111s
teriaagr 111.11 I 1.1g, 0111 11,11C Mien 1111..1.1111C

1111,11 11 inn. to 1,111111t 111,/1111.1!. Ma 1,,lht
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tin mit health problems oith prolonged
...Alai signal, ante dna. extreme '"'' Pakir re-
ported that death late, Itom SespleallItN

IBMs and aci Mein, were tour as

ximmitin among babies born iirrtsol-oedlot k
than in those of married mothers" In 1965.
II ,,,,'f,ttInaterl 111.11 NO( ION spent all ale-j41 e

$11111,001) on a mother and her illegitunge
iilfsprtng ;luting the motile'', reptoditsffis
Metric " I it rends. these expenses ouXild
be tt,11,141elabh hughri

\ a health probleift. teen age pregnant
is '11111111.0 vied and fonsibls pi es4entghle
IA hat should be the peilualrIt 1.11I's 401e in
pnnulmg arlor smitialls at lite MO ',reg-
nant Atilt...tents

The Pediatrician and Teen-Age Pregnancy

I he degree ill wind] a pe111.111 Man I/111-
Itles latt tilt sexualls muse and in egnant

urn awns 1111(141N 1111011 his naming, knool-
dge, 11111.11Nl Ill atIldeNt elll .11131 his

mitt at m ,sinking ,nil 4,11,1141'1N .11111 then
515 11.1111,

Ile tan weir as a iliaginntit Ian til lu eg

11,1111 ion:1st-lot health idutaiul,,t clef, Ing
r..11111 "11111111x11111 111 t .111

Diagnostician of Pregnancy

( oinetned almiit pi egiiiint ,.'Maul,
.141.1, medit al .id, it e 1,111 Ilieu pedla-
r t lust \ ill Iles, ems prieining

itthet than posohle pregnant I Mal
tilt Illtle_.111,11M1111.11 11.1111. Ileatlat hes. 111.11.11e.

fatigue. int tulle! tionspet 1 o 1111111011, \tit
1117111 the 11.1 lt,1 Asks tin spy; lilt gsiox ologo
Imams and in .thout the adolest
last Inuits!! d fleinol does he till ii Ihr pos
stble diagnosis id pregnant, \ lost gills
.tie ielirned In the dm un s 111011'1.1Q, 11111 11/.11

!hem ha, t /welt .11111111to/ 1 liett ,11111

I .tit it 11,1

tApit,:s 011 it teal 111111 t
)111 e the 11rdi.iiu a Ltit

id p egnme I. lie. tu.i, lett'? 111,

Been tic to an iti ^tittet,
hest seek to strnis Mr girl in Iwo nth( ri

20 --

tta

I he sontkup t °mists of a general intdual
and gs net ologu 111,101N. inquiring dhow
menses., ,sigma! S5 II1I11,1111%. her sex ILA
arid lt1111111cl/Ill k111/11 ledge Ile should
tsar:1 Ina a gnetal indital and a ils
exami,nation A urine test, for pregnant., is,
obligatott. iliongh the limitations of the test
being used shotild ire understood Should
prgitiptc be tooltrined, he should explore
holler the adolest tun has ,ill plans tut

het pregnant :111,1 110111111 realer her to an
obstetill I AMIN

Counselor

Pdiattit iesporisibtlits lor the art of teen-
agerr+ does not ut sill iihStett Tele( (al
\lost pirgnani Well 111/1/01111, ,itt
in their %midi and pssi hologit iirobleno
relattl to then adolest ent e and pi egnant
l'sst hologit tate 111.11 be minified in his
of Mr. ii he has 11101e (hall 1111 pregnant
patient in his lila. III e .11 11141 111111... hex IllaN

.1.111 a gl imp imp I ornerem es o ith eg
nant teenage; simehinale the isolation feel-
ings these girls hast.

Nuppoirne late 601,0'1.111s lit in wimps
should of hide exploration of men-ag's'
feeling...Mout hung pregrifini, plans for mew
11,1111 1., their hinny...and then, balmy... Input.,
N1111111(1, .11111 length of se,ssions will sal
ii< jailing to nuhudu.d Yleeds

1 i the 'Linen!, p.A01,11.4;14 innlrttls Ale
tit" ;Imply \ lot pctliAtt t At c it 1i the
11C(114111H Ian M.* 11 1511 it 101111,1 111 eg-

11.1111 gills it his oil. e. he should helm them
anothei uidilidu.l in agent, pi "siding

1r11.111/ed I ho +tit ltd ..(1,11

Health Educator

\,1"1,,(I.iits,11(i .11 1' III eV,11.1111 .ilk 111.111 \ of

111,...y111 twrit-Age
,;r.1Llit nod 11r,rLt11nuilu .is iii 110 11 11011-

iiirvAimit 'ill I tic oonget the gill. lilt'
lAss knt,i lydg,lbh slit nu, fir 1 hr lIn

piegnam I iiri A gil I. het Lump .uul triter+
them 111.1\ he so great as to tnr-

shailtio her 111.1111 ti1lt 1 needs as an adoles-
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ADOLESCENT PREGNANCY

tent For inans such girls do nut base ,;tnePedlatricinn and the.
..,adequate knowpdge about Olen general

growth ntol clop:lent and then sexuality.
One onset, brought out that 110 per cent
of the respondents thought that a girl could
become pregnant as soon as her period
began; there seas little chi terrine in response,'
between sexually actor girls and those claim,
tug not to he sextiall% tise 1

Pregnant teen-agers going to tern) 'fund&
know about the physiologs ol Law., 'and
delts,en. breathing exert isel, and.mdrat to
expel I at the time of dells ell. kre pedia-
trician should either glee such niformation
himself or make sure that it Isheitigjurnished
cis tht oRnetrician los as,stxtates \lost
girls To their last trimester are ;interested
about the 'imam") t fold. 'what lie will look
like. and what he can

Ref4rrtng Source and Coordinator
of Health Care

II be does not got. I °tinseling litinsell,
dm should lie arranged for through a IutYd
mental health' t enter in tenter, or
through titivate sin cal workers, tottitselois,
pssehologots. or psst Maoists, depending on
the patient's needs and apat its pale

I he minks( ent who plans to gist. her baby
tip for adoption should he released to
lot at social serslie agents earls preg-
nanus, to gise the sothil set% ice proles.
sionals enough tune to establish rapport
with She 'pas benefit Iron% referral
ti a group lor mospective mothers. where
she share her experienie with others
like her The %ming inothei who keeps 'her
halm should ret else publu nursing
guidance in her hone about her tirstbOrn

I he petit:mit tan roar send amt adolescent
to a sour". tit care, but she Inas not 'get
there Follossmp is thereto". Mien necessars.

adolest cut not t timers:1m with the health
t are system and I erling disturbed and
reluctant ma% has e difficulty I ollowttig
through tin rettimmelidatiotts that seem
simple to the physic Earl.

CLINICAL PEDIATRICS January 1975
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,;* Nonpregnant Teenager
1'.1.1e pediatric tan tall play an important

U1111 1 ernagers worried about preg-
mums who are out pregnant. A !legalise preg-
nanny ie,t 5110111(1 11111 indicate to the patient
or the phsUchin that there is no limber
(oaten). piese teen-agers are at a high
risk of pregnant). tit the home
t Fla., pediatrician would be .wise of initiate
a discussion will% the nonpregnant but tut(
eerned teen-agers about their knowledge of
growth and des elopment. and 11'.1111C111:11.1V

5.C.xuality.°' It 111C% are sexually active but
not .using tontrat eption. 'they should be
instnitted about it 4iol Its ayailability. Ile
mat provide the poet ologic andrcontr.i.
t rpm e tare himself or he iii et them
to a poet ologist OT 1?) a mmmnrunits agents

as Planned Parenthood for their "aura'.
t clone attention Rot prest option. ol "mora-
1 eption alone does mil meet the adoleiit ems'
entire needs; then require as much counseling
and edits anon as du then pregnant peers

Int hiding the sex nails a use boys in pre.
'limns,. to epos rare is ideal, but often
Milo tilt to at lees e, patio Marls when the girl
moles to the physician as the identified
patient .I101,Mt`f, the pediatrician Should'
try to rill mirage not culls the girls %vim are
(timing to him with these plohlems but also
then hos ft lends, for instrut lion about contra,
t CIAO e tare.

Final Comment

aeII mitts ittnal pliNsn tan most deride for
limisAl 'how he will are lor sexually acme
or pregnant teen - tigers. the pediatrician
moo net tignirelox patents' needs in the areas
tub sex mill" and pregnant %, and be responsive
to their needs either by omitting Lane limn.
sell or relerritig them to °diet. health tare ,
sites. Oetatise lie. has known Ili< 11.111114%,
Over the sears, he may be the . first one..
tO whom a teenager turns and in shoo
slit ssdl toolide. Ile must be prepared to
respond with concern ancKnowledge.
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THE ROLE OFTHE GRANDMOTHER IN

AbWLSCENT PREGNANCY AND PARENTING.

a

- '

Elean.or Wright Smith. l S. MS, is Assistant Orient
Professor. bepartnient of Family Health Card, Nursing,
Vnirersity of California, San Frwicuica.. California.

Less than a decade ago maul` unwed adolescents
who carried their pregnancies to term released their
infants for adoption.. Thus,, a primary task of the
profssionals working with pregnant teenagers was
to help them through the difficult process of
relinquishing -the newborn 'admit and, to provide
guidance for a rapid and 'Smooth resumption of
former roles. Today, most vo'ibig yeomen who give
birth, in or out of wedlock, plan to, keep and rear
their children themselye. Hinies' r states that 145
percent of teenage- mother. throughout the -United
States keep their children, more recently, Zelnik
and Kt-trier reported that IS ercent of illegitimate
first hildrgn of white women are released fore.,
adoption compared to two perc;nt of ifiegairoati;'
first. children of black women. Beginning adrthe
I960s, early marriage and early childbirth in-ithor
marriage decreased, while childbirth outside
marriage increased and continued to rise'
throughout the sixties. The legalithIsm of abortion
modified these, mat-Islas temporarily but recent
figures point to a new rise in out-of- wedlock
childbirth-among teenagers. In CalifOrma alone the
illegitimate birthrate auflially.new by nearly three
percent as 1972- and anther three percent in 197.1,
even as nonwhite illegaintte.births declined, albeit
by very little., Morris has reported that the
percentage of mothers nit yet out of their teens
increasing arming both married- and unmarried
women' This continued increasing fertility in the
teenage population and the determination of 'mist
of these young mothers to keep .an'd rear their
children pose OW and difficult challenges for
health proft*ionalseducators, and sliciftl Worker's.
Our major task 'now is to provide medical,
educational, and social supports to teenage families
and to continue such sttpport as young parents
Strive to neither their children,

Until recently. members of the jai-gnats(
adolescent's family wire not.. lowly tin idiot with

Eleanor Wright Smith, R.N., M S:

the professionals working with the teenage mother.
If she was liVing in a residence for unwed mothers,
the focus was on the young woman and on lien
adoptable baby; if she was from a poor family, s w
frequently received little prenatal care or
professioind assistance of any kind.

Todny, family merubers often are trittrinaely
involved. teenager who "pltilis to keep hmethild
generally remains in her home during her pregnancy
and lwr mother is usually% to sOnul degree at teal,
responsible for care of the tht. infant.' The need to
work with the young wornan's handy, and especially
wtth her mother, is increasingly apparent. Thes-
family. members can provide at least some of the
essential continuing supports the young 'wornan will
need in order to adequately mother 'her Ohl& Thus,
the concern", of the mother of the adolescent
pregnant girl and the ways IN which she can he
helped hi cope with the prohlhms accompanying her
daughter's early motherhood are of pique inti/est.
Other members of the young woman's' family and
the father and his family minty, and usually do, play
a signifiennt part in the life of the new mother and
her child. but this papt;i- wilffocus primarily on the
grit nilmothernnither-chtlit relationship its it
develops during pregnancy and early parenting.

Of course the young woman's mother may not
always' he availahle, she may he deceased or far
away, or the relatiimshiphetweenihe Iwo my have
always been so pnpr that it would not be productive
to bring them together. In any eeent, the situation
should he carefully explored. Frequently a close,-,

it r mother-daughter relationship may'
temporarily deterjorate ti!lolescent's
struggle Mr 'independent+ and autonomy. With the

*added stress of pregnancy, the conflict between
mother and daughibr may be magnified in the girl's
mind. Sensitive contact with both mother and
daughter can reinforce, whatever positive elements
and strengths are Mailable. If this is not possible,
perhaps a mothering persori, grandmother6foster
mother, or older t,ter (In meet some of the
mot tiering needs of Ow -motherless- young woman.
Ni soinil worker,. and teachers often peq,,ith,

Reprinted by the Nationati011iance Concerned with School-Age Parents froM.THE JOURNAL
OF SCHOOL HEALTH, Volume AV, No. 5, May,. 1975, with permission of-the author and
publisher (American. School Health Association, Kent, Ohio 44240). Copyright, 1975.
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additional motheiring. during the crisis of the ,
pregnancy and childbearing, when the young
woman's dependency, ,needs 'and receptivity are;so
great. However,. this assistance ,is neceretardy
tiiinporary. and some .ongoing source .of nuturing
should be sought.-

An earlier pope/ by this author focused on the
role traninfipn the mother ,prthe pregliantteinager
experiences as she strives to form a new relationship
with her dadghter who is becoming a mother, and
finally to relateas ive-indmother to her grandchild,
A varietty of data from unstructured interviews wit
Mothers. and daughters, field 'notes, tind grump work
with both mntheGu and daughters were cited in that
paper..This presentation will build further upon
that structure, drawing on continued experience
with pregnant adolescents and their mothers both in
a Well Baby Clinic for Adolescents and Their
Children aiil'an Adolescent Maternity Clinic.

INITIAL REACTIONS OP THE
MOTHER TO HER ADOLESCENT

' DAUGHTER'S PREGNANCY
The few studies that have examined the role of

the mother of the pregnant adolescent have
described' fier initial reactions and feelings as
encompassing shame, shuck, guilt, anger, and
sorrow I)espite a persistent misconception among
professionaLs, minority families- do not usually
accept the pregnancy of an. unmarried girl and
Unqualifiedly welcome her .haby; in reality, the
family often is angry and unaccepturg. They are
concerned with. social.disgrace, financial harden,
and all the problems an additional child means to
Yo already oyerhurtlened famil0., The reatlion of
the mother in lower class hlackA families, ,tts
item'ribed by Wright, it ad, is characterized by
anxiety and severestress resulting in temporary
unproductive hyperactivity These motbers were
deeply disappointed, as they had hoped for a better .

life for their 'thilighters than they $ad heen ahle a

and now their daughters appeared (audit
in the seine bind as they t hernsek es hail been
Byranibogan and Dailey' we the adolescent
pregnancy as a i ryas for the whole family, with du;
mother in part], ular view ing it as a reflection .7f her
own inadequacy as a parent The failure of a
daughter to uinform to expected hehavoir and the
threat that 'pregnancy will hinder achievement of
Nits ational and social goals imP"ttanlitt the
mother eb, 11'101-Mg\ of sorrtrw and ilisappointilent.
Glum the mother's d est. m eri. of her Lighter's
pregnant y is .et upsets the equilibrium of
the whole 'family. ansing sever, tantitional and
tinam ial struts commotik the immediate

rHE IrainNAL ',F.V.HOOL HEALTH
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response of the. mother is shock, anger,, Self-
questilming ("What did`l do wrong? What didh'e I
don and. profound sorrow for her' pregnant,
daughtersorrow for the heel of what the mother
hoped would be hifpliy, irresponsible years, gone
forever with the assumption of tip adult
responsibilitiea of .childbearing and childrearing,
Agiun, These. mothers put a high value on educdtion
'and were fearful their daughters would he unable to
continue school..

Also mother's often expressed concern for
themselves. Thd mother of a pregnant adolescent
may be a young Amen still, perhaps just beginning

'to see some freedom from respontibillties toward
. her own children. Some are planning to get jobs, to.,

further their eclucation or just to begin enjoying a
period, of their lives wtion they might satisfy some of
their own needs. Typically, becoming it
grandmOthlr--eskcially when this may 'mean_
having to assume at least partvof the responsibility
for it daughter and her childis unexpected and
unwelcome. In outyouthmriented society, becoming

grandmother has connotations of lilting, of '
becoming leas important, and of decreasing value to

^society,something women in their thirties_ and
forties are riot at all ready to accept: Oni mother
expressed her feelings this way, "I was shocked at
the thought of tieing a grandmother. I've colored,my
hay for a long time and I stopped that and let it go.

I had to be a grandmother, I was going to go the
whole bit!" Several women expressed anger toward
their daughters for "making me a grandmother."'

EARLY INTEGRATION AND PLANNING
After a preliminary period of disequilibrium,

there seems to be a more stable period 'when both
mother and daughter begin to take Steps toward
solving came of the 'problems presented' by
pregnancy. Prenatal care for the young mothertobe
and the need to investigate ,ways, of continuing her
edu'eation tire the immediate concerns. Thus, at this
time they will encounter professional help: The
school nurse. counsellors, and Withers cap offer
valuable help and reassurance about the
possihdities ft r usintinsing education.' In many
communities dhe young pregnant woman may;
remain in her own school and special classes are
often provided for her; in other comtnunities, public
schoorsystems have developed programs which offer
comprctitensive facilities (continuing education,
health serviees,li nil social services) for the pregnant
adolescent...Ind her family. Occasionally the only
hone will he to continue schoolwork with a time'

teat her. This prevents both The young woman and
her mother from sharing their concerns with others

279
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in St.milar hituatterfs. Hopefully the rapid grciwth.of
programs for pregnant teenagers (programs such as
those stimulated by effprts of the Consortium on
Early -Childbearing and 'Childrearing and the

National Alhae 'Concerned with School -Age
Parents/ will soon reach areas which hale not yet
been ahle to prMmle these much - needed services.

When the young motlierimbe enters prenatal .

care, she and her mother tasutelly.make their first.
'contact with health professionals. Frequently the
Mother hrings the pregnant adolescent to the clinic

. or private PhySicum, told; the manner in yhtch..
mother and daughter are: accepted can have a
profound ndluence on the future course 'or the
pregnancy The shame and guilt illuch both mother
and daughter cusitimardy feel make them extremely
sensitive to the actions of others Although the
young woman is Ownys clearly the patient and
should be treated with alt the respect andWnncern
that would he accorded a more adult pregnant
woman. the mother. ran be helped by the health
team to see herself as an imptirtant part a merit in
the care of her daiighter This mother hits4taien
birth- her4elf but there have been many changes in

. ebstetn,a1 care and childrenring practices These
,are areas of potential conflict between mother and
daughter. particularly when the daughter has had
the opportunity' to learn ahout modern obstetrical
anti infant care and*the mother has not

Also, at this early - stage, various options for
resolution of. the dilemma of unwed pregnanci are
considered by mother and daughter Marriage is
usually discussed but it is ho longer so common for
mothers or glen' daughters to see marriage as a
fiecessary step ,There are nary indications that
teenage marriages, especially when pregnancy and
parental coercion are involved, are unlikely to he
either happy or lasting Stieh marriages thus
provide little satisfaction for the young couples or
support for their infants. For the older and more
mature teenagers,. marriage maybe a valid option
but much help from family and community ti III be
needed for them to build a, firm and selIfl i
relationship to 'support themselves and their't Mid

Ahortion is anothbr option which i 1 onsidered

and is n s twit which can produce deep' conflict '
between mu her and daughter The mother m ay see
abortion as e only feasible solution.. If she sacks to
afirenge fnr an abortion she ow often shocked to
learn that, it is the right of her daughter to- make

this decision fAr herSelf AS 'one mother seal angrily
and teartalh., -1-ite is n child and I 41M responsible
for her. I'll have to he reSponsible, for both-her and
her baby' is that right' is that tier;" Frequentli,
however, by ftite time the pregnant y is continued it

.
too late. for an abortion.tmbe performed and open 41.

neither- :mother tam daughter see this as an
acceptnbie,chlile.1,

EARLY INVOLVEMENT IN THE PREGNANCY '
Once these decisions are made and the pregnancy

continues,' there seems to be another period of
,.rather shaky equilihriuma Although not yet reall,

accepted, the fact of thr pregnartiy hiss, become
more, tolerable. Mothers begin to talk about what
will be needed for the baby, how the household will
be arranged to Krovide a room for the daught4Pand
her infant, sir what living -arrangements the young
couplut might he helped eto' make. Plans may he
made for care df the infant"upon- the daughter's
postpartum return to' regufar schooling. the
mithers buy thrill gifts for the baby. apd their
daughters eeport that they can jokingly Call their
mothers'and fathers "grandma" or "grandpa" and
that don't seem to mind."

'During this period the health team can often, Very
successfully involve the grandmother-to-be in group
sessions for grandmothers or in mother-daughter
group:tit:scions, ns"well as in individual counselling.
Many women qxprers interest. in learning more
about what the Aperience of labor and delivery will

a be for their daughters and acknowletIgh a need to
update their information about infant care. They.
are usually very much interested in birth control
methods, relating this information,to therdielve.s,
their pregnant daughters. and their other children.
They seem to see themselves. as carriers pf wisdom
to the young muttler-to-be.'

It can be eery productive for merhbeM of the.
health teem to work -with these mothers. Nurses,
social workers, utritionists, and physicians can
enkst interest and concern, ..eimecially, when the
mother understands her daughter's needs and the
principles of her obstetrical ware. Educators

I involved with her cat her continuipg schoolwork can
also find an interested partner whose goal. like
theirs, is to help the :young woman continue, her
iii-hoolwork and .prepare for. productive -and
menitingtiti life work These mothers can. reinforce '
and help imPlentent the medical..piwchosocial. and
educational goals attie profeestotinls working with
their daughters, if tliey are informed afid involved.
Eveil more Mitinitant for the future of the young
family is Improvement in the relationship between
mother and daughter which ean flow -from taking
the nppurhtisitc to share her concerns and anxieties
with other inothtr-i facing a similar actuation And
with members of the' health team. . Ont. mother
slimmed this up when she said, '1 .didn't know
anyone tared what .1 think -and feel." he;
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-4.---;experience of being Able to communicate her
'feelings to ethers who arecnterested andem'pathetio
May well help her commtiflieate with her daughter
with greater ease and understanding.

'FILE MOTHER FACES THE
REALITY OF THE PREGNANCY

During thelest trimester as the physical changes
of pregnancy- becom'e mote abdMore apparent In
her daughter, the moth:4 'seems better able to vie,*
the,pregnency as a reality. "I loOked at my daughter
the nther day," said one mother, "and all of a
sudden I thought, She's going to haven baby. Them.
really is a baby.' That soUndit Silly, I know. We've
talked about the baby: we've bought things for it,.
we've matie-plans."But.,I.think that was the first
time) I really believed it," Daughters often report ...
that their mothers apilear more accepting of the
baby at this point. One, said, "Mother really seems
to be happy about my baby now." Another reported,
"Mother put her.hand on my stomach and-said, 'my
geundbalw kicked me."

During the hod trimester of the pitgnaney, .

mothers and daughters often reali;e alhange is
taking place in Air. relationship. Frequently they
speak of a developing closeness between them. The

, mothers talk of their own pregnancies-and seem to

and the daughters t k
relive them while sharing feelinlis and informattn
with their daughters!
questions about -their mother's pregnancies and
anticipate with their mothers what their own
experience will be Roth(mothers. and daughters

. sometimes speak of theis relationship as becoming
more lake that between two women than between
mother and child Thu daughters feel able to talk
with theigrmothers because -they have been through ,
this too 1, One -mother said, "We've gotten awfully.
close, not exactly in sr maternal way but as if we are
two women sharing something.'

Mothers' ask many questions about labor and
delivers focused op how Weir daughter's
experiences might 'differ.. from their own. They
appear to 'see this as part. of.a grandmother's role
now and to htlie.e that the grandmother should he
a soune of wisdom for the young mother' Several
investigator's ,ha-ve reported. this changing
relationship In:tweet) mother and daughter (luring
the course of a pregnancy which the two have been
able to shore Even when mothers are far away,
datfghteriC maw, times feel a compulsion to

( ommonit ate with their mothers as delivery
appro.whes Friedman, who worked with young
women in a maternal, home planning to release

.their inhibits for adoption, mentioned that even
when a Noting woman had been moss yoncerikti
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about keering her pregnancy .11 secret from her
family, her mother'somehow "mystericiusly" himed
of it before the delivery. A new.and better
relationship ,between mother and daughter can
conceivably ` develop (3:1 of eirCumstances
surrounding an. out-of.wedloclt pregnancy,
according to' Ett'iedthen. Baking relates the
ieactias of a young primapare, who had lehleved
independence from her mother, had been happy to
get away from home, and yet found herself deeply
nlwding to discuss her feeling. about being a mother,
with her pwn mother." Van Der All* titOrted
that the -majority of the population in hiterstUdy
found themselves more able to commUnleate,',
particularly with . their mothers, during :their'
pregnancy." One young woman whose mother had
refused to communicate with her when she learned
of the preirtiana poignantly confided, "'Flavin{ My
haby'wat the most rbal thing that ever- happened to
me..When. my baby first moved, when I first heard
my baby cry, I wanted so badly to share thia with
my mother."

DEVELOPING THE GRANDMOTHER.
MOTHER:CHILD RELATIQNSHIP

After the birth of the baby the mothers still Seem
to ho struggling with taking on a grandmother role.
One said. "My daughter runs around looking just
like a teenager. She just doesn't look like a mother
at all.",Another expressed her -concern in another
way, "It's all mixed up about connecting apd
separating the three of usthat that is .my
daughter's haby, that my daughter is a mother, that"
she isn't just my daughter." FM. some eyoung
mothers there seems to a need for depe1dency
and they can accept help and grow from their
mother's store of -experience and wisdom. For
others, there seems to be an intense/need W. be
independentoto "do it injself," -and they see help
from their mother as aierference.,, In eithenevent,
the grandmother can only attempt:to undeistand
her daughter's needs and be willing to. accept
dependence or independence, according to the Wes
she gives: the young mother appears to need to
establish a clear identity in her role as a 'mother-
before she can allow her o.wn-thother the privilege*
becoming a grAndMOther..

The genesis of mothering is in childhood-when the
girl's isperiefice of mothering seta the pattern (or
the 'future." During girlhoOrDshe continues to
experience mothering and to observe and integrate
niontnodels of inotaering.:With pregnancy, the
proem; is intensified al she relives and redefines
herself in her relationship to significant others and
to her childtobe. The, support a mother Orel he
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daughter at this crucial time, her ear ng. and
empathy can increase the younger omen's
confidence in herself and hei ahility to b came a
mother. After the hirth of thelinby the moth r.rhild

,
relationship flowers, and giving and aceptuIR
ateqbate mothering from her own mother mow a
grandmother) nourishes this process. Thedntimate
contact of holding, feeding, and bathing her child

..bat a stimulating effect on the tee;tagei's
motherliness. Her feelings 'of 'competence grow as
her child responds. to her ministrations, and
gradually the young mother' grows secure in her
ability . to care for and love; her child. The
gret,ificatinn a grandmother experiences as she sees
her daughter mature and become. a loving, giving,.
mother may,dvvelop more slowly when the daughter
is an adolescent. itt many adolescent women with
adequate supports ecome nutusing mothers.

The very young or mimature adolescent may have
a' special need ,to achieve her own developmental
goals and these needs may interfere with her ability
to be a mother at the [Imo( her child's birth The
task of her mother is a most difficult one She roust
mother her daughter as she encourages and
facilitates her maturational processes and at the
same time support, the daughter's beginning efforts
at mothering Often she !mist rake he the primary
giver of loving care to her grandchild Whatever
tasks the young mother con adequatelyperform for
her child will increase her feelings of confidence and
strengthen the tenuous but growing niother-cluld
'bond. As her child thrives, if the young mother can
feel she has had some part in has healthy
development, her pride and feeling of competence
Micrease. The grandmother's task now is a gradual
relinquishment of the parental role toward her
grandchild as hey daughter becomes ahle to assume
this role: with her child When mothers and
daughters have developed a satisfying and
productive rellitionship -.with the health team,
eipecialtywith social workers and counsellors, hoth
may find support in working through this proems

CONCLUSION
Although childbearing in the United States has

declined in recent years: hirths to teenagers are
betoming an ever larger proportion of all births..
Furthermore, the i;bung mothers who are hearing
Children are keeping them nod attempting to rear
them themselves. The focus of tare for pregnant
adoletisents has thus shifted. from concern for
teenage pregnant girls to concern for Adolescent
families and their heeds. Professionals who work
with these young women and their families
encounter them in the crisis Period. of pregnancy,

252
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childbirth.- a nd early motbering.' Mit the 3,:tittti nu
needs of ioung parents extend far heyond this
period

Hy mobilizing support from significant flignres'in
the young woman's own life and involving them in
plans for her care and future support In rearinglitZr
family, oiy.e can ensure coltinuing fulfillment of hur
needs art she copes with the developmental tasks of
motherhood Often, especially for the adolescent
rnothetiA 'her own mother is the most significant
figurti. if a good rullitionship can be fostered
between mother and-daughter and the very normal
conflicts hetween thenT eased, the young wornan
may be more able to complete her own education,
fill her own developmental ueeds, And prbvide
adequate mothering for her child. Understanding
theconverns, and problems of the mother of the
pregnant adolescent and providing her with the
supports. that site needs,. in 'order to guide her
daughter toward motherhood Tait often be the key
to a healthy mother-child relationship between the
adolescent mother .and her infant. Simultaneously.
the, adolescent'14 mother may find gratification and
pleasure in ti new developmentalohnse in her life
as she becomes a grandmother.
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' SUMMARY OF THE REGULATION* FOR TITLE IX
EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1972

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 says-.
"No person . shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded nom participation in; be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to.discrimination'.under any education
program or activity receiving federal financial assistance.. .."

With certain exceptions; the law "bars sex disciimination in any academic, extracurricular, research; oc-
cupational training or other educational program (preschool to postgraduate) operated by an organization or agenr
cy which receives of benefits from federal aid 'Exempted from theprovisions of TitleIX are fichools whose primary
purpose is training for the LI S military services or the merchant marine and educational institutions controllqd by
religious organizations whenever compliance with Title IX would be contrary to their religious beliefs. In addition,
the "Bayh Amendment" to Title IX exempts the membership policies of the Girl thml Boy Scouts, the YMCA and
YWCA, Campfire Girls and other single-sex "yoUth service organizations" whose me erg are chiefly under age 19.This special exemption -does not apply to recreational youth groups such as Little League Also exempted by the
amendments are university-based social fraterndties and sororities

Basically, the regulation for Title IX falls into five categorie; general matters related to discrimination on the
basis of sex, admissions, treatment Of students once they are admitted, employment and.procedures

The following summary was adapted by PEER from a summary prepared by the Resource Center on Sex Roles in
Education of the National Foundation for I mmenement of Education

EJENERAL- PROVISIONS § 86.3 86.9 HEW will look at the admissions practices of eachEach recipient of federal education aid must "administratively separate unit" separately
evaluate its dirrent policies and practices to deter- Specifically, the regulation bars limitations ,
mine whether they comply with Title IX Each quotas? on the number or proportion of persons of
recipient must then take whatever steps are necessary either sex who may be admitted, preference for one
to end discrimination Institutions must keep a sex, ranking applicants separately .by sqx, and any
description of these steps on file for three years, and other form of differential treatment by sex
they must complete the evaluation and steps to over.

. The recipient may not use a test or other criterion
come the effects of bias within one year of the date' for admission which adversely affects any person onthe regulation takes effect

,the basis of sex unless the test or criterion is shown to
The regulation also requires that recipients adopt predict validly successful completion of the

and publish grievance'procedures to resolve student educational program, and unbia;ed alternatives are
end employee complaints alleging discrimination not available Also prohibited are rules concerning
prohibited by Title IX . parental:,family or marital status of students which

make distinctions based on sex; discriminationADMISSIONS § 86.2.1-86.23 because of. pregnancy or related conditions; and
The regulation bait sex discrimination in ad- asking an applicant's marital' status. Recipients can

mis,sio.ns to: certain kinds of institutions' those of ask an applicant's'sex if the,information is not used to
vocational,. professional, graduate, and public discriminate.
Coeducational undergraduate institutions Ad- The recipient must make comparable' efforts to
missions to private undergraduate institutions are recruit members of each sex, except when special ef-
exempt, including admissions to private, un-' forts to recruit members 'of one sex are needed to
dergraduate pr ssional and vocational schools remedy the effects of past discrimination.

45 CFR Part af6. The text appears in the Federal Register, lune 4, 1975, page 24128

PEEff, The Project on Enda! Education Rights, is a project of the NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund Funded by the Ford Foundation to
monitor enfOrcement progress under Federal law forbidding sex discrimination in education 1522 Connecticut Ave, N W Washington,0 C
21R136 Project Director Holly Knox Associate Director Clelia Steele Staff Mary McKeneie. Robin Goral6n, Lynda Weston, eheryl Andrews
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SUMMARY,conithuto

TREATMENT OF STUDENTS
§ 86.31- 86.42

General coverage §lke.31

Although some schools are exempt from coverage
with regard to admissions, all schools must treat their
admitted students without discrimination on the
basis of sex. Briefly, the treatment of students sec-
tion covers courses and extracurricular activities (In-
cluding student organizations and competitive
athletics), benefits, financial aid, facilitles,:liousing,
rules and regulations (including rules of appearance),
and research. A student may not be limited in the en-
joyment of any right, privilege, advantage or op-
portunity based on sex.

The regulation forbids a recipient to aid or pei.-
petuate sex discriminiation by providing "significant
assistance" to any agency, organization or person

which discriminates on the basis of sex in providing
any aid, benefit or service to students or employees
(with some exceptions, including the membership
policies of social frarities and sororities,,Boy and
Girl Scouts; YMCA an YWCA). Significant assistance
includes the provision of a facility or faculty sponsor.

Housing and Facilities § 86.32 and 86.33

Institutions may provide housing separately for
Men and women However, housing for students of
both sexes must be as a whole!

proportionate in quantity to the number of
students of that sex that apply for housing, and

comparable In quality and cost to-the student.
Institutions may not have different housing

.policies- for students of each sex (for example, If a
college hows men to live off campus, it must allow
women too).

Toilets, locker rooms and shower facilities may be
sepaiated on the basis of sex, but these facilities mu \t
be comparable for students of both sexes.

Courses and other Educational Activities § 86.34 and
86.35 .

Courses or other educational activities may not be
provided separately on the b4is of sex. An Institution
may not require or refuse participation in anycours,e
by any of its students on tht t basis. This includes
physical educ tion, industria business; vocational, '

technical, ho e economic , music, and' adult/
education tours s 9 \

However, sex education s. an exception: prirtions
of elementary and seco ary school class.es dealing
with human sru lity ay be separated by sex.

In physical e uc ion daises, students ma be .
separated by sex mth .coeducational classeswhen
playing,contac ports. Contact sports-include wst-

ling, rugby, lce.hockey, football, basketball', .and an
other sport "the purpose of mayor activity of; whit

Jrivolvelbodily.cOntaCt",
Choruses may be based on vocal range or quill.

and may result In single-sex orpredpminantly sine
sex choruses.

Local school districts may not, °nth, basis of Sint
exclude any persOn from:

any institution of vocational education;
As any other school or educational unit, Unless-th

school district offers the other sex courses, service
and facilities which are comparable to those off,
in such schools, following the same policies and ad
mission criteria.

Counseling y 86.36

.A recipeint may not discriminate on the basis ti
sex'In counselingsor guiding students.

Whenever a school finds that a class has a dIspr
portionate number of students with one sex, it mus
tak@whatever action is necessary to assure itself this
sex bias In counseling or testing is not responsible.

A recipient may not use tests or other appraisal an
counseling materials which use different material
for each sex or which permit or require differen
treatment for students of each sex. ExceptidoiCan b
made if different materials used for each sex coy
-the same occupations and they are essential, t
eliminate sex bias.

Schools must set up their own procedures to mak
certain that counseling and appraisal materiels ar
noisex-biased. If a test does result in a substantial!
disproportionate number of students of one sex in
course of study or classification, theschool must tak
action to ensure that bias'in the test or its applicatio
is not causing the disproportion.

Studep Financial Aid y86.37
Tife regulation covers all forms of financial aid t

students. Generally, a recipient may not, on the basi
of sex:

provide different amounts or typeS of assistant
- limit eligibility, apply different cr4tetia, or otherwis

discriminate;
assist through solicitation, listing, approve

provision of facilities, or other services any agent
organization or pellion which offers sex -biase
student aid;

employ students in a way that .discriminate
against one sex, or provide services to any 0th
organization which does so.

There are exception's for athletic scholarships an
single -sex scholarships eltiblished by.will or trust,,

lithletic scholarships, An, institution which awa
athletic scholarships must provide "reasonable o
portunities" for both-sexes, in proportion to the nu
ber of students of each sex participating in Irate



scholastic or Intercollegiate athletics. _Separate
athletic scholarships for each sex maybe. offered in
connection with separate mtle/female teams to the
extent consistent with both the section on scholar-
ships and the Section on athletics t86.41).

Scholarships for study abroad. the regulation ex-
empts discriminatory student assistance for study
abroad (suthlks Rhodes Scholarships), provided that
a recipient which administers Or helps to administer
the scholarship awards makes available reasonable
Opportunities for similar studies for the othensex.

Single see scholarships. An institution may id-
minister or assist in the administration of scholar-
ships and other formS of student financial, aid
whenevera will, trust, or bequest specifies that the
aid can only go to one sex, as long as the overall ef-
fect of "making- sex-restricted awards is not
discriminatory.

To ensurirthis, institutions must .

Select financial aid recipients on the basis of
nondiscriminatory criteria, not the availability of sex-
restricted scholarships;

alibcate sex-restricted awards to students al-
ready selected in such a fashion; and

ensure that no student is denied an award
because of the lack of i sex-restricted scholarship

Student Health and insurance Benefits 86.39
StUdent medical, hospital, accident or life in-

surance- benefits; services, or plans may not
discriminate on the basis of sex This would not bar
benefits or services which may be used by a different
proportion of students of one sex than of the other,
including family planoing services

Any school which ,provides full coverage health
services must provide gynecological care

Marital or Parental Status 5 86.40

The regulation bars any rule concerning a student's
actual or potential parental, family,' or marital status
which makes distinctions based on sex t

A school may not discriminate against any student `
in its educational program, including any class or ex-
tracurricular activity., because 'of the student's

,pregnancy, childbirth, false pregnancy, miscarriage,
or termination of pregnancy, unless the Student
requests voluntarily to participate in a different

. program or activity.
If a school does offer a voluntary. separate

education program for pregnant students, the in-
structional program must .be comparable to the
regular insttuctional program.

A school may ask a pregnant. student to have her
,physician certify her ability to stay in theregular
education program only if it requires physician's cer-
tification for students with other pksical or
emotionalconditions.
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.Recipients must treat disabilities related to
Pregnancy the same way as any other temporary(
disability in any medical or hospital benefit, serviCe,
plan or policy-which they offer to students. Pregnan-
cy must be treated as jusfiAbation for a leave of ab-
sence for as long as the student's physician considers
medically -necessary. Following this leave, the
student must be reinstated to her original status.

Athletics 6 86.41

Generatcoverage. The regulation says that xitYper-
son may be subjected to discrimination based on sex
in any scholastic, intercollegiate, club or intramural
athletics offered by a recipient of federal educaiOn
ald.

Separate teams and contact sports. Separate teams
for each sex are permissible in contact sports or
where selection for teams is based on competitive
skill. Contact sports include boxing, wrestling, rbgbg,
ice hocky, football, basketball, and any'other sport

.

"the purpose or major activity of which involves
bodily contact'

In noncontact sports, whenever a school has a
team in a given sport for. one sex only, and athletic
opportunities for the other sex have been limited,
members of the other sex must be.allosked to try out
for the team.

Equal Opportunity. A school must Provide equal
athletic. opportunity Mr both Sexes, In determining
whether athletic opportunities are equal, HE' will
consider whethef the selection of sports andleveli of
competition effectively accommodates the interests
and abilities of members -of both sexes. The Depart-

. ment will also consider (among other :factors):
facilities, equipment, supplies, game and 'practice
schedules, travel and.per diem allowances, coaching
(including assignment and ebrfipensation of
coaches), academic tutoring; housing, dining
facilities, and publicity- -

E ual expenditures are not required, but HEW
consider the failure. o provide necessary funds

for teams for one sex in assessing equality of op- .
portunity for members of each sex."

Adjustment period. Elementary schools must com-
ply hilly with the section covering athletics"as- ex-,
peditiously as' possible" but no more than one. year
from the effective date of the regulation. Secondary
and post - secondary institutions have three years from
the regulation's effective date to comply fully.

Textbooks 416.42

The regulaTiondoes not require or abridge the use
of particular textbooks or curriculum materials.

EMPLOYMENT §86.51- 86.61
General Provisions 446,51 - 86.55

All employees in all institutions are covered, both.,
full-time and part-time,, except those in military

779
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-schools, and those in religious schools to 0e:extent
compliance would be inconsistent 'with. the con-
trolling religious tenets.

In general, the regulation prohibits: discrimination
based on sex in employment, recruitment, and hiring,
whether full-timi or part-time, under any education
program or activity. whiciweceives or benefits from
federal financial aid. It also bars an institutiat from
entering into union, employment agency, orttoge
benefit .agreements which subject individuals to
discrimination.

An institution may not limit, segregate, or classify
appliCants or employees in any way which could ad-
versely affect any applicant's 'or employees' em-
ployment opportunities or status-because of sex. .

Th regulation prohibits sex discrimination In all
aspects of employment, including- employment
criteria, advertising and recruitment,. hiring and
-firing, promotion, tenure, pay, job assignments,
training, leave, and fringe benefits.

Fringe benefits; 86.56
Fringe. benef it plans must provide either for equal

periodic;benefits for male-employees or equal con-.
tributiorts for both sexes. Retirement plans may not
establish different retirement ag for employees of
each sex.

Marital status and pregnancy §86.7
. An institution may not apply any employment

policy concerning the potential marital, parental or
family status of an employee or employment ap;
plicant which makes distinctions based on sex

An Institution may not discriminate in employment
on the basis of pregnancy or related conditions A
temporary-disability resulting from these conditions
must be treated as any other temporary disability for
all lob - related; purposes, including leave, seniority,
reinstatement and fringe benefits. If the employer
has- no temporary diiability policy, pregnancy and
relatedconditions must be considered a justification
for leave without pay and the employee reinstated to
her original or comparable status when she returns
f rorri' leave.

Effect of state and local laws ;86.58
The obligation to comply with this regulation is not

precluded by any state or local-lawS

.ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES §86.71*
Pending HEW's final issuance of a consolidated

procedural regulation dealing with Title IX and other
civil rights laws, the Department wilt follow the
procedures of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
to implement the Title IX regulation. Under these
procedures HEW conducts compliance reviews
broad -based school districts or

1;universities initiated by ., HEW will also in-
vestigate complaints submitted by individuals or
groups.

The Title IX. procedures require educational in-

stitutions to keep records demonstrating whether
they are complyhn$ with the law's requirements,
Records must be available to HEW upon request.,

Discrimination complaints must be filed with HEW
'within 180 days of the date of discrimination, Aside
from this requirement, no specific trme limits Set
oq any other proceedings. If after investigatIon;'HEW
finds that discrimination exists,...it can, try to achieve
voluntary compliance 13y the institution. Failing this,,
HEW may then begin administrative hearings. which'
could 'lead to termination of federal financial, ei7
sistance., ,

HEW can also refer-thi- matter to the Department
of Justice for possible federal prosecution or to stake
or local authorities for action under state or local
liws. Under the provisions for' adminiitritive
hearings, recipient institutions. (but not the tom
plainanti are granted the right to couniel and the
right to appeal.. .

The full text of these procedures appears`at 45 CFR
44 80.6 80.1.1 and 45 CFR Part 81.

*
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are provided during the crisis period (pregnancy, deliver,,
and immediately postpartum). it hool.age mothers are still at
high risk for many kinds of problems The most difficult
progress would seem to he ahead Them is the obvious need
to reach all, rather than half, Of the needy population, and it
appears to be necessary to etend services for a much longer
lime

There are a number of other problems at the level of the
program and community (rather than the individual client)
One is that special programs, particularly those that are

, nix/aged, may be reducing the visibility of the problem of
ochootage pregnancy to the community and thus lessening
the pressure for the cornmonity to change in a creative way
The typical American solution to a problem is a "prograth "
flat this is also the great American escape "We have created
a program therefore we Wave dealt creatively,. with it'"
Perhaps we should say this is the Weal American coverupt

Program Models

One debate is whether the young mothers should be kept
in their normal environments lespkially regular school), or
whether they pred special protection and nurturance. like a
hothouse plait The younger mothers, and those who are less
manners', who have special problerns probably need some of
the hothouse environment But it the school age mother
leaves the protected hothouse of the special program to go
bat k to the 'tingle of the world. we may have lust given her a
breathing spell before going back into the, wintry night of
society s disc optent, unless we help her deal creatively
with the so( trey tawhic h she must return She needs to learn
to demand her rights, to iind the help and servo es she needs,
and to integrate the life and economics of a small but
important family in other words, we should be trying to
create independence not dependence, though too many of
our health. educational and sot kit services tinter the latter

Even the special programs themselves are often in tiouble
Too many have a natural history with a ,beginning. huddle
and an end Some programs have c lose?). Others probably
will but not because there is no need tor them- Rather it is

' orten because many programs were started during the
community ac non clays ul the layer Ws when everyone was
creating programs out ol spit and hailwire a bit of baiting
Nurses Assisi cation ur public health nursing here a bit of
spec dal educ anon there a halt of an obstetrician here a
quarter of a psychologist there etc These programs often
had no strong institutional base and hence no strong
Imam MI base Moreover lust as when a child builds a toy
house out of whatever materials are available, the results
mew be interesting but not very stable of well plan'ned Even
beyond the problem of resources and planning, the tom-
munily action programs though strong on initiative and
imagination were mum weak in fiscal know-how with the
result that fiscal tangles and disasters have occurred

Communication linkage ...-

sae must improve our knowledge base whir hits far from
adequate There is already mutts helpful research but. untor-
tunatelv it is not readily accessible because of the commun.
nation problems The field must be served by a knowledge
system. in which the development and communication of
knowledge are both supported, bete ruse neither is very useful
without the other

We must improve communis anon within the field To
date. two organizinicins have sought to do this oation.t
with moved success the 'national Alliance Ctincerned w\ h
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School Age Parents and the Consortium On Early Childbear-
ing and Childrearing Vet, there is no single. logical Journal
for communication !though tithe NACSAP Newsletter and
SHARING have pe med this function. to sOnle,eXtent
State organizations' 'Such as the Wisconsin Alliance ate,
therefore, vital to communication Communication, hove,
ever.. is expensive, and the Federal Willingneik to help
financially appears to be weakening So, for the foreseeable

' future. the efforts of individuals and organizations will'
continue to be vital .

We must also improve our data base about progranis sn
that we know what is going on In the field This implies a
More adequatbaratronaf data system with both Mout from the
programs, and regain feedback to the programs.

PrImary.Prevention

rem tonne( ticut to California, I have heard cries for more
primary ptsention I assume that by this people mean,we

should find ways to keep girls from getting pregnant in the
first placeat least tvbile they are of school-age 1 have done
nry share of head nodding in assent to'this philosophy. But
recently i hay° feted to think a bit more carefully about this,
and in es doing some uneasy questions kept appearing

int. feline review my understanding of the term 'primary
Mevention The term was ongingted, or at least populatized
in medical (Intel by Dr Hugh leavell, whci described thtee
"levels- of prevention (Leaven's 'levels') The term was
applied to the prevention of disease I ask Is the medical
I disease. based model appropriate to early pregnancy.
(shades of the old era when pregnancy was an "dines )t
Even if the medical model is useful (and I am dubious atloul
that) one has to be able to distinguish between a disease on
the one hand and a symproln or complication of a disease on
the other

Let me ask this is the sch6-1-age pregnancy a disease to
be' presented or is it a symptom, I have heard the view en-
pressed that hoolage pregnancies are attempts to ward off
depression and intolerable loneliness If one prevents" this
sympion (en is), what will takci its placer Drugs? Alcohol?

Veiled( et Suicide/ Are they to be preferred (if this is the
Choice and it may not belt

But let us assume that school age pregnancy is a disease
and not a symaom and return to Leaven's model fly
primary prevention, he means interrupting the pathological

process to prevent the diseasefrom appearing There are two
ears to approach this according to Leave°.

Heakb,.Promotion By this he means using general
means to improve nutrition. environment, housing, living
standards and education Ii e . improve the environment and
the way of life. including social and psychological environ'
ment) II this is to be ,(thieved, it is a tall order, and not
something that is likely within the range of a -program" In the
usual sense of the word That is much more likely to be
influenced by a society s policies' (which guide the deco-
non of the society.) than by 'programs" for those left in the
ditch I belies e, however, that by keeping the problems ever
before society we have a good chance of gradually
influencing' aglotudes and policies toward school-age parents
at the local.. state and national levels .

2' Specrtic Prolegpon The second . subheading under
Primary Prevention is specific protection" i e , a leChn6
calls developed -bullet." an intervention with the capability.
of preventing a specific disease The prototype In disease it
the vaccine Are there specifiC tech ITItyncl, can use to
prevent the lost pregnancies? In a cer in sense the answer is
-yes Contraceptives will prevent regnancies, and abet',
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lions will prevent ftl;istuths Ilut in what t tritest t an these be
offeTedi A 'groat Printout for ternagyrs1 Should they be
pushed,

My thoughts at the present moment ate that or would he
Making We best c untributton to primary pleventton bV
rituoving the at cosstbsItty and qualdv 01 Pave sommunitY
servo es and opportunities toi an adolescents. male and
female this til iturrse tettUllel the removal of dot gonna-
tton hoed °neat e se. or g lass in all phases of Isle and a
t eiTed effort I1, at have a better rdistobution of income

It %WWII alai. Inc lode ellotts to make sihooltng more
ielevant and nwaninglul to Molest mt. More versant
edut ation would deal with basis asbet ts 01 life such as
family life it would make tout ational training and adult
educ ation at t esuble Wools to J110,1 eats and it would
Weft up employment oppoitunittes

Primary preventton meant realittng that sc htiol age West
nano v well t ontgnue to tic c sir. anti Molest eats ate thielthrird.
meannigiully Into the indium. and work of our sourly
Sort IN prevention Milds will be 01 limited tut t es. in the
absent e is health promotion and sut h ettorts might men
twodur r mute problem: sinless spec air font bona! substitutes
are found

last it should he teinembered that set tinclary prevention
tot the lost pregnant % a witessiul tan be piimary
wet enttnn, kW the *et onteMrgnarwl, Chignines has
pointed out the first pregnant y has identified the grout, at
risk sti that subsequent presentwe Ohms c an he tot used oil
the high rtsk group and he has math. a sitting argument that
this is the must writ 'eat ise it, en

V

Plan at Action

Perhaps these thoughts I an kir summoned 05 listing some
areas I believe we need to emphasne as we look ahead

lost we must make an moat r An the u ornrminity in whit ti
we live Our utt, o not to remove the problem mum sight but
rather making with the u hems themselves in this effort Id
continually keep tumor the tommunits the need+ and
emblems 01 young °nutter. that mar, mean bringing
t ommunit% leaders to the program and has mg them on
boards of duet 111/S ltt secs mg 01 an ,01, ono, I atiat It%
Pfltgra171% ear sit howl age mothers c anew ...cod 'oho the 'us
with., is hit h the , ass %Weep% the propteni,

Second we Mould dunk I agetully mimrr treating hot
house program. those in who h the yOung mother,. c an hide
hum the reality of sit hod home metht al g ate instituttons
ett .1it the estent plisuble the prifgrarns should be in the
concinunitv n should help them use the tornmunits
tat doles and learn to he tom-potent in using thorn these
cunniunstv,lat tidies air going to be available to them when

our slim cal pontgains mr longer are
third we %Woad aunudrr estending the duration Of

assistant e and t nun...fling even it it means some redut non in
intensity of %Olin.... armour Ihr time at ruminant y One 01
the %%tns to do this is to spend less time giving them thr
services ouewlyel and more time helping them to use
availably tummunits resourt to as mentioned above An
other was is to bring the t ommunity into the at I In one
tommuntty the.tettphone c utopians, is tine el the biggest
longtegm assets to the program Not only is a telephone
company wet utive an active board member but the
telephone company .0 an important' employer of mans
graduate% and its existence provides hope for a good tab and
Makes the educatton seem more relevant-

fourth we should strengthen the institutional base of the
ptogrant This men+ assuring that the nhool-age mother
'program 0 an integral part of the work and budget of one or
more established tommuntts agent ies_ such as the school

4P

system health deoardnent hospstalls1 s0(141 stitIdtea,
agents ett the hand to mouth funding and makeshift
programming of the t ommunity at non agency Must be
t hanged into the set utity and strength of the 6astt agent les
this also rs a part of making an 1171(1dtt on the community
The basic Imam cal wurt e I am tom int et must be local
lor that is the only was to keto the problem ineaningfulhi
!More the t ommunity When the t rimgriunity is conttnitted
to a program the funding will be set We %%Ithaca est eption
Mel% program sInwld have regular hnant ial audits by
i edified at t tiuntants it your program does not I suggest you
begun that urimediatelY -

I ilth we Must continue esperimesilation in program
approat lies and not let a standard program model become
entrenc heel but experimentation is not of value unless it is
alit iimpanted In evaluation HI that we know whit h ripen
ments are worth extending lsewhege A held without
evaluation cannot advance

Sixth we should tethink the meaning ol mummy orogen
lion nt st boot age pregnant ins and be fairly t ertain that there
are ,ust eptahle 'cinchona! substitute. log pregnant y to young
women in our sin tety ,this will probably nut happen in the
almente of improvement in the grievance and quality of We
and education and betttif employment opportunities We
should also vemembei that special programs although
secondary pteventnin for the tint pregnancy can be
primary preventum. tor the second

In cunt luston we have tome a lung way but thew is an
even longer way vet to go and the most tight ull times may
set he ahead WU as I see the Wisconsin Alliance bigger and
stronger than the National Monty Ahen it tint began I am
optimistic' about the affiliate system in general and Itt
parts Wilt about your effort. to help strengthen lamily life in
Wisconsin The Stational Alliance is 'eddy to help-you in
these commendable ef loos.

ID, 'eke, is a membei of the Board of Or/octets of the
Natrona, AttranCe Concerned with Schaaf Age Parents. This
paper was presented at the third Annual Conference on
School Aiitlearenthood sponsored by the WricOnim A lhanCe
Concerned with. School AgeAtrCnis in Milwaukee. October
II. Ira )
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TN FI RST S0O, TO EXAMIIE LysttostiASXt/ DEVELOPMENT um TH E womn uNTTA pEhm

"AND ALL THIS IN ONE BOOK? INCR.EDIDLE...
A comprehensive portrayal of 'sex Owl-
Opment' the wider moaning of tho terme
literally reaching from before the cradle
to just before the -grave: With all its.
emphasis on the hard facto of acioptific
research, the book reads like anovetrtather
than a tleatioe of no heavy a theme."
--Fritz Redl
Emeritus Distinguiphed.ProfesAer of
Delbavioral,Scionce, Wayne State University

In THE CYCLES OF SEX, Dr. Warren Oadpaille brings,togither the
vast array of information on sexuality from ouch fields Ai psycho''.
analysis, clinical psychology, sociology, cultUral and evolution-
ary aothropOlogY, embryology, and physiology, and gives both lay
And professional readers the understanding from Which constructive
approaches to child rearing and seXual.attitudeo',Can be developed.
Comprehensive and authoritative,'THE CYCLES OF SEX examines the
following ,topics in detail:

Life in the Womb

.A11-Encompuoing Influences during
the FtrerEighteen Monthh

who Own a Child's Body?
The Richer' of Fantasy
The lmpoonible Wich
Relative Tranquility'

The Early School Yearn

.Countdown to Bitildl'ical ImplOssion

.Early Adoloccenot Solf-Cootorod Sex
.14to Adolaccent4, Other People

Become Important
.yopho Adulthood' Pairing and Mating
.Paionthood

.Tho Middle and Later Yaaral
thew Olmonnione of hex

"Observant and lucid...Thio is an intelligent and thoughtful
work in en area too often given over to half-baked experts."

--Publisher::: Weekly.
c-

,

An impressive realization of an ambitious task."...-Kirkus Revi'do

Available at bookstores or order directly from
-r --

Charles Scribner's Sons, Dept. AS
597 Fifth Avenue, Now York, New York 10017

NAC 75

Please send me copies of THE CYCLES OF SEX 0 $17.50, cloth
copies of THE CYCLES OF SEX Os $6.95. paper

Name
Addrilp
City State Zip

Check or money order enclosed, including 50* for postage and
handling, plus necessary sales tax.

cf
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The national Alliance
Concerned with School-Age

Parents (NACSAP) is a pultl-

disciplinary. nozmilikatit
tax-exempt membership organization

specializing In the

Provision of technIcal assistance to.Individuais and
groups advocating improved

services delivery to School-age
Parents and thelr-Infants.

Membership dues are:

Ybung Parent,-' 52/yr.,
Individual - $20/yr.: Family - $30/yr.; Sustaining - $50:

and Patron - 5100. All membership ddes and
contributions. are tax deductible.

Fur membership Information,
writeliACSAP. 7315 Wisconsin Avenue, 4211-W,

washington, b.t. 20014. Telephone: (301) 654-2335.

4

2'

October 1975,
Natiodliance.Cpncerned with -Ago Pore

4,
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INTRODUCTION

.

Parenting Guide: Selected Resources and NateriAls - 1965-1975 is an
initial effort on the part of the National Alliance Concerned with
School-Age Parents (NACSAP) to bring together resources considered
most helpful to those working with adolescent parents. An explosion
of materials in this field has been brought' about by the new and
growing awaryness on the part of the general public that parenting- -
as opposed to parenthood--Is an att that calls for very special
skills, Vet few of these materials are designed ,to meet the unique
needs of young parents and human services prefessidonats who are work-
ing in their behalf.

The recogniticin of the need for a parenting guide which could fill
this gap evolved through technical assistance oriented experiences
including site visits with program representatives, public speaking
contacts, and correspondence. This project did not result from a
needs assessment. Rather, it came about independently in response
to- numerous. requestS'from service providers for relevant materials.

After recognizing' this need in (9711, the.Alliance obt&ined funding, 7
for the purpose,' of identifying and!bssessing pareqtiiit materials to
be compiled as an'aid to those ,working with young pdients. Since
few school-age pareat programs have staff to assign to resource reth-
tification activities, It was fert that a guldq,rather than a bibli-

% ography. v./ould be.mOre helpful in directing the user to resources
whiCh would.,0e of immediate use. 0

4
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Generally speaking,. parenting materials are suited to a- djverse audl.
ence. The-Hiles in.this guide, howevertyrovide a seleeted sampling
of the wide variety of available parenting aids. A number of titles
which might be of'egual, impertande have. not been listed. 31115 is: of
course, the, function of a guide. Given therange of sources as fndl-
cated by the over 325 titles in the Parenting Guide, the reader is
encouraged to build upon this resource--by contacting,the associations
and organizations which have produced materia.s listed in the guide.

"".

It should be noted that the AudlOvisual/Bibliography section is in-
tended as an aid in locating producers andjor distributors of print
and non- print,materinls. Some of the firms specializing in the pro-

-"auction of visual materials have dhown a special sensitivity regard-
ing-adolescent parents and their children. Nonetheless, there are
only limited materials intended primarily for.use with school-wee par-.
ents. Concerned professionals could encourage the development of ad.
ditional 'resources in this area by documenting a.need. Moreover, a
careful evaluatiod of the-Parenting Guide might help to'dlreet atten-
tion to otherissues.such as research-priorities, program administra-
tion, and legislation> Depending upon the response to.this publica-
tion; the Alliance is anticipating the development of a data collec-
tion and dissemination service which would steal wttli*such topics.

Cfs

The Alliance looks forward to working with you.

Fltuak..
Janet Belt Forbush
Executive Director

iv

4
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'PARENTING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

Note: .Wheee an ERIC reference is cited, orders
may be placed by welting to:' ERIC Document.

Reproduction Service JEDRS),.CoMPuter Microfilm
Lnternational Corporation, P.O. Box 190. Arling-

ton, VA 22210.

baby Learning Through Baby Ay, Gordon, Ira J., St. Martin's PresS,

175 P45,6 Ave New York, N.Y. 10070. 53.95. 1970, pp.' 121.

IncorpowateS.Iatest research In child development for .encouraging intellectual
growth and stimulation of infants from 3 months to tWo years through play and

games. The author is director of the institute for.the Development of Human
Resources. University of'Floride (Gainesville). In an introductory iioreto
parents he emphasizes that the games are.not a curriculum that the baby Is
called on to, pass: the games aren't tests.. He advises parentS to' have fun When
playing with their infants. The games are designed to help babies develop basic
skills such'as foCusing the eyes, coordinating eye and hand movements, distin-.
guishing differences among almost identical- objects. etc. The infant should'

develop confidence to explore the world Around him, learn that learningls
enjoyable, and develop self-confidence and trust in others. The reading level

may be slightly high for some school-age parents. This book Would be useful as

4 program. resource guide. It shows, fathers as well as mothers interacting with
babies, and gives constructive suggestions to help fathers see that playing with,
'their infant not only is- fun but stimulatesetheapOildrs development.

Child tearhing Through Child Play, Gordon, Ira J.; Guinaugh. Bar6r, and Jester,
R. Emile, St. Martin's Press, inc., 175 Fifth Ave.. New, York, N.Y. leb10,'

$3.95.'1972, pp. 116.

,

nkilil

Si ilas to the bab gook, this book Is designed to stimulate inellectual'and
onal growth in 2- and- 3-year,olds. Thee Weds and suggestions were developed

by sing them in two kinds of settings in the home with individual parents who

received demonstrations from home visitors, and In small group settings.with five

children in a home situation In the Care of two adults. neither of whom was a
professional but had been specifically trained in the Lite of the games. From

these experiences the authors found that 3-year-old children whose parents had
used-these activities and those suggested in the earlier book were advanced
over other childrdn in language ability and memory' development. As with the
baby book, the reading level may be slightly high for school=age parents but
[Hi, book would make a good program resource to be used as a guide foe play

suggestions-

I

fe
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infant Play and Learning, Chate,
Richard and'fi5ber, John, available freein limited quantity from Special Programs 014., Bureau 0+ School' Sytiemv,'

U.S. Office ofEducation, 400 Maryland Ave., S.W., Washington, 0.C. 20202.

This series of five resource
manuals-Is:designed to help parents and othercaretakers make a better selection of

play materials for infants and a betteruse of materials they select. Volume 1 covers the period from birth to three 'months. Volumes 2, 5, and 4 deal respectively
with the three-tri-six;"slx-

to-nine, and nine-to-twelve months age periods. Uolumee5 contains the
bibliography and appendices for the entire stile's. Each of the first fourVolumes is divided into sections. These include behavior'developWent, whichreviews behaviors of infants that is relevant te:an understandig'oftheir
play; play materials, Which deals with choosing: oys and other materials onihe commercial market as well as offering suggestttins for'homemade toys; and'play routines, which detcribes ways in which suggested'

naterialt might bestbe used and
other games parents and caretakers cah bse In playing'with infants. The information contained in these voluMes, has been gatheredthrough extensive

, review orthe literature on Infant behavior. -In the courseof this review, 55iciai emphasis
was-given to play behavlort, and ffie des-r,cription.of plaV/routlnes-that have proven successful with large numbers ofinfants. The bibilograpKy'offers a wide 'selection 'of books and audiovisual'material together with the names and

addresses of-manufacturers and dealer5of infarobducational play materiait
and sobrcesof additional. Informationon infaoi4are and learning.

This series may be helpful for young parentsto usefon'ftheir own or it could be
duplicated and adapted for classroom use.

Learning Materials. Notebook,
Hewett, Karen, Vermont Home Care Enrichment Center,:699 Dalton Drive, FOrt Ethan Allen, Winooski,

Vt..05404, 674, pp. 50.
Contains suggestions for

constructing labtopensive learning materials by using scrapsurplus from local stores and industries.}
The staff of the Vermont Home Care En-richment Center, a day care center for 60-5hildren,

ages 2 through 5, and a traiT,ing.program for caretakers, set up a modeli workshop to provide
space and tools tomake learning materials.

The publIcatto/it the result of this experience.. Itprovides a list of tools and paints
pdf6h -5ed, along with prices, recommended bycenter staff as a "sound investment."

It contains suggestions on how to make fireengines, dump trunks, ladders,
etc., out of simple materialt and

gives ide-as formaking puzzles, bokes,blocks,
peg boards, musical instruments, play.6016.

furniture.The booklet also contains
a suiaploment with,Weas far building and designing an.outdoor recreation area.. This

Islip excelleirt resourto fOr program administratorslooking for ideas.

Treating the Mother-Child Dyad In the Nursery School,
-Harper, Randolph T., andothers, Louisiana State University.

MediCal .Center, New Qrleans, La. EDRS price, Mr-SO.65, HC7$3.29, 1972, pp. B. '

A preliminary report I's provided on a therapeutic nursery school program ati,Louisiana State University Medical Center in New Orleans. The program empha's.izesthe mother-child unit rather ohan the child as a single individual.
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Infants and Mothers, Orazelto n, T. Berry, De ll Publishing Co., Inc.,
i Dag

Hammarskjold Plaza; New York, N.Y. 10017, $4:95, 1969, pp. 296.

Dr. Brazelton uses a .unique and highly readable
format to-trace the growth and

development of three babies through the first year of life. By choosing a very"
Active, a moderately active,.and a quiet taby, he illustrates the marked contracts
that exist among normal infants.

Dr. Brazelton stales that the book is intendeti
to help each young mother chart her-own

course as she begins the task of motherhoodand to see eas baby as an indbildual.. "With this 1ecognition of the wide,swingsin normal infarbehamior;"
Brazelton notes, "young parents maW be shored upAn their day to day understanding of their own babies. With an understanding of, how

and why they take each step in development,
their sole asparents may be clearer."

Interspersed are,Dr. Brazelton's professional comments which give the reader the
necessary background, information about the physical, social and emotional, and

!

intellectual growth and development that occur in the firs). year of life. Thin-book is an excellent choice for loung parents, since it iSrsupportive of the
individual mother finding her own way with her own baby.

a'

Toddlers and Parents, Brazeltori,!T. Derry,
Delacorte Press, 150!Third

Ave.; New York, M. X. 10017,$10.00, 197N, pp. 250

Subtitled " A Declaration of
independence," this book stresses the im-portance of the child's developing

a sense of'autonomy during the years fromone to three. Dr. Brazelton states, "4..the more autonomy a child cad.
achieve at'this age, the better able he or she will be !to move on to File,
next developmental task." But he notes that this is a very demanding job
for both parent and child and advises

parents that they should not feel
that they are entirely !responsible for

their child's future personall -fy.
"By implying that all responsibility

is on the parents, we are saying that
unless parents find the dnd right way, any mistake they make will ruin thechild." This creates too heavy a burden of parental anxiety, Dr. Brazeltonbelieves. He ,emphasizes that "each child is born with particular strengths
nd marked individuality" which allows him to absorb a great many mistakes

on his parents' '0111-. "When in doubt," Dr. Brazelton advises parents,'follow the child'.' Using anextremely'effective teehnigue.of placing an
tual ,toddier 'and parentS in an actual

situation, Dr. Brazelton follows
e ch scene With an expjanation of the whys

and wherefores of the child's
actions, and what he is looking for from his parent's. His experience asa ediatrician, his good sense and his good

will come through as he des-
ibes many situations that can be extremely frightening, especially to.
ng parents.. He takes up- real problems of

real families, not just those
f an idealized middle-class couple. He shows great understanding for

the loneliness single parents often, experience and gives examples of asingle mother, a working single mother, and a single father. He discussesthe problems of child-spacing,'In-laws,
sibling rivalry, the:Withdrawn

child,,the demandiqg thlld, and the hyperactive child. Although this 1book does !not specifically address the
special needs of school-age parenti,

it does take up many of the problems
they will encounter when their

child reaches the toddler stage., Its warm and empathetic approach make
it an apPropriase book for young parents-.

a

63-857 0-76 51
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Curriculum, Cooper, Grace-C....ConsortiuM On Early Childbearing mlIZ1d-
rearIng, Child' Welfare League 'of America, inc.rPub/ications Service, 67
Place, New York, N.Y, 10003,.$12.50, .1934; six workbooks.

This series of six workbooks Is especially, designed for young mothers: Written
in'a simple, direct style, these books answer.manyof the questions that may be

troubling t a young. woman who is about to give birth for the first time. De-

signed for Individualized study, they are written in a way which enabiis the young

mother to learn at her own pdce. gyestionS and answers atthe end of each section
emphasize the points Made and the YOuneearent can check out her knowledge with

e the answerslisted at the back of the hook. All of the workbooks are illustrated

with attractive multi - ethnic line drAvingS1 :CookOne, "Getting, to knOw.YourAaby

and Yourself," describes the prenatal period It XecognizesoOnd Aealsepathericalt,
'ly with many of the questidnivthat may be itniquOZt dyoung woman pregnant-:for the.,
first time and not quite syre of what sheq.-gettle(g viyes a steptiyttteoi-' ,

descriptiOn, with illustratiogs, of the development of the feetflized egg In'the

mother's uterus. Thisworkbook also distustes: ikelmportdrice of 'a
diet, visit's to the doctor or clink, persona' grooming, etc. A detailed descr104

tp of the aCtuaeriAh process prepareg the'.-young- mother for her expeciedce tn

the hospital. Book Two, "Your'New Human," ddsOxibPs'theperiod froth birth'to one

month: :EmphaSizing that each baby is different, it desCribes stimet;f Ihe,chaxec-

teriszics of newborns,that may seem strange to a young mother..Fuethek4isCussions
include aspects of child care that are especially.releVant%for
breast feeding. vs. bottle feeding, care'by reftlyes, gUal1ties to
caregiver.e how to fit the school schedule in.'w4h new parenting' resoon'Ai6ilitris.

It also reassures the young mother about her oWn-leelingS-44A4the need .to

tinue her own activities. Book Thcee-"LeashingAihit the'Vkarld," describes the

one-month to three months peeiod, the time,41y0Alie. hay,,, US beginning to coo and

smile and recognize the people around him. It emphasizes the finpoiehhCe of hold:- ;?

ing and cuddling, and the-necessity to work out adequate, child care arrangements.:'

sThis book also discuses they mother's relationshie with the baby's father and-the

need td,get sound advice on Contraception: Book Four-,':"our Baby Grows," takeS,"

up the period from three to SIX months.,describing the changes that will beginas

'the baby grows and develops.- )..offers ideas on how Make play a learning dk-i

perience. This workbook deals with the special personal!deoblems young paeehtS
encounter--the need for self-esteem, how Be deal withASoney probfemS, and how to

Book Five, "Learnt g
idg young mothers

ctive baby

improve perSbnal appearance through grooming and exercise.
More Each Dar," tliScusSes the six-to-nine-month period, tel
that the creepinb, crawling, sitting habits..oA.kireir increas
are a,goed ant natural part of child development. It tells how:to Lnderstand

and deal withIpabyis fear of strangers;- how he mayi.he affected' by too-many and

-.different caregivers. Advice.is given on the. - relationship' with' the baby's father:

A section deals with job-hunting and job coUnseling..giving sample 'application

blanks and 'advice on how to handle Job interviews.-" Book Six,_' The'End of the Fir'st

Year," the nine-tortwelve-month period, completes this serielT hiSworkbeiok,.-re-.
views infOrmarioN on infant groWth and deVelOpsent and looks ah-epd'ici the future...
A special iection.for:s)ngle mothers who may be--. tbunklng of- getting married peSes

some realist4c questions: and is especially helpfui "fqr elating woman who'mdy be

having difficulty sorting out her true f lings and beliefs abobt this imporrant

step hn her life.
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..Guide to Teaching Early Child Development; A Comprehensive Curriculum, Cooper,
"' Grace C., ConSortium on Early Childbearing and Chlldrearing, Child Welfarep,

League of America, Inc., Publications Service, 67 Irving Plage, New York, N.Y.
10'003," $'15.00A; 1974, PP.. 344.

.

-The teagher's,guidegirdesigned to be used in conjunction with the parenting
-

curriculum for adolescent mothers.. It includes classroom aids, student work-
sheetsoand tests.' It is thoroughly annotated, with extensive bibliographies.
Its appendices throjuAe a AescripticA of lh various schools of thought in .

child developeent, and a vocabu'ary section on black and Chicano English..
The child development section covers gradual and telluential growthlfrom bird;
to age-three In foUr.main areas: physical, social,emoticinal, and cognitive.
TheJnformation is adaptable to a variety:of teaching situations; the teacher:is
eneduraged to be aware of individual, economic, ethnic, social or age differences

. In dealing with. the material. The style is non-technical and extremely readable.
'

j.

,,Infant Currieulum, Troniek, Edward and Greenfield.Patricia Marks, Media Prijects,
I'Inc..201 E. 16th St., New York, N.Y.

10003, $10.95, 1973, pP. r79., '

Based on child care curriculum dvieloped at thte,Bromley-Heath Centej in the Jamaica
Plains section of Boston, this book emphasizes the Interrelationship of thinking
and social growth -- ''When babies do not have love,or do not-have good Conditions
for play, they do not grow in a healthy fashitl."- Even though this book isgeared
toward group care, it can easily be adapted as a guide for teaching infant tare to
school' -age :parenis; Its looseleaf binder, maltl-ethnic, photos and easy-to-read typeTake it a good resource. It would also be extremely helpful for program adminis-
trators who want some glidance'on establishing a curriculum for an infant caree
center, School -age parents who Send their children to day care centers could also
use it as a guide for quality center care A special section on social Interaction
gives valuable tips on ways to encourage infant development.

406

If You Only Knew What Your Baby Is Thinking, Ligon, Ernest; Barber, Lucle;'
and Williams, Herman,D'Antoni and Associates, Inc., P.O. Box 92999, Los Angeles,
Calif. 90009, $3.96,,1973, pp. 122.

....

N.Written in the first person, this book features pictures and text designed
to'help parents learfiktheir baby's special language. The first section is
devoted to growth and development., It tells how a baby leeks and feels at birth,
during the first month and on through his first birthday. It gives a baby's

0011111.1

view of learning about b dy coordination and manipulation, language, use of
mouth'and eyes, and g to know the people around him.' A:section on
"Friends My Age Te Me," describes the reactions of other babies who may-be
developing in different ways. This section emphasizes child development Information:.
The second section is In the form of a journal. It Includes a place for the
baby's picture and family' tree, and pages where a day-to-day record can be
kept of his development and-accomplishments. 'This book should be popular
with young parents because of Its delightful fIrst-hand way of telling the
baby's story. It is. ipustrated with multi-ethnic photographs.

0
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Dottie! Ready to De A Parent. The PreSchoolTask Force. District 140. Moline
Public Schools, 1619 Eleyenth Avenue, Moline, Ill. 61265, 55.50, 1974.

This booklet and accompabying recipe box of activity cards was developed by the
Pre-School. Task Force of the Moline public schools to help parents develop the
learning ability of their ors- school children. It is,an exeellent resource for

"schoolage parents. The booklet stresses the Importance 40 reading and working
with the child anp dffers step-by-itep descriptions of the various Stages of
child development. Ideal for'use'for schoot'age parents, the activity cards
come In a handy desk-top box of file cards. They are easy to read and color
coded by age and stage of chtipdevelopment. Designed to be pulled out and
carried around.athey are a han y, ever-ready learning tool for young parents.
The yollOw cards'Por ages 0-1 give examples for using objects In the home Such'es
toys, with imaginativeldeas for converting kitchen utensils for baby's Olar
things. These cards instruct parents to encourage baby's creeping and crawling
to develop,curioslty and Interest in surroundings. Pink cards for 1.2 years,
suggest how to hide a toy to test the child's. development In "figuriattAt out,"
how to use magazines as reading materials, and how to convert the bathtublfor.

o finger painting. qhfte cards for 2-3 years tall how to work with pictures, puz-
zles, beads to help the child develop coordination and learn to count to 10.
Green cards for 3-4 years describe how word gamestcan be used to dev6lop language
facility, how to make puppets. Ideas for making water colors, mobiles, body PM,,nature walks. Blulocards for 4-5 years tell how to teach the alphabet, word as,
sociations, slmila ties and differences, make musical Instruments, learn by
playing store and making Jello and !tool Aid.

Can Do it Coley, Elise D. (editor., Project Enlightenment, 601 Devereux, Raleigh.
N.C. 27605. $2.50, 1973, pp. 48.

Designed to Increase a chll s

this book contains excellent su
1pg and. discovering how things I

school-age parents 'how to use honk
for their young children. Should
help to.devclop mutual pride In th
A little box beside each exercise
to do it. Written at an easy readl
attractive and amusing. The print I

sensory awareness avid sense of the world about 411M,
estions on how to gat children excited about learn-
k, feel, hmell, and sound. Ideal for showing'."
and neighborhood as natural teaching environments
ncrease Interaction between parent and child and
attainment of Important developmental skills.

a ,lows the child to check off a task as he learns
g 'bye). its large multlyethelc illustrations are

large and easy to understand.. r

The Sensible Book, A Celebration Of Your Five Senses", Polland, Barbara Kay,
Available from Celestlak Arts, 231 Adrian Road, Millbrae, Calif., 94030, 53.95,
1974, PP. 55.

Illustrated by full page.pOtographs, this book focuses on each of the child's
five senses and shows how the senses are interrelated. Activities are suggested
to Increase the child's sensory awareness.

7
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Only II Teen 1. Pre nano and Parenthood, Nowa, Marlon. The Seabury Press.
lei econ ve.. New Or 0.10113716795. 1975.-PP. 190.

This bookftells the story.ofthrm, very different couples who experience the challenge
of school -age pregnincy and parenthood. Throughout their stories, the author answers
questiOns that young parAntit have about their situationv.everything /rom coping with
the emotional and social impact' of teenage pregnancy to solving problem* related to
meeting their own need* along with those of their newborn child. The book offers
basic Information about health care, channg educational policies and practices, and
counseling resources and day cars. This book would be fielpfut to school-age parents
since It tells the'story4rom their point of view and speaks directly to them. It
would also be'useful reading for administrators, health professionals, and counselors
working with young ;wet/.

Paretin:Pildefor''ounio.re, Gordon. Sol and WoIlin, Mind
Wi.SlarreiTTIfTITP,Iiktilffce New York, N. Y. 10007, $2.84 (Teacher's
Guide - 54.80), 1975, PP. 184.A

This book notes that parenting hat only recently emerged as an established course
In the schools. It Is written to be used as a text for such a course,or to
be read and discussed by indlvidua)s before and after becoming parents. tt is
especially directed toward young parents, It poses some realistic questions
they should ask, before marriage or child rearing: Do we both want children?
Will the father help In caring for the child? VIII the mother work outside
the home? Whore will we live? How about money? A chapter on human repro-
duction gives a straight-forward **planation of the process. It makes the
important point-that "sexual enjoyment may be said to be the right of adult
human beings. Out being wanted, planned for, and cared for properly Is the
right of every child." A discussion of contraceptive techniques emphasizes
that "none of these methods is considered 100 percent effective." Abortion is "

recognized as a highly.controversial subject about which "there are sharply
varying opinions." The, prenatal period Is discussed with notes on physiological
changes, growth and development bifore birth, Including the effects of viral
infections, venereal disease, and the use of drugs. Also considered are.the
effects of emotionel problems and poverty. The importance of adequate nutrition
and good prenatal core is stressed. Tho authors give a thorough description
of the birth' process and the needs and appearance of the newly born infadt.
Other chapters discuss maternal care after childbirth, physical. emotional,
and mental development of the infant during the.first two years of'llfe.
children and sex eduretion, the preschool child, the family's mental health,
and ways to-be a more creative parent. Mon and women are presented throughout
as fully equal partners In marriage and parenthood. It Is recognized that many
young people today reject the traditional family structure in which the husband
is the breadwinner and primary decision-maker and the wile is responsible for
all household chores, Including childrearIng. It Is also recognized that many

" children are being raised by single parents. The book Is recommended for
young parents. ItO straight-forward approach and multi-ethnic photographs should
be especially..Appealing.. Note that there is'a Teacher's Guide available to. use
wItIrthe tokt.

r'
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o.aolod Food for M 041/, Pizzo, Peggy Daly. and Pizzo. Phillip, Pay Cara and Child
why, opment ounc I of AMericc Inc., 1012 14th St.. 4.W., Washington, Q.C. 20005,

$2.00, 1975. PP. 66.

An excellent resource air school. -age parent*. this book Is easy to flip through
fast' btt.gets tho message across. It treats such subjects as how pregnant
mother's diet can affect her unborn child, beast vs. bottle feedin formula
and cow's milk, soft and solid foods, and how to handle a child's rev s for
can andjunk foods. Attractive line drawings Illustrate the e sy.to ad
too . Emphasises the do- It- yourself approach to food preparation, An ppendix
listing the research on which the text Is based may also servo as a guide for
additional source material on nutrition information.

You Aro Your Gab a F rst Teachers, Segal, Marilyn M...,Nova University, Fort
auder dale, A., 0 S pr co, M - 0:65. 0C-55.67. 1573. PP. 214.

This nary-to-readmanupl for parents describes what a baby learns In the first year
of life and suggests specific thingi parents or caregivers can do to encourage a
baby to use hiS body, senses, and mind to communicate. A checklist for parents to
record their baby's activities is also Included,

.

Suq Prudden's Creative Fitness for pabi*And Child, Prudden, Suzy, and Sussman
Jef rey.lilinam Morrow and Co.. Inc.. 105 Madr713r7 Ave.. Now fOrk. N.Y. 10016.406.95A
1977. pp. 160.

The objective of this book Is to 'help parents beat, active and work with their
children to develop physical fitness. Suzy Prudden, daughter of physical fitness

4).eo-

export Bonnie Prudden, tolls how the ghysical fitness exercisesexercises that were part
of her childhood helped her develop a zest for life, how she started her son's
exercise regimen at infbncy. She notes that elaborate an expensive equipment. Is
unnecessary when the home is filled with objects like chairs, tables, pillows.
etc., that can be converted to exercise equipment. Gives idgas for using boxes.
ropes. and broomsticks for baby's °sores,' routine. The second section contains

'specific exercises to develop the child rs physical fitness capacity In accordance
with his age. An accompanying chart gives age and number of minutes a day for
each exercise.' Large photographs of the author with babies and children illustrate,
this section and its loos:fleet binding makes It easy for propping as the routines
are followed. This book is excellent for school-age parents who want to develop
physical fitness along with their infants.

Guiding Your ChildTo A More Creative Life. Maynard, Frcdelle, Doubleday and Co..
Inc.. 277 Park Ave., New York,'N,Y, 10017, 57.95, 1973. pp. 3691

This book attempts to teach parents to stimulate creativity in their children.
Chapter contents focus on: what creativity is, and whether it can be cultivated,
ways that parents can foster creativity In general, play toys and materials, arts
and crafts activities, music for children, dance,. activities for the whole family,
children's books.

'1
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by and Other Teachyrs, Aaronson, May. and Rosenfeld, Jean, Day Care and chid
WiWIopMent Council of America, Inc., ?012 - 14th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005,
$2.25. 1974. PP. 16.

.Simple, easy to read handbook on baby's initial development. It describes how babies
reach out to the world around thorn and tell both mother. and father.about their ,

needs; how interaction between, mother and baby, fathtz and baby, and other care-
takers Such as grandparents, sisters, brothers, relatives, bCcomes a.,two-way
learning process. Attractive line drawings add appeal to the presentation. This

Is on excellent resource for school-age parents. A section on research notes gives
brief summaries of the latest findings on mother-Infant interaction, parent-child
relationships. etc; Should bo helpful to teachers and program adminletrators. '

(

Your Child's Intellect, Bell, T. H., Olympus Publishing Co., 955 E. Ninth
St., S., Salt Lake City, Utah 84102, $7.95, 1972, pp, 191.

Written by the U. S. Commissioner of Education, this book is designed
to be a parent's manual for honk -based early chlidhOod education. He
notes the strong influence of the home on the child's learning ability .

and emphasizes the importance of the first five years of life In the child's
intellectual development. The home should provide exposure to'bonks, pic-
tures, colors, shapes; the parent should be a positive teacher, building on
the chlid's,success experiences and reinforcing self-confidence., The
author describes the characterlstici of each learning stagd, from the first
10 months of life to four and five years, and gives excellent suggestions
on how to encourage and develop latent abilities at each age. each chapter
provides a section on practical application, giving Idea and Suggestions
for playing. talking, teaching, using common household We'd as teaching
tools. A list 6f selected references and additional reading completes the
book. It may be used at home by school-age parents. Directions are sim-
ple and easy to follow and large, multi-ethnic photographs provide the.
Illustrations.

Preparing for Pfrenthood, Salk, Lee, David McKay Co., Inc., 750 Third Ave., New York,
N.Y. 10017, S2.95, I974,pp 206.

Takes warm, reassuring approach, offers sensible advice on how to deal with the
sell-doubts and ambivalence normal to parenthood. Places a healthy emphasis on
male responsIbiltty In parenthood, recommends that fathers learn as much about

prenatal care and child rearing as mothers and that they should be present at the delivery.
Dr. Salk advocates that "human survival training" replace female-centered home
economics courses. In these courses boys as well as girls would learn the es-
sentials of child rearing, home maintenance, food preparation. He recommends that
fathers should partigpate actively by attending prepared childbirth sessions,
working with the mother on exercises. His advice is down-to-earth and parent-centered,
with helpful hints on handling interfering relatives anV unsolicited advice from
meddlesome onlookers. Dr. Salk clown parents to follow their own natOrdr--
Instincts. Good chapters on satls ing the baby's early emotional needs, how
and when to discipline, and cRanging trends In faintly life. .However, Or. Salk
assumes a level of autonomy that many school-age ',rents do not have. They may

not be free to select the most compassionate doctor or the 'most advanced hospital.

9
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f),E.T. Parent Effectiveness Training, ' Gordon. Thomas. Peter H. Wyden Inc., 750 Third
Ave., New York,'N.Y. 10017, 57.95,-1972, pp. 338.

. ,

Sets forth a "no-lose" method of parental dIsciplIne.through the effective management
of conflict. Emphalizes that parents should be honest with themselves and their
children and recognize their true feelings. "Parents are people, not gods." They
don't have to be always accepting of their children. Helps Parents to recognize
and deal with their own feelings of anger, ambivalence and Inconsistency toward
their children. Rather than moralizing., advising, ordering, etc., KE.T. advocates
the technique of "active listening" in order to get children to communicate their
real feelings. Instead of sending "You" messages that make the child feel put down,
P.E.T. calls %In parents to send "1".leesSages describing to their children how'they
honestly feel. This book Is not recommended for school-age. parents unless they ,

are taking a P.E.T. course. It is recommended. for teachers and counselors as a
valuable tog! In increasing communication. The section on Communication with and
from infants may be.useful in instructing adolescents In how to became more effec-
tImparents.

Your Child'i Self. Esteem, Briggs, Dorothy C., Doubleday Co., Inc., 501 FranklinAve.,Carden City, N.Y. 11530: $6.95. 1970. pp. 141.

The author views all growth and behavioregainst the backdrop of the. ld's search
for identity and self-respbct and advdCaltes ways for-parents to bulldA. ense 'of
self-worth in their children'. Stresses thit every child needs "focusetattention--
genuine encounter--to feel loved." Many of therecommended techniques are
borrowed from Thomas Gordon's P.E.T. Parent Effectiveness Traini,pg method. The
reader may want to go to the original source rather than getting the information
second hand. However, the emphasis-op building self-esteem makes this book,sworth-
while in itself. 'There are good chapters on sex education and the development of
motivation, intelligence, and creativity. The author discusses the volatile nature
of I.Q. scores and the factors tRat Influence them. This book may be helpful to
teachers and administrators as background In working with adolescents.

*Between Parent and Child, Ginott, Haim G., Macmillan Co., 866 Third Ave., New York,'
N.Y. 10022. $6.95, 1965, PP. 223.

Concentrates on the school-age child.
Contains constructive advice on handling

- anger in children and Parentsexpress it but never attack character or personality)how to deal with lying and stealing--avoid
sermons; teaching responsibility and

independence--give choices. The author stresses that permissiveness brings
confidence and increasing capacity to express thoughts and feelings but over-
permissiveness brings anxiety and incr6asing demands for privileges that cannot
be granted. On sex education, he notes. It is the attitude conveyed rather
than the words used thatlp important. On sex roles, he takes a traditional
approach, placing emphasiS on differences rather than,similarities.

10,
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How to lnrent, godson, FitzhUgh, Signet Books, The New American Library, inc,,
1301 Avenue of the Americas. New York, N.Y. 10019, $1.95, 1970, pp.444.

Dr. Dodson makes the important point that parenting Is a learning process.
While other profestions require degrees and years of preparation, the parent
Is thrust Into his demanding role with'ilttle preparation and expected to beEome
an expert from the Very beginning. The bOok addresses Itself mainly to mothers,
eMphatizIng the first five years of life and thalr various stages 6if development.
The author notes that a child Can deveipp hrs. Intelligence to the maxiMIm if
glven.sufficient intellectual stimulatib In the first five years, He Suggests
simple homemade Aiy4 and objects that can help -a baby bofecime aware of its environ-
ment. He makes the point that "'spoiling' Is not a concept can be applied
to bables,"thaea baby Is not capable of behaving like anything tea a baby
and should have the righl to act like one, that It Is harmful to neglect the
infant's vaqyreal needs for fear of spotting him,1 Dre Dodson retognizes
that fatherl should fake an active role In feeding, holding, and playing with
the baby. He recognizes that this may require persuasIvenass.on the mother'l
part, Otcaute "many American fathers seem to be afraid of their babies." He
"recommends .veri open, matter-of-fact aRproach to sex education starting at
the preschoiii level. "Oor ideal should be to treat the whole subject of sex
as neutrally and as matter-of-factl as we would any other subject." Several
books are recommended for reading aloud to preschoolers'. The book also includes
sensible advice on how to select a nursery school, how to deal with children's
reactions to violence on TV and in society, how to teach a child.to think, how'
to stimulate language development. A series of.appendlces give helpful leads
on toys and play equipment for children of different ages and at different stages,
free and inexpensive toys that parents can make or buy, for little'money, a
parents guide to children's books and records.' .A "survival kit" for parents
lists basic books to aid in raising and educating-children.

How to Father, Dodson, Fitzhugh, Nash Publishing Co., 9265 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles,
.

Calif.'. 90069, $8.95, 1924, pp. 535.

This book follows a hypnthetIcal child in development, from infancy to adolescence
and describes how to guide the child at each 'stage of psychological growth, It
emphasizes the importance of the male rota- model, advising fathers to take time to
bottle feed. cuddle, play with, and diaper their infants, thus helping to build a
strong emotional bond. The author strongly differentiates between the meaning of
discipline and punishment. He captains Ahat a father's problem witniascipline
often stems from his unawareness that he is expecting his child to function at an
impossible lever of perfection at each age. He stresses that fathers need to see
both their male and female children through all the difficult stages of development
during preschool and adolescent years. The father should not be someone who
disappears In the morning and returns In the evening. He discusses tehe father's
important role In developing his child's healthy attitude toward sexuality and nit
vital contribution to his child's intellectual stimulation. The author's experience
as a counselor gives him valuable insight into ena current drug scene and how it
affects adolescents.. His view is realistic and-fie offers helpful advice to parents
ho must deal with this problem. Overall, the book is addressed to the middle-class

w/Tather, This is espeCIAPY evident'in the chapter on divorce and "blended" families.
It fails to say anyth40.aboue the singiglather.who may not be living with his
family but still wants' to-qake a strong inkee4st in his children. An extensive
appendix serOes'ios aq exceltent guide to Piource materials, including toys fathers
can make or ta4hd a wide ,'ariety of books and records he can borrow from the library
or purchase.' 4
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Raising Children ilLina Difficult Time, Spock,eniamin, W. W. Norton, Go., Inc:,
500 Filth Ave.. New York. N.Y. '.10036. $7.99. 1974, pp. 2.68 . '

The famous baby dettor vronders why he evergOt the iepuiatIon among SOM4 people
. of advocating excessive pecmIssIvenesS. He admits he Is as irritated as anyone by

children, who are rude, Unhelpful, and demandIW, and advocate'Sa:thiddle grodnd
between overpermiSsIvenessend sternness. Advises parents-to firm abouttheir
leadegship thus avoiding ex6nded.tug.of-war with children who on't 'know what to.-

expeet and want gdidance. He notes the confusion of the day, loss of.authoilty
by traditional relreien,And'the emphasis on science and"tec goldgy. In child

dtki

rearing over the, last SO years-the emphasIsilas been on psyc ogIcal factori that
WO to overlook moral aspects. This has resulted In self-d t among Barents and
a tendency to doubt or.dfluto their.ain seandards, making It diffiquit for them

to pass tha on to their children. On sexedecatien he'belleves it is more
important for-parents tcshow mutual love and be comfortable with one arlother than
to give elaborate factual explanations: He believes It is Important to Integrate
spiritual and romantic aspects 'in sex education, otherwise sex appears. to be too
mechanistic. A Chapter on rectal discrimination contains helpful, suggestions for
both black and white parents. Other useful chapters include those on the influence
of drugi on today's youth culture. the pros and cons of day care, how.to handle n

rinterfeeing lrandparenrs, and the importance of the father's role. He admits that
he has shown "male diScrimination" in'past judgments concerning women's part In
childrearing and careers. He now believes "Girls aridbos should be brought up to
think of child rearing as exciting and creative work" and that girls should be
encouraged to have careers outside the home if they want them.4,

..

.,
.

'

Power to the Parents!, gird, Joseph and Bird hots, Doubleday & Co., Inc., 501

Franklin Ave., Garden City. N.Y. 11530, 55.95, 1972, Op. 215.

The authors, family counselors and parents of nine, take a no-nonsense attitude
toward childrearing. They stress parental acceptance of responsibility. "As

'the mother and father, you are.in the best position to become thInchild expert'
with your own children." they advisd. While over-permissive or authoritarian
approaches to parenting are equally damaging In their view, they do advoCate
settl'ng Limits, firmness in discipline, and the establishment of a strong family '

structure within which'children Can feel secure. They favor tradition 1 sex roles
fOr both parents--fathers should be fathers and mothers should be mot rs, with
little interchange of tasks and responsibilities. They take a reall is view
of drug use and sexual experimentation among teenagers. Although $h s book Is
not specifiCally written for school -age parents, they may be interested in reading
the sections on teenage sexuality and drug use..

12



Black Child Cara, Comer, James P. and Pousiaint, Alvin F.,Simon and Schuster,
630 Firth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10020, 49.95, 1975, pp 408,

,

The authors, both black psychiatrists, have written this took In response to

a spmial need. They stater "In spite of the fact that there are a largo '

number of child care books on the market, most of them are geared.toward the
'011ddle-IncOme white family.fivFert.dlscuss race-related issues of child rearing.

Few discuss low-j.ncome children and,familles." The book tells black parents
how to hplp their children grow nrwith a positive racial Identity. The

authers'tdvlse: ."Being black in a country full of anti -black Feeling and
action presents real problems., 'These problems need not be discussed with your

child until he Is ablo'to underitand and handle such information. Put, when-
ever /oU do discuss the matter, it isimportant to strike a balance between
too much and.too little attention to the Issue of race; or /*can defeat your

'own purpose." They suggest that race. Is a subject that shoulCF.be discutSed
with Children in a natural way. Infants should be,gien black dolls as well
as white ones to help make blackbrown, and airlta'normal like the real world.
"If this is done early: when,jhe question orcolor comes up later, tt will
not be loaded with anxious feelings if It has not been previously ignored or
overdramatized." Etesjdea sensible advice on handling racial questions, he

book offers parents sound Idvicu'on 'other child- rearing issues such as discipline,

raising a fatherless child, sexeduchtion, the question of permissiveness,
dealing with adoption aggression and the preschooler, and dealing with

.prolanity. The book is written' in simple; direct 1Snguage inte question and
answer format. It takes up such parental questipnt as: I must, work,

harm my baby by leaving him with a caretaker? I often feel depressed, will

this harm, my baby? How can I
stimulate my infant's motor or movement control? /

What can I do to help my Sab;..think and learn? What about learning'through

playl is it harmful to spank a child? Isn't It true that some child care -

experts feel that black parents tend to be too 4tricl? The book covers all

facets of child rearing from Infancy to adolescence. It is especially recom-

mended for -young black parents. Besides'the special insight it will give them
on chIldrearing, the authors' forthright- treatment of questions on girl -boy
relations, contraception, venereal disease, mental health, drugs and drug abuse,

woke it especially relevant.

..Parent Power and Public Schools: A Guide for Parent Advocacy, Available from
"' the National Urban League, 55 E. 52nd St., New York, N.Y. 10022, price not

quoied, EDRS price, MF- $0.65, HC,$3.29, 1972, pp. 17.

The National Urban League has prepared this handbook as a guide for parents who

want to improve systems and change schools. The following topics are discussed:

visiting scSools, including discussion of why schoOls should be visited, how to
prepare for a visit, and how to follow up a visit; school discipline and your
child,discussing the ways in which. your child can be disciplined; your rights
at a svcpension hearing, physical punishment, and other topics; the curriculuM,
what your child learns 4n school, dlscussing promotion and failure, special
classes, "slow" classes, and multi-ethnic textbooks; how to evaluate teachers,
specifying 11 questions to be asked in making such an evaluation, along with
questions concerning the children in a teachei's ctass which might also be help-

ful in making the evaluation; school records and your right to see them; and,

Title 1 programs, discussing the purpose of Title 1 and the best uses of Title

I funds. A list of sources of legal assistance for parents is provided.

13
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Thc.Black,Child, A Parents' Guide, Harrison-Ross, Phyllis and Wyden, Barbara,
Peter Wyden, Inc., 75Q Third Ave., New York, N.Y. .10017.. 57.95. 1979, pp. 460.

Although much of this book is directed to the black parent, the authors ex-
plain that It is for white-parents and teachers as well It Is written from
both a black and white.perspective. Harrison-Ross Is a'black pediatrician
and Shltd psychiatrist, HS. Wyden.is a white editor and mother. They compare
the difficulty many black parents have In discusSIng race with their children
4-th the difficulty many parents have lip talkingnabout sex )41th their children.
ran both cases parents tend to stiffen up when they talk to their children a-
boutAhese subjects." Dr. Harrison-Ross-spbaks fromher rich clinical and .

perstinal experiences in confronting aspects of bath black and white worlds that
parents must learn to deal with. Her advice is warm and sensible. Subjecti
-covered include recognizing and curbing the silpiltSlessages.of dislike transmitted
from parent' to' child, how unspoken messages of white parents transMit their
fears of blacks to white children, how a parent can reconcile hiS concepts of
what It means to be black with his. teenager's concept of blackness, how to

' deal with well-intentioned whites' who are blind 16 their true feelings about-.
blackse, Chapter 2 gives black- parents 'b set of guidelines on "facing the Pacts

black.'' They include learning to deal with being black, how to tell yoUr
children about race, what to.do if you.find. It difficult to talkto your child
about being black. This section stresses the value of games about blacks, black
History, integrated dons, and integrated reading material-s. sThis book. ould .

q',be real mind-npeneeqpr young parents. 4t is also recommended for white
.-..administrators' and program people working in the black community.'

Don't Push your Preschooler, Ames, Louise Bates and Chase, Joan Ames, '
Harper S Row, 10 E..5Ird St., New York, N.Y. 10022, $6.95, 1974, pp. 212.

. .

`The authors believe parents should relax and enjoy their pre'schoolerse
They advise parents not to spoil things for themselves and their children
by expecting too much too soon, or by trying to push their children IntO
behaviors for which they may not be ready. They do now advocate that Oar-
ents sit back and do nothing. They advise parents to learn as much as
they can about child behavior and then learn to trust their child's natural,
pattern of development. There is a helpful section on common childhood.
pLoblems and what to do about them,' An appendix lists a wide variety'of
'books on parenting, %

Living and Learning with Children: A Handbook of Activities for Children from
Three to Six, Jorde, Paula, Available from Paula Jorde, 217-B 10th St.; S.E.,
Washington, D.C. 20003, $2.00 (discount On quantity orders). 1975. pp. 65.

This handbUok of activities As designed to help parents,' or preschool teachers,
present 'interesting learning games to children ages 3-6 years. Activities-are
grouped into the following qate6bries: sensory awareness, getting ready'to
read and.write, learning math concepts, discovery through science, creating
through art and music, and what'S cooking? Photographs and illustrations
are included. '

14
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'Somewhere a thlld is Crying, Fontana, Vincent J., Macmillan Co.,'Inc 866
third Ave., New York, N.Y. ID022, $6.95, 1973, pp' 268.-

.

.

The author suggests that therekis no single answer to the problem of child
abuSeA the problem is multi - dimensional. We cannot treat the children and
Ignore\the parents, even if the parents offend our moral sensibilities. We
must consider families and surrounding-circumstances which contribute to the
Illness. The poor are not the only multi-problem families, Dr. Fontana points
out. Parents who maltreat their children do not always look the part. The '

abusipg parehtsIs not one-type of person: "His.motives cannot be simply
traced to poverty, cruelty, to rage, to a mistaken coned-Pt ofdisciplAne, to
our child-rearing philosophy, or'to the violence in our society. They are

...dm-rooted in sociological, psychologtdal; and even blotOgical charaeteriStics
of the offender." The book also tells how Dr. Fontana, aroused by the cases
he saw in his pediatric. practice, was spurred to action as chairman of New
York's Mayor's Task Force on Child AbuSe Ind Neglect. The task force was
Instrumental in bringing about d'revision of the reporting system to include
neglect as well as abuse. Th figures of such cases increased alarmingly
aCtsr this practice was initi ted.but.they more accurately reflected, the

}811trui-picture. Dr. Fontana ecries indiVidual and national apathy about the
problem. He note; that many people fear becoming involved in reporting such
cases Out urges them to do so. He offers guidelines on what to look for if
c41494:4buse or neglect is suspected and gives advice on how to get through to
,;suspected abusive parent. Hpnescribes thelibrk of the.Pediatric Service at

CIColOtedo General Hospital in nver where lay theraOlsts act as parent
figures visiting troubled homes 'and stand-in grandparents take on the care of
hospitalized abused and neglected children, The work of Parents Anonymous
started in California, is also described as a very effectIve'method of reach-
ing parents. Dr. Fontana is an advocate of the growing movement for child-

-ren's rights and recommends concerted action on the part of the federal .-

government and private and public agencies as well as Individuals. This book
is recommended for all those who would be child advocates. It 1$ also
recommended for those working with young parents as an insight into the
potential problems of this group.

Plain Talk About Child Abuse, Stoenner, Herb, American Humane Association,
Children's Division, P.O. Box 1266, Denver, Colo. 80201, $D.35, 1973, pp. 24.

This pamphlet reprints six articles from a Denver Post)eries on child abuse
and neglect. They expose the myths and stereotyPes shout parents who abuse
their children, interpret the nature and dtmenilens Of the problems, and
offer suggestions for treatment of causes and effect's:

Project Pri Building 1, Room 215, Washington Technical Institute+, 4100 ConnecticutAVe., ngton. D.C. 200D8, no charge. EDRS price,' MF- $D.65, HC-$6.58, 1973,

r .

Parent Power: Primary Activities for the Home, Carson, Joan C., Available from

This illustrated manual was written with Ihe expectation of increasing parent
involvement in children's early learning development. Concrete examples of things

to do are offered in the areas of: health care, language development, perceptual-
motor development, sodial development, and quantitative concept development. -4
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Parenting, Markum, Patricia Maloney, The Association for Childhood Education Inter-

national, 3615 Wisconsin Ave., 11,W., Washington, U,C. 200E6, Iy73, $2.50, pp. 72

This series of articles stresses that the concept of parenting should be respected

by both men and-women, as a task in which the entire ,ommunIty has a stake. Dif-.

ferentiates between parenting and pajenthood, advocates shared parenting, and shared

jobs in order to make this possible. Notes the importance of grandparents and heir

special role as. Storytelliers and nurturers. Describes how death of a-parent, y.or.

divorce, affects both parent and child. EXplores.questIon -of television as atsur-,

rogate)paeent. Describes projects such as Education for Parenthood andPuture

Homemakers of America which help teenagers relatetoichildren by working wittv.,

thed. Parents as Resources (PAR), started by three Chixag6 mothers to' enCourage.

parents to.be their children's first teachers, is also described: This booklet

may be helpful to teachers'and administratofrs as background, It ts not recofinmended /.

for schOol-age parents. The format is difficult to read with small. closely1paced-

1 V§
-

For the Young Mother- To -Be, Cowart, Eileen and Liston, Waiter, Mead Johnson LabOca-'
e tories, Eyansville, Indiana, free, 1974, pp. 19. '-

This booklet is specifically written for the young girl who is.pregnant for the f(r5t
time and who may be married or unmarried. Its tone Is supportive, *phasizing,that
the "problem can be solved." Establishes a nonjudgmental attitude.' Makesa strong
effort to diSpell superstition and old wives tales.. Advises continuing:education--

"you don't need to be isolated and-lOnefy--finerealtsticalty hOtes,that "Some of
those people who were friendly with yo6)befoee you became pregnant will- avoid you
when they learn of your condition." ,Lists problems that can)be'encotintered in
pregnancy but reassures, "During the next nine months yob will be your healthiest . .

it is impossible not to be thrilled and excited by the miracle of life." Contains

a spread of advertising for Mead Johnson products.

,,How Babies Learn to Talk, Pizzo, Peggy'Daly, Day Care and Child Development Cotincil
"'of Americas lnc., 1012 - 14th.St., N.W., Washington., D.C. 20005. $2.00, 1974` pp. 35.

" Subtly incorporates sound developmental principles in its easy-to-read, easy-to-
understand text illustrated by amusing line drawings. This is a good resource
for encouraging- school-age parents.and family members to help baby develop
ability to communicate. A helpful section on related research giVgsbrief sum-
maries of the latest books and articles on the subjitt.

%fl.The Growth and Development of Mothers, McBride, Angela Barron, Harper G'RoW, 10 E. 3rd

"" St., New York, N.Y., 10022, $1.25, 1973, pp. )58.

The author pleads for a rethinking of the motherhood mystique, nqting that mothers .

are often moody, disillusioned, put-upon, and have trouble living up to the ideal
of motherhood expected of them by society. Such negative emotions are normal
in all mothers, the author declares and questions about their reasons for having

-children, their attitudes toward husbands, relatives, friends, are all parts of

the picture. This is not a how-to-dolt book with answers on how-to cope with
these negative emotions. The author writes with wit and insight, pointing out '
that the growth and development of parents and the growth and development ol
children are interrelated. -
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,,,Mothers',Training Program: The Group Process, Badger, Earladeen, 6.1; 'EBBS price,-,

"MF-$04.5, HC- $3.29, 1969, PP. 25.

This study hypothesized that mothers from a 1Ow socio- economic area could be trained

by teachers to _implement an infant pre6ram using their I- and 2-year-old.

children as subjects. Results shoaled that: the.infantsmade intellectual gains on
the Stanford:Binet and ITPA.. Mothers showed much interest. in the 2-year program,
attended' regularly:and became involvedtinparpprefessionaUtea6hing and Head 'Start.
Teacher observations during home visits Indicated. thatmothers' attitudes changed
positively in respect to teaching their infants. The study concluded their parents'

must be InCluded in programs for the disadvantaged and that the time variable.is
crucial to attitude change since it was the second year before mothers deiieloped.the
self-confidence to use at hoMe what they had learned in doss.. .

801

for the Love of Money, Knight, James A., J.B. Lippincott and East.

Washington Square, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105, $5.95, 1968,-pp. 184.

The author notes that this book was stimulated by his psychiatric ip'erestt' in

the meaning of man's behavior toward, money, He notes that money to our culture

has a powerful effect on our inner feelings of anxiety--if we have it, it adds
to our security and self esteem, if we don't have it, we may experience social

cOntemptNcta feeling of worthlessness. Parents' attitugle toward money strongly

influences chitd!s view. If they display anxiety abouf money, the child will

pick up the same attitude. Theauthor;advises that "parents should not use

money as a reward for good behavior, good grade's-rot pePtua21 services. Avoid-

ing:the usefpf mone'as.a reward also avoids crossing that sensitive line which
divides a reward from a bribe." 'This is not a how-to-book in the sense that
it offeriparents specific suggestions on how to guide their children in the

sensible psi of money. Rather, it is a fascinating study of the value, use,

and misuse of money and its consequent psychological implications. It may

be too heavy for young parents but interesting to those who Would like to know

more about, how money affects character.

41A Curriculum to Assist Parents to Become Advocates for Improved Title I,. ESEA

Programs and Other Related Programs, Peterson, Terrance, American Friends Service

Committee, Columbia,. South Carolina: Community Relations Program, EDRS price,

MF7$0.65, HC-$3.29, 1972, pp.- 22.

The purpose of this curriculum is to increase the skills and self confidence of 20

to 30 parents.who reside in "economically.disadvantaged" school districts to the

extant that Aey will become more active in seeking improvements In the 1965

Elementary Secohdary Education Act, Title I, and other compensatory education pro:

grams.in their school district. The is of the'curriculum is to provide a

setting where parents can assimilate the n cessary background information about

Title I and related programs.

17
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Successful Parenthood,,Becker, Wesley C. and Becker, Janit;:folletCPublithing Co.;
lolo W. Washington -Blvd., Chicago,'Ill.

60607, -S5:95; 1974. pp. 135.

This book advocatei a behavioristiE approach to achieving porentatodiscipline
It recomniends-a technigue.of rewards and punishment, by giving ch-ll'Oren treats
for 'good. -behavior.. lnd discipline for ba5behavior. The'technitlue:ls designed ..to help parentsJearn to use conliguences to teach chi! m-'wrhat they want them,.tcFlearn. Thitechnique seems too coldly celcblatiw

Vi talls-,164-:usirig signs,graphs,- and -charts,to doCument behavior. Even thoUgh. ny. Of, the recommended
disciplines appear' positive, the 'overall effect is ,t manlpulatiy#;:a sensitivechild could cagily recognize this. NotyecoMmendee be school -age parents.

/
Parents Primer:. A Guide to

Towarnicky, .Carol, Center for the StudY,e,
Student Citizenship, Rights,

d Responsibilities, Dayton, 0111-d; ERRS price, MF.$O.65,

,
,

- HC-$3.29, pp. 32.
.

.
.

.

.
. .

.. This handbook for parents assumes that there is nailing wrong With their child but ,that there Is something wrong with the school systeM.,
It assumes'that parkonts know

that /heir children need to survive and
that the:one-sided,:professional approach to

leetning is,.not working as well as school authoritiet say that it is The handbook
states what some ofthe rights of children and parents are, and now t go aboutobtaining them. It lists names of people who au responsible for tit child's .education and the proper cha to fol4low.

In the Beginning: A Parent Guide of Activities and Experiences for infants from
Birth to Six Months, Book I, Rabinowitz, Melba, Available

from Curriculum Specialist,
Parent Child Developmental Center, 3300 Freret St., New,Orleansria.' 70115, $S,'
EORS price, MF-$0.65, HC-$6.56, 1973, pp. 161.

This workbook, directed toward the non-reader, was designed for the New Orleans
Parent Child Developmental Center's Infant Program. It offers parents day-by-day.
suggestions for stimulating infants from birth to sixtmonths. Experitimes related
to the child's visual, auditory, muscular, and language development, as well as
hints on rputine and reinforcement methods, are explained in simple form and'
accompanied by illustrations and checlpipists. Emphasis

to
placed on the parent's

communication with the baby and the baby's reactions to his.environment.

. ,

.Helping Your 'Child to Read, Foutti-getty'Jean,
North Carolina 'Nate Library,.

Raleigh, 14.9., EDITS price, MF-$0.65, HC-$3.29,
1.973, PP. 21.

0,

. This bookletilro ides suggestions for parents in helping their children to learn't:

0 .

, 61,

how to read. TB* irst section provides 34 activities and suggestions for parents.-.
to use, with preschool children, such as reciting nurseryal4mes,

reading aloud,'
respecting the child't mood, and playing, and listening !games. The second section
offers 25 suggestions and activities for the parent to use after his child, begins,schoolo"



"r

Parents and Reading, Perspectives in Reading No. 4, Smith, CarLB:, Comp. r
Available from. (nrernational Reading Association Six Tyre4Ave Newark, Del.,
19711, $3.50 nw;member, $3 member, 1971, pp. 117

Chapters in this book describe how the home andi, general environment contribute
language and concepts. and thereby condition a c lid to react favorably or un-
favorably

'

toward school and reading. The causes of reading difficulties ate 4
discussed to show that physical and.oyehorogical as well as social and Instructional
interferences may be involved.

The Effects of a-PreschoOl Language. Program on,Two-Vear-Old.Children and Their.
Mothers, Final Report, Mann, Mantis, Arizona State University, Tempe, Ariz.,
EDRS price, mr-s0.65, flc-$3.29, 1970,. pp. 67,

A study. was made to dgtermine whether a structured language program for 2-year-old
'educationally disadlantaged childrcn and a complementary striictured language program
for their mothers would significantly affect the langgpge behavior of mothers and
children.' It was concluded that the program (a) produced a significant change In
the syntax style. of mothers and the pattern of verbal interaction between mothers
and children, and (b) 'effectively changed the syntax style, of the,children,,

A Parents Guide to School Readiness, Cedoline, Anthony J., Available from Academic
Therapy Publications, 15994fourth St., San Rafael, Calif. 94901, $2., 1972, Pp, 65.

The inforMation In this booklet is intended to help a parent prepare and determine
his child's readiness for'school. Tests are included which enable a parent temeasure
.progress. Scores, their interpretation, and suggested recommendations are also
provided to help the parent better, understand how his child compares to the "average"
Child beginning school.

-T.

oRenewing Home-School Linkage: A Program of Division IV, Far West Laboratory
for Educational Research and DevelopMent, Berkeley, Calif., EDRS price,
MF-$0.75, 11C-$16.20, plus postage, 1972, PP.332.

The purpose of this program Is to reduce the dissimilarity between home
and%school for lOw-income children by renewing home-schodl linkage'. The

'program ts esigned to achieve this goal by training, Installing, and
using par s.as linkage agents, Their functionS include serving as sources
of infor ion aboUt their chirdreg, as informants, as participantoOserVers,
as :Ortl ipant-deVeiopecsievaluaters of educational materials, and engaging
in dialo Le with teachers of thiie children.

03-557 0- TO . 52
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Involving 'Parents In the Behavior *Modification Program of Their Children In Nome and
School, A Research Project, Advanl, Kan, Frontenac County Board of Education. King-
ston, Ontario, EDRS price, 11F-$0.69, NC.S9.29. 1973, 38.

Six children. enrolled in-a "Kindergarten for Children wit(g)Special Needs" were to,
subjact of a 3- month study of behavioral techniques applied to chIldrents problem

behavior thiiodgh the training of parents.: ,The study.group worked with the children
in their homes and.attempted to bring about change-in their behavior through parental
involvement. The improvement shown by the -children suggested the advantage and need
of-early intervention In families of deviant children.

:.

."'
cation, pjg tcy, Fred P., Paper presented at th

Aerican Persohnol and Guidance A soclation, AtiartterGa:, EDRS price, MF.$0.65,

-,,,Adierlan Counseling for Parent Ed)
ri

HC-$3.29, 1979,41P. 10.

The thesis of shii paper is that the helping professions must aid parents In under-
standing their children and provide them with methods to improve family relat.ton-yr-

0- ships. Adlerlan counselinglis presented as one potentially useful method of Ia../
reach,ing this goal: The basic principles and democratic philosophy of Adlerian
counseling are outlined, and emphasis Is placed on the educational aspects of .this
approach.

t

How To Start Your Own Preschool' Play(Group, Watts, Harriet,
Universe (looks, 381 r,

4/Perk Ave. South, New York, N.Y. 10016, HC-SS, paper-52.95..1979, PP 153

An involved mother'glves suggestions and helpful hints ,.aboqt setting up and managing
a neighborhood playgroup. In simple terms, the book tells what toys and equipment
to buy, and how to organize physical education, music, art, reading, nature studios,
cooking, special events, and games.

% (

.

,

*Do's and Don'ts, Teaching. Your Child, TelevisedPatent Training Program,
available from Central Midwestern Regional Educational Lab., Inc., 10646 S.
CharleS Rock Rd.. St. Ann, Mo. 63047, no price quoted, 1972, pp. 97....,...

A supplementary booklet to the televised parent training P grAm. "Teaching YourChild." This particular booklet was Intended to provide- gu dance on child
rearing by presenting specificconcepts in an easyato-eed format. -Two other
booklets are lso available frod the same source, -Televise Se mentl Teach.,
ing Your Chil , Televised Parent Training Program, and T hild,Your C
Televised Parnt Training Program.

8
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almolecentaticorthotite_yndsrary_lnattAt_at*OUtaitSussarRe.or.,
"t, 1.72, Utah State Beard oredikationSaittal,to City,UtahStata.DaPartrent of

c laStruotion, Salt LakeT,Ity; EORS prig°. F;10.69. liC-,$3.29.19#1,1, pp. el.

The ZILIbrary program trains parents to use a limited no r of ducational toys

,97
to teach specific sk1114, fundamental concepts, and, problem Solvl ; behaviors to
their Own three- and tour -year -old children. The program IS dea.ge03 to fill the
oducational needs of the many throe- and tour -year -olds who are not partielPantsin
SO00 other organized educational program.

.

:'

RosefalFred; Tikk,--Ilaibironto'ocs.U.$,Govmoenradnt
Printing Office, Washington, OTC. .2002. $0.60. stock not 17901993. 19724 pp. 167:.

This handbook makes It possible for a 9r of parenti-in almost any community to
A

begin using the Parent/Child Toy-Lending library program. This program liven
eight-week course (about one hour per wee for parent"; of preschool children
during which they learn to use a varfety f toys,and games at home to stimulate
growth of the child's Intellectual skills and to'thhance his self - concept. The
"nuts and bolts" of training are discussed as to the course, the class. the role
of parents in tho program, the to for each class, the printed handbooks, thb
audiovisual training riatetials, how to establish a Parent/Child Toy-Lending Library
prograg, and course - leader /librarian training. A chapter onlinding funds gives
details on a variety of funding sources.

1r-7'

The Socialization of intellectual Skills in Pagano Children; The Effects of a
Parent TrainidS; Program, Henderson, Ronald St:, and Swanson, Rosemary,'Arizona
Center for Educational Research and Development, Arizona University, Tucson, Arl*
EDRS price, MF-$0.69, lit-S3129, 1973, pp- 56.

Thirty mothers of first-grade Papago Indian children were trained by selected
Papago ParaprofesSionals to teach their children to askcasuat questions, Tho
procedures used by the mother in the home environment Included rola playing,
modeling, and giving the child ver,bal pralie. Bet*een formal training sessions
with Olt paraprofessionals, mother practiced a previously learned skill with
their children. Study findings of the children's question - asking response data
Indleata that the methees, after having training In socialization skills, Signifi-
cantly increased tiler children's performance on the question-asking tasks over
performance attributable to direct modeling instruction by the experimenter. A
later factor analyst* suggests that well planned Instruction, targeted on specific
sk111,p,.clay be effeCtive regardleis of a child's general level of patt achievement
in academic subjects,

1.
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*Partners In tan us es A Guide For Parerlts C. .aneros En fl Idlomat Guide Para
rat r can Sow 4nd kssocitaringfn.00

to7srgito=on Road, Washington, D.C. 20014, no priert quoted, EDRS priest. MF-$0.75.
11C-$7.60. Nos postage. 1973, pp. 166. (Text Is In English and Spanish).

This Is a bilingual book about language development of the young child. It Is
written for parents, with the objective of providing them with skint to bell) their
Children learn to talk. Emphatis Is on maintaining CommunitatiOn between parent and
child from Infancy In a non-pressured, accepting., and positive environment.

Dascrl lion Of A program To Train Pa ran C *To Influence The Develo nt or uestlon-Ask n Skr1W5-1117SIMOl'iOrerl.Qt1rCil. Angelab..andOth.rST:AnaCiFdliror ar y h hoo uCat on. Ar cons University. TucSon, Ariz.,
EORS:price.

mr-lo.75. Ilt-41.05, plus postage, 1972, pp. O.

Mexican-American mothers of first grade children participated, n an educational
program In which they learned to teach their children

question-asking behaviors.
. This particular target behavior was Wafted because previous research and observa-
tion indicated that Mexican-American children asked few, If any questions. It washypothesized that unhanding the question

- asking behavior would. possibly heki the
children succeed In school.

A Modest Proposal, an Expression or Children's Needs by People In Rural
Alaska with Recommendations for Positive Chance, Alaska State Department'
df-Cducation. Juneau. State Operated Schools. EDRS price, MF-$0.75. 11C-$16.60,
plus postage, 1973, pp.376.

The specific concerns and recommendations that the people or rural Alaska
made about their educational system are documented In this report. The major
need areas include bicultural curriculums and bilingual instructloh, the
relationship between the community and the %chool, local control and local
Planning, and the availability of secondary education in local communities.
In many cases the Ideas or the parents are presented In their own words.

74.

A Pictorial Guide to Common Childhood Illnesses. Vaughn, Gerald, Sir Joseph
Caution and Sons. Ltd., London. 0.95. 1970. pp. 176.

This'book tel)s how to look at a child for signs or Illness, what to look for,'
what it means, what to doh; how to examine a child, what to listen for. It
is not a book or baby care nor a do-it-yourself doctor book. The information
Is designed to help know when to Call a doctor.' Large full-color photographs
make this book particularly useful. It also Includes-a nonpictorial guide to
common illnesses and a section on what to do in emergencies. IF couldyserve
as a. valuable, resource in a program. library.

8 2
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Home Stimulation of Handicapped Children: Profeilional Guide, Donohue, Michael J
and oihers, Marshal4oweshlek Joint County School System, Marshallteown.Aowa,
Dept. of Special Education, EARS price, 11F;50.65, HC-$6.613, 1973, pp. 146.

The proftailonal guide to a_parent education course on the mental stimulation of
handicapped young children is organized by topics. included for most of,the
sessions is In overview in terms of goals, objectives, and activities; a discussion
quids; scripts Of audiovisual presentations; and any necessary forms. The Ordgram
Includea,parent/child hoetoy sessions, and a. preschool playroontas well as parent
closes.

Enhancement of Recreation Services for Disabled Children, Part IV, Recreation for
briabled Children: Guidelines for Parents and Friends. riscal.Report, Berryman,
Doris L., and others, New York University, School of Education, EOM price*, 11F-50.65,
HC-I3.29, 19710 Pp..23.

This booklet offers suggestions for the provision of recreation services to handicapped
children. Listed are types of community agencies likely to have recreation programs
for disabled childrere. Guidelines for,parents'who wish t9 help'start a recreation
program if none exist 4n the community include positive action steps parents can take.
Described are some recreation-programs for handicapped Children which are being con-.
ducted In various states to Illustrate the kinds of recreation, services which can be
made available.

0Parent Training In Pitclie Behavior Management wIthipentally Retarded Children, Final
Report, Rickert, Devoe Ce; Morrey, James G., Utah State University, Logan, Utah,
EDRS price, HF-50.66i, HC-53.29. 1970, pp. 80.

The purpose of the study was to explore the effect on parents and children of train-
ing parents in the use of the precision teaching approach to behavior modification in
an. effort to increase their ability to manage retarded children at home. During a
10-week training period, parents learned the modification procedure evolved by Ogden
LIndsley and were successful in managing behavior.

If You Have A Handicapped Child, Bureau of EduCation for the Handicapped, Washington,
D.C., EORS price, MF-$0.65, liC-53.29, 1971. pp. 27.

Written for parents who have recently learned that their child Is handicapped, the
Pamphlet Introduces parents to the general Prevalence of handicaps among children,
the concept of special dUucation, the importance of early diagnosis, the existence of
many facilities and programs involved in the diagnosis and education of handicapped
children. Included are addresses'of private or voluntary organizations to which
one can write for brochures concerning a particular handicad.
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41A Home training Program for Young Mentally ill Children, Doernberg, Nanette, and
others, League School' for Seriously Disturbed Children, Brooklyn, N.Y., EDRS price,
MF-$0.65, HC-$3.29, 1969, pp. 57.

.

This home training program consisted of individual instruction with a parent, and
parent and professional group meetings oo a regular basis. The researchers felt the

program of direct approach to parents offered an effective, realistic approach to the
very young emotionally disturbed'chIld to whom traditional therapies were often

unavailable. It was concluded that the approach improved the mental health of the
family by strengthening the parents' self concept and enabling them to use themselves
more productively as family members.

41Residential Programming for Mentally Retarded Persons, Vol. 1, Prevailg Attitudes
and Practices In the Field of Mental Retardation,-National-Association for Retarded
Children, South Central Regional Office, Arlington, Tex., EDRS price MF-$0.65, HC-'

$3.29, 1972, pp. 21.

The first of a series on residential prograhming for the mentally retardecr, this book!'
let reviews for parents the prevailing definitions, attitudes, and practides, in the

field. Mental retardation Is defined as stbaverage functioning which originates
during the developmental period and' is associated with impairment in adaptive behavior.
It is asserted that traditionally, the rights of the retarded in the community and
in institutions have been. abused, abridged, or denied. Related-booklets are: Develop-

mental Programming in the Residential Facility, and The Process of-Change.

Counseling Parents of Mentally Retarded Children and Youth, Fits, David H.; Attwell,
Arthur A., Los Angeles County Superintendant ofSchools, Los Angeles, Calif., EDRS
price, MF-$0.65, HC-$3.29, 1970 PP. 42.

Written in question and answer form, the guide for parents of mentally handicapped
children provides information in the areas of health and medical concerns, assessment
of the child's mental ability, parent-child-family relationships, education, psycho-
logical and psychiatric adjustments pf both child and parent, improving communication,
and recreatlgn.

Handling the Young Cerebral Palsied Child at Home
!and Co., Inc., 201 Park Ave. South; New York, N.Y

Written *primarily for parents of cerebral palsied
illustrates methods for-handling the child In dail
explanatiops include the development of movement,
dressing, feeding, transporting devicet, sleeping
day activities.

, Finnic, Nancie P. Dutton
1970, pp. 224.

24

children, the text discusses and
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Guldefor Parents of Pre- School Visually Handicapped Children" Bryan, Dorothy,
lifTnois State Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Springfield,, 111.,
COPS price, MF- $O.65, NC-53.29, 1972, pp. 65. .

Written as a guide for parents of preschOol visually handicapped children, the bookr'.

let- providas4Naground information and some basic facts thought to be necessary to
help the 610111grow into a happy, well-rounded, apd successful adult.

Blind Pre- School, Taylor, 51111e, Comp., Available from Colorado School for DiD
and the Blind, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80301, $1'.50, 1972, pp. 61. ,

*1`

Articles pertinent to aiding the pre-school blind child.are collected in this publi,
cation. Tellies include discussion of attitudes and emotional reactions important
for parents and teachers of blind children, and optimal' development in regard to
early mator behavior and emotional and social needs. Common areas of parental
concern such as discipline and expectations are reviewed.

&The "preschool Child WhoIs Blind,'Office of Child Development, Available from
"Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, 0.C.
20402% (Folder No. 39-1953), $0.20, 1968, PP. 27.

The pamphlet contains general information and guidelines for parents of a preschool
blind child. It is explained that a blind child needs what'every child needs: love,
good-health, attention. Parehts are urged to play with their blind child,. give him
opportunities to explore and grow, and to provide many and varied experiences for him.

Answers, Little, James A., Ed., Available from
New Mexico School-for the Deaf; 1060

Cerrillos Road, Sqnte Fe, N.M. 87501, no price
quoted, 1970, pp. 199.

Prepared for parents of deaf children, the text is a compilation of papers and
re earth prepared by both the deaf and hearing concerned with the deaf child.
Art cies by parents recounting personal experiences are featured.

A Handbook for,Parents of Deaf-Blind Children, Esche, Jeanne; Griffin, Carol,
"'Michigan School for the Blind, Lansing, Mich., EDRS price, MF-$0.65,

HC-$3.29, 11969,pp. 29.

4

The handbook for parents-of deaf-blind children
describes -practical techniques of

child care for such-activities as.sitting, standing, walking, sleeping, washing,
eating, dressing, toilet training, disciplining, and playing. It is noted that deaf-
blind children are rarely totally deaf and totally blind and, consequently, that it
is important to provide the child with speech, language, visual, and auditory
experiences.
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4Your Down's Syndrome Child...You Can Help Him Develop From Infancy To Adulthood,
Pitt, David, EDRS price, MF.10.73, HC-$1.55, plus postage, 1974, pp. 35.

Intended for parents of children with Down's Syndrome, the booklet describes causes
and probable developmental patterns of the DOwn's child. It Is stressed that
parents need professional counseling to.ald in adjustment to and rearing of a Down's
infant. .Guidelines for selecting an institution and reasons for later placement -
(such as behavior problems) are provided. r

Instruction Pamphlet for Parents of Oppositional Children, Ora, John P., and others,
George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, Tenn., Tennessee State Department
of Mental Health, Nashville, Tenn., EDRS price, mF-$0.55. Ht-53.29, 1971, pp. 49.

The pamphlet contains explanations and instructions for parents of oppositional
. preschool children (negative, destructive, or uncooperative children) who are
enrolled In a Regional Intervention Project (RIP) behavior modification program.
Explained in basic terms are the behavior theories related to why a child becomes
oppositional and how to change his behavior through the technique of differential
reinforcement. Parents are taught to attend only to desirable behavior "(positive
reinforcement) and to Ignore undesirable behavior (withdrawal of positive rein-
forcement). Special instructions are given for handling dangerous or very
destructive behavior which cannot be totally ignored.
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MAWIZINES, ARTICLES, AND RESEARCH PAPERS

.,Parents' Magazine, 80 New Bridge Road, Bergenfield, N.J. 07621, published.
"'monthly, $6.95 a year.

One of the most long-lived publications In the field of parenting, this
magazins'keeps up with-new trends while also covering subjects. traditionally
of interest to parents. Articles are geared toward the middle-'class parent.
However, aregalar feature, New Mothers Ant to Know by Dr, Morris A. Wessel,
Associate Clinical Professor of Pediatrics at Yale'Schooi.of Medicine. shouldbe helpful to young parents.

Another regular feature, the Family Movle Guide
rates the latest movies as to their quality and sultabliity for children.

"Parent EduCation for the Parental Role in
Children's VocatfOnal Choices,H Shoffner,

Sarah M.; Klemer, Richard H., Family Coordinator;
22; 4; 4194426, Oct 73.

.

This paper describes how parents affect a
child's vocational choice and what parentscan do to help children. improve their vocational

prospects, the opportunities and
responsibilities of parents in the socialization

processes which lead to the child-
ren's vocational choices, and what parent educators can do to help parents be moreeffective with their children's vocational growth through group meetings and indivi-dual counseling for youth and parent30 and through published material.

uGettingInfants Off on the Right Foot," Michalak, Barbara, Day Care and Early
Education, I; 5; 6-14 May-July 74.

The Riverside Center in New York offers a persuasive argument that group infant
care Is an important step for sound child development

and parental involvement-

4,'!Return of Mom." Stein, Sara; Smith, Carter, Saturday Review: Educatiod; 1; 3;
36 -40, Mar 10, 73.

Early learning authorities increasingly'agree that parents are a child's most
important teachers; the author lists parent education programs and a bibliography
of teaching tools for mothers.
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0"Parents'PitCh In To Build Montessori Open School ti Modern Schools:-5-10, Feb 74.
.

The parents of the school children at the First Montessori School in Atlanta, Ga..

not only raised money for the new school facility, but actually helped' construct it.

,
ii"Rochester's 'Demonstration Home Program: A DOMPrehensive Parent - Infant Project," ,

"Castle, Diane L.; Nat-Choi, Barbara, Peabody Journal of Education; 51: 9: 186-91.,
API- 74,-.

. .

.,

This program isdesigned for parents of children from bitth to age 3 wheare.sus-
pected of being hearing impaired: it, focuses oo,teaOhin6 pareOtS howto-Actelerate
the children"S listening skills and language deyelOPment thrbugh the use of iVerio7'.
day household activities.

0

. "Parent Discussion Groups," Prices Eleanor A., Elementary SchOorGuidaece and
Counseling; 6; 2; 92-97, Dec 71.

A:MotherSqdlscussion grOhps organized by school personnel to allow'Mothers to..
,

talk about their cfilldren ,Who'were having diffiCulty adjuStingto kindergarten. The
mothers benefited from the experience by developing Confidence in their ability
to handle children as well as gaining new ways: of deatino'41A6oroblem situations.'

0"Exploring Childhood: A theoretical Foundation," Kagan, Jerome, Children Today;
2; 2; Mar-Apr 73,

0

Author gives several theories on child development ih hopes of getting the Students
In cqur%es on 'Exploring Childhood" tabe open and creative in their interactions
with children..

Parental Responsibility'in the Teaching of ReadinvoWeiSer, Margaret G.,
"' Young Children; 29; 4; 225-230, May 74.

Discusses'the role of parents in helping the child learn to enjoy reading.

"The Pediatrician, Part Four," Klein, Stanley D., Exceptional Parent; 3; 4; 28-33,
Sep/Oct 73. 0

,

,
.

Intended for parents, the article desicribes the pediatrician's role in the long-
term care of the. child, offers guidelines for the relationship between- parents
and doctors, and recommends a regular health supervision program.
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'a,1*InVolving Parents in a Chlidren.!s Eugene, Children;
7 18; 6; 202-207, Nev-Dec ' ,

.Activities ot.low-income parents of Children served by a,comatehensive pediatric
clinic illustrate how inclusion- of clients In the, structureirheilth projects
encourages them to epeak and act for themselves.

eHelpIng Hand
ject," Jew, W

Describes a .p

birth to age

capped 'infants and Th'eir Families: The Delayed Development Pro
ng, Children Today; 3; 3; 7-10, May-JUW74.

oject Whidh serves parents and their handicapped chiltitin,.from
. The project includes.home-based as Belt as classrOOM 1nstruttion.

"Who Owns the hild7," Van Stolk, Aary, Childhood Education; 50; 5; 255-265, Mat 74.
. .

-014cUsses taus s and identification ofabused children.
Stresses the importance of

appropriate patent models:and parent education to prevent the abused child from
. ,'becoming an abusive'parentV .

,

i
i

.0"Parent EAucati n - A thtegral Part of Adult Education," Hall, Janet, Adult Eduaa-
tion Aondon) 46; 61 87-920, Mar 74.

,

The parent role coma nes direct teaching and environment creation; parent education,
a specialized branth of adult education, can be seen not as a mere directive Pro-! :, :

ceps, but as a powerful.catalyst towards a general Self-education which becomes
Integral with permanent education, as-a training for a continuing process of ,

adaptation.
- .

"The Black Child," Ebony, Special Issue; 29; 10; Aug 74.

In keeping with this magazine's concern for the modern black family, this special
issoe concentrates on the black child and gives black-parents pointers on how
to broaden their child's horizons, give them greater educational and social

,

advantages, and keep them healthy in mind and body. Articles include: Teach-
ing Your Child to Read, Introducing Your Child to Sex, The Danger of Intent-.
genre Tests, Rearing the Foster Child, and Building a Strong Self - image.

"PTA: Pathetically Trivial Allianc or Potential Teaching Assistants, " Popp, Leonard
A., Journal of Research and DeVelo ent in Education; 7; I; 72-7, F 73.

, Article discusses the role of parents in the education of their children and how to .

increase parent involvement in forming' educational policy.



:Assisted.Reading and Plrent involvementPHoskisson, Kenneth, and others,
Reading, Teacher; 27; 7; 11Q-14, Apr 74.

-

Reports how parents helped two,youngsters.overcome . reading difficulties.
,' 'Also presents some teritative but studied observations' about parents helping

their children learn-to read or to read better.
,

s'Ply and Family Development," Strom, Robert, Elementary School Journal"; 74; 6;
359-368, Mar'74.

Describes an experimental parent education progfam designed, to enhance the role
mother as educator and primary influence on young children. ,Adpit-child conversation
is encouraged through play Skil , such as the 'toy"talk' game used in the-program!

"A Toy, Can, Be More Than a 19aything,'I'llerion, Matt, Ameileah EducatiO
.Dec 72,

. ,

Parents in an educational, toy-lending,nrogram learna11.20bout some unusual toyi
and how to use them while playing with their children.

; 8; 10; 2144,

"The Toy Library: Parents and Children..Learning With Toyi'' Nimnicht, Glen P.
Drown, Edna; YOung'Children;264 2; 1104, Dec 72.

' '

. .

On the assumption that parents'can provide significant educational experiences for-
their preschool .children, a Parent/Child course has been initiated in conjunction
with the Toy Library at the Far*Ot laboratory for Educational Research and Develop.

1-

ment. ' !

41"The Meaningfulness of Play for Children 'and Parents: An Effective Counseling
Strategy," Ohlson, E. LaMonte, Journal of Family Counseling.; 2; li .53-54, Spr 74.

4 Active parent involvement in play therapy can add greatly to a child's development.
As participants, parents can learn to.enfpathize more readily with their children,
thereby enabling them to.grow and learn 'with them.

"Can My Mummy Come Too?" Grey, Eleanor,Times Educational Supplement,, London;

3063;21 Feb 8, 74.

Article considers the merits of playgroups versus nursery schools; the needs

of preschool children, and the role of parents in educating their children.
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RESEARCH AND PROGRAM AIDS

/Wei Where an ERIC reference ls.cited, orders
may be placed by 'writing toi ERIC Document
Reproduction Set ice (EDRS). Computer' Microfilm
'International CO oration,-P.O. lox 13IL Arling-'
ton, VA 22210.

CognItIve and Mental Development in the First Five Years of Life, Lichtenberg,
Philip; and Norton, Dolores, National InstItUte of Mental Health, 5600 Fishers
Lane, Rockville, Md. 20852, 1970 pp. 111. 7

Evaluates and sifts the massive amount of InfOrmatiOn,ivallaille in recent re-
search studies in.the area of cognitive and -mental idevelopment dUriPg the fir4
five years of life and considers the impfleitionS)for future'research and

'

service programs. Among the: mportant findings rents are-Viewed as the
major educational and therapeutic agentS In ea7ty c dhood care an
need help in carrying out their respOnsibilitiot; parents of disadv
children and-of severely disturbed thltdren.need assistance themsel
preferred ratIO of adults to children in early education programs 1

to four to seven children; long-term progums, not short-term progt
effective: good institutional care need pot hamper normal growth and
ment ln young children. This is a valgible handbook for'program idmi
tors and researchers.

Infant Caregiving, Honig, Alice S., and Lally, J. Ronald, Media ProjeCts
St., New York, N.Y, 10003, $10.95, 1972,'pp. 224.

This book is primarily a manual foe' training caregivers in infant.day care ce

Out by substituting the word parent for caregiver, It can be used to teach sch
age parents the basic elements of sound child development. It contains ideas f
role-playing, suggestions-on how .and when to use audio-visuals, how to obtain

.

use toys and gular household objects as child development tbols. It makes the

free material on nutrition, eating'and sleeping habits of infants, etc., how to

Important point that premature "helpful" interference on the part of the caregiver
can discourage infantsjust as much as lack of support. Contains suggestions on how
encourage language. development. Adexcellent section on Plagetian theory clearly
explains various stagekof Infant sensorlmotar development.
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How Children Grow, Clinical, Research Advances in Humph Growth and DevelopMent,
General Clinical Research CePters Branch' Division of'lleStarch Resources, National .

institutes or Health, Bethesda, lid,' 20014,,,$2.00, 1972, pp.,86.
-

I

This bOoklet offers a clearly Written descrlpticinc of-the physiology efL,grOwth
from infancy to adolescence.,. It discribessthe iMpitirtpnce of hormones and Other
elements of body chemistry that enhance or retard - growth, Sections on low birth:'
weight babiesetilit childhApti years and adolettence are particularlyegrightening,
An excellent resource boOk-fo,r hOlelth teachers and counselors.

A Home LePuilng Center Approach, to. Early',Stimulaticfi Gordon; Ira Guinagh,
41/Barry J., rhstitute for Development of Humart Resourees, F.1,01#a University, -Gaines-

ville, Fla., EDRS HC- $3.29,. 1969, pp.

The overall aim.of this project is to 0OntIOMOJhe investigation,of the effectlyenessY
and practicability of a home-centered.tecbnipub"7for cognitive', language, and personality ;
development of mother and child to-help break the poverty CyCle, DiscussAd.tp this
report are the research plan of the project, methodS of propedure, treatmentplap,

developMent,of materials, home-center, and parent educa ;ion.

A Home Learning Approach to Early StImulatien, Gordon, Ira J., Institute for Develop-
ment of Human Resources, Florida University, Gainesville, Fla., EDRS pricep.HP-$0.65,
HC-$3.29, 1971, pp. 66.

Approximately 258 mothers and their children (aged 3
in a home visitprbgxam using paraprofessionals as ho
basis in the first twotyears of life, combined with a
hours a week for children 2 to 5-years old. FindingS
cad lead to (I) improved cognitive performance cif,the c
in the program and (2) positive attitudes and behaidors Cmotherstoward their'
children.

nth to.3.years) participated
visttors'on'a once-a-week

mall-greUp setting fer,fodr
ndicate that such arr aPproaCh
ildren as a fundiltin 0.0*,

The Family DevelopmentResearch Program: A Program for Prenatal, Infant and Early
'Childhood Enrichment; Progress Report, Lally, J. Ronald,'Syracbse University
College for Human Development, EORS'OrIce, MF-$0.65, HC-$3.28, 1873. PP. 37.

This progress report on the Family Development Research Program for 108 low-income
families, conducted at Syracuse University,0hildreh'SiCenter; provides infOrmation

oh a longitudinal comparison InstItOted When the program children reache06 months
. of age. The families of the children Were matChed tpcontiol families on,a number ,
of variables.



*
*Instructional Strategies In Infant Stimulation, Gordon, Ira Jr, a

for Devblopment Munsan Resources, Florida University, Galnevi.

C-$3.20, J.270, pp. 23. 4
1

This.doc44ment is the first year report on a project which examines th effectiveneSS
of (1) aOhinIrtbe mother versus teaching. the Infant, end (2)'44Ing a professional
verso$ ustrig paraprofessibeal as.the Intervening agent. Also being studied is the
relationship between the sex of the infant and the way he Is.taughtsand the effective-
ness of.sytematic ObServation of teaching behavior on the behavior of the intervenor. .

In far Care: Abstracts of the Literature, Williams, Tannis H., Child Welfare 4

League of America, hnc., Publications Service, 67 Irving Place, New York, N.Y. 40003.

$8.25. 1972, pp. 218. .. ,

'Over 200 abstracts provide a strve.fe of research cbriducted In the areas of Infant-
.

developmegt;. Infant-adult interaction; childrearingpatterns; infant educStIon,
intervention, and day,care;.and related theoretical and methodological issues.
Materials are abstracted In OffIcient detail to pcovIdet am overview of the areas'

covered.

*Infant Care: Abstracts spf the Literature - Supplement 1974, Williams, Tannis H.,
Child Welfare League of America Ind., Publications. Service, 67 Irving, New
York, N.Y. 1003, S0'25, 1974, pp. 74.

Update, covering same areas ashgtuco....

,,Child Development Curriculum Guide,-basic and Semester units, Draft, Elam, Georgia;
"'and others, Licosa!, University, South-Carolina, Vocational Education Het* Canter;
South Carolina State Dept. of Education, Columbia,. S C.,PffIce of Vocat4onal Education.

EDRS price, MF:$0.75, HC-61.40 plus postage, 1972, pp. Ill. .

This-child dpvelopment gurde, part of a consumer and homemaking-education unitl was

developed in a 3-week curerculum workshop at Winthrop College, June 1972% the identi-

fied objectives and learning experiences have been developed with basic reference " '

to developmental tasks, needs, interests, capacities, and prior learning experience;

of students. - r

*Investigation of the Effects of Parent Participation in Head Start, Non-Technical
Report, 'Bromley,' Iathleen C., and others, HMCO Educationa ociates, Inc.,

Denver, Colo., EDRS price, HF-$0.88, NC-3.29s 1972, pp.

.
This report presents the abstract and summary of the technical repo t of the

project.

irm)
.
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"Training Parents In Child
Management Skills With The School As The Agent Of instrOctiontHamm. Phillip N., Jr ; Lyman, David A.; Lincoln ublic Schools. Lincoln, Neb., EMSpriceeMF-$0-75, He-0.8501'1s postage, 1973, Pp. 43.

. /

Twenty- eight, families who Indicated
an Interest in learning child management-skills

were Included In a training program
Involving four groups from three.elementaryschools In Lincoln, Neb.

Sessions wore held once a week for 7714,weelp. The parentswere taught child management skills through
the use of operant tetheygues which theyutilized in behavior change projects

selected by'themsolves. .

.Inclusion of Parents,In Supportive
Educational Experiences, King, Beverly Forman,'available from Royal Enterprises,

P.O. Box 4171, Fort Worth, Tex,,,
.76106. 91.95.plus 35 cents handling; 1972; pp. 148.

A study'was developed to involve parents In the learning.-'environment of
children .attending a Head Start Child Development

Center In the 6elief that it is crucialfor the home and school to work closely for the development cc the child. Thechildren were pre- and post-tested'on
the Primary Mental Abilities Test, andscores significantly higher on the poit-tost.

It was concluded that take-homePeOets contributed' to. the child's awareness of his mother's helping role.4 Child*parent-teacher Interaction improved.
Although a high degree of motivation aprpeered to be present during the

study, resuLts of tests do not support Increasedmotivation. -

r

"Child Development-Head Start
Program, Hartford City Board of Education, Hartford,Conn., EDRS price, rif-$0.65,
HC-$3.29, 1973, pp. 13.

'Zhls Head Start program
has special provisions for

Spanish bilingual as well ashandicapped children.
Parent involvement is stressed. Results of the evalua-tion' Indicated gains In language development for the children in the program'.lastIng.thrdtigh-The end of kindergarten. information gained, from the parentguestio4haire indicated that most parents had visited their child's

school and/orworked with the teacher.

4
"Perspectives on Parent

Participation in Project Head Start: An Analysts andCritique, MIDCO Educational
Assoctates, Ihc., Denver, Colo., EDRS price, CF-$0.65,HC-$9.87, 1972, pp. 226.

this report Is one of four
desOlbing a project which

Investigated the impact of ',
Head Start parent.OirtIcipatIon

on the program's quality,
on- Institutional changes- Iin the corrunity, on the Head Start children and

on the Meld'Startparents them-selves. Two types of parent pa;ticipation
were investigated: parents in decision-making roles, and parents in learner roles. Another type ot ,Involvementin whichparents werepaid eMplOyees of Head Start programs was also studied.

A
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*Home Start Evaluation Study
Abt AssoClates,

High/ScopeEducational Research'foundallen,
Ypsilanti, MIch.',i7ICIRS pricer

H,F750.65. H"9`8741572. PP. 210,

An overview of the history,
and Curront stage of development of Home Start atthe neat:n*1.40 bleat levells presented. Section 1 contelpl.slx basic areas ofInformation. Home Start Goals and Objectives presents the nAtlettal and localprogram goals and objectives
as articulaeed to the EvaluatiOn.slaff

by OCD Head-troarters and Regional Staff and the 14 Home Start Programs,
A.brlef summary ofeach of the 15 programs is presented in Part 6. Local demographic infer/nation-Is aggregated natisknally for staff and familiei

and.presentod individual4y byPrOgyam In Part C. A suMkary Of the Information
System being developed Is foundIn Part O. Part E covers the reerullment

of families and community Interviewers forthe nine programs involved
In the Summative Evaluation and

'.description off tbeMay and October field procedures, Part F Is a detailed
ef.the hritoryand start up operation of theHltion?1

Home Start Program*.

AhAssistance To LocalFollow-Through
Programs, Annual Report, Ware, William O. andothers, Florida Educational

Research and Development
Council, Gainesville; Florida. University, Gainesville, Fla., Institute for Development

of Human Resources, EDRSprice. HF-$0.75,,HC-$12.60,
plus postage, 1973, pp. 274.

Describes the Florida Parent EdUcatibn
Follow4Through Program,'' the major elements ofwhich are: (1) training mothers (two

to each classroom) In the rojtit of combined,parent educator and teacher auxiliary;
(2) training the teacher to use paraprofessionalpersonnel; (3) developing materials for family use which take into account not onlythe School's goals for the ctilld, yet also, and equally, the family's expectations.goals% life style, and value

system; and, (4) involving the Policy
Advisory Comniltteein all phases of the program.

t

..,Parent Involvement In Compensatory
Education Programs, Stanford ResearchMenlo Park, Calif., EDRS

price, 11F-S0.75,- HC-$4.50,
1973, PP, ID).

Institute,

This report on parent involvement in compensatory
education makes recommendationsfor future Involvement'besed

on intervention studies and.
pfogram experience withparents. Various types of parental

roles are discussed ;tutors, Raid employees,advisors, and decrsicmilnakers).
Research evidence on the effectiveness of parentInvolvement in Increasing

children's subsequent, achievement is summarized, andsuggestions are made for-further
research. The second section deals with policyImpileatIons of parent Involvement.

- .
A

Reaching the Childjhrough
Parent Education: The Florida Approach, Gordon, Ira J.,and others, Institute for

Development of Human Resources,.Florlda
University, Gaines-ville, Fla., EDRS price,

HF-$0.65, HC-$6.58, 1969, pp. 130.
The papers in this report represent

individual studies resulting from activitiesof the inatitute for
Development of-Resources or frOm the Follow Through Program.The chief topics of.dliCussion are: the Ilisadvantaged infant; and the pareng educatoras a paraprofessional.agelif"Of

change In the education of the disadvantaged..
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*Stimulation Activities for Training Patents and Teachers as Educational Partners:

A Report and Evaluation, Champagne, David W.; Goldman, Richard H., Paper presented

at th ng of the American Educational Risearip Association, New York, N.Y..

EORS rice, MF-$0.65, Hc-$3.29, 1971, pp. 31.

This report summarlzei a program to help parehts learn some specific teaching skills

to help their children learn, To develop a positive reinforcement teaching style was

the basic objective because It Is both the most simple style to learn and the most

powerful style or building success in learning. Role-play stimulation in small

groups was the basic strategy for both the teacharsl learning to teach parents and

for parents learning to teach their children.

ti

Joint Training orProfessfonals and Non-Profes onals for Team FunctIoningBittbium,

Martin L., Center for the Study of Unemployed Youth, New York University, N.Y.,

EDRS prici, MF-$0.65, HC- $3.29, 1968, pp.. 20.

The jotnt training of professlonbls and non-
professionals to work together as a

team has received, heavy emphasis in tIma, projects: Project OWE (Education, for

Neighborhood. Act.fon for Better Living
Environment), and the Child Study Association,

Project Head Start Training Program for Parent Participation, The objectives in

working with parents are: (,I) to,help them Improve their neighborhoods, (2) t, help

Parents acquire power, qnd (3).tdrhelp parents achieve their aspirations and goals.

Parent group education Is the main method used.

AsParent Education In the Adult Education Program; Ncw York State Education Department,

l' Albany, N.1., Bureau of. Child Development and Parent Education,
EDRS price, MF-

$0.65, HC-$3.29, 1968, pp. 10.

The concept of parent education, i.e., activities or programs that o r parents an

opportunity. to.galn. information and knowledge to/aid them in their rot as par nts,

Is outlined and discussed.

..An Early Intervention Project:
A Longitudinal Look, Gordon, Ira J., Institute for

7Development of Human Resources, Florida University, Gainesville, Fla., RS price,

MF-$0.75, HC- $3..i5, plus postage, 1973, pp. 73.
204,r

This report describes the longitudinal research
conducted In an early intervention

program since 1966. The program is characterized by the u4e of araprofessionals

serving as home. visitors and patent educe ors. Data collection as included

measures of children's behavior and develop ment, parent-child In erections, and

parent variables such as locus of control and self concept. It I concluded that

the basic model of intervention works,
although many refinements in the delivery

system, training courses: and measurement procedures are needed.
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Home Start Evaluation Study, Case Study Sumearles, Jerome, Chris, Ed., Aby Associates,
Inc., Cambridge, Mass., High/Scope Educational Research Foundation, Ypsilanti, filch.,
EDRS price, MF-$0.78, HC-$10.20, plus postage, 1973, PP. 208.

The fourteen case study summaries included In this booklet are part of "Interim
Report of the "Home Start Evaluation Study." Each case study.was developed
after field visits to each of the demonstration programs by case study workers from
the evaluation agencies.

.flTARCOG Home Start Program, Top of Alabama Regional Council of Governments, Hunts
Human Resources Program, EDRS price, MF- $0.75, HC-$1.80, plus postage, 1973.

pp. 6.

This report describes the Top of Alabama Regional Council of Governments (TARCOG)
Home Spct.Program. Five aspects of the program'are presented: (1) the nutritional
caMpogept-almed aOhelping parents make the best use of food resources; (2) the
healthlultogram, involving provision of medical and dental services to Home Start
children, and to siblings and parents when possible; (3) psychological and' social
services which include, family counseling by Home Start staff, ond referral and con-
sultation services by mental health agencies; (4) education...component, focusing on
parent Instruction; and (5) parent, involvement, In which parents. learn to Improve
'interactions with the child at home, are encouraged to communicate openly with peers
at group meetings, and to participate in community decision-making.

4

;.,The Impact Of The Head Start Parent -Child Center Program On Parents, Hojmes, Monica,
wand others, Center for Comm Ity Research, New York, N.Y., EDRS price, MF-$0.75.

HC-$16.20, 1973, PP. 340.

This documen%\4s the final repor of the study of impact on parents of the Parent-
Child Centers PCC) which are administered through HeS6 Start, Office of Child

.

Development (000). Designed for families whose incomes fall belch; the federally
established poverty levels, the Parent-Child Center program focuses upon meeting
needs of children from the time of conception to age three, and the needs of their
parents. The demonstration program explores the feasibility and outcome of having
parents involved in a program with their children. Based on the findings presented,
the report concludes that it cannot be said that the PCC program as Implemented had
a profound effect on the majorrty of parents served. However, individual parents
made some gains as a result of the program.

Reaching Parents--The Why's and How's, Cantor, Barbara; Chabrow, Shelia, Avalia6le
from the Parent Cooperative PresChools International, 20551 Lakeshore Road, Bale
d'OrFc, Quebec, Canada, $0.50 for members; $0.75 for non-members, 1972, pp. 20.

This guide dovIdes ideas for organizing and conducting orientation and In-service
parent education programs in nursery schools (particularly cooperatives).
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erogram Handbook For Parent-School Involvement And, Parent Education, Available from
Southwest Educational Development Lab., 211 E. Seventh St., Austin, Tex., 78701,

(no price quoted), 1971, PP. 308.

This handbook is primarily concerned with the home, the school, and the community.
It is felt that the relationship among these three Institutions affects the total
development of.the child. The handbook is primarily geared toward migrant workers
and their families with the hope that program development will make a significant

'0.impact on the education of migrant children. It has beep pilot tested at three
seledted Texas iVrant Project schools.

Individualized Amelioration of Learning Disability Through Parent-Helper-Pupil
Involvement, Final Report, Murray, Beulah B., Austin Nay State _University,
Clarksville, Tenn., EDRS price, MF-$0.65,11C-$3.29,j922,.pp. 79. ,

The study assessed the feasibility of training parents to.amellorate their
children's learning disabilities in.the area of reading: Parents were instructed
in teaching their own children. Differences In gain Scores and learging rate
on the reading instruments tested.thel hypotheses of efficacy of parental help.
for 26 second graders. -Treatment included diagnosis,-teaching the parents ,

personality. theory, learning theory, and reading methodology, demonstration
lessons with children, and parents teaching their children in 12 one-hour
practicums. It is concluded that the findings indicate that some parents can
be good remedial resources for their children's learning difficulties.

.3

Parent Participation Reading Clinic - A Research-Demonstration Project, Final Report,.
Wise, James 8., Children's Hospital of the District of Columbia, Washington, D.C.,
EDRS price, MF-$0,65, HC-$3.29, 1972, pp. 69.

The general purpose of this study was to explore the possibility of developing a
Parent Participation Reading Clinic home-based instructional model for assisting
in the teaching of reading to economically disadvantaged elementary school children.
Working within a community-based child health care agency In Washington, the
reading clinic offered an innovative model for-providing remedial educational
assistance to low-income educationally handicapped.children-throughtinvolvement

of the child's parents or older sibling as a "home instructor" in the teaching
process. The general findings of this study are interpreted as 'supportive of
further development of this alternative coMpensatoriedvcation model.

Adult Involvement in Child Development for Staff and Parents, A Training Manual,
Pavioff, Gerald; Wilson, Gary, available from Publication Division, Humanics,
881 Peachtree St., N.g., Atlanta, Ga. 30309, $4, 1972, pp. 150.

Days to increase the Involvement of parents in child development progra are

presented in this training manual.
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*Structuring Communication' with Parents! Participation in Common Terms, Barnes,
Delores, Center for the Study of EValuation, California. University; 1.os Angeles:
Calif., EDRS price, MF- SD.65, HC- $3.29, 1972, pp. 38.

y was conducted to identify the language difficulties encountered by
ts in working with 106 gkial statements for elementary education. A sample
parents from middle to low Soclo-ecgnomic classes identified LA05 words,-
hrases they did not understand. After the goals wore rewritten, parents

only 58 words and phrases as not understandable.

Cross-Validation of Excuses and Cooperation as Possible Measures for Identl-
fication of Clinic Dropouts andI'Continuers, Bernal, Martha E., and others,
Denver University, Denver, Colq., EDRS price, mF-$1:1.65, HC- $3.29, 1973. pp27.

This report deals with parents who eitharldrop out or continue to cooperate
with procedures for Identlfidation of problem childeEn. Some sutlestions'are
made regarding measures for identifying dropouts and continuers in Mental,
health agencies. These suggestions are based en data collected over two
'years while familles.were being recruited during the conduct of a xlinical
research projedt involving the identification of young discipline-problem
boys. Dropping out or cooperative behavior by parents was predicted from
early reactions to the project, particularly ekcuses made in contacts with
agency. staff.

Incentives in Education Project, Impact Evaluation Report, Final Report: Planar
Corp., yashington, D.C.,SODRS price, Mf- $0.65, HC-$13.16, 1972, pp, 398.

This report describes results of a demonstration project carried-out in four - cities
during 1971-72. The project aimed at exploring the feasibility and impact of two
different forms of money incentives payments. In one form -- the "Teacher-Only".
mode I-- the teachers in a school were offered a series of bonuses ranging from $150
to $600 per class per subject, depending on the amount of-gain shown by their
students on standardized tests of reading and math. In the "Parent-Teacher" model,
the same bonus offer was made to teachers;but In addition, there were cash payments
of $12.50 to $50 offered to each parent, depending on the mean gain shown by all

'of the students in their cRild's class. The report notes that although It Is

possible that results reflect factors other than the incentive offer, the achievement
gains observed for students In the Parent-Teacher model were substantially greater
thafi those of the control group. Differences in achievement gain between the
Teacher -.only model. and the control group were negligible. Other results from the
analysis of the attitude and behabior data also are presented and discussed, but
no simple patterns were evident in these results.
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A Parent Education Program For increasing Young Chlierea's Sustained. Attention to
"'Verbal Stimuli, illschltler, Irene, EDRS price, HF-$0,75; HC-$1.50, plus postage',

1971, pp:16.

This study shows the effectiveness of two parent education programs designed to
increase young children's sustained attention to verbal stimuli. Forty 18- to 24-
month -old children and their mothers' served as subjects.

The Parent Involvement Program, A Final- Report, Dusevice, pussell )4., West Chester
State College, Learning Research Center, West Chester, Pa,, EDRS' price/ 1**,750.65,
HC- $3.29, 1972, pp. 43. ,

The Parent. Involvement Program was designed to help low-incOme disadvantaged mothers
teach their yolung children-during the infant and toddler stages. at home. to help
prepare them for later school entrance. The first. two sessions began in the
spring, 1972, with 19 mother's participating. A tutor visited each Mother for one
hour each week to discuss specific aspects of child development.and to-provide.
her with specific related actrvities'to work on with her child: The program,
was considered successful: therawas a large increase in the amount of mother-
child Interaction; mothers were a little more understanding of child behavior; 'and
children improved physically, mentally, ettotioeally, and socially.

MF-50.65, HC-$3.29, 1971, Pp, 57.
A Narrative of Head Start Parents in Parsicipan Croups, Wohlford, Paul, EDRS price,

Sensitivity training groups rarely have been conducted among people of low income.
A modification of the laboratoritraining method, here called the "participant
group method," was used with low-income black parents of Head Start children to
demonstratti under what conditions participant groups might be helpful to.parents
and their children. Eight different groups each met twice a week for eight weeks
within the context of either helping the child with language skills at home or
helping the parents with their robrems of child-rearing. It was concluded that
the participant group methoasee to be a very effective vehicle to deliver
community-clinical psychological s rvices directly to low-income parents for
educational, remedial, and Prevent ve functions regarding their preschool children..

qiome-Oriented Preschool Education: Evaluation Of The Prototype Home Visitor Package.
Technical Report No 45. Shive19 Joe,E,, and others, Appalachia Educational Lab.,
Charleston, W. Va., EDRS price, MF1$6.75, HC-$4.20, plus postage, t574, pp. 86.

An evaluation of the HOPE (Home-Oriented Pi4sChool Education) Trdlning Packago for
home visitors (paraprofessional educators). The home visitor is one part of the
three-way--home, group, television-integrated instruction program being developed
by the Appaliachian educational Laboratory for the education of preschoolers.
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Parent Involvement' Staff Handbook: A Manual for Child Development Programs,
Lundberg, Christina M.; Miller, Veatrice M available from the Day Care and
Child Development'Council of America, 1401 K St., N.W, Washington, D.C. , 200b5,
$2;.plus .50 postage and handling on orders under $5, and 102 of total to
orders $5 for postage and handling.

'1

A handbook to guide coordinatori of parent activities in their role in a quality'
Head Start program. Discuss3on includes the following: motivation, informal and
formal participation, teamwork, and total involvement. A bibliography is attached.

.Principles of Home Visiting, The Day Care and Child Development Council'of Amerita,
Inc., 1012 - 14th St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 200Q5, $2.00, 1975.

Tells the story, with phiStolgraphs, of some.of the Joys and pitfalls in the life.of
a homevisitor. Developed after two years of working with parents and children of
Southern Appalachia, the booklet describes some of the basic principlei needed in
successful home visiting. They include sensitivity to the family's pride and
dignity, knowing when to act and when to wait;-ln awareness of the political and
power structure of the community. Not appropriate for school-age parents. May
be helpful for teachers and administrators in developrg-KensLtivity to the needs
of people who live in poverty.

41A Guide fol. Home Visitors(Preliminary Draft), Barbrack, Christopher, and others,
Demonstration and Research Center for Early Education, Peabody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tenn., Available from Information Office, DARCEE, Box 151, George Peabody
College, Nashville, Tenn. 37203, S2, 1970, pp. 197.

To increase the educability of preschool children from low-income homes, the Demon-
stration and Research Center'for Early Education(DARCEE) devised a home visiting pro-
gram to teach the mother to be an effective teacher of her child at home. The DARCEE
guide is intended as one resource to help provide information for persons in training
to be home visitors and to help trainees develop skills and attitudes necessary for
changing maternal patterns of interaction Where necessary. Referencesand a glossary
of terms are included. Appendix A lists suggested activities for home visits. Appen-
Ox B lists a sample unit.

AiGuide for Group Leaders for "Parents are Teachers: A Child Management Program",
Becker, Wesley C., Available from Research Press Co., 2612 N. Mattis Ave.,
Champaign, III. 61820, $2, 1971, pp. 41.

This manual is designed to assist group leaders in training parents with the child'
management program, "Parents Are Teachers". Activity outlines for each of the 10-
week sessions show the teacher how to present parents with various kinds of rein-
forcementand discipline systems. Hypothetical situations are used to teach
parents how they can encourage their children to help themselves.
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ReachIng Parents--Parent Programming and Workshop Planning, Chisho4m, Jqan
available from Parent Cooperative Preschools International, 20551 Lakeshore Road,
Bale d'Urfe, Quebec, Canada, $0.50 for members; $0.75 for non-members, 1972, pp. 11.

This booklet provides suggestions for organizing programs and workshops for parents
of children in cooperative PreSchools. Workshop topics, suggestlons'for selecting
spelker, and ways to encourage attendance of,fathers are discussed.

N,
.The Development and Evaluation of a Parent Training.M4nual for Home Instruction,

Yaman, Nancy; Hanson, Ralph A., Southwest Regional' Educational Lab., Inglewood, Calif..,
EDRS price, MF,-$0.65;q1C-$3.29, 1971, PP. 24.

, _

This paper describes the home-based Parent-Assisted Learning Program (PAL) deiefOrTia--'
by the Southwest Regional Educational Lab. In developing the PAL gUlde four basic,
guidelines were followed: (1)`minimizing the reading requirements for parents,
(2)1providing a means for parents to practice skills being taught, (3) providing a
means fOr parents to evaluate their own learning, and (4) keeping training procedures
as brief as possible.

The New Orleans Model for Parent-Infant Education, Rabinotatz, Melba, Available from
Curriculum Specialist, Parent Child Developmental Center, 3300 Freret St ii New
Orleans, La. 70115_, no charge', EDRS price, MF-$0.65, HC-$3.29, 1973,.Pp. 19.

This paper states the basic assumptions underlying the philosophy and methods used .

at the Parent Child Development Center. The assumptions discussed in relation to
program content are: (I) some parents have chi4d-rearing styles which negatively
influence some aspect of their child's development; (2) parents need a general base
of chtld-rearjng ihforMation in order to make informed choices about their own
practices; () parents,who understand underlying princip,les of human development
will be more likely to use these forces to support growth and learning; and (4)
adults and children learn best in a supportive, self-respecting relationship with
others. Methods of teaching parents include the observation of models of adult-child
interaction styles, and parent participation in discussions and demonstrations on the
management of children in a variety of situations.. The program emphasizes the parent's
language and vocabulary development to help the parent become more independent in
seeking child development information.

AhStrategies for the Design of Parent Training Programs: Intellectual Stimulation and
Motivation of Young Children, Morreau, Lanny E., Available from Central Midwestern
Regional Educational Lab., inc., 1640 E. 78th St., Minneapolis, Minn.55423 (no
price quoted), 1972, pp. 82.

A summary of the input of seven professionals to the planning and development of a
parent-training program, "Teaching Your Child," is presented.. The articles included
are written as applied demonstrations of decision rules to be incorporated into
programs for helping parents stimulate their children intellectually.
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Evaluating Parent Involvement. Issue Paper No. I, Safran, Daniel, Available from*Center for the Study of Patent Involvement, 2544
Etna St., Berkeley, Calif. 94704,$2,50, EDRS price, MF- $O.75,

HC-$1.50, plus postage, 1974, pp. 19.

Th9s paper poses a series of questions to assist
programs in deciding what it isabout parent involvement that they Wish to evaluate..

The questions focus on thenature of parent involvement, why it
is needed, and what evaluation should include.A conceptual framework for

research on the impact of parent
involvement Is sue -.,gested, and a plea is made for

researchers and practitioners to acquire greaterconceptual relativity and to look beyond student achievement 'outcomes as the stan-dard of parent involvement's success.

,,,,What Should Constitute the Curriculum of Black Schools and How Much Parentl'Harticipation? Brown, Frank, paper presented at the Annual Meeting orthe American Educational Research Association,EORS price MF=30.75, HC-$1.50,plus postage, 1974, pp.17.

During the 1972-73 school year, a are Northern urban school district
requested that a feasibility study for a community policy board to governa junior high school be conducted.

A committee-Was appointed to conductthe study. A par of the tifk was to sample the opinion of students,parents, and teat ers. The study provides strong evidence suggesting thati atblack students an parents desire a school curriculum
that includes theteaching of basic skills:

reading, writing, spelling, speech, mathematics,and the basic social sciences.
It seems clear from this study that parentalinvolvement in school.matters is less desirable for these who have neverwitnessed full parental involvement

than for those who have experienced it.Overall, black parents have expressed
a strong desire for parental partici-

pation in school matters.
Black students seem to be somewhat less concernedabout parental involvement.
Teachers are mildly receptive to the idea.

Title 1 ESEA: How It Works, A Guide for Parents and
Parent Advisory Councils,*Available from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing:Office,

Washington, D.C. 20402 (Stock No. 1780-012311, $1.15,,EDRS price, MF-:$0.75,
HC-$3.15, 1973, pp. 62.

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) is the largest
federal aid to education program. This bodtlet is an effort to explain it.

A Chii'd Gook Forth, Taylor,
Barbara J., Brigham Young University

Press, Provo,°Utah, $7.95, 1965, pp. 133

Written for teachers of preschoolers,
this book would not be appropriate forschool-age parents to use on their own,but may be useful for teachers and programadministrators. It includes lesson plans, ideas for teaching in small groups,creative use, of materials.

Helpful.bibliographies complete each section.
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Sparks, Activities to Help Learn At Rome, Belton-, Sandra' and-Teeborgh.

Christine, Behavioral Publications,
72 Fifth Ave., New YOrk, N.Y. 10011

$4.00, 1972, pp. 120.

An excellent resource for
Scponi-age Arents 04100 them develop pride in.

themselves as teachers of thete'own childredo-,EaSY to read,:easy.to fa-I/ow.

multi-ethnic-illustrattons.
the book is divided into U41pafts, the first

is arranged in subject arets such as readings mathematics, sotence,,and'art;;

in the second, activities are, arranged by:place:and' time Each activity!is

spelled Out with simple
ereCtiorit for "what'you need" and "what ybb do.".

The introduction contaiht a
word of caution that may beespecially helpfUl

for school - age parents: .4iwaYs praise your4lvil n.'yoUr child tries to

On something. Accept what your:Child. does. with the und' tani)ing.that your

childUs doing his or'her best. Do not feel disappOihied lf,your child for-

gets things You have taught:befOre Or do not:expect perfectiop."

A RepOrt on the
EvafuatIon'of the Pareni/Child IbY-LendingthraryTrogram,

Nimnicht, Glen P., and
others,J.ar West Lab. for EduCational Research -and Develop-

ment,.Berkeley, Callf,,..EDRS
price, MF-$0.69, . HC.$3.29. 1971. pp. 87. '''(61

The Parent/Child
Tby-LUbraiy Program Is

described and a report is given of.its

evaluation.
The (migrate is a 10-week cOurse

for parent* Of three-and four-. year

oldchildren, an educational- Toy
Library for the parents, and 4 training program

for the teacher - librarians
who will tea4h.the course

and operate the library',

Evaluation of the 'children's
achievement Was made

thrbiUghlompaelson of pre-teit

and post-tett scores on.the Responsive Teit.
Results Indicate that the children

learned a considerable amount
because Of 'thele

involvement with the program,

Recipes For Fun ($2:00), More Recipes fOr Fun ($2.00), Reepes'For Holidayy

Fun ($2.00), I
Saw a Purple tow and 100

Other Recipes For Learning ($2.3$

Cole,,Ann;, Haas, Carolyn; Heller, Elizabeth and Weinberger. Betty, Parents

as Reteurces
(PA$) Project. 464 Central

Ave.; Northfield, Ill. 60093.

This series of activity books for parents and-others who
Work with children

contains a multiplicity of good
ideas for using simple, household items such

as paper bags,-cardboard
tubes, egg cartons, boxes, etc. to make attractive

toys and games that offer learning experiences for children. Excellent as

idea starters. Geared toward preschooler,
rather than infants and toddlers.

Could be used by school-age parents as a resource.

Yellow Pages Of Learning
ReSources, Wurman, Richard Saul, The MIT Press, Massachusetts

,Wfte of Technology, Cambridge,
Masi:. 02142, 51.95, 1972, pp. 94.

Takes a unique view of the
city--any city--as a learning laboratory. Presented

in the format of the
yellow pages of a telephone

directory, this attractive

'resource shows that:c1assrooms
are not the only places

fer learning and converts

the environment of
ankety.into-a new and.exciting classroom, Starting with the

question "What Can'you-learn from . ." an accountant; a
bakery, a telephone,

a vacadt IOC;
pdprtroom,' city hail, hdtel,, this

book provides some fascinating

leads. It can.beised
by-parents....teacherS and students.

The reading level is

easy.. An appenexJ-ists
educational programs. around

the country that are using

envIronmentt,other than the classroordat a-learning resource.
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An Assessment of Cognitive Growth in Children Who Have Participated in the Toy-
Lending Component of the Parent-Child Program, Rayder, Nicholas F., and others, Far
West Lab. forEducatlonal Research and Development, Berkeley, Calif,, EDRS price,

.MF-$0.65, HC-$3.25, 1576,1 pp. 12.

Thil0 wort is one of a series evaluating the Parent/Child PrOgram designed to pro-
'vide "school education for 3- to 4-year-olds whose parents cannot afford nursery
schools but yet are above the income level for Head Start partibipatlon. Two grOups
of Parents participated in separate but equivalent parent/child courses in a class-
room setting, 2 hours a week for.FD weeks, and were taught how.to teach their
children through the use of educafional toys,

..Parent Education n
u.

Family life, Child Develo nt: The First Five Years, Burea
wof Continuing cation, Curriculum Services ew York State Education Department,

Albany, N.Y., AS, 'table fronsPublications istribution Unit, State Education fildg.,
Albany, N.Y. 1222 (free to,N:Y. State school personnel when ordered through State.

"school administrate EDRS ice MF-$0,65, HC- $3.29, 1570, pp. 79.

First in a series.of th child development leSson plan manuals for adult basil
education instructors, thi,p publication contains materials on pregnancy and prepara-
tion for parenthood, infant care, characterLsticchild behavior at different ageST
the physical and emotional needs of smart children, their social and intellectual

//tneeds, and family relationships and responsibilities. Gad,' lessbn covers-background
material for instructors, objectives, lesson motiLation and development, suggested
activities, and student worksheets and fact sheets. A lesson plan evalua ion check-
list is also included.

'Communication: Parents-Children-Teachers, Association'for Childhood Education
International, Washington, D.C:, $1.75, pp. 76, 1969,

Written for teachers and administrators rather than for. parents and children,
.this booklet stressei.how school officials can increase commundcation by making
parents feel more accepted and comfortable in the school. setting. May be help-
ful for teachers and administrators. Does not deal with the problems of school-
age parents.
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...The History of childhood, de Meuse, Lloyd, :(editor), The Psychohistory Press,

'2315 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10024, $12.51:4 1974, pp 450.

Did parents a4ays act much the same as they do today old they love and care

for their children in similar': ways or has child car changed substantially over

the centuries? How did parents.feel about their children, what did. they sai

to them, what were her private fantasies abciut them, and how did these affect

growing. up in the past? These questions,ara taken up by 10 psychohisterians

who:surveyed the history of childhood during the past two thousand years.
Their book is the result of a five-year research projecisponstired by the Asso."

elation for 'Applied Psychoanalysis. It contains chapters' on the evolution of

the concept of childhood, late Roman and elrly Medieval childhood, children

and parent relationships from the Ninth folihe Thirteenth Centuries, the middle-.

class child in Fourteenth and Sixteenth Century', Italy, Fifteenth and Sixteenth

CenturY English Childhood, trends, in SeviAtteenth Century French chifd rearing,

child rearing in Seventeenth Century.England and America, Eighteenth CentUry

.
American childhood, childhood in Imperial Russia, and childhood in'Nineteenth

Century EUrope.
e'

Two Worlds of Childhood,, Bronfenbrennee, Urie, Simon and SchUster, Inc.,
630 Fifth Avenue, New Yofk, N.Y. 10020, $2.95. Ivo, pp.-490.

This comparative study-of the process of socialization contrasts child rearing '
in two cultures, the U.S.'s family-centered style and the U.S.S.R's collective-
centered system. "What most differentiates Russian parents from their American
counterparts," Bronfenbrenner observes, "i5 the emotional loading of the parent-
child relationships,, both in its positive and negative aspects. On -the one

hand both adults and childrenln the U.S.S.R. are more demonstrative toward
each other. On the other hand, any departure from proper behavior evokes from
the parent a curtailment of this demorfstrativeness." "This ateti holds true for
life in the children's collective. The psychological effects of collective
upbringing and strong peer pressure results in behavior consistent with thee
values of the adult society and succeeds in Inducing members. to take per-

sonal initiative and responsibility for developing and maintaining such be-
havior in others. On the other hand,.despfte collective upbringing, emotional
ties between Russian parents and children are exceptionally strong. "Maternal
overprotection, overt display of physical affection, and simple companion-
ship between parents and children abpear more pronounced in Soviet society than
in our own;" the author notes. "American society emerges as one that gives
decreasing prominence to the family a5 a socializing agent." This is the
result of centrallted Schools, the working mother, and increasing use of day

care. American youngsters now spend more time with their.peers and more time
watching television than they do with their families. Ago segregation is
all-pervasive in American society.' Bronfenbrenner.suggests: "If the Russians
have gone too far in subjecting the child and his peer group eo conformity
to a single set of values imposed by the adult society, perhaps we have
.reached the point of diminishing returns in allowing excessive autonomy and
in failing to utilize the constructi'Ve potential of the peer group in develop-
ing social responsibillty and consideration for others." -He 'recommends the
involvement of parents, and other adults, in the lives of children, and
greater involveMknt. of children in responsibility on behalf of their own

family, community, end society at large. This. is a thought-provoking hook

for parents, feachers, and administrators.
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*Education for Parenthood and the Schools, Kruger, W. Stanley, Bureau of Elementary
and Secondary Education, Washington, D.C. TS price, KF-$0.65. KC-$3.29, 1872,
pp. 23.

School - related programs of the Education for Parenthood Project are described. The
purpose of the project is to provide young people with knowledge and skills to enable
them to be effective parents. The rationale for such a program Is based on the .1

Ineffectiveness of current laissez-faire policy In schools, as reflected by problem of
'child abuse, retardation, infant care,, drug abuse, and divorce rate for young marria
Six programs now in existence in high schoOli around the country are described.

(

Plice, Cambridge, Bass. 138.

"EXO*Ing Childhood" Is a year-long course of study for Junior and senior high
school students with the objective of helping them learn more about them
selves while working directly with preschool children. The study program con-
sists of three modules each of which is supported by a Wide variety of resource
materials including student booklets, stud,/ guides, films, records, and posters.
Module I, "Working with Children," sets the stage for actualfleld work by help-
ing students develop a sense of competence before starting to work with children
and builds the class into a support group in which failures as well 46 success-
es can be discussed. Commonplace situations with children and their teachers
are presented as case studies through film, audio-tape, story, and photo essay.
Module 11, "Seeing Development," requires students to spend two or more hours
a week working at a day care center, kindergarten, or other child care center.
Working in cooperation with the field-site teacher, or.caregivey, they are
able to make on-the-spot observations about the various stages of 04.1d groWth
and development. Module III, "Family. and Society," helps students understand
the'social forces that influence a 'child's life. This section uses a series
of 'documentary films showing interactions in a variety of families. The meter-

-lei IS designed to helghten students' perception of what is transmitted to
children in daPY life, and to let students experience the childrearing styles
of families other than their own-in order to gain insight into attitudes, tra-
ditions, and values of others. -While not designed specifically for adolescents
who are parents, this course may be particularly valuable for young parents,
since it elves them an Insight into child growth and development and the socie-
tal forces that influence the family. The curriculum materials are attractive
and clearly presented, particularly those which explain complex psychological
theories. While the price for the entire package ($1,800.00) is high, mater-
ials may be purchased as single units at reasonable rates. For example, a pro-
gram for school-age parents may firid that the Family and Society settlon fits
into Its own curriculum and may order Only this unit, or a program.may'want to
use only the filmstrips on child development. For fprther Information. contatt
the Education Development Center at the above address.

Exploring Childhood. Education Center, Social Studies Program, 1$
kifFlin
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*Educational Services for School -Age Parents, A Resource Manual. New Brunswick Board
01 Education, tr.J.; New Jersey State Dept, of Education, Trenton, N.J, Office of
Program Development, ORS Price, 0,-50.66, liC$4.20, plus postage, 1974, pp. 82. ,,

...
4

.

This resource manual contains the goals, evaluation,desIgn, evaluation results, and ,

complete description of a program developed for school -age In the New Bruns
wick, ii.J, public schools: The project was validated In 1973 by the standards and '

bguidelines of the U.S. Office of Education and found to b Successful and innovative.
Itprovides educational, nutritional, and health care se Ices for the.pregnant
studentwhile she is attending public school. Culdelint. are offered In the following
areas; initiating the program, Implementing the program, and administration of the
program. Forms and reference materials are appended. ' r

o
...Preparation for a Dual Role; Homemaker-Wage Earner with Adaptations, to Inner -City
I'Vouth, Volume II, Final Report: Dalrymple, Julia 1., and others, Purdue UniveSsi,ty,

Lafayette, Ind., EDRS price, ge-$0.65, 11C-113.16, 197D, pp. 321
0, ,

These resource curricuiummaterials for a home economics course are pre anted here
for use y teachers to prepare disadvantaged students for their homemake family-
member ole and the dual roles of homemaker and wage earner, The purpose of the
study is to discover some implications for (caching-those students from poverty
area In an urban setting a new1I'designed home economics course.. The thrust of
this course is to prepare the student for a role as homemaker and family member
In a changing society. It also prepares the student In occupations utilizing home
economics knowledge and SkIlls.

moment of Psychology, Community College for Adult Education, Lake-Erie College,
Painesvkjle, Ohio, EDRS MF-$0.66, HC-$3.29; 1968, pp. 33.

The objective of the pilot studies was to evolve a course whicltwould Increase the
confidence and competence of young people to undertake'the responsibility of parent-
hood, as well as to sharpen the awareness and sensitivity'of those who had already
undertaken this role. Tree training groups of students were selected. One group.
consisted -Of college senits contemplating'..MaTriage, one consisted of young Parents,
and another of parents of adolescents. The hypothesis was justified that there would

. be identifiable. recurrent problems or themes In algl three groups. All of the parti-
cipating students felt a great need for such a course and recommended that It also
be available to high school 'students as well as to students in adult education.

Pre-Parental Education, Final Report, Washburne, Vera; Washburne,_Norman F., Depart-

a
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Pre arin Tom4rrow's Parents, 4g, Ilizabeth, Public Affairs Pamphlets, 38t Parks
Ave: South, Now ork, . . 10016, 50.35, 1975. PP: 28.

This 'pamphlet notes that three-fourths of all teen-ago first'prognancies are
conceived before marriage and that these young people begin their parenthood
with 11ttla idea of what It entails. Until lately the nation's high school;
haVi, offered only highly academic family life and-child development courses with
no practical experience outside the classroom. Tho booklet gives an overview
Of tho Education for Parenthood program jointly sponsored by the U. S. Office of
Education and the Office} of Child. Development and details how It is wOiyng in
various parts of the coentry. If also outlines other parenthood education
prOjects being sponsored-by some national youth-serving organizations such as
The'Boys Clobvf America, The Salvation Army, Boy Scouts and10Irl Scouts and
the National 4.H Founiiation,

Liberating YoungChIldren From Sex Roles, Greenleaf, Phyllis Taube, New England
4/Free-Prpss, 60 Union Square. Somerville'Mass. 02143. $0.30. 1972, pp. 22.

Describes how adults consciously and unconsciously teach Sex role stereotypes
and gives ways to challenge the Ideologyof sexism as It As elpressed in the play
of yoqng children. This booklet is goodipackground for those.starting a day care
eenter.

.,Living Room School Project, Final Evaluation Report, I972-1973. McNally, Lawrence,
7Nassau County Board of Cooperative-Educational Services. Jericho, N.Y., EDRS price.
" MF-50.65, Hc-56.513, 1973, Pp. ISO.

I This report Is an evaruationof NS Living Room School Project In Nassau County,
'N.Y.,which stresses the use of home settIngslor a preschool. program that involves
children and parents. The projeet's major objective was to help parents meet
their child's needs as parents learn to recognize themselves and their home as
educational. resources. Illiescurriewleh emphasizes activities indigenous to a home

'setting, and is designed to promote cognitive and affective development.

\,., .

.

41Current Trends
11'

oar Issues In Day Care In Canada, Clifford. , Howard, paper
presented at the Northwest Regional Conference of the Child Welfare League
of America, EDRS price, MF-50.65, MC-53.29. 1977. PIT.72.

lajor issues concerning day care in da are discussed, Including: 'infant

. o

care, family day care, emergency c re, pluralism, thfldren's needs, community
hosed service, parent chol6, par nt involvement, and staff qualifcations

(1. or staff training. .., '
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Caret Chan es in Child And Parent'FunctioninolliceWrOstzphunitio2
ionto:ars, Culver City Onlf o Sc o 0 strict, -C 1 :

Reiss-David Child Study Center, Los Angeles, Calif., ERRS price, MF.$0.75. HC-$6.60,

plus postage, 1973, pp. 130.

This 'study Investigates relationships between the family environment and mainteGance.
of children's gains (rem early childhobd educational experiences. Participating
families received training and counselling from social workers. who focused on
ImprOALIng parent-child relationships. Results indicated that intervention with the
paran a did leadkto measurable behavior change In their children.

I

*Protect Patrol: Evaluation (Second Operational Year) and Proposal for Continuation
Grant (Third Operational Year), Cooperative Educational Service Agenity 3, Glllott,
Ails., (ORS prlce, MF-50.75, RC-94.20, pluS'postage, 1972, pp. 90.

Project Patrol Is an experimental approach to pro - school education Involving a
parent training program, based on the technjques of behavior Mbdiftiption. This
report Includes the rationale., the analysis of main objectives, and the a4manis-

..trative organitation of the project at the completion of its second year in operation.

+1

01.0arning,Together, An Antholo of featur and Highlights from "The Parent

Cooperativot" available-7Th; Parent C opu atIve Preschools International. ,

20551 Lakeshore Road; Dale d'Urfe, Quc ec. Canada, 52.00, 1970, pp. 46.

An anthology of leastures and highlights from The Parent Cooperative' is pre-

sented, commemorating the tenth anniversary of the Canadian Parent Cooperative
Preschools International. Included In-the review are discussions of the theory
behind a good cooperative preschool education, the relationship between parents
and teachers Working together as educators, the extension of the cooperative ideal
reaching nut around the world and for variously handicapped children, ways in
which parents and educators can help enrich the child's experiences, and success-
ful ,urriculum of a good preschool program. The book is extensively Illustrated.

41Home-Orlented Preschool Education: Pro ram Overview and R
Appalachia Educational Lab.. Charleston, W. Va., EORS price,

1972. PP. 38.

- '

The Introductory volume to the Home - Oriented Preschool Educe ion (HOPE) Program
describes all elements of the program and the requirements f r im lementatIon.

HOPE is an approach to education for 3-. 4i. and 5-year old c .ran that uses

instruction, mobile classroom instruction, and parent 1nSt uction. This

book ,t Is one of 7 design to guide program implementation and operation.

Ire nts, Alford, Roy W.,

MF-50. 5. MC-53.23.
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0South CouglAS County Early Childhood Education Pro ect First_,-Year Evaluation
Report, South QmpqUa School DistrrirMyrtlo Creo Ore., EDRS price, 11E-a,65,
HC-S6.50, 1972, pp. 129.

The South Douglas County Early' Childhood Education Project serves preschool
. children (Nib 3 to 5 years old and handicapped children from birth to ago S. The
program, designed to establish a parent-school partnership, brings teaching ideas
and materials to the home of participating families, Parents control the educa-
tional process, aided by,comounity coordinators who vltl.t homes once every two weeks
to explain each learning package to parents, zissist, if requested, In teaching the
tasks, and.Suggest additional material and methods, Group meetings and flold trips
are hold periodically.

...Classroom on Wheels, Murfreesboro City Schools, Murfreesboro, term., EDITS price,
wirr-T076-97-1C--7379-7,1972, pp. 27.

Designed for 3- and 4-year old disadvantaged ch(14en and their parents, a mobile
unit consisting of a renovated school bus turned classroom.is described. It

travels to three areas daily for a 2-hour period. The program for lildren is
designed primarily for developmental skills--visual, sensory, audit y, and
cognitive. Activities emphasize language and concept development, the development
of a positive self-Image, and enrichment experiences. A program for parents
operati concurrdntly includes home visits and contacts, group meetings, news-
letters a mework. book, picture, and toy lending libraries, and a "teaching
tiny tots" II sson plan. Results are reported which exceed expectations In language
and measured IQ gains as well as in personal and social development. Appendices
provide information on approximate costs for operation of a mobile classroom and
on floor plans.

Child Care Handbook, American Home Economies Association, 2010 Massachusetts
l'Ave.,757720036, $4.00, 1975, pp 74.

"Chile care is more than more baby-sitting service. It Is a family service
intended to supplement home care," this booklet. states. It presents a thorough
analysis of the various types of child care and the issues Involved. It gives

tips on how to structure creative experiences for children in day care, and
provides an excellent list of books, records, songs, and art materials. It

offers a complete description of the type of physical environment--indoor and
outdoor space--most conducive to quality child care. Also covered are other
subjects such as staffing, working with parents, guidance and health, and
finance and business marfagement. An extensive bibliography lists a variety
of helpful books, films og,child care, recipes for art materials, and sources
of information.on records, supplies and equipment, and information on the spetlal
child.
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..Clustering and the Selection of a Representative Sample of Parent Child Centers
'Ffor a Study of the Impact of the National Program, Carrier, Brucet Holmes, Monica.

Center for Community Research, New York, N.Y., ORS price, HF-$0.65, HC-$6.58,
1922,'pp. 180.

Thirty-three Parent-Child Centers (PCCs) are grouped Into five clusters according'
to thematic orientation of content or Intent for parents' and children's programs
in order to provide models which may be viewed asfstrata in selecting-Centers
as iammlIng points for Phase II of the national PLC evaluation -- an in -depth
study of project impact on low - Income member families at the sample Centers. The
rationale is presented for the choice of the particular Center to be studied within
each cluster,

.% Report of the Home-Based Working Conference, Learning institute of North Carolina,
'FlcarrTing Institute of North. Carolina, Durham, NX.,EDRS price, MF-$O.65, HC-$3.29,

1973, PP. 67.

The primary objective of this conference was to provide Head Start program
representatives with information and descriptive materials on'approaches to home-
based edulatfOn for preschool children with the parent as the focal point.
Descriptions of six different programs outline objectives, services, advantageS,
and disadvantages, Cost, evaluation plans, and staff training. Also Included are
conference evaluation data, brief descriptions of other home-based programs,
and a bibliography.

The Sands School Project: Third Year Results, Gross, Ruth B., and others, Depart-
ment of Psychology, Cincinnati University, Cincinnati, Ohio, EDRIrice. MF- $0.65,
HC- $3.29, 1970. pp. 55.

The third year of study comparing the perfoimance of four groups.of_ehildren
attending Sands School is reported. The four groups were a Hontess'oni classroom,
a nongraded classroom, children with preschool experience and in conventional
(graded) classrooms.

..Parent Cooperative Group Child Care, Faragher, John, and others, EDRS price, HF-$0.75,
°F-HC-S).15, plus postage, 1973. pp. 58.

A model for cooperative day care is proposed which aims to protect the beneficial
aspects o( the child-rearing relations of the nuclear family by substituting a
caring group of parents for the caring solitary parent. Described are some of the
issues and problems involved in the creation of the State Street Center Parent
Cooperative In New Haven, Conn.
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The Challenge of DayEare In the Seventies: One Agency's Response, Blumenfeld,

Harry; Schwlmmer, Barbara, ERRS price, MF-S0.65, HC-$3.29, 1973, pp22

The Jewish Board of Guardians, In collaboration with the Agency for Child
Development. developed a program to respond to the complex mental health
concerns of children in day care, thglrjamilles and the communities In which

they'llve. The program includes on-site consultation, staff development
sessions, and pars - professional training. An assertion is made that a profes-

sional white mental health agency with a knowledgeiOf child growth and develop-
ment developed out"of years of practice and research has a significant con-
tribution to make $15 Institutions that serve minority children and their

families:

1

AiPrekinderearten Day Care is School -- Plus, Bureau of Child Development and
"Parent Education, New York State Education Department, Albany, N.Y., EDRS
price, MF-S0.65, HC-$3.29, 1973, PP.79

This document presents guidelines to help school personnel design efficient
administration of day care services for young children and thelr families.

r

Forty Innovative Programs in Early Childhood Education, Fallon, Berlie J., Ed.,_
Ave' lablefrom Lear.Siegier, Inc., Fearon Publishers, 6 David Drive, Belmont,

Calif. 94002, no price quoted, 4973. pp. 285.

This book contains detailed descriptions of forty programs in early childhood

education. Programs are innovative in the sense that each represents new depar-

tures and apNches for the implementing school systems. A resources sctiOn

includes an ove view of the field of early childhood education and fourteen ex-

cerpts from materials provided by schools with exemplary programs.'

.Plagetian Theory on Imitative Behavior in Childhood: Direction for Parent-Infant

"ducation, Simmons, Patricia, M., Paper presented at the Special Invitational

interdisciplinary Seminar: Piagetian Theory and Its Implications for the Helping
Professions, UniverSity of Southern California, Los Angeles, EDRS price, MF-$0.65,

HC-$3.29, 1973, pp: 14.

Piagetian theory, provides direction and support for an earl)", identification, early

intervention focus for special education of handicapped children. ThiS focus

Includes guidance and training for p'arent and child. td enhance their relationship and

to facilitate the child's mbvement through normal developmental sequences In sensory-

motor, cognitive. linguistic, and social areas.

o.
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,,Beyond Benevolence.-The Mental Health Role of the Preschool Teacher,, Stein, Myron,
"and others, Available from Center for Preventive Psychiatry, 340 Mamaroneck Ave.
White Plains, N.Y., 10605, $1, 1969, pp. 52.

This report describes a 4-year project at the Sarah Lawrence Nursery School in which
the teacher's role was expanded to include extensive work with parents. Nursery :
school teachers, after conferring with psychiatric consultants aboUt children's
problems, had frequent meetings with parents in which observational and childrearing
Information was shared, and effective strategies for dealing with 10411v1dual children
were worked out.

0Children and Their Parents in Brief Therapy, Borten, Harvey and Barten,
Sybil S., Behavioral Publications, 72 Fifth Ave,, New York, N.Y. 10011,
513.95. 1973. en.323.

A'cotlection of papers reflecting the growing movement in. child psychiatry
to use short-germ intervention. The papers include a sampling of innovative
experiments for the short-term treatment of children and their parents. In
contrast to traditional long-term treatment, the therapist rapidly deline-
ates the problem rathet than waiting for a solution to emerge, the thera-
pist urges the child and/or parents to explore and define available options
for correction. The papers range-from discussions of conflicts arising at
crises of the prenatal period, or those stemming 'from unwarranted prenatal,
expectations to brief treatment of problems such as drug abuse and other,
difficulties' of adolescents. Interesting for researchers, may be helpful
to administrators.

The Emotional Care of Your Child, Abrahamsen, David, Trident Press, 630 Fifth Ave.,
New York, N.V. 10020, 1969, 50.75. Pp. t87.

Writes as a psychoanalyst and as aparent, recognizes that it is not uncommon
for parents to feel threatened when a -demanding infant enters theit lives. It::
is natural for the parent to see the child as an extension of self, but the
author stresses that it is important for the child's grOwth that the parent
separate himself from this attitude and develop feelings of empathy, insight,
and objemt1441ty. The reaging level maybe too sophisticated and demanding for
school-age parents. The book could also be upsetting by raising, more issues than
they are ready to deal with -. a Freudian approach to the Oedipus complex, for
example. Sections on infancy and approaching adulthood may be helpful to teachers
and administrators.
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The Education of Parents of Handicapped Children, Info-Pak1, Selected Readings,
Michigan St4e0 University, East Lansing, Regional Instructional Materials Center
For Handicapped Children and Youth, EDRS price, MF-$0.65,

HC-$3.2O, 1971; PP..19.

The information packet contains six abridged readings on the education of parent's
of,retarded or disadvantaged children. Specific teaching techniques, such as
recognizing individual performance levels, are offered to maximize retarded child-
ren's. learning. A handbook on parent councils discusses parent Involvement in
school programs for disadvantaged children and suggests ways of implementing a
program or undertaking activities.

Report Of The Essential Early Education Project, Knight, Martha F., and others,
Vermont University, Burlington College of Education; prepared with the cooperation
of the Colchester and Chittenden South School Districts, EDRS price, MF-$0.75,
HC-$15.00, plus postage, 1973, pp. 304.

Presented is the 1972-73 reporl of the second year of the EssentPni Early Education
Project in two Vermont school districts to identify 5-year -old children eligible, for
special education, develop materials for dissemination, and continue the home-based,
parent training program. -Noted is the refinement and replication of survey and
testing procedures leading to the development of a census and survey manual and
derivation of minimum objectives For the kindergarten year and from birth to 6 years.

Working With Families: A Manual For Deve opmental Centers, Lander, Dorothy P.,
Martin, Oloria H., Chapel Hill Training-- utreach,Project, N.C., Council for
Exceptional Children, Reston, Va., Head S art Information Project, Available from
Councit for Exceptional Children, 1920 elation Drive, Reston, Va. 22091, EDRS
price, MF-$0.75. HC-$3.15, plus postage 73, pp. 68.

This manual, to be used in child development centers, esents g defines for working
with families of handicapped children. Reasons for snit tang a amily program are
given to Include fostering coordination of the child's tra nd keeping the pro-
gram relevant ,,to needs of families within the community. Guidelines are given for
the following parental involvement strategies: family members as volunteers, the
newsletter, observation of school activities, home followup reports to parents,
sharing the learning accomplishment profile with parents, informal verbal Feedback,
individual conferences, Individual home programs,materialsrmaking workshops, jroup
meetings, ldeas for brothers and sisters, and information and Ilgerral services. A
list of resource materials includes books, periodicals, Films, and pamphlets.

1
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*Excuses and Cooperation as Possible Measures for Identification of Clink

Dropouts, Bernal, Martha E., and others, Denver University, Denver, Colo.,

EDRS price, MF-$0.65, HC- S3.29, 1971, pp23.,

This report concerns parents who contact a mental health agency to obtain help

for their children and do not cooperate with agency procedures. Some sugges-

tions are made regarding measures for identifying cooperative and non-cooperative

parents.

*Non-Categorical Preschool Model Program, Bolen, Jacqueline M., and others, Available
from Instructional Materials Center for Special Education, 1031 S. Broadway, Suite
623, School of Education, University of S. California, Los Angeles, Calif. 90015,

45, 1973, PP. 122.

Special education teachers at the graduate level developed a model noncategorical

preschool program for five normal or severely handicapped children which incorporated
parent training and behavioral research. The staff assumed such tasks as designing

classroom /clinic /observation areas, arranging for materials, training parents,

and attending meetings. For each of the five students, 4- to 6-years-old, who were

normal. or had handicaps of oppositional behavior, Down's syndrome, physical and
speech handicaps, or autism, assessments were made according tb functional areas,

skills, and personal-social-characteristics. Data indicated that the five children

acquired from 14 to 27 skills; that four children attained a minimum of two out of

five.competency levels, for each of seven developmental areas; that four children

achieved full competency in one developmental level.

A Demonstration Home Training Program for Parents of Preschool Deaf Children,

Final Report, Miller, June B., Medical Center, Kansas University, Kansas City,

Kans., EDRS price, mF-S0.65:X-$9.87, 1970, Pp. 204.

Methods for teaching parents techniques for stimulating 'audition and language develop-

ment.in their deaf infants were explored over a 3-year period. Videotapes were used

as one method of InstruptIon and eva,luatIon, Recommendations werexade concerning

procedures for parent education, sequence of instruction, and program content.

Family Education Program for Families of Preschool Hearing Impaired Children in

Rural Alaska, Berglund, Jean B. and others, Alaska Treatment Center for Crippled

Children and Adults, Inc., Anchorage, EDRS price, MF-$0.65, HC- S6.58, 1973, pp. 163

Presented are guidelines of an Alaskan educational program for native and nonnative

rural families of preschool,hearing-impaired children. The program is described

as involving Initial Identification of the handicapped child, residence for one week

by the family (at no cost) In a demonstration home in Anchorage at which time parents

are Instructed in ways to stimulate languages development as part of daily life. Home

visits and teacher training are also described.
slr
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'Children
Adriftin Foster Care: A Study of Alternative Approaches, Sherman, Edmund,

and others, Available from Child Welfare League of America, Inc., 67 Irving Place,
New York, N. Y. 10003, $1.60T 1973, pp. 134,

This project was prompted by concern aboucthe tendency for temporary foster care
to.drift along without'ddflnite plans for the child's return homi,or movement Into
adoption, long-term foster care or other alternative arrangements. Tin foster care
section of the Rhode Island Department of Social and Rehabilitative SerVIces served
as a "laboratory" to test certain strategies to combat this drift.

.Children -At .Risk, Day Care Council of New York, Inc., 114 E. 32nd St., N.Y.
10010, $1.75, 1972, pp..27.

This booklet discusses problems of child abuse from the point of view of the
doctor, the hospital, the social agency, and those who are legally responsible
to report-suspected abuse. It contains sections on how to recognize an abused
child and abusing parent, and what to do when abuse is suspected. It is
focused primarily on conditions that exist ip New York City.

To Combat Child Abuse and Neglect, Irwin,'Theodore, Public Affairs Committee,
Inc., 381 Park Ave. South, New Yo, N.Y. 10016, $0.35, 1974,,pp28

Gives an overall picture of the problem of child abuse and...neglect and details
what Is being done about it at the federal level and in several pioneering
cities such as Nashville, Buffalo, Denver, Boston, Little Rock, Los Angeles,
and New York. Describes self-help programs such as Parents Anonymous and tells
what concerned citizens can do to help.

Protecting The Child Victim of Sex Crimes Committed By Adults, De Francis,
Vincent, American Humane AssociatiOnR\Children's Division, P.D. Box 1266,
Denver, Colo. DOM, 61r.96, 1969, ppA1311.

This is thefinal report of a thrle-year study of the sexual abuse of children.;
It presents en analysis of the problem and ItsWeilcations in terms of its
enormous incidence, the seveOry of its impact on the-victim, the contribution
of parents to its occurperle, and the re41ponsibility fOr social services.

1

ioGuldelines for Schools, American Humane Association, Children's Division,
P.O. Box 1266, Denver, Colo. 80201, $2.50 per hundred, 1571.

41
This leaflet, addressed to teachers, nurses, counselors, and administrators, Is
designed to aid 16- identifying children In need of protection because of

abuse or neglect. '
I

It lists, what to look for if abuse or neglect Is suspected.

.
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.nAn Evaluation of the Bilingual Center for Preschoolers In District 17, ESEA
l'TItle)Vil Program, New York University, N.Y. Center for Field Research and School
SerVlees, EDRS price, HF-$0.65; HC- $3.29, 1973, pp? 48.

iluriog the 1972-73 school year, Community School District 17 In New York. City
c:ipeneditS. Bilingual Center for Pre-schoolers, funded undei title yil of the 1965
Elementary and Secondary Education Act. The major findings for the program were:
(I) the students' ability to communicate in their dominant (first) language IM-.
proved :substantially; (2) most of the French and Spanish dominantstudents,achieved
near comparable fluency in English as in their first language; the English dominant
were not as advanced in their ability to use French or Spanish as their peers in
the programt.(3) positive Self -image and respect for both cultures'were developed;
and (4) Most kindergarten children are,ready to begin to read.

Parental involvement in Bilingual Educattqn, Fernandez, Irene, paper
presented at preconVenqon workshop'of the American Council on Teaching
Foreign Languages, EDRS PrIce,J1F-$0.75, HG-$1.50, 1973, P137

The author states that huddreds of schools thebughOut the country are
discovering that a poSitive factor for acedernt.t achievement is parental
involvement. Schools are finding out thht parents "do care" and that, given
the opportunity, they can influence and further enhance the educational op-
portunities of their children.

The Effects Of A Parent Training Program On The Question-Asking Behavior Of Mexican -
American Children, Henderson, Ronald W.; Garcia, Angela B., Arizona Center for Early
Childhood Education, Arizona University, Tucson, Arizona, EDRS price, HF-$0.75,
HC-$1.50, plus postage, 1972, pp. 23

This investigation was designed to assess the effects of parent influences on the
question-asking skillS of their children. A total Of 43 randomly selected, first
grade, Mexican - American children were chosen as subjects and divided equalITTFIto a
control and an experimental group. The results indicated that: trained parents had
a significant effect on the target behavior of asking casua questions; and the
experimenter's modeling procedures in the pretreatment cond -tion -also had a signifi-
cant effect on question-asking behavior. Concluding discus ion, focuses on the impor-
tance of home instruction and support for school children a d possible potentlal use
of parent skills.
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Houston Parent-Child Development Center, Johnson, Dale L., and Others, Paper-presented at the biennial meeting of the Society for Research in Child DeveloPment,
5liadelphla, Pa., EDRS price, MN$0,65, HC- $3..29, 1973, pp. 23.

The Houston Parent-Child Development Center
was established to grovide a haSTS-for /

educational improvement for Mexican-American'T5milles
and to yield basic info6ation

about the.iMportance of the whole family fora child's success in learning. Certaincultgral faclors, such as language and sex. role expectations were taken into accountin establishing the program for a specific population.

41Responsive Environment Program for Spanish. American Children (REPSAC), Final
Evaluation Report, 1972-73, Askihs, Billy E.*, and others, Adobe Educational
Services, Lubbock, Tex.; Clovis Public

Schools,-New Mexico, EDRS,price, MF-S0.65,HC-$6.58,. 1973, pp103

During 1912-73. ID three- four- and five-year-old, low birth weight Spanish
American children who. reflected such handicaps as physicardifficulties,
learning aptitude, perceptual and motor problems, language probletei, and eco-
nomic, cultural, and educational deprivation

participated in the Responsive
Environment Program for Spanish American Children

(REPSAC) at Clovis, New Mexico.
The evaluation examined the program's three components: instruction, staffdevelopment, and community'parent.involvement.

Among major findings was rat
REPSAC students made significant gains in Spanish language development an
speech development.

A Plan for Indian, Parent Involvement in-South Dakota Day Schools, Peter's,
*Donald C., Master's Thesis, Northern State College, Aberdeen, S.D., EDRS

price, MF-S0.65,.HCr$3.29, 1970, 1,13.37

The purposes of thisstudy were to gain insight'Into some of the reasons for
ti the attitude of the American Indian parent toward their child's school progress

through a review of infiksentlal historical factors; determine the degree and
the effect of parental interest today; and make recommendations and suggestions
for improving parent involvement in the school.. Several recommendations are
presented, e.g., changing the teaching methods and classroom setting to .

accommodate Indian learning styles,py teaching Sioux language, nature lor$,
moral values, and by bringing the Indian point of view Into the classroom.

University of Hawaii Preschool Language
Curriculum, Honolului-Hawaii: A Programof English Conversation for Preschool Children of Multi-Ethnic Backgrounds, Model.JPrograms -- Childhood Education, Booklet
is one in a series of 34 descriptiVe

booklets on childhood education
programs prepared for the White HOuse Conference onChildren, December 1970, Available from

Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government.
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402 (HE

5.220;20156) $0.20, 1970, pp. 24.

This booklet describes the liffr/ersity
of Hawaii Preschool Lapguage Curriculum

which teaches preschool children of multi-ethnic backgrounds to speak English andto use language as a tool for communication,
thought, and problem solving. Theprogram was designed to improve both

linpuistic and cognitive abilities.
01'1'
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MAGAZ(NES, ARTICLES, AND RESEARCH PAPERS

. _ . .
.Day Care:and Early Education, Behavioral Publications, inc., 72.Fifth Aver, NeY

°York, N.Y. 10011, $15 yearly subscription, 4 issues per year.

This magazine, published file times a year, isoan excellent resource for'programs:
for school-age parents. Teachers and administrators wilt find a wealth of good

ideas in special articles on child development, parental involvement, day care,

and other child-centered concerns. Reghlar.features such as a Washington Report,

questions and answerSon child care, anclbook reviews are filled with helpfUt

information. One regulargeature, "Learning Set-Ups" by Susen.McClanahan; creatv
of an early 'childhood reading series for Macmillan Co can be used by school-age

parents themselves. Each issue offers several pages of short, easy to read, easy..

to understand directions illustrated with large fanciful drawings. They offer

proctical snooestiOns for turning play time with babies and toddlers into learning

time.

Children Today, published six times'a year by the'Children's Bureau, Office of

Child Development., Superintendent of Decuments, Government Priinting Office,

Washington', D.C. 20402, $6.10 a year.

.Covers a broad range of issues related to children and youth, and their families.

Authors include pediatricians and parents, scientists and volunteer woikers,

teachers and psychologistslsocial workers, and nurses, public and civic leaders.

A News and Reports section is especially helpful,in keeping readers informed

about new ideas, programs,. and policies in the,fleld of children and youth. ,

Young Children, published six times a year by the National Association for

the Education of Young Children, 1834 Cohnecticut Ave., N.W., Washington,

D.C. 20009e free to members, sip a year for nonmembers.

Concerned with the world of young children and early childhood education.

Keeps members informed about what is happening in the organization. Contains

high quality articles on a variety of subjects from the impact of tele-

vision and the open classroom to issues in day care and the latest re-

search findings in the field of early childhood. The book reviewCsection

provides an excellent guide to quality publications.
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4oNew Directions For Early Child Development Programs: Some Findings From Research,
Datta, Lois-011in, ERIC Clearinghouse on Early Childhood Education, Urbana, 111-..
Available from College of Education Curriculum Laboratory, University of Illinois,
1210 W. Springfield Ave., Urbana, Ill. 61801 (Catalog No. 1300-50, $1.70), EDRS
MF- S0.65, HC-$3.29, 1973, PP, 54. #, )

Information on the preschool years, which has emerged from the pioneering studies
)of the 60's, is reviewed and interpreted with regard to implicitions'for current and
future policy.

Parent Involvement In Early Childhood Education: A Perspedtive From The United
'States, Datta, Lois-ellin, Paper presented at the Centre for Educational Research
Innovation Conference on Early Childhood Education, Parts, France, EDRS price,
MF-$0.75, HC-$5.40, 1973, pp. 120.

The purpos f this paper Is to consider the origins of the trend toward parent
involve nt, to describe its various forms, and to present some policy
Parent components of various Head Start and Follow-Through programs and research
Implications for different models of parent Involvement are discussed. Topics focus
on parental role in early childhood edimatIon, barrier's and Incentives to parent
participation, and sesls of different forms of parent involvement, An extensive

.bibliraraphy Is InCludecP,.

.Making Sense Out of Our EdUcation Priorities, White, Burton L., Harvard Unl-
versity, Cambridge, Mass.. Laboratory of Human Development, EDRS price, MF-$0.65,
HC- 53.29, 1973. PP. *B

This paper examin's the need to recognize the importance of the role of the
family as educator during a child's first three yearl in order to prevent
educational underachievement. iprojeCts Head Start and Follow Through, and
the'otrent Child Center Project arc discussed. A pilot p}ogram whose major
focus is to provide support and professional guidance to families with new-
born infants is described. A plea is made to develop programs to assist parents
in educating their 01116:en from birth.

,,,ChIldren's Needs in the 70's: A Federal Perspective, Zigler, Edward, Paper presented
"'at the 79th annual convention of the. American Psychological Association, Washington,

D.C., EDRS price, MF-$0.65, HC- S3.29, 1971, pp. 18.

The former director of the Office of Child Developmgnt discusses the nation's treat-
ment of its children, reviewing the shortcomings in relation to the treatment of
foster children, adoption laws, children's institutions, and the attack on Head Start.
He states that Head Start's achievements have been impressive and foresees a pro-
gression to types of centers that would provide a variety of services for children,
one very important one being day care. Thee centers of the futUre, he feels, must
be heterogeneous In terms of socioeconorrA classes. He also recommends the develop-
ment of centers to help parents'in the parenting function; we should insist, he states:.
that as part of high school life, every adolescent receives, courses in parenting --
tutoring children and working in day care centers.
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Parent Programs In Chile Development Centers, First Chance for Children, Vol. I,
David L.Ed., North arolina University, Chapel Hill, N.C., Technical

Assistance Development System, EDRS price, MF-$0.65, HC-$3.25, 1972, pp. 54

Seven articles discuss components of parent programs in-the (laity education of Cleo!:
and har4of-hearing'Zhildren which are thought,to be_applicable to parental involve-
ment in almost all child developmentAprogram& Porent-child and professional inter -
action is considered in terms of estiblIshloWp-productive.relationship with. parents
and facilita;ing parent-child communication.-

The Maple Grove Story, Thompson.Edrar and oth rs, availablo.frgm Niagara Cet re,
The Ontario Institute for Studies in Educati n. 187 Genova St., St. Catharines,
Ontario La 4P4, Canada, Se.50;plus poStage. EDRS'price, MF-50:65, HC-$6.58,
1972, pp. 136.

This monograph documents some aspects of school life at an Ontario school-
for kindergarten and first grade-students. The report emphasizes some of
the,special features of the school, such as, the use of parent volunteers; a
highly indivIduallged program based in a large measure on students' goals,
Interests, and readiness; a comprehenSive evaluation of the kindergarten
program; a parents' manual for home instruction that forged a new type of
school-home-cooperation. add a "mint- school" for, prI;schoolers operated by
parents as a pilot project in early childhoOd education.

Ideas for Parent-Teacher Nome Learning Kits, Swick, Kevin J., Southern
'Illinois, University, Carbondale, Ill., EDRS price, MF-S0.65. 1972, PP. 5 ' _,_t-

Ii the hcipe,of extending school lealrning experiences Into the ho7ne_enyironment,
this paper proposes that parents and teachers should combine the...IT-efforts
to develop home learning kits, To develop any effective home learning program,
the paper notes,-the kits must be related to what is happening in the classroom.

- ,

A UniquesA0firoach to Programming for the Preschool Child, Bert, Diane K. and
Levenson,Ootin, Paper presented at the Annual Convention, of the American Psycho-

logical AjsociatIon, Montreal, Canada, EDRS Price, MF-$0.65, HC-$329, 1973, pi3 7.

This short paper describes the Patent Readiness Education Project (PREP).0 success-
ful innovative effort to ameliorate the def ciencies of prescbool children by
training parents to enrich their home envir ent and improve interactions with
their children through a specific program of daily home activities. 'PREP identifies
4-yeaneold children with a high risk of school failure and plans a program of homd
intervention, using the Mother as the change agent. High school students also work
with the 4 -year olds and receive training for their future roles as parents.
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eriences For Yo r Preschooler` P4rt 1r Activities At Home, Available from
t e Un vers ty o t e tat 0( New York, Education pt., Bureau o Continuing Educa-
thin Curriculum Develop t,Albany, N.Y: 12224 ( o price quoted). FORS price, MF-
$0.75, NC-$3.18.pluS r.stage, 1974, p.N. 71,

The purpose of thi panuscridCli to entourage.lhp development of communication skllis. ,
of preschool chi, ren by introducing their parIts to a number of learning-activities
suitable f Ise n the homy: It Is written tote used by an Instruttor who is work -
In} with the parC of preschoDlers. Parent take-home sheets' contain Information,
and exerckses they can use to Increase their own kdwledge. The.major extlectation
Is that the actIvitie 1)1 enhAnce a child's chances of-success In the initial
stages..0f learning to r ad and write.

re.

*New Orleans Parent Child Developmental Center, Wiener, Gerald, and others.

Varleitl this paper were presented at the biennial meeting of the Society for
Research In Child Development, Philadelphia, March-April 1973, and the annual
meeting of the American Orthopsychiatrlc AsociatIon, New York, N.Y., May -June 1973.
EDRS price,. MF-$0.65. ilq03.29. 1973, PP. 33. .

-
The New Orleans model for parentinfant education iniolves the use of nop4rofession-
al workers, trained by Professional staff, who teach general concepts of child
development and child management-to groups of disadvdntaged motherT. Two themes
are stressed: the parent Is now an will be the chli-Os most importak teacher,
and all the baby's time is learning time. In vha long-ranger view, research et the
Parent-Child Center Is designed to investigate whether or not educational inter-
ventrin needs to be implemehted from the*tirst year of life for optimal success
and also to evaluate two.systeMs of delivering servicesin center versus home
visits. Results are as yet inconclusive. , "'

*Parents As Teachers: Promise; And Pitfalls, Baker, Bruce L Paper presented at
the Annual ConmentiorroF the AmericAo_Psychologioal AssOcJation, Montreal, Canada,
EDRS price, MF-$0.79,)4q.1.50, 1911,-pp ID:

p.roblems encountered in the implementation of a'behavior modification pareht- .
tAllning.prograil are'-discu;sedoriKra'weregather:ed at Camp Freedom, a seven-week
residential behavior modification summer program For parents with retarded children.

Termination of Parental Rights, Be Francis, Vincent, The An4104can Humane
'Association, Children's Division, P.O. BOx 1266, Deliver. Colo. 80201. 50.35,

1871. PP. 20.

This paper Is based; in part, on early fin Ines of a spdalal research projecrt
conducted by the Children's Division of the American Humane Asioclation under 93\
grant by the Child Welfare Foundation of the American Legion. The writer '

reports early findings in his exploration of the,termination of parental rights
and the legal complicatiens surrounding the procedures. Basic data with respett
to rights of parents and children and variations on the theme of how parental
rightk.are affected are presented and discussed. '
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A Father'ilGbide to Parent Guides: Review and Assessment of the Parental Role as
"t174.7-ved In the Po Oar Literature, paper presented at tho Nat OntlitinT11017

rimilTriiiiralliris American Assoc at on of Marriage and P5mily Counselors Annual
Meeting, St. Louis. Mo., October, 1,924, pp. 14. Available by writing; Sr: John
Detrain, Department of Human Development and the Family, College of Home Economics,
Univerkity of Nebraska-LIIICOln, Lincoln, Nob. 68583.

Review, conventional ideas and'POPUlai literature on childrearIng and finds father's
role Is:elmos non-existent or peripheral. He concludes, "children aro not a mother's

*responsibilliy nor a father's, They are a parents' responsibility." To equalize
the reties of bet mothers and fathers, the author suggests, will require a revolu-
tion in the way society views the family. He edvocates.changing the present-day
system which keeps women at home and men at work to a more flexible one In which

ore. are more opportunities for lucrative part-time work. .1Ie notes that to make
th. el le there must also poa great improvement in Professional child Caro.

Similaitios :ether than differences In men and women should be emphasized, he
,believes.

Family Life Education Re-examined: Applications for Teachers, American Home
'Economics Association, 2010 Massachusetts Ave., N.G., Washington, D.C. 20036,

$3.00, 19711 pp. 89.

Th.is publication contains 12 resource paperi,plus a summary of ,the main
itleas and suggestions presented at a 1971 national workshop on Family Life
Education jointly sponsored by the American Home Economics Association and the
National Council on FanAly Life Education. Among the topics covered are:
The Changing Youth Culture and the Family, Family Lifestyles in Varying Sub-
cultures; Human Sexuality and Changing Values and Mores, The ramily and the
Aging,. Family Life 'Education for Children Under Six, and Changing Family Roles.

Education for Effective Parenthood; Children Are Our Business, Hughes, Kathryne
Sheehan, Comp., Home Economics Education Association, 1201 Sixteenth St., N,W.,
Wellington. D.C. 20b36, HC-$T, stock no. 261-08400, 1969, pp. 24.

This tssut'of the "Teac,hers of Home Economics" brings together suggestions for
initiating an effective parenthood education program centered about a laboratory
for the young child and suggestions for planning comprehensive home economics
Instruction on human growth and development: Described are successful school
prugrams that have incliated nursery laboratories and have found them of value In'
Educating youth for their potential role as parents.
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'"lather Participation In infancy," Pederson,Frank A. and Robson, Kenneth S.,
II.American Journal of Orthopsychlatry; 39; 3; 466-472, Apr 69.

This study of 45 middle.-class families and their first-born infants (21 male
and 24 female) Is an assessment of father-Infant interaction with measure-
ments on caretaking, investment of time spent in play, Irritability loyal,-
apprehension over Well-beIng,'authorltarlan control, stimulation levet of
play and overall availability. Findings indicated that the majority of
fathers were highly involved with their first-born child. Tho data on attach-

.. ment revealed that for boys the-occurrence of greeting behavior appears
highly related to readily defined paternal behavior, with both Positive and
negative associations of a relatively high order. With girls, however, the .

factors affedting attachment are much less clearcut. In fact, the research-
ers reported, it almost appears that there may be different attachment gyStems
operating. The larger proportion of the male sample had a relatively clear
attachment with fathers who were nurturant, actively but patiently Involved,
and more emotionally invested in his upbringing and development. The fathers
of the one quarter of the infants who did not show attachment wore more dis-
tant, less actively involved and possibly more anxiety arousing. .The re-
searchers called for more study on the subject, noting that father-infaht
relationships are of greater significance than previous research attention
would `suggest.

"Effects f Father Absence on Personality Development in Adolescent Daughters,"
Metherin. on, E. Mavis, Developmental Psychology; 7; 3; 313-326, Nov 72.

This pa or investigated the effects of father absence du to dlvorco or death
on adolroscent girls. Few. deviations in traditional measures of sex-role
typing were obtained; however, disr-uptIons in Interactions with males occurre
In the daughtets of divorcees this took the form of proximity seeking and t

tion seeking from males, early heterosexual behavior, and varipus forms of
nonverbal communication associated with openness and responsiveness. In

trast, the daughters of widows manifested inhibition, rigidity, avoidance
restraint around males. Early separation from fathers had more severe of
than late separation. DiPferences among divorcees, widows, and mdthers of In
tact families on various personality measures, on child-rearing attitudes, a
on relations with their daughters were also investigated.
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...Effects of Parental Dominance, Warmth and Conflict on Imitation InEhildren,"
Hetherington, E. Mavis and Frankle, Gary, Journal of Personality and, Social
Psychology; 6; 2; 119-125, Juno 67.

Subjects in this study were 80 male and 80 female nursery school and kinder-
garten children and their parents. Their ages ranged from 3 to 5 years; '

their parents were classified as lower middle class. Tho purpose of the study
was to investigate the effects of parental dominance, warmth, and cor;f)let
on imitation of parents by boys and girls. The findings support previous re-
search showing that parental warmth and dominance are factors In identifica-
tion and suggest that maternal warmth facilitates imitation of the mother
more than paternal warmth facilitates imitation of the father. However,
under father dominance, boyd imitated the father more while girls continued
to 'imitate the mother. The authors note that this suggests Vett patern41
dominance has a more important effect on the identification of -boys than

'

girls. Thb 3 to 5 ago range of the subjects is considered a particularly
Important tfansition period for boys where identification must shift from
the mother to the father. They also note that for girls, who do not need to
shift their identification, maternal warmth may be the more salient variable
In imitation. The findings also showed that, in stressful home situation
having high conflict there Is more imitation of the dominant parent than
in low-conflict homes. Further, In high-conflict homes where both parents '
are low in warmth, there is a ;ignificant tendency for both boys and girls
to imitate the dominant parent regardless of the sex of the parent.

41"The Father-Daughter Relationship and the Personality Development of the Female,"
Biller, Henry D. and Weiss, Stephen D., The Journal of Genetic Psychology; 116;
79-93. Mar 70.

The father's role in the family Seems to be of great significance in the pro-
cess of feminine. Identification and personality adjustment In the female.
-The relationship which he maintains with his wife affects his children in terms g-
of the balance in parent-child relationships apd the emotional climate of the
family. Literature cited In this' review ?"6-66ested many ways in which the
father's behavior can facilitate or inhibit the girl's personality development.
Paternal child-rearing practices, discipline, social attitudes, and personality
appear ,to be- important factori. The particular character of the father-
daughter relationship appears to profoundly affect feminine development and to
have pervasive and lasting effects upon a girl's personality and social ad-
justment, the authors conclude.

r"
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"Tra04ition to Paienthood: Problems and Gratifications," Russell, Candyco
Smith, Lump! of Marriage and the Family; 360; 194-301, May 74.

This Study e ends the focus of parenthood research to include a variety of

:!
subjectively Osltive as well as negative aspects of becoming a parent for
ePe first ti . . The researcher questioned a cross-section of Minneapolis
couples on the degree of crisis they felt during first -time parenthood.
'Crisis was defined as changed In self, spouse, or relationships with signifi-
cant others which the respondent noted as "bothersome." No directly observable
behavior was rated in terms of crisis--only mother's and father's subjective
Interpretations were used. The responses to the questionnaire indicated thatthere is.a slight or moderate degree of

crisis associated with the entry ofp
the first Child into the family.

However, the researcher concluded, the
respondents perceived thel first year of parenthood as only mOieratoly
Stressful. A "gratificati hecklist asked new parents what thin s they
enjoyed about their newly aquir d`role.

Edbcation was inversely and signi-
ficantly related to gratifi tion scores for both men and women. Th' more edu-
cated ttley were, the fewer gratification items

checgel. .While these res-
pondents checked a far higher proportion of

"gratification" items Ilia, "crisis"
items the gratefications they checked were more likely to be personal nos
rather than benefits to the husband-wlfe relationship or to relationship out-side marriage. In addition, data found In this study suggeit that age and

*timing of parenthood in the marital career of a woman may be related to the
level of gratifjoatlon she initially receives from the parental role. Theresearcher notes: 'It mAy be that young women need time to adjust to their
marriage or to 'mature' a\persons before

becoming parents while older women,
for reasons of stamina or patience, enjoy_ their infants more if they'do not
postpone parenthood too long after marriage. It is also possible that older
marrieds delayed having children because of ambivalence about parenthood."

1(
rn

1

4:a.

' "Parental Determinants of Peer Orientation and Self Orientation among Pre-
*Adolescents," Hollander, Edwin P. and Marcia, James E., Developmental Psychology;
2; 2; 292-302, Mar 70. ..

The hypothesis was tested that children who perceive their parents' upbringing
practices to be peer-oriented tend to be peer-oriented themselpea. Two ciasses
ofelfth grade pupils .(30 boys and 22 girls) were individually interviewed
to atcertain their'own and their parents' use of peers as a standard. Within
classrooms, a questionnaire was administered posing six problematic situations
which each child reSponded to in terms of peer standardS as against either his
own or his parents' standards. Sociometric ratings were also obtained In each
class by having same -sax children rate each othel on several scales inclucqng
th se aimed at peer orientation. k nth(significant relationship was sound between

,reported parents' peor.orientation and the child's peer orientation, as '
re led by "the interviews, questionnaire responses, and sodiometric ratings.
Sex different sos well as differencee in perceived attributes in the soclo-
metrics were a so found to be associated with the child's peer- versus self-
or parent or Lion.

aro
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40ocialization and instrumental Competence in Young Children," DaumrInd,

Diana, Young Children; 26; 2; 104-119, Dec 70.

Thl's reported that the following adult practices and attitudes Seem to

facilitate the development of socially responsible. and independent behaviors..

in both boys and girls: Modelling by the adult behavior which is both socially

responsible and self-assertive, especially If the adult Is seen as powerful

by the child and as eager to use the material and interpersonal resources overt

which he'shas control on the child's behalf. FlOm enforcement oollotos In which

the adult makes effective use of reinforcement
principles in order eo rowarl -

socially responsible behavior and to punish dbviant behavior, but in which

demands are accompanied by explanations, and sanctions are accompanied by

reasons consistent with a set of principles-followed in practice as well as

preached by the parent.
Nonrejectingicut not overprotective or passive acceptant,

parental attitudes in which the parent's intereat in the child is abiding, and,

in the preschool years, intense; but where approval Ls conditional upon the

child's behavior. High demands for actlievement and for conformity with parental

policy, accompanied by receptivity to the 'child's rational' demands and willing-

ness to offer the child. wide lattltude for independent Judgment. Providing the

child with a complex .and stimulating environment
offering challenge and excitement

as well as security and rest, where divergent as well aS'convergent thinking

Is encouraged.

410"Limit Setting and Psychological
Maturation,",MiliSr: T. P., Archives of

General Psychiatry; 18; 214-121, Feb 68. .

This paper seeks to explore the role of limits In promoting the plycholegical

maturation of the child and the factor in
parent-child interaction that In-

fluences the liMit-setting process.
It is the author's experience that child-

ren frequently struggle to retain their omnipotent comprehension of the world

and that parents' capacity to set
wise limitS and hold them is an important

ingredient in helping the child find his way beyond
egocentricity to ethno-

centricity yeti,

.

which successful social interactions are based. '

t%I

41"Maternal Child Rearing and Creativity in Sons," Heilbru Jr.,

The Journal of Genetic Psychology; 119; 175-179, Dec 71.

This investigation was conducted to test the hypothesis tilt latg adojescent

males who describe their mothers as highly controlling an lovw in.nurturanCe

arc especially susceptible to
influence by external evaluative cues and limited

in ability to influence their own behavior.
This In turn is believed to in-

fluence creativity or its lack, since this quality Is nurtured by the ability

to respond independently of social
rewards and punIslimeftts and. to follow '

one's own direction. Ninety-six white Emory University males with a mean

age of. 18.9 years were tested. 'Me eXpectttlon that college males whose

mothers 'were highly controlling and low
in nurturanca would be lacking in

creativity was supported,
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"N/rent-Child Relationships; .A Decade Review of Research," Walters, James and
Stinnett, Nick, Journal of Marriage and Family; 33; 1; 70-111, Fob 71.

After sampling approximately 200 Peat:arch studies of parent-child relation-
ships, the authors summarized some of the findings 4140 have significance
for further research efforts. The era of viewing chifaren as solely the pro-
ducts of their parents' influence is past; children themselves exert power-
ful influences upon parent-child relationships. There is need for more study
of the relationship between fathers and daughters. When 'parents create a
sattIrtg where children exercise the power, children tend to remain Insensitive

- to the needs of others. An Increase,In parental authoritarianism and a decrease
in parent-child communication was observed as slze of the family increased. Limit-
ed evidence suggests qv:, presence of poor parent-6110 relationships in the
background of persolis whose sexual behavior Is of a non-norMative nature. Boys
are perhaps more susceptible than girls to parental influence. Parental warmth
is a factor which influences'occupatIonal choices among children as well as
their academic achievement. leadership, and'creative thinking.. Middle-class
parents tend to be more controlling and supportive of their children than
lower-class parents. Parents have a differential impact among vario ethnic
groups, and at different stages of the family life cycle. The peer gr is

of great importance in role learning. Except for adults in the public sc. 01
systed, there is little encouragement given to the establishment of relation-
ships with adults outside the family., The authors weighed the significance of
these findings and made'same recommendations of their own for future research,
There is need for further study of the influence of the father on parent-child
relationships, prejudicial labeling should be divorced from behavior analysis.
There is need for more longitudinal studies of faMily relationships, more studies
based on statewide, nationwide and international levels, more research into
nonnoT9041ve family structures, the relationship between older parents and
their, adult children, and more imaginative and innovative ways of conducting
research.

41"Sociometric Classroom Popularity and Children's Reports of Parental Child-
Rearing Behavior," Armentrout, James A., Psychological Reports; 301; 261-262,
Feb 72.

This study compared the child-rearing behaviors perceived and reported by
96 white fourth, fifthand sixth graders In four Catholic schools in working-
class areas of St. Louis who were ranked relatively high or low in populJrity
among their classmates. Its purpose was to determine whether such children
would give evidffnce of differences in the nature of their interactl s with
parents as well as with peers. Children hi in peer popularity repor d

all
'reported, on the whole, greater acceptance mothers than fathers. ren's

egreater acceptance by their parents than di ose low in. popularity, w

reports of the extent of covert and overt control by each parent, were u
related to peer popularity in this study.
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"MOther-Child Interaction in the First Year of Life," Tulkin, Steven R. and
Kagan, Jerome, Chilipevelopment4i43; I; 31.41, 72

The subjects of this study were j0 middle class and 26 working-class mothers.
Each was observpd at home with her first-born baby girl (approximately 10
months) for two hours on two separate days.The purpose was to examine the
experiences of infants from different social class backgrounds. The environ-
ments of the infants in the two classes differed In several ways. There
was more "extraneous noise" in the working-class homes, conditions were more
crowded and the Infants hdd gore interaction with adults other than their
mothers, and spent more time in front of TV sets. Working-class infants had
less opportunity to explore ond manipulate their environments, had fewer toys
and objects with which to play and spent less time with "no barriers," The
majority of class diffe nces In maternal beievior centered around theJustlicili
verbalization and her at ,met to keep the.inrant busy. There was no class
difference in the amount o thers spent in close proximity to their
-infants although middle-class mot rs more often placed their infants in a
face-to-face position. There re also no significant differences for fre-
quencies of kissing, holding, or active physical contact. No class differ-
ences were found In the frequ.ncy of maternal prohibitions, even when controls
were introduced for the amount of time infants were free to crawl and explore.
When infants tout ed their mo rs or handed objects, working class mothers
responded as ofte positively as middle-class mothers. The paucity of social
class difference for nonverba variables was in sharp contrast with the
dramatic differences for mothe s' verbal behavior. Every verbal behavior
coded was More requent among Iddle-class mothers. The researchers noted
that informal d scusslons wit mothers suggested that one source of variance
in maternal beh for e mothers' concept of her infant. Some working-
class mothers did not believe that their infant possessed the ability to
express "adult like" emotions or to communicate with other prople, hence
it was futile to interact with infants. Working-class mothers also seemed .6

.think that they could not have much influence on the development of their

4 children. Many believed that infants are born with a particular set of
characteristics and that environmental influence fs minimal. The authors
suggest these findings have implications for infant intervention programs.

&Curiosity and the Parent -Child Relationship," Saxe , Robert M. and Stollak,
Gary E., Child Development; 42; 2; ifl-idk, June 71.

Pour groups of first grade boys were observed with their mothers in a play-
room to discover the reciprocal influence the behavior of children and
pajents have on each other. The results indicated that mothers of curioUS,
pvosocial boys displayed more positive feeling, fewer Ttstcictions and less
nOnattention than mothers of aggressive boys. Mothers of curious, high pro-
sotial boys also displayed more positive feeling than mothers of low-curiosity
boys. Mother's positive feeling was also correlated with the child's attql-
tiveness, maniebiation and offering information.
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"ChIld Care By Adolescent Parents," De Lissovoy,' Vladimir, Children Today;
2; 4; 22-25, July-Aug 73.

A.
Details a study on the chill:Veering attitudes and practices,oeyoung mothers
and fathers who married whPle they were still in high school. The study re-
vealed that young parents were not. familiar with developmental norms and
caring for.thelr children was a trying experience for most of them.f

'Concerns of Rural Adolescent Parents,'' De Lissovoy, Vladimir, Child.Welfare;.
54; 3; 167-174, March 75,

This article reportS on a clinical study of the economic, social, and child
rearing concerns of 37 couples living in\semirural areas of Pennsylvania.
Their ages, at the time of marriage, ranged from 15 to 18 for the girls and
14.5 to 19 for the boys. Virtually all the couples reported that they owed
money to hospitals, physicians, mail order houses and finance Companies. Most
of the young mothers revealed feelings of loneliness, a lack of social life and
the unavailability of former friends while the young husbands, in almost all
cases, maintained their friends and were active in a variety of,"male" social
activities. The husbands, during interviews, expressed surprise at the
lonellness'of their wives and often wore not aware of their wives' predicament.
Only five of the young mothers expressed any feeling of enjoyment of their
children. These parents knew little about normative child development and
their answers to interview questions implied unrealistically early develop-
mental and behavioral expectations. The author concludes that there is a
great need for a continuing and expanded effort 'to help young married people .
understand and cope with their responsibilities as parerV If any impact
is to be made in this effo4t,ohe suggests major Changesmust be implemented
in the area of social, values and in the area of national policy.

"Early Motherhood: Ignorance or Bliss?" Presser, Harriet B., Family Plnning
Perspectives; 6; 1; 8-14, Winter 74.

Presents an analysis of first-births to 408 New York City women and explores
the processes whereby the r wo n affect the ages at which they first
give birth, and the effect of a rat birth on women's subsequent roles
and fertility.

"Adolescents As Mothers," Osofsky, Howard J. and esofsky, Joy D., American
Journal of Orthopsychiatry ; 40; 5; 625-634,,Oct .70.

This paper reports the results of the Y MED program (Young Mothers Educational
Development) sponsored by the State University of New York, Upstate Medical
Center at Syracuse,.the Syracuse Board of Education, and the Onondaga County
Department of Health., The program offers comprehensive services for low-income
pregnant adolescents...and their infants., Striking successes are noted for both
mothers and infants. However, residual problems remain, and these are discussed.
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. . "Adolescent Pregnancy: The Need for NeW Policies and New Programs," Klerman,
Lorraine V., The -Journal of School Health; 45; 5; 263 -267. Mal' 75.

Suggests that.society must ,change in structure and attitude. If'America la
/to move toward prevention of early, frequent or otherwise inqppropriate

adqloscenrilegnanicies. .1

. elommir.
'

.
.

."TeScMing Child. Development to Teenage. Mothers," Weigle, Joan W., Childrenl

Today; 3; 5; 2-25., Sept -Oct- 74. .

. .

A special course In child development helps -teenage mothers enrolledin the
New London (Conn.). Young Parents Program to be more confident about- their.
child rearing.. The course, which is accrediteol id part of .theirracaciemiC
program, gives them new - insight Into areas of-erild Pehavic I.and discipline.

.
.

.
.

. . .

4, .
,

"School-Age P-arenthood1.-A National overview," Braen, Bernard B. and.Forbush,

Janet Bell. The Journal of School Health: 454 5;-256-262, May-75

Describes)he evolUilon of school-age parenthood as a national issue arid
the strategies that have been developed to impact on the p em.

st.

...Appraising Programs for School-Age Parents," Jekel, James F.. The Journal
of School Health', 461, 5; 296-300, May 75.

. ,

e
Offers a step-by-step outline for evaluating programs for sami-age parents.

ii"Curriculum For The Pregnant Adolescent,"Aiyman, Ronald T.', NJEA Review; 46: 8; 15,
45-6, Apr 73,

Discusses the proper curriculum and educational setting for considering and moti-
vating young pregnant students.

"Models of Comprehensive Service--Special School-Based," Washington,
Vivian, E., The Journal of School Health;:45; 5; 274-277, May 75.

Descr,ibes programs in Columbus, Ohio, Milwaukee,, Wis., Compton, Calif.,
and Baltimore, Md., where education; health,and counseling services
are offered to schodl-age parents in special schools. .

".
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0"Models of Comprehensive Service -- Hospital DasEd;" dy,. Elaine Wolfe.
The Journal of Sch$61. Health; 45; 5; 268-270,'May

Describes. the rationale for San Fral.asco's service fa? school-age
parents in which; continuing education,counsellng, as well as health
care are offered in a hospital setting.

"Models of Comprehensi Service-- Regular 'School-Based," Klein, Luella,
The Journal of Schoollealth; 415; 5; 271-273, May 75.

Describes a comprehensive program for school-age parents developed In
cooperation with three high schools and the Maternal and Infant Care
projetrat Grady Memorial Hospital, Atlanta, Ga.

4.

0

"Psychological Needs of The Pregnant Adoltscent," Gonld,.Mennkth, WJEA,--rft
Review; 46;4; 16-7, 43, Apt' 73.

Outlines the problems to.considet in understanding the emotional difficul-
ties of a young girl who ha; becOme pregnant.

i

"Counseling Services for School-Age Pregnant Girls," Sharpe, Ruth, The
*Journal of School Health; 45;-5; 284-285, May 75.

-- L..ei

The counseling Services of two special schools'in the Chicago area are
disAussed. The author notes that the model of comprehensive services for

.1 pregnant school-age,a4ris should be based on.the pe4410 of the students,
land since there are those who can remain in schooll' and those who cannot,
such services should beavailable to both groups. . .

.'The Mother-Daughter BelatIonship: Its Potential in Treatment.pf Young
Unwed Mothers," Friedman, Helen L., Social Casework; 47; 502-506, Oct 66.

This artici6 suggests that a re-examination and an evaluation of work in
the'area of themother-daughter relationship will prove beneficial In
helping the unwed adolescent mother. A girls-whose mother has actively par-

e ticipated in the feelings and events-of her daughter!s pregnancy Seems, to
do bettr in integral ng'the experience.
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41'The Role of the Grandmother in Adolescent Pregnancy and Parenting," Smith,

Eleanor Wright, The Journal of School Health; 45; 5; 278-283, May 75

Discusses the need to understand the concerns and problems of the mother of the

pregnant adoleScent and provide her with the supports she needs so that she

is able to guide her daughter to motherhood.

.

"The Unmarilied Father Revi5ited," Pannor, Reuben and Evans,"Byron W., The ,

Journal of School Health; 45; 5; 286-291, May 75..

Discusies the implications for social agencies, caseworkers, programs, etc.,
of the recent Supreme Court decision in the Stanley vs. Illinois 9ase and
concludes that the new emphasis on the cJghts of the single father may

the long run proVe advantageous to single parents and their'cfilldren.'

"Challenge Fof The Third World: "Prepbting Girls For Parenthood," Spjegleman,

*Judith, Children Today; 2; 2; 15, Mar -Apr 73

-A report on how UNICEF is helping educate girls in underdeveloped countries to

become better mothers.

41"Education for Parenthood and School-Age Parents," Kruger, W. Stanley, The

Journal of School*Health; 4 5; 292-295, May 75.

Discusses the Education for rentilood program in relation to school-age

parents.

"Early Childhood Development: Teaching Teen-agers About Parenthood," Wolverton,

E. Dottie, Compact; 29-31., Jul,-Aug 73.

Discusses new parenthood education courses that combine classroom instruction in

child development with practictit experience in working with ycning children in-

early childhood settings such as Head Start programs, day care facilities, kinder-

gartens, and primary grades,
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yfib"Early Childhood Education: institutional Responsibilities for Early Childhood
'0-Education," Grotborg, Edith H.; National Society for the Study of Education Year-

book; 71 pt 2; 81188, 72.

Author emphasizes the need for parent participationln.early childhood' education as
vital to. child 'development,

"Tr sition to Parenthood," Rossi, Alice S. Journal of Marriage andthe Family;
ri 26-39, Feb 68.

A structural analysis of the parental cyclO pinpoints the factors which snake
transition to parpnthood more difficult thin marital and occupational adjust -
ment in American society.

"'Education For Parenthood," Mariand, S. P. Jr., Children Today; 2; 2; 3, Mar-
Apr 73.

Describes the Education for Parenthooc(program, jointly sponsored by the Office of
Child DePelopment and the Office of Education. The program has developed a formal
curriculum in parenting-which combines classroom instruction with actual work with
children.

...Teaching Parenthood.," Kruger, W. Stanley, American Education; 8; 10; 25-8, Dec

72.

Describes a hatiorfal movement that seeks to strengthen family life by encouraging
the schools to edUcate students for good parenthood.

...Education For Parenthood And The Schools," Kruger, W. Stanley, Children Today, 2;
2; 4-7, Mar-Apr 73.

Author proposes a re-examination of currant secondary school curricula toward
including those programs which are essential to the preparation of young people for
parenthood.
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"Explortne Childhood," Milesko-Pytel, Diana, American2atiOn.; 2; I; 6-10
Aug -Sept 75.

Describes the overall goals of the nationwide program designed ttf help teen-
agers become good parents; gives details on howlhe curriculum isworking:
In several Illinois schools.

"Viewpoint:4 Meeting 'Adolescents Needs,' Cohen, Donald J., Children Today 2; 2; )
28-9, Mar-Apr 73.

Author presents some benefits for teenagers involved inEducation 'for Parenthood,
and calls for a realistic approach to the whole program.

"Exploring Childhood," Clayton, Marilyn; Dow, Peter 8., Children Today; 2; 2;
8-13, Mar-Apr 73.

Outlines an Exploring Childhood_program for high school students which allows them
to work with and learn from preschool children.

"Group Process For Developing Self-Esteem In High School Students," Peterson, Kenneth;
Bertino, Eleanor, College Student Journal; 5; 3; 6-11, Nov-i? 71.

Describes group dynamics, group relations and how they relate to high school students
Interpersonal relationships. The importance of parept participation and student-
teacher relationships in the development of self-esteem.

It

"Gaithersburg High School Child Development Laboratory," Durbin, Louise, Children
Today; 2; 2;-I9-23, Mar-Apr 73.

An account of a successful high school child development laboratory program in
Gaithersburg, Maryland.

r
a
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41"LookIdg Back," Ambosino,, Lillian, Children Today; 2; 2;,30, Mar-Apr 73.

Author contends that programs that offer students opportunities for real work with
children cad meet the students' needs to prove to themselves and others that they
can master.a given situation.

"Early Childhood Development: Hissourl's Approach: More of the Same is, No Answer," ..'.
Mallory, Arthur L., Compact; 15417, Jul-Aug 73.

Describes Missouri's programs for early childhood education. Programs rangefromday care in the Inner-city schools
to cliissroomS onrwheols that carry teachers and

materials to chlIdOen.and their families In rural areas.- Heavy Mires-3 is placed on-helping parents.

.'Effectiveness of a Parent Volunteer's. Social
Reinforcement on Students in an

Open-Space Classroom," Lloyd, Phil, Tennessee Education; 3; 3; 13-14, F 73.

The iffectIven ss of using a parent volunteer as a mediator in alzehavioral
modification to hnique with four disruptive pupils Is investigated.

eihinie Starts I and II,. Scott, Ralph; ThOmp;On, Helen, Today's
Education; 62; 2;32-4, Feb 73.

.

7
.

A central premise of the Nome Start progfam
is that parents are the child's lIrst

teachers and that many parents wont training.
to help them meet- the challenges ofparenthood.

41"Teaching MdltheIrs to Airer Interactions with Their Children: Implications fiar Those
Who wen, with Children and Parents," Kogan, Kate'l.., and others, Chilahood Education;
49; 2: 107-10, Nov 72.

Report summarizes research conducted in the Chilr;Development and Mental Retarda-
tion Center and the Department of Psychiatry at the University of WaShington, based
on five to six years of preliminary study in analyzing

styles of social ioteractiRo
between young children and'their mothers.
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"A New'Model For Working With School7Community Councils," Azarnoff, Rby, NASSP
Bulletin; 58; 378; 58-62, Jan 74,

Article suggests a model for training members of school-community councils.

einireasing Academic Performance Through Home-Managed Contingency Programs,"
Aarrakeri R.J., Journal of School Psychology; 10; 2; 173-79', .72.

To increaso.performance,. parents were instructed to pretent contingent consenUences
et home,' Three methods were used for instructing parents In program management.
All Ahree methods resulted In increase in pupils' Percent correct, but no substantial
difference was observed as a function of mode of parent instruction.

"Parent-Assisted Learning in the Inner City," Niedermeyer, Fred C., Urban Education;'
8; 3; 239-248, Oct. 73.

Describes a study conducted to develop effective strategies whereby inner city
schoots obtain Instructional support from a large proportion of parents, and to
examine the effectiveness of developed alternatives designed to maintain parents''
continuing participation.

"Parental Apathy; The 'School Counselor's Albatross," Nortr, Francis H., School

Counselor; 19; 2; 88-91, Nov 71.
---77

Counseling skills are not limited solely to the counseling office or to the students

- served. Counselors must be wIlling.toocommIt themselves to meeting the needS:and

concerns of the parents, too, It is only then that parents will become qp active,

involved part of the total counseling process. .

\,

"Involving Patents in .a Children's Clinic," Langellotto, Eugene, Children; 18.; 6;
202-20f, Nov-Dec 71.

Activities of low-income parents of children served by a comprehensive pediatric clinic
illustrate how inclusion of clients in the structure of health projects encourages
them to speak and act for themselves.
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"Souih Umques Kitchen Classrooms," Guernsey, John, American Education; 8; 5; 24-7..
Jun 72.

I

Children in a sparsely populated district in Oregon receive first-rate preschool
training at a fraction of the cost of customary kindergartens.

i

"Community Involvement: Everybody's ralkIng About It," Abbott, Jerry L., National
Elementary Principal; 52; 4; 56-59, Jan 73.

. .

Discusses Sys in which schools can get parents more actively involved In he
educati of their chl dren, such as work in the classroom, a community resource,

arJfile, Ilbrary'help, a personal contacts with parents. A case'itudy presents the
way in which one sehoci involved parents In the school program.

"Evaluation of a Parent and Chlle.Centr Program," Hamilton, Marshall L., Child
Welfare. 51; 4; 248-58, Apr 72.

Article describes changes that occurred In children and parents who participated
` in a preschooLentervention program.

"The Case For a Orop-Out School," Rich, Adrienne, New York Review of Books; 18; 11;
33-35, Jun 15, 72.

Oescribes the setting up and history of a storefront school on the Upper West Side
of Manhattan, which attempts to cater to the needs of dropouts from schools around
the city who have felt completely disaffected from,their education--the students
)being from white,.middle-class, professional, and politically liberal families.

"Open House--The Living Room School," Tanzman, Jack, School Management; 16; 8; 22-23,
Aug 72.

An innovative undertaking uses the home setting for a program involving both pre-

113

sc of age children and their parents.
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"High School Parent-Child Education Center," Casey. Vera M.. Young Children; 294 2;
90-95, Jan 74.

4
Describes the Berkeley High School Parent-Child Education Center which provides day
care services and child care courses for teenage parents in conjunction with its
regular high- school clasies.

0"Communal Child Care: isolation or Constellation?" _Friedberg. Marjorie H., Millspm,
erol A,fliew York University Education Quarterly; 3; 2; 6-12, Spr 72.

.0'

Optimal conditions for child development and preschool learning can be provided'
in away-from-home programs that operate in a cross-cultural community configuration
supported by professionals.

41"Parent Education and How It 'Grew - In Cincinnati," Copper, Anna Hayes, Adult
Leadership; 23; 2; 39-40, Jun 74.

The supervisor of Parent Education In Cincinnati describes the lay leadership train-
ing program organized to train leaders in parent study-discussion groups, 'Comments
are directed toward the program's growth, purposes, and sufcess.

i"Reflections on a Parent4un School," Kerr, Markey, Education Exploration Center
Journal; 3; 18, Oct Nov 73.

Parent involvement In school administration and in the classroom as a volunteer
Is viewed by a teacher in a non-public, parent cooperative, alternative school.

411"A Successful Compensatory Education Model, " Stenner, A. Jackson; Mueller, Siegfried
G. ?hi Delta Kappan; 55; 4; 246-248, Dec 73.

A major 6-year program in the Chicago schools has proven that the traditional gap
between advantaged and disadvantaged students can be systematically ancrsubstantially
eliminated. The Chicago Child Parent Center program is described.
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4,-"Whet Makes thq Difference in Parental Participation?' Bauch, Jerold P., and others l,
Childhood Education;'50; I; 47-99, Dct 73.

A stay of the quantity and quality of unpaid parent participation in Head Strt

centers shOws' that the,oize of the center Is the most important variable InfluepcIng

the amount of parent participation. Other critical factors Include the purpose of

the involvement, staff responsibility and role assignments, and the centers' cm.'

municetions system.,.

ak"Bullding Parent Involvement," Nelson, Richard C.; Gloom, John W., Elementary School

'"Guildance and Counseling; 8; I; 43-48, pct'73.

Dtscusse the rationale behind tirent involvement in guidance and educational
activities, together with specific suggestions for Involving parents with, other

aeults (parent advisory committees, informal coffees, transactional analysis groups,
-etc.), with children (story hours, trips, demonstratioes,-counSeling booths, testing,

interviewing, etc.), and with materials (construction, film, produoltion, etc.)

Cautions that should be observed in Including parents are also discussed.

.'The Sermon of St. Paul - -Reach for the Impossible Dream," Branan, Kaesn, Learninqp

2; 3; 16-20, Nov 73.

This article describes St. Paul Open School in Minnesota which is testing a multi-

tude of learning theories. Parents were largely responsible for the development of

the school.

"Parental Responsibility in the Teaching of Reading," Weiser, Margaret G., Young

41Children'; 29; 4;25-230, May 74,

Oiscusses.the role of parents in helping the child learn to enjoy reading.

0"Assisted Reading and Parent Involvement," Hoskisson, Kenneth, and others, Reading
Teacher; 27 ;.7; 710-14, Apr 74.

Reports how parents helped two youngsters overcome reading difficulties. Also
presents some tentativebut studied observations about parents helping their children'

learn to read or to read better.
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...Summer Mobile Preschool: A Home-Centered Approach," Greenstein, Betty Lesser, and
others', Young Children; 29; 3; 155-160, Mar 74.

Describes the summer mobile preschool program designed to help parents recognize
the potential learning possibilitlesof a home-based preschool program. Small
groups of seven to ten children attend class in one of seven neighborhood homes'
in which the preschool meets.

,...

"GrowIng With P ect Circle," Cunningham, Myron, and others, Childhood Education;
50; 3; 06- Jan 74.

.
,

In Gal svlile, Fla., Project CIRCLE (C8operatiVely Involved Resources for Children
in Low IncoMe Environments), a model preschool center, developed an 1n-service
traini g program for early childhood teachers, and involved parents and community
consul s in the education of ppeschoolers.

..Parent Involvement In Residential Treatment Programs," Magnus Ralph A., Children
Today; 3; I; 25-27, Jan-Feb 74.

Parent Involvement In residential treatment programs can reduce the length of
Institutional care and guarantee longer lasting treatment results. Parents "who
accept b sharing role In treatment learn to cape with and accept family problems
and improve their relationiiips with their children.

"Reaching Unreachable Parents," Criscuolo, Nicholas P., Journal of Reading;417;
285-87, Jan 74.

Describes five school programs operating in NeW HaVen, Conn., involkhng inner-city
parents in reading.

0"OrganizatIonal Model for Parent Participation in Inner City Schools," Smith, Calvert
H., Journal of Afro-American Issues; 1; 2; 247-256, F 72.

Describes the kind of organizational structure parents must have if they are going
to'participate in some meaningfUl and productive. fashion in the activities of the

school: such participation must be based upon recognition of the problems a
community and a school are experiencing as they attempt ta.plan political decentrali-

zation.
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"Application of the Consultant Role to Parent-Teachpa Management of School Avoidance
Behavior," Cooper,'Jo Ann, Psychology in the Schools; 10; 2; 259-262, Apr

This study reports o successful behavior change program In a 6-year-old girl who
became physically ill and continually cried at,school. Behavior shaping procedures
were used that differentially reinforced succesive approximatiOns to the final

--
desired behavior. A unique aspect of this program was its, utilization of the, girl's-
mother as the primary behavior change agent.

4,"Advocacy and Accountability in Consultation'to the Poor," Rappaport, Julian;
0 Connor, Robert D., Mental Hygiene; 56; I; 39-47, Win 72;

Having helped to solve the myriad difficulties of opening a ghetto day-care center
the authors found they were accepted gratefully as advocates by the parents committee
they had formed - -but that the parents wanted to run the center in their own way, an
outcome /hey applaud as healthy and encouraging.

( 0"Vocabulary Growth of Head Start Children Participating in 'a Mothers' Reading Prograti,"
Highberger: Ruth; Brooks, Helen, Home Economics Research Journal; I; 3; 185-187, Mar 73.

Riports gains in vocabulary for a group of Head Start children whose mothers read to
them at least 15 minutes a day.

0"Parent Night: A Udigue Concept in Community Involvement," Berne, Dale L., Clearing
House;-47:, 8; 459-62, Apr 73.

Parent Visitation Night is a new approach to the.Open House that over omen the
resistance of parental visitation and guaranteeipsuccessful and meaningful community
involvement in the schools.

"Let's Read," Porter, Betty; Reading Hctrizons; 14; I; 16-18, F 73.

Let's Read is a reading prograq for prAschool and early elementary school children
with the dual purpose of teaching black children and training their mothers on
how'to provide intellectual stimulation for their children.
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.41"A Life-Time, Life-Spate Perspective," Schaeffer, Earl S., Today's Education; 62;

2; 28-30, Feb 73: . ,

/

.

i
.

.
.

The challenge of education is to extend the work of education from a classroom
perspectWe which focuses on the child's lehrning academie subjects in the-classroom
with a professional educator to a life-time and, life-space perspective which extends

from birth oxard.

"Hotivating Attendanc'e in Parent EducatiO Groups," Fein, Edith, Social Work; 17; 4;
105-7, Jun 72.

The study concludes that paying parents to come to parent training programs was
effective for assuring attendance at meetings. Money seems to be a more potent

ty reinforcer of attendance thhn small gifts.

.. "Symposium on' Parent-Centered EducatioA: 3. Learning Through Parents: "Lessons

for Teachers," Weikart, David P., Childhood Education; 48; 3; 135-7, Dec 71.

. The primary lesson to be learned by teachers from parents is that the teacher's

role is to provide service to the parents rather than "expert" translation of
middle-class social wisdom into universal child-rearing practices.

41"Universal Parenthood Training: A Laboratory Approach to Teaching Child-rearing
Skills to Every Parent," Hawkins, Robert P., Educational Technology; II; 2; 28-31,

Feb 71.

Discusses the need for program which would leave- the responsibility of child-

rearing with the parents, but takes measures to assure that virtually all parents
have the necessary skills and knowledge to. do the job well:

41'Learning Packages for Parent Involvement," Hofmeister, Alan; ReaviS, H. Kenton,
Educational Technology; 14; 7; 55-6 Jul 74

A look at the Special 'Education Instructional Technology Project at Utah State
University which has been exploring the de,41opment and use of learning packages
to involve parents in the remediation'process.
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"Parents!
Mar 73.

A kindergarten teacher describes how sbe utilizes parent volunteeri In the classroom
'and give$ gUidellnel for 'profeSsionalizing. them.

Bless Them and Kelp Them," Maerowitz, Inge, Education Digest; 38; 7; 38-40.

411"Nelping Inner-City Students Surpass the Norms," Popp Leonard A., Education'for the
Oisadvantasmd Child; 2; 2; 2-5, Spr 74.

Reports the f(ridi,ngs of a study which Investigated the effect of parental involve-
.

ment in the school on student achievement in inner city elementary school Classropms.

\

'Parental-Apathy.: The School Counselor's Albatross,.Norton, Francis H., ,

School Counselor; 19; 2; 88-91, Nov 71.
'

Counseling skills are not limited solely to the counseling office or to the , \

students served. Counselors must be willing to commit themselves to meeting t 6 V,

needs and concerns of the parents, too., It is only then that'parents will
become an active, involved-part of the total counseling process.

411'Some Promising Approaches to Parent Involvement," Greenwood, Gordon E., and others
Theory Into Practice; 11; 3; 183-9, Jun 72.

Describes 5 levels of parent involvement in schools (audieAce, teacher of the child, \

volunteer, trained worker, and participant in decision-making), with details of \\

a follow-through program that tries to involve parents .at all leVels.

41"Growing With.Project Circle," Cunningham, Myron, and others, Childhood Educa-
tioni 50; 3; 136 -138, Jan 74.

In. Gainesville, Fr.,- Project CIRCLE (Cooperatively 'involved Resources for
Children in Low-Income Environments) a model preschool center, developed an
in-service training program for early childhood teachers, and. involved parents
and community consultants in the education of preschoolers. . -
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4o"The Behavior Modification Proces for Parent-Chll

Famil Coordinator; 22; 3; 313-319, Jul 73.

This aper'discusses the ...importance of incorporati
with b havior problems into the treatment. process
fication principles. Trained parents augment the
lasting pcsitiq effects in their children and of
other current as well asietur''di441:ulties.

d Therapy,. LeBow, Michael D.,

ng the parents of the child
by teaching them behavior modi-
likelihood of producing long-
extending their influence to .

1.1

"Behavior Expertise and Social Policy: Observations on the Care, Feeding, and.
Utilization of Child Development Experts," Lucco, Alfred A.; EphroSs, Paul H.,
'Child Care Quarterly; 3;'2; 87-96 SuM 74,

. .

Child care workers often seek advice from experts and are frequently themselVeS_______,A,
Viewed as experts as they help parents and others. This article discusses spine
of the significant issues facing those who provide,guidance and.those who receive
it.

0"Unistaps: A Family-Oriented Infant/Preschool Program for. Hearing-Impaired Children
and Their Parents'," Northcott, Winifred H., and others, Peabody Journal of Education;

51; 3; 192-6, Apr 7.4.

The project develops a systems approach to early educationalLntervention for
preschool, hearing- impaired children. The cooperative, consultativeioordinating
nature of the three agencies (University of Minnesota, Minnesota Stat Educatidn,

Department, Minneapolis Public Schools) has been built into in- service. training

efforts and laboratory programs.
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AUDIOVISUAL-BIBLIOGRAPHY AIDS

Where an ERIC reference is cited, orders
y b placed by writing to: -ERIC Document'

%
Reprod ction Service (EDRS), Computer Microfilm

, intern tonal Corporation, P.O. BOX 190, Arling-
ton, V 22410.

,flillultl-Ethnic Books for Young Children, Griffin, Louise, Comp., National ASSocia-
wtion tor the tducatron ot,Toung Lnalerp",. 1834 Connecticut ilve.44.W.., Washington,

211036, $2.00,'190, Pp.

'Thii.bibllography was prepared by the National'Association for the Educatloh
of Young Children (NAEYC) in cooperAtIon Witlithe ERIC Clearinghouse on Early
Childhood Education in responSe to requests from teachers. and parents, par,
ticularlY of Head Start children for help in finding books about their child-
ren's races, their natiOnallrbackgrounds,.their ethnic groups, or life styles.
There is a capsule description of each Story and an indication of its appropriate!.
nesi foi various gge 1evels. Ethnic groups covered include American Indians,
Eskimos, Appalachian and Southern Mountain people, Afro-Americans, Hawailani
and Filipinos, Latin Americans, Asians, Jews, and Europeans,

. -

Starting Out Right, Latimer, Bettye Day Care and Child Develop oh Council,
of America, Inc., 1012 14th'St., Washington, D.C. 20905,-5.1.50, 1972PPD.96.

This booklet is the result of"a self-inlifated research project conducted by.
six Madison, Wis., women whip were unhappy with.the supply of black-experience.

. 'books available to their ghildren through public libraries, schOols and book-
stores.' They discovered that innumerable multi-ethnic bibliographies existed
but the quality of the books listed was uneven. The result of their search is

, this detailed bibliography of books written for children of pre- School through*
three years. Each title is accompanied by a Critique ,which explains why the
book is recomMended or not recommended. There Is also a chapter on criteria'
for judging books involving black peOpie.
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'IA Selected Bibliography On Child Development, Preschool Nursery, And ChIldDay Care,
Baker, Cherie, and Massey, Mary, Comps., E.C. grown ion, enter for Family

AStudies, Eugene, Oreg.. TORS price, MF-$0.65, .$3.29, 73. PP. 10.
' .

This selectedbibliography on child development and preschool group care was
developed to supplement the article, "Pre-Schoolers Provide Child Development. Lab
as Nigh Schoolers Study Parenting Role," which appeared in the May 1973 Issue of .

"Focus on the Family", the 1)1-monthly publication of the E.C. Brown Foundation.

.,Parent Education: Abstract Bibliography, Kremer, Barbara, Comp., ERIC Clearinghouse
won Early Childhood EducatIonUrbana, III., EDRS price, MF-$0.65. RC.83.29, 1971,

PP. 39.

This bibliography includes abstracts of published and unpublished studies on parent
education which fall into two categories: training for parents of children from
Infancy to,3 years, and education for parents of preschool. children, Also included
are abstracts of documents suggesting Specific activities for intellectually Stimu:
lating children at home, and a section concerned with establishing and running educa-
tional day care centers. A separate section is devoted to abstracts of studies con-
cerned with the Appalachian Educational Laboratory Projects.

Education For Parents of Preschoolers: An Abstract Bibliography, Howard, Norma K.,
Comp. ERIC Clearinghouse on Early Childhood Education, Urbana, Ill., Available. from
Publication; office, I.R.E.C., College of Education, University of Illinois, 805 W.
Pennsylvania Ave., Ur,bana, 111. 61801 Catalog 'No. 111, $1.60. EDRS price, MF-$0.75,
NC-$4.20, plus postage, 1974, pp, 75.

This selective bibliography cites 108 ERIC documents on parent education and parent
involvement during the child's preschool years. Included are reports from both
home-based and center-based programs.

°

..investigation of the Effects of Parent Participation In Head Starts Appendices to
'tbe Final-Technical Report, MIDCO Educational Associates, Inc., Denver, Colo.,

EDRS price, MF-$0.65, NC-$6.58,. 1972, pp. 168.

This publication is a compilation Of.eight appendices to the final technical report
of.the projeCt. They include the request for proposal, the telephone survey Inter.,
view forms, the self-concept test forms, the program quality checklists;question.
makes, and other instruments used In the project.

Y
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cialsnlj212m2ld the Education, ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult Education, ?DRS
IOC pp.

This" 149-item bibliography begins with descriptiohs Of a number of periodicals and
0,bibliographigs, and soveral studios of trends In homo'economics oducation. These
are followed by 27 surveys of role perception, needs, interosts.'and par ,ticlpatlon;
25 studies on tha training of professionals and nonp rofessitnals for home manage:-
men., wont, and family life education; 17 special programs for low-Income groups;
nine reports on de-osumor education and money management; and 56 other items concen-
trating on parent education, inauding parent child relationships and the teaching
role of parents.

la,

Parent Education:. Exceptional Child Dibliographt Series. Information Center on
Exceptional 011 ran, Council for Exceptional Children. arilegton, Va., EOM price,
10.10.65, HC-S3;29. 1971. PP, 20. d

.

v
Ono of a series of over 50 similar listings rolatipg to handicaOped.and gifted
children, tho annotated bibliography contains 92 references selectod from Exceptional
Child Education Abstracts written for or about parents of exceptional children.

AParent.Education/Parent Counseling, A Selective Olbilography, Exceptional Child
I'lliblir*P Series No. 631, valiablo from the Council for Exceptional Children,

1110

eg
1 afferson Davis highway, Arlington, Va. 22202, -(no price quotid), CDR;

price, MF-$0.65, NC-$3219. 1972. pp. 32.

'This selected bibliography on parent education and parent counsoling contains approxi,
matoly 98 abstracts, with Indexing information explained, to bo drawn from the com-
puter file of abstracts representing tho Council for Exceptional Children Information
Center's complete holdings as of August 1972.

.

.Annotated Film Dibllograp : Child D elo nt And Earl Childhood Education,
"'Holt, Caro Lou. Comp., Ava ab o ro C Day Care Associat on o St. Louis.

915 Olive Street. St. Louis, Mo. 63101, 53, plus $0.25 postage. 1973. pp. 148.

This annotated film bibliography Is a compilation of film listingssultable for
early childhood education teacher training, paront education, and for viewing by
children.
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" AUDIOVISUAL' SOURCES .

Association Films, Inc.
600 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Child Day.Care Association
of St. Louis

915 Olive Street .
Saint Louis, MO 63101
Note: Request "Annotated Film

Bibliography, Child
Development and Early
Childhood Education."

Churchill Films
662 N. Robertson Boulevard,;
Los Ailgeles, CA 90069 4'

Cine'Vip Co.
P.O. Box 2278
Orange, CA 92669 A

Coronet Instructional Films
65 S. Water Street East
Chicago, IL 60611

Educational Development _Center
39 Chapel Street
Newton, MA 02160

Guidance Associates
757 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Hawaii State Department of
4211 Wale() Avenue -.Room
Honolulu, HI 96816
Attention: grad Powell

AAP

4

Indiana University films
NET Film Service
Audio-Visual Center
Bloomington, IN 47405

McGraw -Hill

Text -Film Division'
330 Wist 42nd Street
New York, NY 10036

Modern Talking Picture Service ..

(Address varies NI' each region.
Check with local Head Start Office.)

Parents' Magatinein14 int.
Department "F" A

52 Vanderbilt Avenue/.
New York, NY 10017

!quintile! Education, Inc.
1825 Willow Road

Northfield,- IL '60093

Preschool Primary Productioni
189 Noilteeler .

Orange,'CA 92667

The Day Care and Child Devhiopment
Council of America, Inc.

1012 - 14th Street, N.W.
Washington; D.C. 20005

University of California Extension
Education -Media Center
202 2223 Fulton Street

e Berkeley, CA 94720

v.
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